


Some of the real-life applications covered in this book are listed in order of appearance. 

• Applications of electrostatics (Section 4.1) 
• Electrostatic separation of solids (Example 4.3) 
• Electrostatic discharge (ESD) (Section 4.11) 
• Electrostatic shielding (Section 5.9B) 
• High dielectric constant materials (Section 5.10) 
• Graphene (Section 5.11) NEW 
• Electrohydrodynamic pump (Example 6.1) 
• Xerographic copying machine (Example 6.2) 
• Parallel-plate capacitor, coaxial capacitor, and spherical capacitor (Section 6.5) 
• RF MEMS (Section 6.8) (Chapter 12 opener) NEW 
• Ink-jet printer (Problem 6.52) 
• Microstrip lines (Sections 6.7, 11.8, and 14.6) 
• Applications of magnetostatics (Section 7 .1) 
• Coaxial transmission line (Section 7.4C) 
• Lightning (Section 7.9) 
• Polywells (Section 7.10) NEW 
• Magnetic resonant imaging (MRI) (Chapter 8 opener) 
• Magnetic focusing of a beam of electrons (Example 8.2, Figure 8.2) 
• Velocity filter for charged particles (Example 8.3, Figure 8.3) 
• Inductance of common elements (Table 8.3) 
• Electromagnet (Example 8.16) 
• Magnetic levitation (Section 8.12) 
• Hall effect (Section 8.13) NEW 
• Direct current machine (Section 9.3B) 
• Memristor (Section 9.8) NEW 
• Optical nanocircuits (Section 9.9) NEW 
• Homopolar generator disk (Problem 9.14) 
• Microwaves (Section IO.II) 
• Radar (Sections IO.I I and 13.9) 
• 60 GHz technology (Section 10.12) NEW 
• Bioelectromagnetics (Chapter I I opener) 
• Coaxial, two-line, and planar lines (Figure 11.1, Section 11.2) 
• Quarter-wave transformer (Section l l.6A) 
• Data cables (Section I l.8B) 
• Metamaterials (Section 11.9) NEW 
• Microwave imaging (Section I l.10) NEW 
• Optical fiber (Section I2.9) 
• Cloaking and invisibility (Section 12.10) NEW 
• Smart antenna (Chapter 13 opener) 
• Typical antennas (Section 13.1, Figure 13.2) 
• Electromagnetic interference and compatibility (Section 13.10) 
• Grounding and filtering (Section 13.10) 
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Permittivity of free space (Flm) e, 8.854 x io-Jl 

Permeability of free space (Him) /Lo qrr x 10-7 

Intrinsic impedance of free space (!!) ~o 376.6 
Speed of light in vacuum (mis) 2.998 x 108 

Electron charge (C) -1.6022 x 10-19 

Electron mass (kg) m, 9.1093 x 10-JI 
Proton mass (kg) m, 1.6726 x 10-ll 

Neutron mass (kg) mn 1.6749 x 10-27 

Boltzmann constant (JIK) l.38065 x 10-23 

Avogadro number (/kg-mole) N 6.0221 x 1023 

Planck constant (J · s) h 6.626 x 10-34 

Acceleration due to gravity (mls2) g 9.80665 
Universal constant of gravitation G 6.673 x 10-11 

N(m/kg)' 
Electron-volt (J) eV 1.602176 x 10-19 

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

• Textile antennas and sensors (Section 13.11) NEW 
• RFID (Section 13.12) NEW 
• Commercial EM software~FEKO (Section 14.7) NEW 
• COMSOL Multiphysics (Section 14.8) NEW 
• CST Microwave Studio (Section 14.9) NEW 
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xiii 

Each revision of this book has embodied many changes that make the book better. 
However, the core of the subject of electromagnetics never changes. The fundamental 
objective of the book remains the same as in the first edition: to present electromagnerics 
concepts in a clearer and more interesting manner than other texts do. This objective is 
achieved in the following ways: 

1. In order to avoid complicating matters by covering electromagnetic and 
mathematical concepts simultaneously, vector analysis is covered at the beginning of the 
text and applied gradually. This approach avoids breaking in repeatedly with more 
background on vector analysis, thereby creating discontinuity in the flow of thought. It also 
separates mathematical theorems from physical concepts and makes it easier for the student 
to grasp the generality of those theorems. 

2. Each chapter opens either with a historical profile of some electromagnetic pioneers 
or a discussion of a modern topic related to the chapter. The chapter starts with a brief 
introduction that serves as a guide to the whole chapter and also links the chapter to the rest 
of the book. The introduction helps the students see the need for the chapter and how it 
relates to the previous chapter. Key points are emphasized to draw the readers' attention. 
A brief summary of the major concepts is discussed toward the end of the chapter. 

3. To ensure that students clearly understand the subject matter, key terms are defined and 
highlighted. Important formulas are boxed to help students identify essential formulas. 

4. Each chapter includes a reasonable number of solved examples. Because the exam 
ples are part of the text, they are clearly explained without asking the readers to fill in missing 
steps. In writing out the solution, we aim for clarity rather than efficiency. Thoroughly 
worked-out examples give students confidence to solve problems themselves and to learn to 
apply concepts, which is an integral part of engineering education. Each illustrative example 
is followed by a problem in the form of a Practice Exercise, with the answer provided. 

5. At the end of each chapter are 10 review questions in the form of multiple-choice 
objective items. It has been found that open-ended questions, although intended to be 
thought provoking, are ignored by most students. Objective review questions with answers 
immediately following them provide encouragement for students to do the problems and 
gain immediate feedback. A large number of problems are provided and are presented in the 
same order as the material in the main text. Problems of intermediate difficulty are identi 
fied by a single asterisk ("): the most difficult problems are marked with a double asterisk 
(*""). Enough problems are provided to allow the instructor to choose some as examples and 
assign some as homework problems. Answers to odd-numbered problems are provided in 
Appendix E. 

6. Because most practical applications involve time-varying fields, six chapters are 
devoted to such fields. However, static fields are given proper emphasis because they 
are special cases of dynamic fields. Ignorance of electrostatics is no longer acceptable 
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8. The last chapter covers numerical methods with practical applications and com 
puter programs. This chapter is of paramount importance because most practical problems 
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Electromagnetic theory is generally regarded by students as one of the most difficult 
courses in physics or the electrical engineering curriculum. But this misconception may 
be proved wrong if you take some precautions. From experience, the following ideas are 
provided to help you perform to the best of your ability with the aid of this textbook: 

I. Pay particular attention to Part l on vector analysis, the mathematical tool for this 
course. Without a clear understanding of this section, you may have problems with the rest 
of the book. 

2. Do not attempt to memorize too many formulas. Memorize only the basic ones, 
which are usually boxed, and try to derive others from these. Try to understand how formu 
las are related. Obviously, there is nothing like a general formula for solving all problems. 
Each formula has some limitations owing to the assumptions made in obtaining it. Be aware 
of those assumptions and use the formula accordingly. 

3. Try to identify the key words or terms in a given definition or law. Knowing the 
meaning of these key words is essential for proper application of the definition or law. 

4. Attempt to solve as many problems as you can. Practice is the best way to gain skill. 
The best way to understand the formulas and assimilate the material is by solving problems. 
It is recommended that you solve at least the problems in the Practice Exercise immediately 
following each illustrative example. Sketch a diagram illustrating the problem before 
attempting to solve it mathematically. Sketching the diagram not only makes the problem 
easier to solve, it also helps you understand the problem by simplifying and organizing your 
thinking process. Note that unless otherwise stated, all distances are in meters. For example 
(2, ~ 1, 5) actually means (2m,~1 rn, 5 m). 

You may use MATLAB to do number crunching and plotting. A brief introduction to 
MATLAB is provided in Appendix C. 

A list of the powers of 10 and Greek letters commonly used throughout this text is 
provided in the tables located on the inside cover. Important formulas in calculus, vectors, 
and complex analysis are provided in Appendix A. Answers to odd-numbered problems are 
in Appendix E. 



MA-1 

1.3 What is the distance R between the two points A(3, 5, 1) and B(5, 7, 2)? Also find 
1 

its reciprocal, R_· 

1.4 What is the distance vector RAB from A(3, 7, 1) to B(8, 19, 2) and a unit vector aA8 

in the direction of RAn? 
1.5 Given A = Za, - 4a1 + Sa, and B = ax + 2a1 + Saz, find a unit vector ac that is 

perpendicular to both A and B. 
1.6 There are four charges in space at four points A, B, C, and D, each lm from every 

other. You are asked to make a selection of coordinates for these charges. How do 
you place them in space and select their coordinates? There is no unique way. 

1.7 A man driving a car starts at point 0, drives in the following pattern 
15 km northeast to point A, 
20 km southwest to a point B, 
25 km north to C, 
10 km southeast to D, 
15 km west to E, and stops. 

How far is he from his starting point, and in what direction? 

l.8 A unit vector a, makes angles a, {3, and y with the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. 
Express a, in the rectangular coordinate system. Also express a non unit vector oP 
of length e parallel to a.; 

1.9 A vector OP makes angles 75.5225° and 64.3411 °with the x- and y-axes, respec 
tively. Another vector OQ makes 52.2388° with both x- and y-axes equally. Find 
the angle between OP and OQ. 

1.10 An experiment revealed that the point Q(x', y', z') is 4 m from P(2, I, 4) and that the 
vector QP makes 45.5225°, 59.4003°, and 60° with the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. 
Determine the location of Q. 

I.I Find the value of the determinant V = 1; ~I· 
1.2 A 12 m ladder is made to lean on a wall making an angle of30° with the horizontal. 

Find the distance of its base from the wall and also the height at the point where it 
touches the wall. 

PART 1: VECTOR ANALYSIS 



1.11 In a certain frame of reference with x-, y-, and z-axes, imagine the first octant to be 
a room with a door. Suppose that the height of the door is h and its width is p. 

The top-right corner P of the door when it is shut has the rectangular coordinates 
(p, 0, h). Now if the door is turned by angle <J>, so we can enter the room, what are 
the coordinates of P? What is the length of its diagonal r = OP in terms of p and z? 
Suppose the vector OP makes an angle e with the z-axis; express p and h in terms 
of rand e. 

1.12 Consider an ellipse in the xy-plane described by the equation x2 - xy + y' = 7. 
Find a unit normal to the curve (i) at a general point P(x, y) and (ii) at (-1, 2) in 
particular. 

1.13 What is the distance from origin to the plane 2x + 2y - z = 15? (Hint: The unit 

normal to any surface J(.x, y, z) = c is given by a,, = I ~I· The distance from origin 

to a given plane then is the dot product a,,· r, where r is a vector from the origin to 
any point on the plane; that is, it is a position vector of a point on the plane. 

1.14 Givenf= x'y + 3z + 4, find (i) VJ, (ii) V2f, and (ii) a unit normal tof = 0 at (I, -2, 4). 

1.15 Given A= 2xy a,+ 3zy a,+ Sz a, and B = sinx a,+ 2y a,+ Sy a., find (i) V ·A, 
(ii) V x A, (iii) V · V x A, and (iv) V · (A x B). 
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A = 2r2 a, + Sr sin (J cos <P a0 + 4 cos 8 a¢ S : 3 :'5 r ~ 5, '!!.- :'5 8 :::; !!__, 0 :::; <P ~ '!!.- 
6 3 4 

2.8 You are given a vector function A and a closed surface S. Determine the divergence 
of A and verify both sides of the divergence theorem on S. 

A = 3p sin </> ap + 6p2 ar/> + Sz a, 

2.7 You are given a vector function A and a closed surface S. Determine the divergence 
of A and verify both sides of the divergence theorem on S. 

s : -2 :::; x :::; 3, 4 -s y :::; 6, -3 :::; z :::::; 4 A = 2xy ax + 3zy a1 + Sz a, 

2.4 Show that the ordinary angle subtended by a closed curve lying in a plane at a 
point Pis 27T radians if Pis enclosed by the curve and zero if not. 

2.5 Show that the solid angle subtended by a closed surface at a point Pis 47T steradians 
if Pis enclosed by the closed surface and zero if not. 

2.6 You are given a vector function A and a dosed surface S. Determine the divergence 
of A and verify both sides of the divergence theorem on S. 

FIGURE MA~1 For Problem 2.3 

M x 

M' 

y 

I L pap - zaz 
2.2 Evaluate the integral -L (p' + z')'" dz. 

2.3 The cross section of a cylinder of radius 3 is shown in Figure MA-I. A straight 
charged wire MM' is found to pass through it at an angle 8 with the diameter as 
shown. Find the length of the wire OF enclosed if 8 = rr/6. 

is odd 

is even ifj(x) 

ifj(x) I " {2 rj(x)dx, 
f(x)dx = 0 

-a 0, 

2.1 Define even and odd functions. Show that 
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Taking the tangential and normal components, state which is continuous and which 
is not. 

2.13 You are given the plane S with a unit normal a, and passing through M. Describe 
the method for finding the image P1 of a point P in S for the particular case in 

Sa, - 2ay + 6a2 

which a,= and S passes through M(l, 0, 3). Find the coordinates 
y32 + 22 + 62 

of the image of P(2, 1, 5) in S. 

for y > 0 
for y < 0 

2.9 A sphere of radius a centered at the origin has a total charge of 20 C uniformly 
distributed over its entire volume. If all the charge above the plane z = Ii is removed, 
how much charge is left in the sphere? Take a= IOm and h = 6m. 

2.10 Consider a vector given by A = (4xy + z)ax + 2x2ar + xa.. Find the line integral 

from A(3, 7, 1) to B(8, 9, 2) by (i) evaluating the line integral V,1/J = - r E ·di along 
A 

the line joining A to Band (ii) evaluating {-r E ·di - r E di - rE ·di}, 
A C I) 

where the stopovers C and Dare C(S, 7, 1) and D(S, 9, l). 
2.11 Given a vector A = Sa, - 2a1 - 16a., find its components normal to the plane 

2x + 2y - z + 8 = 0 and tangential to it. 
2.12 At the interface y = 0 a certain vector field is given by 

MA-4 MATH ASSESSMENT 



A = Zr' a, + Sr sin 6 cos cp a6 + 4 cos 6 •>1> 

3.4 You are given a vector function A and an open surface S bounded by C. Determine 
the curl of each vector function and verify both sides of Stokes's theorem on Sand 
along C. 

1T 1T 
s : 3 :5 p :5 5, 6 :5 "' :5 3' z :5 7 A = 3p sin <P a,, + 6p2 ad.> + Sz a, 

3.3 You are given a vector function A and an open surface S bounded by C. Determine 
the curl of each vector function and verify both sides of Stokes's theorem on S and 
along C. 

s : -2 :5 x :5 3, 4 :5 y :5 6, z = 4 A = Zxya, + 3zya,, + Se a, 

3.2 You are given a vector function A and an open surface S bounded by C. Determine 
the curl of each vector function and verify both sides of Stokes's theorem on Sand 
along C. 

0 

FIGURE MA-2 A slanc wire for Problem 3.1. 

a, 

a, ' 
P(6,8) 

N 

SA 

M 

3. l A slant wire in the xy-plane joining the points 0(0, 0) and P(6, 8) carries a current 
of 5 A from 0 to Pas shown in Figure MA-2. Find the quantities cos o , and cos o , 
and the distance MN. 
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represents a circle. (ii) Express the coordinates of the center and the radius. Use the 
following equations of circles to find the centers and radii. 

4.1 Show that \I · \I X A = 0. 
4.2 Show that \I X Vi/J = 0. 
4.3 Show that \I X \I x A = \/\/ · A - \12 A. 
4.4 Show that \I · A X B = B · \I x A - A · \I X B. 
4.5 Use De Moivre's theorem to prove that cos 38 = cos3 8 - 3 cos 8sin28: 

4.6 Determine vJ. 
4.7 Determine vJ using the Euler formula. 
4.8 Find the phasers for the following field quantities: 

(a) E,(z, t) = E0 cos (wt - {3z +</>)(Vim) 

(b) E,(z, t) = lOOe-3' cos (wt - Sz + ?T/4) (Vim) 

(c) H,(z, t) = H0 cos (wt+ {3z) (Alm) 

(d) H,(z, t) = 1201Te-5' cos (wt+ f3z + <J>,) (Alm) 

4.9 Find the instantaneous time domain sinusoidal functions corresponding to the 
following phasers: 
(a) Eh) = E0ei~' (Vim) 
(b) E,(z) = 100e-3'e-i'' (Vim) 

(c) 1,(z) = 5 + j4 (A) 
(d) V,(z) = jIOei"13 (V) 

4.10 Write the phasor expression [for the following current using a cosine reference. 
(a) i(t) = 10 cos (wt - ?T/6) 
(b) i(t) = 10 sin (wt+ ?T/3} 

4.11 Find the instantaneous V(t) for the following phasors using a cosine reference. 
(a) Vs = Voej.,,-/4 

(b) if,= 12 - j5(V) 
4.12 The unit normal to a plane is given by a; It also passes through a point S whose 

position vector is ro- Determine the equation of the plane. 
4.13 A voltage source V(t) =JOO cos (6?Tl09r - 45°) (V) is connected to a series RLC 

circuit, as shown in Figure MA-3. Given R = lOMfl, C = lOOpF, and L = 1 H, use 
phaser notation to find the following: 
(a) i(t) 

(b) v,(t), the voltage across the capacitor 
4.14 (i) Show that the locus of the points P(x,y) obeying the equation 

x2 + y' + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0 

PART 4: WAVES AND APPLICATIONS 
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4.18 From the binomial expansion of(a + e)", build the Pascal triangle for 
n = 0, l , 2, · · · • 5. 

4.17 Show the following series expansion assuming lxl < 1: 

-1-=l+x+x'+x3+· 
l - x 

4.16 Show that the sum of the first N terms in a geometric series S,,. = 1 + x + x! + · · · + 
l - :!' 

0- 1 = ~and further assuming lxl < 1, show that 

4.15 Recall the vector identity V X i/lA ~ i/f'\7 X A+ '\li/f X A, where i/J is a scalar function 
e-ikr 

and A is a vector point function. Suppose A = Az3.v where Az = -- and k is a con- 
stant. Simplify '\7 X A. r 

x' + y' + Bx - 4y + 11 = 0 
x' + y' - !Ox+ 6y + 9 = 0 

225x2 + 22Sy' + 90x - 300y + 28 = 0 

FIGURE MA-3 A series RLC circuit for Problem 4.13. 
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-Courtesy of IEEE 

Engineering is a profession that makes significant contributions to the economic and social 
well-being of people all over the world. As members of this important profession, engineers are 
expected to exhibit the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Unfortunately, the engineering 
curriculum is so crowded that there is no room for a course on ethics in most schools. Although 
there are over 850 codes of ethics for different professions all over the world, the code of ethics 
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is presented here to give students a 
flavor of the importance of ethics in engineering professions. 

We, the members of the IEEE, in recognition of the importance of our technologies in affecting 
the quality of life throughout the world, and in accepting a personal obligation to our profession, 
its members and the communities we serve, do hereby commit ourselves to the highest ethical and 
professional conduct and agree: 

1. to accept responsibility in making engineering decisions consistent with the safety, health, 
and welfare of the public, and to disclose promptly factors that might endanger the public 
or the environment; 

2. to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interest whenever possible, and to disclose them to 
affected parties when they do exist; 

3. to be honest and realistic in stating claims or estimates based on available data; 
4. to reject bribery in all its forms; 
5. to improve the understanding of technology, its appropriate application, and potential 

consequences; 
6. to maintain and improve our technical competence and to undertake technological tasks 

for others only if qualified by training or experience, or after full disclosure of pertinent 
limitations; 

7. to seek, accept, and offer honest criticism of technical work, to acknowledge and correct 
errors, and to credit properly the contributions of others; 

8. to treat fairly all persons regardless of such factors as race, religion, gender, disability, age, or 
national origin; 

9. to avoid injuring others, their property, reputation, or employment by false or malicious 
action; 

10. to assist colleagues and co-workers in their professional development and to support them 
in following this code of ethics. 

CODES OF ETHICS 



1For numerous applications of electrostatics, see J.M. Crowley, Fundamentals of Applied Electrostatics. New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1986. 
2For other areas of applications of EM, see, for example, D. Teplitz, ed., Electromagnetism: Paths to Research. 
New York: Plenum Press, 1982. 

EM principles find applications in various allied disciplines such as microwaves, antennas, 
electric machines, satellite communications, bioelectromagnetics, plasmas, nuclear research, 
fiber optics, electromagnetic interference and compatibility, electromechanical energy conver 
sion, radar meteorology, and remote sensing.P In physical medicine, for example, EM power, 
in the form either of shortwaves or microwaves, is used to heat deep tissues and to stimulate 
certain physiological responses in order to relieve certain pathological conditions. EM fields 
are used in induction heaters for melting, forging, annealing, surface hardening, and soldering 
operations. Dielectric heating equipment uses shortwaves to join or seal thin sheets of plastic 
materials. EM energy offers many new and exciting possibilities in agriculture. It is used, for 
example, to change vegetable taste by reducing acidity. 

EM devices include transformers, electric relays, radio/TV, telephones, electric motors, 
transmission lines, waveguides, antennas, optical fibers, radars, and lasers. The design of 
these devices requires thorough knowledge of the laws and principles of EM. 

Electromagnetics (EM) is a branch of physics or electrical engineering in which 
electric and magnetic phenomena are studied. 

Electromagnetics (EM) may be regarded as the study of the interactions between electric 
charges at rest and in motion. It entails the analysis, synthesis, physical interpretation, and 
application of electric and magnetic fields. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

-ELBERT HUBBARD 

One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work of 
one extraordinary man. 

VECTOR ALGEBRA 

CHAPTER II 



tlndicates sections that may be skipped, explained briefly, or assigned as homework if the text is covered in one 
semester. 
3The reader who feels no need for review of vector algebra can skip to the next chapter. 

Vector analysis is a mathematical tool with which electromagnetic concepts are most con 
veniently expressed and best comprehended. We must learn its rules and techniques before 
we can confidently apply it. Since most students taking this course have little exposure to 
vector analysis, considerable attention is given to it in this and the next two chapters.3 This 
chapter introduces the basic concepts of vector algebra in Cartesian coordinates only. The 
next chapter builds on this and extends to other coordinate systems. 

A quantity can be either a scalar or a vector. 

1.3 SCALARS AND VECTORS 

Maxwell based these equations on previously known results, both experimental and theore 
tical. A quick look at these equations shows that we shall be dealing with vector quantities. 
It is consequently logical that we spend some time in Part 1 examining the mathematical 
tools required for this course. The derivation of eqs. (1.1) to (1.4) for time-invariant condi 
tions and the physical significance of the quantities D, B, E, H, J, and p, will be our aim in 
Parts 2 and 3. In Part 4, we shall reexamine the equations for time-varying situations and 
apply them in our study of practical EM devices. 

where \! = the vector differential operator 
D = the electric flux density 
B = the magnetic flux density 
E = the electric field intensity 
H = the magnetic field intensity 
p,. = the volume charge density 
J = the current density 

'ii D = p; (l.l) 

'ii· B=O (1.2) 

'ii x E = - aB ( 1.3) at 
v x H = J +an (14) at 

The subject of electromagnetic phenomena in this book can be summarized in Maxwell's 
equations: 

t1.2 A PREVIEW OF THE BOOK 
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4For an elementary treatment of tensors, see, for example, A. I. Borisenko and I. E. Tarapor, Vector and Tensor 
Analysis with Applications. New York: Dover, I 979. 

(1.7) or (Ax,A,.,A,) 

which completely specifies A in terms of its magnitude A and its direction aA' 
A vector A in Cartesian (or rectangular) coordinates may be represented as 

(l.6) A= Aa11 

I. Thus we may write A as Note that I aA I 

(1.5) 

A vector A has both magnitude and direction. The magnitude of A is a scalar written as 
A or IA I. A unit vector aA along A is defined as a vector whose magnitude is unity {i.e., 1) 
and its direction is along A, that is, 

1.4 UNIT VECTOR 

If the quantity is scalar (or vector), the field is said to be a scalar (or vector) field. Examples 
of scalar fields are temperature distribution in a building, sound intensity in a theater, electric 
potential in a region, and refractive index of a stratified medium. The gravitational force on 
a body in space and the velocity of raindrops in the atmosphere are examples of vector fields. 

A field is a function that specifies a particular quantity everywhere in a region. 

Vector quantities include velocity, force, displacement, and electric field intensity. Another 
class of physical quantities is called tensors, of which scalars and vectors are special cases. 
For most of the time, we shall be concerned with scalars and vectors.4 

To distinguish between a scalar and a vector it is customary to represent a vector by 
a letter with an arrow on top of it, such as A and 8, or by a letter in boldface type such as 
A and B. A scalar is represented simply by a letter-for example, A, 8, U, and V. 

EM theory is essentially a study of some particular fields. 

A vector is a quantity that has both magnitude and direction. 

Quantities such as time, mass, distance, temperature, entropy, electric potential, and popu 
lation are scalars. 

A scalar is a quantity that has only magnitude. 

1.4 Unit Vector 5 



(1.12) 
D=A-B=A+(-B) 

= (A, - B,)a, + (A, - B,)a, + (A, - B,)a, 

Vector subtraction is similarly carried out as 

( 1.11) C = (Ax + B,)ax + (A, + B,)a, + (A, + B,}a, 

The vector addition is carried out component by component. Thus, if A = (A,, A,, A,) 
and B = (B,, B,, B,). 

(I.IO) C=A+B 

Two vectors A and B can be added together to give another vector C; that is, 

1.5 VECTOR ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 

(1.9) 

and the unit vector along A is given by 

A.Jlx + A1ay + A,az 
a,= VA2 + A2 + A1 x y z 

(1.8) I A = v A; + AJ + A; I 

where Ax, A1, and Az are called the components of A in the x-, y-, and z-directions, respec 
tively; ax> ar, and az are unit vectors in the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. For example, 
ax is a dimensionless vector of magnitude one in the direction of the increase of the x-axis. 
The unit vectors ax, ay, and az are illustrated in Figure 1.1 (a), and the components of A along 
the coordinate axes are shown in Figure l.l(b). The magnitude of vector A is given by 

FIGURE 1.1 (a) Unit vectors a,,, ".r• and a1, (b) components of A 
along a,,, ay, and a; 

(bl (a} 

A..,a.., 
/'-----+' 

., 
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(1.13) 

The position vector rp (or radius vector) of point Pis defined as the directed dis 
tance from the origin 0 to P, that is, 

A point Pin Cartesian coordinates may be represented by (x, y, z). 

1.6 POSITION AND DISTANCE VECTORS 

where k and e are scalars. Multiplication of a vector with another vector will be discussed 
in Section I.7. 

kA ~ Ak 
k(fA) ~ (ke)A 

A+B=B+A 
A+ (8 + C) ~ (A+ B) + C 
k(A + 8) ~ kA +kB 

Commutative 
Associative 
Distributive 

Multiplication Addition Law 

Graphically, vector addition and subtraction are obtained by either the parallelogram rule 
or the head-to-tail rule as portrayed in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. 

The three basic laws of algebra obeyed by any given vectors A, B, and C, are summa 
rized as follows: 

(bl (o) 

~B 

FIGURE 1.3 Vector subtraction 
D =A - B: (a) parallelogram rule, 
(b) head-co-tail rule. 

FIGURE 1.2 Vector addition C =A+ B: (a) parallelogram rule, 
(b) head-to-tail rule. 

(b) (') 

[ZJ{? 
B 

1.6 Position and Distance Vectors 



If A = Ina, - 4a, + 6a, and B = 2a, + a,, find (a) the component of A along a,, (b) the 
magnitude of 3A - B, (c) a unit vector along A + 2B. 

The difference between a point P and a vector A should be noted. Though both P 
and A may be represented in the same manner as (x, y, z) and (Ax, A1, Az), respectively, 
the point Pis not a vector; only its position vector rp is a vector. Vector A may depend on 
point P, however. For example, if A = 2xya, + y'a, - xz'a, and P is ( 2, - I, 4), then A at 
P would be -4ax + ar - 32az. A vector field is said to be constant or uniform if it does 
not depend on space variables x, y, and z. For example, vector B = 3ax - 2a1 + l Oa, is a 
uniform vector while vector A = 2xyax + Jay - xz2az is not uniform because B is the 
same everywhere, whereas A varies from point to point. 

(1.14) = (x0 - xp)a, + (y0 - yp)a, + (z0 - Zp)a, 

If two points P and Qare given by (x,,, y,,, Zp) and (x0, vo- z0), the distance vector (or 
separation vector) is the displacement from P to Q as shown in Figure 1.5; that is, 

The distance vector is the displacement from one point to another. 

The position vector of point Pis useful in defining its position in space. Point (3, 4, 5), for 
example, and its position vector Sa, + 4a1 + Sa, are shown in Figure 1.4. 

FIGURE 1.5 Distance vector rPQ· 

D
P 

p 

Q 

0 Q 

I ;; 
I ,;/X"' 3 _______ __v 

y:: 4 

P(3, 4, 5) 

-, 
' -, 

FIGURE 1.4 Illustration of position vector 
rp = Sa, + 4a_,, = Sa, 

1¥iWH'hl 
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Points P and Q are located at (0, 2, 4) and ( -3, l, 5). Calculate 
(a) The position of vector rp 
(b) The distance vector from P to Q 
(c) The distance between P and Q 
( d) A vector parallel to PQ with magnitude of l 0 

Answer: (a) 7, (b) (0, -2, 21), (c) 0, (d) ±(0.9117, 0.2279, 0.3419). 

Given vectors A = ax + 3az and B = Sax + 2ay - 6az, determine 
(a) IA+ Bl 
(b) SA - B 
( c) The component of A along a, 
( d) A unit vector parallel to 3A + B 

PRACTICE EXERCISE I.I 

Note that I a.] = l as expected. 

a,= 0.9113ax - 0.1302a, + 0.3906a, 

or 

c (14, -2,6) 
a=-= 

c ICI Vl42 + (-2)2 + 62 

A unit vector along C is 

(c) LetC =A+ 2B = (10, -4,6) + (4,2,0) = (14, -2,6). 

j3A - Bj = \.h82 + (-13)2 + (18)2 = Vlm 
= 35.74 

Hence, 

Solution: 

(a) The component of A along a, is A, = -4. 
(b) 3A - B = 3(10, -4, 6) - (2, 1, 0) 

= (30, -12, 18) - (2, l,O) 
= (28, -13, 18) 

1.6 Position and Distance Vectors 9 



u, = lO(cos 45" a, - sin 45" a,) 
= 7.07la, - 7.07la, km/hr 

A river flows southeast at 10 km/hr and a boat floats upon it with its bow pointed in the 
direction of travel. A man walks upon the deck at 2 km/hr in a direction to the right and 
perpendicular to the direction of the boat's movement. Find the velocity of the man with 
respect to the earth. 

Solution: 
Consider Figure 1.6 as illustrating the problem. The velocity of the boat is 

Answer: (a) ax - 3a, + Sa; Sa, + Sa,, (b) -r Za, - v+ 2a,, (c) 3. 

Given points P(l, -3, 5), Q(2, 4, 6), and R(O, 3, 8), find (a) the position vectors of P and 
R, (b) the distance vector r0,, (c) the distance between Q and R. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 1.2 

:':(-9.045ax - 3.0lSa, + 3.0lSa,) 
A= +10(-3,-1,1) 

3.317 

and 

rpQ (-3,-1,1) 
aA=±~=+ 3.317 

where A = l 0 is the magnitude of A. Since A is parallel to PQ, it must have the same unit 
vector as rp0 or rqp· Hence, 

A= Aa, 

(d) Let the required vector be A, then 

d = V(x0 - xr)' + (y0 - Yrl' + (zo - zr)2 

= \/9+l+l = 3.317 

Alternatively: 

d = lrrol = \/9+l+l = 3.317 

Solution: 
(a) rp = Dax + Za, + 4az = 2ay + 4a2 

(b) rro = r0 - rr = (-3, 1,5) - (0,2,4) = (-3, -1, 1) 
or rpQ = - Sa, - a1 + az 

(c) Since rpqis the distance vector from P to Q, the distance between P and Q is the mag 
nitude of this vector; that is, 
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When two vectors A and Bare multiplied, the result is either a scalar or a vector depending 
on how they are multiplied. Thus there are two types of vector multiplication: 

I. Scalar (or dot) product: A· B 
2. Vector (or cross) product: A X B 

1.7 VECTOR MULTIPLICATION 

Answer: 379.3 km/hr, 4.275' north of west. 

An airplane has a ground speed of350 km/hr in the direction due west. If there is a wind 
blowing northwest at 40 km/hr, calculate the true air speed and heading of the airplane. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 1.3 

that is, 10.2 km/hr at 56.3° south of east. 

Uab = Um + ub = 5.657ax - 8.485ay 
lu,,I = 10.2/-56.3° 

Thus the absolute velocity of the man is 

um = 2( - cos 45° ax - sin 45° ay) 
= -l.414ax - l.414a, km/hr 

The velocity of the man with respect to the boat (relative velocity) is 

~

5°- -45: 

U111 uh 

u,, 

W-+------+--------E 

FIGURE 1.6 For Example 1.3. N 
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It is easy to prove the identities in eqs. (1.17) to (1.20) by applying eq. (1.15) or (1.16). 

( l.20a) 
(l.20b) 

ax. a, = a . a, = a, ax = 0 y 

ax. ax = a . a, = a, a, = I y 

Also note that 

(1.19) A·A = IAI' = A2 

(iii) 

(1.18) A· (B + C) = A· B + A· C 

(ii) Distributive law: 

(1.17) A·B=BA 

(i) Commutative law: 

which is obtained by multiplying A and B component by component. Two vectors A and B 
are said to be orthogonal (or perpendicular) with each other if A B = 0. 

Note that dot product obeys the following: 

(1.16) I A. B = AA + A,,B, + A,B, I 

where f AB is the smaller angle between A and B. The result of A· Bis called either the scalar 
product because it is scalar, or the dot product due to the dot sign. If A = (Ax, A1, A,) and 
B = (Bx, B,, B,), then 

(I.IS) I A· B =AB cos eA8 I 

Thus, 

The dot product of two vectors A and B, written as A· B, is defined geometrically 
as the product of the magnitudes of A and Band the cosine of the smaller angle 
between them when they are drawn tail to tail. 

A. Dot Product 

4. Vector triple product: A x (B x C) 

or 

Multiplication of three vectors A, B, and C can result in either: 

3. Scalar triple product: A· (B X C) 
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FIGURE 1.7 The cross product of A and Bis a vector with magnitude equal 
to the area of the parallelogram and direction as indicated. 

A 

B -------------------------- 

AXB 

which is obtained by "crossing" terms in cyclic permutation, hence the name "cross 
product.'' 

(1.22b) = (A)l, - A,B,)ax + (A,Bx - A,B,)a, + (A,B, - A)lx)•, 

(l.22a) 

where a11 is a unit vector normal to the plane containing A and B. The direction of a11 is 
taken as the direction of the right thumb when the fingers of the right hand rotate from 
A to B as shown in Figure l.8(a). Alternatively, the direction of a, is taken as that of the 
advance of a right-handed screw as A is turned into Bas shown in Figure l.8(b). 

The vector multiplication of eq. ( 1.21) is called cross product owing to the cross 
sign; it is also called vector product because the result is a vector. If A = (Ax, AY, A2) and 
B = (Bx, B,, B,), then 

(l.21) I A X B = AB sin 0 Ana,, I 

Thus, 

The cross product of two vectors A and B, written as AX B, is a vector quantity 
whose magnitude is the area of the parallelogram formed by A and B (see Figure 1.7) 
and is in the direction of advance of a right-handed screw as A is turned into B. 

B. Cross Product 
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which are obtained in cyclic permutation and illustrated in Figure 1.9. The identities in eqs. 
(1.23) to (1.27) are easily verified by using eq. (1.21) or (1.22). It should be noted that in 
obtaining an, we have used the right-hand or right-handed-screw rule because we want to 

(1.27) 
ax X ay = a, 
ay x az =ax 

a, X ax= ay 

(1.26) AXA=O 

Also note that 

(1.25) A x (B + C) = A x B + A x C 

(iv) 

(iii) It is distributive: 

(1.24) AX (BX C) * (AX B) X C 

(l.23b) AX B =-BX A 

(l.23a) 

(ii) It is not associative: 

It is anticommutative: 

Note that the cross product has the following basic properties: 

(i) It is not commutative: 

(b) 

FIGURE 1.8 Direction of AX Band an using (a) the right-hand rule and (b) the 
right-handed-screw rule. 

AXB 

l 
k. 

(a) 

AX B 
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(1.30) I Ax (Bx C) = B(A. C) - C(A. B) I 

For vectors A, B, and C, we define the vector triple product as 

D. Vector Triple Product 

Since the result of this vector multiplication is scalar, eq. (1.28) or (1.29) is called the scalar 
triple product. 

(1.29) 

obtained in cyclic permutation. If A= (Ax, A,, A,), B = (Bx, By, B,), and C = (c, Cy, C,), 
then A · (B X C) is the volume of a parallelogram having A, B, and C as edges and is easily 
obtained by finding the determinant of the 3 X 3 matrix formed by A, B, and C; that is, 

(1.28) I A . (B x C) = B. ( c x A) = c. (A x B) I 

Given three vectors A, B, and C, we define the scalar triple product as 

C. Scalar Triple Product 

be consistent with our coordinate system illustrated in Figure 1.1, which is right-handed. 
A right-handed coordinate system is one in which the right-hand rule is satisfied: that is, 
a, X ay = a, is obeyed. In a left-handed system, we follow the left-hand or left-handed 
screw rule and ax X ay = - az is satisfied. Throughout this book, we shall stick to right 
handed coordinate systems. 

Just as multiplication of two vectors gives a scalar or vector result, multiplication of 
three vectors A, B, and C gives a scalar or vector result, depending on how the vectors are 
multiplied. Thus we have a scalar or vector triple product. 

FIGURE 1.9 Cross product using cyclic permutation. (a) Moving 
clockwise leads to positive results (b) Moving counterclockwise 
leads to negative results. 

(b) (a) 
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FIGURE 1.10 Components of A along B: (a) scalar component A8, 

(b) vector component A8. 

(b) 

Both the scalar and vector components of A are illustrated in Figure 1.10. Notice from Figure 
l.lO(b) that the vector can be resolved into two orthogonal components: one component A8 par 
allel to B, another (A ~ A8) perpendicular to B. In fact, our Cartesian representation of a vector 
is essentially resolving the vector into three mutually orthogonal components as in Figure 1.1 (b ). 

We have considered addition, subtraction, and multiplication of vectors. However, divi 
sion of vectors A/B has not been considered because it is undefined except when A and B are 
parallel so that A = kB, where k is a constant. Differentiation and integration of vectors will be 
considered in Chapter 3. 

(1.34) 

The vector component A8 of A along Bis simply the scalar component in eq. (1.33) multi 
plied by a unit vector along B; that is, 

I A8 = A8a8 = (A· a8)a8 I 

(1.33) I A.= A a. I 

or 

A8 =A cos e,. = IAI la.I cos eA• 

A direct application of scalar product is its use in determining the projection (or compo 
nent) of a vector in a given direction. The projection can be scalar or vector. Given a vector 
A, we define the scalar component A8 of A along vector Bas [see Figure l.lO(a)] 

1.8 COMPONENTS OF A VECTOR 

(1.32) (A· B)C = C(A · B) 

but 

(1.31) (A· B)C --F A(B · C) 

which may be remembered as the "bac-cab" rule. It should be noted that 
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Determine 
(a) (P + Q) x (P - Q) 
(b) Q .n x P 

(c) P· Q X R 

P = 2ax - a, 
Q ::::::: Za, - ay + 2az 
R = Za, - 3ar + az 

Three field quantities are given by 

If A =a,+ 3a,and B =Sa,+ 2a1 - 6a,, find 8,8. 

Answer: 120.6°. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 1.4 

A x B = I;' :y :'I 
0 2 -5 

= (-20 - 2)ax + (0 + IS)a, + (6 - O)a, 
= ( -22, 15, 6) 

IA x Bl = V(-22)2 + 152 + 62 = \/745 
. IA x Bl \/745 

stn e,, = lATTBf = \/(26)(29) = o.994 

8AB =sin-I 0.994 = 83.73° 

Alternatively: 

A B = (3,4, I)· (0,2, -5) 
=0+8-5=3 

IAI = V32 + 42 + 12 = \/26 
IBI =VO'+ 22 + (-5)2 = v'29 

A·B 3 
cos 8'' = IAI IBI = \/(26)(29) = 0·'092 

8AB =COS-I 0.1092 = 83.73° 

Given vectors A = 3ax + 4ay + a, and B = 2ay - Sa" find the angle between A and B. 

Solution: 
The angle 8 AB can be found by using either dot product or cross product. 
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as obtained before. 

Q·(RXP)= -~+ 
- + 
- + 

= +6 + 0 - 2 + 12 - 0 - 2 
= 14 

To find the determinant of a 3 X 3 matrix, we repeat the first two rows and cross multiply; 
when the cross multiplication is from right to left, the result should be negated as shown 
diagrammatically here. This technique of finding a determinant applies only to a 3 X 3 
matrix. Hence, 

-I 
-3 Q (Rx P) =I~ 

Alternatively: 

= (2, -1,2). (3,4,6) 
= 6 - 4 + 12 = 14 

l
a~, -•3, al,I Q · (R X P) = (2, -1,2) · 

-1 

(b) The only way Q · R X P makes sense is 

(P + Q) X (P - Q) = P X (P - Q) + Q x (P - Q) 
=PXP-PXQ+QXP-QXQ 
=O+QXP+QXP-0 
= 2Q x p 

= 21:' .: :'I 
2 0 -1 

= 2(1 - 0) a,+ 2(4 + 2) a,+ 2(0 + 2) a, 
= 2a.r + l Za, + 4az 

(d) sin OQR 

(e) P x (Q x R) 
(f) A unit vector perpendicular to both Q and R 
(g) The component of P along Q 

Solution: 
(a) 
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P0 = IPI cos o,0a0 

(P·Q)Q 
= (P·•ol•o=~ 

= (4 + 0 - 2)(2, -1,2) = .2.(2, -l 2) 
(4 + l + 4) 9 ' 

= 0.4444ax - 0.2222a, + 0.4444a 

Note that I a I = I, a Q = 0 = a · R. Any of these can be used to check a. 
(g) The component of P along Q is 

:!:Q X R :!:(5, 2, -4) 
3 = IQ X RI = v45 

= :!:(0.745, 0.298, -0.596) 

(f) A unit vector perpendicular to both Q and R is given by 

P X ( Q X R) = Q(P · R) - R(P · Q) 
= (2, -1,2)(4 + 0 - r) - (2, -3, 1)(4 + 0 - 2) 

= (2, 3, 4) 

Alternatively, using the bac-cab rule, 

PX (Q X R) = (2,0, -l) X (5,2, -4) 
= (2, 3,4) 

(e) 

IQXRI (5,2,-4)1 
sin (}QR = _l_Q_l l_R_I = -I (-2-. _---'-l.-'-2~) l~I (-2-'-. _'---3.-l-) I 

v45 Vs 
= -3Vi4_l_4 = _Vi4_l_4 = 05976 

(d) 

P· (Q x R) = (2,0, -1) · (5,2, -4) 

= 10 + 0 + 4 
= 14 

or 

P (Q X R) = Q ·(Rx P) = 14 

(c) From eq. (1.28) 
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sin A sin B sin C 

Dividing through by abc gives 

ab sin C = be sin A = ca sin B 

where (7T - A) is the angle between band c. 
The area of a triangle is half of the product of its height and base. Hence, 

a' = a· a = (b + c) (b + c) 
= b : b + c c + 2b . c 

a' = b' + c' - 2bc cos A 

Hence, 

b + c =-a 

that is, 

a+b+c=O 

Solution: 
Consider a triangle as shown in Figure 1.11. From the figure, we notice that 

using dot product and cross product, respectively. 

b 
sin A sin B sin C 

and the sine formula 

a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cos A 

Derive the cosine formula 

Answer: (a) (-0.2837, 0.7092, -0.3546), (b) :t(0.9398, 0.2734, -0.205). 

Let E = 3a, + 4a, and F = 4a, - !Oa, + Sa,. 

(a) Find the component of E along F. 
(b) Determine a unit vector perpendicular to both E and F. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 1.5 
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where A is a constant. Hence the position vector rp of the point P must satisfy 

showing that the angle between rpp and rpp is zero (sine= 0). This implies that P,, P2, 
and P3 lie on a straight line. 

1 2 1 

J 

Alternatively, the vector equation of the straight line is easily determined from Figure 
1.12(a). For any point Pon the line joining P1 and P2 

rP,P, X rP,P, = 1~4 ~I a~1 
-8 -2 12 

= (0,0,0) 

rP,P, = rp, - rp, = (-3, 0, 8) - (5, 2, -4) 
= (-8, -2, 12) 

rP,P, = rp, - rp, = (3, -1,0) - (5,2, -4) 
=(-2,-3,4) 

Similarly, 

rP,P, = rp. - rp, = (!,I, 2) - (5, 2, -4) 
=(-4,-1,6) 

Show that points PJ5, 2, -4), P,(I, I, 2), and P3(-3, 0, 8) all lie on a straight line. 
Determine the shortest distance between the line and point P4(3, -I, 0). 

Solution: 
The distance vector rp1p1 is given by 

Answer: Yes, 10.5. 

Show that vectors a= (4, 0, -1), b = (1, 3, 4), and c = (-5, -3, -3) form the sides 
of a triangle. Is this a right angle triangle? Calculate the area of the triangle. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 1.6 

FIGURE 1.11 For Example 1.6. 
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Answer: (a) 9.644, (b) (I - S>..)ax + 2(1 - >..)a,+ (8>.. - 3)a,, (c) 8.2. 

(a) The distance P1P2 

(b) The vector equation of the line P1P2 

(c) The shortest distance between the line P1P2and point P3 (7, -I, 2) 

If P1 is (l, 2, -3) and P2 is (-4, 0, 5), find 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 1.7 

d = lrP,P,1sin8' = lrP,P, X aP,P,1 

Any point on the line may be used as a reference point. Thus, instead of using P1 as a reference 
point, we could use P3• If LP4P3P2 = 8'. then 

v3i2 = ~~ = 2.426 Vs3 

d = rp1p, sin 8 = I rP,P, X aP,Pi I 
1(-2, -3,4) x (-4, -l,6)1 

1(-4, -l,6)1 

This is the vector equation of the straight line joining P1 and P2. If P3 is on this line, the 
position vector of P3 must satisfy the equation; r, does satisfy the equation when A = 2. 

The shortest distance between the line and point P4(3, -l,O) is the perpendicular 
distance from the point to the line. From Figure l.12(b), it is clear that 

rp = rp, + A(rp, - rp,) 
= (5, 2, -4) - A(4, l, -6) 

rp = (5 - 4A, 2 - A, -4 + 6A) 

(bl 

P, 

that is, 

FIGURE 1.12 For Example 1.7. 

I•) 
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I.I Tell which of the following quantities is not a vector: (a) force, (b) momentum, (c) accelera 
tion, (d) work, (e) weight. 

1.2 Which of the following is not a scalar field? 
(a) Displacement of a mosquito in space 
(b) Light intensity in a drawing room 
(c) Temperature distribution in your classroom 
(d) Atmospheric pressure in a given region 
(e) Humidity of a city 

I. A field is a function that specifies a quantity in space. For example, A(x, y, z) is a vector 
field, whereas V(x, y, z) is a scalar field. 

2. A vector A is uniquely specified by its magnitude and a unit vector along it, that is, A = AaA- 
3. Multiplying two vectors A and B results in either a scalar A · B = AB cos f) AB or a 

vector A X B = AB sin 8 AB aw Multiplying three vectors A, B, and C yields a scalar 
A· (B X C) or a vector A X (B X C). 

4. The scalar projection (or component) of vector A onto Bis A8 = A· a8, whereas vector 
projection of A onto Bis A8 = A8a8. 

disp('Magnitude of B:'} 
disp(norm(vB)) 
disp('Unit vector in direction of A:') 
disp(vA/norm(vA}) % unit vector is the vector 

% divided by its magnitude 
disp('Unit vector in direction of B:') 
disp(vB/norm(vB)) 
disp( 'Sum A+B: ') 
disp{vA+vB) 
disp('Difference A-B:') 
disp(vA-vB) 
disp('Dot product (A. B):') 
disp (dot ( vA, vB) ) % dot takes the dot product of vectors 
disp('Cross product (Ax B):') 
disp(cross(vA,vB)) % cross takes cross product of vectors 

norm finds the rnagni tude of a 
multi-dimensional vector 

This script allows the user to input two vectors and 
then compute their dot product, cross product, sum, 
and difference 

clear 
vA = input ( 'Enter vector A in the format [ x y z) . . . \n > ' ) ; 
if isernpty(vA}; vA = [O 0 O]; end % if the input is 

% entered incorrectly set the vector to 0 
vB = input{'Enter vector Bin the format [x y z) ... \n > '); 
if isempty ( vB) ; vB = [ 0 0 1; end 

disp('Magnitude of A:') 
disp(norm(vA)) 
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(f) (e) 

{c) (b) 

FIGURE 1.13 For Review Question 1.3. 

(d) 

/J--Y 
x 

{a) 

y 

~· ~' 
' z 

(d) 2 
(e) 10 

(a) -12a, - 9a, - 3a, 
(b) 30a, - 40a2 

(c) 10/7 

1.9 The component of oa, + 2ay - 3a4 along Sa, - 4ar is 

(d) I 
(e) 2 

(a) -2 
(b) -112 
(c) 0 

1.8 Given that A = ax + oa, + a, and B = ca, + ay + av if A and B are normal to each 
other,ais 

(c) 0 

(d) 6 

1.7 Let F = 2ax - 6ay + l Oa, and G = ax + G;ty + Saz. If F and G have the same unit 
vector, Gr is 
(a) 6 
(b) -3 

(c) A(A + B) + 2 = 0 
(d) A· A + B · B = 0 

1.6 Which of the following statements are meaningless? 

(a) A· B + 2A = 0 
(b) A· B + 5 = 2A 

(e) 3A 38 =COS 8AB 

1.5 Which of the following identities is not valid? 
(a) a(b + c) = ab + be (d) c ·(a X b) = -b ·(a X c) 
(b) a X (b + c) = a X b + a X c 
(c) a· b = b ·a 

(d) a,. •r = a, 
(e} ak = ax - ay, where a, is a unit vector 

(a) A X A = IAI' 
(b) A x B + B x A = O 
(c) A B · C = B C ·A 

1.3 Of the rectangular coordinate systems shown in Figure 1.13, which are not right handed? 

1.4 Which of these is correct? 
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(b) Show that 

(A. B)' + IA x Bl' = (AB)' 
1.9 (a) Show that 

1. 7 If the position vectors of points T and S are Sa, - 2ay + «, and 4ax + 6ay + 2ax, respec 
tively, find (a) coordinates of T and S, (b) the distance vector from T to S, (c) the distance 
between T and S. 

1.8 Let A = ea, + 3ay - 2az and B = 4ax + {3ay + 8az. 

(a) Find a and f3 if A and Bare parallel. 
(b) Determine the relationship between a and {3 if B is perpendicular to A. 

ax x ay 
a=--- 

z ax·ayXaz 
ay x a, 

ax = ax ay X a,' 

1.5 Let A = -ta, + 2ay + av B = Sa, + Say+ av and C = ay -7az. Find A · (B X C). 

1.6 Let A = ax - a., B = ax + ay + az, C = ay + 2av find: 

(a) A (Bx C) 
(b) (AX B) ·C 
(c) AX (BX C) 
(d) (AX B) X C 

1.4 Given vectors A = 4ax -6ay + Sa, and B = -ax + 8ay + Saz, find (a) A - 2B, 
(b) A· B, (c) Ax B. 

1.3 If A = .ta, - 2ay + ee, and B = l Za, + l 8ay - ga; determine: 

(a) A - 3B 
(b) (2A + SB)ilBI 
(c) a, x A 
(d) (BX a,) ·a, 

Sections 1.5-1.7-Vector Addition, Subtraction, and Multiplication 

Mij;l.J.llWI Section 1.4-Unit Vector 

I.I Find the unit vector along the line joining point (2, 4, 4) to point (-3, 2, 2). 
1.2 Determine the unit vector along the direction OP, where 0 is the origin and P is 

point(4, -5, 1). 

Answers: l.ld, l.2a, l.3b,e, l.4b, I.Sa, l.6a,b,c, l.7b, I.Sb, l.9d, l.lOc. 

(d) 7 
(e) 12 

(a) -12 
(b) -4 
(c) 

1.10 Given A = -6ax + 3ay + ze; the projection of A along ay is 
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"Single asterisks indicate problems of intermediate difficulty. 

1.16 A right angle triangle has its corners located at P,(5, -3, 1), P2(1, -2, 4), and P3(3, 3, 5). 
(a) Which corner is a right angle? (b) Calculate the area of the triangle. 

1.17 Points P, Q, and R are located at ( -1, 4, 8 ), (2, -1, 3 ), and ( -1, 2, 3 ), respectively. 
Determine (a) the distance between P and Q, (b) the distance vector from P to R, 
(c) the angle between QP and QR, (d) the area of triangle PQR, (e) the perimeter of 
triangle PQR. 

1.18 Two points P(2, 4, -1) and Q(l2, 16, 9) form a straight line. Calculate the time taken 
for a sonar signal traveling at 300 mis to get from the origin to the midpoint of PQ. 

1.19 Find the area of the parallelogram formed by the vectors D = 4ax + a1 + Sa, and 
E = -ax+ 2a1 + 3az. 

,,.1.20 (a) Prove that P = cos 81ax + sin 81a1 and Q = cos 82ax + sin 82a1 are unit vectors in 
the xy-plane, respectively, making angles 81 and 82 with the x-axis. 

(b) By means of dot product, obtain the formula for cos(82 - 81). By similarly formu 
lating P and Q, obtain the formula for cos(82 + 81). 

(c) If 0 is the angle between P and Q, find ll P - QI in terms of 0. 

1.21 Consider a rigid body rotating with a constant angular velocity co radians per second 
about a fixed axis through 0 as in Figure l.14. Let r be the distance vector from 0 to P, 
the position of a particle in the body. The magnitude of the velocity u of the body at Pis 

[u] = d lw I ~ lrl sin 0 lwl or u ~ w X r. If the rigid body is rotating at 3 rad/s about 
an axis parallel to ax - 2a1 + Za, and passing through point (2, -3, 1 ), determine the 
velocity of the body at (l, 3, 4). 

1.15 Show that the dot and cross in the triple scalar product may be interchanged, that is, 
A· (B X C) ~ (AX B) · C. 

1.13 Show that vectors A = ax - 2ay + 3a4 and B = -2ax + 4ar - sa, are parallel. 

1.14 Simplify the following expressions: 

(a) Ax (Ax B) 
(b) AX [AX (AX B)] 

and 

find: (a) IP+Q-RI, (b) P·QXR, (c) QXP·R, (d) (PXQ)·(QXR), 
(e) (PX Q) X (Q X R), (f) cos Op,. (g) sin OPQ· 

1.11 If A= 4ax - 6a,, + 34 and B = 2ax +Sa:.:, find: 

(a) A · B + 2IBI' 
(b) a unit vector perpendicular to both A and B 

1.12 Determine the dot product, cross product, and angle between 

P = 2ax - a1 - Za, 

Q = 4a,.. + 3ar + 2a4 

R = +a, + ar + 2a2 

l.10 Given that 
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E = Sxyax + 6(x' + 3)a, + 8z'a, and 

(a) Evaluate C = D + Eat point P(-1, 2, 4). (a) Find the angle C makes with the x-axis at P. 

(a) I El at (1, 2, 3) 
(b) The component of E along Fat (I, 2, 3) 
(c) A vector perpendicular to both E and Fat (0, 1, -3) whose magnitude is unity 

1.30 Given two vector fields 

1.26 Given three vectors 
A=4ax-a1+az 
B = ax - a1 

C = A+ B 
Find: (a) A · (B X C), (b) the vector component of A along B. 

1.27 Let G = x2ax - ya1 + Zza, and H = j'za; + 3a1 - xza; At point (1, -2, 3), (a) calculate 
the magnitude of G and H, (b) determine G · H, (c) find the angle between G and H. 

1.28 Determine the scalar component of vector H = yax - xa, at point P(l, 0, 3) that is 
directed toward point Q(-2, 1, 4). 

1.29 E and F are vector fields given by E = Zxa, + a1 + yea, and F = xya, - /a1 + xyzaz. 
Determine: 

1.25 If H = 2xya, - (x + z)a, + z'a,, find: 
(a) A unit vector parallel to Hat P(l, 3, -2) 
(b) The equation of the surface on which IHI = 10 

1.24 Given two vectors A and B, show that the vector component of A perpendicular to B is 
A·B 

C =A - --B 
B·B 

Section 1.8 -Components of a Vector 

1.22 A cube of side 1 m has one corner placed at the origin. Determine the angle between the 
diagonals of the cube. 

1.23 Given vectors T = Za, - 6a1 + Sa, and S = ax + 2a1 + a., find (a) the scalar projection 
ofT on S, (b) the vector projection ofS on T, (c) the smaller angle between T and S. 

FIGURE 1.14 For Problem 1.21. 
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Criterion A applies directly to electromagnetics. As students, you are expected to study math 
ematics, science, and engineering with the purpose of being able to apply that knowledge to the 
solution of engineering problems. The skill needed here is the ability to apply the fundamentals of 
EM in solving a problem. The best approach is to attempt as many problems as you can. This will 
help you to understand how to use formulas and assimilate the material. Keep nearly all your basic 
mathematics, science, and engineering textbooks. You may need to consult them from time to time. 

The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) establishes eleven criteria for 
accrediting engineering, technology, and computer science programs. The criteria are as follows: 

A. Ability to apply mathematics science and engineering principles 
B. Ability to design and conduct experiments and interpret data 
C. Ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs 
D. Ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 
E. Ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 
F. Ability to understand professional and ethical responsibility 
G. Ability to communicate effectively 
H. Ability to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global context 
I. Ability to recognize the need for and to engage in lifelong learning 
J. Ability to know of contemporary issues 
K. Ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice 

ENHANCING YOUR SKILLS AND CAREER 
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1For an introductory treatment of these coordinate systems, see M. R. Spiegel and J. Liu, Mathematical Handbook 
of Formulas and Tables. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2nd ed., 1999, pp. 126-130. 

Nonorthogonal systems are hard to work with, and they are of little or no practical use. 
Examples of orthogonal coordinate systems include the Cartesian (or rectangular), the cir 
cular cylindrical, the spherical, the elliptic cylindrical, the parabolic cylindrical, the conical, 
the prolate spheroidal, the oblate spheroidal, and the ellipsoidal. 1 A considerable amount of 
work and time may be saved by choosing a coordinate system that best fits a given problem. 
A hard problem in one coordinate system may turn out to be easy in another system. 

In this text, we shall restrict ourselves to the three best-known coordinate systems: 
the Cartesian, the circular cylindrical, and the spherical. Although we have considered the 
Cartesian system in Chapter l , we shall consider it in detail in this chapter. We should bear 
in mind that the concepts covered in Chapter l and demonstrated in Cartesian coordinates 
are equally applicable to other systems of coordinates. For example, the procedure for find 
ing the dot or cross product of two vectors in a cylindrical system is the same as that used 
in the Cartesian system in Chapter 1. 

An orthogonal system is one in which the coordinate surfaces are mutually perpendicular. 

In general, the physical quantities we shall be dealing with in EM are functions of space 
and time. In order to describe the spatial variations of the quantities, we must be able to 
define all points uniquely in space in a suitable manner. This requires using an appropriate 
coordinate system. 

A point or vector can be represented in any curvilinear coordinate system, which may 
be orthogonal or nonorthogonal. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

-DORE SCHARY 

A man is in fact three men-what he thinks he is-what others think he is-what 
he really is. There is, I think, still a fourth identity-what he tries to be. My hunch 
is that what he tries to be fuses all the others and brings the true portrait of the man 
into focus. 

COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
AND TRANSFORMATION 

CHAPTER II 



FIGURE 2.1 Point P and unit vectors in the 
cylindrical coordinate system. 

The circular cylindrical coordinate system is very convenient whenever we are dealing with 
problems having cylindrical symmetry. 

A point Pin cylindrical coordinates is represented as (p, c/J, z) and is as shown in 
Figure 2.1. Observe Figure 2.1 closely and note how we define each space variable: pis the 

2.3 CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES (p, <fJ, z) 

where ax, a., and a, are unit vectors along the x-, y-, and z-directions as shown in 
Figure I.I. 

(2.2) 

A vector A in Cartesian (otherwise known as rectangular) coordinates can be written as 

-00 < z < 00 

(2.1) -oo<y<co 
-00 < x < co 

As mentioned in Chapter I, a point P can be represented as (x, y, z) as illustrated in 
Figure 1.1. The ranges of the coordinate variables x, y. and z are 

2.2 CARTESIAN COORDINATES (x, y, z) 

Sometimes, it is necessary to transform points and vectors from one coordinate 
system to another. The techniques for doing this will be presented and illustrated with 
examples. 
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Whereas eq. (2.7) is for transforming a point from Cartesian (x,y, z) to cylindrical 
(p, <J>, z) coordinates, eq. (2.8) is for (p, <J>, z) -> (x,y, z) transformation. 

(2.8) x = p cos <J>, y = p sin <J>, z = z 

or 

(2.7) z=z p=Yx"+y, <J>=tan-1!'., 
x 

where eqs. (2.6c) to (2.6e) are obtained in cyclic permutation (see Figure 1.9). 
The relationships between the variables (x,y, z) of the Cartesian coordinate system 

and those of the cylindrical system (p, <J>, z) are easily obtained from Figure 2.2 as 

(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
(2.6c) 
(2.6d) 
(2.6e) 

aP · aP = 3,p · 3,p = a, · 32 = 1 
ap·aq, = aq,·az = az·ap = 0 

aPXaq,=az 
aq,Xaz=ap 
32 X 3P = 3,p 

Notice that the unit vectors 3P, 3,p, and a, are mutually perpendicular because our coor 
dinate system is orthogonal; 3µ points in the direction of increasing p, a,p in the direction 
of increasing <J>, and a, in the positive z-direction. Thus, 

(2.5) IAI = (A! + A~ + A;)112 

where aP' 3q,, and a, are unit vectors in the p-, cf;-, and z-directions as illustrated in 
Figure 2.1. Note that 34> is not in degrees; it assumes the units of A. For example, if a 
force of 10 N acts on a particle in a circular motion, the force may be represented as 
F = lOa,p N. In this case, a,p is in newtons. 

The magnitude of A is 

(2.4) 

A vector A in cylindrical coordinates can be written as 

(2.3) 

Q-::;p<oo 

0 $<I>< 21T 
-oo < z < 00 

radius of the cylinder passing through P or the radial distance from the z-axis; cp, called the 
azimuthal angle, is measured from the x-axis in the xy-plane; and z is the same as in the 
Cartesian system. The ranges of the variables are 
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(b) 

FIGURE 2.3 Unit vector transformation: (a) cylindrical components of ax, 
(b) cylindrical components ofa,.. 

/ 

/ " 

a ~Y /sinrf)a., 
')< 

xcos(/Ja~ 

+a //all 

/ 
/ 

(•) 

Finally, the relationships between (A,, A,, A,) and (AP' A,., AJ are obtained by simply 
substituting eq. (2.9) into eq. (2.2) and collecting terms. Thus, 

(2.10) 
aP = cos <P ax + sin ¢ ay 
a<P = - sin </> ax + cos </> ay 

(2.9) 

or 

ax= cosc/Jap - sin<J>a<P 
ar = sin </> aP + cos</> aq., 

The relationships between (a; a., a.) and (aP, a0, a.) are obtained geometrically from 
Figure 2.3: 

FIGURE 2.2 Relationship between (x,y, z) and 
(p, ,P,z). 

y = p sin(/) 

/ 

,,.."// x = pcos(/! 

P(x, y, z) = P(p, rf), z) 
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The spherical coordinate system is most appropriate when one is dealing with problems 
having a degree of spherical symmetry. A point P can be represented as ( r, e, cf>) and is 
illustrated in Figure 2.4. From Figure 2.4, we notice that r is defined as the distance from 

2.4 SPHERICAL COORDINATES (r, e, </)) 

The derivation of this is left as an exercise. 
Keep in mind that eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) are for point-to-point transformation, while eqs. 

(2.13) and (2.15) are for vector-to-vector transformation. 

(2.16) 

An alternative way of obtaining eq. (2.13) or (2.15) is by using the dot product. For 
example, 

(2.15) 
[

A,] [cos¢ -sine/> o][AP] A, = sin cf> cos cf> 0 Aq, 
A, 0 0 1 A, 

or directly from eqs. (2.4) and (2.10). Thus, 

(2.14) 
sin cf> 
cos q, 

0 [
A,] [ cos cf> 
A, = -sine/> 
A, 0 

The inverse of the transformation (AP' Aq,. A,) --> (A,, A,, A,) is obtained as 

(2.13) 
[

AP] [ms¢ sin</> o][A'] A0 = -sin¢ cos d: O A, 
A, 0 0 1 A, 

In matrix form, we write the transformation of vector A from (Ax, Ar, Ai) to 
(AP' Aq,, A,) as 

(2.12) 
AP = A, cos cf> + A, sin cf> 
A.;= -Axsinc/> + A,coscf> 
Ai= Ai 

or 

A= (Axcoscf> + A,sinc/>)aP + (-A,sinc/> + A,coscf>)a.; + A,a, (2.11) 
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FIGURE 2.4 Point P and unit 
vectors in spherical coordinates. 

(2.20) 

a,· a,= a0 · a0 = a.p · a.p = I 
a,·ao = ae·a.p = a.p·a, = 0 

a,Xa0=a.p 
a0Xaq,=a, 
a.pXa,=a0 

The unit vectors a., a8, and aq, are mutually orthogonal, a, being directed along the 
radius or in the direction of increasing r, ae in the direction of increasing 8, and aq,. in the 
direction of increasing ¢. Thus, 

(2.19) 

(2.18) 

where an a6, and a.pare unit vectors along the r-, €}-, and ¢-directions. The magnitude of 
Ais 

(2.17) 

A vector A in spherical coordinates may be written as 

O:S:r<oo 

0:58:51T 

0 :5 "' < 21T 

the origin to point P or the radius of a sphere centered at the origin and passing through P; 
B(called the colatitude) is the angle between the z-axis and the position vector of P; and¢ is 
measured from the x-axis (the same azimuthal angle in cylindrical coordinates). According 
to these definitions, the ranges of the variables are 
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FIGURE 2.5 Relationships between space variables (x,y, z), 
(r, 8, </>),and (p, </>, z,). 

y=psin r/) 

x e p cce r/) 

p= -sin () 

P (x.y, z)" PV, 8, ¢)" P(p, ¢, z) 

z = rcos B 

The components of vector A = (Av A,, A,) and A = (A" A8, A1) are related by substituting 
eq. (2.23) into eq. (2.2) and collecting terms. Thus, 

(2.24) 
a, = sin e cos ¢ ax + sin e sin </> ay + cos () az 
a9 = cos () cos ¢ ax + cos () sin ¢ ar - sin e az 

aq, = -sin¢ax + cos<f>ar 

or 

(2.23) 
ax = sin () cos </>a, + cos e cos </> a, - sin ¢ ad> 
ar = sin () sin ¢ a, + cos () sin ¢ a9 + cos</> a,p 
az = cos s a, - sin () a9 

In eq. (2.21), we have (x,y, z) --> (r, 8, </>)point transformation and in eq. (2.22), it 
is (r, e, <P) ..... (x,y, z) point transformation. 

The unit vectors ax, a., a, and a., a9, aq. are related as follows: 

Ix = rsin e cos"'' r = , sine sin"'' z = , cos el (2.22) 

or 

(2.21) I W+I y I r=Vx'+j+z1, 8=tan-1--2--, <f>=tan-':;: 

The space variables (x,y, z) in Cartesian coordinates can be related to variables 
( r, 8, 1>) of a spherical coordinate system. From Figure 2.5 it is easy to notice that 
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(230) 

For the sake of completeness, it may be instructive to obtain the point or vector 
transformation relationships between cylindrical and spherical coordinates. We shall use 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 (where cf> is held constant, since it is common to both systems). This 
will be left as an exercise (see Problem 2.15). Note that in a point or vector transformation, 
the point or vector has not changed; it is only expressed differently. Thus, for example, the 
magnitude of a vector will remain the same after the transformation, and this may serve as 
a way of checking the result of the transformation. 

The distance between two points is usually necessary in EM theory. The distance d 
between two points with position vectors r1 and r2 is generally given by 

(2.29) 

Alternatively, we may obtain eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) by using the dot product. For 
example, 

(2.28) -sincf>J[A'] coscf> A6 

0 Aq, 

cos e cos cf> 
cos e sin cf> 
-sinfJ [

sine cos cf> 
sin f sin <P 
cos e 

The inverse transformation (A,., A8, A4.J ~ (Ax, Ar, A0) is similarly obtained, or we obtain 
it from eq. (2.23). Thus, 

(2.27) cos e] [Ax] +sin f Ar 

0 A, 

sine sin¢ 
cos e sin cf> 
cos cf> [

A, J [sine cos cf> 
A, = cos.e cos cf> 
A• -smcf> 

In matrix form, the (Ax, A,, A,) -> (A,, A0, A,,) vector transformation is performed 
according to 

(2.26) 
A, = Ax sin s cos <P + Ay sin f sin cf; + AZ cos e 
A9 = Ax cos 8 cos cf> + A, cos 8 sin cf> - A, sin 8 

Aq, = -Axsincf> + A,coscf> 

and from this, we obtain 

(2.25) 
A= (Ax sin 8 cos cf>+ A,sin 8 sin cf>+ A, cos O)a, + (A., cos 8 cos cf> 

+ A, cos 8 sin cf> - A, sin 8 )a, + (-Ax sin cf> + A1 cos cf> )a,~ 
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In the Cartesian system, A at P is 

P(-2, 6, 3) = P(6.32, 108.43', 3) = P(7, 64.62°, 108.43°) 

vx' +I V4o e = tan-1---- = tan-1 -- = 64.62° 
z 3 

r = v x2 + I + z2 = v 4 + 36 + 9 = 7 

</>=tan_,)'= tan-'~= 108.43° 
x -2 

z = 3 

Given point P( -2, 6, 3) and vector A= ya,+ (x + z)a,, express P and A in cylindrical 
and spherical coordinates. Evaluate A at Pin the Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical systems. 

Solution: 
At point P: x = -2,y = 6, z = 3. Hence, 

(2.33) d2 = G + 1~ - 2r1r1 cos 81 cos 81 

- 2r,r, sine, sine, cos(</>, - </>,)(spherical) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

d2 = (x2 - x1)2 + (y2 - y,)2 + (z2 - z1)2 (Cartesian) 

d' = p~ +PT - 2p,p2 cos(</>2 - </>,) + (z2 - z1)2 (cylindrical) 

or 

/ 
/ 

-, 
-, 
',a, 

-, -, 
,._ ..,,,., 

FIGURE 2.6 Unit vector transformations for 
cylindrical and spherical coordinates. 
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A,= y sin 8 cos</> + (x + z)sin 8 sin</> 
A0 = ycosllcos<J> + (x + z)cosllsin<J> 

or 

cosll][ Y] -sin~ x;z sin 8 sin</> 
cos 8 sin</> 
cos</> 

[
A,] [sin 8 cos</> 
A8 = cos. 8 cos </> 
A.; -sm </> 

Similarly, in the spherical system 

-2 6 
cos </> = V40' sin </> = V4Q 

A= [V40·~·~+ (V40·~ + 3)·~]aP 

+[-V:W ~+(V:W.2+3)·2Ja 
40 V40 V40 "' 

-6 38 
= V4Q aP - V4Q a0 = -0.9487a, - 6.008a0 

Hence, 

p = V:W, tan </> = _i_ -2 

AtP 

A = (AP' A0, A,) = [p cos</> sin</> + (p cos</> + z) sin <J> ]a, 
+ [-psin2<J> + (pcos<J> + z)cos<J>]a0 

But x = p cos</>, y = p sin <J>, and substituting these yields 

AP = y cos</> + (x + z) sin</> 
A0 = -ysin<J> + (x + z)cos<J> 
A,= 0 

or 

[
AP] [ cos</> sin </> 0] [ Y ] 
~: = - sin ~ cos ~ ~ x ; z 

For vector A, Ax = y, AY = x + z, Ai = 0. Hence, in the cylindrical system 
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(c) Evaluate Q at Tin the three coordinate systems. 

to cylindrical and spherical coordinates. 

V X' + lax yza, 
Q=~=== 

vX'+l+z' vX'+l+z' 

(b) Transform vector 

(a) Convert points P(I, 3, 5), T(O, -4, 3), and S(-3, -4, -JO) from Cartesian to 
cylindrical and spherical coordinates. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 2.1 

IA(x,y,z)I = IA(p,</J,z)I = IA(r,6,¢)1=6.083 

Note that I A I is the same in the three systems; that is, 

-2 6 3 v4o 
cos"' = v4o' sm "' = v4o' cos e = 7' sin e = -7- 

A = 7 [ *~·~+(V:O~+~)V: ~]a, 

+7 [V:O+~· ~ + (V:O~ +~)+~]a, 

+7·[-v4o ~+(v4o 2+~) -2 i 7 40 7 v4o 7 v4o a.; 
-6 18 38 

= 7ar - 
7V4(}ay - V4Qa4> 

= -0.857la, - 0.4066a0 - 6.008a.; 

Hence, 

6 v4o tan¢=-, tan6 = -- 
-2 3 

r = 7, 

AtP 

A = (A,, A0, A•) 
= r[sin2 e cos"' sin"' + (sine cos d: + cos e) sine sin"' [a, 

+ r[sin6cos6sin</Jcos</J + (sin6cos</> + cos6)cos6sin</>]a0 

+ r[-sin6sin2</> + (sin6cos¢ + cos6)cos¢Ja1 

But x = r sin 8 cos d», y = r sin 8 sin¢, and z = r cos 8. Substituting these yields 

Aq, = - y sin</> + (x + z) cos d: 
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sin</> = _[ = --1--, cos d: = ~ = __ x __ 
P v'x2 +I P v'x2 +I 

z z 
cos8 = - = ----;o==== 

r v'x2+1+i'- 
. p v'x2+1 

sin(}=-= , 
r v'x2+j+i'- 

v'x2+1 y 
But r = v'x2 +I+ i'-, 8 = tan-1--2--, and cf>= tan-1 ~ 

Hence, 

10 Bz = 7cos(} - rcos8 sin f 

B1 = .!.Q sin () sin </> + r cos" () sin </> + cos </> 
r 

B, = .!_()sin 0 cos cf> + r cos' 0 cos cf> - sin cf> 
r 

or 

cos 8 cos cf> 
cos8 sin cf> 

+sin e' [ 

10 l 
-sin</; r 

cos~J rc~s8 lB,J l sin 8 cos cf> 
B, = sin 8 sin cf> 
Bz cos e 

in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. Find B(-3, 4, 0) and B(S, 7T/2, -2). 

Solution: 
Using eq. (2.28): 

10 
B =-;:-a,+ r cos e a, + a,p 

Express the vector 

(c) 0.8a, + 2.4a,. 0.8a; + 2.4a,. l.44a, - l.92a9 + 0.8a0• 

(b). ~(coscf>aP- sincf>a; - zsincf>a,),sin8(sin8coscf> 
vp' +,; 
rcos2 8 sin cf>)a, + sin8 cos 8(cos cf>+ rsin 8 sin cf>)a, - sin 8 sin cf> a0. 

Answer: (a) P(3.162, 71.56°, 5), P(5.916, 32.31°, 71.56°), T(4, 270°, 3), 
T(5, 53.13°, 270°), S(S, 233. I 0, -10 ), S( 11.18, 153.43°, 233.I "). 
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Butr = Vp2 + z1and8 =tan_,!!_ 
z 

B;. =I 
10 B, = - cos 8 - r sin 8 cos 8 
r 

B, = !._()sinO + rcos18 
r 

or 

cos 8 
0 

+ sin 8 [
B'] _ [sin 8 
B,, - o 
Bz cos8 

For spherical to cylindrical vector transformation (see Problem 2.15), 

Thus, 

where Bx, BY' and B2 are as just given. 
At ( -3, 4, 0 ), x = -3, y = 4, and z = 0, so 

30 4 
Bx= -25 + 0 - S = -2 

40 3 
B, = 25 + 0 - S = I 

B, = 0 - 0 = 0 

1ow+/ x Vx'+j+z1 z'x y 
Bx= (x' + j + z') . V x' + j + (x' + j + z') . Y x' + j - Y x' +I 

= !Ox + xz1 _ y 
x2 +I+ z1 V(x' + /)(x' +I+ t) v(x' + ll 

IOVx'+I y \!x'+j+z1 z'y x 
B = ·---+ ---+--- 

r (x'+j+z1) Vx'+I x'+j+z1 Vx'+I Vx'+I 
= IOy + yz1 + __ x __ 

x'+/+t v(x'+/)(x'+/+tl vx'+I 

!Oz zVx' +I 
B = - ---r==== 

z x'+/+t vx'+l+t 
B = Bxax + Byay + Bzaz 

Substituting all these gives 
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Surfaces in Cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical coordinate systems are easily generated by 
keeping one of the coordinate variables constant and allowing the other two to vary. In the 

2.5 CONSTANT-COORDINATE SURFACES 

I (a) A=. r-;-:--; [(xyz - 3xy)a, + (zy' + 3x')a, + xya,]. 
vx'+y' 

I 
(b) B = V {[x(x' + y' + i') - y]a, + 

x'+y'+i' 
[y(x' + y' + i') + x]a, + z(x' + y' + i')a,}. 

Answer: 

Express the following vectors in Cartesian coordinates: 
(a) A= pzsin</Jar + 3pcos</Jaq, + pcos</Jsin</Ja, 
(b) B=r'a,+sin8aq, 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 2.2 

This may be used to check the correctness of the result whenever possible. 

IB(x,y,z)I = IB(p,</J,z)I = IB(r,8,</J)I = 2.907 

Note that at ( -3, 4, 0 ), 

B = ('!Op_,+. ~)ar + aq, + ( 'lOz.2 - • ~)a, p + z V p' + i' p + z V p' + i' 
At (5, 7T/2, -2), p = 5, </> = 7T/2, and z = -2, so 

Hence, 

. p z 
sm8 = Vp' + ,;i' cos8 = Vp' + i' 

!Op ~ i' 
BP = p' + i' + p + . p' + i' 

B = ___'.Q:._ - ~p' + i' . pz 
'p'+i' p'+i' 

Thus, 
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FIGURE 2.7 Constant x.y, and z surfaces. 

(2.38) z = constant, p = constant 

are illustrated in Figure 2.8, where it is easy to observe that p = constant is a circular cylin 
der,</> = constant is a semi-infinite plane with its edge along the z-axis, and z = constant 
is the same infinite plane as in a Cartesian system. Where two surfaces meet is either a line 
or a circle. Thus, 

(2.37) 
p =constant 
<P = constant 
z =constant 

is the point P(x, y, z). Thus we may define point P as the intersection of three orthogonal 
infinite planes. If P is (], - 5, 3 ), then P is the intersection of planes x = I, y = - 5, and 
z = 3. 

Orthogonal surfaces in cylindrical coordinates can likewise be generated. The 
surfaces 

(2.36) x = constant, y = constant, z = constar 

is the line RPQ parallel to the z-axis. The intersection of three planes is a point. For example, 

(2.35) x = constant, y = constan 

which are perpendicular to the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.7. The 
intersection of two planes is a line. For example, 

(2.34) y =constant 
z = constant 

x =constant 

Cartesian system, if we keep x constant and allow y and z to vary, an infinite plane is gener 
ated. Thus we could have infinite planes 
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FIGURE 2.9 Constant r, 0, and ¢ surfaces. 

(2.41) r = constant, </> = constant 

which are shown in Figure 2.9, where we notice that r = constant is a sphere of radius r 
with its center at the origin; 8 = constant is a circular cone with the z-axis as its axis and 
the origin as its vertex;</> = constant is the semi-infinite plane as in a cylindrical system. 
A line is formed by the intersection of two surfaces. For example, 

(2.40) 
r =constant 
(} = constant 

</> = constant 

is the point P(2, 60°, 5). 
The orthogonal nature of the spherical coordinate system is evident by considering 

the three surfaces 

(2.39) p = 2, <P = 60°, z = 5 

is a circle QPR of radius p, whereas z = constant, <P = constant is a semi-infinite line. A 
point is an intersection of the three surfaces in eq. (2.37). Thus, 

FIGURE 2.8 Constant p, </_i, and z surfaces. 
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E·a, = IEl(l)cose,,-> 3 = Vi34cose,, 
3 0 

cos e,, = Vi34 = o.zssz -> e,, = 74.98 

(c) Since the z-axis is normal to the surface z = 3, we can use the dot product to find the 
angle between the z-axis and E, as shown in Figure 2.10: 

(E · a,)a, = (E · aP)ar = -Sar (or -Sa2) 

Therefore, 

a1 = sin (/> aP + cos cf> a4> 
= sin n/2 aP + cos 7r/2 a<t> = ar 

But at P(S, "Tr/2, 3) 

(E · a,)a, 

Two uniform vector fields are given by E = -Sap + 10a¢> + 3az and F = aP + 
2a0 - 6a,. Calculate 

(a) IE X Fl 
(b) The vector component of E at P( 5, "Tr /2, 3) parallel to the line x = 2, z = 3 
(c) The angle that E makes with the surface z = 3 at P 

Solution: 

(a) E X F = I-a; ~~ a;I 
1 2 -6 

= (-60- 6)aP + (3 - 30)a.; + (-10 - !O)a, 
= (-66, -27, -20) 

IE x Fl = V662 + 272 + 202 = 74.06 
(b) Line x = 2, z = 3 is parallel to the y-axis, so the component of E parallel to the given 

line is 

is the point P(S, 30°, 60°). We notice that in general, a point in three-dimensional space can be 
identified as the intersection of three mutually orthogonal surfaces. Also, a unit normal vector 
to the surface n = constant is ±am where n is x, y, z, p, cf>, r, or 8. For example, to the plane 
x = 5, a unit normal vector is z a, and to the plane o = 20°, a unit normal vector is ±a4". 

(2.42) r = 5, e = 30°, 1> = 60° 

is a semicircle passing through Q and P. The intersection of three surfaces gives a point. 
Thus, 
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determine 
(a) D at P(!O, 150°, 330°) 
(b) The component ofD tangential to the spherical surfacer= 10 at P 
(c) A unit vector at P perpendicular to D and tangential to the cone 8 = 150° 

D = r sin </>a, - .'._sin 8 cos </> a, + r2a,, 
r 

Given a vector field 

Answer: (a) -0.0586, (b) -0.06767 aP' (c) 0 aP' (d) 0.06767. 

(a) H ·ax 
(b) H X a8 

(c) The vector component ofH normal to surface p = 1 
( d) The scalar component of H tangential to the plane z = 0 

H = pzcos</>ap + e~2sin~a.; + p2a, 

at point (I, 7T/3, 0 ), find 

Given the vector field 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 2.3 

90° - e,, = 15.02° 

Hence, the angle between z = 3 and E is 

FIGURE 2.10 Foe Example 2.3(c). 
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Answer: (a) -6, (b) 34.48, (c) -O.l 16a, + 0.201a,,. 

If A = 3a, + 2a,, - 6a.; and B = 4a, + 3a0, determine 
(a) A·B 

(b) IA x Bl 
(c) The vector component of A along a, at (I, 1Ti3, 51Tl4) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 2.4 

-JOOa, - 5a0 
v' JOO' + 5' = -0.9988a, - 0.0499a. a= 

A unit vector along this is 

= -IOOa, - 5a0 

a· 1 l~O I 
a, a, 

D x a,, = -5 0.043 
0 I 

(c) A vector at P perpendicular to D and tangential to the cone e = 150° is the same as the 
vector perpendicular to both D and a0• Hence, 

D, = D - D,, = 0.043a,, + 100a0 

Hence, 

D, = r sin o a, =-Sa, 

where D, is tangential to a given surface and D,, is normal to it. In our case, since a, is 
normal to the surface r = 10, 

D = D, + D,, 

(b) Any vector D can always be resolved into two orthogonal components: 

Solution: 
(a) At P, r = 10, 8 = 150°, and </J = 330°. Hence, 

D = JO sin 330° a, - _!_sin l 50° cos 330°" a, + l 00 a0 = ( - 5, 0.043, l 00) 
JO 
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This script allows the user to input a non-variable vector 
in rectangular coordinates and obtain the cylindrical, or 
spherical components. The user must also enter the point 
location where this transformation occurs; the result 

end 

This script allows the user to input a coordinate in either 
rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates and 
retrieve the answer in the other coordinate systems 

clear 
% prompt the user for the coordinate system 
disp('Enter the coordinate system of the input coordinate'); 
coord_sys = input ( ' ( r, c, or s) . . . \n > ' , "s ' ) ; 
% if user entered something other than "r" "c" or "s" 
% set default as "t:" 
if isempty(coord_sys); coord_sys = 'r'; end 
if coord_sys == 'r'; 

% prompt the user for the coordinate 
<lisp ( 'Enter the rectangular coordinate in the ' ) ; 
crd = input( 'format {x y z ] .•. \n > '); 
% check input to see if empty and set to 0 if so 
if isempty(crd); crd = [O O O]; end 
<lisp( 'Cylindrical coordinates [rho phi(rad) z]:') 
% display the result ... the ( ] and enclose a 
% three-dimensional vector 
disp([sqrt(crd(l)"2+crd(2)"2) atan2(crd(2),crd(l)) crd(3)]) 
<lisp( 'Spherical coordinates [r phi(rad) theta(rad]:') 
disp( [norm(crd) atan2(crd(2) ,crd(l)) acos(crd(3)/ 
norm(crd)) J) 

elseif coord_sys == 'c'; % if not r but c execute this block 
disp('Enter the cylindrical coordinate in the format'); 
crd = input ( ' [\rho \phi z] . . . \n > ' ) ; 
% check input to see if empty and set to O if so 
if isempty(crd); crd = [O O OJ; end 
disp( 'Rectangular coordinates [x y z]:') 
disp([crd(l)*cos(crd(2)) crd(l)•sin(crd(2)) crd(3)]) 
disp('Spherical coordinates [r phi(rad) theta(rad]:') 
disp([sqrt(crd(l)"2+crd(3)"2) crd(2) crd(3)*cos(crd(3))]) 

else coord_sys == 's'; % if not r nor c but s execute this block 
disp('Enter the spherical coordinate in the'); 
crd = input('format [\rho \phi \theta] ... \n > '); 
if isempty( crd); crd = [ 0 O 0]; end 
disp( 'Rectangular coordinates [x y z]:') 
disp ( [ crd ( 1) ecos ( crd ( 2) ) e s Ln ( crd ( 3) ) ... 
crd( l)*sin(crd(2)) •sin(crd(3)) crd( 1) «cos j c rd r 3)) J) 
disp ( 'Cylindrical coordinates [ r phi (rad) theta (rad] : ' ) 
disp( [crd( 1) •sin(crd(3)) crd(2) crd( 1) -cos (crd(3)) J) 
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1. The three common coordinate systems we shall use throughout the text are the 
Cartesian (or rectangular), the circular cylindrical, and the spherical. 

2. A point Pis represented as P(x,y, z), P(p, <J>, z), and P(r, 8, <J>) in the Cartesian, cylin 
drical, and spherical systems, respectively. A vector field A is represented as (A,, Ar, A,) 
or A,a, + A,,ay + A,a, in the Cartesian system, as (AP' A0, A,) or Ar•r + A0a.; + A,a, 
in the cylindrical system, and as (A,, A8, Aq,) or A,a, + A,a, + A0a0 in the spherical 
system. It is preferable that mathematical operations (addition, subtraction, product, 
etc.) be performed in the same coordinate system. Thus, point and vector transforma 
tions should be performed whenever necessary. A summary of point and vector trans 
formations is given in Table 2.1. 

3. Fixing one space variable defines a surface; fixing two defines a line; fixing three defines 
a point. 

4. A unit normal vector to surface n = constant is ~ aw 

% vector to a column vector 
The second transpose converts the column 

% vector back to a row vector 
disp('Spherical components (r phi(rad) theta(rad]:') 
phi= atan2(p(3),sqrt(p(l)'2+p(2)'2)); 
theta= atan2(p(2),p(l)); 
% Create the transformation matrix 
sph_p=(sin(theta)*cos(phi) sin(theta)*sin(phi) cos(theta); ... 

cos (theta) -cos (phi) cos (theta) *sin (phi) -sin (theta) ; •.. 
-sin(phi) cos(phi) OJ; 

disp( ( sph_p*v')') 

denotes a transpose from a row % the disp( (cyl_p*v')') 

-sin(phi) cos(phi) O; 
O O 1 J; 

% command over multiple lines 

disp('Enter the rectangular vector (in the '}; 
v =input(' format [x y z]) ... \n > '); 
if isempty(v); v = [O 0 OJ; end 
disp('Enter the location of the vector (in the '); 
p = input ( ' format [ x y z J) • • • \n > ' ) ; 
if isempty(p); p = [O 0 OJ; end 
disp('Cylindrical components [rho phi(rad) z]:') 
phi= atan2(p(2),p(l)); 
% Create the transformation matrix 
cyl_p=[cos(phi) sin(phi) O; % The ellipses allow a single 

% properly, else set to O 

% depends on the vector's observation point 
clear 
% prompt the user for the vectors and check to see if entered 
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2.1 The ranges of e and q, as given by eq. (2.17) are not the only possible ones. The following 
are all alternative ranges of (J and </>. except 

(a) 0 => B < 27r, 0 -s q, => tr 

(b) o"' e < 2"· o"' q, < 2" 
(c) -r tr => e -s 7r,O => 1' =>" 
(d) -7r/2 => B => 7r/2,0 => q, < 217 
(e) O => B => tr, -r tr => rp <" 
(0 -""' e < -tt, -""' q, <" 

Adopted with permission from G. F. Miner, Lines and Electromagnetic Fields for Engineers. New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1996, p. 263. 

!A,= yx' :~ + z' + y(x' + l~~z +I+ e") - ~ 

Component A,y A11yz A<f>X 

change A,= yx' +I+ z' + y(x' + l)(x' +I+ z') + VT+J 
A,z A,VT+J 

A, = \) x1 + y2 + z2 - -y~x'=+=j=+=z'= 

(

A,= A.,sin8cos¢ + A,sinfJsin</> 
+ A,cosfJ 

Component A11= Axcos0cos¢ + Aycos(Jsin¢ 
change _ A, sin 8 

Aq,= -A,.sin¢ + A,cos<f> 

l cose=~z 
\Ix'+ I+ z' 

O=cos-'~ V7+1 
sine= yx'+y'+z' 

<P = tan-'(~){cos<P = ~ 

sm<P= VT+J 

change 

Variable {x = r sin s cos o 
change y = r sin() sin¢ 

z = r cos () Variable 

Spherical to Rectangular 

( 

x y A,= A,VT+J- A,VT+J 
Component A =A __ Y_ + A,--x 
change '_ 'VT+J VT+J 

AZ - AZ 

{
p=VT+J{. y s1n¢=--- 

Variable <P = tan-{S) ~ 
change cos¢ = _ 

z =z VT+J 

Rectangular to Spherical 

Variable {x = pc~scf> 
change : : : sm ¢ 

Component {AP= Axcos<J> + Aysin<J> 
change Aq, : -Ax sin¢ + Ay cos¢ 

A: - A, 

Cylindrical to Rectangular 

TABLE 2.1 Relationships between Rectangular, Cylindrical, and Spherical Coordinates 

Rectangular to Cylindrical 
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(a) e = 1T/4 (i) infinite plane 
(b) "' = 21T/3 (ii) semi-infinite plane 
(c)x=-lO (iii) circle 
(d) r = 1,6 = rr/3,q, = rr/2 (iv) semicircle 
(e) p = s (v) straight line 
(f) p = 3,"' = S1T/3 (vi) cone 
(g) p = l O, z = l (vii) cylinder 

2.9 Match the items in the list at the left with those in the list at the right. Each answer can be 
used once, more than once, or not at all. 

(d) a cylinder 
(e) a cone 

(a) an infinite plane 
(b) a semi-infinite plane 
(c) a circle 

2.8 Where surfaces p = 2 and z = l intersect is 

(d) 20a, + 40a6 

(e) -40a, + 20a• 
(a) 20a, 
(b) soa, 
(c) 40a<I> 

2.7 Given G = 20a, + 50a0 + 40a<I>, at ( 1, 7T/2, 7T/6) the component of G perpendicular to 
surface f = 7T/2 is 

(d) -3a• + Sa, 
(e) sa. + 3a, 

(a) 4a, 

(b) Sa, 
(c) -3a• 

2.6 If H = 4aP - 3a• + Sa,. at ( 1, 1T/2, 0) the component of H parallel to surface 
p = 1 is 

(b) False 

2.5 At every point in space, aq, · a0 = l. 

(a) True 

(c) a• 
(d) none of these 

(a) a, 
(b) a8 

2.4 A unit normal vector to the cone (} = 30° is: 

(c) a,= 4a, 
(d) a,,= a, 

(a) a•= -a, 
(b) a,= -a, 

2.3 Which of these is not valid at point (0, 4, O)? 

(b) r = v'26 

(a) p = -S 

2.2 At Cartesian point ( -3, 4, -1 ), which of these is incorrect? 

(c) e = tan->~ 
-1 

(d) q, = tan_,_i__ -3 
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(a) F = xax + yay + 4az 

Vi'+y'+z' 

2. 7 Convert the following vectors to cylindrical and spherical systems: 

2.6 (a) If V = xz - xy + yz, express Vin cylindrical coordinates. 
(b) If U = i' + 2y' + 3z', express U in spherical coordinates. 

2.5 Given point T(IO, 60°, 30°) in spherical coordinates, express Tin Cartesian and cylindrical 
coordinates. 

2.4 The cylindrical coordinates of point Qare p = 5, cP = 120°, z = I. Express Q as rectangular 
and spherical coordinates. 

2.3 The rectangular coordinates at point Pare (x = 2, y = 6, z = -4). (a) What are its 
cylindrical coordinates? (b) What are its spherical coordinates? 

2.2 Express the following points in cylindrical and spherical coordinates: 

(a) P(l, -4, -3) 
(b) Q(3,0,5) 
(c) R(-2,6,0) 

(a) P1(2, 30°, 5) 
(b) P,(l, 90°, -3) 
(c) P3(10, rr/4, rr/3) 

(d) P,( 4, 30°, 60°) 

2.1 Express the following points in Cartesian coordinates: 

Sections 2.3 and 2.4-Cylindrical and Spherical Coordinates 

(a) The wedge lies in the xy-plane. 
(b) It is infinitely long. 
(c) On the wedge, 0 < p < co 
(d) A unit normal to the wedge is :taz. 
(e) The wedge includes neither the x-axis nor the y-axis. 

Answers: 2.lb,f, 2.2a, 2.3c, 2.4b, 2.Sb, 2.6d, 2.7b, 2.Sc, z.sa-Ivil. b-Iiil. c-Ii). d-Ix), e-Ivii}, f-Ivl. 
g-fiii), h-Iiv), i-fiii), 2.lOb. 

incorrect? 

(i) r~s.e~rr/3 

(viii) sphere 
(ix) cube 
(x) point 

2.10 A wedge is described by z ~ 0, 30° < q, < 60°. Which of the following is 

(h) r~4,¢~rr/6 
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cos8 l[Arl 
-r sm 8 A,; 

0 A, 

(b) Show that vector transformation between cylindrical and spherical coordinates is obtained 
using 

p = rsin8, z = rcos8, </> = </> 

or 

0 =tan-If!_, 
z r=~, 

2.15 (a) Show that point transformation between cylindrical and spherical coordinates is 
obtained using 

(b) a, a, =sin() cos</> 
a, a0 = cos8cos<j) 
a . a, = sin 8 sin </> y 

(c) a, a0 = cos8sincfJ 
a,. ar=cos8 
a, a0 = -sin8 

2.14 Prove the following: 

(a) ax· aP = cos</> 
ax-a<b =-sin</> 
ay · aP =sin</> 
ar·a<t> =cos</> 

2.13 Let B = xa.. Express Bin 

(a) cylindrical coordinates, 
(b) spherical coordinates. 

2.12 Express vector H = cos Oa, + sin Oa11 in rectangular coordinates. 

2.11 Express vector G = psin <f>aP - pcos </>aq, + pa2 in rectangular coordinates. 

2.10 Express the following vectors in rectangular coordinates: 

(a) A= psin</>ap + pcoscfJa.,,- Zz a, 
(b) B = 4rcos </>a,+ ra0 

2.8 Let B = V :< + Jax + V : , ay + zaz. Transform B to cylindrical coordinates. 
x: + y 

2.9 Given vector A = 2aP + 3a<b + 4az, convert A into Cartesian coordinates at point 
(2, Tr/2, -I). 

(b) G = (x' +I)[ xax + Y•1 + za, l 
Vx'+l+z' Vx'+l+z' Vx'+/+z' 
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2.23 Describe the intersection of the following surfaces: 

(a) x = 2, y = 5 
(b) x = 2, y = -1, z = IO 
(c) r = 10, e = 30° 
(d) p = S, </> = 40° 
(e) </> = 60°,z = 10 
(f) r = S, </> = 90° 

2.21 Calculate the distance between the following pairs of points: 

(a) (2, 1, 5) and (6, -1, 2) 
(b) (3, 1T/2, -I) and (5, 37T/2, 5) 
(c) (10, ?T/4, 37T/4) and (5, ?T/6, 77T/4) 

2.22 Given points P(lO, 7T/4, O) and Q(4, ?T/2, ?T/2), find the distance between P and Q. 

2.20 In Practice Exercise 2.2, express A in spherical and B in cylindrical coordinates. Evaluate 
A at ( 10, 7T/2, 37T/4) and Bat (2, 7T/6, 1 ). 

2.19 The transformation (AP' A•, A,) ~ (A,,A,, A,) in eq. (2.lS) is not complete. Complete it 
by expressing cos</> and sin c in terms of x, y, and z. Do the same thing to the transforma 
tion (A,, A,, A,;) ~ (A,, A,., A,) in eq. (2.28). 

2.18 Let A = p cos</> aP + pz' sin c a; 

(a) Transform A into rectangular coordinates and calculate its magnitude at point (3, -4, 0 ). 
{b) Transform A into spherical system and calculate its magnitude at point ( 3, -4, 0). 

(a) A+ B, (b) A·B, (c) AX B, (d) the angle between A and B. 

2.17 Given that A = 3aP + 2a.p + a z and B = Sap - Ba., find: 

2.16 Show that the vector fields 

A = p sin <l»r + p cos</>•.; + pa, 
B = p sin<f>•r + p cos</>•.; - pa, 

are perpendicular to each other at any point. 

cos 8 
0 

-sin8 [
~:] = [si~ e 
Aor cos e 

(Hint: Make use of Figures 2.S and 2.6.) 

or 
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2.31 If r = xa, + yar + zav describe the surface defined by: 

(a) r -a, + r · ay = 5 
(b) Ir X a,I = 10 

2.30 If H = p2cos ¢a, - psin ¢a,, find H · a, at point P(2, 60°, -1). 

2.29 If)= rsin 8 cos¢a, - cos 28 sin¢ a,+ tan ~In r aj at T(2, 'TT/2, 3'TT/2), determine the 
vector component ofJ that is: 2 

Section 2.5-Constant-Coordinate Surfaces 

(a) Parallel to a, 

(b) Normal to surface 4> = 3'TT/2 

(c) Tangential to the spherical surfacer = 2 

(d) Parallel to the line y = -2, z = 0 

2.28 A vector field in "mixed" coordinate variables is given by 

x cos¢ 2yz ( x') 
G = =i:: + p2 a, + 1 - (} a, 

Express G completely in the spherical system. 

2.27 Given that G = 6r2 sin</> a,+ r2 ad>, find G·ar at (2, -3, 1). 

2.26 Given vectors A = 2ax + 4ar + l Oa, and B = - Sap + ad> - 3av find 

(a) A+ Bat P(O, 2, -5) 
(b) The angle between A and B at P 
(c) The scalar component of A along Bat P 

2.25 Let A = (2z - sin 4> )a, + ( 4p + 2 cos¢ )a; - 3pza, and B = p cos ¢a, + sin ¢a; + a,. 

(a) Find the minimum angle between A and Bat (1, 60°, -1). 
(b) Determine a unit vector normal to both A and Bat (1, 90°, 0). 

2.24 At point T(2, 3, -4), express a, in the spherical system and a, in the rectangular 
system. 
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Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), German mathematician, astronomer, 
and physicist, is considered to be one of the leading mathematicians of all 
time because of his wide range of contributions. 

Born in Brunswick, Germany, as the only son of uneducated parents, 
Gauss was a prodigy of astounding depth. Gauss taught himself reading 
and arithmetic by the age of 3. Recognizing the youth's talent, the Duke of 
Brunswick in 1792 provided him with a stipend to allow him to pursue his 
education. Before his 25th birthday, he was already famous for his work ---a in mathematics and astronomy. At the age of 30 he went to Gottlngen to 

become director of the observatory. From there, he worked for 47 years until his death at almost age 
78. He found no fellow mathematical collaborators and worked alone for most of his life, engaging 
in an amazingly rich scientific activity. He carried on intensive empirical and theoretical research in 
many branches of science, including observational astronomy, celestial mechanics, surveying, geode 
sy, capillarity, geomagnetism, electromagnetism, actuarial science, and optics. In 1833 he constructed 
the first telegraph. He published over 150 works and did important work in almost every area of 
mathematics. For this reason, he is sometimes called the "prince of mathematics." Among the discov 
eries of C. F. Gauss are the method of least squares, Gaussian distribution, Gaussian quadrature, the 
divergence theorem (to be discussed in this chapter), Gauss's law (to be discussed in Chapter 4), the 
Gauss-Markov theorem, and Gauss-Jordan elimination. Gauss was deeply religious and conserva 
tive. He dominated the mathematical community during and after his lifetime. 

surface integrals to line integrals. 

George Gabriel Stokes ( 1819-1903 ), mathematician and physicist, was one 
of Ireland's preeminent scientists of all time. He made significant contributions 
to the fields of fluid dynamics, optics, and mathematical physics. 

Born in Sligo, Ireland, as the youngest son of the Reverend Gabriel 
Stokes, George Stokes was a religious man. In one of his books, he detailed 
his view of God and his relationship to the world. 

Although Stokes's basic field was physics, his most important contribu 
tion was in fluid mechanics, where he described the motion of viscous fluids. 
These equations are known today as the Navier-Stokes equations and are 

considered fundamental equations. Stokes was an applied mathematician working in physics, and like 
many of his predecessors, he branched out into other areas while continuing to develop his own spe 
cialty. His mathematical and physical papers were published in five volumes. Several discoveries were 
named for him. For example, the Stokes's theorem, to be discussed in this chapter, reduced selected 
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A. Cartesian Coordinate Systems 
From Figure 3.1, we notice that the differential displacement dl at point Sis the vector from 
point S(x, y, z) to point B(x + dx, y + dy, z + dz). 

Differential elements in length, area, and volume are useful in vector calculus. They are 
defined in the Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate systems. 

3.2 DIFFERENTIAL LENGTH, AREA, AND VOLUME 

Chapter 1 has focused mainly on vector addition, subtraction, and multiplication in 
Cartesian coordinates, and Chapter 2 extended all these to other coordinate systems. This 
chapter deals with vector calculus-integration and differentiation of vectors. 

The concepts introduced in this chapter provide a convenient language for expressing 
certain fundamental ideas in electromagnetics or mathematics in general. A student may 
feel uneasy about these concepts at first-not seeing what they are "good for." Such a stu 
dent is advised to concentrate simply on learning the mathematical techniques and to wait 
for their applications in subsequent chapters. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

-ARCHIMEDES 

Give me a lever long enough and a fulcrum strong enough, and single-handedly I wi/J 
move the world. 

VECTOR CALCULUS 

CHAPTER II 



(3.3) ldv = dxdydzl 

3. Differential volume is given by 

FIGURE 3.2 Differential normal surface areas in Cartesian coordinates: 
(a) dS = dydza,, (b) dS = dxdza,, (c) dS = dxdya,. 

(c) (b) (a) 

•.. 

and illustrated in Figure 3.2 . 

(3.2) 
dS = dy dz e; 

dx dz •y 
dx dy e; 

2. Differential normal surface area is given by 

FIGURE 3.1 Differential elements in the 
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. 

(3.1) 

I. Differential displacement is given by 

I di = dx a., + dy a,. + dz a, I 
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(3.7) I dv = p dp d</J dz I 

and illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
3. Differential volume is given by 

(3.6) 
dS = p d</J dz s; 

dpdza.p 
p dp d</J a, 

2. Differential normal surface area is given by 

(3.5) Id!= dpa1, + pd</Jaq, + dza,I 

I. Differential displacement is given by 

From Figure 3.3, the differential elements in cylindrical coordinates can be found as 
follows: 

B. Cylindrical Coordinate Systems 

where dS is the area of the surface element and a11 is a unit vector normal to the surface 
dS (and directed away from the volume if dS is part of the surface describing a volume). If 
we consider surface ABCD in Figure 3.1, for example, dS = dy dz ax, whereas for surface 
PQRS, dS = -dy dz a, because a, = - a, is normal to PQRS. 

What we have to remember at all times about differential elements is dl and how to get 
dS and dv from it. When di is remembered, dS and dv can easily be found. For example, dS 
along a, can be obtained from dl in eq. (3.1) by multiplying the components of dl along ay 
and a,; that is, dy dz a,. Similarly, dS along a, is the product of the components of di along 
ax and a.: that is dx dy a., Also, dv can be obtained from dl as the product of the three 
components of dl, that is, dx dy dz. The idea developed here for Cartesian coordinates will 
now be extended to other coordinate systems. 

(3.4) dS = dS a, 

These differential elements are very important as they will be referred to throughout 
the book. The student is encouraged not to memorize them, but to learn how to derive 
them from Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Notice from eqs. (3.1) to (3.3) that di and dS are vectors, 
whereas dv is a scalar. Observe from Figure 3.1 that if we move from point P to Q (or Q to 
P), for example, di = dy ay because we are moving in they-direction, and if we move from 
Q to S (or S to Q), di = dy a, + dz a, because we have to move dy along y, dz along z, and 
dx = 0 (no movement along x). Similarly, to move from D to Q (or Q to D) would mean 
that di= dx s, + dya, + dza,. 

The way dS is defined is important. The differential surface (or area) element dS may 
generally be defined as 
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(3.8) I di = dr a, + r de a, + rsin e d</> a· I 

1. The differential displacement is 

C. Spherical Coordinate Systems 
From Figure 3.5, the differential elements in spherical coordinates can be found as 
follows: 

FIGURE 3.4 Differential normal surface areas in cylindrical coordinates: 
(a) dS = p d<jJ dz aP, (b) dS = dp dz••, (c) dS = p dp d<jJ a,. 

~' ~·· ,6d¢ r: 
p 

•p 

(a) (b) (c) 

As mentioned in the preceding section on Cartesian coordinates, we need only 
remember di; dS and dv can easily be obtained from di. For example, dS along a, is the 
product of the components of di along aP and a•, that is, dp pd</> a; Also dv is the product 
of the three components of di, that is, dp p d</> dz. 

dz 

FIGURE 3.3 Differential elements in 
cylindrical coordinates dp 
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(3.10) [ dv = r' sin 8 dr d8 d</> I 

3. The differential volume is 

FIGURE 3.6 Differential normal surface areas in spherical coordinates: 
(a) dS = r2 sin 8 d8 d<J> a., (b) dS = r sin 8 dr d<J> a,, (c) dS = r dr d8 a,. 

(3.9) 

FIGURE 3.5 Differential elements 
in the spherical coordinate system. 

;si~?J r sin Bd¢ ,,{!;, 9 rd 
e 

(a) (b) (c) 

and illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

dS = r'sin8d8d</>a, 
r sin 0 dr dq>a8 

rdrd8aq, 

2. The differential normal surface area is 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J-------~----~ ___ ,.., ....... 0 B(O, 5, 0) 

A(5, 0, O) 

0(5. 0, I 0) i----1--~ 

_,+-F-----,,CtO. 5, 10) 

FIGURE 3.7 For Example 3.1. 

r 1·" CD = p d<f> = 5 <f> = 2.57T 
0 0 

(b) Along CD, di= p d<f> and p = 5, so 

BC= J di= f' dz= 10 
L 0 

(a) Along BC, di = dz; hence, 

A(s,o,o)---> A(s,0°,0) 

B(o, 5, o) ___, B(5, ~· o) 
c(o, 5, 10) ___, c(5, ~· 10) 

D(S,O, 10)---> D(S,0°, 10) 

( d) The surface area ABO 
(e) The surface area AOFD 
(f) The volume ABDCFO 

Consider the object shown in Figure 3.7. Calculate 
(a) The length BC 
(b) The length CD 
(c) The surface area ABCD 

Solution: 
Although points A, B, C, and D are given in Cartesian coordinates, it is obvious that the 
object has cylindrical symmetry. Hence, we solve the problem in cylindrical coordinates. 
The points are transformed from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates as follows: 

Again, we need to remember only dl, from which dS and dv are easily obtained. For 
example, dS along a, is obtained as the product of the components of di along a, and a0, that is, 
dr r sin e d<f>; dv is the product of the three components of di, that is, dr · r dO · r sin 8 d<f>. 
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FIGURE 3.8 For Practice Exercise 3.1 (and also 
Review Question 3.3). 

Answer: (a) 0.7854, (b) 2.618, (c) 1.179, (d) 4.189, (e) 4.276. 

(d) The surface area ABDC 
(e) The volume of the object 

(a) The arc length DH 
(b) The arc length FG 
( c) The surface area AEHD 

Refer to Figure 3.8; disregard the differential lengths and imagine that the object is part 
of a spherical shell. It may be described as 3 :5 r :5 5, 60° :5 0 :5 90°, 45° :5 </> :5 60° 
where surface r = 3 is the same as AEHD, surface 0 = 60° is AEFB, and surface o = 45° 
is ABCD. Calculate 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.1 

f f 5 f'" f io f IO f"12 f' v = dv = p dcjJ dz dp = dz dcjJ p dp = 62.Srr 
v p=O ,P=O z=O 0 0 0 

(f) For volume ABDCFO, dv = p dcjJ dz dp. Hence, 

f 5 f'° area AOFD = p~o ,~o dp dz = 50 

(e) For AOFD, dS = dp dz and cjJ = 0°, so 

f "" f 
5 f'" f 5 

area ABO = p dcjJ dp = dcjJ p dp = 6.25rr 
<f>=O p=O 0 0 

(d) For ABO, dS = p dcjJ dp and z = 0°, so 

f f .,, f to f'" f to I area ABCD = dS = p dcjJ dz = 5 dcjJ dz = 257T 
S ¢=0 z=O 0 0 p=5 

(c) For ABCD, dS = p dcjJ dz, p = 5. Hence, 
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A 

FIGURE 3.9 Path of integration of vector field A. 

(3.13) 

or simply 

P = J IAI cos e dS = J A· a, dS 
s s 

which is called the circulation of A around L. 
Given a vector field A, continuous in a region containing the smooth surface S, we 

define the surface integral or the flux of A through S (see Figure 3.10) as 

(3.12) { A·dl 

as the line integral of A around L (see Figure 3.9). If the path of integration is a closed curve 
such as abca in Figure 3.9, eq. (3.11) becomes a closed contour integral 

(3.11) f A·dl= r1Alcos8dl 
L a 

Given a vector field A and a curve L, we define the integral 

curve L. 

The line integral f A· dl is the integral of the tangential component of A along 
L 

The familiar concept of integration will now be extended to cases in which the integrand 
involves a vector. By "line" we mean the path along a curve in space. We shall use terms 
such as line, curve, and contour interchangeably. 

3.3 LINE, SURFACE, AND VOLUME INTEGRALS 
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Notice that dl is always taken as along -l-a, so that the direction on segment CD is taken care 
ofby the limits of integration. Also, since di is in the ax-direction, only the ax component of 
vector F will be integrated, owing to the definition of the dot product. Thus, 

F = x'a, - xza, - y2a,. di = dx a, 

where the path is broken into segments numbered I to 4 as shown in Figure 3.11. 
For segment Q), y = 0 = z 

Given that F = x'a, - xza, - y2a,, calculate the circulation off around the (closed) path 
shown in Figure 3.11. 

Solution: 
The circulation of F around path L is given by 

as the volume integral of the scalar o- over the volume v. The physical meaning of a line, 
surface, or volume integral depends on the nature of the physical quantity represented by 
A or o- Note that di, dS, and dv are all as defined in Section 3.2. 

(3.15) 

(3.14) P= f,A·dS 

which is referred to as the net outward flux of A from S. Notice that a closed path defines 
an open surface whereas a closed surface defines a volume (see Figures 3.12 and 3.17). 

We define the integral 

where, at any point on S, a11 is the unit normal to S. For a closed surface (defining a volume), 
eq. (3.13) becomes 

FIGURE 3.10 The flux ofa vector field A 
through surface 5. 

Surfaces.._ 
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fL F ·di = -~ + 0 - ~ + ~ = -~ 

By putting all these together, we obtain 

i J o I 11' 5 F. di= (-y - I) dy = -- - - = - 
\2) I 2 3 I 6 

But on@, z = y; that is, dz = dy, so 

J@/ di= J (-zdy - y'dz) 

For segment @, x = I, so F = ax - zay - y2az, and di = dy ay + dz a; Hence, 

~ f l x3 II 2 F ·di= (x2 - i) dx = - - x = -- 
o 3 0 3 

But on Q), z = x; that is, d.x = dz. Hence, 

For segment Q), y = 1, F = x2ax - xzay - az, and dl = dx ax + dz a., so 

~F ·di= 0 

For segment@, x = 0 = z, F = x2ax - xza1 - a., di = dy a1, F · di = 0. Hence, 

J F ·di = J' x2dx = :::_I' = _l_ 
I I 3 I J 

FIGURE 3.11 For Example 3.2. 
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This vector differential operator, otherwise known as the gradient operator, is not a vector in 
itself, but when it operates on a scalar function, for example, a vector ensues. The operator 
is useful in defining 

I. The gradient of a scalar V, written as V V 
2. The divergence of a vector A, written as V · A 
3. The curl of a vector A, written as V X A 
4. The Laplacian of a scalar V, written as V2 V 

Each of these will be defined in detail in the subsequent sections. Before we do that, it 
is appropriate to obtain expressions for the del operator V in cylindrical and spherical 
coordinates. This is easily done by using the transformation formulas of Sections 2.3 
and 2.4. 

(3.16) V = _il_a + _il_a + _il_a ax , ay ' dz z 

The de! operator, written V, is the vector differential operator. In Cartesian coordinates, 

3.4 DEL OPERATOR 

Answer: 1. 

A= pcoscpaP + z sin o a, 

around the edge L of the wedge defined by 0 ,,,; p ,,,; 2. 0 ,,,; <P ,,,; 60°, z = 0 and shown 
in Figure 3.12. 

Calculate the circulation of 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.2 

FIGURE 3.12 For Practice Exercise 3.2, L is a closed path. 

~' 0 2 
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1 A more general way of deriving 'ii, V ·A, V X A, VV, and \71V is by using the curvilinear coordinates. 
See, for example, M. R. Spiegel, Vector Analysis and an Introduction to Tensor Analysis. New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1959, pp. 135-165. 

Notice that in eqs. (3.19) and (3.23), the unit vectors are placed to the left of the differential 
operators because the unit vectors depend on the angles. 

(3.23) V =a ~+a _l__i!_ +a --- 
r ar ' r ae • rsin e a<1> 

(3.22) 
a a sine a - =cos(}- - -- az ar r ae 

Substituting eqs. (3.20) to (3.22) into eq. (3.16) and using eq. (2.23) results in Vin spherical 
coordinates: 

(3.21) 
a . . a cos e sin <I> a cos <I> a - = smesm¢~ + ----- + -- ay ar r ae p a¢ 

(3.20) 
a . a cos e cos <P a sin <I> a - = smecoscp~ + ----- - -- ax ar r ae p aq, 

to obtain 

vx'+I 
tan e' =----, 

z r=vx'+l+z', 

Similarly, to obtain V in terms of r, e, and cp, we use 

(3.19) V=a _i!_+a _l__i!_+a.~ 
P ap • p aq, · az 

(3.18) 
a. a coscpa ay = sin <P ap + -P- aq, 

Substituting eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) into eq. (3.16) and making use of eq. (2.9), we obtain V 
in cylindrical coordinates as 

(3.17) 
a a sin <P a - = coscp- - -- ax ap p aq, 

Hence 

p = V x' + y1, tan <P = >' 
x 

To obtain Vin terms of p, cp, and z, we recall from eq. (2.7) that' 
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'7V 

'7V 

FIGURE 3.13 Gradient of a scalar. 

or 

dV = G · di = G cos 8 di 
Then 

(3.25) 
av av av 

G =-a+ -a +-a ax x ay y az z 

For convenience, let 

(3.24) 

av av av 
dV = t:= + ay dy + a;dz 

=(ava +av. +av•)·(dxax+dya,+dzaJ ax x ay y az z 

A mathematical expression for the gradient can be obtained by evaluating the difference in 
the field dV between points P, and P1 of Figure 3.13, where V1, V2, and V3 are contours on 
which Vis constant. From calculus) 

The gradient of a scalar field Vis a vector that represents both the magnitude and 
the direction of the maximum space rate of increase ofV. 

3.5 GRADIENT OF A SCALAR 
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where U and V are scalars and n is an integer. 
Also take note of the following fundamental properties of the gradient of a scalar field V: 

1. The magnitude ofVV equals the maximum rate of change in V per unit distance. 
2. V V points in the direction of the maximum rate of change in V. 

(i) V(V+ U) = vv » vu (3.3la) 

(ii) V(VU) = VVU + UVV (3.3ib) 

(iii) v[.!':] = uvv - vvu (3.3 le) u u' 
(iv) VV" = nV"-1 VV (3.3 l d) 

The following computation formulas on gradient, which are easily proved, should be 
noted: 

(3.30) 

and for spherical coordinates, 

(3.29) 

for cylindrical coordinates, 

av av av 
VV=~a+~a+~a ax x ay y az e 

By usingeq. (3.28) in conjunction with eqs. (3.16), (3.19), and (3.23), the gradient of V can 
be expressed in Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates. For Cartesian coordinates 

(3.28) 
av av av 

grad v = vv = ax ax+ a,;a, +~a, 

where dV!dn is the normal derivative. Thus G has its magnitude and direction as those of 
the maximum rate of change of V. By definition, G is the gradient of V. Therefore: 

(3.27) 

(3.26) 
dV di= Gcos8 

where di is the differential displacement from P1 to P2 and 8 is the angle between G and 
di. From eq. (3.26), we notice that dV!dl is a maximum when 8 = 0, that is, when di is in 
the direction of G. Hence, 
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Determine the gradient of the following scalar fields: 
(a) U = X'y + xyz 
(b) V = pz sin cf> + z' cos' cf> + p2 

(c) f= cos8sincf>lnr + r2¢ 

Answer: (a) y(2x + z)a, + x(x + z)a, + xya, 

(b) (zsin<f> + 2p)aP + (zcoscf> - ~sin2cf> )a.+ 

(p sin cf> + 2z cos2 cf> )a, 

(
cos e sin cf> ) sine sin cf> 

(c) --,-- + 2r<f> a, - --r--ln ra0 + 

(co;e cos c ln r + rcsce)a. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.3 

au 1 au au 
(b) VU= apaP + p def> a<I + iha, 

= 2pz cos 2</> aP - 2pz sin 2</> a; + p2 cos 2</> a, 

aw 1 aw 1 aw 
(c) vw = ara, + -,:ar;a, + rsin8 &ia• 

= 10 sin2 e cos cf> a, + 10 sin 28 cos</> a, - 10 sin e sin cf> a,, 

av av av 
(a) vv = ax ax+ ay a,+ iha, 

= 2e-z cos 2x cosh y a, + e-z sin 2x sinh y a, - e " sin 2xcoshya, 

Solution: 

Find the gradient of the following scalar fields: 
(a) V = ,-, sin 2x cash y 
(b) U = p2z cos 2</> 
(c) W = !Or sin2 8 cos cf> 

3. V Vat any point is perpendicular to the constant V surface that passes through that 
point (see points P and Qin Figure 3.13). 

4. The projection (or component) ofVV in the direction of a unit vector a is VV ·a 
and is called the directional derivative of V along a. This is the rate of change of V 
in the direction of a. For example, dV!dl in eq. (3.26) is the directional derivative 
of Valong P1P2 in Figure 3.13. Thus the gradient of a scalar function Vprovides us 
with both the direction in which V changes most rapidly and the magnitude of the 
maximum directional derivative of V. 

5. If A = VV, Vis said to be the scalar potential of A 
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Line 

I 

FIGURE 3.14 For Example 3.5; plane of intersection ofa 
line with an ellipsoid. 

Taking A = I (for the moment), the point of intersection is (x, y, z) = (2, 2, l ). At this 
point, r = 2ax + 2ay + az. 

(2A)2 + (2A)2 + 2A2 =IO --> A= :ti 

where A is a parameter. Where the line and the ellipsoid meet, 

r( A) = 2A a, + 2A ay + A a, 

Find the angle at which line x = y = 2z intersects the ellipsoid x2 + y' + 2z' = 10. 

Solution: 
Letthelineandtheellipsoidmeetatangle<f!asshowninFigure3.14.0nlinex = y = 2z,for 
two unit increments along z, there is a unit increment along x and a unit increment along y. 
Thus, the line can be represented by 

Answer: Sax + 4ay + 3av 7. 

Given <P = xy + yz + xz, find gradient <Pat point (1, 2, 3) and the directional deriva 
tive of<P at the same point in the direction toward point (3, 4, 4). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.4 

44 
13 

dW ( ) (3, 4, 12) dl = '\7W·a1 = 4, -8, -2 
13 

Hence, 

Solution: vw = aw a + aw a + aw a ax x ay y az z 

= (2xy2 + yz)a, + (2x'y + xz)a, + (xy)a, 

At (2, - J, 0): '\7W = 4a, - Say - 2a, 

Given W = x'y' + xyz, compute '17 Wand the directional derivative dW! dl in the direction 
3a, + 4ay + 12a, at (2, -1, 0). 
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(3.32) 
f A·dS 

div A = V ·A = Jim _s~~- 
Ll.v-+0 Ll.v 

Hence, 

The divergence of A at a given point Pis the outward flux per unit volume as the volume 
shrinks about P. 

From Section 3.3, we have noticed that the net outflow of the flux of a vector field A from 
a closed surface S is obtained from the integral f A · dS. We now define the divergence of 
A as the net outward flow of flux per unit volume over a closed incremental surface. 

3.6 DIVERGENCE OF A VECTOR AND DIVERGENCE THEOREM 

Answer: 73.4°. 

Calculate the angle between the normals to the surfaces x'y + z = 3 and 
x log z - I = -4 at the point of intersection ( -1, 2, 1 ). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.5 

Hence, iJ; = 74.21°. Because we had choices of+ or - for A and a,p there are actually four 
possible angles, given by sin if! = :':: 51( 3VJ). 

a,,·r 2+2+1 5 . 
cos8 = ~ = V}\/9 = 

3V} = smif! 

VJ ax+ ay +a~ 
a,,= :'::IV/I = + V} 

Taking the positive sign (for the moment), the angle between a, and r is given by 

At (2, 2, I), VJ= 4ax + 4ar + 4a,. Hence, a unit vector normal to the ellipsoid at the 
point of intersection is 

VJ= Zxa, + 2yai' + 4za, 

The gradient off is 

f(x,y,z) = x' +I+ 2z' - 10 

The surface of the ellipsoid is defined by 
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ff A·dS = -dydz[A,(x0,y0,z0) _ '!!:_aAxl] + higher-orderterms 
back 2 ax p 

For the back side, x = x0 - dx/2 and dS = dy dz( - a.). Then, 

I I A. dS = dy dz [Axtxo, Yo• zo) + "!!:_a Ax I ] + higher-order terms 
front 2 ax p 

For the front side, x = x0 + dx/2 and dS = dy dz a .r- Then, 

aA / + (z - zo)----" + higher-order terms 
az p 

(3.34) 

) ) aAx I aAx I Ax(x, y, z = Ax(xo, Yo• Zo + (x - xo) ~ + (y - Yo)-:-- 
ax p iJy p 

A three-dimensional Taylor series expansion of Ax about Pis 

f, A. dS = (f L,. + f l.. + ft. + ft,,, + ft + f LJ A dS (3.33) 

where D.v is the volume enclosed by the closed surface Sin which Pis located. Physically, we 
may regard the divergence of the vector field A at a given point as a measure of how much the 
field diverges or emanates from that point. Figure 3.lS(a) shows that the divergence of a vector 
field at point Pis positive because the vector diverges (or spreads out) at P. In Figure 3.IS(b) a 
vector field has negative divergence (or convergence) at P, and in Figure 3. lS(c) a vector field 
has zero divergence at P. The divergence of a vector field can also be viewed as simply the limit 
of the field's source strength per unit volume (or source density); it is positive at a source point 
in the field, and negative at a sink point, or zero where there is neither sink nor source. 

We can obtain an expression for V · A in Cartesian coordinates from the definition 
in eq. (3.32). Suppose we wish to evaluate the divergence of a vector field A at point 
P(x0, y0, z0); we let the point be enclosed by a differential volume as in Figure 3.16. The 
surface integral in eq. (3.32) is obtained from 

(c) 

FIGURE 3.1 S Illustration of the divergence of a vector field at P: (a) positive 
divergence, (b) negative divergence, (c) zero divergence. 

11111 
op 

l l l l l 
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(3.40) 
1 a 1 aA, aA, V ·A = -- (pA ) + -- + ~ pap p p aq, az 

Similar expressions for V ·A in other coordinate systems can be obtained directly 
from eq. (3.32) or by transforming eq. (3.39) into the appropriate coordinate system. In 
cylindrical coordinates, substituting eqs. (2.15), (3.17), and (3.18) into eq. (3.39) yields 

(3.39) v . A = aA, + aA, + aA, 
ax ay az 

because the higher-order terms will vanish as .6.v--? 0. Thus, the divergence of A at point 
P(x0, y0, z0) in a Cartesian system is given by 

(3.38) 

Substituting eqs. (3.35) to (3.37) into eq. (3.33) and noting that ~v = dx dy dz, we get 

J J A. dS + J J A. dS = dx dy dz aA, I + higher-order terms (3.37) 
top bottom az p 

and 

(3.36) J f A. dS + J J A. dS = dx dy dz aA, I + higher-order terms 
left right ay p 

By taking similar steps, we obtain 

(3.35) If A . dS + If A . dS = dx dy dz aA, I + higher-order terms 
front back ax p 

Hence, 

Front 
side 

FIGURE 3.16 Evaluation of 'V ·A at point 
P(x0,y0, z0) 

Top side 
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which is the divergence theorem. The theorem applies to any volume v bounded by the 
closed surface S such as that shown in Figure 3.17 provided that A and V · A are con 
tinuous in the region. With a little experience, one comes to understand that the vol 
ume integral on the right-hand side of eq. (3.42) is easier to evaluate than the surface 
integral(s) on the left-hand side of the equation. For this reason, to determine the flux 

(3.44) J A · dS = J V ·Adv rs v 

Since the outward flux to one cell is inward to some neighboring cells, there is cancellation 
on every interior surface, so the sum of the surface integrals over the S/s is the same as the 
surface integral over the surface S. Taking the limit of the right-hand side of eq. (3.43) and 
incorporating eq. (3.32) gives 

(3.43) 
f A· dS 

J A dS = ~ J A dS = ~ -5'~-t;v, Js k Ts. k 6.v1.; 

To prove the divergence theorem, subdivide volume v into a large number of small 
cells. If the kth cell has volume /:; v, and is bounded by surface S, 

The divergence theorem states that the total outward Aux of a vector field A through 
the closed surface 5 is the same as the volume integral of the divergence of A. 

This is called the divergence theorem, otherwise known as the Gauss-Otrogradsky theorem. 

(3.42) !f/ds=J.VAdvl 

From the definition of the divergence of A in eq. (3.32), it is not difficult to 
expect that 

Note the following properties of the divergence of a vector field: 

I. It produces a scalar field (because scalar product is involved). 
2. V (A+ B) = V ·A+ V · B 
3. V (VA)= VV·A + A·VV 

I a I a I aA. V·A = ~-(r2A) +~~-(A sine)+~~~ (3.41) r2 ar r rsin e ae ' rsin e aq, 

Substituting eqs. (2.28) and (3.20) to (3.22) into eq. (3.39), we obtain the divergence of A 
in spherical coordinates as 
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= 2cos8cosrp 

1 
= 0 + -- 2r sin e cos e cos "' + 0 

r sin(} 

(c) 'il·T = _l_}!_(r2T) +-1-J!..("r: sine)+ -1-Jl_(T) r2 ar r r sine ae • r sine aq, • 

= _l_}!_(cos8) + _l_Jl_(rsin28cosrp) + _l_Jl_(cos8) 
r2 ar rsin e ae r sine aq, 

a a a 
(a) 'il · P = a.;Px + ayp' + a;P, 

=Ji_ (x'yz) +Ji_ (0) +Ji_ (xz) 
ax ay az 

=2xyz+x 

(b) 'il Q = ~Ji_(pQ) + ~Jl_Q + Jl_Q p ap p p aq, • az z 

= ~Jl_(p2sinrp) + ~Jl_(p2z) + }!_(zcosrp) p ap p aq, az 
= 2 sin rp + cos rp 

Solution: 

Determine the divergence of these vector fields: 

(a) P = x'yz•x + xza, 
(b) Q = p sin q>ar + p2z •.; + z cos rp a, 

1 
(c) T = ;;cos8a, + rsin8cosrpa8 + cos e a, 

of A through a closed surface, we simply find the right-hand side of eq. (3.42) instead 
of the left-hand side of the equation. 

_,,...Closed surface S 

,,...-------- ..... 

Volume v 

FIGURE 3.17 Volume v enclosed by surface 5. 
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'I', 

FIGURE 3.18 For Example 3.7. 

JI I , J'r. 'I' 11', = G · dS = !Oe-1p dp dd: = 10e-2(2'1T) !:._ 
p=O ¢=0 2 0 

11' = f G · dS = 11', + 11', + 11', 

where 11',, 11'1,, and 11', are the fluxes through the top, bottom, and sides (curved surface) of 
the cylinder as in Figure 3.18. 

For 11',, z = 1, dS = p dp d<J> a,. Hence, 

lfG(r) = IOe-2'(paP +a,), determine the flux ofG out of the entire surface of the cylin 
der p = I, 0 :s z :s I. Confirm the result by using the divergence theorem. 

Solution: 
lf'I' is the flux ofG through the given surface, shown in Figure 3.18, then 

Determine the divergence of the following vector fields and evaluate them at the speci 
fied points. 
(a) A= yza, + 4xya1 + ya,at(l, -2,3) 
(b) B = pzsin</>ap + 3pz'cos</>aq,at (5,'lT/2, !) 
(c) C = 2rcos0cos</>a,+ r112a,,at(l,'1T/6,'1T/3) 

Answer: (a) 4x, 4, (b) (2 - 3z)z sin <J>, -I, (c) 6 cos 0 cos</>, 2.598. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.6 
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Answer: 647T. 

Determine the flux of D = p2 cos2 </> •• + z sin</> aq, over the closed surface of the cyl 
inder 0 ,,; z -s l, p = 4. Verify the divergence theorem for this case. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.7 

P = { (V · G) dv = O 

showing that G has no outward flux. Hence, 

V·G = ~~(pG) + ~~G + j_G 
p ap P p aq, • az z 

= ~~(p210e-") - 20e-2' 
Pap 

But 

P= lG·dS =I (\l·G)dv rs , 

Alternatively, since S is a closed surface, we can apply the divergence theorem: 

P = P, + P, + P, = 107Te-2 - 107T + l07T(l - e-2) = o 

Thus, 

f f I J'' _,,I' P, = G · dS = 10e-2'p2 dz dd: = 10(1)2(27T) ~ 
s a=o t/l=O 2 O 

= l07T(l - e-2) 

For P,, p = l and dS = p dz d</> a p- Hence, 

I f I J'' 'I' P, = G · dS = !Oe0p dp d</> = -10(27T) ['__ 
b p=O cP=O 2 o 

= -107T 

For P,, z = 0 and dS = p dp d</>( -aJ. Hence, 
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2 Because of its rotational nature, some authors use rot A instead of curl A. 

dy 

FIGURE 3.19 Contour used in evaluating the 
x-component ofV X A at point P(x0,y0, z0). 

dz • P 

(3.48) I A. di= dz [A,(xo•Yo• zol + '!!'. aA, I ] 
k 2 ~ p 

On side be, di = dz a, and y = y0 + dy/2, so 

(3.47) I [ dz aA, I ] A·dl = dy A1(x0,y0,z.) - ~~ 
ab 2 az p 

We expand the field components in a Taylor series expansion about the center point P( x0, y 0, z0) as 
in eq. (3.34) and evaluate eq. (3.46). On side ab, di = dy a, and z = z0 - dz/2, so 

(3.46) fL A. di = (t + t + t + u A. di 

where the area .6.S is bounded by the curve Land a11 is the unit vector normal to the surface 
tJ.S and is determined by using the right-hand rule. 

To obtain an expression for V X A from the definition in eq. (3.45), consider the dif 
ferential area in the yz-plane as in Figure 3.19. The line integral in eq. (3.45) is obtained as 

(3.45) ( 
fLA di) 

curl A = V x A = lim ----:;--5 a, 
.6.S---70 u max 

That is, 

The curl of A is an axial (or rotational) vector whose magnitude is the maximum cir 
culation of A per unit area as the area tends to zero and whose direction is the normal 
direction of the area when the area is oriented to make the circulation maximum.2 

In Section 3.3, we defined the circulation of a vector field A around a closed path Las the 
integral fLA ·di. 

3.7 CURL OF A VECTOR AND STOKES'S THEOREM 
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By transforming eq. (3.54) using point and vector transformation techniques used in 
Chapter 2, we obtain the curl of A in cylindrical coordinates as 

(3.54) 
[ 

aA, aA,] [ aA, aA,] VXA= --- a+ ---a ay az x az ax y 

+ [aA, _ aA,] a, 
ax ay 

or 

(3.53) 

a, a, a, 
VXA= 

a a a 
ax ay az 
A, A, A, 

The definition of V X A in eq. (3.45) is independent of the coordinate system. In 
Cartesian coordinates the curl of A is easily found using 

(3.52b) 
aA, aA, 

(curl A),= - - - 
ax ay 

(3.52a) (curl A) = aAx _ aA, 
y dz ax 

They- and x-components of the curl of A can be found in the same way. We obtain 

(3.51) (curl A), = aA, - aAr 
ay az 

or 

. l A. di aA, aA, 
~~~o I as = -aJ - ih 

Substituting eqs. (3.47) to (3.50) into eq. (3.46) and noting that ~S = dy dz, we have 

(3.50) I [ dy aA, I ] A di= -dz A,(x,,y,,z,) - -- 
• 2 ~ p 

On side da, di = dz a, and y = y0 - dy/2, so 

(3.49) I [ dz aAY I ] A di= -dy Ay(x0,y0,z0) + -- 
~ 2 az p 

On side cd, di = dy a,, and z = z, + dz/2, so 
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Other properties of the curl are given in Appendix A.6. 
The physical significance of the curl of a vector field is evident in eq. (3.45); the curl 

provides the maximum value of the circulation of the field per unit area (or circulation 
density) and indicates the direction along which this maximum value occurs. The curl of 
a vector field A at a point P may be regarded as a measure of the circulation or how much 
the field curls around P. For example, Figure 3.20(a) shows that the curl of a vector field 
around Pis directed out of the page. Figure 3.20(b) shows a vector field with zero curl. 

Note the following properties of the curl: 
l. The curl of a vector field is another vector field. 
2. V x (A+ B) = V x A+ V x B 
3. V x (Ax B) = A(V · B) - B(V ·A) + (B V)A - (A· V)B 
4. V X (VA) = W X A+ VV X A 
5. The divergence of the curl of a vector field vanishes; that is, V · (V X A) = 0. 
6. The curl of the gradient of a scalar field vanishes; that is, V X V V = 0 or 

v xv= 0. 

(3.56) 

1 [a(A0sin8) aA,] 
VXA=rsin8 a8 -a;j;a, 

+ l[~l~ aA, _ a(rA0)] a + l [a(rA,) _ aA,] a 
r sin 8 a<1> ar ' r ar ae "' 

or 

a, r a, r sin 8 aq, 

VXA=-1- a a a 
rsin8 ar ae a<1> 

A, rA, rsin 8 Aq, 

and in spherical coordinates as 

(3.55) 

or 

a, Pa,p a, 

VXA=l a a 
p ap a<1> az 

AP µA; A, 
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which is Stokes's theorem. 

i A. di= I (V x A). dS 
JL S 

As shown in Figure 3.22, there is cancellation on every interior path, so the sum of the 
line integrals around the Lk's is the same as the line integral around the bounding curve L. 
Therefore, taking the limit of the right-hand side of eq. (3.58) as !l.S, -> 0 and incorporat 
ing eq. (3.45) leads to 

(3.58) 
f A ·di 

,(A di= L ,( A di= 2:-L'--!l.S, 
TL k TLk k 6.Sk 

The proof of Stokes's theorem is similar to that of the divergence theorem. The surface 
Sis subdivided into a large number of cells as in Figure 3.22. If the kth cell has surface area 
ti.s, and is bounded by path L,. 

Stokes's theorem states that the circulation of a vector field A around a (closed) path 
Lis equal to the surface integral of the curl of A over the open surface S bounded by L 
(see Figure 3.21 ), provided A and V X A are continuous on S. 

This is called Stokes's theorem. 

(3.57) i A. di = I (V x A) . dS 
JL S 

Also, from the definition of the curl of A in eq. (3.45), we may expect that 

FIGURE 3.21 Determining the sense of 
di and dS involved in Stokes's theorem. 

(b) (;:i) 

FIGURE 3.20 Illustration ofa curl: (a) curl at P points 
out of the page, (b) curl at Pis zero. 
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1 [ a a ] = -.- -(cosOsinO) - -;--(rsinOcos<f>) a, 
r sm e ae aq, 

1 [ 1 a (cos e) a ] + - ----- - -(rcos 8) a r sin 8 aq, r' ar ' 

1 [ 1 a a ] 1 [a a ] +- ---T--(rT) a+- -(rT)--T a 
r sin(} aq:, ' ar 4> (J r ar (j ae r q, 

= (~2sin</J- p')ar + (O-O)aq1 + ~(3p2z- pcos<f>)a, 

= _ _!:_ (z sin <P + p3)ar + (3pz - cos ¢)a, 
p 

(c) V x T = -1-[_i!_(T sinO) - _i!_Tl a r sin e ae • aq, ' r 

(b) 'f1 X Q = [.!:. aQ, - aQ•] a + [aQP - aQ,l a + _!:_ [_i!_ (pQ ) - aQ,l a 
p aq, az r az ap • p ap " aq, z 

(a) V x P = (aP, _ aPY) a + (aP, _ aP,) a + (aPY _ aP,) a 
ay az x az ax y ax ay e 

= (0 - O)a, + (x1y - z)a, + (0 - x1z)a, 

= (x1y - z)a, - x1za, 

Determine the curl of each of the vector fields in Example 3.6. 

Solution: 

The direction of di and dS in eq. (3.57) must be chosen using the right-hand rule or 
right-handed-screw rule. Using the right-hand rule, ifwe let the fingers point in the direc 
tion of di, the thumb will indicate the direction of dS (see Figure 3.21). Note that whereas 
the divergence theorem relates a surface integral to a volume integral, Stokes's theorem 
relates a line integral (circulation) to suface integral. 

FIGURE 3.22 Illustration of Stokes's theorem. 
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5 -- 

FIGURE 3.23 For Example 3.9. 

where path L has been divided into segments ab, be, cd, and da as in Figure 3.23. 

If A = p cos d: a0 + sin</> a0, evaluate fA · di around the path shown in Figure 3.23. 
Confirm this by using Stokes's theorem. 

Solution: 
Let 

Determine the curl of each of the vector fields in Practice Exercise 3.6 and evaluate 
the curls at the specified points. 
Answer: (a) a,+ ya1 + (4y - z)a,, ax - 2a1 - Ila, 

(b) -6pzcos</>ar + psin</Jaq, + (6z - l lz cos o a., 5a0 

(c) co1'.28 a, - (2 cot 8 sin q, + +,)a, + 2 sin 8 cos</> a0, 
r 2r 

I. 732a, - 4.Sa, + o.sa,,. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.8 

I ( sinB) + -; 2r sine cos <P + ~ a.p 

(
cos 28 ) cos e ( I ) = -.- + sin</> a, - -- a0 + 2 cos d: + 3 sin 8 a,, 
r sm e r r 

I [a a (cosB)] +; a;; (r sin 8 cos</>) - ae--,,- aq, 

= -.1- (cos 28 + rsin 8 sin </>)a,+~ (0 - cos B)a, 
rsm8 r 
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60" 5 

{ (V x A)· dS = f..30• {., ~ ( 1 + p) sin</> p dp d<J> 

Hence: 

[
1 aA aA,,l [aAP aA l 1 [a aAP] V X A = a - ---'- - - + a - - ---'- + a, - - (pA ) - - 

p p a<1> az • az ap p ap • a<1> 

= (0-0)a,, + (0 -O)a.p + .!..(1 + p)sin</>a, 
p 

But dS = p d</J dp a, and 

f. A. di = Is (V x A) . dS 

From Stokes's theorem (because Lis a closed path), 

= E.(V3 - 1) = 4.941 
4 

1, A. di= -VJ+ 1 + 21\/3 + SVJ - ~ - ~ 
~ 4 2 2 4 

Putting all these together results in 

f , I' 'I' 21 A ·di = p cos</> dp = cos 60° !:.._ • = -- 
d p:.5 2 5 4 

Along da, </> = 60° and di = dp aP. Hence, 

f , f"'" 1·0· 5 A·dl= psin</>d</J=5(-cos</>) =-(VJ-1) 
c <b=JO" 300 2 

Along cd, p = 5 and di = p d</J a,,. Hence, 

f , f' p' I' 21\/3 A · di = p cos </J dp = cos 30° - = -- 
b p=2 2 2 4 

Along be, <P = 30° and di = dp aP. Hence, 

f b f". 1,,. 
A di= psin</Jd</J = 2(-cos<P) = -(\/3 - 1) 

a 4>=60° 60° 

Along ab, p = 2 and di = p d</J a,,. Hence, 
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Answer: Proof. 

For a scalar field V, show that V X VV = O; that is, the curl of the gradient of any scalar 
field vanishes. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.10 

V · V x A = .: ~. ~) · ax ay az ax ay az 
A., A,. A, 

= (~. t·fz) ·lea~, - a;;).-C"~, - a~,). c; - a~,) l 
a (aA, aA,) a (aA, aA,) a (aA, aA,) =a; a;-a; -a;; -;;;-a; +az- -;;;-a; 

= ~ _ i.12Ay _ 02A2 + i.12Ax + i.12Ay _ i.12Ax 
~~ ~h ~~ ~h h~ h~ 

= 0 
a'A a'A 

because --' = __ e , and so on. ax ay ay ax 

For a vector field A. show explicitly that V · V X A = O; that is, the divergence of the curl 
of any vector field is zero. 

Solution: 
This vector identity, along with the one in Practice Exercise 3.10, is very useful in EM. For 
simplicity, assume that A is in Cartesian coordinates. 

Answer: I. 

Use Stokes's theorem to confirm your result in Practice Exercise 3.2. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.9 

= .22(V} - 1) = 4.941 
4 

1
60"( p') I' =-cos</> p + - 
30° 2 2 

= f'0" sin</> d</> J' (1 + p)dp 
30° 2 
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This equation can be applied in finding V2 A in any coordinate system. In the Cartesian 

(3.64) I V'2A = V'(V'. A) - V' x V' x A I 

is satisfied in the region, the solution for Vin eq. (3.63) is harmonic (it is of the form of 
sine or cosine). Equation (3.63) is called Lap/aces equation. This equation will be solved 
in Chapter 6. 

We have considered only the Laplacian of a scalar. Since the Laplacian operator V2 is 
a scalar operator, it is also possible to define the Laplacian of a vector A. In this context, 
V'2A should not be viewed as the divergence of the gradient of A. Rather, V'2A is defined 
as the gradient of the divergence of A minus the curl of the curl of A. That is, 

(3.63) V'2V = 0 

A scalar field Vis said to be harmonic in a given region if its Laplacian vanishes in that 
region. In other words, if 

V'v = _l_Jl_(rav) + _l_Jl_(sin8 av)+ -~1-a'v (3.62) 
r2 ar ar r2 sin 8 ae ae r2 sin' 8 aq,' 

and in spherical coordinates, 

(3.61) 

Notice that the Laplacian of a scalar field is another scalar field. 
The Laplacian of Vin other coordinate systems can be obtained from eq. (3.60) by 

transformation. In cylindrical coordinates, 

(3.60) 
a'v a'v a'v 

V''V=-+-+- ax' a/ az' 

that is, 

= [Jl_a + Jl_a + Jl_a] ·[av a +av a +av al (3.59) 
ax x Oy r Oz z dx x dy r dz z 

Thus, in Cartesian coordinates, 
Laplacian V = V' V'V = V'2V 

The Laplacian of a scalar field V, written as V2V, is the divergence of the gradient of V. 

For practical reasons, it is expedient to introduce a single operator that is the composite of 
gradient and divergence operators. This operator is known as the Laplacian. 

3.8 LAPLACIAN OF A SCALAR 
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3 For explicit formulas for V2A in cylindrical and spherical coordinates, see M. N. 0. Sadiku, Numerical Techniques 
in Electromagnetics with MATLAB, 3rd ed. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2009, p. 647. 

Find the Laplacian of the scalar fields of Example 3.3; that is, 
(a) V = e " sin 2x cosh y 
(b) U = p'z cos 2</> 
(c) W = !Or sin' 0 cos</> 

Solution: 
The Laplacian in the Cartesian system can be found by taking the first derivative and later 
the second derivative. 

s-v a'v s-v 
(a) V'V=-+-+- ax' ay2 az' 

= i_ (2e-' cos 2x cosh y) + i_ (e-' sin 2x sinh y) ax ay 
+ i_ (-e-' sin 2xcoshy) az 

= -4e-zsin2xcoshy + e-zsin2xcoshy + e-zsin2xcoshy 
= -2e-zsin2xcoshy 

V'u = ~i_(/u) + _1_ a'u + a'u 
(bl pap ap p' aq,' az' 

= ~ i_ (2p2z cos 2</>) - J, 4p2z cos 2</> + 0 
Pap P 

= 4z cos 2</> - 4z cos 2</> 
= 0 

(cl v-w = _l_i_(,.iaw) + _l_i_(sinO aw)+ __ 1_a'w 
r' ar ar r' sine ae ae r' sin' e a<1>' 
1 a 1 a 

= ~ar (!Or' sin20 cos</>) + r' sinO aB (!Or sin W sin 0 cos</>) 

!Or sin' e cos </> 
r' sin'e 

= 20 sin' e cos</> + 20rcos w sine cos</> 
r r' sine 

+ !Or sin W cos 0 cos</> _ 10 cos</> 
r2 sin f r 

= lOcos</> (2sin20 + 2cos20 + 2cos20 - 1) 
r 

= !Ocos</> (! + 2cos20) 
r 

(3.65) 

system (and only in that system), eq. (3.64) becomes' 

V'A = V'A,ax + V'A,,a, + V'A,a, 
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(a) A = ka,, V ·A = 0, V X A = 0, 
(b) A = kr, V · A = 3k, V X A = 0, 
(c) A = k X r, V ·A = 0, V X A = 2k, 
(d) A = k X r + er, V ·A = 3c, V X A = 2k. 

FIGURE 3.24 Typical fields with vanishing and nonvanishing divergence or curl 

/ 

' I / / I / 
,1/ I /~ " 

,, -- -- --- -- I "- t" -, /t' ''\___) t / 
/ t ' ~/ / t 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

A vector field A is said to be solenoidal (or divergenceless) if V ·A = 0 

Figure 3.24 illustrates typical fields in these four categories. 

(a) 'ii · A = 0, 'ii x A = 0 
(b) 'ii· A * 0, 'ii X A = O 
(c) 'ii· A= 0, 'ii x A* 0 
(d) 'ii· A* 0, 'ii X A* 0 

A vector field is uniquely characterized by its divergence and curl. Neither the divergemce 
nor the curl of a vector field is sufficient to completely describe the field. All vecttor 
fields can be classified in terms of their vanishing or nonvanishing divergence or cturl 
as follows: 

t3,9 CLASSIFICATION OF VECTOR FIELDS 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.11 

I 
(c)-;:>" cos 8 sin</> ( 1 - 2 ln r 

Determine the Laplacian of the scalar fields of Practice Exercise 3.3, that is, 
(a) U = x2y + xyz 
(b) V = pz sin</> + i' cos'</> + p2 

(c) f = cos 8 sin</> In r + r </> 

2i' 
Answer: (a) 2y, (b) 4 + 2 cos'</> - ----,- cos 2</>, 

csc28lnr) + 6</>. P 
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4 In fact, curl was once known as rotation, and curl A is written as rot A in some textbooks. This is one reason 
to use the term irrotationai. 

For this reason, A may be called a potential field and V the scalar potential of A. The nega 
tive sign in eq. (3.70) has been inserted for physical reasons that will become evident in 
Chapter 4. 

then 
(3.70) 

VXA=O 

{A· di= 0 and A= -VV 

if 

Thus, an irrotational field A can always be expressed in terms of a scalar field V; that is, 

(3.69) V x (VV) = 0 

Thus in an irrotational field A, the circulation of A around a closed path is identically 
zero. This implies that the line integral of A is independent of the chosen path. Therefore, 
an irrotational field is also known as a conservative field. Examples of irrotational fields 
include the electrostatic field and the gravitational field. In general, the field of gradient V 
(for any scalar V) is purely irrotational, since (see Practice Exercise 3.10) 

(3.68) I (V x A) . dS = l A . di = 0 
S JL 

That is, a curl-free vector is irrotational." From Stokes's theorem 

A vector field A is said to be irrotational (or potential) if V X A= 0. 

then 
(3.67) 

V·A = 0 f A · dS = 0 and A = V X F 
s 

if 

Hence, flux lines of A entering any closed surface must also leave it. Examples of sole 
noidal fields are incompressible fluids, magnetic fields, and conduction current density 
under steady-state conditions. In general, the field of curl F (for any F) is purely solenoidal 
because V · (V X F) = 0, as shown in Example 3.10. Thus, a solenoidal field A can always 
be expressed in terms of another vector F; that is, 

(3.66) l A · dS = f V · A dv = O 
Js ' 

Such a field has neither source nor sink of flux. From the divergence theorem, 
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f\ ·di= V(P) - V(Q) 
p 

or 

Hence, 

A= -'i7V =-[av a +av a +av al 
ax .\ iJy y dz z 

Show that the vector field A is conservative if A possesses one of these two properties: 
(a) The line integral of the tangential component of A along a path extending from a point 

P to a point Q is independent of the path. 
(b) The line integral of the tangential component of A around any closed path is zero. 

Solution: 
(a) If A is conservative, V X A = 0, so there exists a potential V such that 

(3.73) 

If we let A;= -VV and As= 'V X B, it is evident from Example 3.10 and Practice 
Exercise 3.10 that \I X Ai = 0 and 'V · A.s = 0, showing that Ai is irrotational and A, is 
solenoidal. Finally, it is evident from eqs. (3.64) and (3.71) that any vector field has a 
Laplacian that satisfies 

(3.72) A= -'i?V + 'i7 X B 

o; can be regarded as the source density of A and p5 its circulation density. Any vector A 
satisfying eq. (3.71) with both o; and Ps vanishing at infinity can be written as the sum of 
two vectors: one irrotational (zero curl), the other solenoidal (zero divergence). This is 
called Helmholtz's theorem. Thus we may write 

(3.7lb) 'i7 X A= Ps 

and 

(3.7la) 

A vector A is uniquely prescribed within a region by its divergence and its curl. If we let 
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Finally we' 11 create a custom summation to compute the 
integral quadrature integral 

The @ is an address operator to 
point to fun.m 

Q ~ quad(@fun,0,8); 

Next we'll use the built-in Matlab function to find the 
quadrature intregal 

% axes labels 
% axes labels 

xlabel ( "x variable' ) 
ylabel ( 'y variable') 

% First we'll plot the function, creating a vector x and y 
x~o,0.01'8; 
ye f un (x) ; 
figure (1) % create a figure 
plot (x,y, 'LineWidth', 2) % plot x versus y 
axis( [O 10 o 4]) % sets the axis appropriately 

We will determine the integral of this function from x = 0 
to 

clear 

The user must first create a separate file for the function 
y ~ (-1/20)*x'3+(3/S)*x.'2-(21/10)*x+4; 

The file should be named fun.m and stored in the same 
directory as this file, and it should contain the following 
two lines: 

function y = fun(x) 
y = (-1/20) *x .... 3+ (3/5) *x .... 2-2. l*x+4; 

This script allows the user to compute the integral of 
% a function using two different methods: 

1. the built-in matlab 'quad' function 
2. user-defined summation 

Answer: Proof. 

Show that B = (y + z cos xz)ax + xay + x cos xz a, is conservative, without computing 
any integrals. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3.12 

f A ·di = V(P) ~ V(P) = 0 

showing that the line integral depends only on the end points of the curve. Thus, for a 

conservative field, J~ A · dl is simply the difference in potential at the end points. 

(b) If the path is closed, that is, if P and Q coincide, then 
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The divergence of A 
e.g. diff(A{2) ,z) means the derivative of the 

% Prompt the user to enter the symbolic vector 
% For example the user could enter [y*z 4*x*y y] 
disp( 'Enter the symbolic vector (in the format '); 
A~ input(' [ fx(x,y,z) fy(x,y,z) fz(x,y,z)]). \n > '); 

% declare x,y, z to be symbols {variables) 
clear 
symsxyz 

This script allows the user to find the divergence and curl 
of a vector field given in symbolic form 
It uses the built-in symbolic derivative function 
called diff () to compute the derivatives 

end 
% now plot original function 
hold on 
x~o,0.01,s; 
y=fun{x}; 
h=plot(x,y, 'LineWidth', 2) % plot x versus y 
axis((O 10 0 4]) % sets the axis appropriately 
xlabel ( "x variable') % axes labels 
ylabel('y variable') % axes labels 
function y = fun (x} 
y = {-l/20)*x.A3+(3/S)*x.A2-2.l*x+4; 

% Now plot the function with the sub-areas used in the 
% approximation create rectangular patches for each sub-area 
figure{2) % create another figure number 2 
for x=O:dx:B, 

patch I [x-dx/2; x-dx/2; x+dx/2; x+dx/2] , 
[O; fun(x); fun(x); OJ, [0.5 0.5 0.5] I 

displ'' I 
disp('The computed integrals of the function y(x} between'); 
di sp { ' x = O and x : 8 are' ) 
% The tab %f outputs the floating point number given in the 
% variables Q and sum, similar to C/C++ 
disp(sprintf(' quad integral='); 
disp(sprintf{' %f\n custom summation integral= %f', Q, sum)) 

end 

sum-u , % set initial total sum to zero 
for X=O:dx::8, 

sum=sum+fun(x)*dx; % add the partial sums to the total sum 

disp('Enter a increment size for the integral, recommended'); 
disp(' 0.1 to 1 (the smaller the better, but'); 
dx=input('smaller requires more computation time)! >'); 
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dv = dx dy dz 
dv = p dp d</J dz 
dv = r' sine dr dii d</J 

dS = dy dz e, 
dx dz e, 
dxdya, 

dS = pd</JdzaP 
dp dza-1 

p dp d</J a, 
dS = r' sin e de d</J a, 

r sin e dr d</J ., 
rdrdea• 

Note that dS can be in the positive or negative direction depending on the surface 
under consideration. 

3. The differential volumes in the three systems are 

Note that di is always taken to be in the positive direction; the direction of the displace 
ment is taken care of by the limits of integration. 

2. The differential normal areas in the three systems are, respectively, 

di= dx e; + dy e; + dza, 
di = dp aP + p d</J a-1 + dz a, 
di = dr a, + r de ., + r sin e d<P aq, 

1. The differential displacements in the Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical systems are, 
respectively, 

(1, -2, 3 I 

The curl of A 
% e.g. diff{A{2),z) means the derivative of the 
% y-component of vector A with respect to z 
curlA~[diff(A(3) ,y)-diff(A(2),z),. 

-diff(Al3),x)+diff(A(l),z), ... 
diff(A(2) ,x)-diff(A(l) ,y)] 

evaluate curl at point {x,y,z) 
subs(curlA,{x,y,z},{1, -2, 3)1 

(1, -2' 3) 

% y-component of vector A with respect to z 
divA~diff(A(l),x)+ ... 

diff(A(2) ,y)+. 
diff(A(3) ,z) 

% evaluate divergence at point (x,y,z) 
subs(divA, {x,y,z}, (1, -2, 3)) 
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FIGURE 3.25 For Review Question 3.1. F e 

(i) dy dz a, 
(ii) -dx dz a, 

(iii) dx dy a~ 
(iv) -dx dy a, 
(v) dxa, 

(vi) dy a, 
(vii) dzaz 

(a) di from A toB 
(b) di from A to D 
(c) di from A toE 
(d) dS for face ABCD 
(e} dS for face AEHD 
(f) dS for face DCGH 
(g) dS for face ABFE 

3.1 Consider the differential volume of Figure 3.25. Match the items in the left-hand column 
with those on the right. 

4. The line integral of vector A along a path L is given by J L A · di. If the path is closed, 
the line integral becomes the circulation of A around L, that is, J'i A · dl. 

5. The flux or surface integral of a vector A across a surface Sis defined as J 5 A· dS. 
When the surface Sis closed, the surface integral becomes the net outward flux of A 
across S, that is, f 5 A · dS. 

6. The volume integral of a scalar p; over a volume vis defined as J v p; dv. 
7. Vector differentiation is performed by using the vector differential operator V'. The 

gradient of a scalar field Vis denoted by V' V, the divergence of a vector field A by 
V' · A, the curl of A by V' X A, and the Laplacian of V by V'2 V. 

8. The divergence theorem, fs A · dS = J v \7 · Adv, relates a surface integral over a 
closed surface to a volume integral. 

9. Stokes's theorem, fL A· di = J 5 (V' x A) · dS, relates a line integral over a closed 
path to a surface integral. 

10. If Laplace's equation, V'2V = 0, is satisfied by a scalar field Vin a given region, Vis 
said to be harmonic in that region. 

11. A vector field is solenoidal if \7 A = O; it is irrotational or conservative if \7 X 
A= 0. 

12. A summary of the vector calculus operations in the three coordinate systems is pro 
vided on the inside back cover of the text. 

13. The vector identities V' · V' X A = 0 and V' X V' V = 0 are very useful in EM. Other 
vector identities are in Appendix A. l 0. 
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~-----~ F FIGURE 3.26 For Review Question 3.2. 

3.7 Given field A = 3x'yza, + x'za, + (x'y - 2z)a,, it can be said that A is 

(a) Harmonic (d) Rotational 
(b) Divergenceless (e) Conservative 
(c) Solenoidal 

(c) curl grad 
(d) curl curl 

(c) grad curl 
(d) curl grad 

(a) grad div 
(b) div curl 

3.6 Which of the following is zero? 

(a) grad div 
(b) div grad 

3.5 Which of the following is a mathematically incorrect expression? 

(c)V2(r·r)=6 
(d) V X r = 0 

3.4 If r = xa, + yay + za-, the position vector of point (x,y, z) and r = lrl, which of the 
following is incorrect? 

(a) Vr = rlr 
(b) V · r =I 

(a) di from A to D (i) -r' sin e d8 d<P a, 
(b) di from E to A (ii) -rsin e drd</J .. 
(c) dlfromAtoB (iii) r dr de a• 
(d) dS for face EFGH (iv) dra, 
(e) dS for face AEHD (v) rd8 a8 

(f) dS for face ABFE (vi) rsin (J d<j)a\b 

3.3 Consider the object shown in Figure 3.8. For the volume element, match the items in the 
left-hand column with those on the right. 

{i) -p d</J dz a, 
(ii) -dp dz•• 

(iii) -p dp d</J a, 
(iv) p dp d<P a, 
(v) dp a, 

(vi) pd</J•• 
(vii) dzaz 

(a) di from E to A 

(b) di from B to A 
(c) di from D to A 
(d) dS for face ABCD 
(e) dS for face AEHD 
(f) dS for face ABFE 
(g) dS for face DCGH 

3.2 For the differential volume in Figure 3.26, match the items in the left-hand list with those 
on the right. 
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3.2 Calculate the areas of the following surfaces using the differential surface area dS: 

(a) p = 2, 0 < z < S, 7r/3 < </> < 7r/2 
(b) z = I, I < p < 3, 0 < </> < 7r/4 
(c) r = 10, 7r/4 < e < 27'/3, 0 < </> < 27' 
(d) 0 < r < 4, 60° < e < 90°, </> = constant 

3.1 Using the differential length di, find the length of each of the following curves: 

(a) p = 3, 7r/4 < </> < 7r/2, z = constant 
(b) r = I, e = 30°, 0 < </> < 60° 
(c) r = 4, 30° < e < 90°, </> = constant 

Section 3.2-Differential Length, Area, and Volume 

Answers: Lta-fvi), b-Ivii), c-Iv). d-fi), e-(ii), f-Iiv), g-(iii), a.za-Ivil. b-Iv), c-fvii ), d-Iii), e-Ii), 
f-(iv), g-(iii), 3.3a-(vl, b-Ivi), c-uv), d-(iii), e-fi), f-(ii), 3.4b, 3.Sc, 3.6c, 3.7e, 3.8a, 
3.9a, 3.IOb. 

(d) v x Q * 0 
(el V'Q = 0 

(a) fr Q di= 0 
(bl fs Q · dS = 0 
(c) V X Q = 0 

3.10 If a vector field Q is solenoidal, which of these is true? 

(c) Not necessarily (a) True 
(b) False 

3.9 Stokes's theorem is applicable only when a closed path exists and the vector field and its 
derivatives are continuous within the path. 

(b) False (a) True 

3.8 The surface current density Jin a rectangular waveguide is plotted in Figure 3.27. It is evi 
dent from the figure that J diverges at the top wall of the guide, whereas it is divergence\ess 
at the side wall. 

FIGURE 3.27 For Review Question 3.8. 
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FIGURE 3.29 For Problem 3.10. FIGURE 3.28 For Problem 3.9. 

L 

x=I 

H = (x - y)a, + (x' + zy)a, + Sj'za, 

evaluate Jl H di along the contour of Figure 3.28. 

3.10 Determine the circulation of B = xyax ~ yzay + xza, around the path Lon the x = 1 
plane, shown in Figure 3.29. 

3.11 Let A= ja, + zar + xa.- Find the flux of A through surface y = 1, 0 < x < I, 0 < z < 2. 

3.8 A vector field is represented by F = p1aP + za,,, + cos <f>a2 newtons. Evaluate 
the work done or J,F·dl, where Lis from P(2,0°,0) to Q(2,7r/4,3). Assume 
that L consists of the arc p = 2, 0 < ¢ < 1Tl4, z = 0, followed by the line 
p = 2,"' = 7T/4, 0 < z < 3. 

3.9 If 

3.7 If the integral J: F di is regarded as the work done in moving a particle from A to B, 

find the work done by the force field 

F = 2xya .. + (x' - z')a, - 3xz'a, 
on a particle that travels from A(O, 0, 0) to E(2, 1, 3) along 

(a) Thesegment(0,0,0)---> (0,1,0)---> (2,1,0)---> (2,1,3) 
(b) The straight line (0, 0, 0) to (2, 1, 3) 

Sections 3.3-Line, Surface, and Volume Integrals 

3.6 Given that H = x2ax + y2a,., evaluate Jl H ·di, where Lis along the curve y = x2 from 
(0,0) to (1, 1). 

x 0 

3.3 Use the differential volume dv to determine the volumes of the following regions: 

(a) O<x< 1,1 <y<2,-3<z<3 
(b) 2 < p < 5, 7r/3 < ¢ < tt, -I < z < 4 
(c) I < r < 3, 7rl2 < 8 < 27r/3, 77/6 < ¢ < 7r/2 

3.4 Find the length of a path from P1(4, 0°, 0) to P,(4, 30°, 0). 

3.5 Calculate the area of the surface defined by p = IO, 7r/4 < ¢ < 7r/2, 0 < z < 2. 
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(}=cos-' aa + bf3 + cy 
V(a2 + b2 + c2)(a2 + {32 + y2) 

(b) Calculate the angle between two places x + 2y + 3z =Sand x + y = 0. 

is 

3.17 If r = xa, + yay + za, is the position vector of point (x, y, z), r = I r], and n is an integer, 
show that Vr" = 11r'1-2r. 

3.18 The temperature in an auditorium is given by T = x? + I - z, A mosquito located at 
( 1, I, 2) in the auditorium desires to fly in such a direction that it will get warm as soon 
as possible. In what direction must it fly? 

3.19 A family of planes is described by F = x - 2y + z. Find a unit normal a11 to the planes. 

3.20 Consider the scalar function T = r sin (J cos cjJ. Determine the magnitude and direction 
of the maximum rate of change of Tat P(2, 6°, 30°). 

3.21 Let/= X'y - 2x/ + i'. Find the directional derivative of/at point (2, 4, -3) in the 
direction of ax+ 2ay - az. 

3.22 (a) Using the gradient concept, prove that the angle between two planes 

ax+by+cz=d 
ax+ {3y + yz = 8 

3.15 Calculate the gradient of: 

(a) V, = 6xy - 2xz + z 
(b) V, = !Op cos 1' - pz 

2 
(c) V3 = ~cos cp 

3.16 Determine the gradients of the following fields: 

(a) U = ~+2r cash z 
3z 

(b) T= ~coscp 
p 

(c} W = 5 cos q, + 2r' sin cp 
r 

Section 3.5-Gradient of a Scalar 

3.12 Find the flux of B = Zxya, + z2yar + 3x2yaz over the surface defined by z = 1, 
O<x<l,O<y<2. 

3.13 (a) Evaluate f xy dv, where vis defined by 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 2. 

(b) Determin: J.pzdv, wherevisboundedbyp = l,p= 3,cp = O,cp = -tr.e= 0,andz = 2. 

3.14 Given that A = r sin ¢a,, find f A dv, where v is the spherical region r :5 1. Hint: 

Convert a, to Cartesian coordmares. 
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3.31 Evaluate both sides of the divergence theorem for the vector field 

H = 2xyax + (x' + z')a, + Zyza, 

and the rectangular region defined by 0 < x < I, I < y < 2, -1 < z < 3. 

3.32 Given that B = pap + I uee, evaluate both sides of the divergence theorem for the 
region defined by a ::::;; p ::5 3, 0 ::5 <P ::::; 27T, a ::::;; z ::5 4. 

hemisphere defined by 3.30 If H = 10 cos Oar, evaluate fs H · dS over 
r = 1, 0 < </> < 2'1T, 0 < 8 < 'IT/2. 

over the region defined by 2 ::::;; p ::::;; 5, - I ::::;; z ::::;; I, 0 < <P < 2,,,. 

3.28 If A = Zxa, - z2ay + 3xya00, find the flux of A through a surface defined by p = 2, 
0 < </> < 7T/2, 0 < z < I. 

3.29 Let D = 2pz2aP + p cos2 <Paz. Evaluate 

(a) f~D dS 

(b) L 'ii Ddv 

(a) (v r)T 
(b) (r· vrr 
(c) 'ii· r(r · T) 
(d) (r · 'i!)r' 

where V is a scalar field and A is a vector field. 
(b) Evaluate 'ii· (VA) when A= Zxa, + 3ya, - -tza, and V = xyz. 

3.27 If r = .ea, + yay + za, and T = Zzya, + xjay + x2yzaz> determine 

'i!·(VA) = V'i!·A+A·'i!V 

3.26 (a) Prove that 

then 'ii H = 0. 

'TTX 'TTY 
T = 50 sin 2cosh 2 

3.23 Evaluate the divergence of the following vector fields: 

(a) A = xya, + Jay - xza, 
(b) B = pz2a1, + p sin2 </J ad> + 2pz sin2 <Paz 
(c) C = ra, + rcos20ad> 

3.24 (a) If A = x'ya, + xa, + 2yza,. find 'ii · A at point (-3, 4, 2). 
(b) Given that B = 3p sin <f>a1, - Sp2za• + Bz cos2 </>a,. find 'ii· Bat point (5, 30°, I). 
(c) Let C = r' cos <f>a, + 2ra•, find 'ii· Cat point (2, rr/3, 'IT/2). 

3.25 The heat flow vector H = k'VT, where Tis the temperature and k is the thermal con 
ductivity. Show that if 

Section 3.6-Divergence of a Vector and Divergence Theorem 
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FIGURE 3.30 For Problem 3.40. 

s 

xax + ya1 + za. 
3.39 Let A = (x' + y' + z')'"; show that V X A = 0. 

*3.40 Given that F = x2yax - yay, find 

(a) f, F ·di where Lis shown in Figure 3.30. 

(b) J 5 (V X F) · dS, where Sis the area bounded by L. 

(c) Is Stokes's theorem satisfied? 

3.38 Let H = p sin </Ja, + p cos </Ja, - pa,; find V X Hand V X V X H. 

3.37 Evaluate V X A and V · (V X A) if: 

(a) A = x'ya, + y'za, - 2xza, 
(b) A = p'za, + p3aq, + 3pz'a, 

sin¢ cos<t> 
(c) A=Ta,-Ta' 

3.36 Evaluate the curl of the following vector fields: 

(a) A = xyax + Jay - xza, 
(b) B = pz'a, + p sin2</J a,+ 2pz sin2</J a, 
(c) C = -a, + r cos! 8 a<b 

Section 3.7-Curl of a Vector and Stokes's Theorem 

3.35 Calculate the total outward flux of vector 

F = p2 sin <f> aP + z cos <f> a,,, + oze, 
through the hollow cylinder defined by 2 -s p -s 3, 0 -s z -s 5. 

>IJ.33 Apply the divergence theorem to evaluate {A dS, where A = x2ax + y2a1 + z'a, and S 

is the surface of the solid bounded by the cylinder p = 1 and planes z = 2 and z = 4. 

3.34 Verify the divergence theorem for the function A = r'a, + r sin 0 cos <P all over the 
surface of a quarter of a hemisphere defined by 0 < r < 3, 0 < <P < 7T/2, 0 < 0 < n/2. 
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=Double asterisks indicate problems of highest difficulty. 

FIGURE 3.32 Volume in form of ice cream 
cone for Problem 3.45. 

FIGURE 3.31 For Problem 3.41. 

How do your results in parts (a) to (f) compare? 

\/x'+y'+z' 
Q = . ~ [(x - y)a, + (x + y)a,] 

vx' +I 
Evaluate the following integrals: 

{a) J L Q di, where Lis the circular edge of the volume in the form of an ice cream cone 
shown in Figure 3.32. 

(b) J s, (V X Q) dS, where S, is the top surface of the volume 
(c) J 50 (V X Q) · dS, where 52 is the slanting surface of the volume 

(d) f5,Q dS 
(e) fs, Q dS 

(f) J,. V · Q dv 

03.45 A vector field is given by 

(c) V VV (b) V X VV, (a) VV, 

3.42 If F = 2pzar + 3z sin <P a<b - 4p cos <j) a .. verify Stokes's theorem for the open surface 
defined by z = 1, 0 < p < 2, 0 < cjJ < 45°. 

3.43 Let A = 4x'e-'a, - 8xe-'a,.. Determine V x [V{V ·A)]. 

sin(} cos <P 
3.44 Let V = ----. Determine: 

r 

3.41 Let A = p sin <j) a, + p1a<b; evaluate fL A di if Lis the contour of Figure 3.31. 
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3.54 Given that V = p2z cos </J, find V V and V' V. 
5 cos <P 

3.55 If V = ~,.,~.find: (a) VV, (b) V · VV, (c) V X VV. 

3.56 Let U = 4xyz? + IOyz. Show that V'U = V ·VU 

3.53 Let V = x/z', evaluate VV and V2V at point P(I, 2, 3). 

r 
(a) V(ln r) = -;J 

I 
(b) V'(ln r) =-;I 

3.52 Ifr = xa, + yay + za, is the position vector of point (x,y, z), r = [r]. show that: 

(a) U = x'yi", (1, -1, 1) 
(b) V= p2z(cos<jJ + sin</J),(5,7T/6,-2) 
(c) W = e " sin 0 cos </J, ( I, 1T/3, 1T/6) 

3.51 Find the Laplacian of the following scalar fields and compute the value at the specified 
point. 

3.50 Find V2V for each of the following scalar fields: 

Cal v, = x' + I + z' 
(b) V2 = pz? sin 2</J 
(c) V3 = r'(l + cos s sin e) 

Section 3.8-Laplacian of a Scalar 

(a) V · (VV V) = VV' V + IV VI' 
(b) V X (VA)= VV X A+ VV X A 

3.49 IfB = x'ya, + (2x' + y)a, - (y - z)a,, find 

(a) V · B 
(b) V x B 
(c) V (V · B) 
(d) V x V x B 

3.48 For a vector field A and a scalar field V, show in Cartesian coordinates that 

3.47 Find the divergence and curl of 

(a) B = p cos cfJaP + p2 sin </>a.p - -lza, 
(b) F = r2 sin </Ja, + 2r cos <P•.; 

"'3.46 A rigid body spins about a fixed axis through its center with angular velocity w. If u is 
the velocity at any point in the body, show that w = 1/2 V X u. 
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3.63 Show that if A and B are irrotational, then A X B is divergenceless or solenoidal. 

3.61 Show that the vector field F = j'ea, + xza, + xyaz is both solenoidal and conservative. 

3.62 A vector field is given by H =.;¥a,. Show that f H · di= 0 for any closed path L. 

3.60 Given the vector field 

3.59 Consider the following vector fields: 
A=xax+ya,+zaz 
B = 2p cos cf>aP - 4p sin cf>aq, + Sa, 
C = sin Oa, + r sin Oaq, 
Which of these fields are (a) solenoidal, and (b) Irrotational! 

Section 3.9-Classification of Vector Fields 

G = (16xy - z)a, + Sx'a, - xa, 

(a) Is G irrotational (or conservative)? 
(b) Find the net flux of G over the cube 0 < x, y, z < l. 
(c) Determine the circulation of G around the edge of the square z = 0, 0 < x, y < I. 
Assume anticlockwise direction. 

( 2 aA. A,) ( 2 aA, A•) 
V2A = V2AP - p2 iJ</J - {J aµ+ V2A<t> + p2 a<J> - {j a,,,+ Y'2Az3.z 

If G = 2p sin ¢a, + 4p cos ¢a• + (z' + l )pa,, find V'G. 

3.58 According to eq. (3.64), V X (V X A) = V (V ·A) - V2A. Show that 

A = xza, + z2a, + yzaz satisfies this vector identity. 

*3.57 In cylindrical coordinates, 
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ELECTROSTATICS 

PART 



Charles Augustin de Coulomb {1736-1806), a French physicist, was 
famous for his discoveries in the field of electricity and magnetism. He 
formulated Coulomb's law, to be discussed in this chapter. 

Coulomb was born in Angouleme, France, to a family of wealth and 
social position. His father's family was well known in the legal profession 
and his mother's family was also quite wealthy. Coulomb was educated in 
Paris and chose the profession of military engineer. Upon his retirement in 
1789, Coulomb turned his attention to physics and published seven papers 
on electricity and magnetism. He was known for his work on electricity, 
magnetism, and mechanics. He invented a magnetoscope, a magnetometer, 

and a torsion balance that he employed in establishing Coulomb's law-the law of force between two 
charged bodies. Coulomb may be said to have extended Newtonian mechanics to a new realm of 
physics. The unit of electric charge, the coulomb, is named after him. 
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1 For various applications of electrostatics, see J. M. Crowley, Fundamentals of Applied Electrostatics. New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, 1999; A. D. Moore, ed., Electrostatics and Its Applications. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
1973; and C. E. Jowett, Electrostatics in the Electronics Environment. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1976. 
2 An interesting story on the magic of electrostatics is found in B. Bolton, Electromagnetism and Its Applications: 
An Introduction. London: Van Nostrand, 1980, p. 2. 

Having mastered some essential mathematical tools needed for this course, we are now pre 
pared to study the basic concepts of EM. We shall begin with those fundamental concepts 
that are applicable to static (or time-invariant) electric fields in free space (or vacuum). An 
electrostatic field is produced by a static charge distribution. A typical example of such a 
field is found in a cathode-ray tube. 

Before we commence our study of electrostatics, it might be helpful to examine briefly 
the importance of such a study. Electrostatics is a fascinating subject that has grown up 
in diverse areas of application. Electric power transmission, X-ray machines, and light 
ning protection are associated with strong electric fields and will require a knowledge of 
electrostatics to understand and design suitable equipment. The devices used in solid 
state electronics are based on electrostatics. These include resistors, capacitors, and active 
devices such as bipolar and field effect transistors, which are based on control of electron 
motion by electrostatic fields. Almost all computer peripheral devices, with the exception 
of magnetic memory, are based on electrostatic fields. Touch pads, capacitance keyboards, 
cathode-ray tubes, liquid crystal displays, and electrostatic printers are typical examples. In 
medical work, diagnosis is often carried out with the aid of electrostatics, as incorporated 
in electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms, and other recordings of the electrical activ 
ity of organs including eyes, ears, and the stomach. In industry, electrostatics is applied in 
a variety of forms such as paint spraying, electrodeposition, electrochemical machining, 
and separation of fine particles. Electrostatics is used in agriculture to sort seeds, for direct 
spraying of plants, to measure the moisture content of crops, to spin cotton, and for speed 
baking bread and smoking meat.':" 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

-ANONYlvlOUS 

An optimist sees an opportunity in every calamity; a pessimist sees a calamity in every 
opportunity. 

ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 

CHAPTER II 



1 Further details of experimental verification of Coulomb's law can be found in W. F. Magie, A Source Book in 
Physics. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1963, pp. 408-420. 

(4.2) 

10-9 
e, = 8.854 X 10-12 = 

367T 
F/m 

or 
k = ~1- = 9 X 109 m/F 

47Te0 

where k is the proportionality constant whose value depends on the choice of system of 
units. In SI units, charges Q1 and Q2 are in coulombs (C), the distance R is in meters (m), 
and the force Fis in newtons (N) so that k = l/47Te0• The constant e0 is known as the 
permittivity of free space (in farads per meter) and has the value 

(4.1) F= kQ,Q, 
R' 

Expressed mathematically, 

Coulomb's law states that the force F between two point charges Q1 and Q2 is: 

1. Along the line joining them 
2. Directly proportional to the product Q1Q2 of the charges 
3. Inversely proportional to the square of the distance R between them.3 

Coulomb's law is an experimental law formulated in 1785 by Charles Augustin de Coulomb, 
then a colonel in the French army. It deals with the force a point charge exerts on another 
point charge. By a point charge we mean a charge that is located on a body whose dimen 
sions are much smaller than other relevant dimensions. For example, a collection of electric 
charges on a pinhead may be regarded as a point charge. The polarity of charges may be 
positive or negative; like charges repel, while unlike charges attract. Charges are generally 
measured in coulombs (C). One coulomb is approximately equivalent to 6 X 1018 elec 
trons; it is a very large unit of charge because one electron charge e = -1.6019 X 10-19 C. 

4.2 COULOMB'S LAW AND FIELD INTENSITY 

We begin our study of electrostatics by investigating the two fundamental laws gov 
erning electrostatic fields: (1) Coulomb's law, and (2) Gauss's law. Both of these laws are 
based on experimental studies, and they are interdependent. Although Coulomb's law is 
applicable in finding the electric field due to any charge configuration, it is easier to use 
Gauss's law when charge distribution is symmetrical. Based on Coulomb's law, the concept 
of electric field intensity will be introduced and applied to cases involving point, line, 
surface, and volume charges. Special problems that can be solved with much effort using 
Coulomb's law will be solved with ease by applying Gauss's law. Throughout our discussion 
in this chapter, we will assume that the electric field is in a vacuum or free space. Electric 
fields in material space will be covered in the next chapter. 
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since 

(4.7) 

or 

F21 = IF12ia • n = IF12I (-a • .) 

It is worthwhile to note that 

I. As shown in Figure 4.1, the force F21 on Q1 due to Q2 is given by 

(4.6b) F = Q1Q2 (r, - r1) 
12 47Teolr2-r1IJ 

or 

(4.6a) 

By substituting eq. (4.5) into eq. (4.4), we may write eq. (4.4) as 

(4.Sa) 

(4.Sb) 

(4.Sc) 

R12 = r2 - r1 

R = IR12I 
R12 

aRll =R 

where 

(4.4) 

If point charges Q1 and Q2 are located at points having position vectors r1 and r2, then 
the force F12 on Q2 due to Q1, shown in Figure 4.1, is given by 

(4.3) 

Thus eq. (4.1) becomes 

Origin 

FIGURE 4.1 Coulomb vector force on point 
charges Q1 and Q2• 
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(4.llb) 

or simply 

(4.lla) 
E Q Q(r - r') 

= 47Te0R2 aR = 41T£0 Ir - r' I 3 

For Q > 0, the electric field intensity E is obviously in the direction of the force F and is 
measured in newtons per coulomb or volts per meter. The electric field intensity at point r 
due to a point charge located at r' is readily obtained from eqs. (4.6) and (4.10) as 

F 
(4.9) E= lim 

or simply 
Q-->O Q 

EI] (4.10) 

Thus 

The electric field intensity (or electric field strength) Eis the force that a unit 
positive charge experiences when placed in an electric field. 

We can now introduce the concept of electric field intensity. 

(4.8) 

or 

F = QQi(r - r1) + QQ,(r - r2) + ... + QQN(r - rN) 
47Te0lr - r1l3 47Te0lr - r2l3 47Te0lr - rNl3 

2. Like charges (charges of the same sign) repel each other, while unlike charges 
attract. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

3. The distance R between the charged bodies Q1 and Q2 must be large compared 
with the linear dimensions of the bodies; that is, Q1 and Q2 must be point charges. 

4. Q1 and Q2 must be static (at rest). 
5. The signs of Q1 and Q2 must be taken into account in eq. (4.4). For like charges, 

Q1 Q2 > 0. For unlike charges, Q1 Q2 < 0. 

If we have more than two point charges, we can use the principle of superposition to 
determine the force on a particular charge. The principle states that if there are N charges 
Q1, Q2, ... , QN located, respectively, at points with position vectors r1, r2, ... , rN, the 
resultant force F on a charge Q located at point r is the vector sum of the forces exerted on 
Q by each of the charges Q1, Q2, ••• , QN. Hence, 

+ + ....... ---- FIGURE 4.2 (a), (b) Like charges repel. 
(c) Unlike charges attract. 

{c] (b) (') 
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Answer: (a) - l.004ax - l.284a, + l.4a, nN. 
(b) -l.004ax - l.284a, + l.4a,V/m. 

Point charges 5 nC and -2 nC are located at (2, 0, 4) and (-3, 0, 5), respectively. 

(a) Determine the force on a 1 nC point charge located at (I, -3, 7). 
(b) Find the electric field Eat (1, -3, 7). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.1 

10-3 
= (-6.512, -3.713, 7.509). 10. 10-9 

E = -651.2ax - 37l.3a, + 750.9a,kV/m 

F 
E = - 

Q 

At that point, 

10-3. 10. l0-9 [ (-3, l, 2) 2(1, 4, -3) l 
47T. l0-9 (9 + I + 4)312 (1 + 16 + 9)312 

367T 
= 9· l0_,[(-3, 1,2) + (-2, -8,6)] 

14VJ4 26\/26 
F = -6.512ax - 3.713a, + 7.509a, mN 

°" QQ, _ °" QQ,(r - r,) 
k:11 41TEoR2 aR - k:11 47Tcolr - rkl3 

= _g_ { 10-'[{o, 3, 1) - (3, 2. -13)] _ 2 · 10-'[{o, 3, 1) - (-1, -1,34)]} 
47Te, l{0,3, 1) - {3,2, -1)1 l(0,3, 1) - (-1, -1,4)1 

F 

Point charges I mC and -2 mC are located at { 3, 2, - I) and { - I, - I, 4), respectively. 
Calculate the electric force on a lO nC charge located at (0, 3, I) and the electric field 
intensity at that point. 

Solution: 

(4.12) E =_I_ f Q,{r - r;) 
41Te, ,.1 Ir - r,I 

or 

For N point charges Q,, Q,,. . , QN located at r., r2, . • , rN, the electric field inten- 
sity at point r is obtained from eqs. (4.8) and (4.lO) as 

Q,(r - r1) Q,(r - r,) QN(r - rN) 
E = 47Te,lr - r,13 + 47Te,lr - r2l3 + .. + 47Te,lr - rNl3 
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mg mg 

F,.-+--0----•-------+---F, 

FIGURE 4.3 Suspended charged particles; 
for Example 4.2. 

T T 

as required. When a is very small 

or 

Hence, 

r = 2f sin a 

But 

sin a F, Q2 

cos a mg mg 41Te0r2 

Hence, 

Solution: 
Consider the system of charges as shown in Figure 4.3, where Fe is the electric or Coulomb 
force, Tis the tension in each thread, and mg is the weight of each charge. At A or B 

Tsin a= Fe 
Tcosa =mg 

Q' 
167Te,mgC1 

a= 

If a is very small, show that 

Two point charges of equal mass m, and charge Qare suspended at a common point by two 
threads of negligible mass and length e. Show that at equilibrium the inclination angle a of 
each thread to the vertical is given by 

Q2 = 161T e0mgf2 sirr' a tan a 
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Phosphate Quartz 

FIGURE 4.4 Electrostatic separation of solids; 
for Example 4.3. 

r 

A practical application of electrostatics is in electrostatic separation of solids. For example, 
Florida phosphate ore, consisting of small particles of quartz and phosphate rock, can 
be separated into its components by applying a uniform electric field as in Figure 4.4. 
Assuming zero initial velocity and displacement, determine the separation between the 
particles after falling 80 cm. Take E = 500 kV/m and Qlm = 9 µC/kg for both positively 
and negatively charged partiles. 

Answer: Proof. 

where g = acceleration due to gravity. 

[ d']-\/2 
Q2 = 127fe.mgd3 e' - 3 

Three identical small spheres of mass m are suspended from a common point by threads 
of negligible masses and equal length e. A charge Q is divided equally among the spheres, 
and they come to equilibrium at the corners of a horizontal equilateral triangle whose 
sides are d. Show that 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.2 

1 Q' 
a = l61fe0mge2 

or 

and so 

tan o a= sin c 
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y=-_!_gf 
2 

QE, 
x = 2m t", 

Thus 

'!z I = o __, c, = o 
dt t=O 

Also, because of zero initial velocity, 

dx I -o 
dt t=O 

x(t = 0) = 0 --> c2 = 0 

y( t = 0) = 0 --> c, = 0 

Since the initiaJ displacement is zero, 

y = -112gt2 + c3t + c, 

Integrating twice, we get 

d'y 
dt2 = -g 

or 

d'y 
-mg= m df 

where c1 and c2 are integration constants. Similarly, 

x = !l_ Ef + c,t + c2 
2m 

Integrating twice gives 

d2x Q 
-=-E 
dt2 m 

or 

Solution: 

Ignoring the coulombic force between particles, the electrostatic force is acting horizontally 
while the gravitational force (weight) is acting vertically on the particles. Thus, 

d2x 
QE = m dt2 a, 
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FIGURE 4.5 Various charge distributions 
and charge elements. 

P1, + II Q 
+~ 

Point Line Surface Volume 
charge charge charge charge 

(4.l3a) 

So far we have considered only forces and electric fields due to point charges, which are 
essentially charges occupying very small physical space. It is also possible to have continuous 
charge distribution along a line, on a surface, or in a volume, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. 

It is customary to denote the line charge density, surface charge density, and volume charge 
density by Pc (in C/m), Ps (in C/m1), and p; (in C/m3), respectively. These must not be confused 
with p (without subscript), used for radial distance in cylindrical coordinates. 

The charge element dQ and the total charge Q due to these charge distributions are 
obtained from Figure 4.5 as 

dQ = Pc di -> Q = f Pc di (line charge) 
I. 

4.3 ELECTRIC FIELDS DUE TO CONTINUOUS 
CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Answer: 0.8 m. 

An ion rocket emits positive cesium ions from a wedge-shaped electrode into the region 
described by x > jyj. The electric field is E = -400ax + 200a,kV/m. The ions have 
single electronic charges e = -1.6019 X 10~19 C and mass m = 2.22 X 10~25 kg, 
and they travel in a vacuum with zero initial velocity. If the emission is confined to 
-40 cm < y < 40 cm, find the largest value of x that can be reached. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.3 

The separation between the particles is 2x = 73.47 cm. 

x = l/2 X 9 X 10-6 X 5 X 105 X 0.1633 = 0.3673 m 

and 

t2 = 0·8 x 2 = 0.1633 
9.8 

When y = -80 cm = -0.8 m 
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FIGURE 4.6 Evaluation of the E field due 
to a line charge. 

dQ = Pidl = Pidz 

A, A Line Charge 
Consider a line charge with uniform charge density PL extending from A to B along the 
z-axis as shown in Figure 4.6. The charge element dQ associated with element di = dz of 
the line is 

It should be noted that R2 and aR vary as the integrals in eqs. (4.14) to ( 4.16) are evaluated. 
We shall now apply these formulas to some specific charge distributions. 

f Pidl (line charge) (4.14) E = ---a, 
L41Te0R2 

f p5dS (surface charge) (4.15) E = ---aR 
547TeaR2 

f p"dv (volume charge) (4.16) E = ---aR 
v47Tecft1 

(4.13c) dQ = p"dv---> Q = f/"dv (volume charge) 

The electric field intensity due to each of the charge distributions Pv p5, and p, may be 
regarded as the summation of the field contributed by the numerous point charges making 
up the charge distribution. Thus by replacing Q in eq. ( 4.11) with charge element dQ = 
Pi di, Ps dS, or p; dv and integrating, we get 

(4.13b) dQ = Ps dS ---> Q = f Ps dS (surface charge) 
s 
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4 The field point is the point at which the field is to be evaluated. 

(4.20) 

(4.19) f
a, 

= _---'!!,__ [cos a ar + sin a a,] da 
47Teop a1 

Thus for a finite line charge, 

Hence, eq. ( 4.18) becomes 

E = ~fa2psec2a[cosaaP + sinaaJda 
47Teo a1 pi sec" a 

R = [p' + (z - z')']'" = p sec a 

z' =OT- ptana, dz'= -psec2ada 

To evaluate this, it is convenient that we define a, a1, and a2 as in Figure 4.6. 

(4.18) 
PL I par + (z - z')a, , 

E=-- dz 
4?Te, [p' + (z - z')2]312 

Substituting all this into eq. (4.14), we get 

pap + (z - z')a, 
[p2 + (z - z')2]312 

a, R 

R' IRI' 

R = pap + (z - z')a, 

R' = IRI' = i' + j' + (z - z')' = p1 + (z - z')' 

or 

di= dz' 
R = (x,y, z) - (0, 0, z') = xa, +ya,+ (z - z')a, 

(4.17) Q = r PL dz 

The electric field intensity Eat an arbitrary point P (x,y, z) can be found by using 
eq. (4.14). It is important that we learn to derive and substitute each term in eqs. (4.14) to 
(4.16) for a given charge distribution. It is customary to denote the field point" by (x, y, z) 
and the source point by (x', y', z'}. Thus from Figure 4.6, 

and hence the total charge Q is 
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FIGURE 4.7 Evaluation of the E field due to an infinite sheet of charge. 

R = p( -a,) + hav R = IRI = [p2 + h2]112 

R 
a• = R' dQ = Ps dS = Ps p d</J dp 

From Figure 4.7, 

(4.23) 
dQ 

dE = 47Tejl' aR 

From eq. (4.15), the contribution to the E field at point P(O, 0, h) by the charge dQ on the 
elemental surface 1 shown in Figure 4.7 is 

(4.22) dQ = p5dS 

B. A Surface Charge 
Consider an infinite sheet of charge in the xy-plane with uniform charge density Ps· The 
charge associated with an elemental area dS is 

Bear in mind that eq. (4.21) is obtained for an infinite line charge along the z-axis so that 
p and aP have their usual meaning. If the line is not along the z-axis, p is the perpendicular 
distance from the line to the point of interest, and aP is a unit vector along that distance 
directed from the line charge to the field point. 

(4.21) 

As a special case, for an infinite line charge, point B is at ( 0, 0, co) and A at ( 0, 0, - co) so 
that a1 = 7T/2, a2 = -7T/2; the z-component vanishes and eq. (4.20) becomes 
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C A Volume Charge 
Next, let us consider a sphere of radius a centered at the origin. Let the volume of the 
sphere be filled uniformly with a volume-charge density p,, (in C/m3) as shown in 
Figure 4.8. The charge dQ associated with the elemental volume dv chosen at (p', B', </>') is 

dQ = p,dv 

(4.27) Ps =os ( ) Ps E = -2 a,,+ -- -a,. =-a,. 
£0 2e0 e0 

where an is a unit vector normal to the sheet. From eq. (4.25) or (4.26), we notice that 
the electric field is normal to the sheet and it is surprisingly independent of the distance 
between the sheet and the point of observation P. In a parallel-plate capacitor, the electric 
field existing between the two plates having equal and opposite charges is given by 

(4.26) 

that is, E has only z-component if the charge is in the xy-plane. Equation ( 4.25) is valid for 
h > O; for h < 0, we would need to replace a, with - a,. In general, for an infinite sheet of 
charge 

(4.25) 

= Psh {- [p' + h'J-112}~ a, 
2e0 o 

Psh Joo I = --27T [p2 + h'J-"'-d(p2)a, 
41T£0 0 2 

J Ps J" Joo hp dp d</> E= dEz=-- 2 2J/2az 
s 47TE, q,~o p~o [p + h J 

Owing to the symmetry of the charge distribution, for every element 1, there is a corre 
sponding element 2 whose contribution along aP cancels that of element l , as illustrated in 
Figure 4.7. Thus the contributions to EP add up to zero so that E has only z-component. This 
can also be shown mathematically by replacing aP with cos <Pax + sin <Pa,. Integration of 
cos <P or sin <P over 0 < <P < 27T gives zero. Therefore, 

(4.24) 
PsP d<P dp [-pap+ ha,] 

dE = --47T_E_,-[p_2_+_h_2-]31-2~ 

Substitution of these terms into eq. (4.23) gives 
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r'2 = z2 + R2 - 2zR cos a 

R2 = z2 + r12 - 2zr' cos 81 

Applying the cosine rule to Figure 4.8, we have 

(4.30) dv = r'2sin8' dr' dO' dd:' 

Again, we need to derive expressions for dv, R1, and cos a: 

(4.29) f o; f dvcosa E = E·a = dli cos o = -- --- 
z z v 41Teo v R2 

where aR = cos a az + sin a aP. Owing to the symmetry of the charge distribution, the 
contributions to Ex or E, add up to zero. We are left with only Ev given by 

The electric field dE outside the sphere at P(O, 0, z) due to the elementary volume charge is 

41Ta3 
= p,.-3- 

(4.28) 

and hence the total charge in a sphere of radius a is 

FIGURE 4.8 Evaluation of the E field due to a volume charge 
distribution. 
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PL ah 
E(O,O,h) = [ 2 2]"2a, ze, h +a 

(a) Show that 

A circular ring of radius a carries a uniform charge PL C/m and is placed on the xy-plane 
with axis the same as the z-axis, 

(4.34) E = _Q_a 
41Teil r 

which is identical to the electric field at the same point due to a point charge Q located at 
the origin or the center of the spherical charge distribution. The reason for this will become 
obvious as we cover Gauss's law in Section 4.5 . 

(4.33) E=-Q-a 
41Teoz2 z 

This result is obtained for Eat P(O, 0, z). Owing to the symmetry of the charge distribu 
tion, the electric field at P(r, 0, </>)is readily obtained from eq. (4.33) as 

or 

p,1T I 1 1 (4 ) = -- 4r'2dr' = --- -1Ta3p 
41Te,z2 0 41Te0 z2 3 ' 

p,1T f • ' [ (z2 - r'') t ' = -- r R - ---- dr 
41Te.z2 0 R z+r' 

,}.1T I. J,+,. [ z2 - r''] = _P__ r' 1 + --- dR dr' 
87TEoz2 r'=O R=z-r' R2 

J
2" J" J'+' R dR z2 + R2 - '2 1 E = _{',,_ d<J>' r'2--dr' r 

z 41TEo .P'=O r'=O R"'z-r' zr' 2zR R2 

As O' varies from 0 to 7T, R varies from (z - r') to (z + r') if Pis outside the sphere. 
Substituting eqs. (4.30) to (4.32) into eq. (4.29) yields 

(4.32) 

Differentiating eq. (4.3lb) with respect to O' and keeping z and r' fixed, we obtain 

RdR 
sinO'dO' = --, zr 

(4.3lb) 
z2 + r'2 - R2 

(Q$ (}I = ----- 
2zr' 

(4.3la) 

It is convenient to evaluate the integral in eq. ( 4.29) in terms of R and r'. Hence we express 
cos 81, cos a, and sin fr d(}' in terms of Rand r', that is, 

z2 + R2 - r'2 
cos a= 

2zR 
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FIGURE 4.9 Charged ring; for 
Example 4.4. 

as required. 

By symmetry, the contributions along aP add up to zero. This is evident from the fact that 
for every element dl there is a corresponding element diametrically opposite that gives an 
equal but opposite dEP so that the two contributions cancel each other. Thus we are left 
with the z-component. That is, 

p, f '" ( -aaP + ha,) 
E = ~·- , a dd. 

41Te, o=ts [a2 + h· ]312 

Hence 

-aaP + ha2 

[a2 + h2]312 

a, R 

R2 IRI' 

or 

R 
aR = R R = IRI = [a2 + h2]"2, 

di= a d<J>, R = a( -a) + ha, 

(b) What values of h give the maximum value of E? 
(c) If the total charge on the ring is Q, find E as a ---> 0. 

Solution: 
(a) Consider the system as shown in Figure 4.9. Again the trick in finding E by using 
eq. (4.14) is deriving each term in the equation. In this case, 
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Answer: (a) Proof, (b) ~a,. (c) Proof. 
2e0 

(b) From this, derive the E field due to an infinite sheet of charge on the z = 0 plane. 

(c) If a<< h, show that Eis similar to the field due to a point charge. 

Ps { h } E = 2e, I - [h' + a']112 a, 

A circular disk of radius a is uniformly charged with Ps C/m2. The disk lies on the z = 0 
plane with its axis along the z-axis. 
(a) Show that at point (0, 0, h), (h = 0), 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.4 

E=~Q~a" 
47Te,? 

which is the same as that of a point charge, as one would expect. 

or in general 

Asa--> 0 

Qh 
E= a 41Te,[h' + a2]312 z 

so that 

Q 
PL= -- 

27Ta 

(c) Since the charge is uniformly distributed, the line charge density is 

a2 - 2h2 = 0 or h = +-..!:_ -vz 
[h2 + a2]112 [h1 + a2 - 3h2] = 0 

. dlEI h h I h For maximum E, dh = 0, w IC imp ies t at 

(b) 

{ 
[h2 + a2]312( I) - 'l (h)2h[h2 + a2]11'} 

dlEI p,a 2 
dh = 2e, [h2 + a2]3 
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(c) F = qE = (1.5, 1.5, -11.25) mN 

where r - r ' = (0, 0, 5) - (x, y, 0) = ( -x, -y, 5). Hence, 

E = f 'f 
1 

l0-9xy(x' +I+ 25)312(-xax - ya,+ 5a,)dxdy 
10 9 

o ' 47T. 367T (x' +I + 25)'" 

= 9[-f x'dxfl y dy e, - r xdxf 
1 

Jdya1 + 5 r xdxf I ydya,] 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

= 9(~1, ~I·~) 
= (-1.5, -1.5, 11.25) Vim 

f Ps dS •• f Ps dS ( r - r' ) 
(b) E = 5 4?Te0r' = 547Te0I r - r' I 3 

= J_ [(2?)712 + (25)712 - 2(26)712] 
35 

Q=33.15nC 

1 2 I' = - ·-[(I+ 26)712 - (I+ 25)'12] 
10 7 0 

1fI1 = - -[V + 26)s12 - V + 2s)'12l d(ll 
5 0 2 

1 f I 2 I' = - r-(x' +I+ 25)'12 dy 
2 0 5 0 

1 f I f' Q = - y (x' + I + 25 )312 d(x') dy nC 
2 0 0 

Since x d.x = 112 d(x2), we now integrate with respect to x' (or change variables: x2 = u 
so that x d.x = dt112). 

The finite sheet 0 s x s I, 0 s y s I on the z = 0 plane has a charge density 
Ps = xy(x' + y' + 25)312 nC/m2• Find 

(a) The total charge on the sheet 
(b) The electric field at ( 0, 0, 5) 
(c) The force experienced by a -1 mC charge located at (0, 0, 5) 
Solution: 

(a) Q = f p,ds = rr xy(x' +I+ 25)312dxdynC 
s 0 0 
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FIGURE 4.10 For Example 4.6: (a) three charge distributions, 
(b) finding p and aP on planey = 1. 

(b) (•) 

-I 
y= -3 

R 

P(I, -1) 

0L x:O,z:2 

367T 

15. 10-9 
= ~ ay = 2701Tay 

2 

Ps, 10 · 10-9 E1 = - (-a,.) = ---_-9 a, = -1807Ta, 
2e, 2. 10 

367T 

where E1, E,, and E3 are, respectively, the contributions to Eat point (I, I, - I) due to the 
infinite sheet 1, infinite sheet 2, and infinite line 3 as shown in Figure 4.lO(a). Applying 
eqs. (4.26) and (4.21) gives 

Solution: 
Let 

Planes x = 2 and y = -3, respectively, carry charges I 0 nC/m2 and 15 nC/m2. If the line 
x = 0, z = 2 carries charge I 07T nC/m, calculate E at (I, I, - I) due to the three charge 
distributions. 

Answer: 192 mC, 16.6 a, MV/m. 

A square plate described by -2 =" x =" 2, -2 =" y =" 2, z = 0 carries a charge 
12 ]y] mC/m2• Find the total charge on the plate and the electric field intensity at (0, 0, 10). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.5 
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(4.35) 

The flux due to the electric field E can be calculated by using the general definition of flux 
in eq. (3.13). For practical reasons, however, this quantity is not usually considered to be 
the most useful flux in electrostatics. Also, eqs. ( 4.11) to ( 4.16) show that the electric field 
intensity is dependent on the medium in which the charge is placed (free space in this 
chapter). Suppose a new vector field Dis defined by 

4.4 ELECTRIC FLUX DENSITY 

Answer: -282.?ax + 565.5a, Vim. 

In Example 4.6 if the line x = 0, z = 2 is rotated through 90° about the point ( 0, 2, 2) 
sothatitbecomesx = 0,y = 2,findEat(l, 1, -1). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.6 

Thus by adding E1, E2, and E3, we obtain the total field as 

E = - l 627Tax + 2707Ta,. - 547Ta, V /m 

Note that to obtain a., aP' or an, which we always need for finding F or E, we must go 
from the charge (at position vector r') to the field point (at position vector r): hence a., aP, 
or a" is a unit vector along r - r'. In addition, r and r' are defined locally, not globally. 
Observe this carefully in Figures 4.6 to 4.10. 

l07T . w-• _I_ (a - 3a ) 
E, = ------uJ=' 10 x , 

27T ·-- 
367T 

I 87T( ax - 3a,) 

Hence, 

E3=~a 
21reop P 

where aP (not regular aP but with a similar meaning) is a unit vector along LP perpen 
dicular to the line charge and pis the length LP to be determined from Figure 4.lO(b). 
Figure 4.lO(b) results from Figure 4.lO(a) if we consider plane y = I on which E3 lies. 
From Figure 4.lO(b), the distance vector from L to Pis 

and 
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P = 1(4,o,3) - (o.o.o)] = 5 

(4, 0, 3) (4, o. 3) - (o, o, o) 
1(4,0,3) - (o.o.oj] a = p 

In this case 

DL = ___f'_i:___a 
27Tp p 

Also 

Q Q (r - r') 
Do= e,E = 47TR' aR = 47Tlr - r'I' 

where r - r' = (4, 0, 3) - (4, 0, 0) = (0, 0, 3). Hence, 

-57T·I0-3(0,0,3) 2 
D0 = 4,,,-l(0,0,3)I' = -0.139a,mC/m 

Determine D at ( 4, 0, 3) if there is a point charge - 57T mC at ( 4, 0, 0) and a line charge 
37T mC/m along the y-axis. 

Solution: 
Let D = DQ + Dv where D0 and DL are flux densities due to the point charge and line 
charge, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.11: 

(4.38) _I p,dv 
D - v 41TR2 aR 

Note from eqs. (4.37) and (4.38) that Dis a function of charge and position only; it is 
independent of the medium. 

and for a volume charge distribution, eqs. (4.16) and (4.35) give 

(4.37) 

(4.36) IJ'=JD·dS 
s 

In SI units, one line of electric flux emanates from + 1 C and terminates on -1 C. 
Therefore, the electric flux is measured in coulombs. Hence, the vector field D is called the 
electric flux density and is measured in coulombs per square meter. For historical reasons, 
the electric flux density is also called electric displacement. 

From eq. (4.35), it is apparent that all the formulas derived for E from Coulomb's law 
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 can be used in calculating D, except that we have to multiply those 
formulas by s., For example, for an infinite sheet of charge, eqs. (4.26) and (4.35) give 

We use eq. (3.13) to define electric flux 1.ft' in terms of D, namely, 
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5 The German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss (see Chapter 3 opening) developed the divergence theo 
rem of Section 3.6, popularly known by his name. He was the first physicist to measure electric and magnetic 
quantities in absolute units. For details on Gauss's measurements, see W. F. Magie, A Source Book in Physics. 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1963, pp. 519~524. 

Gauss's law states chat the total electric flux 1/.1 through any closed surface is equal 
to the total charge enclosed by that surface. 

Gauss's5 law constitutes one of the fundamental Jaws of electromagnetism. 

4.5 GAUSS'S LAW-MAXWELL'S EQUATION 

Answer: 5.076ay + 0.0573a, nC/m2. 

A point charge of 30 nC is located at the origin, while plane y = 3 carries charge 
10 nC/m2• Find D at (0, 4, 3). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.7 

D = o0 + DL 

= 240ax + 41.la,j.tC/m2 

Thus 

- 37T ( ) - 2 DL - 
21T(is) 

4ax + 3a, - 0.24ax + 0.18a, mC/m 

Hence, 

FIGURE 4.11 Flux density D 
due to a point charge and an 
infinite line charge. 
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6This should not be surprising to us from the way we defined divergence of a vector in eq. (3.32): 

V' · D = lim f D . dS, which reduces to 6.Q = Pv· 
tlv--?¢ .6.v .6.v 

which is the first of the four Maxwell's equations to be derived. Equation ( 4.43) states that 
the volume charge density is the same as the divergence of the electric flux density.6 

Note that: 

I. Equations (4.41) and (4.43) are basically stating Gauss's law in different ways; 
eq. (4.41) is the integral form, whereas eq. (4.43) is the differential or point form of 
Gauss's law. 

2. Gauss's law is an alternative statement of Coulomb's law; proper application of the 
divergence theorem to Coulomb's law results in Gauss's law. 

3. Gauss's law provides an easy means of finding E or D for symmetrical charge 
distributions such as a point charge, an infinite line charge, an infinite cylindri- 
cal surface charge, and a spherical distribution of charge. A continuous charge 
distribution has rectangular symmetry if it depends only on x (or y or z), cylindri 
cal symmetry if it depends only on p, or spherical symmetry if it depends only on 
r (independent of 8 and o}. It must be stressed that whether the charge distribution 
is symmetric or not, Gauss's law always holds. For example, consider the charge 

(4.43) o; = V·D 

Comparing the two volume integrals in eqs. (4.41) and (4.42) results in 

(4.42) 1 D dS =JV D dv r, ,, 

By applying divergence theorem to the middle term in eq. (4.41), we have 

(4.41) Q = 1 D · dS = J o; dv r, ,, 

or 

(4.40) 

P= T/P= f,D·dS 

= total charge enclosed Q = r o, dv 

that is, 

(4.39) 

Thus 
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(4.44) Q = £ D · dS = D, £ dS = D, 41Tr' 

Suppose a point charge Q is located at the origin. To determine Data point P, it is easy to 
see that choosing a spherical surface containing P will satisfy symmetry conditions. Thus, 
a spherical surface centered at the origin is the Gaussian surface in this case and is shown 
in Figure 4.13. 

Since D is everywhere normal to the Gaussian surface, that is, D = Drar, applying 
Gauss's law('/' = Q'"') gives 

A. Point Charge 

The procedure for applying Gauss's law to calculate the electric field involves first know 
ing whether symmetry exists. Once it has been found that symmetric charge distribution 
exists, we construct a mathematical closed surface (known as a Gaussian surface). The 
surface is chosen such that D is normal or tangential to the Gaussian surface. When D is 
normal to the surface, D · dS = D dS because D is perpendicular to the surface. When D 
is tangential to the surface, D · dS = 0. Thus we must choose a surface that has some of 
the symmetry exhibited by the charge distribution. The choice of an appropriate Gaussian 
surface, where there is symmetry in the charge distribution comes from intuitive reason 
ing and a slight degree of maturity in the application of Coulomb's law. We shall now apply 
these basic ideas to the following cases. 

4.6 APPLICATIONS OF GAUSS'S LAW 

distribution in Figure 4.12 where v1 and v2 are closed surfaces (or volumes). The 
total flux leaving v1 is 10 - 5 = 5 nC because only 10 nC and -5 nC charges are 
enclosed by vr Although charges 20 nC and 15 nC outside v1 do contribute to the 
flux crossing v» the net flux crossing vi. according to Gauss's law, is irrespective 
of those charges outside v1• Similarly, the total flux leaving v2 is zero because no 
charge is enclosed by v2• Thus we see that Gauss's law, lft' = Oenc• is still obeyed even 
though the charge distribution is not symmetric. However, we cannot use the law to 
determine E or D when the charge distribution is not symmetric; we must resort to 
Coulomb's law to determine E or D in that case. 

•20 nC 

10 nC • 
FIGURE 4.12 Illustration of 
Gauss's law: flux leaving v1 is 5 nC 
and that leaving v2 is 0 C. 

• -5 nC 
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FIGURE 4.14 Gaussian surface about an infinite line 
charge. _.-Linc charge p I. C/m 

where J dS = 21Tpf is the surface area of the Gaussian surface. Note that Jn· dS evalu 
ated on the top and bottom surfaces of the cylinder is zero, since D has no a-component, 
that means that D is tangential to those surfaces. Thus 

(4.46) p,C = Q = I D. dS = D, I dS = D,, 27rpC 
s s 

Suppose the infinite line of uniform charge PL C/m lies along the z-axis. To determine D 
at a point P, we choose a cylindrical surface containing P to satisfy the symmetry condi 
tion as shown in Figure 4.14 . The electric flux density D is constant on and normal to 
the cylindrical Gaussian surface; that is, D = D Paw If we apply Gauss's law to an arbitrary 
length e of the line 

B. Infinite Line Charge 

as expected from eqs. (4.11) and (4.35). 

(4.45) 
Q 

D = 4m.2 a, 

where f dS = J;:0 J 87T=or2 sin f d8 d¢ = 41Tr2 is the surface area of the Gaussian surface. Thus 

D 

FIGURE 4.13 Gaussian surface about a point charge. 
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as expected from eq. (4.25). 

(4.50) 

or 

D = i!l.a 2 e 

and thus 

(4.49) PsA = D,(A + A) 

Note that D · dS evaluated on the sides of the box is zero because D has no components 
along ax and ar If the top and bottom area of the box, each has area A, eq. ( 4.48) becomes 

(4.48) Ps J dS = Q = l D. dS = D,[f dS + f ds] 
S Ts top bottom 

C. Infinite Sheet of Charge 
Consider an infinite sheet of uniform charge os C/m2 lying on the z = 0 plane. To deter 
mine D at point P, we choose a rectangular box that is cut symmetrically by the sheet of 
charge and has two of its faces parallel to the sheet as shown in Figure 4.15. As Dis normal 
to the sheet, D = D,a,, and applying Gauss's law gives 

as expected from eqs. (4.21) and (4.35). 

(4.47) 

D 

FIGURE 4.15 Gaussian surface about 
an infinite line sheet of charge. Infinite sheet of 

charge o; C/m2 

\ 
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(b) (') 

FIGURE 4.16 Gaussian surface for a uniformly 
charged sphere when (a) r < a and (b) r ~a 

(4.54) 
4 

::: Po 3 7Ta3 

Q,"' = f p,. dv = o; f dv = o, J'" f" f' r2 sine dr de def> 
v v ,P=O O=O r=O 

For r 2: a, the Gaussian surface is shown in Figure 4. l 6(b ). The charge enclosed by the 
surface is the entire charge in this case, that is, 

(4.53) 0 < r ::s; a r 
D = 3Poar 

or 

41TT' 
D, 47rr' = -3- p, 

Hence, P = Oenc gives 

(4.52) 

1/f = 1 D · dS = D, 1 dS = D, J'" r r2 sine de def> Ts Ts </J=O O=o 

= D, 47rr' 

and 

Q'"'= J p,dv=p,f dv=p,r· r f r'sinedrded¢ (4.51) 
v v ,P=O IJ=O r=O 

D. Uniformly Charged Sphere 
Consider a sphere of radius a with a uniform charge p0 C/m3. To determine D everywhere, 
we construct Gaussian surfaces for cases r ~ a and r 2: a separately. Since the charge has 
spherical symmetry, it is obvious that a spherical surface is an appropriate Gaussian surface. 

For r ::s; a, the total charge enclosed by the spherical surface of radius r, as shown in 
Figure 4. l6(a), is 
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o; = '\7 · D = aD, = p cos2 </> az 

Given that D = zp cos2</> a, C/m2, calculate the charge density at (I, 1T/4, 3) and the total 
charge enclosed by the cylinder of radius Im with ~2:,; z:,; 2 m. 

Solution: 

and ID I is as sketched in Figure 4.17. 
Notice from eqs. (4.44), (4.46), (4.48), and (4.52) that the ability to take D out of the 

integral sign is the key to finding D using Gauss's law. In other words, D must be constant 
on the Gaussan surface. 

r ~a 
(4.57) 

0 < r::::; a 

Thus from eqs. (4.53) and (4.56), D everywhere is given by 

(4.56) 
a' 

D = 3r' p0a,, 

or 

D 41Tr' = ±1Ta3p r 3 0 

just as in eq. (4.52). Hence, 

(4.55) I/I= £ D · dS = D,41Tr' 

while 

FIGURE 4.17 Sketch of IOI against r for a uniformly 
charged sphere. 

IDI 
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as obtained earlier. 

Q = '[f = 0 + 27T + 27T = 47T c 
3 3 3 

Thus 

P, = - JP'.,(:, zpcos2</>pd</>dp I,._,= 2 ( p2dp r· cos2</>d</> 

27T 

and for P,, dS = -pd</> dp a,, so 

I I J'' I f I f'' '¥, = r·o .;-o zpcos2</>pd</>dp ,., = 2 
0 

p2dp 
0 

cos2</>d</> 

= 2G)7T = 2; 

where'¥,,'¥,, and Pb are the flux through the sides (curved surface), the top surface, and 
the bottom surface of the cylinder, respectively (see Figure 3.18). Since D does not have 
component along aP' '¥, = 0, for '¥,, dS = p dd: dp a, so 

= '¥, + '¥, + '[fb 

Q = '¥ = Ts D · dS = [Js + I, + JJ D · dS 

Method 2: Alternatively, we can use Gauss's law 

47T 
=-C 

3 

I ' J'' I I = dz cos' <!> d</> p2 dp = 4( 7T) ( l/3) 
z ee -2 ¢=0 p=O 

Q = J,p"dv = {pcos2</>pd</>dpdz 

At (I, 7T/4, 3 ), p, = I ·cos'( 7T/4) = 0.5 C/m3. The total charge enclosed by the cylinder 
can be found in two different ways. 

Method I: This method is based directly on the definition of the total volume charge. 
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I 'f "f ,, e,E,41rr' = Q,0, = p,r' sin e def> de dr 
0 0 0 

= f R p,r 4,,,.,:> dr + f' 0 · 4,,,.,:> dr 
0 R R 

= 7TpoR3 

(b) Farr> R, 

or 

J
' 4 ., Por Po7Tr = 41Tr-dr = ~~ 

o R R 

(a) For r < R 

Determine E everywhere. 

Solution: 
The charge distribution is similar to that in Figure 4.16. Since symmetry exists, we «an 
apply Gauss's law to find E. 

r > R 

o:::=r:5R 

A charge distribution with spherical symmetry has density 

Answer: (a) -4 C/m3, (b) 2 C, (c) 2 C. 

(a) The volume charge density at ( - J, 0, 3) 
(b) The flux through the cube defined by 0 :s x :s I, 0 :s y :s I, 0 :s z :s I 
(c) The total charge enclosed by the cube 

IfD = (2y2 + z)ax + 4xya, + xa, C/m2, find 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.8 
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1. In determining VAB• A is the initial point while Bis the final point. 
2. If VAB is negative, there is a loss in potential energy in moving Q from A to B; this 

implies that the work is being done by the field. However, if VAB is positive, there is 
a gain in potential energy in the movement; an external agent performs the work. 

3. V,8 is independent of the path taken (to be shown a little later). 
4. VAB is measured in joules per coulomb, commonly referred to as volts (V). 

Note that 

(4.60) w Iii V,8 = - = - E ·di Q A 

Dividing W by Qin eq. (4.59) gives the potential energy per unit charge. This quantity, 
denoted by VA8, is known as the potential difference between points A and B. Thus 

(4.59) 

The negative sign indicates that the work is being done by an external agent. Thus the total 
work done, or the potential energy required, in moving Q from A to B, is 

(4.58) dW = -F ·di= -QE ·di 

From our discussions in the preceding sections, we can obtain the electric field intensity E 
due to a charge distribution from Coulomb's law in general or, when the charge distribu 
tion is symmetric, from Gauss's law. Another way of obtaining Eis from the electric scalar 
potential V, to be defined in this section. In a sense, this way of finding E is easier because 
it is easier to handle scalars than vectors. 

Suppose we wish to move a point charge Q from point A to point B in an electric field 
E as shown in Figure 4.18. From Coulomb's law, the force on Q is F = QE so that the work 
done in displacing the charge by di is 

4.7 ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 

Answer: 226a, V/m, 3.927a, kV/m. 

A charge distribution in free space has p; = 2r nC/m3 for 0 $ r $ 10 m and zero 
otherwise. Determine Eat r = 2 m and r = 12 m. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.9 

or 
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The potential at any point is the potential difference between that point and a 
chosen point (or reference point) at which the potential is zero. 

Note from eq. ( 4.62a) that because E points in the radial direction, any contribution from a dis 
placement in the 0 or</> direction is wiped out by the dot product E · di = £cos a di = £ dr, 
where a is the angle between E and di. Hence the potential difference V11.a is independent of 
the path as asserted earlier. In general, vectors whose line integral does not depend on the path 
of integration are called conservative. Thus, E is conservative. 

(4.63) 
LQl 
~ 

where V8 and VA are the potentials (or absolute potentials) at B and A, respectively. Thus 
the potential difference VAB may be regarded as the potential at B with reference to A. In 
problems involving point charges, it is customary to choose infinity as reference; that is, 
we assume the potential at infinity is zero. Thus if VA = 0 as r A ~ co in eq. ( 4.62), the 
potential at any point (r8 ~ r) due to a point charge Q located at the origin is 

(4.62b) 

or 

(4.62a) 

so eq. (4.60) becomes 

(4.61) 

As an example, if the E field in Figure 4.18 is due to a point charge Q located at the 
origin, then 

Origin 

FIGURE 4.18 Displacement of point charge 
Q in an electrostatic field E. 
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where the primed coordinates are used customarily to denote source point location and 
the unprimed coordinates refer to field point (the point at which Vis to be determined). 

The following points should be noted: 

I. We recall that in obtaining eqs. (4.63) to (4.69), the zero potential (reference) 
point has been chosen arbitrarily to be at infinity. If any other point is chosen as 
reference, eq. (4.63), for example, becomes 

V(r) = _l_f pi(r')~l' (line charge) (4.67) 
47Te0 L Ir - r I 

V(r) = _l_f Ps(r')d~' (surface charge) (4.68) 
47Te0 s Ir - r I 

V(r) = _l_f p,(r')d,v' (volume charge) (4.69) 
47Te0 , Ir - r I 

For continuous charge distributions, we replace Q, in eq. ( 4.66) with charge element PL di, 
Ps dS, or p; dv and the summation becomes an integration, so the potential at r becomes 

(4.66) 
I " Q 

V(r) = --2;-1-'-1 (point charges) 
47TE0 k=J r - rk 

or 

V(r) = Q, + Q, + .. · + Q,. 
47Te,lr - r.] 47Te,lr - r,I 47Te,lr - r,.I 

We have considered the electric potential due to a point charge. The same basic ideas 
apply to other types of charge distribution because any charge distribution can be regarded 
as consisting of point charges. The superposition principle, which we applied to electric 
fields, applies to potentials also. For n point charges Q,, Q2,. . , Q,. located at points with 
position vectors r1, r2, . , rn, the potential at r is 

(4.65) V(r) = Q 
47Te,lr - r'] 

If the point charge Qin eq. (4.63) is not located at the origin but at a point whose posi 
tion vector is r', the potential V(x, y, z) or simply V(r) at r becomes 

(4.64) v = -J> di 

In other words, if one assumes zero potential at infinity, the potential at a distance r from 
the point charge is the work done per unit charge by an external agent in transferring a test 
charge from infinity to that point. Thus 
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If point charge 3 µ,C is located at the origin in addition to the two charges of Example 
4.10, find the potential at ( -1, 5, 2), assuming V( co ] = 0. 

Answer: 10.23 kV. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.10 

w-' [-4 5 ] V(l,0, 1) = ---_-9 • r +: c:: 
47T x .!Q_ v 6 v 26 

367T 
= 9 x 103 ( -1.633 + 0.9806) 

= -5.872 kV 

Hence 

V(r) = Q, 
41rn0lr - r, I 

If V( =) = 0, C0 = 0, 

Ir- r.] = 1(1,0,1)- (2,-1,3)1=1(-1,1,-2)1 =v6 

Ir- r,I = 1(1.0, i) - (0,4, -2)1=1(1, -4,3)1 = \/26 

Q, = -4 µ,C, Q, = 5 µ,C 

Two point charges -4 µ,C and 5 µ,C are located at ( 2, -1, 3) and ( 0, 4, -2), respectively. 
Find the potential at ( l, 0, 1 ), assuming zero potential at infinity. 

Solution: 
Let 

(4.72) 

The potential difference VAB can be found generally from 

vA. = v. _ VA = _ r E. di = ~ 
A Q 

where C is a constant that is determined at the chosen point of reference. The same idea 
applies to eqs. (4.65) to (4.69). 

2. The potential at a point can be determined in two ways depending on whether the 
charge distribution or E is known. If the charge distribution is known, we use one of 
eqs. (4.65) to (4.70) depending on the charge distribution. lfE is known, we simply use 

V = -f E ·di + C (4.71) 

(4.70) 
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Po= l(o,o,o) - (o, 1, 1)1 = v'2 
"o = l(0,0,0) - (-3,4,0)I = 5 

Applying this for p and eq. (2.31) for r at points 0 and A, we obtain 

p = l(x,y,z) - (x, l, 1)1=V(y-1)2 + (z - 1)2 

where C = C1 + C2 = constant, p is the perpendicular distance from the line y = l, 
z = I to the field point, and r is the distance from the point charge to the field point. 
(a) If V = 0 at 0( 0, 0, 0 ), and Vat A ( 5, 0, I) is to be determined, we must first determine 
the values of p and rat 0 and A. Finding r is easy; we use eq. (2.31). To find p for any point 
(x,y, z), we utilize the fact that pis the perpendicular distance from (x, y, z) to line y = I, 
z = I, which is parallel to the x-axis. Hence pis the distance between (x,y, z) and (x, l, 1) 
because the distance vector between the two points is perpendicular to ax. Thus 

Hence, 

= -~lnp+ C2 
2ne0 

For the infinite line charge, 

V = -JE·dl = -f-Q-a ·dra 
Q 4neor1 r r 

where v0 and VL are the contributions to Vat that point due to the point charge and the 
line charge, respectively. For the point charge, 

Solution: 
Let the potential at any point be 

A point charge of 5 nC is located at (-3, 4, 0), while line y = l, z = I carries uniform 
charge 2 nC/m. 
(a) If V = 0 Vat 0(0, 0, 0), find Vat A(5, 0, 1). 
(b) lfV= IOOVatB(l,2,l),findVatC(-2,5,3). 
(c) If V = -5 Vat 0, find V8c. 
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V8c = Ve - V8 = 49.825 - 100 

= -50.175 v 

(c) To find the potential difference between two points, we do not need a potential refer 
ence if a common reference is assumed. 

Ve= 49.825 V 

or 

= -50.175 v 

Vz0 [ I I l V c - 100 = - 36 ln -1- + 45 · _ = - _ = 
VII V21 

Pn = 1(1.2, 1) - (1, 1, 1)1 =I 

r8=l(I.2,1) - (-3,4,0)I = \/21 
Pc= 1(-2,5,3) - (-2, l, 1)1 = Vz0 
re= 1(-2,5,3) - (-3,4,0)I = Vll 

Ve - V8 = _.....e.e_ln~ + _Q_[_I_- _I_] 
27Te0 PB 41Te0 re "e 

Notice that we have avoided calculating the constant C by subtracting one potential from 
another and that it does not matter which one is subtracted from which. 
(b) If V = 100 at B( 1, 2, I) and Vat C( -2, 5, 3) is to be determined, we find 

V, = 36 ln Vz - 4 = 8.477 V 

or 

PL Po Q [I I] V0 - v, =---In-+ -- - - - 
27TE0 PA 47Te0 ro r A 

= -2. 10-9 In \/2 + ~ [.!. - .!.] 
10-9 I 10-9 5 9 2w·-- 4w·-- 
36w 36w 

0 - V = - 36 ln \/2 + 45 (.!. - .!.) 
A 5 9 

Hence, 

PA= l(S,0, 1) - (5, 1, 1)1 =I 
r A = I ( 5, 0, I) - ( -3, 4, 0) I = 9 
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FIGURE 4.19 The conservative nature ofan 
electrostatic field. 

Any vector field that satisfies eq. (4.73) or (4.74) is said to be conservative, or irrotational, 
as discussed in Section 3.9. In other words, vectors whose line integral does not depend on 

(4.74) VXE=O 
or 

This shows that the line integral of E along a closed path as shown in Figure 4.19 must be 
zero. Physically, this implies that no net work is done in moving a charge along a closed 
path in an electrostatic field. Applying Stokes's theorem to eq. (4.73) gives 

{ E. d! =I, (V x E). dS = 0 

(4.73) 

that is, v.A + VAB = f, E. di = 0 
or 

As shown in the preceding section, the potential difference between points A and B is 
independent of the path taken. Hence, 

4.8 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN E AND V-MAXWELL'S EQUATION 

Answer: (a) 3.929 V, (b) 2.696 V, (c) -1.233 V 

A point charge of 5 nC is located at the origin. If V = 2 V at ( 0, 6, -8), find 

(a) The potential at A(-3, 2, 6) 
(b) The potential at B(I, 5, 7) 
(c) The potential difference VA8 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.11 
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Solution: 
(a) D = e0E 

10 
Given the potential V = 7 sin 8 cos </>, 

(a) Find the electric flux density D at (2, 7r/2, 0). 
(b) Calculate the work done in moving a 10 µ,C charge from point A(l, 30°, 120') to 

B( 4, 90', 60'). 

that is, the electric field intensity is the gradient of V. The negative sign shows that the 
direction of E is opposite to the direction in which V increases; E is directed from higher 
to lower levels of V. Since the curl of the gradient of a scalar function is always zero 
(V X VV = 0), eq. ( 4.74) obviously implies that E must be a gradient of some scalar func 
tion. Thus eq. (4.76) could have been obtained from eq. (4.74). 

Equation ( 4. 76) shows another way to obtain the E field apart from using Coulomb's or 
Gauss's law. That is, if the potential field Vis known, the E can be found by using eq. (4.76). 
One may wonder how one function V can possibly contain all the information that the three 
components of E carry. The three components of E are not independent of one another: they 
are explicitly interrelated by the condition V X E = 0. The potential formulation exploits 
this feature to maximum advantage, reducing a vector problem to a scalar one. 

(4.76) E = -V V 

Thus, 

(4.75) 
av av 

E, = - ay' E, = --;); 
av E = -- 

x ax' 

Comparing the two expressions for dV, we obtain 

av av av 
dV = - dx + - dy + - dz 

ax ay az 

But from calculus of multivariables, a total change in V(x, y, z) is the sum of partial changes 
with respect to x, y, z variables: 

dV = - E · dl = - E, dx - E, dy - E, dz 

the path of integration are called conservative vector fields. Thus an electrostatic field is a 
conservative field. Equation (4.73) or (4.74) is referred to as Maxweiis equation (the second 
Maxwell's equation to be derived) for static electric fields. Equation (4.73) is the integral 
form, and eq. (4.74) is the differential form; they both depict the conservative nature of an 
electrostatic field. 

From the way we defined potential, V = - f E · dl, it follows that 
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I '°° 10 sin rf> I + ---rsin8drf> 
4>=12()<> ,J r=4,0=9()<> 

_ J' 20 sin e cos "' dr I 
- r=I r3 0=30".(/J=l20° 

J"" -10 cos e cos"' I 
+ 0""3()<> r3 rd{} r=4,,P= 12()<> 

= (J + J + J ) E · di 
AA' A'B' B'B 

-w l 

0 = -0 ( w,,. + w, 's' + w, .• ) 

That is, instead of being moved directly from A to B, Q is moved from A ~ A', A' ~ B ', 
B' ~ B, so that only one variable is changed at a time. This makes the line integral much 
easier to evaluate. Thus 

--> 

A( 1, 30°, 120°) 

t di= dra, 

A'(4, 30', 120°) 

8(4, 90°, 60°) 

t di = r sine drf> a. 
8'(4, 90°, 120°) 

di= rd8 a0 

and because the electrostatic field is conservative, the path of integration is immaterial. 
Hence the work done in moving Q from A(I, 30°, 120°) to 8(4, 90', 60') is the same as that 
in moving Q from A to A', from A' to B1, and from B' to B, where 

-~ = J E·dl 
Q I. 

W =-Qt E·dl or 

(b) The work done can be found in two ways, using either E or V. 

Method I: 

At (2, 7T/2, 0), 

D = e,E(r = 2,8 = 7T/2,rf> = 0) = e,(¥-a, - Oa, + Oa<I) 
= 2.Se0a,C/m2 = 22.l a,pC/m2 

E = -vv =-[av a +~av a,+ _1_av a] 
ar , r ae r sine aq, • 

20 10 JO 
= 7sin e cos rf>a, - 7cose cos"' •o + 7sin rf>a.; 

But 
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The importance of the field due to a dipole will be evident in the subsequent chapters. 
Consider the dipole shown in Figure 4.20. The potential at point P(r, 8, ¢)is given by 

An electric dipole is formed when two point charges of equal magnitude but oppo 
site sign are separated by a small distance. 

4.9 AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE AND FLUX LINES 

Answer: (a) 12 rn], (b) 12 mJ. 

(a) (0,5,0)-> (2,5,0)-> (2, -1,0) 
(b) y = 5 - 3x 

Given that E = (3.x' + y)a, + xa,kV/m, find the work done in moving a -2µ,C 
charge from ( 0, 5, 0) to (2, -1, 0) by taking the straight-line path 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.12 

w = -Qr E. di = QVAB 
A 

= Q(Vn - VA) 

= 10 (IQ sin 90° cos 60° - IQ sin 30° cos 120°) · 10-6 
16 1 

= 10 m- ~5). 10-6 

= 28.125 µ,) as obtained before 

Method 2: 
Since V is known, this method is much easier. 

45 w = 16 Q = 28.125 µ,) 

or 

= 20 (D( ~l )[- 2~l:J 
10 (-1) 19o• 10 [ l'o· i - - -- sin 8 + - ( 1) - cos cf> 
16 2 30• 16 120· 

w -75 5 10 --=--+-- - 
Q 32 32 16 
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E = -vv = - [av a + 1c av a] 
Or r r 08 (} 

The electric field due to the dipole with center at the origin, shown in Figure 4.20, can 
be obtained readily from eqs. (4.76) and (4.78) as 

(4.81) 
p · (r - r') 

V(r)=---~ 
47Te,lr - r' I' 

Note that the dipole moment pis directed from -Q to +Q. If the dipole center is not at 
the origin but at r', eq. (4.80) becomes 

(4.80) 

as the dipole moment, eq. (4.78) may be written as 

V=~ 
47TEor2 

(4.79) 

Since d cos 8 = d · a., where d = dav if we define 

(4.78) 

where r1 and "z are the distances between P and +Q and P and -Q, respectively. If r >> d, 
"z - r1 = d cos e, r2r1 = r1, and eq. (4.77) becomes 

(4.77) Q [ 1 l l Q ['' - '1] V = 47Tf:0 ~ - ;;- = 47TE0 ~ 

FIGURE 4.20 An electric dipole. 
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FIGURE 4.21 Equipotential surfaces for (a) a point charge and (b) an electric dipole. 

(b) 

on the line or surface. From eq. (4.83), we may conclude that the lines of force or flux 
lines (or the direction of E) are always normal to equipotential surfaces. Examples of 
equipotential surfaces for point charge and a dipole are shown in Figure 4.21. Note from 

(4.83) f E ·di= 0 
L 

In other words, they are the lines to which the electric flux density D is tangential at 
every point. 

Any surface on which the potential is the same throughout is known as an equipoten 
tial surface. The intersection of an equipotential surface and a plane results in a path or 
line known as an equipotential line. No work is done in moving a charge from one point to 
another along an equipotential line or surface (VA - VR = 0) and hence 

An electric flux line is an imaginary path or line drawn in such a way that its direction 
at any point is the direction of the electric field at that point. 

where p = IPI = Qd. 
Notice that a point charge is a monopole and its electric field varies inversely as r2 while 

its potential field varies inversely as r [see eqs. (4.61) and (4.63)]. From eqs. (4.80) and (4.82), 
we notice that the electric field due to a dipole varies inversely as r3, while its potential varies 
inversely as r'. The electric fields due to successive higher-order multi poles (such as a quad 
rupole consisting of two dipoles or an octupole consisting of two quadrupoles) vary inversely 
as r", f, 11, ... , while their corresponding potentials vary inversely as r3, r4, f,. 

The idea of electric flux lines (or electric lines of force as they are sometimes called) was 
introduced by Michael Faraday (1791~1867) in his experimental investigation as a way of 
visualizing the electric field. 

(4.82) E = ~ (2 cos 8 a, + sin 8 a0) 
47Te0r 

or 
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7For more information on this, see R. Plonsey, Bioelectric Phenomena, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969 

Answer: (a) 9 mV, I.Sa, mV/m, (b) 0.45 V, 0.9a, + 0.7794a8 Vim. 

(a) (0,0, JO) 
(b) (1,1Tl3,1Tl2) 

An electric dipole of l 00 a, pC · m is located at the origin. Find V and E at points 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.13 

I [-JO 27] Jo~' V=~ ll-JJ. 
41T. -- 

361T 
= -20.25 v 

Hence, 

p1 = -5av r1 = (0,0,0) - (0,0,-2) = 2a,, r1 = lr,I = 2 

Pz = 9a,, r2 = (o.o.o) - (0,0,3) = -3a,, r, = lr,I = 3 

where 

Two dipoles with dipole moments -Saz nC · m and 9az nC · m are located at points 
(0, 0, -2) and (0, 0, 3), respectively. Find the potential at the origin. 

Solution: 

these examples that the direction of E is everywhere normal to the equipotential lines. We 
shall see the importance of equipotential surfaces when we discuss conducting bodies in 
electric fields; it will suffice to say at this point that such bodies are equipotential volumes. 

A typical application offield mapping (flux lines and equipotential surfaces) is found 
in the study of the human heart. The human heart beats in response to an electric field 
potential difference across it. The heart can be characterized as a dipole with the field map 
similar to that of Figure 4.2l(b). Such a field map is useful in detecting abnormal heart 
position.7 In Section 14.2, we will discuss a numerical technique for field mapping. 
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FIGURE 4.22 Assembling of 
charges. 

(4.87) (in joules) 
l " w, = - L o,v, 
2 k= I 

where V1, V2, and V3 are total potentials at P1, P2, and P3, respectively. In general, if there 
are n point charges, eq. (4.86) becomes 

(4.86) 

or 

zw, = Q,(v12 + V13) + Q2(v21 + v,,) + Q,(v31 + v,,) 

= Q,v, + Q,v, + Q,v, 

where V23 is the potential at P2 due to Q3, V12 and V13 are, respectively, the potentials at P1 

due to Q2 and Q3• Adding eqs. ( 4.84) and ( 4.85) gives 

(4.85) 

w, = w, + w, + w, 
= 0 + Q2 V23 + Qi( V12 + Vn) 

If the charges were positioned in reverse order, 

(4.84) 

w, = w, + w, + w, 
= 0 + Q2V21 + Q3(V31 + V32) 

To determine the energy present in an assembly of charges, we must first determine the 
amount of work necessary to assemble them. Suppose we wish to position three point charges 
Q1, Q2, and Q3 in an initially empty space shown shaded in Figure 4.22. No work is required 
to transfer Q1 from infinity to P1 because the space is initially charge free and there is no 
electric field [from eq. (4.59), W = OJ. The work done in transferring Q2 from infinity to P2 

is equal to the product of Q2 and the potential V21 at P2 due to Q,. Similarly, the work done 
in positioning Q3 at P3 is equal to Q3( V32 + V31 ), where V32 and V31 are the potentials at P3 

due to Q2 and Q,, respectively. Hence the total work done in positioning the three charges is 

4.10 ENERGY DENSITY IN ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 
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and since E = -VV and D = e0E, the electrostatic energy is 

(4.95) W, = _1c f (D VV) dv = 1c f (D E) dv 
2 ' 2 ' 

From Section 4.9, we recall that V varies as l/r and Das l/r1- for point charges; V varies as 
l/r' and Das l/r' for dipoles; and so on. Hence, VD in the first term on the right-hand side 
of eq. (4.94) must vary at least as I/r' while dS varies as r'. Consequently, the first integral 
in eq. (4.94) must tend to zero as the surface S becomes large. Hence, eq. (4.94) reduces to 

(4.94) w, = 1c £(VD) ·dS _ 1cf (D·VV)dv 
2 rs 2 , 

By applying divergence theorem to the first term on the right-hand side of this equation, 
we have 

(4.93) W, = 1cf (V ·VD) dv - 1cf (D · VV) dv 
2 ' 2 ' 

holds. Applying the identity in eqs. (4.92) to (4.91), we get 

(4.92) (V·A)V= V·VA-A·VV 

or 

V ·VA = A· VV + V(V ·A) 

But for any vector A and scalar V, the identity 

(4.91) W,=1cf(V·D)Vdv 
2 ' 

Since o; = V · D, eq. (4.90) can be further developed to yield 

(4.90) 

(4.89) 

(4.88) w, = 1cf PL V di (line charge) 
2 L 

W, = 1c J Ps V dS (surface charge) 
2 s 

W, = 1cf p,Vdv (volume charge) 
2 ' 

If, instead of point charges, the region has a continuous charge distribution, the sum 
mation in eq. (4.87) becomes integration; that is, 
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I 3 I w = - 2: Q,v, = -(Q,v, + 02v2 + Q,v,) 
2 k= l 2 

Method 2: 

W= W, + W2 + W3 

= 0 + Q2V21 + Q3(V31 + V32) 

- Q. Q, 
- 

2 47Te0 I ( 0, 0, I) - ( 0, 0, 0) I 

+ _g,_ [ Q, + Q, l 
41Te0 I ( 1,0,0) - ( 0,0,0) I I ( 1,0,0) - ( 0,0, I) I 

The point charges - I nC, 4 nC, and 3 nC are located at ( 0, 0, 0), ( 0, 0, I), and (I, 0, 0 ), 
respectively. Find the energy in the system. 

Solution: 
Method I: 

(4.98) w,= J.w,dv 
so eq. (4.95) may be written as 

(4.97) 

From this, we can define electrostatic energy density ws (in J/m3) as 

(4.96) 
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p,r 
(b) For r <O R, E = }e, a., 

Since V(r = cc} = 0, C1 = 0. 

V =-IE· di= _p,R3 I .!_dr 
3e, r2 

PoR3 
(a) For r <o: R, E = }e,r' a.. 

Once E is known, Vis determined as 

Solution: 
The D field has already been found in Section 4.60 using Gauss's law. 

Determine V everywhere and the energy stored in region r < R. 

0 :::= r :::= R 
r > R [

p,, 
o; = 0, 

A charge distribution with spherical symmetry has density 

Answer: 0, -JS n], -29.18 n], -68.27 nJ. 

Point charges 01 = I nC, 02 = -2 nC, 03 = 3 nC. and 04 = -4 nC are posi 
tioned one at a time and in that order at ( 0, 0, 0 ), (I, 0, 0 ), ( 0, 0, - I), and ( 0, 0, I), 
respectively. Calculate the energy in the system after each charge is positioned. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.14 

+OJ [ 01 + 02 l 
2 47Te,(1) 47Te,(Vl) 
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Answer: -3ax - 2a, V Im, 0.2358 nJ. 

If V = x - y + xy + 2z V, find E at (I, 2, 3) and the electrostatic energy stored in a 
cube of side 2 m centered at the origin. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4.15 

l 2 f' f" J'" W = - e ~ ? · r' sine d</> de dr 
2 °9e~ r=O fl=O 4>=0 

Hence, 

For r ::; R, 

W = ~ f D · E dv = ~ s, J £2 dv 
2 " 2 " 

(c) The energy stored is given by 

r~ R 

r ~ R 

Thus from parts (a) and (b) 

V= ~(3R2- ?) 
6e0 

and 

p R' 
From part (a) V(r = R) = -0-. Hence, 

3e0 

R2Po R1po -- = --- + c, -> 
3e0 6e0 

V =-IE· di= -~J rdr 
3e0 

= _p/ + c, 
6e0 ~ 

Hence, 
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There are two sources of £SD-generated events: people and equipment. ESD from a 
person can vary depending on footwear, posture (standing or sitting), and what the person 
has in his or her hand (metal or dielectric). The capacitance of a person could double if 
the individual were sitting instead of standing. The generated voltage is the driving force 
behind the ESD event. For example, walking across a synthetic carpet on a dry day may 
generate a potential of 20 kV on the person's body. 

An ESD event takes place in the following four stages. 

I. Charge generation: This could be triboelectricity, induction, or conduction. 
Triboelectricity requires physical contact between two different materials or the rubbing 
together of two materials. For example, a person who walks across a synthetic carpet 
becomes charged by the process of triboelectrification. Fundamental electrostatics tells us 
that some materials tend to charge positively, while others tend to charge negatively. The 
triboelectric series (see Table 4.1) summarizes this propensity. A material near the top of 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) (or static electricity, as it is commonly known) refers to the 
sudden transfer (discharge) of static charge between objects at different electrostatic poten 
tials. A good example is the "zap" one feels after walking on a synthetic carpet and then 
touching a metal doorknob. 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) belongs to a family of electrical problems known as 
electrical overstress (EOS). Other members of the EOS family include lightning and elec 
tromagnetic pulses (EMPs}. ESD poses a serious threat to electronic devices and affects 
the operation of the systems that contain those devices. An ESD can destroy an integrated 
circuit (IC}, shut down a computer system, cause a fuel tank to explode, and so on. ESD is 
a rapid-discharge event that transfers a finite amount of charge between two bodies at dif 
ferent potentials. ESD costs industry many billions of dollars annually. The damage to an 
IC depends on the current densities and voltage gradients developed during the event. The 
harmful effects of ESD are now recognized as a major contributor to poor product yield 
and long-term unreliability in many electronic assemblies. Most electronics companies 
now regard all semiconductor devices as ESD sensitive. For this reason, a good understand 
ing of ESD is required in industry. It is considered the responsibility of the design engineer 
to ensure that electronic systems are designed and protected against damage from ESD. 

What causes ESD? Static charge is a result of an unbalanced electrical charge at rest. For 
example, it is created by insulator surfaces rubbing together or pulling apart. One surface 
gains electrons, while the other loses electrons. If the charge transfer causes an excess of 
electrons on an object, the charge is negative. On the other hand, a deficiency of electrons on 
the object makes the static charge positive. When a static charge moves from one surface to 
another, it becomes ESD. ESD events occur to balance the charge between two objects. The 
movement of these charges often occurs rapidly and randomly, leading to high currents. 

ESD can occur in one of the following four ways: 

A charged body touches a device such as an IC. 
A charged device touches a grounded surface. 
A charged machine touches a device. 
An electrostatic field induces a voltage across a dielectric that is sufficient to cause 
breakdown. 

t4.11 APPLICATION NOTE-ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE 
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Table 4.1 is charged positively when rubbed by a material below it. For example, comb 
ing your hair with a hard rubber comb leaves your hair positively charged and the comb 
negatively charged. Inductive charging takes place when a conducting object comes close 
to a charged object and is then removed. Conductive charging, which involves the physical 
contact and baJancing of voltage between two objects at different potentials, often occurs 
during automated testing. 

2. Charge transfer: This is the second stage in an ESD event. Charge transfers from the 
higher potential body to the lower potential body until the potentials between them are 
equal. Charge transfer is characterized by the capacitance of the two bodies involved and 
the impedance between them. 

3. Device response: At this stage, we analyze how a circuit responds to a pulse and 
how it withstands the redistribution of charge. When an ESD event begins, charge starts to 
redistribute, and this movement of charge generates currents and induces voltages. 

4. Device failure: The last stage involves assessing the kind of failure, if any. This is 
when we determine whether the device survived. There are three kinds of failure: hard 
failure (i.e., physical destruction), soft failure, and latent failure. 

The importance of ESD has led standards organizations to develop guidelines for 
control and prevention of ESD. The ESD Association has developed a standard known as 
ANSI/ESD 520.20 (2007) to establish and maintain ESD control. The standard identifies 

+ Air 
Human hands 
Rabbit fur 
Glass 
Mica 
Human hair 
Pur 
Lead 
Silk 
Aluminum 
Paper 
Cotton 
Steel 
Wood 
Amber 
Wox 
Hard rubber 
Nickel, copper 
Gold 
Polyester 
Polyethylene 
PVC (vinyl) 
Silicon 
Teflon 

Polarity of Charge Material 

TABLE 4.1 The Triboelectnc Series 
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FIGURE 4.24 A typical ESD-procected workstation. 
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Common point 
ground bus 
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Surface 
GI 

equipment 
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Equipment ground 
(green wire) Power 

receptacle 

(b) 

FIGURE 4.23 (a) Wrisc strap. (b) Foot grounders. 

(a) 

Treat everything as static sensitive. 
Touch something grounded before handling electronic assemblies or components. 
Wear a grounded wrist strap whenever possible (see Figure 4.23). 
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for index= 1: n, 
rtemp=r-Q (index, 1 : 3} ; 
rtemp_unitvector = rtemp/norm(rtemp); 

% set the initial total field sum to zero Etotal=O; 
% add the E-field at the observation point due to all charges 

end 

% loop through all the charges that the user input 
% and collect the observation points for each charge 
for index=l: n, 

disp(sprintf( Enter position of charge number ')); 
disp(sprintf( '%din the format [x y z] ... ',index)); 
Q (index, 1 : 3) = input ( > ') ; 
disp(sprintf( Enter the charge value of charge ')); 
disp(sprintf( humber %d ... ',index)); 
Q(index,4) =input(> i; 

r=input( Enter observation location [x y z] ... \n > '); 
if isempty(r); [O 0 O]; end 

n = input( Enter number of charges in the system ... \n > '); 
if isempty(n); n = l; end 

This script allows the user to input a number of charges 
and compute the electric field at a particular coordinate 
observation point due to these charges 

clear 

% create a matrix of zeros, with n rows 
% and 4 columns 

Q=zeros (n, 4); 

Keep the relative humidity at 40% or greater. 
Don't touch any leads, pins, or traces when handling charged devices. 
Don't move around a lot. 
Don't touch electronic devices if you are getting static discharges. 

A static-control wrist strap is an inexpensive way to minimize the risk of ESD. Use of 
garments designed to protect electronic component assembly operations from damage due 
to static electricity has increased dramatically. 

Today, design for ESD protection is critical but difficult owing to the reduction in 
device sizes, high operating speeds, factory automation, and uncontrolled user environ 
ments. ESD protection of devices involves minimizing the environmental exposure by 
providing means to minimize charge generation and charge transfer. It is applied dur 
ing production, transportation, and handling of most electronic products. A typical 
ESD-protected workstation is portrayed in Figure 4.24. Electronic devices are protected 
against ESD by a strategy to discharge ESD events that may occur when the device is 
exposed to ESD. 
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for x=O:dx:l, 
for y=O:dy:l, 

rminusrprime=( -x -y 5]; % I r - rprime I 
numerator=rho_s_fun ( x , y) *le-9*dx*dy*rminusrprime; 

% the le-9 is because the charge is in nc 

% initial sum Etotal=O; 

end 
% Display results 
disp(sprintf( The total charge computed by manual double ')); 
disp(sprintf( l integration is %d nc ',total_charge)) 
% Double integral evaluation using the built-in 

function dblquad 
The user must write the integrand function as a 
separate file, in this case rho_s_fun 

total_charge=dblquad( @rho_s_fun, 0, 1, 0, 1); 
disp(sprintf( The total charge computed by the functional ')) 
disp(sprintf( 'double integration is %d nc ',total_charge)) 
% Part (b ) Evaluation of electric field 
% perform the double integral 

end 

% perform the double integral 
total_charge=O; 
for x=O:dx:l, % loop through 0 <= x <= 1 

for y=O: dy: 1, % loop through O <= x <= 1 
total_charge=rho_s_ fun(x, y) *dx*dy+total_charge; 

Part (a) Computation of total charge 
prompt user for the integration increment used by the 
sununation loop 

dx input ( Enter the integration increment dx. . . \n > '); 
dy = input ( Enter the integration increment dy , • • \n > '); 

% prints only 6 decimal places format short 

% This script computes the results of example 4.5 by 
% numerical integration 
clear 

% electric field due to a charge 
Etemp=Q(index,4)/(4*pi*8.86e-12*(norm(rtemp))~2)*rtemp_unit 

vector; 
Etotal=Etemp+Etotal; % add the partial sums to the total 

end 
% Display output 
disp(sprintf( The total electric field at point {x y z] ')) 
disp(sprintf( '= [%d %d %d] is ', r(l), r(2), r(3))) 
Etotal 
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4. For an infinite line charge, 

The E field due to a continuous charge distribution is obtained from the formula for 
point charge by replacing Q with dQ = p, di, dQ = Ps dS or dQ = o; dv and inte 
grating over the line, surface, or volume, respectively. 

for volume charge 

for surface charge Q = f p,ds 
s 

Q = J,p,dv 

for line charge Q = J p,dl 
L 

3. For a continuous charge distribution, the total charge is given by 

2. Based on Coulomb's law, we define the electric field intensity E as the force per unit 
charge; that is, 

I. The two fundamental laws for electrostatic fields (Coulomb's and Gauss's) are pre 
sented in this chapter. Coulomb's law of force states that 

end 
% Display results 
disp(sprintf( '!'he electric field computed by manual double ')); 
disp(sprintf( 'integration is (%d, %d, %d) V/rn ', ••• 

Etotal ( l) , Etotal ( 2 ) , Etotal ( 3 ) ) ) 

end 

denominator=4*pi*le-9/ ( 36*pi) *norm( rminusrprime) "3; 
% I r - rprime I ' 3 

Etotal=Etotal +numerator I denominator; 
% add partial sum to initial sum 
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where C is evaluated at a given reference potential point; for example, C = 0 if 
V(r --+ oo) = 0. To determine the potential due to a continuous charge distribu 
tion, we replace Qin the formula for point charge by dQ = PL di, dQ = Ps dS, or 
dQ = Pv dv and integrate over the line, surface, or volume, respectively. 

V(r) = Q + C 
47T£0lr - r"] 

8. The potential at r due to a point charge Q at r' is 

W= -Qr E·dl 
A 

7. The total work done, or the electric potential energy, to move a point charge Q from 
point A to Bin an electric field Eis 

f Q'"' D,, dS = Q'"' or D,, = ~ 
s s 

When charge distribution is symmetric, so that a Gaussian surface (where D = D11a11 

is constant) can be found, Gauss's law is useful in determining D; that is, 

p,, = V · D (first Maxwell equation to be derived) 

or 

6. Gauss's law states that the net electric flux penetrating a closed surface is equal to the 
total charge enclosed, that is, lJr = Qenc· Hence, 

P=fo·ds 
s 

The electric flux through a surface Sis 

D = £,E 

5. The electric flux density Dis related to the electric field intensity (in free space) as 

and for an infinite sheet of charge, 
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W, =~ID· Edv = ~J e,1£12 dv 
2 ' 2 ' 

For a continuous volume charge distribution, 

14. The flux density Dis tangential to the electric flux lines at every point. An equipoten 
tial surface (or line) is one on which V = constant. At every point, the equipotential 
line is orthogonal to the electric flux line. 

15. The electrostatic energy due ton point charges is 

p · (r - r') 
V(r)=~~-~ 

47Te,lr - r'l3 

13. For an electric dipole centered at r' with dipole moment P. the potential at r is 
given by 

E = -'VV 

12. Given the potential field, the corresponding electric field is found by using 

V X E = 0 (second Maxwell equation to be derived) 

or 

f, E ·di= 0 

11. Since an electrostatic field is conservative (the net work done along a closed path in a 
static E field is zero), 

I ll w 
VAB = - E. di = - = v,, - VA 

A Q 

JO. The potential difference VAB• the potential at B with reference to A, is 

v =-IE· di+ c 
L 

9. If the charge distribution is not known, but the field intensity Eis given, we find the 
potential by using 
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4.6 By saying that the electrostatic field is conservative, we do not mean that 

(a) It is the gradient of a scalar potential. 
(b) Its circulation is identically zero. 
(c) Its curl is identically zero. 
(d) The work done in a closed path inside the field is zero. 
(e) The potential difference between any two points is zero. 

(c) 64 nj 

(d) 20 nj 

(a) J03 nj 

(b) 60 nj 

4.5 The work done by the force F = 4ax - 3ay + za, N in giving a I nC charge a displace 
ment of roe, + Za, - 7az m is 

(c) Not necessarily (a) Yes 
(b) No 

4.4 The electric flux density on a spherical surface r = b is the same for a point charge Q 
located at the origin and for charge O uniformly distributed on surface r = a(a < b ). 

(d) 30 nC 
(e) 60 nC 

(a) -20 nC 
(b) JO nC 
(c) 20 nC 

4.3 Point charges 30 nC, -20 nC, and JO nC are located at ( - J, 0, 2), (0, 0, 0), and ( J, 5, - J), 
respectively. The total flux leaving a cube of side 6 m centered at the origin is 

(c) -721T a, Vim 
(d) -3601T a, Vim 

(a) - JO a, Vim 
(b) - J81T a, Vim 

4.2 Plane z = 10 m carries charge 20 nC/m2. The electric field intensity at the origin is 

(a) The force on Q1 is repulsive. 
(b) The force on Q2 is the same in magnitude as that on 01. 

(c) As the distance between them decreases, the force on Q1 increases linearly. 
(d) The force on Q2 is along the line joining them. 
(e) A point charge Q3 = -3 nC located at the midpoint between 01 and 02 experiences 

no net force. 

4.1 Point charges Q1 = I nC and Q2 = 2 nC are at a distance apart. Which of the following 
statements are incorrect? 

16. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) refers to the sudden transfer of static charge 
between objects at different electrostatic potentials. Since all semiconductor 
devices are regarded as ESD sensitive, a good understandng of ESD is required 
in industry. 
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4.1 Point charges Q, = 5 µ.C and Q2 = -4 µ.C are placed at (3, 2, i) and (-4, 0, 6), 
respectively. Determine the force on Q1• 

4.2 Point charges Q, and Q2 are, respectively, located at (4, 0, -3) and (2, 0, I). If 
Q, ~ 4 nC, find Q, such that 

(a) The Eat (5, 0, 6) has no z-component 
(b) The force on a test charge at (5, 0, 6) has no x-component. 

Section 4.2-Coulomb's Law and Field Intensity 

Answers: 4.lc,e, 4.2d, 4.3b, 4.4a, 4.Sd, 4.6e, 4.7a, 4.8c, 4.9a, 4.!0b. 

(c) l0.28 m) 

(d) None of the above 
(a) 2.57 m) 

(b) S.14 mj 

I ' Q 
(d) - " 47Te,r' dr 

4.9 A potential field is given by V = 3x1y - yz. Which of the following is not true? 

(a) At point ( 1, 0, -1 ), V and E vanish. 
(b) x1y = 1 is an equipotential line on the xy-plane. 
(c) The equipotential surface V ~ -8 passes through point P(2, -1, 4). 
(d) The electric field at Pis l Za, - Say - az Vim. 
(e) A unit normal to the equipotential surface V = -8 at P is -0.83ax + 0.SSaY + 

0.07az- 

4.10 An electric potential field is produced by point charges l µ,C and 4 µC located at 
( -2, 1, 5) and ( l, 3, -1 ), respectively. The energy stored in the field is 

f b Q 
(a) - --'-, dr 

""41Te0a 

4.7 Suppose a uniform electric field exists in the room in which you are working, such that 
the lines of force are horizontal and at right angles to one wall. As you walk toward the 
wall from which the lines of force emerge into the room, are you walking toward 

(a) points of higher potential? 
(b) points of lower potential? 
(c) points of the same potential (equipotential line)? 

4.8 A charge Q is uniformly distributed throughout a sphere of radius a. Taking the potential 
at infinity as zero, the potential at r = b < a is 
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FIGURE 4.25 For Problem 4.9. 

4.9 Given that o, = 6xy C/m1, calculate the total charge on the triangular region in 
Figure 4.25. 

4.10 A charge distribution is given by Pv = 6x2y2 nC/m3 Determine the total charge enclosed 
by a cube of side 2 m centered at the origin and whose edges are parallel to the axes. 

4.11 Given that Pv = 4p2 z cos</> nC/m3, find the total charge contained in a wedge defined 
by 0 < p < 2, 0 < <I> < 7'/4, 0 < z < l. 

4.12 The spherical shell extending from r = 2 cm to r = 4 cm has a uniform charge density 
Pv = 5 rnC/m3 Determine the total charge in the shell. 

4.8 A volume charge with density Pv = Sp2z mC/m3 exists in a region defined by 0 < p < 
2, 0 < z < 1, 30° < </> < 90°. Calculate the total charge in the region. 

4.7 A cube is defined by 0 < x < a, 0 < y < a, and 0 < z < a. If it is charged with 

Pv = PaX, where p0 is a constant, calculate the total charge in the cube. 
a 

4.6 Determine the total charge 

(a) On line 0 < x < 5 m if Pr. = l2x' mC/m 

(b) On the cylinder p = 3, 0 < z < 4 m if Ps = pz? nC/m2 

(c) Within the sphere r = 4 m if p, = ___!,,()___ C/m3 
r sin f 

Section 4.3-Electric Fields Due to Continuous Charge Distributions 

4.5 Determine the electric field intensity required to levitate a body 2 kg in mass and 
charged with -4 mC. 

4.3 A charge +Q is located at (0, 0, d), while another charge -Q is located at (0, 0, -d). 
Determine E: (a) at any point on the x-axis, (b) at any point on the z-axis. 

4.4 A point Q is located at (a, 0, 0), while another charge -Q is at (-a, 0, 0). Find Eat: 
(a) (0, 0, 0) (b) (O, a, 0), (c) (a, 0, a). 
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4.23 Determine the charge density due to each of the following electric flux densities: 

(a) D = 8xya, + 4x2a, C/m2 

(b) D = 4p sin q, a,+ 2p cos q, •• + 2z'a, C/m2 

2cos0 sinO ., 
(c) D =~?~a,+ 7a8C/m- 

Sections 4.5 and 4.6-Gauss's Law and Applications 

*4.20 State Gauss's law. Deduce Coulomb's law from Gauss's law, thereby affirming that Gauss's 
law is an alternative statement of Coulomb's law and that Coulomb's law is implicit in 
Maxwell's equation V D = Pv· 

4.21 Three point charges are located in the z = 0 plane: a charge +Q at point (-1, 0), a 
charge +Q at point {l, 0), and a charge -2Q at point (0, 1). Determine the electric flux 
density at (0, 0). 

4.22 A ring placed along I + z2 = 4, x = 0 carries a uniform charge of 5 µC/m. 

(a) Find D at P(3, 0, 0). 
(b) If two identical point charges Qare placed at ( 0, - 3, 0) and ( 0, 3, 0) in addition to 

the ring, find the value of Q such that D = 0 at P. 

Section 4.4-Electric Flux Density 

where G = 6.67 X 10-11 N(m/kg)2. Find the ratio of the electrostatic and gravitational 
forces between two electrons. 

4.19 The gravitation force between two bodies of masses m1 and m2 is 

4.15 Three infinite sheets located at z = 0, z = 1, and z = 2 carry uniform charge with densi 
ties -10, 5, and 20 nC/m2, respectively. Determine E everywhere. 

4.16 Plane x + 2y = 5 carries charge Ps = 6 nC/m2• Determine Eat (-1, 0, I). 

4.17 Plane x = 0 has a uniform charge density Ps• while plane x =a has - P., .. Determine the 
electric field intensity in regions (a) x < 0, (b) 0 < x < a, (c) x > a. 

4.18 Three surface charge distributions are located in free space as follows: 10 µ.,C/m2 at 
x = 2, -20 µ.C/m2 at y = -3, and 30 µ.C/m2 at z = 5. Determine Eat (a) P (5, - l , 4), 
(b) R(O, -2, 1), (c) Q (3, -4, 10). 

4.13 A uniform charge 12 µ.C/m is formed on a loop described by x2 +I = 9 on the z = 0 
plane. Determine the force exerted on a 4 mC point charge at (0, 0, 4). 

4.14 An annular disk of inner radius a and outer radius b is placed on the xy-plane and 
centered at the origin. If the disk carries uniform charge with density p5, find E at 
(0, 0, h). 
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4.32 Two point charges Q = 2 nC and Q = -4 nC are located at (1, 0, 3) and (-2, l , 5), 
respectively. Determine the potential at P( l, -2, 3). 

4.33 A charge of 8 nC is placed at each of the four corners of a square of sides 4 cm long. 
Calculate the electrical potential at the point 3 cm above the center of the square. 

Sections 4.7 and 4.8-Electric Potential and Relationship with E 

(a) Find the net flux crossing surface r = 2 m and r = 6 m. 

(b) Determine D at r = 1 m and r = 5 m. 

4.31 A spherical region of radius a has total charge Q. If the charge is uniformly distributed, 
apply Gauss's law to find D both inside and outside the sphere. 

r>4 

l<r<4 
{

10 J -,mC/m, 
p, = r: 

0, 

4.30 Let 

where R is the radius of the sphere. 

(a) Find the charge density. 
(b) Calculate the total charge enclosed by the volume 0 < p < 2, 0 < ¢ < -trtl, 

0 < z < 4. 
(c) Confirm Gauss's law by finding the net flux through the surface of the volume in (b). 

""4.29 The Thomson model of a hydrogen atom is a sphere of positive charge with an electron 
(a point charge) at its center. The total positive charge equals the electronic charge e. 
Prove that when the electron is at a distance r from the center of the sphere of positive 
charge, it is attracted with a force 

4.28 In a certain region, the electric field is given by 

D = 2p(z + 1)cos¢a, - p(z +!)sin¢••+ p2cos¢a, µ,C/m2 

O<r<a 
otherwise 

h f di . d h . . f {Sr'" 4.26 A sp ere o ra ius a is centere at t e ongm. I p; = ' 
Determine E everywhere. 0, 

4.27 Let D = 2xya, + x'a, C/m2 and find 

(a) The volume charge density p,.. 
(b) The flux through surface 0 < x < l, 0 < z < I,y = r. 
(c) The total charge contained in the region 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1. 

4.24 Given that D = 2x(l + z'Jax + 2x'za, nC/m2 (a) find p,, (b) determine the flux crossing 
the rectangular region defined by z = 1, 0 < x < 2, 0 < y < 3. 

4.25 If spherical surfaces r = l m and r = 2 m, respectively, carry uniform surface charge 
densities 8 nC/m2 and -6 mC/m2, find D at r = 3 m. 
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FIGURE 4.26 For Problem 4.39. 

(a) Calculate the total charge 
(b} Determine E and V outside the nucleus. 
(c) Determine E and V inside the nucleus. 
(d) Prove that Eis maximum at r = 0.745a. 

4.39 Let charge Q be uniformly distributed on a circular ring defined by a < p < b and 
shown in Figure 4.26. Find D at (0, 0, h). 

4.40 lfD = 4xa,-IOy'a, + a'a, Clm', find the charge density at P(l, 2, 3). 

(
1 - r') The volume charge density inside an atomic nucleus of radius a is o, = o; ~a-2 ~ 

where p0 is a constant. 

4.38 

(b) the charge within the cube 0 < x < l, 0 < y < l , 0 < z < I. 

4.34 (a) A total charge Q = 60 µ.,C is split into two equal charges located at 180° intervals 
around a circular loop of radius 4 m. Find the potential at the center of the loop. 

(b} If Q is split into three equal charges spaced at 120° intervals around the loop, find 
the potential at the center. 

( c) If in the limit p, = !1, find the potential at the center. 
87T 

4.35 Three point charges Q1 = 1 mC, Q2 = -2 mC, and Q3 = 3 mC are, respectively, 
located at (0, 0, 4), ( -2, 5, l ), and (3, -4, 6). 

(a) Find the potential Vp at P( -r l , l, 2). 
(b) Calculate the potential difference V,0 if Q is ( 1, 2, 3 ). 

4.36 A circular disk of radius a carries charge Ps = .!._ C/m2. Calculate the potential at ( 0, 0, h). 
p 

4.37 V = x'y(z + 3) V. Find 

(a) Eat (3, 4, -6) 
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10 
4.45 Let E = -,-a2 V Im. Find VAB, where A is (1, 7Tl4, nl2) and Bis (5, 7T, 0). 

r 

4.46 Let E = 2x/ax + 2y(x2 + l )ay V /m. Find the work done in transforming a 2 nC charge 
from point A(2, 3, -1) to B(8, 0, -1). 

4.47 In free space, E = 20xax + 40yay - l Oza, V/m. Calculate the work done in transferring 
a 2 mC charge along the arc p = 2, 0 < <P < 7T/2 in the z = 0 plane. 

4.48 A sheet of charge with density p5 = 40 nC/m2 occupies the x = 0 plane. Determine the 
work done in moving a 10 µ,C charge from point A(3, 4, -1) to point B( I. 2, 6). 

4.49 For each of the following potential distributions, find the electric field intensity and the 
volume charge distribution: 
(a) V = 2x' + 4y' 
(b) V = !Op' sin</>+ 6pz 

(c) V = 51' cos 8 sin</> 
I 

4.50 In free space, V = ? sin 8 cos d: Find D at (I, 30°, 60°). 

4.51 Each of two concentric spherical shells has inner radius a and outer radius b. If the inner 
shell carries charge Q, while the outer shell carries charge -Q, determine the potential 
difference vab between the shells. 

4.52 A uniform surface charge with density p5 exists on a hemispherical surface with r = a 
and 8 ::5 7T/2. Calculate the electric potential at the center. 

(a) From A(S, 30°, 0°) to B(5, 90°, 0°) 
(bl From A to C( 10, 30°, 0°) 
(c) From A to D(S, 30°, 60°) 
(d) FromAtof(!0,90°,60°) 

Calculate the amount of work necessary to move a 2 µ.C charge from (2, I, - l ) to (5, l , 2). 

4.44 In an electric field E = 20r sin 8 a, + I Or cos 8 a8 Vim, calculate the energy expended 
in transferring a I 0 nC charge 

Calculate the volume charge density. 

4.43 The electric field intensity in free space is given by 

O<p<a 
otherwise 

E = {E0(p!a)aP' 
0, 

4.42 In free space, an electric field is given by 

4.41 A 10 nC charge is uniformly distributed over a spherical shell r = 3 cm and a -5 nC 
charge is uniformly distributed over another spherical shell r = 5 cm. Find D for regions 
r < 3 cm, 3 cm < r < 5 cm, r > 5 cm. 
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FIGURE 4.27 For Problem 4.55. 

y 

j, 

Find the corresponding E field. 

4.58 The electrostatic field due to a dipole in free space is given by 

20 cos e 10 sin e 
E = ~-13~a, + ~-r'~a0 V/m 

Show that V · E = 0, 17 X E = 0 

V = Qd sin 0 sin q, 
41iE:J2 

4.56 An electric dipole with p = pa,C mis placed at (x,z) = (0,0). If the potential at 
(0, 1 nm) is 9 V, find the potential at (1 nm, 1 nm). 

4.57 Point charges Q and-Qare located at (0, d/2, 0) and (0, -d/2, 0). Show that at point 
(r,O,<f>),wherer »d, 

Section 4.9-Electric Dipole and Flux Lines 

4.53 lfD = 2p sin </Jap-~<f> C/m2, determine whether or not Dis a genuine electric flux 
2p 

density. Determine the flux crossing p = 1, 0:::::: <P :s n/4, 0 < z < L 

*4.54 (a) Prove that when a particle of constant mass and charge is accelerated from rest in 
an electric field, its final velocity is proportional to the square root of the potential 
difference through which it is accelerated. 

(b} Find the magnitude of the proportionality constant if the particle is an electron. 
(c) Through what voltage must an electron be accelerated, assuming no change in its mass, 

to require a velocity one-tenth that of light? (At such velocities, the mass of a body 
becomes appreciably larger than its "rest mass" and cannot be considered constant.) 

*4.55 An electron is projected with an initial velocity u0 = I 07 mis into the uniform field 
between the parallel plates of Figure 4.27. It enters the field at the midway between the 
plates. If the electron just misses the upper plate as it emerges from the field, 

(a) find the electric field intensity. 
(b) calculate the electron's velocity as it emerges from the field. Neglect edge effects. 
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4.62 A spherical conductor of radius a carries a surface charge with density p0• Determine the 
potential energy in terms of a. 

4.63 If E = Sxa, + Sza, V Im, calculate the potential energy stored within the volume defined 
by 0 < x < l, 0 < y < 2, 0 < z < 3. 

4.64 In free space, V = pe-z sin</>. (a) Find E. (b) Determine the energy stored in the region 
0 < p < l, 0 < 1> < 2,,-, 0 < z < 2. 

exists. 

E = 2rsin (}cos¢ a,+ r cos e cos ¢a9 - rsin ¢a,,,, Vim 

4.59 Determine the amount of work needed to transfer two charges of 40 nC and -50 nC 
from infinity to locations (0, 0, 1) and (2, 0, 0), respectively. 

4.60 If V ~ 2x' + 6y' V in free space, find the energy stored in a volume defined by 
-1 sxs l,-1 sys l,and-1 sz~ l. 

4.61 Find the energy stored in the hemispherical region rs 2 m, 0 < () <'TT, 0 < <!> < tr 

where 

Section 4.10-Energy Density 
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Electromagnetics is the branch of electrical engineering (or physics) that deals with the analysis and 
application of electric and magnetic fields. It is necessary for the understanding of all forms of light. 
Without an understanding of electromagnetics, there would be no radios, televisions, telephones, 
computers, or CD players. 

The principles of electromagnetics (EM) are applied in various allied disciplines, such as elec 
tric machines, electromechanical energy conversion, radar meteorology, remote sensing, satellite 
communications, bioelectromagnetics, electromagnetic interference and compatibility, plasmas, 
and fiber optics. EM devices include electric motors and generators, transformers, electromagnets, 
magnetic levitation systems, antennas, radars, microwave ovens, microwave dishes, superconductors, 
and electrocardiograms. The design of these devices requires a thorough knowledge of the laws and 
principles of EM. 

EM is regarded as one of the more difficult disciplines in electrical engineering. One reason is 
that EM phenomena are rather abstract. But those who enjoy working with mathematics and are able 
to visualize the invisible should consider careers in EM, since few electrical engineers specialize in 
this area. To specialize in EM, one should consider taking courses such as Antennas, Microwaves, 
Wave Propagation, Electromagnetic Compatibility, and Computational Electromagnetics. Electrical 
engineers who specialize in EM are needed in the microwave industry, radio/TV broadcasting sta 
tions, electromagnetic research laboratories, and the communications industry. 
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A discussion of the electrical properties of materials may seem out of place in a text of this 
kind. But questions such as why an electron does not leave a conductor surface, why a current 
carrying wire remains uncharged, why materials behave differently in an electric field, and 
why waves travel with less speed in conductors than in dielectrics are easily answered by con 
sidering the electrical properties of materials. A thorough discussion of this subject is usually 
found in texts on physical electronics or electrical engineering. Here, a brief discussion will 
suffice to help us understand the mechanism by which materials influence an electric field. 

In a broad sense, materials may be classified in terms of their conductivity a, in mhos per 
meter (U/m) or, more usually siemens per meter (Sim), as conductors and nonconductors, 
or technically as metals and insulators (or dielectrics). The conductivity of a material usually 

5.2 PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 

ln the last chapter, we considered electrostatic fields in free space or a space that has no 
materials in it. Thus what we have developed so far under electrostatics may be regarded as 
the "vacuum" field theory. By the same token, what we shall develop in this chapter may be 
regarded as the theory of electric phenomena in material space. As will soon be evident, most of 
the formulas derived in Chapter 4 are still applicable, though some may require modification. 

Just as electric fields can exist in free space, they can exist in material media. Materials 
are broadly classified in terms of their electrical properties as conductors and nonconduc 
tors. Nonconducting materials are usually referred to as insulators or dielectrics. A brief 
discussion of the electrical properties of materials in general will be given to provide a basis 
for understanding the concepts of conduction, electric current, and polarization. Further 
discussion will be on some properties of dielectric materials such as susceptibility, permit 
tivity, linearity, isotropy, homogeneity, dielectric strength, and relaxation time. The concept 
of boundary conditions for electric fields existing in two different media will be introduced. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

A pessimist is a man who looks both ways before crossing a one-way street. 
-LAURENCE J. PETER 

ELECTRIC FIELDS IN 
MATERIAL SPACE 

CHAPTER II 



1 The August 1989 issue of the Proceedings of IEEE was devoted to "Applications of Superconductivity." 

!!./ 
J = !!.S 

Thus in a current of one ampere, charge is being transferred at a rate of one coulomb per 
second. 

We now introduce the concept of current density J. If current !!.I flows through a planar 
surface as, the current density is 

(5.1) 
dQ 

I= 
dt 

That is, 

The current (in amperes) through a given area is the electric charge passing through 
the area per unit time. 

Electric voltage (or potential difference) and current are two fundamental quantities in 
electrical engineering. We considered potential in the last chapter. Before examining how 
the electric field behaves in a conductor or dielectric, it is appropriate to consider electric 
current. Electric current is generally caused by the motion of electric charges. 

5.3 CONVECTION AND CONDUCTION CURRENTS 

depends on temperature and frequency. A material with high conductivity ( o >> 1) is referred 
to as a metal, whereas one with low conductivity (er << l) is referred to as an insulator. A 
material whose conductivity lies somewhere between those of metals and insulators is called 
a semiconductor. The values of conductivity of some common materials are shown in Table 
B. l in Appendix B. From this table, it is clear that materials such as copper and aluminum 
are metals, silicon and germanium are semiconductors, and glass and rubber are insulators. 

The conductivity of metals generally increases with decrease in temperature. At tem 
peratures near absolute zero ( T = 0 K), some conductors exhibit infinite conductivity and 
are called superconductors. Lead and aluminum are typical examples of such metals. The 
conductivity of lead at 4 K is of the order of 1020 Sim. The interested reader is referred to 
the literature on superconductivity.1 

We shall be concerned only with metals and insulators in this text. Microscopically, the 
major difference between a metal and an insulator lies in the number of electrons available 
for conduction of current. Dielectric materials have few electrons available for conduction 
of current, whereas metals have an abundance of free electrons. Further discussion on the 
behavior of conductors and dielectrics in an electric field will be given in subsequent sections. 
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FIGURE 5.1 Current in a filament. 
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p, 65 

(5.6) 

They-directed current density fy is given by 

The rurrent density at a given point is the current through a unit normal area at that point. 

(5.5) 

Convection current, as distinct from conduction current, does not involve conductors and 
consequently does not satisfy Ohm's law. It occurs when current flows through an insulat 
ing medium such as liquid, rarefied gas, or a vacuum. A beam of electrons in a vacuum 
tube, for example, is a convection current. 

Consider a filament of Figure 5.1. If there is a flow of charge, of density p., at velocity 
u = u,,a,, from eq. (5.1), the current through the filament is 

ilQ ily 
ill= M = p,,t>.S t>.t = p,t>.su, 

CASE A: CONVECTION CURRENT 

(5.4) l1=J,1dsl 
Depending on how I is produced, there are different kinds of current density: convection 
current density, conduction current density, and displacement current density. We will 
consider convection and conduction current densities here; displacement current density 
will be considered in Chapter 9. What we need to keep in mind is that eq. (5.4) applies to 
any kind of current density. Compared with the general definition offlux in eq. (3.13), eq. 
(5.4) shows that the current I through Sis merely the flux of the current density). 

Thus, the total current flowing through a surface Sis 

(5.3) M= J·ilS 

assuming that the current density is perpendicular to the surface. If the current density is 
not normal to the surface, 

(5.2) M = JilS 

or 
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where CT = ne2T!m is the conductivity of the conductor. As mentioned earlier, the values 
of a for common materials are provided in Table B. l in Appendix B. The relationship in 
eq. (5.11) is known as the point form of Ohms law. 

(5.11) 

or 

ne2T J = p,u = --;;;- E = uE 

Thus the conduction current density is 

(5.10) p11 = ~ne 

where T is the average time interval between collisions. This indicates that the drift velocity 
of the electron is directly proportional to the applied field. Tf there are n electrons per unit 
volume, the electronic charge density is given by 

(5.9b) 
er 

u=--E 
m 

or 

(5.9a) 
mu ~= -eE 

T 

Since the electron is not in free space, it will not experience an average acceleration 
under the influence of the electric field. Rather, it suffers constant collisions with 
the atomic lattice and drifts from one atom to another. If an electron with mass m is 
moving in an electric field E with an average drift velocity u, according to Newton's 
law, the average change in momentum of the free electron must match the applied 
force. Thus, 

(5.8) F = -eE 

Conduction current requires a conductor. A conductor is characterized by a large number 
of free electrons that provide conduction current due to an impressed electric field. When 
an electric field E is applied, the force on an electron with charge - e is 

CASE B: CONDUCTION CURRENT 

The current I is the convection current and f is the convection current density in amperes 
per square meter (Alm2). 

(5.7) 

Hence, in general 
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FIGURE 5.2 (a) An isolated conductor under the influence ofan applied field. (b) A conductor 
has zero electric field under static conditions. 

E, 

+ 

P, =0 
E, 

+ 
E=O 

E, 

(b) 

+ 
E; - + 

+ 

E; - + 

+ 

(a) 

---+-------!---~ E, 

where vab is the potential difference between points a and b in the conductor. 

(5.12) 

A conductor is called an equipotential body, implying that the potential is the same every 
where in the conductor. This is based on the fact that E = ~ V V = 0. 

Another way of looking at this is to consider Ohm's law, J = o-E. To maintain a finite 
current density J, in a perfect conductor (u ---)> co ), requires that the electric field inside 
the conductor a = co vanish. In other words, E ---)> 0 because (T ---)> co in a perfect con 
ductor. If some charges are introduced in the interior of such a conductor, the charges will 
move to the surface and redistribute themselves quickly in such a manner that the field 
inside the conductor vanishes. According to Gauss's law, if E = 0, the charge density Pv 
must be zero. We conclude again that a perfect conductor cannot contain an electrostatic 
field within it. Under static conditions, 

I E = 0, Pv = 0, vab = 0 inside a conductor I 

A perfect conductor (u =co) cannot contain an electrostatic field within it. 

A conductor has an abundance of charge that is free to move. Consider an isolated conduc 
tor, such as shown in Figure 5.2(a). When an external electric field Ee is applied, the positive 
free charges are pushed along the same direction as the applied field, while the negative free 
charges move in the opposite direction. This charge migration takes place very quickly. The 
free charges do two things. First, they accumulate on the surface of the conductor and form 
an induced surface charge. Second, the induced charges set up an internal induced field Ei, 
which cancels the externally applied field E,. The result is illustrated in Figure 5.2(b). This 
leads to an important property of a conductor: 
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where p, = ito is the resistivity of the material. Equation (5.16) is useful in determining the 
resistance of any conductor of uniform cross section. If the cross section of the conductor 

or 

(5.16) 
v e 

R=-=- 
1 CTS 

Hence, 

(5.15) 
I CTV 
- =<TE= - s e 

Substituting eqs. (5.1 l) and (5.13) into eq. (5.14) gives 

(5.14) 
I I= - s 

Since the conductor has a uniform cross section, 

(5.13) 
v 

E= - e 

We now consider a conductor whose ends are maintained at a potential difference V, 
as shown in Figure 5.3. Note that in this case, E i= 0 inside the conductor, as in Figure 5.2. 
What is the difference? There is no static equilibrium in Figure 5.3, since the conductor is 
not isolated but is wired to a source of electromotive force, which compels the free charges 
to move and prevents the eventual establishment of electrostatic equilibrium. Thus in the 
case of Figure 5.3, an electric field must exist inside the conductor to sustain the flow of 
current. As the electrons move, they encounter some damping forces called resistance. 
Based on Ohm's law in eq. (5.11), we will derive the resistance of the conducting mate 
rial. Suppose the conductor has a uniform cross section of area S and is of length €. The 
direction of the electric field E produced is the same as the direction of the flow of positive 
charges or current I. This direction is opposite to the direction of the flow of electrons. The 
electric field applied is uniform and its magnitude is given by 

+V- 

FIGURE 5.3 A conductor of uniform cross 
section under an applied E field. -e 

-e 
-e 
-e 
-E 
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l 
If J = ";J (2 cos 8 a, + sin 8 a9) Alm', calculate the current passing through 

(a) A hemispherical shell of radius 20 cm, 0 < 8 < 1T!2, 0 < </> < 21T 
(b) A spherical shell of radius 10 cm 

Solution: 
I = f J · dS, where dS = r1 sin 8 d<J> d8 a, in this case. 

which is the more common form of Joule's law in electric circuit theory . 

(5.20) P = 11R 

or 

P = f Edi f I dS = VI 
L S 

For a conductor with uniform cross section, dv = dS di, so eq. (5.18) becomes 

(5.19) Wp = ~ = E. J = (T IEI' 
dv 

which is known as Joule's law. The power density Wp (in W/m3) is given by the integrand 
in eq. (5.18); that is, 

(5.18) 

or 

P = J.. o, dv E · u = J.. E p,u dv 

Note that the negative sign before V = -JE ·di is dropped in eq. (5.17) because 
f E · di < 0 if I > 0. Equation (5.17) will not be utilized until we get to Section 6.5. 

Power P (in watts) is defined as the rate of change of energy W (in joules) or force 
times velocity. Hence, 

(5.17) 
V f,E· di 

R=-=--- 
I fs"E · dS 

is not uniform, eq. (5.16) is not applicable. However, the basic definition of resistance Ras 
the ratio of the potential difference V between the two ends of the conductor to the cur 
rent I through the conductor still applies. Therefore, applying eqs. (4.60) and (5.4) gives the 
resistance of a conductor of nonuniform cross section; that is, 
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Q = It = PsLIWt = 10-7 x 2 x 0.1 x 5 

= 100 nC 

The total charge collected in t = 5 s is 

I= p5UW 

A typical example of convective charge transport is found in the Van de Graaff genera 
tor, where charge is transported on a moving belt from the base to the dome as shown in 
Figure 5.4. If a surface charge density 10-7 C/m2 is transported by the belt at a velocity of 
2 mis, calculate the charge collected in 5 s. Take the width of the belt as 10 cm. 

Solution: 
If Ps = surface charge density, LI = speed of the belt, and w = width of the belt, the 
current on the dome is 

Answer: 754 A. 

For the current density J = !Oz sirr' cp a, A/m2, find the current through the cylindrical 
surface p = 2, 1 ::s: z ~ 5 m. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.1 

1 a [2 ] 1 a [ 1 . 2 ] -2 2 v. J = -- -r cos f + --- -sm e =-case+ -v cos f = 0 
r' ar r r sine ae r' r4 r4 

since V · J = 0. We can show this: 

I = f J · dS = rv · J dv = o 

Alternatively, for this case 

41T sin! (JI' /=--- =O 
0.1 2 0 

41T sirr' (JI'" = --- = 107T = 3l.4A 
0.2 2 0 

(b) The only difference here is that we have 0 ,; e ,; 7T instead of 0 ,; e ,; 7T/2 and 
r = O. l m. Hence, 

2 f '" I = -27T sined(sine) 
r f:J=O r=0.2 

J ·" r 1 I (a) I = O•O <P•O ~ 2 cos e r' sine dcp de -=u.z 
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A wire of diameter 1 mm and conductivity 5 X l 07 Sim has 1029 free electrons per cubic 
meter when an electric field of lO mV/m is applied. Determine 
(a) The charge density of free electrons 
(b) The current density 
(c) The current in the wire 
(d) The drift velocity of the electrons (take the electronic charge as e = -1.6 X 10-19 C) 

Solution: 
(In this particular problem, convection and conduction currents are the same.) 
(a) p; = ne = (1029)(-1.6 X 10-19) = -1.6 X 1010Cim3 

(b) J = o E = (5 x 107)(10 x 10-3) = 500 kAim2 

(c) I= JS = (5 X 105)(.,,.d') = 
5.,,. X 10-6 X 105 = 0.393 A 

4 4 . 

l 5 x 105 
(d) Since J = p,u, u = p: = 1.6 X 

1010 
= 3.125 X 10-5 mis 

Answer: 50 m V. 

In a Van de Graaff generator, w = 0.1 m, u = 10 mis, and from the dome to the 
ground there are leakage paths having a total resistance of 1014 0. If the belt car 
ries charge 0.5 µ,Cim2, find the potential difference between the dome and the base. 
Note: In the steady state, the current through the leakage path is equal to the charge 
transported per unit time by the belt. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.2 

_Conducting 
base 

FIGURE 5.4 Van de Graaff generator; for 
Example 5.2. ~=··{~)-··-·""'' 

I I 
1 ~ -- Insulating support 

i t i ! 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Charge placement : ! 
I I 
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Answer: 461. 7 µ,D. 

If the hole in the lead bar of Example 5.4 is completely filled with copper 
(er = 5.8 X 107 Sim), determine the resistance of the composite bar. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.4 

R 
4 

= 974 .0 = 5 x 106(9 - 7T/4) x 10 4 µ, 

Hence, 

where S = d' - ?Tr' = 32 - 7T(±)' = (9 - ~)cm'. 

e 
R= 

o S 

Solution: 
Since the cross section of the bar is uniform, we may apply eq. (5.16); that is, 

Lem 

FIGURE 5.5 Cross section of the lead bar of Example 5.4. 

A lead (o- = 5 X 106 Sim) bar of square cross section has a hole bored along its length of 
4 m so that its cross section becomes that of Figure S.S. Find the resistance between the 
square ends. 

The free charge density in copper is 1.81 X 1010 C/m3• For a current density of 8 X 106 

A/m2, find the electric field intensity and the drift velocity. Hint: Refer to Table B. I in 
Appendix B. 

Answer: 0.138 Vim, 4.42 X 10-4 mis. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.3 
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FIGURE 5.6 Polarization of a non polar atom or molecule. 

(b) 

E=O 
(a) 

-Q +Q 
e-----® 

d Q+ 0 - 

Thus we conclude that the major effect of the electric field Eon a dielectric is the cre 
ation of dipole moments that align themselves in the direction of E. This type of dielectric 

N 

LQ,d, 
k=I P = lim 

t.v-->0 
(5.23) 

t.v 

As a measure of intensity of the polarization, we define polarization P (in coulombs per 
meter squared) as the dipole moment per unit volume of the dielectric; that is, 

(5.22) 
N 

01d1 + o,d, + · · · + O.vd.v = L o,d, 
k=l 

where d is the distance vector from -Q to + Q of the dipole as in Figure 5.6(b ). If there are 
N dipoles in a volume !:J.. v of the dielectric, the total dipole moment due to the electric field is 

(5.21) 

In Section 5.2, we noticed that the main difference between a conductor and a dielectric 
lies in the availability of free electrons in the outermost atomic shells to conduct current. 
Although the charges in a dielectric are not able to move about freely, they are bound by 
finite forces and we may certainly expect a displacement when an external force is applied. 

To understand the macroscopic effect of an electric field on a dielectric, consider an 
atom of the dielectric as consisting of a negative charge -Q (electron cloud) and a positive 
charge +Q (nucleus) as in Figure 5.6(a). A similar picture can be adopted for a dielectric 
molecule; we can treat the nuclei in molecules as point charges and the electronic structure 
as a single cloud of negative charge. Since we have equal amounts of positive and nega 
tive charge, the whole atom or molecule is electrically neutral. When an electric field E 
is applied, the positive charge is displaced from its equilibrium position in the direction 
of E by the force F + = QE, while the negative charge is displaced in the opposite direc 
tion by the force F _ = QE. A dipole results from the displacement of the charges, and the 
dielectric is said to be polarized. In the polarized state, the electron cloud is distorted by the 
applied electric field E. This distorted charge distribution is equivalent, by the principle of 
superposition, to the original distribution plus a dipole whose moment is 

5.5 POLARIZATION IN DIELECTRICS 
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FIGURE S.8 A block of dielectric material 
with dipole moment P per unit volume. 

O(x, y,z) 

where V' is the de! operator with respect to (x', y', a'}, Thus, 

where R2 = (x - x')' + (y - y')' + (z - z')2 and R is the distance between the volume 
element dv' at (x',y', z') and the field point 0 (x, y, z). We can transform eq. (5.24) into 
a form that facilitates physical interpretation. It is readily shown (see Section 7.7) that the 
gradient of l/R with respect to the primed coordinates is 

(5.24) 

is said to be nonpolar. Examples of such dielectrics are hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and the 
rare gases. Nonpolar dielectric molecules do not possess dipoles until the application of 
the electric field as we have noticed. Other types of molecule such as water, sulfur dioxide, 
hydrochloric acid, and polystyrene have built-in permanent dipoles that are randomly ori 
ented as shown in Figure 5.?(a) and are said to be polar. When an electric field Eis applied 
to a polar molecule, the permanent dipole experiences a torque tending to align its dipole 
moment parallel with E as in Figure 5.?(b). 

Let us now calculate the field due to a polarized dielectric. Consider the dielectric material 
shown in Figure 5.8 as consisting of dipoles with dipole moment P per unit volume. According 
to eq. (4.80), the potential dVat an exterior point 0 due to the dipole moment P dv' is 

(b) 

FIGURE 5.7 Polarization of a polar molecule· 
(a) permanent dipole (E = 0), (b) alignment 
of permanent dipole (E * 0). \ Q 
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If the entire dielectric were electrically neutral prior to application of the electric field and 
if we have not added any free charge, the dielectric will remain electrically neutral. Thus 
the total charge of the dielectric material remains zero, that is, 

(5.28b) -Q,, = J.. p, .. dv = - J.. V · P dv 

while the charge that remains inside Sis 

(5.28a) 

In other words, eq. (5.26) reveals that where polarization occurs, an equivalent volume 
charge density Pp,, is formed throughout the dielectric, while an equivalent surface charge 
density Pps is formed over the surface of the dielectric. We refer to Pps and Pp" as bound (or 
polarization) surface and volume charge densities, respectively, as distinct from free sur 
face and volume charge densities Ps and p". Bound charges are those that are not free to 
move within the dielectric material; they are caused by the displacement that occurs on a 
molecular scale during polarization. Free charges are those that are capable of moving over 
macroscopic distance, as do electrons in a conductor; they are the stuff we control. The 
total positive bound charge on surface S bounding the dielectric is 

(5.27a) 
(5.27b) 

Pps = P · a11 

Pp,= -\!. p 

where a;1 is the outward unit normal to surface S1 of the dielectric. Comparing the two 
terms on the right side of eq. (5.26) with eqs. (4.68) and (4.69) shows that the two terms 
denote the potential due to surface and volume charge distributions with densities (upon 
dropping the primes): 

(5.26) 

Applying divergence theorem to the first term leads finally to 

J I ["'' p 1,..,, l , V = -- v · - - -v · P dv 
". 41TC0 R R 

Substituting this into eq. (5.24) and integrating over the entire volume v' of the dielectric, 
we obtain 

(5.25) 

Applying the vector identity V' ·/A= JV'· A+ A· V'f, 
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(5.35) 

where 

(5.34) 

or 

(5.33) 

By substituting eq. (5.32) into eq. (5.31), we obtain 

5.6 DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND STRENGTH 

where Xe• known as the electric susceptibility of the material, is more or less a measure of 
how susceptible (or sensitive) a given dielectric is to electric fields. 

(5.32) 

We conclude that the net effect of the dielectric on the electric field E is to increase D 
inside it by the amount P. In other words, the application of E to the dielectric material 
causes the flux density to be greater than it would be in free space. ft should be noted that 
the definition of Din eq. (4.35) for free space is a special case of that in eq. (5.31) because 
P = 0 in free space. 

For some dielectrics, P is proportional to the applied electric field E, and we have 

(5.31) 

where 

(5.30) 

p; = V · e0E - Ppv 

= \7 · (s0E + P) 
= \l·D 

Hence, 

(5.29) 

We now consider the case in which the dielectric region contains free charge. If p, is the 
volume density of free charge, the total volume charge density p1 is given by 

total charge = l p,, dS + f Pp, dv = o, ~ Qb = 0 J,. ,, 
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A material is said to be linear if D varies linearly with E and nonlinear otherwise. Materials 
for which e (or er) does not vary in the region being considered and is therefore the same 
at all points (i.e., independent of x, y, z) are said to be homogeneous. They are said to be 
inhomogeneous (or nonhomogeneous) when e is dependent on the space coordinates. The 
atmosphere is a typical example of an inhomogeneous medium; its permittivity varies with 
altitude. Materials for which D and E are in the same direction are said to be isotropic. That is, 
isotropic dielectrics are those that have the same properties in all directions. For anisotropic 

ts.z LINEAR, ISOTROPIC, AND HOMOGENEOUS DIELECTRICS 

Table B.2 also lists the dielectric strength of some common dielectrics. Since our theory 
of dielectrics does not apply after dielectric breakdown has taken place, we shall always 
assume ideal dielectric and avoid dielectric breakdown. 

The dielectric strength is the maximum electric field that a dielectric can tolerate or 
withstand without electrical breakdown. 

It should also be noticed that e, and Xe are dimensionless whereas e and £0 are in farads 
per meter. The approximate values of the dielectric constants of some common materials 
are given in Table B.2 in Appendix B. The values given in Table B.2 are for static or low 
frequency ( < 1000 Hz) fields; the values may change at high frequencies. Note from the 
table that e, is always greater than or equal to unity. For free space e, = 1. 

The theory of dielectrics we have discussed so far assumes ideal dielectrics. Practically 
speaking, no dielectric is ideal. When the electric field in a dielectric is sufficiently large, 
it begins to pull electrons completely out of the molecules, and the dielectric becomes 
conducting. Dielectric breakdown is said to have occurred when a dielectric becomes con 
ducting. Dielectric breakdown occurs in all kinds of dielectric materials (gases, liquids, or 
solids) and depends on the nature of the material, temperature, humidity, and the amount 
of time that the field is applied. The minimum value of the electric field at which dielectric 
breakdown occurs is called the dielectric strength of the dielectric material. 

The dielectric constant (or relative permittivity) e, is the ratio of the permittivity of 
the dielectric to that of free space. 

In eqs. (5.33) to (5.36), e is called the permittivity of the dielectric, e0 is the permittiv 
ity of free space, defined in eq. (4.2) as approximately I0-9/36rr F/m, and e, is called the 
dielectric constant or retatve permittivity. 

(5.36) 

and 
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The total bound surface charge is 

aL 

A dielectric cube of side L and center at the origin has a radial polarization given by 
P = ar, where a is a constant and r = xa, + yay + za.. Find all bound charge densities 
and show explicitly that the total bound charge vanishes. 

Solution: 
For each of the six faces of the cube, there is a surface charge density Pps· For the face located 
at x = L/2, for example, 

when applied to a dielectric medium. 

(5.39) 

and eq. (4.96) becomes 

(5.38) 

The same idea holds for a conducting material in which J = CTE applies. The material is 
linear if a does not vary with E, homogeneous if o is the same at all points, and isotropic 
if o does not vary with direction. 

For most of the time, we will be concerned only with linear, isotropic, and homogeneous 
media. For such media, all formulas derived in Chapter 4 for free space can be applied by 
merely replacing e0 with £0£,. Thus Coulomb's law of eq. (4.4), for example, becomes 

A dielectric material (in which D = eE applies) is linear if e does not change with the 
applied E field, homogeneous if e does not change from point to point, and isotropic 
if s does not change with direction. Although eqs. (S.24) to (5.31) are for dielectric 
materials in general, eqs. (5.32) to (5.34) are only for linear, isotropic materials. 

for anisotropic materials. Crystalline materials and magnetized plasma are anisotropic. 

(5.37) 

(or non isotropic) materials, D, E, and Pare not parallel; s or Xe has nine components that are 
collectively referred to as a tensor. For example, instead of eq. (5.34), we have 
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The electric field intensity in polystyrene (s, = 2.55) filling the space between the 
plates of a parallel-plate capacitor is JO kV/m. The distance between the plates is 1.5 mm. 
Calculate: 
(a) D 
(b) p 
(c) The surface charge density of free charge on the plates 
( d) The surface density of polarization charge 
(e) The potential difference between the plates 

Solution: 
10-9 

(a) D = e0e,E = 
367T 

X (2.55) X 104 = 225.4 nC/m2 

w-9 
(b) P = x,e0E = (1.55) x 

367T 
x 104 = 137 nC/m2 

(c} p5 = D -a, = :+: D" = :+: 225.4 nC/m2 

(d) p,, = P ·a"= :+: P" = :+: 137 nC/m2 

(e) v =Ed= 10'(1.5 x 10-3) = 15 v 

A thin rod of cross-sectional area A extends along the x-axis from x = 0 to x = L. The 
polarization of the rod is along its length and is given by P, = ax' + b. Calculate p,, and 
Pp, at each end. Show explicitly that the total bound charge vanishes in this case. 

Answer: 0, -2aL, -b, aL2 + b, proof. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.5 

Q, = Q, + Q, = 3aL3 - 3aL' = 0 

Hence, the total charge is 

Q, = f p,,dv = -3a f dv = -3aL3 

and the total bound volume charge is 

p,, = -V · P = -(a+ a+ a) = -3a 

The bound volume charge density is given by 

f f uz Jui 6aL 2 
Q, = 

5p,,ds = 6 -ui -u2p,,dydz = ZL 
= 3aL3 
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Answer: (a) 2.16, (b) Sa, - l.67ay + 6.67a, Vim, (c) 139.7a, - 46.6ay + 
186.3a, pC/m2• 

Calculate: 
(a) x, 
(b) E 
(c) D 

In a dielectric material, E, = 5 Vim and P = -1-(3a, - ay + 4a,) nC/m2• 
107T 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.7 

= -l.263a,pN 

10-9 
41T x 361T (5.7) 100 x 10-' 

a, 
( -4)(2) x 10-24 

(b) From Coulomb's law, we have 

E= __ Q_a 
41Te0e,r' r 

p = XeeoE = XeQ' a, 
41Terr 

(e, - no (4.7) 2 X 10-12 

P,, = p a,= 41Te,r' = 47r(5.7) 100 X 10-' 

= 13.12 pC/m2 

A dielectric sphere (e, = 5.7) of radius 10 cm has a point charge of 2 pC placed at its 
center. Calculate: 
(a) The surface density of polarization charge on the surface of the sphere 
(b) The force exerted by the charge on a -4 pC point charge placed on the sphere 

Solution: 
(a) Assuming that the point charge is located at the origin, we apply Coulomb's or Gauss's 
law to obtain 

A parallel-plate capacitor with plate separation of 2 mm has a 1 kV voltage applied to 
its plates. If the space between its plates is filled with polystyrene (e, = 2.55), find E, P, 
and p,,. Assume that the plates are located at x = 0 and x = 2 mm. 

Answer: 500a, kV/m, 6.853a, µ,C/m2, 6.853 µ,C/m2• 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.6 
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v, 

FIGURE 5.9 An electrometer; for Practice 
Exercise 5.8. 

v, 

Answer: Proof. 

Shown in Figure 5.9 is a potential-measuring device known as an electrometer. It is basi 
cally a parallel-plate capacitor with the guarded plate being suspended from a balance 
arm so that the force Fon it is measurable in terms of weight. If S is the area of each 
plate, show that 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.8 

2 

The pressure of force per area is ____f!J____. Notice that the dielectric affects the force or pressure. 
2e0e, 

pjS Q' 
F=-=- 

Zs 2eS 

or 

where a11 is a unit normal to the plate and p5 is the surface charge density. The total force 
on each plate is 

E ='!.§_a 
2e ' 

Find the force with which the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor attract each other. Also 
determine the pressure on the surface of the plate due to the field. 

Solution: 

From eq. (4.26), the electric field intensity on the surface of each plate is 
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and Gauss's law 

(5.44) ) =<TE 

which is called the continuity of current equation or just continuity equation. It must be 
kept in mind that the continuity equation is derived from the principle of conservation 
of charge and essentially states that there can be no accumulation of charge at any point. 
For steady currents, ap,/at = 0, and hence V ·) = 0, showing that the total charge leav 
ing a volume is the same as the total charge entering it. Kirchhoff's current law follows 
from this. 

Having discussed the continuity equation and the properties <T and s of materials, 
it is appropriate to consider the effect of introducing charge at some interior point of a 
given material (conductor or dielectric). We make use of eq. (5.43) in conjunction with 
Ohm's law 

(5.43) 

or 

I I ap, 
'V·)dv = - -dv 

v v at 

Substituting eqs. (5.41) and (5.42) into eq. (5.40) gives 

(5.42) 

But 

(5.41) l ) · dS = f V · ) dv rs , 

where Q,, is the total charge enclosed by the closed surface. Invoking the divergence 
theorem, we write 

(5.40) I = l) · dS = -dQ,, 
out J dt 

From the principle of charge conservation, the time rate of decrease of charge within a 
given volume must be equal to the net outward current flow through the surface of the 
volume. Thus current /out coming out of the closed surface is 

5.8 CONTINUITY EQUATION AND RELAXATION TIME 
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Relaxation time is short for good conductors and long for good dielectrics. For example, 
for copper er = 5.8 X 107 Sim, s, = 1, and 

Relaxation time is the time it takes a charge placed in the interior of a material to 
drop to e-1 (= 36.8%) of its initial value. 

and T, is the time constant in seconds. 
In eq. (5.48), p,, is the initial charge density (i.e., p; at t = 0). The equation shows 

that the introduction of charge at some interior point of the material results in a decay of 
volume charge density p ; Associated with the decay is charge movement from the interior 
point at which it was introduced to the surface of the material. The time constant T, is 
known as the relaxation time or rearrangement time. 

(5.49) 

where 

(5.48) 

where In Pvo is a constant of integration. Thus 

at 
ln o, = -~ + lnp,, 

and integrating both sides gives 

(5.47) 
ap,. o ~=--at 
p; e 

This is a homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation. By separating variables in 
eq. (5.46), we get 

(5.46) ap, + '.!:_p = 0 
at e " 

or 

\I o-E = crp, = - ap, 
e at 

Substituting eqs. (5.44) and (5.45) into eq. (5.43) yields 

\I E = £c:. (5.45) 
e 
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where E1 and En are, respectively, the tangential and normal components of E to the 
interface of interest. A similar decomposition can be done for the electric flux density D. 

(5.54) E=E,+E, 

where Qenc is the free charge enclosed by the surface S. Also we need to decompose the 
electric field intensity E into two orthogonal components: 

(5.53) 

and 

(5.52) 

So far, we have considered the existence of the electric field in a homogeneous medium. If 
the field exists in a region consisting of two different media, the conditions that the field 
must satisfy at the interface separating the media are called boundary conditions. These 
conditions are helpful in determining the field on one side of the boundary if the field on 
the other side is known. Obviously, the conditions will be dictated by the types of material 
the media are made of. We shall consider the boundary conditions at an interface separating 

Dielectric (e") and dielectric (e,2) 

• Conductor and dielectric 
• Conductor and free space 

To determine the boundary conditions, we need to use Maxwell's equations: 

5.9 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

showing a very large relaxation time. Thus for good dielectrics, one may consider the 
introduced charge to remain wherever placed for times up to days. 

(5.51) 

10-9 1 
T, = 5 X 367T 

X 1()=17 

= 51.2 days 

showing a rapid decay of charge placed inside copper. This implies that for good conduc 
tors, the relaxation time is so short that most of the charge will vanish from any interior 
point and appear at the surface (as surface charge) almost instantaneously. On the other 
hand, for fused quartz, for instance, a > 10-17 S/m, s, = 5.0, 

(5.50) 

T = £,£, = 1 x ~ x --1-- 
r (T 361T 5.8 x 107 

= 1.53 X I0-19s 
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(h} 

FIGURE 5.10 Dielectric-dielectric boundary: (a) determining £1i = £2n {b) determining 01n = 02w 

(5.58) 

(a) 

or 

Thus the tangential components of E are the same on the two sides of the boundary. In 
other words, E, undergoes no change on the boundary and it is said to be continuous across 
the boundary. Since D = eE = D1 + D,r> eq. (5.57) can be written as 

(5.57) 

As 6.h --> 0, eq. (5.56) becomes 

6.h 
whereE, = IE,I andE,, = IE,,I. Theltermscancel,andeq. (5.56)becomes 

0 = (Eu - E,,)6.w 

(5.56) 

We apply eq. (5.52) to the closed path abcda of Figure 5.IO(a), assuming that the path is 
very small with respect to the spatial variation of E. We obtain 

(5.55a) 
(5.55b) 

E1 = E11 + Eiu 

E2=E21+E2n 

Consider the E field existing in a region that consists of two different dielectrics character 
ized by c:1 = E0t::r1 and ea = eoe-a as shown in Figure 5.lO(a). The fields E1 and E2 in media 
1 and 2, respectively, can be decomposed as 
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FIGURE 5.11 Refraction ofD or E 
at a dielectric-dielectric boundary 

showing that the normal component of E is discontinuous at the boundary. Equations 
(5.57) and (5.59), or (5.60) are collectively referred to as boundary conditions; they must be 
satisfied by an electric field at the boundary separating two different dielectrics. 

As mentioned earlier, the boundary conditions are usually applied in finding the elec 
tric field on one side of the boundary given the field on the other side. Besides this, we can 
use the boundary conditions to determine the "refraction" of the electric field across the 
interface. Consider D1 or E1 and D2 or E2 making angles 81 and 82 with the normal to the 
interface as illustrated in Figure 5.11. Using eq. (5.57), we have 

(5.61) 

Thus the normal component of D is continuous across the interface; that is, D11 undergoes 
no change at the boundary. Since D = c:E, eq. (5.60) can be written as 

(5.60) Iv,,,= D,,, I 

where Psis the free charge density placed deliberately at the boundary. It should be borne in 
mind that eq. (5.59) is based on the assumption that D is directed from region 2 to region 
I and eq. (5.59) must be applied accordingly. If no free charges exist at the interface (i.e., 
charges are not deliberately placed there), Ps = 0 and eq. (5.59) becomes 

(5.59) I D,,, - D,,, = Ps I 
or 

that is, D1 undergoes some change across the interface. Hence D1 is said to be discontinuous 
across the interface. 

Similarly, we apply eq. (5.53) to the pillbox (cylindrical Gaussian surface) of 
Figure 5.IO(b). The contribution due to the sides vanishes. Allowing t.h --> 0 gives 
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(b) 

Conductor (E = 0) 

Dielectric 

FIGURE 5.12 Conductor-dielectric boundary. 

(') 

Conductor (E = 0) 

Dielectric 

B. Conductor-Dielectric Boundary Conditions 
Figure 5.12 shows the case of conductor-dielectric boundary conditions. The conductor is 
assumed to be perfect (i.e., o ~ co or Pc ~ 0). Although such a conductor is not realiz 
able for most practical purposes, we may regard conductors such as copper and silver as 
though they were perfect conductors. 

This is the law of refraction of the electric field at a boundary free of charge (since Ps = 0 is 
assumed at the interface). Thus, in general, an interface between two dielectrics produces 
bending of the flux lines as a result of unequal polarization charges that accumulate on the 
opposite sides of the interface. 

(5.65) 

(5.64) 

tan 81 Er1 

tan81 Er2 

(5.63) 

Dividing eq. (5.62) by eq. (5.63) gives 

or 

(5.62) 
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Similarly, by applying eq. (5.60) or (5.61), we get 

or 



An important application of the fact that E = 0 inside a conductor is in electrostatic screen 
ing or shielding. If conductor A kept at zero potential surrounds conductor B as shown in 
Figure 5.13, B is said to be electrically screened by A from other electric circuits, such as 
conductor C, outside A. Similarly, conductor C outside A is screened by A from B. Thus 

(5.71) I D, = e,e,E, = 0, D,, = e,e,E,, = Ps I 

2. Since E = -V V = 0, there can be no potential difference between any two points 
in the conductor; that is, a conductor is an equipotential body. 

3. An electric field E must be external to the conductor and must be normal to its 
surface; that is, 

(5.70) 

1. No electric field may exist within a conductor; that is, considering our conclusion 
in Section 5.8, 

Thus under static conditions, the following conclusions can be made about a perfect 
conductor: 

(5.69) D,, = Ps 

or 

tJ.Q 
D,,=M=ps 

because D = eE = 0 inside the conductor. Equation (5.68) may be written as 

(5.68) tJ.Q = D,, · M - 0 · !J.S 

Similarly, by applying eq. (5.53) to the cylindrical pillbox of Figure 5.12(b) and letting 
tJ.h ---> 0, we get 

(5.67) E, = 0 

As !J.h ---> 0, 

(5.66) 
tJ.h tJ.h tJ.h tJ.h 0 = O·!J.w + 0·2+ E,,·2- E,·!J.w-E,,2-0· 

To determine the boundary conditions for a conductor-dielectric interface, we follow 
the same procedure used for the dielectric-dielectric interface except that we incorporate 
the fact that E = 0 inside the conductor. Applying eq. (5.52) to the closed path abcda of 
Figure 5.12(a) gives 
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FIGURE S.14 Conductor-free space boundary. 

Conductor (E = 0) 

(5.72) I D, ~ e)', ~ 0, D" ~ e0E" ~ p5 I 

It should be noted again that eq. (5.72) implies that the E field must approach the conducting 
surface normally. 

C. Conductor-Free Space Boundary Conditions 
The conductor-free space boundary conditions, illustrated in Figure 5.14, comprise a 
special case of conductor-dielectric conditions. The boundary conditions at the interface 
between a conductor and free space can be obtained from eq. (5.71) by replacing e, by I 
(because free space may be regarded as a special dielectric for which e, = 1). The electric 
field E must be external to the conductor and normal to its surface. Thus the boundary 
conditions are 

conductor A acts like a screen or shield, and the electrical conditions inside and outside the 
screen are completely independent of each other. 

FIGURE S.13 Electrostatic screening. 
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FIGURE 5.15 For Example 5.9. 

... 

Thus 

Hence, 

E=E,,+E, 

Also 

E,,, = E, · a, = E1 • a, = 3 

E111 = 3az 
E2,, = (E2 · a.)a, 

Two extensive homogeneous isotropic dielectrics meet on plane z = 0. For z > 0, e,1 = 4 
and for z < 0, E,2 = 3. A uniform electric field E1 = Sax - Za, + Sa, kV /m exists for 
z « 0. Find 
(a) E2 for z :5 0 
(b) The angles E, and E2 make with the interface 
(c) The energy densities (in J/m3) in both dielectrics 
( d) The energy within a cube of side 2 m centered at ( 3, 4, - 5) 

Solution: 
Let the problem be as illustrated in Figure 5.15. 
(a) Since az is normal to the boundary plane, we obtain the normal components as 
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Hence, 

E2,, = 4, E,, = Eu = y'29 

E,, y'29 
tan e, = - = -- = 1.346 -> e, = 53.4° 

E2,, 4 

Similarly, 

3 
cos e, = \/38 = 0.4867 -> e, = 60.9° 

or 

E, . a, = IE, I . I . cos e I 
Alternatively, 

0:'1 = 29.1° 

Hence, 

Since E,,, = 3 and E" = V2s+4 = v'29 
Eu y'29 

tan e, = - = -- = 1.795 -> e, = 60.9° 
E,,, 3 

a, = 90 - e, 
a,= 90 - e, 

(b) Let a1 and a2 be the angles E, and E2 they make with the interface while e, and 82 are 
the angles they make with the normal to the interface as shown in Figure 5.15; that is, 

E2 = Eir + E2u 
=Sa, - 2a, + 4a, kV/m 

Thus 

or 

Similarly, 
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D,, = Ps = 2 nClm2 

(b) Point B( -4, I, 5) is in the dielectric medium since y = l > 0 at B. 

E=O=D 

Solution: 
(a) Point A(3, -2, 2) is in the conductor since y = -2 < 0 at A. Hence, 

(a) A(3, -2, 2) 
(b) B(-4, l, 5) 

Region y < 0 consists of a perfect conductor while region y > 0 is a dielectric medium 
(s., = 2) as in Figure 5.16. If there is a surface charge of2 nC/m2 on the conductor, deter 
mine E and D at 

A homogeneous dielectric (e, = 2.5) fills region I (x < 0) while region 2 (x > 0) is 
free space. 
(a) If D1 = l Za, - lOa, + 4a, nClm1, find D2 and 82. 

(b) If E1 = 12 Vim and 82 = 60°, find E1 and 81• Take 81 and 82 as defined in 
Example 5.9. 

Answer: (a) l Za, - 4a, + l.6a, nClm2, 19.75°, (b) 10.67 Vim, 77°. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.9 

WE= f w,,dv = C,(J~'-s w"'dzdydz = w,,(2)(2)(2) 

= 597 x 8 µJ = 4.776 mJ 

1 l 10-9 
wE, = z-e,IE,12 = 2 X 4 X 

361T 
x (25 + 4 + 9) X 106 

= 672 µJlm3 

l l 10-9 w,~ = z-e1IE1I' = 2 x 3 x 
361T 

(25 + 4 + 16) x 10' 

= 597 µJlm3 

(d} At the center (3, 4, -5) of the cube of side 2 m, z = -5 < O; that is, the cube is in 
region 2 with 2 :::; x :S 4, 3 :::; y -s 5, -6 -s z :S: -4. Hence 

Note that tan 8 1 = ~ is satisfied. 
tan 82 Erz 

(c) The energy densities are given by 
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This section is included in recognition of the growing importance of high dielectric 
constant materials to the semiconductor industry. As we noticed earlier in this chapter, 
the dielectric constant of a material is a property that determines its ability to become 
electrically polarized. The higher the dielectric constant, the more charge you can store, 

ts.io APPLICATION NOTE-MATERIALS WITH HIGH 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 

Answer: 0.53la, + 0.177a, - 0.265a, pC/m2, 0.619 pC/m2• 

It is found that E = 60ax + 20ay - 30az mV/m at a particular point on the interface 
between air and a conducting surface. Find D and Ps at that point. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5.10 

= 113.la, Vim 

E = _Q_ = 2 x 10~9 x 367T x 109a = 367Ta 
eoer 2 y y 

and 

D = 2aynC/m2 

Hence, 

FIGURE 5.16 For Example 5.10. 

•A I 
<Conductor Dielectric (s, = 2) 
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2 For more information about high dielectric constant materials, see H. S. Nalwa, Handbook of Low and High 
Dielectric Constant Materials and Their Applications. San Diego, CA: Academic Press, 1999, vols. I and 2. 

All solid materials are supposed to have three dimensions. But graphene is a 
two-dimensional material made up of a single planar array of carbon atoms densely 
packed in a honeycomb or chicken-wire fashion, as shown in Figure 5.17. It has the small 
est thickness and yet is one of the strongest of solids. Both the electrical conductivity and 
the thermal conductivity of graphene are very very high. Graphene is almost completely 
transparent, yet so dense that even the smallest atom, helium, cannot pass through it. 
Graphene has drawn enormous curiosity on account of its unusual properties, which have 
many potential applications. 

Every pencil lead has graphite, and a line drawn by a pencil is a primitive form of 
graphene. Around 1947 Philip Wallace first studied the theoretical aspects of graphite as 
its thickness was reduced. The name graphene was first coined in 1987 by S. Mauras and 
coworkers to describe the graphite layers that had various compounds inserted between 
them. In a sense, carbon nanotubes are rolled-up graphene sheets. 

Originally, graphene was thought to be unstable in its free form; but in 2003, Andre 
Geim and Kostya Novoselov at the University of Manchester succeeded in producing the 

5.11 APPLICATION NOTE-GRAPHENE 

and the smaller you can make electronic circuits. High dielectric constant materials are 
increasingly important for pushing the state of the art in semiconductor integrated circuits. 
These materials, which find numerous technological applications, are necessary when high 
capacitance values are required. For example, to reduce the size of a dielectric resonator 
it is necessary to increase the dielectric constant of the material used. This is because at 
a fixed frequency, the diameter of the resonator is inversely proportional to the square root 
of the dielectric constant. Unfortunately, the higher the dielectric constant of a material, the 
higher its dielectric Joss, as will be shown in Chapter I 0. 

High dielectric constants have been discovered in oxides of the type ACu3Ti4012• The 
most exceptional behavior is exhibited by a perovskite-related oxide containing calcium 
(Ca), copper (Cu), titanium (Ti), and oxygen (0) in the formula CaCu3Ti4012. This material 
is unusual in that it has an extremely high dielectric constant-about 11,000 (measured at 
100 kHz). In addition, unlike most dielectric materials, this one retains its enormously high 
dielectric constant over a wide range of temperatures, from 100 to 600 degrees kelvin (K) 
(or -173 to 327"C), making it ideal for a wide range of applications. 

High dielectric constant materials are of great interest for other high-performance 
electric devices as well. One technology currently under development uses barium stron 
tium titanate (BST), planned for use in dynamic random access memories (DRAMs). 
Although the dielectric constants are considerable, one disadvantage is the need for plati 
num electrodes. Another example occurs in radio frequency identification (RFID) chips, 
which require high capacitance to store charge. Frequently these use separate discrete 
devices, which are undesirably high in cost and low in yield.2 
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first isolated graphene flakes, and their work was published in 2004. Their groundbreak 
ing experiments, for which they received the 2010 Nobel Prize for Physics, showed how 
isolated graphene can be put to use in real-life applications. After the 2004 publication by 
Geim and Novoselov, other researchers began studying the properties of graphene. The 
Manchester group further showed that graphene at room temperature exhibits the quan 
tum Hall effect, which had not been seen in other materials. The carrier mobility of gra 
phene is very high, and this property can be exploited in making fast electronic devices. 
Also graphene could be used as a chemical sensor to detect molecules of adsorption. With 
its carbon-carbon bond length of about 0.142 nm, graphene can also be considered as an 
indefinitely large aromatic molecule, the limiting case of the family of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons. 

Electrodes with a very high surface area and very low electrical resistance can be made 
from graphene. Adding graphene to epoxy composites may result in stronger/stiffer com 
ponents than can be made from epoxy composites containing a similar weight of carbon 
nanotubes. Graphene appears to bond better to the polymers in the epoxy, allowing more 
effective coupling of the graphene into the structure of the composite. This property could 
result in the manufacture of components with high strength-to-weight ratio for such uses 
as windmill blades or aircraft components. 

Today, materials used in making solar cells are expensive, and the required manu 
facturing techniques are complicated. But if graphene is used as an electrode, while 
buckyballs and carbon nanotubes are employed to absorb light and generate electrons, it 
is possible to make solar cells more efficiently and at lower cost. Other potential applica 
tions of graphene include making high-speed electronic transistors, integrated circuits, 
and low-cost display screens for mobile devices. Lithography techniques can be used 
to fabricate integrated circuits based on graphene. It is also forecast that graphene can 
replace indium-based electrodes in organic light-emitting diodes (OLED), which are 
used in electronic device display screens that require low power consumption. The use 

FIGURE 5.17 The structure ofgraphene. 
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dphi=phi_inc*2*pi; 
for theta=O:dtheta:pi, % outer integral loop 

for phi=O: dphi: 2*pi, % inner integral loop 
% add the partial sums to the total sum 
sum=sum + 1/r"3*2 -cos (theta) vr " 2 *sin (theta) *dtheta*dphi; 

end 
end 
% display the output 
disp( '") 
disp ( sprintf ( The total current through the' ) ) 
disp(sprintf( 'spherical shell is %f A', sum)) 

dtheta=theta_inc*pi/2; 
dphi=phi_inc*2*pi; 
for theta=O:dtheta:pi/2, % outer integral loop 

for phi=O:dphi:2*pi, % inner integral loop 
% add the partial sums to the total sum 

sum=sum + i Zr-" 3*2 -cos {theta) <r " 2 *sin (theta) *dtheta*dphi; 
end 

end 
% display the output 
disp( •) 
disp(sprintf{ The total current through the ')) 
disp(sprintf( 'hemispherical shell is %f A', sum)) 
% Part (b) 

phi_ inc= 1I10; 

% set initial total sum to zero 
choose a suitably small increment 

% for the integral 
choose a suitably small increment 

% for the integral 

surn=O; 
theta_inc=l/ 10; 

% This script computes parts (a) and (b) for Example 5.1 
% using discrete summation approximation for the integration 
clear 
% the parameters of the shell 
r = 0.2; 
% Part (a) 

% set initial total sum to zero sum=O; 
r = 0.1; 
dtheta=theta_inc*pi; 

of graphene instead of indium not only reduces the cost but eliminates the use of met 
als in the OLED, which may make devices easier to recycle. In yet another application, 
graphene layers are used to increase the binding energy of hydrogen to the graphene 
surface in a fuel tank, resulting in more hydrogen storage and therefore a lighter weight 
fuel tank. Such a component could be useful in the development of practical hydrogen 
fueled cars. 
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% tangential component of E2 E2 - E2n; E2t 

E2 = E2t + E2n; 
elseif side == 2; 

% prompt the user for the field 
<lisp( Enter the electric field in side 2 in the '); 
E2 = input{ 'form (Ex Ey Ez] ... \n >'); 
E2n E2 ( 3) * [ O O 1]; % normal direction is +z 
Eln E2n*er2/erl; % e-field boundary condition 

% for normal component 

tangential component of El 
% e-field boundary condition for 

% tangential component 

El - Eln; 
Elt; 

Elt 
E2t 

% for normal component 

if side== 1; 
% prompt the user for the field 
disp( Enter the electric field in side 1 in the '); 
El = input( ' form [Ex Ey Ez] ... \n >'); 
Eln El ( 3) * [ O O 1]; % normal direction is +z 
E2n Eln*erl/er2; % e-field boundary condition 

disp( Enter the side of the interface where the electric '); 
side = input( field is known {given) ... \n > '); 
% if user entered something other than ':t" e" or ~,, 
% set default as ':t" 
if isempty (side); side = 1; elseif side > 2; side = 2; end 

% check if dielectric is physical 

% prompt the user for the region 

inputs: El or E2, erl and er2 (the relative permittivities 
of both media outputs: El or E2, the field not input by 
the user 

clear 
% prompt user for input materials 
disp( Enter the relative permittivity in the region '); 
erl =input(' z > O ... \n > '); 
if isempty{erl); erl = l; elseif erl < l; erl = l; end 

% check if dielectric is physical 
disp( Enter the relative permittivity in the region '); 
er2 = input { ' z < O. . . \n > '); 
if is empty( er2); er2 = 1; elseif er2 < 1; er2 = 1; end 

% check if dielectric is physical 

The boundary is assumed to be the plane z=O, with El the 
field in 
the region z >=O and E2 the field in the region z <= 

This script allows the user to enter an electric field 
on either side of a dielectric boundary and compute the 
electric field on the other side of the boundary 
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E11 = E21 

v · J + ap" = o at 
9. The relaxation time, Tr= Ela, of a material is the time taken by a charge placed in its 

interior to decrease by a factor of E-1 or to = 37% of its original magnitude. 
10. Boundary conditions must be satisfied by an electric field existing in two different 

media separated by an interface. For a dielectric-dielectric interface 

4. The macroscopic effect of polarization on a given volume of a dielectric material is to 
"paint" its surface with a bound charge Qb = fs Ppo dS and leave within it an accumu 
lation of bound charge Qb = fvPpv dv, where Pps = P ·an and Ppv = -V · P. 

5. In a dielectric medium, the D and E fields are related as D = EE, where E = E0Er is 
the permittivity of the medium while E and Pare related as P = XeE0E. 

6. The electric susceptibility Xe ( = Er - 1) of a dielectric measures the sensitivity of the 
material to an electric field. 

7. A dielectric material is linear if D = eE holds, that is, if e is independent of E. It is 
homogeneous if Eis independent of position. It is isotropic if Eis a scalar. 

8. The principle of charge conservation, the basis of Kirchhoff's current law, is stated in 
the continuity equation 

e R~~ 
aS 

3. The resistance of a conductor of uniform cross section is 

I. Materials can be classified roughly as conductors (a >> I, s, I) and dielectrics 
(er<< l, s, 2: l) in terms of their electrical properties a and e,, where a is the con 
ductivity and e, is the dielectric constant or relative permittivity. 

2. Electric current is the flux of electric current density through a surface; that is, 

end 
% Display results 
disp(sprintf('The electric fields are ')); 
disp(sprintf('\n El (%d, %d, %d) V/m',El(l), E1(2), E1(3))); 
disp(sprintf('\n E2 - (%d, %d, %d) V/m' ,E2(1), E2(2), E2(3))); 

else 
disp{ !nvalid specification, please re-try \n'); 

El = Elt + Eln; 

% e-field boundary condition for 
%tangential component 

Elt = E2t; 

•wmw• 
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(d) Linear and homogeneous 

(e} Linear and isotropic 

(f) Isotropic and homogeneous 

(a) Linear 

(b) Homogeneous 

(c} Isotropic 

5.6 If V · D = eV · E and V · J = crV · E in a given material, the material is said to be 

(b) False (a) True 

5.5 Both e0 and Xe are dimensionless. 

(c) 5.162 X JO-'° F/m 

(d) 7.074 x JO-'° F/111 

(a) 81 

(b) 79 

5.4 Seawater has er = 80. Its permittivity is 

(c) Not necessarily 

5.3 The formula R ~ €/(<rS) is for thin wires. 

(a) True 

(b) False 

5.2 What happens when a steady potential difference is applied across the ends of a conduct 
ing wire? 

(a) All electrons move with a constant velocity. 

(b) All electrons move with a constant acceleration. 

(c) The random electronic motion will, on the average, be equivalent to a constant veloc 
ity of each electron. 

(d) The random electronic motion will, on the average, be equivalent to a nonzero con 
stant acceleration of each electron. 

5.l Which is not an example of convection current? 

(a) A moving charged belt 

(b) Electronic movement in a vacuum tube 

(c) An electron beam in a television tube 

( d) Electric current flowing in a copper wire 

because E = 0 inside the conductor. 
11. Materials of high dielectric constant are of great interest for high-performance elec 

tronic devices. 

For a dielectric-conductor interface, 
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(f) 

(c) 

0 

(b) 

0 

(o) 

FIGURE 5.18 For Review Question 5.8. 

(d) 

0 

,,) 

5.9 Which of the following statements are incorrect? 

(a) The conductivities of conductors and insulators vary with temperature and frequency. 
(b) A conductor is an equipotential body in steady state, and E is always tangential to the 

conductor. 
(c) Nonpolar molecules have no permanent dipoles. 
(d} In a linear dielectric, P varies linearly with E. 

5.8 The uniform fields shown in Figure 5.18 are near a dielectric-dielectric boundary but on 
opposite sides of it. Which configurations are correct? Assume that the boundary is charge 
free and that e2 > e1. 

(a) 5 X lO~io s 
(b) 10~6 s 
(c) 5 hr 

(d) 10 hr 
(e) 15 hr 

5.7 The relaxation time of mica (er = 10-ts S/m, er= 6) is 
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5.6 A l M!! resistor is formed by a cylinder of graphite-clay mixture having a length of 2 cm 
and a radius of 4 mm. Determine the conductivity of the resistor. 

5.7 If the ends of a cylindrical bar of carbon (er = 3 X 104 Sim) of radius 5 mm and length 
8 cm are maintained at a potential difference of 9 V, find (a) the resistance of the bar, 
(b) the current through the bar, (c) the power dissipated in the bar. 

5.8 A conducting wire is 2 mm in radius and 100 min length. When a de voltage of 9 V 
is applied to the wire, it results in a current of 0.3 A. Find: (a) the E-field in the wire, 
(b) the conductivity of the wire. 

5.9 Two wires have the same diameter and same resistance. If one is made of copper, and the 
other is of silver, which wire is longer? 

5.10 A 50-m-long brass wire dissipates an average power of 2 kW when 120 V rms at 60 Hz 
is applied. If o: = J .5 X 107 Sim for brass, find the radius of the wire. 

5.11 A composite conductor 10 m long consists of an inner core of steel of radius 1.5 cm and 
an outer sheath of copper whose thickness is 0.5 cm. Take the resistivities of copper and 
steel as 1.77 X 10-8 and l 1.8 X 10-8 [}, m, respectively. 

(a) Determine the resistance of the conductor. 
(b) If the total current in the conductor is 60 A, what current flows in each metal? 
(c) Find the resistance of a solid copper conductor of the same length and cross-sectional 

areas as the sheath. 

Section 5.4-Conductors 

5.4 In a cylindrical conductor of radius 4 mm, the current density is J = Se-101'az Alm2. 

Find the current through the conductor. 

5.5 The charge 10-4e-31 C is removed from a sphere through a wire. Find the current in the 
wire at t = 0 and t = 2.5 s. 

5.3 Given that J = ..!.Q sin cf> ar Alm 2, determine the current flowing through the surface 
p 

p = 2, 0 < <P < tr, 0 < z < 5 m. 

5.2 In a certain region, J = ..!.Q e-J0)1a, Alm2. Determine how much current is crossing 
surface r = 4 m at t = 2 m~. 

5.1 Let the current density be J = e " cos 4 ya, + e= sin 4 yay A/rn2 Determine the current 
crossing the surface x = 2, 0 < y < nl3, 0 < z < 4. 

Section 5.3-Convection and Conduction Currents 

Answers: 5. !d, 5.2c, 5.3c, 5.4d, 5.5b, 5.6d, 5.7e, 5.8e, 5.9b, 5.!0a. 

(b) False (a) True 

5.10 The electric conditions (charge and potential) inside and outside an electric screening are 
completely independent of one another. 
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5.24 Consider Figure 5.20 as a spherical dielectric shell so that e = e0e, for a < r < b and 
e = e0 for 0 < r < a. If a charge Q is placed at the center of the shell, find 

(a) P for a < r < b 
(b) Pp" for a< r < b 
(c) Pps at r = a and r = b 

5.23 Determine the polarization Pin a dielectric material withe, = 2.4 and D = 450 ax nC/m2 

5.14 A dielectric material contains 2 X 1019 polar molecules/m3, each of dipole moment 
1.8 X 10-27 C · m. Assuming that all the dipoles are aligned in the direction of the elec 
tric field E = 105ax V /m, find P and er. 

5.15 In a certain region, D = 420 nC/m2 and e = 5.2e0• Find Xe• E, and P. 

5.16 A 10 mC point charge is embedded in wood, which has e = 4.0. Assuming that the 
charge is located at the origin, find P at r = 1 m. 

5.17 In a certain dielectric for which er= 3.5, given that P = lOO aP nC/m2, find E and D at 
p=2~ p 

5.18 A cylindrical slab has a polarization given by P = P» pap. Find the polarization charge 
density Ppv inside the slab and its surface charge density Ppr 

5.19 A spherical shell has r = 1.2 cm and r = 2.6 cm as inner and outer radii, respectively. If 
P = 4ra, pC/m2, determine (a) the total bound surface charge on the inner surface, (b) 
the total bound surface charge on the outer surface, (c} the total bound volume charge. 

S.20 Jn a slab of Teflon (e = 2.l e0), E = 6a, + l2a, - 20a, Vim, find D and P. 

5.21 In a certain region (e = Se0), V = 10 pz sin</>. Find D. 

5.22 In a dielectric material (e = Se0), the potential field V = lOx2yz - Sz1 V, determine 
(a) E, (b) D, (c) P, (d) p,,. 

5.13 At a particular temperature and pressure, a helium gas contains 5 X 1025 atoms/m3• If a 
10 kV/m field applied to the gas causes an average electron cloud shift of 10-18 m, find 
the dielectric constant of helium. 

Sections 5.5-5.7-Polarization and Dielectric Constant 

5.12 The cross section of a conductor made with two materials with resistivities p, and p2 is 
shown in Figure 5.19. Find the resistance of length e of the conductor. 

:I~ 
FIGURE 5.19 For Problem 5.12. 
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5.30 If J = e-Zy sin Zxa, + e-2r cos 2xay + zaz A/m2, find the rate of change of the electric 
charge density. 

sine 
(d) 1=T•, r 

(c) J=r;•P+zcos</>a, 

(b) J = xya, + y(z + 1 )a, + 2ya, (a) J = 2x'ya, + 4x'z'a, ~ 6x'yza, 

5.29 For static (time-independent) fields, which of the following current densities are 
possible? 

Section 5.8-Continuity Equation and Relaxation Time 

5.28 In an anisotropic medium, D is related to E as 

(b) Find the potential at the surface of the sphere. 

*5.26 A conducting sphere of radius a has a total charge Q uniformly distributed on its surface. 

(a) If the sphere is embedded in a medium with permittivity e, find the energy stored. 

(b) Repeat part (a) if the permittivity varies as e = e; ( l + ~ y. 
5.27 A solid sphere of radius a and dielectric constant e, has a uniform volume charge 

density of p0. 

(a) At the center of the sphere, show that 

5.25 Two point charges in free space are separated by distanced and exert a force 2.6 nN on 
each other. The force becomes l.5 nN when the free space is replaced by a homogeneous 
dielectric material. Calculate the dielectric constant of the material. 

FIGURE 5.20 For Problem 5.24. 
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5.38 A dielectric interface is defined by 4x + 3y = 10 m. The region including the origin is 
free space, where Di = Za, - 4ay + ti.Sa, nC/m2• In the other region, E,2 = 2.5. Find D2 

and the angle 02 that D2 makes with the normal. 

5.39 Given that E1 = IOa_.. - 6ay + l Za, V/m in Figure 5.21, find (a) P1, (b) E2 and the angle 
E2 makes with the y-axis, (c) the energy density in each region. 

5.40 Two homogeneous dielectric regions l (p::; 4 cm) and 2 (p =:::. 4 cm) have dielectric 
constants 3.5 and 1.5, respectively. If D2 = 12aP - 6a,,, + 9az nC/m2, calculate (a) E1 

and D1, (b) P2 and Ppvi• (c) the energy density for each region. 

5.41 A conducting sphere of radius a is half-embedded in a liquid dielectric medium of 
permittivity E1 as in Figure 5.22. The region above the liquid is a gas of permittivity 
E2. If the total free charge on the sphere is Q, determine the electric field intensity 
everywhere. 

*5.42 Two parallel sheets of glass (E, = 8.5) mounted vertically are separated by a uniform 
air gap between their inner surface. The sheets, properly sealed, are immersed in oil 
(E, = 3.0) as shown in Figure 5.23. A uniform electric field of strength 2 kV/m in 
the horizontal direction exists in the oil. Calculate the magnitude and direction of the 
electric field in the glass and in the enclosed air gap when (a) the field is normal to the 
glass surfaces and (b) the field in the oil makes an angle of 75° with a normal to the glass 
surfaces. Ignore edge effects. 

5.36 The plane z = 0 separates region 1 (z > 0), which is a dielectric material with 
Er = 4, from region 2 (z < 0), which is also a dielectric material with Er = 6.5. If 
D1 = l oa, + 30ay - 20az nC/m2, find Pi and D2• 

5.37 Given that D = Sua, + 80ay - Jua, nC/m2 in region x > 0 where e = 2.1£0, find D in 
region x < 0 where E = 7 .6E0• 

Section 5.9-Boundary Conditions 

5.35 Lightning strikes a dielectric sphere of radius 20 mm for which er = 2.5, ff = 
5 X 10-6 Sim and deposits uniformly a charge of 1 C. Determine the initial volume 
charge density and the volume charge density 2 us later. 

Determine the relaxation time for each of the following media: 

(a) Hard rubber (o- = 10-" Sim, e = 3.le,) 
(b) Mica (o- = 10-is Sim, e = 6e,) 
(c) Distilled water (er = 10-• Sim, e = 80e,) 

5.34 

The current density is given by J = 0.5 sin 1TX3x A/m2• Determine the time rate of 
increase of the charge density (i.e., BpjBt) at point (2, 4, -3). 

5.33 

as t ---? co, o, ---? 0. 
In spherical coordinates, J = ~ exp(-104t)ar A/m2• Determine Pv(r, t) assuming that 

r 
5.32 

IfJ = 102° 
aP A/m2, find (a) the time rate of increase in the volume charge density, (b) the 

p 
total current passing through surface defined by p = 2, 0 < z < I, 0 < ¢ < 27T. 

5.31 
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FIGURE 5.24 For Problem 5.45. FIGURE 5.23 Foe Problem 5.42. 

Air 

v· 0 

"' 
E1 =2Eo 

B2•3Bo 

"' 

Oil Oil 

Glass 

/ "" 

5.45 Two planar slabs of equal thickness but with different dielectric constants are shown in 
Figure 5.24. E0 in air makes an angle of 30° with the z-axis. Calculate the angle that E 
makes with the z-axis in each of the two dielectric layers. 

(b) Region y 2:: 2 is occupied by a conductor. If the surface charge on the conductor 
is -20 nC/m2, find D just outside the conductor. 

5.44 (a) Given that E = l Sa, - Ba, Vim at a point on a conductor surface, what is the 
surface charge density at that point? Assume e = e0• 

5.43 At a point on a conducting surface, E = 30ax - 40ar + zoe, m V /m. Calculate the surface 
charge density at that point. 

FIGURE 5.22 For Problem 5.41. FIGURE 5.21 Foe Problem 5.39. 

~'~,,0 
~ 0 
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Simeon-Denis Poisson (1781-1840}, a French mathematical physicist r----...,..---, 
whose name is attached to a wide area of ideas: Poisson's integral, Poisson's 
equation in potential theory (to be discussed in this chapter), Poisson 
brackets in differential equations, Poisson's ratio in elasticity, the Poisson 
distribution in probability theory, and Poisson's constant in electricity. 

Born at Pithviers, south of Paris, the son of a retired soldier, Simeon 
Poisson was originally forced to study medicine by his family, but he began 
to study mathematics in 1798 at the Ecole Polytechnique at the age of 17. 
His abilities excited the interest of his teachers Lagrange and Laplace, whose 
friendship he retained to the end of their lives. A paper on finite differences, written when Poisson 
was 18, attracted the attention of Legendre. Poisson's chief interest lay in the application of mathemat 
ics to physics, especially in electrostatics and magnetism. Poisson made important contributions to 
mechanics, theory of elasticity, optics, calculus, differential geometry, and probability theory. He 
published between 300 and 400 mathematical works. 

Pierre-Simon de Laplace {1749-1827}, a French astronomer and math 
ematician, discovered the Laplace transform and Laplace's equation, to be 
discussed in this chapter. He believed the world was entirely deterministic. 
To Laplace, the universe was nothing but a giant problem in calculus. 

Born of humble origins in Beaumont-en-Auge, Normandy, Laplace 
became a professor of mathematics at the age of 20. His mathematical 
abilities inspired the famous mathematician Simeon Poisson, who called 
Laplace the Isaac Newton of France. Laplace made important contributions 
in potential theory. probability theory, astronomy, and celestial mechanics. 

He was widely known for his work Traite de Mecanioue Celeste (Celestial Mechanics), which 
supplemented the work of Newton on astronomy. Laplace is one of the few giants in the history of 
probability and statistics. He was born and died a Catholic. 
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(6.2) E = ~vv 
and 

(6.1) V · D = V · sE = p, 

Poisson's and Laplace's equations are easily derived from Gauss's law (for a linear, isotropic 
material medium): 

6.2 POISSON'S AND LAPLACE'S EQUATIONS 

The procedure for determining the electric field E in the preceding chapters has generally 
been to use either Coulomb's law or Gauss's law when the charge distribution is known, or 
E = ~vv when the potential Vis known throughout the region. In most practical situ 
ations, however, neither the charge distribution nor the potential distribution is known. 

In this chapter, we shall consider practical electrostatic problems where only electro 
static conditions (charge and potential) at some boundaries are known and it is desired to 
find E and V throughout the region. Such problems are usually tackled using Poisson's or 
Laplace's equation or the method of images, and they are usually referred to as boundary 
value problems. The concepts of resistance and capacitance will be covered. We shall use 
Laplace's equation in deriving the resistance of an object and the capacitance of a capaci 
tor. Example 6.5 should be given special attention because we will refer to it often in the 
remaining part of the text. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

-JOHN NEWBERN 

People can be divided into three groups: those who make things happen; those who 
watch things happen; and those who wonder what happened. 

ELECTROSTATIC BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEMS 

CHAPTER II 



depending on the coordinate variables used to express V, that is, V(x, y, z), V(p, <J>, z), 
or V(r, (), c/J). Poisson's equation in those coordinate systems may be obtained by simply 
replacing zero on the right-hand side of eqs. (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8) with -r pLe. 

Laplace's equation is of primary importance in solving electrostatic problems involv 
ing a set of conductors maintained at different potentials. Examples of such problems 
include capacitors and vacuum tube diodes. Laplace's and Poisson's equations are not 
only useful in solving electrostatic field problem; they are used in various other field 
problems. For example, V would be interpreted as magnetic potential in magnetostatics, 
as temperature in heat conduction, as stress function in fluid flow, and as pressure head 
in seepage. 

_l___i)_(r'av)+-1 _ _i)_(sin&av)+-1_a'v =O (6_81 
r' ar ar r'sin e ae ae r'sin2 e aq,' 

a'v s-v a'v 
ax1 + ay2 + ai' = o (6.6J 

which is known as Laplace's equation. Note that in taking e out of the left-hand side 
of eq. (6.3) to obtain eq. (6.4), we have assumed that e is constant throughout the 
region in which V is defined; for an inhomogeneous region, e is not constant and 
eq. (6.4) does not follow eq. (6.3). Equation (6.3) is Poisson's equation for an inho 
mogeneous medium; it becomes Laplace's equation for an inhomogeneous medium 
when Pv = 0. 

Recall that the Laplacian operator V2 was derived in Section 3.8. Thus Laplace's equa 
tion in Cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates, respectively, is given by 

(6.5) V'V = 0 

This is known as Poisson's equation. A special case of this equation occurs when p; = 0 
(i.e., for a charge-free region). Equation (6.4) then becomes 

(6.4) 

for an inhomogeneous medium. For a homogeneous medium, eq. (6.3) becomes 

(6.3) 

Substituting eq. (6.2) into eq. (6.1) gives 
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(6.14) 

Substituting eq. (6.13) into eq. (6.12) gives 

{ VV, · VV, dv = £ v, VVd · dS 

From eqs. (6.9) and (6.11), it is evident that the right-hand side of eq. (6.14) vanishes. 

(6.13) V·A = VV,·VV, 

But V2V, = 0 according to eq. (6.1 la), so 

V·A = V·(VdVVd) = VdV'Vd + VVd·VVd 

where Sis the surface surrounding volume v and is the boundary of the original problem. 
We let A = Vd V Vd and use a vector identity 

(6.12) { V · A dv = £A · dS 

according to eq. (6.9). From the divergence theorem 

(6.1 la) 

(6.llb) 

V'Vd = V2V2 ~ V2V1 = 0 

vd = 0 on the boundary 

which obeys 

(6.10) 

We consider their difference 

(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 

v-v, = o, v2v2 = o 
V, = V2 on the boundary 

Since there are several methods (analytical, graphical, numerical, experimental, etc.) of 
solving a given problem, we may wonder whether solving Laplace's equation in differ 
ent ways gives different solutions. Therefore, before we begin to solve Laplace's equation, 
we should answer this question: if a solution of Laplace's equation satisfies a given set of 
boundary conditions, is this the only possible solution? The answer is yes: there is only one 
solution. We say that the solution is unique. Thus any solution of Laplace's equation that 
satisfies the same boundary conditions must be the only solution regardless of the method 
used. This is known as the uniqueness theorem. The theorem applies to any solution of 
Poisson's or Laplace's equation in a given region or closed surface. 

The theorem is proved by contradiction. We assume that there are two solutions V1 and 
V2 of Laplace's equation, both of which satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions. Thus 

t6.3 UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
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The following general procedure may be taken in solving a given boundary-value problem 
involving Poisson's or Laplace's equation: 

I. Solve Laplace's (if p, = 0) or Poisson's (if p; * 0) equation using either (a) direct 
integration when Vis a function of one variable or (b) separation of variables if V 
is a function of more than one variable. The solution at this point is not unique but 
is expressed in terms of unknown integration constants to be determined. 

2. Apply the boundary conditions to determine a unique solution for V. Imposing 
the given boundary conditions makes the solution unique. 

3. Having obtained V, find E using E = ~ 'V V, D from D = eE, and I from I = <IE. 

6.4 GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR SOLVING POISSON'S OR 
LAPLACE'S EQUATION 

Similar steps can be taken to show that the theorem applies to Poisson's equation and to 
prove the theorem for the case where the electric field (potential gradient) is specified on 
the boundary. 

Before we begin to solve boundary-value problems, we should bear in mind the three 
things that uniquely describe a problem: 

I. The appropriate differential equation (Laplace's or Poisson's equation in this 
chapter) 

2. The solution region 
3. The prescribed boundary conditions 

A problem does not have a unique solution and cannot be solved completely if any of the 
three items is missing. 

This is the uniqueness theorem: If a solution to Laplace's equation can be found that 
satisfies the boundary conditions, then the solution is unique. 

But eq. (6.15) must be consistent with eq. (6.9b). Hence, Vd = 0 or V, = V2 everywhere, 
showing that V1 and V2 cannot be different solutions of the same problem. 

(6.lSb) Va = V2 - V1 = constant everywhere in v 

or 

(6.!Sa) 

Since the integrand is everywhere positive, 

Hence, 
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FIGURE 6.1 An electrohydrodynamic pump; for 
Example 6.1. 

Areas 

Poz'- 
V = --+ Az + B 

2e 

Integrating again yields 

dV -p0z -=~-+A 
dz e 

Integrating once gives 

d2V -p0 

dz'- 

The boundary conditions V(z = 0) = V0 and V(z = d) = 0 show that V depends only on 
z (there is no p oi d: dependence). Hence, 

e 
V'V= 

Current-carrying components in high-voltage power equipment can be cooled to carry 
away the heat caused by ohmic losses. A means of pumping is based on the force transmit 
ted to the cooling fluid by charges in an electric field. Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) pump 
ing is modeled in Figure 6.1. The region between the electrodes contains a uniform charge 
p0, which is generated at the left electrode and collected at the right electrode. Calculate the 
pressure of the pump if p0 = 25 mC/m3 and V0 = 22 kV. 

Solution: 
Since p; =fa 0, we apply Poisson's equation 

4. If required, find the charge Q induced on a conductor using Q = J, p5 dS, where 
Ps = D11 and D11 is the component of D normal to the conductor. If necessary, the 
capacitance of two conductors can be found using C = QJV or the resistance of an 
object can be found by using R = VI I, where I = J, J · dS. 

Solving Laplace's {or Poisson's) equation, as in step l, is not always as complicated as 
it may seem. In some cases, the solution may be obtained by mere inspection of the prob 
lem. Also a solution may be checked by going backward and finding out if it satisfies both 
Laplace's (or Poisson's) equation and the prescribed boundary condition. 
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Answer: ~(a' - x'), p,,x2 •x· 
6ea 2ae 

In a one-dimensional device, the charge density is given by o; = p,,xl a. If E = 0 at 
x = 0 and V = 0 at x = a, find V and E. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.1 

F 
p = S = Po V0 = 2S X 10-3 X 22 X 103 = SSO N/m2 

The force per unit area or pressure is 

F = I, p,,E dv = Po f dS (, E dz 

= p0S [~z + ~(z'- dz)JI: a, 

The net force is 

E = -VV = - dV a = (p0z - A)a 
dz z e z 

The electric field is given by 

or 

0 = - Pod' + Ad + V 
2e 0 

When z = d, V = 0, 

V, = -0 + 0 + B ---> B = V, 

where A and Bare integration constants to be determined by applying the boundary condi 
tions. When z = 0, V = V0, 
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(6.2.la) 

(6.2.lb) 

Let the potentials above and below x = a be V1 and V2, respectively: 

V, = A1x + B1, x > a 

V2 = A2x + B2, x < a 

V= Ax+ B 

Integrating twice gives 

The xerographic copying machine is an important application of electrostatics. The surface 
of the photoconductor is initially charged uniformly as in Figure 6.2(a). When light from 
the document to be copied is focused on the photoconductor, the charges on the lower 
surface combine with those on the upper surface to neutralize each other. The image is 
developed by pouring a charged black powder over the surface of the photoconductor. The 
electric field attracts the charged powder, which is later transferred to paper and melted 
to form a permanent image. We want to determine the electric field below and above the 
surface of the photoconductor. 

Solution: 
Consider the modeled version of Figure 6.2(a) shown in Figure 6.2(b). Since o; = 0 in this 
case, we apply Laplace's equation. Also the potential depends only on x. Thus 

d2V 
V'V = dx' = 0 

FIGURE 6.2 For Example 6.2. 

(b) 

+++++++++++++++~++++++++++++++! Ps 

e, 

A;1-:L+J:1J+ / // 
Photoconductor ' i I, ' [f ]]lII Recombination 

:i 
(a) 
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Answer: Proof. 

E1 = __ -_V~,~a~x- 
d - a +~a· 

e, 

For the model of Figure 6.2(b ), if Ps = 0 and the upper electrode is maintained at V0 

while the lower electrode is grounded, show that 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.2 

-p,G- 1)ax 

Solving for A, and A2 in eqs. (6.2.4) to (6.2.6), we obtain 

(6.2.6) 
or 

To apply eq. (6.2.3b), recall that D = eE = -eVV so that 
dV, av, 

Ps = Din - D2,. = e1E1n - e2E2n = -e1 d; + £2 ~ 

(6.2.5) 

From eqs. (6.2.1) and (6.2.3a), 

(6.2.4a) 

(6.2.4b) 

0 = A,d + B, -> B, = -A,d 

O=O+B2->B2 =O 

(6.2.3b) 

(6.2.3a) V.(x = a) = V2(x = a) 

D,,, - D,,, = Pslx"" 

We use the four conditions in eqs. (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) to determine the four unknown con· 
stants A,, A2, B,, and B2• From eqs. (6.2.1) and (6.2.2), 

At the surface of the photoconductor, 

(6.2.2a) 

(6.2.2b) 

Vi(x = d) = 0 

V2(x = O) = o 

The boundary conditions at the grounded electrodes are 
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FIGURE 6.3 Potential V(<j>) due to 
semi-infinite conducting planes. _.......Gap 

V=~</> 

"'· 

Hence, 

V =A-'- --->A=~ 
o '+'o </>o 

When </> = ¢0, V = V0, 

O=O+B->B=O 

We apply the boundary conditions to determine constants A and B. When</> = 0, V = 0, 

V =A</>+ B 

which is integrated twice to give 

Semi-infinite conducting planes at</> = 0 and o = w/6 are separated by an infinitesimal 
insulating gap as shown in Figure 6.3. If V(</> = 0) = 0 and V(</> = rr/6) = 100 V, calcu 
late V and E in the region between the planes. 

Solution: 
Since V depends only on </J, Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates becomes 

'17'V = _.!._ d'V = 0 
p' d</>' 

Since p = 0 is excluded owing to the insulating gap, we can multiply by p1 to obtain 

d1V 
d</>' = 0 
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FIGURE 6.4 For Practice Exercise 6.3. 

'i72V = __ I_!!__ [sine dV] = 0 
r' sine de de 

Solution: 
Consider the coaxial cone of Figure 6.5, where the gap serves as an insulator between the 
two conducting cones. Here V depends only on (),so Laplace's equation in spherical coor 
dinates becomes 

Two conducting cones (e = 7T/IO and e = 7T/6) of infinite extent are separated by an 
infinitesimal gap at r = O. If V(e = 7T/IO) = o and V(e = 7T/6) = 50 V, find V and E 
between the cones. 

Answer: 22.2 nC. 

Two conducting plates of size I X 5 m are inclined at 45° to each other with a gap of 
width 4 mm separating them as shown in Figure 6.4. Determine an approximate value 
of the charge per plate if the plates are maintained at a potential difference of 50 V. 
Assume that the medium between them has e, = 1.5. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.3 

Check: 'i72V = 0, V(</> = 0) = 0, V(</> = 7T/6) = lOO. 

-600 
E = --:;;;;- a<I V = 

600 
¢ and 

7T 

Substituting V, = 100 and¢, = 7T/6 gives 

and 
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B = -A ln(tan 0/2) 

V(O = 81) = 0--> 0 =A ln(tan0/2) + B 

or 

We now apply the boundary conditions to determine the integration constants A and B. 

V=Af_:ii_=Af dO 
sin 8 2 cos 812 sin 812 

= A I 112 sec' 812 dO 
tan 812 

= A I d(tan 812) 
tan 812 

=A ln(tan 812) + B 

dV A 
dO sin 8 

dV 
sin 8 dO =A 

!!._ [sin 8 dV] = 0 
dO dO 

Integrating this results in 

or 

Integrating once gives 

Since r = O and e = 0, 7T are excluded, we can multiply by r1 sine to get 

FIGURE 6.5 Potential V(8) due to conducting cones; for 
Example 6.4. 
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Check: V2V = 0, V(O = 7Til0) = 0, V(O = 7T/6) = V,. 

95. I 
E = ---a,V/m 

r sin 8 

and 

50 ln[-ta_n_0_/2_] 
tan?T/20 [tan0/2] 

V = -~[c'ta~n-7T_/1_2-=l~ = 95· 1 In -0.-15_8_4 V 
ln--- 

tan ?T/20 

Taking 01 = 7TllO, 01 = ?T/6, and V, = 50 gives 

[
tan 0,12 l a, 

rsin8ln --- 
tan 0,12 

v, 

I dV A 
E = -VV= ---a0 = -- -a, 

r dO r sin 0 

V ln[-ta_n_0_/_2 l 
0 tan 81/2 

V = -~[-ta_n_0-,/~2~]~ 
ln-- 

tan 0112 

Thus 

A= V, 

[
tan 02/2] .ln--- 
tan 0112 

or 

[
tan 02/2] V(O = 02) = V, -> V, =A In -- 
tan 0,12 

Also 

I [
tan 0/2 l V=An--- 
tan 0,12 

Hence, 
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FIGURE 6.7 Potential V(x,y) due to 
a conducting rectangular trough; for 
Example 6.5. 

(6.5.1) 
a'v a'v 

V2V= -+-= 0 ax' ay' 

(a) Determine the potential function for the region inside the rectangular trough of infi 
nite length whose cross section is shown in Figure 6.7. 
(b) For V0 = 100 V and b = 2a, find the potential at x = a/2, y = 3a/4. 

Solution: 
(a) The potential Vin this case depends on x and y. Laplace's equation becomes 

Answer: 27.87 V, - l l.35a, V /m. 

A large conducting cone ( e = 45°) is placed on a conducting plane with a tiny gap 
separating it from the plane as shown in Figure 6.6. If the cone is connected to a 50 V 
source, find Vand Eat ( -3, 4, 2). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.4 

FIGURE 6.6 For Practice Exercise 6.4. 

50 v 
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To solve for X(x) and Y(y) in eq. (6.5.5), we impose the boundary conditions in eq. (6.5.6). 
We consider possible values of A that will satisfy both the separated equations in eq. (6.5.5) 
and the conditions in eq. (6.5.6). 

(6.5.6a) 

(6.5.6b) 

(6.5.6c) 

(6.5.6d) 

V(O,y) = X(O)Y(y) = 0 --> X(O) = 0 

V(b,y) = X(b)Y(y) = 0 --> X(b) = 0 

V(x, 0) = X(x)Y(O) = 0 --> Y(O) = 0 

V(x, a) = X(x)Y(a) = V0 (inseparable) 

Thus the variables have been separated at this point and we refer to eq. (6.5.5) as separated 
equations. We can solve for X(x) and Y(y) separately and then substitute our solutions into 
eq. (6.5.3). To do this requires that the boundary conditions in eq. (6.5.2) be separated, if 
possible. We separate them as follows: 

(6.5.5b) Y" - AY = 0 

and 

(6.5.5a) X"+AX=O 

The constant A is known as the separation constant. From eq. ( 6.5.4b I, we obtain 

(6.5.4b) 

Since the left-hand side of this equation is a function of x only and the right-hand side is a 
function of y only, for the equality to hold, both sides must be equal to a constant A; that is, 

X" Y" --=-=A x y 

(6.5.4a) 

Dividing through by XY and separating X from Y gives 

X" Y" 
x y 

X"Y + Y"X = 0 

where Xis a function of x only and Y is a function of y only. Substituting eq. (6.5.3) into 
eq. (6.5.1) yields 

(6.5.3) V(x,y) = X(x) Y(y) 

We solve eq. (6.5.1) by the method of separation of variables; that is, we seek a product 
solution of V. Let 

(6.5.2a) 
(6.5.2b) 
(6.5.2c) 
(6.5.2d) 

We have to solve this equation subject to the following boundary conditions: 

V(x = 0, 0 -s y < a) = 0 
V(x = b, 0 oo y < a) = 0 
V(O oo x oo b,y = 0) = 0 

V(O < x < b,y =a) = V0 
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(6.5.9a) X = A1eax 

where In A 1 is a constant of integration. Thus 

J ~ = J a dx or In X = ax + In A1 

Hence, 

dX=adx x 
dX - =ax or 
dx 

showing that we have two possible solutions corresponding to the plus and minus signs. 
For the plus sign, eq. (6.5.8) becomes 

(6.5.8) DX= :!:aX 

d 
where D = dx' that is, 

If A < 0, say A = -a2, then eq. (6.5.Sa) becomes 

X" - a2X = 0 or (D' - a')X = 0 

CASE 2. 

which makes V = 0 in eq. (6.5.3). Thus we regard X(x) = 0 as a trivial solution and we 
conclude that A * 0. 

X(x) = 0 

because b * 0. Hence our solution for X in eq. (6.5.7) becomes 

X(x = b) = 0 ---> 0 = A · b + 0 or A = 0 

and 

X(x = 0) = O ---> O = 0 + B or B = 0 

The boundary conditions in eqs. (6.5.6a) and (6.5.6b) imply that 

(6.5.7) X =Ax+ B 

which, upon integrating twice, yields 

d'X 
or dx' = 0 X" = 0 

If A = 0, then eq. ( 6.5.5a) becomes 

CASE 1. 
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X" + {32X = 0 

If A > 0, say A = {32, then eq. (6.5.Sa) becomes 

CASE 3. 

This is also a trivial solution and we conclude that A cannot be less than zero. 

X(x) = 0 

Since a * 0 and b * 0, sinh ab cannot be zero. This is due to the fact that sinh x = 0 if 
and only if x = 0 as shown in Figure 6.8. Hence 82 = 0 and 

X(x = b) = 0 ---> 0 = 0 + B, sinh ab 

and 

where B1 = A1 + A2 and B2 = A1 - A2• In view of the given boundary conditions, we pre 
fer eq. (6.5.11) to eq. (6.5.10) as the solution. Again, eqs. (6.5.6a) and (6.5.6b) require that 

X(x=O)=O--->O=B1·(1)+B2·(0) or B1=0 

(6.5.11) X(x) = B1 cosh ax+ B1 sinh ax 

Since cosh ax = (eax + e-ax)/2 and sinh ax = (eax - e-ax)/2 or l"'x = cosh ax+ 
sinh ax and e-ax = cosh ax - sinh ax, eq. (6.5.10) can be written as 

(6.5.10) 

The total solution consists of what we have in eqs. (6.5.9a) and (6.5.9b); that is, 

(6.5.9b) 

Similarly, for the minus sign, solving eq. (6.5.8) gives 

FIGURE 6.8 Sketch of cosh x and 
sinh x showing that sinh x = 0 if and 
only if x = O; for Case 2 of Example 6.5. 
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FIGURE 6.9 Sketch of sin x showing that sin x = 0 at infinite 
number of points; for Case 3 of Example 6.5. 

Note that, unlike sinh x, which is zero only when x = 0, sin x is zero at an infinite number 
of points as shown in Figure 6.9. It should also be noted that n =/=- 0 because B * O; we 
have already considered the possibility {3 = 0 in Case 1, where we ended up with a triv 
ial solution. Also we do not need to consider n = -1, -2, - 3, -4, .. because A = {32 

(6.5.14) 

sin f3b = 0 = sin rnr -> f3b = ntr 
WIT /3 = b' n = l,2,3,4,. 

Suppose g1 =/=- 0 (otherwise we get a trivial solution), then 

X(x = b) = 0 -> 0 = 0 + g, sin f3b 

and 

X(x = 0) = 0 -> 0 = g0 • (I) + 0 or g0 = 0 

In view of the given boundary conditions, we prefer to use eq. (6.5.!3b). Imposing the 
conditions in eqs. (6.5.6a) and (6.5.6b) yields 

(6.5.13b) X(x) = g0cosf3x + g, sinf3x 

Since ejp., = cos f3x + j sin f3x and e-jpx = cos f3x - j sin f3x, eq. (6.5. l3a) can be written as 

(6.5.13a) 

where j = v=J. From eqs. (6.5.8) and (6.5.12), we notice that the difference between 
Cases 2 and 3 is the replacement of a by j/3. By taking the same procedure as in Case 2, we 
obtain the solution as 

(6.5.12) (D2 + f32)X = 0 or DX= c>:jf3X 

that is, 
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(6.5.19) 
"" nTix nTia 

V(x,y =a)= V0 = L c,,sin--sinh-- 
n= l b b 

(6.5.18) 
'° n'TT'X rnry 

V(x,y) = L c,,sin--sinh-- 
us= l b b 

where c11 = g11h,1 are the coefficients to be determined from the boundary condition in 
eq. (6.5.6d). Imposing this condition gives 

(where c1, c2, c3, . , c11 are constants) is also a solution of Laplace's equation. Thus the 
solution to eq. (6.5.1) is 

This shows that there are many possible solutions V1, V2, V3, V4, and so on, for n = 
I, 2, 3, 4, and so on. 

By the superposition theorem, if V1, V2, V3, ..• , V,, are solutions of Laplace's equation, 
the linear combination 

. n1Tx . wrry 
V,,(x,y) = g,,h,,sm -b-smh b 

Substituting eqs. (6.5.15) and (6.5.17), which are the solutions to the separated equations 
in eq. (6.5.5), into the product solution in eq. (6.5.3) gives 

(6.5.17) 
. n1T'y 

Y,,(y) = h,, sinh -b- 

Hence our solution for Y(y) becomes 

Y(y = 0) = 0 -> 0 = h0 · ( 1) + 0 or h0 = 0 

The boundary condition in eq. (6.5.6c) implies that 

Y(y) = h0coshf3y+ h,sinhf3y 

The solution to this is similar to eq. (6.5.11) obtained in Case 2, that is, 

Y" - /31Y = 0 

we solve eq. (6.5.Sb), which is now 

(6.5.16) 

Having found X(x) and 

(6.5.15) 
mrx 

X,,(x) = s; sin -b- 

would remain the same for positive and negative integer values of n. Thus for a given n, 
eq. (6.S.13b) becomes 
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Check: '12V = 0, V(x = O,y) = 0 = V(x = b,y) = V(x,y = 0), V(x,y =a) = V0• The 
solution in eq. (6.5.22) should not be a surprise; it can be guessed by mere observation 
of the potential system in Figure 6.7. From this figure, we notice that along x, V varies 

4 V0 '0 V(x,y) = - L.. 
1T n=J,3,5,. .. 

ntt x n1Ty 
sin -b- sinh b 

(6.5.22) 
mra 

nsinh-b- 

Substituting this into eq. (6.5.18) gives the complete solution as 

n = even 
(6.5.21) 

n =odd l 4V 
. h nrr a' 

rl1TS1TI -b- 
0, 

that is, 

n = 2, 4, 6,. 

n =I, 3, 5,. 

n1Ta 2V0 

e11 sinh -b- = n1T ( 1 - cos nTT) 

{

4V,, 
rnr 

0, 

or 

f b n1TX wrra f b ntt x 
V0 sin -- dx = e11 sinh -- sin2 -- dx 

0 b b 0 b 

b mrxl' mra If b ( 2mrx) -V -cos-- = e sinh--- 1 - cos-- dx 
O rl1T b 0 II b 2 Q b 

Vob (1 - cos mr) = c sinh mra · 
n1T " b 

Incorporating this property in eq. (6.5.20) means that all terms on the right-hand side of 
eq. (6.5.20) will vanish except one term in which m = n. Thus eq. (6.5.20) reduces to 

m = n 
m * n J, sin mx sin nx dx = [ ~/2, 

By the orthogonality property of the sine or cosine function (see Appendix A.9). 

(6.5.20) f b ~ f' mTTx nTTa mTTX n1TX 
V0 sin -- dx = L en sinh -b- sin -b- sin -b- dx 

0 b n=l 0 

which is a Fourier series expansion of V0• Multiplying both sides of eq. (6.5.19) by 
sin mtrxlb and integrating over 0 < x < b gives 
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FIGURE 6.10 For Example 6.5· (a) V(x,y) calculated at some points, (b) sketch of 
flux lines and equipotential lines. 

(b) 

'----~v-~~o-----,-i.o- x '----~,------,-'.o---- x 
0 

Equipotential line 
!JO V 

1.0 1.0 

43.2 54.0 43.2 

o., 
/0 18.2 25.0 18.2 . V=O V=O 

6.80 9.54 6.80 . 

It is instructive to consider a special case of a = b = 1 m and V0 = 100 V. The potentials 
at some specific points are calculated by using eq. (6.5.22), and the result is displayed in 
Figure 6.lO(a). The corresponding flux lines and equipotential lines are shown in Figure 
6.!0(b). A simple MATLAB program based on eq. (6.5.22) is displayed in Figure 6.11. This 
self-explanatory program can be used to calculate V(x, y) at any point within the trough. 
In Figure 6.11, V(x = b/4,y = 3a/4) is typically calculated and found to be 43.2 V. 

= 0.6374 V0 

= 
4V0 

(0.4517 + 0.0725 - 0.01985 - 0.00645 + 0.00229 + · ·) 
-tr 

+ sin 57r/4 sinh l57r/8 + . ·] 
5 sinh 57r/2 

= 4 V0 [sin 7f/4 sinh 37f/8 + sin 37r/4 sinh 97f/8 
-tr sinh 7f/2 3 sinh 37r/2 

sin n7T/4 sinh 3n7i/8 
n sinh n-tt l T 

v(~.~) = 4V0 L 
2 4 'tt 11= 1.3.S .... 

(b) For x = a/2 and y = 3a/4, where b = 2a, we have 

from 0 (at x = 0) to 0 (at x = b) and only a sine function can satisfy this requirement. 
Similarly, along y, V varies from 0 (at y = 0) to V0 (at y = a) and only a hyperbolic sine 
function can satisfy this. Thus we should expect the solution as in eq. (6.S.22). 

To determine the potential for each point (x, y) in the trough, we take the first few terms 
of the convergent infinite series in eq. (6.5.22). Taking four or five terms may be sufficient. 
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Solution: 
(a) In Example 6.5, every step before eq. (6.5.19) remains the same; that is, the solution is 
of the form 

Find the potential distribution in Example 6.5 if V0 is not constant but 
{a) V0 = 10 sin 37rxlb, y = a, 0 :S x :S b 

(b) V = 2 sin 7rX + _!_sin 5"'x y = a 0 :S x :S b 
0 b 10 b • • 

Answer: (a) 44.51 V, -99.25a, Vim, (b) 16.5 V, 20.6a, - 70.34a, Vim. 

(a) (x,y) = (a, a/2) 
(b) (x,y) = (3al2,al4) 

For the problem in Example 6.5, take V0 = JOO V, b = 2a = 2 rn, and find Vand Eat 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.5 

FIGURE 6.11 MATLAB program for Example 6.5. 

end 
diary test. out 
p 
diary off 

P • I l . 
Vo• 100.0; 
a 1. o . 
b =a; 
x • b/4; 
y= 3. *a/4. 
c = 4.*Vo/pi 
sum= 0.0; 
for k e L: 10 

n = 2*k - 1 
al sin{n*pi*x/b); 
a2 = sinh{n*pi*y/b); 
a3 = n*sinh(n*pi*a/b); 
sum = sum + c*al*a2/a3; 
P = [n, sum] 

THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM DESCRIBED IN FIG. 6. 7 
a AND b ARE THE DIMENSIONS OF THE TROUGH 
x AND y ARE THE COORDINATES OF THE POINT 
OF INTEREST 

SOLUTION OF LAPLACE'S EQUATION 
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c" = 0, n * l, 5 

Equating the coefficient of the sine terms: 

1TX l 51TX "" n1Tx n1Ta 
2 sin - + - sin - = 2: en sin -- sinh -- 

b IO b ""' b b 

or 

V0 = V(y =a) 

(b) Similarly, instead of eq. (6.5.19), we have 

37Ty 
sinh- 

V(x,y) = !Osin 37Tx b_ 
b 37Ta 

sinh-b- 

Thus the solution in eq. (6.6.1) becomes 

10 
C3=~ 

sinh-b- 

or 

37Ta 
10 = c3 sinh -b- 

For n = 3, 

'" = 0, n * 3 

By equating the coefficients of the sine terms on both sides, we obtain 

Jrrx "" rnt x n1Ta V(y = a) = V0 = 10 sin - = 2; c, sin -- sinh -- 
b et= , b b 

in accordance with eq. (6.5.18). But instead of eq. (6.5.19), we now have 

(6.6.1) 
00 n1Tx wrry 

V(x,y) = 2; c"sin--sinh-b 
""' b 
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(6.7.2) V(p,cf>,z) = R(p)<P(</>)Z(z) 

We let 

(6.7.1) 

Solution: 
This example, like Example 6.5, further illustrates the method of separation of variables. 
Since the region is free of charge, we need to solve Laplace's equation in cylindrical coor 
dinates; that is, 

Obtain the separated differential equations for potential distribution V(p, cf>, z) in a 
charge-free region. 

71Ta 
sinhb 

Answer: 

In Example 6.5, suppose everything remains the same except that V0 is replaced by 
71TX 

V0sin b' 0 :5 x :5 b,y =a. Find V(x,y). 

71TX 71Ty 
V0 sin -b- sinh b 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.6 

1TX 1TY 57TX 57Ty 
2 sin b sinh b sin b sinh b 

V(x,y) = +----- 
1Ta 57Ta 

sinh b 10 sinh -b- 

Hence, 

or Cs = 5_7T_a 
!Osinh-b- 

_.!._ ::: Cs sinh S7Ta 
IO b 

For n = 5, 

C1 =--- 
1Ta 

sinhb 

1Ta 
2 = c1 sinh b or 

For n = I, 
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(6.7.11) p2R" + pR' + (p2A2 - µ.2)R = 0 

and 

(6.7.10) <P" + µ.'<P = 0 

where u! is another separation constant. Equation (6.7.9) is separated as 

(6.7.9) 
p2 d2R p dR 1 d2<P --+ --+ A'p' = ---= µ.' 
R dp2 R dp <P dcp2 

Equation (6.7.8) can be written as 

(6.7.8) .£_!!._(pdR) + J..'p' + J_ d'<P = 0 R dp dp <P dcp2 

and 

(6.7.7) Z" - A2Z = 0 

or 

(6.7.6) 
1 d2Z 
--=A' z dz' 

where -A 2 is a separation constant. Equation ( 6. 7.5) can be separated into two parts: 

(6.7.5) __!__!!._ (p dR) +_I___ d2<P __ _l_ d2Z _ -A' 
pR dp dp p2<P dcp2 - Z dz' - 

The right-hand side of this equation is solely a function of z, whereas the left-hand side 
does not depend on z. For the two sides to be equal, they must be constant; that is, 

(6.7.4) 1 d (pdR) 1 d2<P 1 d2Z -- -- +--- --- 
pR dp dp p2<P dcp' - Z dz' 

We divide through by R<i>Z to obtain 

(6.7.3) <PZ !!._ (p dR) + RZ d2<P + R<P d2Z = O 
p dp dp p2 dcp' dz' 

where R, <P, and Z are, respectively, functions of p, cp, and z. Substituting eq. (6.7.2) into 
eq. (6.7.1) gives 
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1 For a complete solution of Laplace's equation in cylindrical or spherical coordinates, see, for example, 
D. T. Paris and F. K. Hurd, Basic Electromagnetic Theory. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969, pp. 150-159. 

The problem of finding the resistance of a conductor of nonuniform cross section can be 
treated as a boundary-value problem. Using eq. (6.16), the resistance R (or conductance 
G = l/ R) of a given conducting material can be found by following these steps: 

1. Choose a suitable coordinate system. 
2. Assume V0 as the potential difference between conductor terminals. 
3. Solve Laplace's equation V2 V = 0 to obtain V. Then determine E from E = -V V 

and find I from I = J s uE · dS. 
4. Finally, obtain Ras V,,ll. 

In essence, we assume V0, find I, and determine R = V0/l. Alternatively, it is possible 
to assume current !0, find the corresponding potential difference V, and determine R from 

(6.l6) 
V f,E di 

R=-=--- 
1 Js uE · dS 

In Section 5.4 the concept of resistance was covered and we derived eq. (5.16) for finding 
the resistance of a conductor of uniform cross section. If the cross section of the conductor 
is not uniform, eq. (5.16) becomes invalid and the resistance is obtained from eq. (5.17): 

6.5 RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE 

Repeat Example 6.7 for V(r, 0, </>). 

Answer: If V(r, 0, </>) = R(r) F(O) <P(</>), </>" + A'<P = 0, R" + .?_R' _ i!!_R = 0 
F"+cosOF'+(µ.2sin0-A2cscO)F=O. r ,:i , 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.7 

Equation (6.7.1 l) is known as the Bessel differential equation and its solution is beyond the 
scope of this text.' 

(6.7.13) rf>(</>) = c3 cosµ.</>+ c., sinµ.</> 

The solution to eq. (6.7.lO) is similar to the solution obtained in Case 3 of Example 6.5; 
that is, 

(6.7.12) Z(z) = c1 cosh Az + c2 sinh Az 

Equations (6.7.7), (6.7.IO), and (6.7.ll) are the required separated differential equations. 
Equation (6.7.7) has a solution similar to the solution obtained in Case 2 of Example 6.5; 
that is, 
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The negative sign before V = - f1• E dl has been dropped because we are interested in 
the absolute value of V. The capacitance C is a physical property of the capacitor and is 
measured in farads (F). We can use eq. (6.18) to obtain C for any given two-conductor 
capacitance by following either of these methods: 

I. Assuming Q and determining Vin terms of Q (involving Gauss's law) 
2. Assuming V and determining Qin terms of V (involving solving Laplace's equation) 

We shall use the former method here, and the latter method will be illustrated in 
Examples 6.10 and 6.11. The former method involves taking the following steps: 

1. Choose a suitable coordinate system. 
2. Let the two conducting plates carry charges + Q and -Q. 

(6.18) 
Q e f,E · dS 

C=-=--- 
V f,.E di 

where E is the electric field existing between the conductors and conductor 1 is assumed to 
carry a positive charge. (Note that the E field is always normal to the conducting surfaces.) 

We define the capacitance C of the capacitor as the ratio of the magnitude of the charge 
on one of the plates to the potential difference between them; that is, 

(6.17) 

R = VII0. As will be discussed shortly, the capacitance of a capacitor is obtained using a 
similar technique. 

Generally speaking, to have a capacitor we must have two (or more) conductors car 
rying equal but opposite charges. This implies that all the flux lines leaving one conduc 
tor must necessarily terminate at the surface of the other conductor. The conductors are 
sometimes referred to as the plates of the capacitor. The plates may be separated by free 
space or a dielectric. 

Consider the two-conductor capacitor of Figure 6.12. The conductors are maintained 
at a potential difference V given by 

V = V1 ~ V2 = ~ rE ·di 
2 

FIGURE 6.12 A two-conductor 
capacitor. 
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(b) 

(•) 

Dielectric & Plate area S 

\ \ 

FIGURE 6.13 (a) Parallel-plate 
capacitor. (b) Fringing effect due 
to a parallel-plate capacitor. 

An ideal parallel-plate capacitor is one in which the plate separation dis very small com 
pared with the dimensions of the plate. Assuming such an ideal case, the fringing field 

(6.19) 
Q 

Ps = S 

A. Parallel-Plate Capacitor 
Consider the parallel-plate capacitor of Figure 6.13(a). Suppose that each of the plates has 
an area Sand they are separated by a distanced. We assume that plates 1 and 2, respectively, 
carry charges +Q and -Q uniformly distributed on them so that 

3. Determine Eby using Coulomb's or Gauss's law and find V from V = ~ J LE · di. The 
negative sign may be ignored in this case because we are interested in the absolute 
value of V. 

4. Finally, obtain C from C = Q!V. 

We will now apply this mathematically attractive procedure to determine the capaci 
tance of some important two-conductor configurations. 
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as expected. 

To verify this for a parallel-plate capacitor, we substitute eq. (6.20) into eq. (4.96) and obtain 

(6.24) I w =_!_CV'= _!_QV = Q' I 
' 2 2 2C 

Using eq. (4.96), it can be shown that the energy stored in a capacitor is given by 

(6.23) 

This formula offers a means of measuring the dielectric constant Er of a given dielectric. 
By measuring the capacitance C of a parallel-plate capacitor with the space between the 
plates filled with the dielectric and the capacitance C0 with air between the plates, we 
find er from 

(6.22) 

and thus for a parallel-plate capacitor 

(6.21) V = -f E ·di= -([-~ax]· dx e; = ~: 

Hence, 

(6.20) 

E=~(-a) 
£ x 

at the edge of the plates, as illustrated in Figure 6.13(b), can be ignored so that the field 
between them is considered uniform. If the space between the plates is filled with a homo 
geneous dielectric with permittivity e and we ignore flux fringing at the edges of the plates, 
from eq. (4.27), D = -psax or 
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C. Spherical Capacitor 
A spherical capacitor is the case of two concentric spherical conductors. Consider the inner 
sphere of radius a and outer sphere of radius b ( b > a) separated by a dielectric medium 
with permittivity e as shown in Figure 6.15. We assume charges +Q and -Q on the inner 

(6.28) 
Q Ltrel: C=-=-- 
V b In a 

Thus the capacitance of a coaxial cylinder is given by 

(6.27b) 

(6.27a) V = -J' E ·di= -f' [-Q-ar] · dpaP 
2 b 21TepL 

= __g_ln!: 
Lttel: a 

Neglecting flux fringing at the cylinder ends, 

(6.26) E=-Q-a 
21repL e 

Hence, 

(6.25) Q = e £ E · dS = eEP21rpL 

B. Coaxial Capacitor 
A coaxial capacitor is essentially a coaxial cable or coaxial cylindrical capacitor. Consider 
length L of two coaxial conductors of inner radius a and outer radius b ( b > a) as shown in 
Figure 6.14. Let the space between the conductors be filled with a homogeneous dielectric 
with permittivity e. We assume that conductors 1 and 2, respectively, carry + Q and - Q 
uniformly distributed on them. By applying Gauss's law to an arbitrary Gaussian cylindrical 
surface of radius p (a < p < b ), we obtain 

FIGURE 6.14 A coaxial capacitor. 
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1 1 1 -=~+ c c, c, 

By letting b ~ oo, C = 47Tea, which is the capacitance of a spherical capacitor whose 
outer plate is infinitely large. Such is the case of a spherical conductor at a large distance 
from other conducting bodies-the isolated sphere. Even an irregularly shaped object of 
about the same size as the sphere will have nearly the same capacitance. This fact is useful 
in estimating the stray capacitance of an isolated body or piece of equipment. 

Recall from network theory that if two capacitors with capacitance C1 and C2 are in series 
(i.e., they have the same charge on them) as shown in Figure 6.16(a), the total capacitance is 

(6.32) 
Q 41Te C=-=-- 
V 1 1 

b 

Thus the capacitance of the spherical capacitor is 

=4;e[~-i] (6.31) 

V = -J' E ·di= -f" [--9.._a,] · dra, 
2 b 41Tsr2 

The potential difference between the conductors is 

(6.30) 
Q E = 41Ter2 a, 

that is, 

(6.29) Q = e f,E · dS = eE,41TT1 

and outer spheres, respectively. By applying Gauss's law to an arbitrary Gaussian spherical 
surface of radius r (a < r < b), we have 

FIGURE 6.15 A spherical capacitor. 
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(6.36) 

which is the relaxation time Tr of the medium separating the conductors. It should be 
remarked that eq. (6.35) is valid only when the medium is homogeneous; this is easily 
inferred from eqs. (6.16) and (6.18). Assuming homogeneous media, the resistance of vari 
ous capacitors mentioned earlier can be readily obtained using eq. (6.35). The following 
examples are provided to illustrate this idea. 

For a parallel-plate capacitor, 

(6.35) 

The product of these expressions yields 

(6.18) 

(6.16) 
v fLE ·di 

R 
fs<TE · dS 

c g_ e f5E · dS 
v J,E.dl 

Let us reconsider the expressions for finding the resistance R and the capacitance C of 
an electrical system. The expressions were given in eqs. (6.16) and (6.18): 

(6.34) C = C1 + C2 

If the capacitors are in parallel (i.e., if they have the same voltage across their plates) as 
shown in Figure 6. l 6(b ), the total capacitance is 

(6.33) 

or 

(b) {a) 

FIGURE 6.16 Capacitors (a) in series 
and (b) in parallel. 
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FIGURE 6.17 Bent metal bar 
for Example 6.8. 

R' = 4t 
<r7T(b2 - a2) 

and (b ) the resistance between the two horizontal surfaces at z = 0 and z = tis 

b 
2ln a R=- 
o-m 

A metal bar of conductivity o is bent to form a flat 90° sector of inner radius a, outer radius 
b, and thickness t as shown in Figure 6.17. Show that (a} the resistance of the bar between 
the vertical curved surfaces at p = a and p = b is 

It should be noted that the resistance R in each of eqs. (6.35) to (6.39) is not the resistance 
of the capacitor plate but the leakage resistance between the plates; therefore, a in those 
equations is the conductivity of the dielectric medium separating the plates. 

(6.39) 
l 

C = 47Tea, R = -- 
41Taa 

And finally for an isolated spherical conductor, 

(6.38) 

l 
a b 

R=-- 
47Tcr 

41TB C=-- 
1 1' 

b 

For a spherical capacitor, 

(6.37) 

b In - 
a R=-- 

21TaL 
2 7TeL C=- 

b' 
In - 

For a cylindrical capacitor, 
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J J•12 J' V0<T 7T tV,<T I= J·dS = --dzpd</> = -~ 
s .;-o '"0 p In !'.. 2 In !'.. 

a a 

J =<TE, dS = -pd<f>dzaP 

E= -VY= _dVa =-~a= -~a 
dp p p p b p 

pin- 
a 

V = A In p - A In a = A In f!_ = _1:i_ In f!_ 
a b a 

In- a 

Hence, 

or A = _1:i_ 
In!:_ 

a 

V(p = b) = V0 -> V0 = A In b + B = A In b - A In a = A In!:_ a 

V(p=a)=O->O=Alna+B or B=-Alna 

where A and B are constants of integration to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

V =A lnp + B 

Integrating once again yields 

dV A 
dp p 

or 

dV 
p-=A 

dp 

Asp = O is excluded, upon multiplying by p and integrating once, this becomes 

V2V = .!_~(p dV) = 0 
p dp dp 

Solution: 

(a) Between the vertical curved ends located at p = a and p = b, the bar has a nonuniform 
cross section and hence eq. (5.16) does not apply. We have to use eq. (6.16). Let a poten 
tial difference V0 be maintained between the curved surfaces at p = a and p = b so that 
V(p =a) = 0 and V(p = b) = V0. We solve for Vin Laplace's equation V2V = 0 in 
cylindrical coordinates. Since V = V(p), 
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Alternatively, for this case, the cross section of the bar is uniform between the horizon 
tal surfaces at z = 0 and z = t and eq. (5.16) holds. Hence, 

R' = ~ = 4t 
I u7r(b2 - a') 

Thus 

f f b f'" v = J · dS = __<!!_ p d<f> dp 
S p= O </>=O f 

V,u 7T p'I" V, u 7T (b2 - a') 
22,l = 4t 

v, V=-z 
t 

dV V 
E = -'VV = -dza' =--;a, 

J = CTE = - uV, a., dS = -p d<f> dp a. t • • 

Hence, 

V( z =t) =V, ->V0 =At or 

V( z =O) =O ->Q =O +B or B=O 

A=~ 
t 

We apply the boundary conditions to determine A and B: 

V = Az + B 

Integrating twice gives 

d2V 
dz' = 0 

as required. 

(b) Let V0 be the potential difference between the two horizontal surfaces so that 
V(z = 0) = 0 and V(z = t) = V,. V = V(z), so Laplace's equation 'V2V = 0 becomes 

b 
2 ln- 

R =~=--a 
I o-m 

Thus 
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27rLaV0 

In /J 
a 

I I '" I I. v I = J dS = _£_ p dz d</) 
S ¢=0 z=O plnj: 

a 

-av 
J = o-E = ---:•p• dS = -pd</) dzar 

pin;;- 

Solution: 
Consider length L of the coaxial cable as shown in Figure 6.14. Let V0 be the potential differ 
ence between the inner and outer conductors so that V(p = a) = 0 and V(p = b) = V0, 

which allows V and E to be found just as in part (a) of Example 6.8. Hence, 

21TO 
G = - 

b In 
a 

A coaxial cable contains an insulating material of conductivity a. If the radius of the central 
wire is a and that of the sheath is b, show that the conductance of the cable per unit length 
is [see eq. (6.37)] 

Answer: 

(a) The hole and the rim of the disk 
(b) The two flat sides of the disk 

In /J 
a t 

(a) 21Tta' (b) a7T(b2 - a')" 

A disk of thickness t has radius b and a central hole of radius a. Taking the conductivity 
of the disk as a, find the resistance between 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.8 

as required. 

a7T(b2 - a2) 

41 

R' = _!__ = ----- 
o-S a7T_(b' - a') 

4 
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FIGURE 6.18 Potential V(r) due to conducting 
spherical shells. 

Conducting spherical shells with radii a = 10 cm and b = 30 cm are maintained at a 
potential difference of 100 V such that V(r = b) = 0 and V(r =a)= 100 V. Determine 
V and E in the region between the shells. If Er = 2.5 in the region, determine the total 
charge induced on the shells and the capacitance of the capacitor. 

Solution: 
Consider the spherical shells shown in Figure 6.18 and assume that V depends only on r. 
Hence Laplace's equation becomes 

Answer: Proof. 

1 b R = ln- 
rrf(o-1 + o-2) a 

A coaxial cable contains an insulating material of conductivity a- 1 in its upper half and 
another material of conductivity a2 in its lower half (similar to the situation shown later 
in Figure 6.19b). If the radius of the central wire is a and that of the sheath is b, show 
that the leakage resistance of length e of the cable is 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.9 

as required. 

I 2rro- G = - = - 
R 1nm 

and the conductance per unit length is 

R = ~ I In~ 
I L 27T<r 

The resistance of the cable of length is given by 
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Thus 

A=~ 
I I 
b 

or 

V =A[~ - ~i 0 b a 
Also when r = a, V = V0 ~ 

As usual, constants A and B are determined from the boundary conditions. 
A A 

When r = b, V = 0 ---> 0 = -b + B or B = b 
Hence, 

A 
V= -~+ B 

r 

Integrating again gives 

dV A 
dr r' 

or 

Integrating once gives 

.'!_ [r' dV] = O 
dr dr 

Since r * 0 in the region of interest, we multiply through by r' to obtain 

V2V = _!__.'!_ [r' dV] = 0 r' dr dr 
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IOI 4.167 x 10-• 
C = V:,,- = lOO = 41.67pF 

The positive charge is induced on the inner shell; the negative charge is induced on the 
outer shell. Also 

= :t4.167 nC 

100 15 
E = ?[10 - 10/3]a, = 7a,V/m 

10-• (2.5)·(100) 
Q = :!:47T. 367T . 10 - 10/3 

Check: V'V = 0, V(r = 0.3 m) = 0, V(r = 0.1 m) = 100. 

[ 1 10] 
v = 100 

7 - 3 = 1s[_!_ - .!_()_] v 
10 - 10/3 r 3 

which is the same as we obtained in eq. (6.32); there in Section 6.5, we assumed Q and 
found the corresponding V0, but here we assumed V0 and found the corresponding Q to 
determine C. Substituting a = 0.1 m, b = 0.3 m, V, = 100 V yields 

Q 41Te 
C=~=-- 

V, _!_ _ _!_ 
b 

The capacitance is easily determined as 

47T£0£r V0 

1 
a b 

v, 
=?[~-ir 

Q=feEdS=r r [e.e,V.l?sinOd</>dO 
s 8•0 '"'? _!_ - _!_ 

a b 
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Notice that this solution satisfies Laplace's equation and the boundary conditions. 
We have assumed the potential difference between the plates to be V0• Our goal is to 

find the charge Q on either plate so that we can eventually find the capacitance C = Q/V0• 

The charge on either plate is 

V=~x 
d 

where A and Bare integration constants to be determined from the boundary conditions. 
At x = 0, V = 0 -> 0 = 0 + B, or B = 0, and at x = d, V = V0 -> V0 = Ad + 0 or 
A= V0/d. 
Hence, 

V =Ax+ B 

Integrating twice gives 

In Section 6.5, it was mentioned that the capacitance C = Q/V of a capacitor can be found 
by either assuming Q and finding V, as in Section 6.5, or by assuming V and finding Q, as 
in Example 6.10. Use the latter method to derive eq. (6.22). 

Solution: 
Assume that the parallel plates in Figure 6.13 are maintained at a potential difference 
V0 so that V(x = 0) and V(x = d) = V0• This necessitates solving a one-dimensional 
boundary-value problem; that is, we solve Laplace's equation 

Answer: (a) 0.53 pF, (b) 0.5 pF. 

If Figure 6.19 represents the cross sections of two spherical capacitors, determine their 
capacitances. Let a = 1 mm, b = 3 mm, c = 2 mm, e,1 = 2.5, and e,2 = 3.5. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.10 

(b) (•) 

FIGURE 6.19 For Practice 
Exercises 6.9, 6.10, and 6.12. 
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The total capacitor C is given by 

C1C2 2e0S (e,ie,2) 
C=---=---- 

C1 + C2 d Erl + E,z 

Solution: 
(a) Since D and E are normal to the dielectric interface, the capacitor in Figure 6.20(a) can 
be treated as consisting of two capacitors C1 and C2 in series as in Figure 6.16(a). 

Determine the capacitance of each of the capacitors in Figure 6.20. Take er1 = 4, er2 = 6, 
d = 5 mm, S = 30 crrr'. 

Derive the formula for the capacitance C = Q/V0 of a cylindrical capacitor in eq. (6.28) 
by assuming V0 and finding Q. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.11 

which is in agreement with eq. (6.22). 

As expected, Q is equal but opposite on each plate. Thus 

eVO eVOS 
Ps = d and Q = -d- 

On the upper plate, a, = -ax, so 

On the lower plate, a11 = ax, so 

But Ps = D · a11 = eE · a11, where 

o = f p,ds 
s 
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A cylindrical capacitor has radii a = 1 cm and b = 2.5 cm. If the space between the plates 
is filled with an inhomogeneous dielectric with ev-= (10 + p)lp, where pis in centimeters, 
find the capacitance per meter of the capacitor. 

Answer: (a) 1.54 F, (b) 1.52 nF. 

Determine the capacitance of 10 m length of the cylindrical capacitors shown in Figure 6.19. 
Take a = 1 mm, b = 3 mm, c = 2 mm, e,1 = 2.5, and e,2 = 3.5. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.12 

Notice that when e,1 = e,2 = e., eqs. (6.12.1) and (6.12.2) agree with eq. (6.22) as expected. 

(6.12.2) 

e0S ( ) c = c, + c, = 2d £" + £,, 

10-9 30 x 10-' 
367T 2. (5 x 10-3) . lO 

C = 26.53 pF 

The total capacitance is 

(b) In this case, D and E are parallel to the dielectric interface. We may treat the capacitor 
as consisting of two capacitors C1 and C2 in parallel (the same voltage across C1 and C2) as 
in Figure 6.16(b). 

= 2 (6.12.1) 
10-9 30 x 10-' 4 x 6 
367T 5 x 10-3 10 

C = 25.46 pF 

FIGURE 6.20 For Example 6.12. 

{a) (b) 

»n -n 

e,., e., f-----:~-· -------<f,: 
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Typical examples of point, line, and volume charge configurations are portrayed in Figure 
6.2l(a), and their corresponding image configurations are in Figure 6.2l(b). 

The image theory states that a given charge configuration above an infinite ground 
ed perfect conducting plane may be replaced by the charge configuration itself, its 
image, and an equipotential surface in place of the conducting plane. 

The method of images, introduced by Lord Kelvin in 1848, is commonly used to determine 
V, E, D, and Ps due to charges in the presence of conductors. By this method, we avoid 
solving Poisson's or Laplace's equation but rather utilize the fact that a conducting surface 
is an equipotential. Although the method does not apply to all electrostatic problems, it can 
reduce a formidable problem to a simple one. 

6.6 METHOD OF IMAGES 

Answer: 1.13 nF. 

A spherical capacitor with a = 1.5 cm, b = 4 cm has an inhomogeneous dielectric of 
e = lOeir. Calculate the capacitance of the capacitor. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.13 

c = g_ = ~ = 27T . 10-9 
V In _IO_+_b 367r In 1_22 

10 +a 11.0 
C = 434.6 pF/m 

Thus the capacitance per meter is (L = 1 m) 

Q 10 + b 
=--ln--- 

27rE0L 10 + a 

-Q I" dp -Q I" =-- ---= --ln(IO + p) 
21Te0L b 10 + p 27Te0L b 

I " Q Q I" dp 
V = - b 27re0e,pL dp = - 27TE0l b p( 10; p) 

Solution: 
The procedure is the same as that taken in Section 6.5 except that eq. (6.27a) now becomes 
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FIGURE 6.22 (a) Point charge and grounded conducting plane. (b} Image configuration 
and field lines. 

(b) (:i) 

V=O 
I 

Consider a point charge Q placed at a distance h from a perfect conducting plane of infinite 
extent as in Figure 6.22(a). The image configuration is in Figure 6.22(b). The electric field 
in the region above the plane at point P(x,y, z) is given by 

A. A Point Charge above a Grounded Conducting Plane 

In applying the image method, two conditions must always be satisfied: 

I. The image charge(s) must be located in the conducting region. 
2, The image charge(s) must be located such that on the conducting surface(s) the 

potential is zero or constant. 

The first condition is necessary to satisfy Poisson's equation, and the second condition 
ensures that the boundary conditions are satisfied. Let us now apply the image theory to 
two specific problems. 

FIGURE 6.21 Image system: (a) charge configurations above a perfectly conducting plane, 
(b) image configuration with the conducting plane replaced by equipotential surface. 

lb) (a) 

-Q. 

Equipotential surface V"' 0 Perfectly conducting plane V= 0 

\ 0-p, Q• Q• 
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(6.48) Qh I,. I· p dp d</> 
Q, = - 27T 0 0 [p' + h2]'12 

By changing variables, p2 = x' + y', dx dy = p dp dd»; and we have 

(6.47) J J
oo Joo -Qh dxdy 

Q, = Ps dS = _00 _00 27T[x' +I + h']'12 

The total induced charge on the conducting plane is 

27T[x' + I + h'l'1' 
(6.46) -Qh 

for z 2" 0 and V = 0 for z -o; 0. Note that V( z = 0) = 0. 
The surface charge density of the induced charge can also be obtained from eq. ( 6.44) as 

Ps = D,, = e0E,,1 
z=O 

Q { I I } 
V = 47Te, [x' +I + (z - h)']U' - [x' +I + (z + h)2]112 

(6.45) 
Q -Q =~~+~~ 

47Te0r1 4ne0r2 

V=V++V_ 

It should be noted that when z = 0, E has only the z-component, confirming that E is 
normal to the conducting surface. 

The potential at Pis easily obtained from eq. (6.41) or (6.44) using V = - J1. E ·di. 
Thus 

(6.44) 
Q [x•x +ya!'+ (z - h)a, xax + yay + (z + h)a,l 

E = 47Te, [x' +I+ (z - h)2]312 - [x' +I+ (z + h)2]'12 

so eq. (6.41) becomes 

(6.42) 
(6.43) 

r1 = (x,y,z) - (0,0,h) = (x,y,z - h) 
r2 = (x,y, z) - (0, 0, -h) = (x,y, z + h) 

The distance vectors r1 and r2 are given by 

(6.41) 

(6.40) E = E+ + L 

=~+-Qr, 
47TB0~ 47Te0G 
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(6.55) =-~Inf!.!. 
27TE0 P2 

V = V+ + V_ 

= -~lnp, - ~lnp2 
2'1Te0 27Te0 

Again, notice that when z = 0, E has only the z-component, confirming that E is normal 
to the conducting surface. 

The potential at Pis obtained from eq. (6.51) or (6.54) using V = - J, E ·di. Thus 

(6.54) E = ~ [xa, + (z - h)a, _ xax + (z + h)a,l 
27Te0 x' + (z - h)' x' + (z + h)' 

so eq. (6.51) becomes 

(6.52) 

(6.53) 

p, = (x,y, z) - (O,y, h) = (x, 0, z - h) 
p, = (x,y,z) - (O,y,-h) = (x,O,z + h) 

The distance vectors p1 and p2 are given by 

(6.50) 

(6.51) 

E = E+ + E_ 
PL -p, 

= 27TE0P1 apl + 27TE0P2 aµ2 

Consider an infinite line charge with density PL C/m located at a distance h from the 
grounded conducting plane at z = 0. The image system of Figure 6.22(b) applies to the 
line charge except that Q is replaced by p1. The infinite line charge p1 may be assumed to 
be at x = 0, z = h, and the image -pL at x = 0, z = -h so that the two are parallel to the 
y-axis. The electric field at point Pis given (from eq. 4.21) by 

B. A Line Charge above a Grounded Conducting Plane 

as expected, because all flux lines terminating on the conductor would have terminated on 
the image charge if the conductor were absent. 

-Q 
(6.49) Qh loo 

[p' + h2]112 0 

Integrating over<!> gives 27T, and letting p dp = ~d (p2), we obtain 
2 

Q; = - Qh 27T J" [p' + h'J-312 ~ d(p') 
27T 0 2 
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r1 = [(x - a)2 + y' + (z - b)2]112 

r2 = [(x +a)'+ y' + (z - b)2]112 

r3 = [(x +a)'+ y' + (z + b)2]112 

r4 = [(x - a)2 + y' + (z + b)2]'12 

where 

A point charge Q is located at point (a, 0, b) between two semi-infinite conducting planes 
intersecting at right angles as in Figure 6.23. Determine the potential at point P(x, y, z) in 
region z 2: 0 and x 2: 0 and the force on Q. 
Solution: 
The image configuration is shown in Figure 6.24. Three image charges are necessary to 
satisfy the two conditions listed at the beginning of this section. From Figure 6.24(a), the 
potential at point P(x, y, z) is the superposition of the potentials at P due to the four point 
charges; that is, 

as expected. 

(6.59) 
P; = -: f" da 

--rr/2 h 

By letting x = h tan a, eq. (6.58) becomes 

(6.58) f PLh f00 dx 
P; = /'dx = --:;-- -• x' + h' 

The induced charge per length on the conducting plane is 

1T(x' + h') 
(6.57) Ps = D, = e,E,I 

z=O 

for z 2" 0 and V = 0 for z -s 0. Note that V(z = 0) = 0. 
The surface charge induced on the conducting plane is given by 

(6.56) V = -~ ln[x' + (z - h)'] "' 
21Te, x' + (z + h)2 

Substituting p1 = Ip, I and p2 = IP21 in eqs. (6.52) and (6.53) into eq. (6.55) gives 
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FIGURE 6.24 Determining (a) the potential at P and (b) the force on charge Q. 

(b) (•) 

+Q._ ~Q 

I 
I F, 
I I : 

F, 

The electric field due to this system can be determined similarly, and the charge induced 
on the planes can also be found. 

In general, when the method of images is used for a system consisting of a point charge 
between two semi-infinite conducting planes inclined at an angle <P (in degrees), the number 
of images is given by 

F = F1 + F2 + F3 

= Q_2 __ 
3 

_ ~_Q_'~a + Q2(2aa, + 2ba,) 
41Te,(2b)2 z 41Te,(2a)2 ' 41Teo[(2a)2 + (2b)2)312 

= l6~e0 { [ (a2 +a b2)312 - ~la, + [ (a2 +b b2)312 - ~la,} 

From Figure 6.24(b ), the net force on Q is 

0 

,~r 
b 

FIGURE 6.23 Point charge between two semi-infinite 
conducting planes. 
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(6.60) 

The increasing application of integrated circuits at microwave frequencies has generated 
interest in the use of rectangular and circular microstrip disk capacitors as lumped-element 
circuits. The fringing field effects of such capacitors were first observed in 1877 by Kirchhoff, 
who used conformal mapping to account for the fringing. But his analysis was limited by 
the assumption that the capacitor is air filled. In rnicrostrip applications, the capacitor plates 
are separated by a dielectric material instead of free space. Lately, others have come up with 
better approximate closed-form solutions to the problem taking into account the presence of 
the dielectric material and fringing. We consider only the circular disk capacitor. 

The geometry of the circular microstrip capacitor, with radius rand separation dis 
tanced, is shown in Figure 6.26. Again, if disk area S(S = 1Tr1) is very large compared 
with the separation distance (i.e., VS >> d), then fringing is minimal and the capacitance 
is given by 

t6.7 APPLICATION NOTE-CAPACITANCE OF MICROSTRIP LINES 

Answer: 60.54 µ,N. 

If the point charge Q = 10 nC in Figure 6.25 is 10 cm away from point 0 and along the 
line bisecting 1> = 60°, find the magnitude of the force on Q due to the charge induced 
on the conducting walls.' 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.14 

because the charge and its images all lie on a circle. For example, when 1> = 180°, N = 1 as 
in the case of Figure 6.22; for 1> = 90°, N = 3 as in the case of Figure 6.23; and for 1> = 60°, 
we expect N = 5 as shown in Figure 6.25. 

+Q 

FIGURE 6.25 Point charge between two semi 
infinite conducting walls inclined at¢ """ 60° to 
each other. 
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2 L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of Continuous Media. Oxford: Pergamon Press, I 960, p. 20. 
3 W. C. Chew and J. A. Kong, "Effects of fringing fields on the capacitance of circular microstrip disk;' IEEE 
Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 28, no. 2, Feb. 1980, pp. 98-103. 
4 H. A. Wheeler, "A simple formula for the capacitance of a disc on dielectric on a plane,' IEEE Transactions on 
Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 30, no. 11, Nov. 1982, pp. 2050-2054. 

(6.64) 

Wheeler used interpolation to match the three cases of small, medium, and large disk sizes. 
According to Wheeler,4 we first define the following 

CASE 3. 

(6.63) e0e,1Tr2 { 2d [ ( r ) d l} Cr= --d- I+ 1Te,r In Zd + (1.4le, + 1.77) + ~(0.268e, + 1.65) 

According to Chew and Kong,3 the total capacitance including fringing is 

CASE 2. 

It should be noted that Kirchhoff's approximation is valid only for e, = I. 

(6.62) 

so that the total capacitance is 

(6.61) ( 
161Tr ) 

AC= e0e,r log-d- - I 

According to Kirchhoff,' the fringing capacitance is 

CASE 1. 

Several researchers have attempted to account for the effect of fringing and to obtain a 
closed-form solution. We consider the following cases. 

FIGURE 6.26 Circular microstrip capacitor. 
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A MATLAB program was developed by using eqs. (6.62) to (6.69). With specific values 
of d = 10 mil and e, = 74.04, the values of C and CT for 10 < r < 200 mil are plotted in 
Figure 6.27 for the three cases. The curve for Kirchhoff's approximation coincides with the 
case without fringing. 

(6.69) 

(6.68) c, = 1 - ---,---d- 
4 + 2.6- + 2.9- 

d r 

k, = 0.37 + 0.63e, 

(6.67) _ [ ~ ~ (I + 0.8(r/d)2 + (0.3lr/d)')] 
C, - e,r 8 + d + 3 In I + 0.9(r!d) 

where 

(6.66) 

The total capacitance is 

(6.65) 

where k = e.. When k = 1, eq. (6.64) becomes 

c,, = e,r[s + ~] 

FIGURE 6.27 Capacitance of the circular microstrip capacitor. 
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FIGURE 6.28 RF MEMS device. 

Driving voltage 

f--<> 

J 
Air gap c 

"O g 
u e ;; 
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Radio-frequency microelectromechanical systems (RF MEMS) are electronic devices with 
a submillimeter-sized moving part in the form of a beam, comb, disk, or ring, capable of 
providing RF functionality. Figure 6.28 shows one example. Another class consists of bulk 
or surface micromachined devices, such as thin-film bulk acoustic resonators (FBARs), 
which rely on energy transduction from the electrical energy domain to the acoustic energy 
domain and vice versa to provide RF functionality. A myriad of devices can be made using 
RF MEMS. Examples include RF MEMS switches, switched capacitors, varactors, and 
vibrating RF MEMS resonators. Several national laboratories and universities are actively 
engaged in developing these devices. Most notably, IBM Research Laboratory, Hughes 
Research Laboratories, Northeastern University in cooperation with Analog Devices, 
Raytheon, Rockwell Science, Westinghouse Research Laboratories, and the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, and a few others are known to pioneer in this area of research. 

Modeling RF MEMS devices is a challenge because they exhibit nonlinear behavior 
and hysteresis. The electrostatic force in MEMS, which depends on the square of the drive 
voltage, causes electrostatic force strengthening. This results in pull-in of the electrodes 
and limits the linearity of these devices. Also, residual charge at the interfaces influences 
the switching times. The Verilog-A hardware description language (HDL) is well suited for 
RF MEMS device modeling by means of nonlinear-physics-based equations. In addition, 
simplified empirical equations or model-order-reduced equations can be used to trade 
accuracy for feasibility. Device models, that use empirical equations in addition to physics 
based equations are referred to as compact models. 

6.8 APPLICATION NOTE-RF MEMS 
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Consider a trace of thickness t = l 5 µ,m, length I = 8 mm, and with exponentially increasing 
width from w1 = 0.2 mm to wz = 2.5 mm connected to a 10 V source by perfect electric conductor 
(PEC) slabs at the ends. Such a shape is commonly encountered around via pads or near impedance 
transformers. The trace has conducrlviry a = 6.5 X 105 Sim. Determine the total resistance of the 
trace by integrating the incremental cross-sectional resistance. 

RF MEMS have a deflecting cantilever or fixed-fixed beam and can be classified further 
by actuation method (electrostatic, electrothermal, magnetostatic, or piezoelectric), axis of 
deflection (lateral or vertical), circuit configuration (series or shunt), suspension (cantilever 
or fixed-fixed), or contact interface (capacitive or ohmic). Electrostatically actuated RF 
MEMS switches offer low insertion loss and high isolation, good linearity, greater power 
handling, and a higher electrical quality factor Q,. A capacitive fixed-fixed beam RF MEMS 
switch is a micromachined capacitor with a moving top electrode called the beam. The 
beam, which is sometimes perforated, is suspended by springs over a lower electrode, sepa 
rated by an air gap and a dielectric. It is generally connected in shunt with the transmission 
line. This type of switch is generally used for the X- to W-band, which lies in the range of 8 
to 110 GHz. An ohmic cantilever RF MEMS switch is capacitive in the up-state but makes an 
ohmic contact in the down-state. It is an asymmetrical device with the clamp designated as 
source, the bias electrode designated as gate, and the contact electrode designated as drain, 
analogous to the field effect transistor. An ohmic cantilever switch is generally connected 
in series with the transmission line and is used from de to about 40 GHz into the Ka-band. 

A vibrating RF MEMS resonator has a vibrating beam, comb, disk, or ring (wine 
glass), which is sufficiently isolated from the surroundings to obtain a high mechanical 
quality factor Qm. Vacuum encapsulation with an ambient pressure P < 10-5 mbar results 
in negligible air damping. The vibrating RF MEMS resonator is often driven into a weakly 
nonlinear regime to increase the energy storage, taking advantage of the reduction in 
stored energy that occurs as the size is reduced. Vibrating RF MEMS resonators have a pre 
cise self-referenced oscillation frequency. Reference oscillators are used in local oscillators, 
which are implemented as voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs). RF MEMS are extensively 
used in broadband wireless radio communications. Also RF MEMS switches, switched 
capacitors, and varactors are applied in electronically scanned arrays, software-defined 
radios, reconfigurable antennas, and tunable bandpass filters. 

The opening vignette of Chapter 12 provides an additional discussion of RF MEMS. 
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The user must first create a separate file for the function 

Plugging in numbers for the geometric parameters, R = 1.49 !l. 

This script computes the integral of an exponential trace 
ta function using two different methods: 

1. the built-in matlab 'quad' function 
2. user-defined summation 

I ' J' dz J' dz I J' dz 
R = 0dR = 0utw( z) = 0ut2x( z) = 2ut 0x( z) 

I fl _,!_!n~z 
=--e1"'1dz 

W2Uf o 

This integral can be solved as 

l w, b = -[n~ 
I w2 

x(z = I) = ae" = ~e" = ."'c 
2 2 

And 

x(z = o) =a=~ 
2 

So, 

x(z = 0) = -'?.x(z =I)=~ 

We know that 

w(z) = x(z) = ae'' 
2 

We must determine the function w(z). Since the trace tapers according to a known expression, 
we can determine the coefficients a, b: 

dR=~ 
o-tw(z) 

To simplify, we can place the origin between the PEC-trace junction on the wide side of the 
trace, at the center of the bottom side. 

The incremental resistance is a slab of length dz in the xy-plane given by 
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3. We solve the differential equation resulting from Poisson's or Laplace's equation by 
integrating twice if V depends on one variable or by the method of separation of 
variables if Vis a function of more than one variable. We then apply the prescribed 
boundary conditions to obtain a unique solution. 

'l2V= 0 

'l'V = _&_ 
e 

In a charge-free region (pv = 0), Poisson's equation becomes Laplace's equation; 
that is, 

For a homogeneous region, e is independent of space variables. Poisson's equation 
becomes 

1. Boundary value problems are those in which the potentials or their derivatives at the 
boundaries of a region are specified and we are to determine the potential field within 
the region. They are solved by using Poisson's equation if p, * 0 or Laplace's equation if 
p; = 0. 

2. In a nonhomogeneous region, Poisson's equation is 

•iii$Mt#* 

displ'' I 
disp(sprintf('The total resistance of the trace is%£', sum)) 

end 

s ume O , % set initial total sum to zero 
dz-1/1000; 
for z e Oc dzr L, 

sume sum-n Z (w2 *cond*t) *exp ( -1/ l *log (wl/w2) * z) *dz; 
% add the partial sums to the total sum 

% the parameters of the trace 
wl = 0.2e-3; 
w2 = 2.Se-3; 
cond = 6.5e5; % conductivity 
t = lSe-6; % thickness 
1 = Be-3; \ length 

We will determine the intregral of this function from 
x = O to x = 

clear 

y • (-1/20)*x"3+(3/S)*x."2-(21/10)*x+4; 
The file should be named fun.m and stored in the same directory 
as this file, and it should contain the following two lines: 

function y = fun(x) 
y = (-l/20)*x.A3+{3/5)*x.A2-2.l*x+4; 
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(d) v = .1_() 
r 

(e) V = pcos<J> + 10 

(a) V = 2x + 5 

(b)V=!Oxy 
(c) V = rcos </> 

6.4 Which of the following potentials does not satisfy Laplace's equation? 

(c} Not necessarily (a) True 
(b) False 

(d) Helmholtz's equation 
(e) Lorentz's equation 

is called 

(a) Maxwell's equation 
(b) Laplace's equation 
(c) Poisson's equation 

6.3 Two potential functions V1 and V2 satisfy Laplace's equation within a closed region and 
assume the same values on its surface. V1 must be equal to V2. 

a'i/J 1 aijJ a'i/J - + -- + - + 10 = 0 
ap' Pap ai' 

6.2 In cylindrical coordinates, the equation 

(b) False (a) True 

6.1 Equation V · ( -eVV) = p, may be regarded as Poisson's equation for an inhomogeneous 
medium. 

4. The uniqueness theorem states that if V satisfies Poisson's or Laplace's equation and the 
prescribed boundary condition, Vis the only possible solution for that problem. This 
enables us to find the solution to a given problem via any expedient means because we 
are assured of one, and only one, solution. 

S. The problem of finding the resistance R of an object or the capacitance C of a 
capacitor may be treated as a boundary-value problem. To determine R, we assume a 
potential difference V0 between the ends of the object, solve Laplace's equation, find 
I = f 5o-E · dS, and obtain R = V0//. Similarly, to determine C, we assume a poten 
tial difference of V0 between the plates of the capacitor, solve Laplace's equation, find 
Q = J5eE · dS, and obtain C = Q/V0. 

6. A boundary-value problem involving an infinite conducting plane or wedge may 
be solved by using the method of images. This basically entails replacing the charge 
configuration by itself, its image, and an equipotential surface in place of the conduct 
ing plane. Thus the original problem is replaced by "an image problem;' which is solved 
by using techniques covered in Chapters 4 and 5. 

7. The computation of the capacitance of microstrip lines has become important because 
such lines are used in microwave devices. Three formulas for finding the capacitance of 
a circular microstrip line have been presented. 
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6.1 Given V = Sx'y'z and e = 2.2Se0, find (a) Eat point P( -3, I, 2), (b) p- at P. 
10 cos(} sin cjJ 0 0 6.2 Let V = r' and c = e0• (a) Find Eat point P(I. 60, 30 ). (b) Determine p, at P. 

Section 6.2-Poisson's and Laplace's Equations 

Answers: 6.1 a, 6.2c, 6.3a, 6.4c, 6.Sb, e.ed,e, 6. 7a, 6.8b, 6.9d, 6.1 Ob. 

(d) s 
(e) 3 

(a) 12 
(b) II 
(c) 6 

6.10 Two conducting plates are inclined at an angle 30° to each other with a point charge 
between them. The number of image charges is 

(c} 8 times 
(d) 16 times 

(a) 2 times 
(b) 4 times 

6.9 A potential difference V0 is applied to a mercury column in a cylindrical container. 
The mercury is now poured into another cylindrical container of half the radius and the 
same potential difference V0 applied across the ends. As a result of this change of space, 
the resistance will be increased 

(d) 3 
(e) 4 

(a) 0 

(b) I 
(c) 2 

6.8 A parallel-plate capacitor connected to a battery stores twice as much charge with a 
given dielectric as it does with air as dielectric. The susceptibility of the dielectric is 

(b) False (a) True 

6.7 The capacitance of a capacitor filled by a linear dielectric is independent of the charge on 
the plates and the potential difference between the plates. 

(d) X, + Y, 
(e) (X, - 2)(Y, + 3) 

(a) -IOX1Y1 

(b) X, Y, + 2xy 
(c) X, Y, - x + y 

6.6 If V1 = X1 Y1 is a product solution of Laplace's equation, which of these are not solutions 
of Laplace's equation? 

6.5 Which of the following is not true? 

(a) -S cos 3x is a solution to <f>"(x) + 9<f>(x) = 0 
(b) 10 sin 2x is a solution to <f>"(x) - 4<f>(x) = 0 
(c) -4 cosh 3y is a solution to R"(y) - 9R(y) = 0 
(d) sinh 2y is a solution to R"(y) - 4R(y) = 0 

g"(x) h"(y) 
(e) M = ---;:;cy} = f(z) = - I where g(x) = sin x and h(y) = sinh y 
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6.15 In cylindrical coordinates, V = 50 V on plane </> = Tr/2 and V = 0 on plane <P = 0. 
Assuming that the planes are insulated along the z-axis, determine E between the planes. 

6.14 The cylindrical capacitor whose cross section is in Figure 6.30 has inner and outer radii 
of 5 mm and 15 mm, respectively. If V(p = 5 mm) = 100 V and V(p = 15 mm) = 0 V, 
calculate V, E, and D at p = 10 mm and ps on each plate. Take e, = 2.0. 

6.12 In cylindrical coordinates, V = 0 at p = 4 mm and V = V0 at p = 12 mm. IfE = -6a/! 
kV/mat p = 8 mm, determine V0• 

6.13 Consider the conducting plates shown in Figure 6.29. If V(z = 0) = 0 and 
V(z = 2 mm) = 50 V, determine V, E, and Din the dielectric region (er= 1.5) between 
the plates and Ps on the plates. 

6.9 Let U = 3xyz + y - z2. Show whether or not U satisfies Laplace's equation. 

6.10 Given V = x3y + yz + ca", find c such that V satifies Laplace's equation. 

6.1 I The potential field V = 2x2yz - /z exists in a dielectric medium having c = 2ew 
(a) Does V satisfy Laplace's equation? (b) Calculate the total charge within the unit cube 
0 < x < l m, 0 < y < 1 m, 0 < z < l m. 

6.8 Determine if each of the following potentials satisfies Laplace's equation. 

(a) V1 = e-y sinh x 
(b) V2 = cosxcosycosz 
{c) V3 = (Ap3 + Bp~') cos 3<f> 

5 sin (J (d} V4=~,~ 
r- 

6.7 In cylindrical coordinates, V = 0 at p = 2 m and V = 60 V at p = 5 m due to charge 

distribution Pv = _!Q pC/m3. If er= 3.6, find E. 
p 

6.6 Two large flat metal sheets are located at z = 0 and z = d and are maintained at 0 and V0, 

respectively. The charge density between the sheets is Pv(z) = p,;zl d, where p0 is a constant. 
Determine the potential at all points between the plates. 

6.5 A certain material occupies the space between two conducting slabs located at y = ±2 cm. 
When heated, the material emits electrons such that o; = so( I - I) µ,C/m3. If the slabs 
are both held at 30 kV, find the potential distribution within the slabs. Take e = 3e0• 

6.4 Let V = sin 
3</> 

V in a dielectric material for which e = 2.8 e0• 
p 

(a} Find E and Pat point A(!, 20°, 4). 
(b) Calculate the volume charge density at A. 

6.3 Conducting sheets are located at y = l and y = 3 planes. The space between them is 

filled with a nonuniform charge distribution Pv = L nC/m3 and s = 4c:0. Assuming that 
4,,. 

V(y = !) = Oand V(y= 3) = SOV,find V(y = 2). 
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*6.21 The inner and outer electrodes of a diode are coaxial cylinders of radii a = 0.6 mm and 
b = 30 mm, respectively. The inner electrode is maintained at 70 V, while the outer elec 
trode is grounded. (a) Assuming that the length of the electrodes€>> a, band ignoring 
the effects of space charge, calculate the potential at p = 15 mm. (b) If an electron is 
injected radially through a small hole in the inner electrode with velocity 107 mis, find its 
velocity at p = 15 mm. 

6.20 Find V and E at (3, 0, 4) due to the two conducting cones of infinite extent shown in 
Figure 6.31. 

6.19 The region between concentric spherical conducting shells r = 0.5 m and r = I m is 
charge free. If V(r = 0.5) = -50 V and V(r = 1) = 50 V, determine the potential 
distribution and the electric field strength in the region between the shells. 

6.18 Two conducting planes are located at x = 0 and x = 50 mm. The zero voltage reference 
is at x = 20 mm. Given that E = -1 IOa, Vim, calculate the conductor voltages. 

*6.17 (a) Show that V = V0(l-a2/p2) p sin <f> (where V0 is constant) satisfies Laplace's equation. 
(b) Determine E for p2 >> a2. 

"'6.16 The potential field in a certain region is V = (c1p2 + C;iP-2)sin 2</J. (a) Show that V satisfies 
Laplace's equation. (b) Find c, and c, if V = 50 V and IEI = 100 Vim at point P(I, 45°, 1). 

FIGURE 6.31 Conducting cones of 
Problem 6.20. 

V= lOOV-......_ 

FIGURE 6.30 Cylindrical capacitor of 
Problem 6.14 

FIGURE 6.29 For Problem 6.13. 

V(z = 0) = 0 

d= 2mm 

+ + + + 

l l l l l l lE 
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6.26 Figure 6.35 shows the cross-sectional view of an infinitely long rectangular slot. Find the 
potential distribution in the slot. 

Find the electric field E. 

. (111ry) sm- 
4V ~ a 

V(x,y) = ~ L ~~~exp(- n7rxla) 
7T n e cdd 11 

*6.23 Solve Laplace's equation for the two-dimensional electrostatic systems of Figure 6.33 and 
find the potential V(x, y ). 

*6.24 Find the potential V(x, y) due to the two-dimensional systems of Figure 6.34. 
6.25 A conducting strip is defined as shown in Figure 6.34(b). The potential distribution is 

6.22 An electrode with a hyperbolic shape (xy = 4) is placed above a grounded right-angle 
corner as in Figure 6.32. Calculate Vand Eat point (1, 2, 0) when the electrode is con 
nected to a 20 V source. 

FIGURE 6.33 For Problem 6.23. 

(c) (b) (a) 

FIGURE 6.32 For Problem 6.22. 
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<P" + >.<P = 0 

where A is the separation constant. 

and 

6.27 By letting V(p, </>) = R(p)<P(</>) be the solution of Laplace's equation in a region where 
p #:- 0, show that the separated differential equations for R and <P are 

R" + ~ - ~R = 0 
p p' 

a 

(o) 

FIGURE 6.35 For Problem 6.26. 

y+x=O V=O 

Slot 
x 

V= V0 sin re: 

FIGURE 6.34 For Problems 6.24 and 6.25. 

y 

L1 V= V4 '<, 
v, 

0 b .r 
v = v1 

(b) 

V=O 

(a) 

V=O 

V= V, / . 
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*6.32 A hollow conducting hemisphere of radius a is buried with its flat face lying flush with 
the earth's surface, thereby serving as an earthing electrode. If the conductivity of earth 
is a, show that the leakage conductance between the electrode and earth is 21Ta<I. 

R=-1 (.!__.!_) 
41TO" a b 

6.31 A spherical shell has inner and outer radii a and b, respectively. Assume that the shell has 
a uniform conductivity o and that it has copper electrodes plated on the inner and outer 
surfaces. Show that 

l [l ll 
R = 2'Tf(T(l - cos c] ;; - b 

*6.30 Show that the resistance of the sector of a spherical shell of conductivity a, with cross 
section shown in Figure 6.36 (where 0 ::5 ¢ < 27T ), between its base (i.e., from r = a to 
r = b) is 

1T R=~~~ 
b 

2crtln 
a 

6.29 Show that the resistance of the bar of Figure 6.17 between the vertical ends located at 
cf> = 0 and cf> = Tri2 is 

Section 6.5-Resistance and Capacitance 

6.28 A potential in spherical coordinates is a function of rand 0 but not ¢. Assuming that 
V(r, 0) = R(r)F(O), obtain the separated differential equations for Rand Fin a region 
for which Pv = 0. 

FIGURE 6.36 For Problem 6.30. 
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2mm 

/10cm2 

FIGURE 6.39 For Problem 6.37. 

FIGURE 6.38 For Problem 6.36. 

Area::::80cm2 

Ea= 5 

----------'-,i_=_3 Jlmm 
JI mm 

~---------.-,,-=-8----------.11 mm 

FIGURE 6.37 For Problem 6.35. 

20cm 20cm 20cm 

Depth= 15 cm 

6.35 Calculate the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor shown in Figure 6.37. 

6.36 Evaluate the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor with multilayer dielectric shown in 
Figure 6.38. 

6.37 The parallel-plate capacitor of Figure 6.39 is quarter-filled with mica (e, = 6). Find the 
capacitance of the capacitor. 

Using this approach, derive eqs. (6.22), (6.28), and (6.32). 

6.34 In an integrated circuit, a capacitor is formed by growing a silicon dioxide layer (er= 4) 
of thickness I ,um over the conducting silicon substrate and covering it with a metal elec 
trode of area S. Determine S if a capacitance of 2 nF is desired. 

zw, 1 J C~-~- elEl'dv v~ v~ 

6.33 Another method of finding the capacitance of a capacitor is by using energy consider 
ations, that is, 
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6.42 A large parallel-plate capacitor has one plate at z = 0 and maintained at 40 V, while the 
other plate at z = 2 mm is maintained at 0 V. Find the potential between the plates. 

6.43 A parallel-plate capacitor has a 4 mm plate separation, 0.5 m2 surface area per plate, and 
a dielectric with er= 6.8. If the plates are maintained at 9 V potential difference, calculate 
(a) the capacitance, (b) the charge density on each plate. 

6.44 A parallel-plate capacitor with plate area Sand spacing d has a charge Q on each plate. 
Assuming that the space between the plates is filled with dielectric e, = e.e ; determine 
the energy stored when the plate spacing is (a) doubled, (b) halved. 

6.45 A parallel-plate capacitor has separation 5 mm and area 0.4 m2• If the space between 
the plates is filled with dielectric with e,1 = 2.5, 0 < d < l.5 mm, dielectric with 
«a = 5.6, 1.5 mm< d < 3 mm, and dielectric with s., = 8.1, 3 mm< d < 5 mm, calculate 
the capacitance. 

6.46 The space between spherical conducting shells r = 5 cm and r = 10 cm is filled with a 
dielectric material for which e = 2.25e0• The two shells are maintained at a potential dif 
ference of 80 V. (a) Find the capacitance of the system. (b) Calculate the charge density 
on shell r = 5 cm. 

6.40 A parallel-plate capacitor has plate area 200 cm2 and plate separation of 3 mm. The 
charge density is l µC/m2 and air is the dielectric. Find 

(a) The capacitance of the capacitor 
(b) The voltage between the plates 
(c) The force with which the plates attract each other 

6.41 The capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor is 56 µF when the dielectric material is in 
place. The capacitance drops to 32 µF when the dielectric material is removed. Calculate 
the dielectric constant er of the material. 

F = e,(e, - 1) a v; 
2d 

*6.39 An air-filled parallel plate capacitor of length L, width a, and plate separation d has its 
plates maintained at constant potential difference V0• If a dielectric slab of dielectric 
constant er is slid between the plates and is withdrawn until only a length x remains 
between the plates as in Figure 6.40, show that the force tending to restore the slab to its 
original position is 

6.38 To appreciate the physical size of l F capacitor, consider a parallel-plate capacitor filled 
with air and with separation distance of l mm. Find the area of the plates to provide a 
capacitance of 1 F. 

FIGURE 6.40 For Problem 6.39. 
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Q'(b - c) 
W=--~ 

87rebc 

""6.54 A spherical capacitor has an inner conductor of radius a carrying charge Q and is main 
tained at zero potential If the outer conductor contracts from a radius b to c under internal 
forces, prove that the work performed by the electric field as a result of the contraction is 

6.51 Calculate the capacitance of a coaxial cable with inner radius 1 mm, outer radius 3.5 mm, 
and length 400 mm. Assume the dielectric has c = 4.2e0• 

""6.52 In an ink-jet printer the drops are charged by surrounding the jet of radius 20 µ,m with a 
concentric cylinder of radius 600 ,um as in Figure 6.43. Calculate the minimum voltage 
required to generate a charge SO fC on the drop if the length of the jet inside the cylinder 
is I 00 ,um. Take e = t::0. 

6.53 The cross section of a cable is shown in Figure 6.44. Determine the capacitance per unit 
length. 

6.49 A coaxial cable has inner radius of 5 mm and outer radius of 8 mm. If the cable is 3 km 
long, calculate its capacitance. Assume e = 2.St.:0. 

6.50 A capacitor consists of two plates with equal width (b - a), and a length L in the 
z-direction. The plates are separated by <P = 7r/4, as shown in Figure 6.42. Assume that 
the plates are separated by a dielectric material (e = £08r) and ignore fringing. Determine 
the capacitance. 

6.47 A spherical capacitor has inner radius d and outer radius a. Concentric with the spherical 
conductors and lying between them is a spherical shell of outer radius c and inner radius 
b. If the regions d < r < c, c < r < b, and b < r < a are filled with materials with per 
mittivites e1, e2, and e3, respectively, determine the capacitance of the system. 

6.48 Determine the capacitance of a conducting sphere surrounded by a thick spherical shell 
as shown in Figure 6.41. 

FIGURE 6.42 For Problem 6.50. 

b x 

y 

FIGURE 6.41 For Problem 6.48 
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6.58 If the earth is regarded a spherical capacitor, what is its capacitance? Assume the radius 
of the earth to be approximately 6370 km. 

find the capacitance. Assume that each plate has an area S. 

6.57 A spherical capacitor has inner radius a and outer radius band is filled with an inhomo 
geneous dielectric withe = e0k!r1-. Show that the capacitance of the capacitor is 

*6.55 A parallel-plate capacitor has its plates at x = 0, d and the space between the plates is 

filled with an inhomogeneous material with permittivity E = E0( 1 + ~). If the plate at 

x = d is maintained at V0 while the plate at x = 0 is grounded, find: 

(a) VandE 
(b) p 

(c) pp,atx = O,d 
(d) the capacitance, assuming that each plate has area S 

6.56 Two parallel conducting plates are located at x = d and x = -d. The plate at x =dis held 
at V0, while the plate at x = -d is grounded. If the space between the plates is filled with 
an inhomogeneous dielectric medium with 

FIGURE 6.44 Foe Problem 6.53. 
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FIGURE 6.43 Simplified geometry of an 
ink-jet printer; for Problem 6.52. 



6.60 A grounded metal sheet is located in the z = 0 plane, while a point charge Q is located at 
(0, 0, a). Find the force acting on a point charge -Q placed at (a, 0, a). 

6.61 Two point charges of 3 nC and -4 nC are placed, respectively, at (0, 0, l 111) and 
( 0, 0, 2 m) while an infinite conducting plane is at z = 0. Determine 

(a) The total charge induced on the plane 
(b) The magnitude of the force of attraction between the charges and the plane 

*6.62 A point charge of 10 µ,C is located at ( l, 1, 1 ), and the positive portions of the coordinate 
planes are occupied by three mutually perpendicular plane conductors maintained at zero 
potential. Find the force on the charge due to the conductors. 

6.63 A point charge Q is placed between two earthed intersecting conducting planes that are 
inclined at 45° to each other. Determine the number of image charges and their locations. 

6.64 Infinite line x = 3, z = 4 carries 16 nC/m and is located in free space above the 
conducting plane z ~ 0. (a) Find Eat (2, -2, 3). (b) Calculate the induced surface charge 
density on the conducting plane at (5, -6, 0). 

6.65 In free space, infinite planes y = 4 and y = 8 carry charges 20 nC/m2 and 30 nC/m2, 

respectively. If plane y ~ 2 is grounded, calculate Eat P(O, 0, 0) and Q(-4, 6, 2). 

Section 6.6-Method of Images 

6.59 A capacitor is formed by two coaxial metal cylinders of radii a = l mm and b = 5 
mm. If the space between the cylinders is filled with a dielectric having er= 3(1 + p), 
a < p < b, and pis in millimeters, determine the capacitance per meter. 
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MAGN ETOSTATICS 

PART 



Andre-Marie Ampere (1775-1836), a French physicist, mathematician, 
and natural philosopher, is best known for defining a way to measure the 
flow of current. He has been called the Newton of electricity. 

Born at Polemieux, near Lyons, Ampere took a passionate delight in 
the pursuit of knowledge from his very infancy. Although Andre never 
attended school, he received an excellent education. His father taught him 
Latin, which enabled him to master the works of Euler and Bernouilli. 
Andre poured over his studies of mathematics and soon began to create ! 
his own theories and ideas. His reading embraced a wide range of knowl 
edge-history, travels, poetry, philosophy, metaphysics, and the natural sciences. As an adult, Ampere 
was notoriously absent-minded. He became a professor of mathematics at the Ecole Polytechnique, 
and later at the College de France. He developed Oersted's discovery of the link between electric 
and magnetic fields and introduced the concepts of current element and the force between current 
elements. Ampere made several contributions to electromagnetism, including the formulation of the 
law that bears his name, which wUI be discussed in this chapter. The ampere unit of electric current 
is named after him. 

..--------. jean-Baptiste Biot {1774-1862), a French physicist and mathematician, 
made advances in geometry, astronomy, elasticity, electricity, magnetism, 
heat, and optics. 

Born in Paris, he studied at the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris, where 
he realized his potential. Biot studied a wide range of mathematical topics, 
mostly on the applied mathematics. Biot, together with the French physicist 
Felix Savart, discovered that the magnetic field intensity of a current flowing 
through a wire varies inversely with the distance from the wire. This rela 

'------~ tion, now known as Biot-Savart's Jaw, will be covered in this chapter. Biot 
discovered that when light passes through some substances, including sugar solutions, the plane of 
polarization of the light is rotated by an amount that depends on the color of the light. ln addition to 
his scientific pursuits, Biot was a prolific writer. He completed over 250 works of various types, the 
most renowned of which is his Elementary Treatise on Physical Astronomy (1805). 
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'Hans Christian Oersted ( 1777-185 I), a Danish professor of physics, after l 3 years of frustrating efforts discov 
ered that electricity could produce magnetism. 
2Various applications of magnetism can be found in J. K. Watson, Applications of Magnetism. New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, I 980. 

In Chapters 4 to 6, we limited our discussions to static electric fields characterized by E or 
D. We now focus our attention on static magnetic fields, which are characterized by H or 
B. There are similarities and dissimilarities between electric and magnetic fields. As E and 
D are related according to D = EE for linear, isotropic material space, H and B are related 
according to B = JLH. Table 7.1 further shows the analogy between electric and magnetic 
field quantities. Some of the magnetic field quantities will be introduced later in this 
chapter, and others will be presented in the next. The analogy is presented here to show 
that most of the equations we have derived for the electric fields may be readily used to 
obtain corresponding equations for magnetic fields if the equivalent analogous quantities 
are substituted. This way it does not appear as if we are learning new concepts. 

A definite link between electric and magnetic fields was established by Oersted 1 in 
1820. As we have noticed, an electrostatic field is produced by static or stationary charges. 
If the charges are moving with constant velocity, a static magnetic (or magnetostatic) field 
is produced. A magnetostatic field is produced by a constant current flow (or direct cur 
rent). This current flow may be due to magnetization currents as in permanent magnets, 
electron-beam currents as in vacuum tubes, or conduction currents as in current-carrying 
wires. In this chapter, we consider magnetic fields in free space due to direct current. 
Magnetostatic fields in material space are covered in Chapter 8. 

Our study of magnetostatics is not a dispensable luxury but an indispensable necessity. 
Motors, transformers, microphones, compasses, telephone bell ringers, television focusing 
controls, advertising displays, magnetically levitated high-speed vehicles, memory stores, 
magnetic separators, and so on, which play an important role in our everyday life,2 could 
not have been developed without an understanding of magnetic phenomena. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

-ANONYMOUS 

The neurotic builds castles in the air, the psychotic fives in them, and the psychiatrist 
collects the rent. 

MAGNETOSTATIC FIELDS 

CHAPTER II 



"The experiments and analyses of the effect of a current element were carried out by Ampere and by 
Jean-Baptiste Biot and Felix Savart around 1820. 

Biot-Savart's law states that the differential magnetic field intensity dH produced at a 
point P, as shown in Figure 7.1, by the differential current element I di is proportional 
to the product I di and the sine of the angle a between the element and the line joining 
P to the element and is inversely proportional to the square of the distance R between 
P and the element. 

7.2 BIOT-SAVART'S LAW 

There are two major laws governing magnetostatic fields: (1) Biot-Savarts law,3 and (2) 
Ampere's circuit law. Like Coulomb's law, Biot-Savarts law is the general law of magnetostatics. 
Just as Gauss's law is a special case of Coulomb's [aw; Ampere's law is a special case ofBiot-Savart's 
law and is easily applied in problems involving symmetrical current distribution. The two laws of 
magnetostatics are stated and applied first, with their derivations provided later in the chapter. 

•A similar analogy can be found Jn R. S. Elliot, "Electromagnetic theory: a simplified representation," 
IEEE Transactions on Education, vol. E-24, no. 4, Nov. 1981, pp. 294-296. 

di 
V=L 

dt 
l 

w,,. = 28 H 

\72A = -µ.J 

µ.01 dl X aR 
dB= ---;;r 

f H di= !0,,, 

F=QuXB 

dQu = ldl 

H =~(Alm) 

B = !_(Wblm') s 
B = µ.H 

H = -VV,,. (J = 0) 

A=f~ 
4-rrR 

.p = f B dS 

.p =LI 

.P=fDdS 

.p = Q =CV 

dV 
I=C~ 

dt 
I 

WE= 20 E 

\72V= .E: 

v = f !!!!!!__ 
41u:R 

fo dS=Q.," 

F = QE 

dQ 

£ = f (Vim) 

D = !_ (Clm') s 
D = eE 

E = -VV 

Poisson's equation 

Energy density 

Flux 

Relationship between fields 

Potentials 

Flux density 

Field intensity 

Force law 

Source element 

Electric 

Basic laws 

Magnetic 

TABLE 7.1 Analogy between Electric and Magnetic Fields- 

Term 
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(7.5) I di ~ K dS ~ J dv 

where R = IRI and aR = RIR; Rand dl are illustrated in Figure 7.1. Thus the direction 
of dH can be determined by the right-hand rule with the right-hand thumb pointing in 
the direction of the current and the right-hand fingers encircling the wire in the direction 
of dH as shown in Figure 7.2(a). Alternatively, we can use the right-handed-screw rule to 
determine the direction of dH: with the screw placed along the wire and pointed in the 
direction of current flow, the direction of rotation of the screw is the direction of dH as in 
Figure 7.2(b). 

It is customary to represent the direction of the magnetic field intensity H (or current I) 
by a small circle with a dot or cross sign depending on whether H (or I) is out of the page, 
or into it respectively, as illustrated in Figure 7.3. 

Just as we can have different charge configurations (see Figure 4.5), we can have dif 
ferent current distributions: line current, surface current, and volume current as shown in 
Figure 7.4. If we define K as the surface current density in amperes per meter and J as the 
volume current density in amperes per meter squared, the source elements are related as 

(7.4) 

(7.3) 
I di sin a 

dH = 47TR' 

From the definition of cross product in eq. (l.21), it is easy to notice that eq. (7.3) is 
better put in vector form as 

(7.2) 
kl di sin a 

dH= --R-2- 

where k is the constant of proportionality. In SI units, k = l/47T, so eq. (7.2) becomes 

or 

(7.1) 
I di sin a =r :»: 

That is, 

dH (inward) 

FIGURE 7.1 Magnetic field dH at P due to 
current element I di. 
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FIGURE 7.4 Current distributions: (a) line current, 
(b) surface current, (c) volume current. 

[c) (b) (•) 

where aR is a unit vector pointing from the differential element of current to the point of 
interest. 

As an example, let us apply eq. (7.6) to determine the field due to a straight current 
carrying filamentary conductor of finite length AB as in Figure 7.5. We assume that the 

(7.8) H __ I j dv X aR (volume current) 
v 41TR2 

(7.7) 

Thus in terms of the distributed current sources, the Biot-Savart law as in eq. (7.4) becomes 

I I di X aR 
H = ---1- (line current) (7.6) 

L 41TR 

H -IKdSxaR - (surface current) 
s 41TR2 

FIGURE 7 .3 Conventional repre 
sentation ofH (or I) (a) out of the 
page and (b) into the page. 

FIGURE 7.2 Determining the direction of 
dH using (a) the right-hand rule or (b) the 
right-handed-screw rule. 

(b) (a) (b) 

H(or/)is in 

~ 
H(or/) is out 

0 
(a) 
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(7.12) 

or 

H = _J_fai pi csc2 a da a 
41T (1'1 p3 csc3 a "' 

I f"' = ---aq, sin a da 
41Tp al 

Letting z = p cot a, dz = -p csc2 a da, [p2 + z']'12 = p3 csc a3, and eq. (7.11) becomes 

(7.11) H - J Ip dz a 
- 47T[p' + z']'" • 

Hence, 

(7.10) dlXR=pdza• 

But di = dz a, and R = pap - zaz, so 

(7.9) 
I di X R 

dH=--- 
47TR3 

conductor is along the z-axis with its upper and lower ends, respectively, subtending angles 
a, and a1 at P, the point at which H is to be determined. Particular note should be taken of 
this assumption, as the formula to be derived will have to be applied accordingly. Note that 
current flows from point A, where a = a1, to point B, where a = a2. If we consider the 
contribution dH at P due to an element di at ( 0, 0, z), 

FIGURE 7 .5 Field at point P due to a straight fila 
mentary conductor. 
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Solution: 
This example illustrates how eq. (7.12) is applied to any straight, thin, current-carrying 
conductor. The key point to keep in mind in applying eq. (7.12) is figuring out a,, ea. p, 
and a1. To find Hat (0, 0, 5) due to side 1 of the loop in Figure 7.6(a), consider Figure 
7.6(b), where side 1 is treated as a straight conductor. Notice that we join the point of inter 
est (0, 0, 5) to the beginning and end of the line current. Observe that a,, a2, and pare 
assigned in the same manner as in Figure 7.5 on which eq. (7.12) is based: 

2 
cos 0'.1 = cos 90° = 0, cos 0'2 = \/29' p = 5 

To determine a1 is often the hardest part of applying eq. (7.12). According to eq. (7.15), 
ae = ax and aP = av so 

The conducting triangular loop in Figure 7.6(a) carries a current of 10 A. Find H at 
( 0, 0, 5) due to side 1 of the loop. 

where ac is a unit vector along the line current and aP is a unit vector along the perpendicu 
lar line from the line current to the field point. 

(7.15) 

To find unit vector a1 in eqs. (7.12) to (7.14) is not always easy. A simple approach is to 
determine aq, from 

(7.14) ~ 
~ 

Another special case is found when the conductor is infinite in length. For this case, point 
A is at ( 0, 0, -oo) while B is at ( 0, 0, oo ); a, = 180', a2 = O', and eq. (7.12) reduces to 

(7.13) 
I 

H = 41Tp a,; 

This expression is generally applicable for any straight filamentary conductor. The 
conductor need not lie on the z-axis, but it must be straight. Notice from eq. (7.12) that 
H is always along the unit vector a<P (i.e., along concentric circular paths) irrespective of 
the length of the wire or the point of interest P. As a special case, when the conductor is 
semi-infinite (with respect to P) so that point A is now at 0( 0, 0, 0) while B is at ( 0, 0, oo), 
a1 = 90", a2 = 0°, and eq. (7.12) becomes 
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AtP(-3,4,0),p = (9 + 16)112 = 5,a1 = 180",a2 = 90",anda0isobtainedasaunitvec 
tor along the circular path through Pon plane z = 0 as in Figure 7.7(b). The direction of a, 

Solution: 
Let H = H1 + H2, where H1 and H2 are the contributions to the magnetic field intensity at 
P( - 3, 4, 0) due to the portions of the filament along x and z, respectively. 

Find Hat (-3, 4, 0) due to the current filament shown in Figure 7.7(a). 

Answer: - 30.63ax + 30.63a1 mA/m. 

Find Hat ( 0, 0, 5) due to side 3 of the triangular loop in Figure 7.6(a). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.1 

H, = -1-(cos a2 - cos a1)a1 = ___!:__(O )(, ~ - o)( -ay) 
41Tp 41T 5 v 29 

= -59.la1mA/m 

Hence, 

FIGURE 7.6 For Example 7.1: (a) conducting triangular loop, (b) side 1 of the loop. 

p 

•pt 
I ---- 

0 0 
JOA CD ~ a, a, 

10 A 

(a) (b) 
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= 23.87a, mA/m 

Similarly, for H1 at P, p = 4, a2 = 0°, cos a1 = 3/5, and aq, = az or at/! = ae X 
aP = ax X ay = az. Hence, 

3 
H2 = 47T(S) ( 1 - 0)( -a,,) 

= -47.75aq, mA/m 

It should be noted that in this case aq, happens to be the negative of the regular aq, of cylin 
drical coordinates. H2 could have also been obtained in cylindrical coordinates as 

3 (4a, + 3a,) 
H,=47T(5)(1-0) 5 

= 38.2a, + 28.6Sa, mA/m 

as obtained before. Thus 

Alternatively, we can determine aq, from eq. (7.15). At point P, a1 and ar are as illustrated 
in Figure 7.7(a) for H2• Hence, 

a =-a X (-~a +±a)= ±a +~a 
ef>' 5x5r 5x5r 

4 3 
aq, = sin e ax + cos(} a, = 5 ax + 5 ay 

is determined using the right-handed-screw rule or the right-hand rule. From the geom 
etry in Figure 7.7(b), 

FIGURE 7.7 For Example 7.2: (a) current filament along semi-infinite 
x- and z-axes, ae and aP for H2 only; (b) determining aP for H2• 

(b) (') 

Plane z e 0 ., 
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Hence, 

where di= pd</Ja0,R = (0,0,h) - (x,y,O) = -pa1, + ha,,and 

di x R = l~r ~q,d</J ~'I= phd</Jap + p2d</Ja, 

Id! x R 
dH=--- 

47TR3 

Solution: 
Consider the circular loop shown in Figure 7.S(a). The magnetic field intensity dH at point 
P(O, 0, h) contributed by current element I di is given by Biot-Savart's law: 

A circular loop located on x2 + y1 = 9, z = 0 carries a direct current of 10 A along a.p. 
Determine Hat (0, 0, 4) and (0, 0, -4). 

Answer: (a) 145.Sa, mA/m, (b) 48.97ax + 36.73a, mA/m. 

The positive y-axis (semi-infinite line with respect to the origin) carries a filamentary 
current of2 A in the -a1 direction. Assume it is part of a large circuit. Find Hat 
(a) A(2, 3, o) 
(b) B(3, 12, -4) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.2 

Notice that although the current filaments appear to be semi-infinite (they occupy 
the positive z- and x-axes), it is only the filament along the z-axis that is semi-infinite with 
respect to point P. Thus H2 could have been found by using eq. (7.13), but the equation 
could not have been used to find H1 because the filament along the x-axis is not semi 
infinite with respect to P. 

H = -47.75a.; + 23.87a, mA/m 

or 

H = H1 + H2 = 38.2ax + 28.65a1 + 23.87a, mA/m 

Thus 
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H(O, 0, -4) = H(O, 0, 4) = 0.36a,A/m 

The flux lines due to the circular current loop are sketched in Figure 7.S(b). 

(b) Notice from di X R in the Bior-Savart law that if his replaced by -h, the z-cornponent 
of dH remains the same while the p-component still adds up to zero due to the axial sym 
metry of the loop. Hence 

10(3)2a, 
H(O, 0, 4) = Z[9 + 

16]312 
= 0.36a, Alm 

(a) Substituting I= 10 A, p = 3, h = 4 gives 

or 

f J
'" Ip2 drp a, 

H = dH, a, = [ 2 ']'" o47rp+h 

By symmetry, the contributions along aP add up to zero because the radial components 
produced by current element pairs 180° apart cancel. This may also be shown math 
ematically by writing aP in rectangular coordinate systems (i.e., aP = cos</> ax + sin <Pay)· 
Integrating cos 1' or sin 1' over 0 :s 1' :s 2?T gives zero, thereby showing that HP= 0. Thus 

(b) 

FIGURE 7.8 For Example 7.3: (a) circular current loop, (b) flux lines 
due to the current loop. 

(') 

P(O, 0, h) an, 
att, 
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FIGURE 7 .9 For Example 7.4; cross 
section of a solenoid. I .. a!~ 

P--,-- 

[z' +a']'" 
dz = -a csc2 e de = ---a-, -- sine de 

where di = n dz = (Nlf) dz. From Figure 7.9, tan e = alz; that is, 

2[a2 + z']312 

I di a2 

an, = 2[a' + z']'" 

Solution: 
Consider the cross section of the solenoid as shown in Figure 7.9. Since the solenoid con 
sists of circular loops, we apply the result of Example 7.3. The contribution to the magnetic 
field Hat P by an element of the solenoid of length dz is 

nl 
H = 2(cose2 - cos s.)«, 

where n = Nlf, e, and e, are the angles subtended at P by the end turns as illustrated in 
Figure 7.9. Also show that if f >> a, at the center of the solenoid, 

A solenoid of length f and radius a consists of N turns of wire carrying current I. Show 
that at point P along its axis, 

Answer: (a) 400a, mA/m, (b) 57.3a, mA/m. 

A thin ring of radius 5 cm is placed on plane z = I cm so that its center is at ( 0, 0, l cm). 
If the ring carries 50 mA along a.;, find H at 
(a) (0,0, -I cm) 
(b) (0, 0, JO cm) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.3 
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Answer: (a) 66.52a, Alm, (b) 66.52a, Alm, (c) 131.7a, Alm. 

The solenoid of Figure 7.9 has 2000 turns, a length of75 cm, and a radius of S cm. If it 
carries a current of 50 mA along a4>• find H at 
(a) (0, 0, 0) 
(b) (0, 0, 75 cm) 
(c) (0, 0, 50 cm) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.4 

NI 
H = nl e; = faz 

Jf C >>a or 82 = 0°, 8, = 180°, 

Inf 
H = a 2[a2 + f214]112 z 

and 

cos 82 = [a' + C'l4]"' = -cos 81 

e12 

At the center of the solenoid, 

as required. Substituting n = Nlf gives 

Thus 

nI r H, = -- sin8d8 
2 8, 

or 

nI an, = -2 sin 8 dB 

Hence, 
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We now apply Ampere's circuit law to determine H for some symmetrical current distri 
butions as we did for Gauss's law. We will consider an infinite line current, an infinite 
sheet of current, and an infinitely long coaxial transmission line. In each case, we apply 
f L H · di = Jene For symmetrical current distribution, H is either parallel or perpendicular 
to di. When H is parallel to di, IHI = constant. 

7.4 APPLICATIONS OF AMPERE'S LAW 

This is the third Maxwell equation to be derived; it is essentially Ampere's law in differential 
(or point) form, whereas eq. (7.16) is the integral form. From eq. (7.19), we should observe 
that V X H = J * O; that is, a magnetostatic field is not conservative. 

(7.19) 

Comparing the surface integrals in eqs. (7.17) and (7.18) clearly reveals that 

(7.18) 

But 

(7.17) i.; = 1 H . di = I (V x H) . dS 
TL s 

Ampere's law is similar to Gauss's law, since Ampere's law is easily applied to determine 
H when the current distribution is symmetrical. It should be noted that eq. (7.16) always 
holds regardless of whether the current distribution is symmetrical, but we can use the 
equation to determine H only when a symmetrical current distribution exists. Ampere's 
law is a special case of Biot-Savart's law; the former may be derived from the latter. 

By applying Stokes's theorem to the left-hand side of eq. (7.16), we obtain 

(7.16) £ H·dl = i: 

In other words, the circulation of H equals Jfnc; that is, 

Ampere's circuit law states that the line integral ofH around a closed path is the 
same as the net current /enc enclosed by the path. 

7.3 AMPERE'S CIRCUIT LAW-MAXWELL'S EQUATION 
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Amperian path 

FIGURE 7.10 Ampere's law applied to an infinite fila 
mentary line current. 

To evaluate the integral, we first need to have an idea of what H is like. To achieve this, we 
regard the infinite sheet as comprising of filaments; dH above or below the sheet due to 
a pair of filamentary currents can be found by using eqs, (7.14) and (7.15). As evident in 
Figure 7.1 l(b), the resultant dH has only an x-component. Also, Hon one side of the sheet 
is the negative of that on the other side. Owing to the infinite extent of the sheet, the sheet 

(7.21a) 

Consider an infinite current sheet in the z = 0 plane. If the sheet has a uniform current 
density K = K1,ar Alm as shown in Figure 7.11, applying Ampere's law to the rectangular 
closed path 1-2-3-4-1 (Amperian path) gives 

B. Infinite Sheet of Current 

as expected from eq. (7.14). 

(7.20) 
I 

H =--a. 2'1Tp 

or 

I = J Hq,a.p ·pd</.> a.p = H0 J p dd: = H0 · 2'1Tp 

Consider an infinitely long filamentary current I along the z-axis as in Figure 7.10. To 
determine Hat an observation point P, we allow a closed path to pass through P. This path, 
on which Ampere's law is to be applied, is known as an Amperian path (analogous to the 
term "Gaussian surface"). We choose a concentric circle as the Amperian path in view of 
eq. (7.14), which shows that His constant provided pis constant. Since this path encloses 
the whole current I, according to Ampere's law, 

A. Infinite Line Current 
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(7.23) I H = ~K x a" I 
where an is a unit normal vector directed from the current sheet to the point of interest. 

z<O 
(7.22) 

z>O l ~K,a,, 
H= 

I -2 Kyax, 

In general, for an infinite sheet of current density K Alm, 

I 
From eqs. (7.2Ia) and (7.2lc), we obtain H0 = z K,. Substituting H0 in eq. (7.2Ib) gives 

(7.2Ic) = 0(-a) + (-H0)(-b) + O(a) + H0(b) 

= 2H0b 

f H ·di = (( + r + ( + 0 H · di 

where H0 is yet to be determined. Evaluating the line integral of H in eq. (7 .21 a) along the 
closed path in Figure 7.1 l(a) gives 

(7.2lb) z>O 
z<O 

can be regarded as consisting of such filamentary pairs so that the characteristics of H for 
a pair are the same for the infinite current sheet, that is, 

FIGURE 7.11 Application of Ampere's law to an infinite sheet: (a) closed path 1-2-3-4-1, (b) 
symmetrical pair of current filaments with current along Cly· 

(b) 
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(7.25) 
Ip 

H,p = 2Tra1 

or 

I Ip' 
H¢ di = Hf 2rrp = ---, 

L, a- 

Hence eq. (7.24) becomes 

Ip' 
a' 

I = J J dS = ~f'" f" pd</>dp = _!_rrp' 
en' S 7Ta <f>=O p=O 7Ta2 

J =~a,, dS = pd</>dpa, 
tra 

Since the current is uniformly distributed over the cross section, 

(7.24) f H di = i: = I J. dS 
L, S 

C. Infinitely Long Coaxial Transmission Line 

Consider an infinitely long transmission line consisting of two concentric cylinders hav 
ing their axes along the z-axis. The cross section of the line is shown in Figure 7.12, where 
the z-axis is out of the page. The inner conductor has radius a and carries current I, while 
the outer conductor has inner radius b and thickness t and carries return current -1. 
We want to determine H everywhere, assuming that current is uniformly distributed in 
both conductors. Since the current distribution is symmetrical, we apply Ampere's law 
along the Amperian path for each of the four possible regions: 0 :s p s a, a s p s b, 
b s p s b + t, and p 2- b + t. 

For region 0 :s p ::s: a, we apply Ampere's law to path L1, giving 

Amperian paths FIGURE 7.12 Cross section of 

the transmission line; the positive 
a-direction is out of the page. 
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For region p "' b + t, we use path L4, getting 

l H ·di = I - I = 0 Ti. 

(7.27b) I [ p2 - b'] 
H• = 27Tp I - f + 2bt 

Substituting this in eq. (7.27a), we have 

[ 
p' - b'] 

=I I - f + 2bt 

Thus 

7r[ (b + t)' - b2] a, J = 

and J in this case is the current density (current per unit area) of the outer conductor and 
is along -az• that is, 

fen, = [ + f J · dS 

where 

(7.27a) 

since the whole current I is enclosed by L2• Notice that eq. (7.26) is the same as eq. (7.14), 
and it is independent of a. For region b :5 p :5 b + t, we use path L3, getting 

(7.26) 

or 

H,,27Tp =I 

l H · di = I'"' = I Tli 

For region a ::== p ::== b, we use path L2 as the Amperian path, 
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H=H,+H4 

Solution: 
The parallel current sheets are shown in Figure 7.14. Let 

(a) (I, I, 1) 
(b) (0, -3, 10) 

Planes z = 0 and z = 4 carry current K = -IOa, Aim and K = IOa, Aim, respectively. 
Determine H at 

The magnitude ofH is sketched in Figure 7.13. 
From these examples, it can be observed that the ability to take H from under the 

integral sign is the key to using Ampere's law to determine H. In other words, Ampere's law 
can be used to find H only due to symmetric current distributions for which it is possible 
to find a closed path over which H is constant in magnitude. 

b<Op<Ob+t 

p"'" b + t 

(7.29) 

I 
H = 27rp a,,, 

2~p [I - ~2 +-2~2tl aq,, 
0, 

Putting eqs. (7.25) to (7.28) together gives 

(7.28) Hq, = 0 

or 

FIGURE 7 .13 Plot of H</J against p. H, 
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Solution: 
We apply Ampere's circuit law to the Amperian path, which is a circle of radius p shown 
dashed in Figure 7.lS. Since Nwires cut through this path each carrying current I, the net 
current enclosed by the Amperian path is NI. Hence, 

A toroid whose dimensions are shown in Figure 7.15 has N turns and carries current I. 
Determine H inside and outside the toroid. 

Answer: (a) 2Sa, mAlm, (b) -2Sa, mA/m. 

Plane y = 1 carries current K = Sna, mA/m. Find H at 
(a) (0, 0, 0) 
(b) (1, s, -3) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.5 

H = OAlm 
Hence, 

H0 = 1/2(- lOa,) X a, = Sa, Alm 

H4 = l/2(10axl x a,= -sa,Alm 

(b) At (0,-3, 10),whichisabovethetwosheets(z = 10 > 4 > 0), 

H = lOa,A/m 
Hence, 

H4 = 112 K X a, = 112( !Oa,} X (-a,) = Sa1 Alm 

H, = 112 K X a,= 1/2(-lOa,) X a,= Sa,Alm 

where H0 and H4 are the contributions due to the current sheets z = 0 and z = 4, respec 
tively. We make use of eq. (7.23). 

(a) At (1, 1, 1 ), which is between the plates (0 < z = 1 < 4), 
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t: = 4 FIGURE 7.14 For Example 7.5: par- ) 
' 

{) Ce) () {.) (} c.1 () {) 
allel infinite current sheets. 

r. I 
' 

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 
'~ 0 



Answer: (a) 0, (b) 147.1 Aim. 

A toroid of circular cross section whose center is at the origin and axis the same as the 
z-axis has 1000 turns with p, = 10 cm, a = l cm. If the toroid carries a 100 mA cur 
rent, find IHI at 
(a) (3cm, -4cm,0) 
(b) (6cm, 9 cm, 0) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.6 

Notice that this is the same as the formula obtained for H for points well inside a very 
long solenoid (f >>a). Thus a straight solenoid may be regarded as a special toroidal 
coil for which p0 ---t co. Outside the toroid, the current enclosed by an Amperian path is 
NI - NI = 0 and hence H = 0. 

NI NI 
Happrox = 2'1TPo = f 

where p0 is the mean radius of the toroid as shown in Figure 7.15. An approximate value of His 

NI 
H = 21Tp' for Po - a < p < Po + a 

or 

J H ·di = I --> H · 21Tp = NI J enc 

FIGURE 7 .1 S For Example 7.6: a toroid with a circular cross 
section. 
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FIGURE 7.16 Magnetic flux lines due to a 
straight wire with current coming out of the page. 

(7.32) IP=J,sdsl 
where the magnetic flux I.JI is in webers (Wb) and the magnetic flux density is in webers per 
square meter (Wbim2) or teslas (T). 

A magnetic flux line is a path to which B is tangential at every point on the line. It is 
a line along which the needle of a magnetic compass will orient itself if placed in the pres 
ence of a magnetic field. For example, the magnetic flux lines due to a straight long wire are 
shown in Figure 7.16. The flux lines are determined by using the same principle followed 
in Section 4.10 for the electric flux lines. The direction of B is taken as that indicated as 
"north" by the needle of the magnetic compass. Notice that each flux line is closed and has 
no beginning or end. Though Figure 7.16 is for a straight, current-carrying conductor, it is 
generally true that magnetic flux lines are closed and do not cross each other regardless of 
the current distribution. 

The precise definition of the magnetic flux density B, in terms of the magnetic force, will 
be given in the next chapter. 

The magnetic flux through a surface Sis given by 

(7.31) I µ0 = 47r X 10-7 Him I 

where µ0 is a constant known as the permeability of free space. The constant is in henrys 
per meter (Him) and has the value of 

(7.30) 

The magnetic flux density B is similar to the electric flux density D. As D = c0E in free 
space, the magnetic flux density B is related to the magnetic field intensity H according to 

7.5 MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY-MAXWELL'S EQUATION 
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FIGURE 7.18 Successive division ofa bar magnet results in piec.s 
with north and south poles, showing that magnetic poles cannot 
be isolated. 

(7.33) 

CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 

Thus the total flux through a closed surface in a magnetic fied must be zero; that is, 

In an electrostatic field, the flux passing through a clos.d surface is the same as the 
charge enclosed; that is, 'fr = f D · dS = Q. Thus it is possibe to have an isolated electric 
charge as shown in Figure 7. l 7(a), which also reveals that ele.tric flux lines are not neces 
sarily closed. Unlike electric flux lines, magnetic flux lines aways close upon themselves 
as in Figure 7.17(b). This is because it is not possible to h av: isolated magnetic poles (or 
magnetic charges). For example, if we desire to have an isolated magnetic pole by dividing 
a magnetic bar successively into two, we end up with pieces -ach having north and south 
poles as illustrated in Figure 7.18. We find it impossible to .eparate the north pole from 
the south pole. 

(b) 

FIGURE 7.17 Flux leaving a closed surface due to (a) isolated ele.tric 
charge l/J = fs D · dS = Q, (b) magnetic charge, I/I = fs B · dS =O. 

D 
D 

An isolated magnetic charge does nor exist. 

Closed surface, 11' = 0 

(•) 

Closed surface, 1fr =: Q 
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Ampere's law 

Conservative nature of electrostatic field \7 x E = O 

Nonexistence of magnetic monopole V B ~ 0 

Gauss's law 1 D·dS ~ f p,dv T, , 

Remarks Integral Form Differential (or Point) Form 

TABLE 7.2 Maxwell's Equations for Static Electric and Magnetic Fields 

Having derived Maxwell's four equations for static fields, we may take a moment to put 
them together as in Table 7.2. From the table, we notice that the order in which the equa 
tions are presented differs from the order in which they were derived. This was done for 
the sake of clarity. 

The choice between differential and integral forms of the equations depends on a given 
problem. It is evident from Table 7.2 that a vector field is defined completely by specify 
ing its curl and its divergence. A field can be electric or magnetic only if it satisfies the 
corresponding Maxwell equations (see Problems 7.37 and 7.38). It should be noted that 
Maxwell's equations as in Table 7.2 are only for static electric and magnetic fields. As will 
be discussed in Chapter 9, the divergence equations will remain the same for time-varying 
EM fields, but the curl equations will have to be modified. 

7.6 MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS FOR STATIC FIELDS 

This equation is the fourth Maxwell's equation to be derived. Equation (7.33) or (7.34) 
shows that magnetostatic fields have no sources or sinks. Equation (7.34) suggests that 
magnetic field lines are always continuous. 

(7.34) 

or 

,[ B · dS = f '\7 · B dv = 0 r, , 

This equation is referred to as the law of conservation of magnetic flux or Gauss's law for 
magnetostatic fields, just as f D · dS = Q is Gauss's law for electrostatic fields. Although 
the magnetostatic field is not conservative, magnetic flux is conserved. 

By applying the divergence theorem to eq. (7.33), we obtain 
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(7.41) for line current A= I µ."/di 
L 41TR 

we can define 

(7.40) V= L:~R 
Just as we defined 

(7.39) 

We know that for a magnetostatic field, V · B = 0 as stated in eq. (7.34). To satisfy 
eqs. (7.34) and (7.35b) simultaneously, we can define the vector magnetic potential A (in 
Wb/m) such that 

(7.38) V' V,,, = 0, (J = o) 

since Vm must satisfy the condition in eq. (7.35a). Thus the magnetic scalar potential Vm is 
only defined in a region where J = 0 as in eq. (7.36). We should also note that V,,, satisfies 
Laplace's equation just as V does for electrostatic fields; hence, 

(7.37) J=VXH=VX(-VV,,,)=O 

The condition attached to this equation is important and will be explained. Combining 
eq. (7.36) and eq. (7.19) gives 

(7.36) ifJ = 0 IH = -vv,,,I 

which must always hold for any scalar field V and vector field A. 
Just as E = -VV, we define the magnetic scalar potential V111 (in amperes) as related 

to H according to 

(7.35a) 

(7.35b) 

V x (VV) = 0 

V · (V x A)= 0 

We recall that some electrostatic field problems were simplified by relating the electric 
potential V to the electric field intensity E(E = -VV). Similarly, we can define a potential 
associated with magnetostatic field 8. In fact, the magnetic potential could be scalar V,,, or 
vector A. To define V111 and A involves recalling two important identities {see Example 3.10 
and Practice Exercise 3.10): 

7.7 MAGNETIC SCALAR AND VECTOR POTENTIALS 
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0 

(x, y,z) 

FIGURE 7.19 Illustration of the source point 
(x',y', z') and the field point (x,y, z). 

(7.47) B =_!Lo J Idl' xv(~) 
47T L R 

where the differentiation is with respect to x, y, and z. Substituting this into eq. (7.44), we 
obtain 

(7.46) 

or 

R 
R' 

(x - x')a, + (y - y')a, + (z - z')a, 
[(x - x')' + (y - y')2 + (z - z')2]312 

Hence, 

R = Ir - r'I = [(x - x')1 + (y - y')' + (z - z')2]112 (7.45) 

where R is the distance vector from the line element di' at the source point (x', y', a') to 
the field point (x,y, z) as shown in Figure 7.19 and R = IRI, that is, 

(7.44) B = µ0 J I di' X R 
47T L R' 

Rather than obtaining eqs. (7.41) to (7.43) from eq. (7.40), an alternative approach 
would be to obtain eqs. (7.41) to (7.43) from eqs. (7.6) to (7.8). For example, we can derive 
eq. (7.41) from eq. (7.6) in conjunction with eq. (7.39). To do this, we write eq. (7.6) as 

(7.43) for volume current A= f !Loi dv 
, 47TR 

(7.42) for surface current A= I !LoKdS 
s 41TR 
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Thus the magnetic flux through a given area can be found by using either eq. (7.32) 
or (7.51). Also, the magnetic field can be determined by using either V,,, or A; the 
choice is dictated by the nature of the given problem except that Vm can be used only 
in a source-free region. The use of the magnetic vector potential provides a powerful, 
elegant approach to solving EM problems, particularly those relating to antennas. As we 
shall notice in Chapter 13, it is more convenient to find B by first finding A in antenna 
problems. 

(7.51) 

or 

'[.'=I B. dS = J (V x A). dS = I A. di 
s s rl 

verifying eq. (7.41). 
By substituting eq. (7.39) into eq. (7.32) and applying Stokes's theorem, we obtain 

A= I µ,,I di' 
L 41TR 

Comparing eq. (7.50) with eq. (7.39) shows that 

(7.50) I µ,0J di' 
B=VX -- 

L 47TR 

With this equation, eq. (7.47) reduces to 

(7.49) ( l) di' dt' x v Ji = -v x 1l 

Since V operates with respect to (x,y, z) while di' is a function of (x',y', z'), V X di' = 0. 
Hence, 

( l) l (d'') di' x v R = RV x di' - v x R 

where J is a scalar field and F is a vector field. Taking J = lf R and F = di', we have 

(7.48) V X {JF) =JV X F + (VJ) X F 

We apply the vector identity 
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I 0) 2 

FIGURE 7.20 For Example 7.7. 

'/I= f A· di = '/11 + '/lz + 1/13 + 1/14 

where L is the path bounding surface S; 'l'1, '¥2, '1'3, and '1'4 are, respectively, the evalua 
tions of J LA· di along the segments of L labeled 1 to 4 in Figure 7.20. Since A has only a 
z-component, 

Method 2: 
We use 

'/I= 3.75 Wb 

I 1 f' f' I 11 15 '/!= B·dS=- pdpdz=-p2 (5)=- 
s 2 t=O o= I 4 2 4 

Hence, 

Given the magnetic vector potential A = -p2/4 at Wb/m, calculate the total magnetic flux 
crossing the surface cf> = TTl2, 1 ::;; p ::;; 2 rn, 0 ::;; z ::;; 5 m. 

Solution: 
We can solve this problem in two different ways: using eq. (7.32) or eq. (7.5 l). 

Method I: 
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where the primed coordinates are for the source point while the unprimed coordinates 
are for the field point. It is necessary (and customary) to distinguish between the two 
points to avoid confusion (see Figure 7.19). Hence 

(7.8.1) 
= [(x')' + (y')' + i']'" 

R =\RI= \(0,0,z) - (x',y',O)I 

In this problem, K = K,a,, dS = dx' dy', and for z > 0, 

µ,KdS 
dA=-- 

41TR 

Solution: 
Consider the current sheet as in Figure 7.21. From eq. (7.42), 

This was obtained in Section 7.4 by using Ampere's law. Obtain this by using the concept 
of vector magnetic potential. 

z>O 
z<O 

H = { 1/2 K,ax, 
-1/2 Kra,, 

If plane z = 0 carries uniform current K = K;tY' 

(a) Bat(-1,2,5) 
(b) The flux through the surface defined by z = l, 0 :5 x :5 1, -1 :5 y :5 4 

Answer: (a) 20ax + 40ay + 3a, Wb/m2, (b) 20 Wb. 

A current distribution gives rise to the vector magnetic potential A = x2yax + 
y'xay - 4xyza, Wb/m. Calculate the following: 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.7 

as obtained by Method l. Note that the direction of the path L must agree with that of dS. 

'[f = 'P, + 'P, = -H(1)' f dz+ (2)' r dz] 

= -~(! - 4)(5) = ~ 4 4 
= 3.75 Wb 

That is, 
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K, 
H = -z- a,, for z < O 

By simply replacing z by - z in eq. (7.8.2) and following the same procedure, we obtain 

for z > 0 

Hence 

µ.,K,za, f" f '' p' d</>' dp' 
B = ---:t:;;:- p'•O ~··o [(p')' + z')"' 

K7a f" = ~21T [(p')' + z'J-'" 1/2 d[(p')'] 
41T 0 

µ.,K,za, - I 1· 
= 2 [(p')' + z'JI12 p'•O 

J.LoKyax 

In the integrand, we may change coordinates from Cartesian to cylindrical for convenience 
so that 

(7.8.2) 

47T[(x')2 + (y')2 + z']312 

µ.,K,za, f" I" dx' dy' 
B = ---:t:;;:- -• -• [(x')' + (y')' + z']"' 

dA = µ.,K, dx' dy' a, 
47T[(x')' + (y')' + z'Jil2 

dB=\! X dA = _i_dA,a, az 
µ.,K,z dx' dy' a, 

(0, 0, t) 

FIGURE 7 .21 For Example 7.8: infi 
nite current sheet. 
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which is Biot-Savart's law. 

(7.57) B = µ0/ l di X aR 
47T TL R2 

where aR is a unit vector from the source point to the field point. Thus eq. (7.54) (upon 
dropping the prime in di') becomes 

(7.56) 

(7.55) .!:_ = [(x - x')' + (y _ y')' + (z _ z')'J-112 
R 

[ I] (x - x')a, + (y - y')a, + (z - z')a, aR 
17 R = -[(x - x')2 + (y - y')' + (z - z')2J3i2 = -RJ 

Since 17 operates with respect to (x, y, z) and di' is a function of (x ', y ', e'), 17 X di' = 0. 
Also 

(7.54) 

where R is as defined in eq. (7.45). If the vector identity in eq. (7.48) is applied by letting 
F = di' and f = llR, eq. (7.53) becomes 

(7.53) B=l7XJµ,Idl' =µ,IJ17x.!cdl' 
rL 47TR 41T rl R 

Since Biot-Savart's law as given in eq. (7.4) is defined in terms of line current, we begin our 
derivation with eqs. (7.39) and (7.41); that is, 

(7.52) 17 X 17 X A= 17(17 ·A) - 172A 

Both Biot-Savarts law and Ampere's law may be derived by using the concept of magnetic 
vector potential. The derivation will involve the use of the vector identities in eq. (7.48) and 

tz.s DERIVATION OF BIOT-SAVART'S LAW AND AMPERE'S LAW 

Repeat Example 7.8 by using Biot-Savarts law to determine Hat points (0, 0, h) and 
(0,0, -h) 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 7.8 
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which is Ampere's circuit law. 

Substituting this into eq. (7.62) yields 

f L H . di = f s J . dS = I 

V x V x A= -V' A= J.L,) 

From eqs. (7.52), (7.59), and (7.60), 

(7.62) 
{H ·di= fs V X H · dS 

= _!_ f V X (V x A) · dS 
1-'o S 

which may be regarded as the scalar Poisson equations. 
It can also be shown that Ampere's circuit law is consistent with our definition of the 

magnetic vector potential. From Stokes's theorem and eq. (7.39), 

(7.61) 

V'Ax = -1-'Jx 

V'A, = -1-'J, 
V'A, = -J.LJ, 

which is called the vector Poisson equation. It is similar to Poisson's equation ( V2 V = - pJ e) 
in electrostatics. In Cartesian coordinates, eq. (7.60) may be decomposed into three scalar 
equations: 

(7.60) 

or 

which is called Coulomb's gauge. Upon replacing B with J.L0H and using eq. (7.19), 
eq. (7.58) becomes 

(7.59) 

For reasons that will be obvious in Chapter 9, we choose 

(7.58) V x B = V(V A) - V2A 

Using the identity in eq. (7.52) with eq. (7.39), we obtain 
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FIGURE 7 .22 A cloud-to-ground lightning. 

Lightning may also be regarded as a transient, high-current electric discharge. It is a major 
natural source of electromagnetic radiation that interferes with modern electronics and 
communication systems. Lightning strikes somewhere on the surface of the earth about l 00 
times every second. Lightning, the thunderbolt from mythology, has long been feared is an 
atmospheric flash of supernatural origins: the great weapon of the gods. Today, scientific 
rather than mystical techniques are used to explain lightning, with experimental procedures 
replacing intuitive concepts. Yet, we remain in awe of lightning, which still shines with its 
mystery, and rightly so. Deaths and injuries to livestock and other animals, thousands of 
forest and brush fires, as well as millions of dollars in damage to buildings, communications 
systems, power lines, and electrical systems are among the results of lightning. 

Since lightning can reach from clouds to the ground or to other clouds, lightning may 
be classified into two types: (I) cloud-to-cloud and (2) cloud-to-ground. A typical clord-to 
ground lighting in shown in Figure 7.22. The cloud-to-cloud discharge is more common and 
is important for aircraft in flight. However, cloud-to-ground lightning has been studied more 
extensively because of its practical interest (e.g., as the cause of injuries and death, disturbmces 
in power and communication systems). A typical cloud-to-ground lightning carries abcut 10 
C to 20 Cat an average height of 5 km above the ground. The portion of the cloud-to-ground 
discharge that produces physical damage at ground level by virtue of its high current is called 
the return stroke. The current in a return stroke is typically 10 kA but can be as high as 2CO kA. 

Under good weather conditions, an electric field of the order 100 V Im exists near 
the earth's surface. Movements inside a cloud cause the cloud to become an electric 
dipole, with negative charges in the lower part and positive charges in the upper part. 

Lightning is the discharge of static electricity generated in clouds by natural processes 

t7,9 APPLICATION NOTE-LIGHTNING 
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FIGURE 7 .23 Coils in a polywell. 

A polywell is a polyhedral group of metal rings; inside each ring is a coil, which produces a 
magnetic field. As schematically illustrated in Figure 7.23, the position of each of the rings, 
and the direction of current flow in each coil, are set to create a null magnetic field at the 

7.10 APPLICATION NOTE-POLYWELLS 

Humans and animals within the striking distance may be hurt. 
A common way to protect people, buildings, and other structures from lightning is to 

use lightning rods. Originally developed by Benjamin Franklin, a lightning rod is a pointed 
metal rod attached to the roof of a building. It is connected to a copper or aluminum wire, 
and the wire is connected to a conductive grid buried in the ground nearby. Lightning rods 
provide a low-resistance path to ground that can be used to conduct the enormous electrical 
currents when lightning strikes occur. When lightning strikes, the system attempts to carry 
the harmful electrical current away from the structure and safely to ground. 

(7.63) 

The approach of the negatively charged particles to the ground induces more positive 
charges, especially on tall, sharp structures. A lightning bolt follows the path of least 
resistance at the moment of initiation; this is rarely a straight line, and it is unique for 
each strike. However, if we assume that lightning strokes arrive in the vertical direction, 
we can estimate the striking distance as a function of the amplitude of the current of the 
return stroke. The base striking distance D in meters, and the current I, in kiloamperes, 
are related as 
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P(--0.5, 0.5. 0) • 

Suppose a 0.5 mA segment of current travels along the parabola y = x! between a = ( 0, 0, 0) and 
b = (i, 1, O) cm. Using the Biot-Savart law, determine the magnetic field at point P(-0.5, 0.5, 0) due 
to the segment. 

center of the cube. On two opposing sides of the cube a stream of electrons is injected 
through the rings. These injected electrons are pushed by the magnetic field toward the 
(magnetically null) center of the cube, forming a cloud of electrons. When this cloud of 
electrons is large enough, it will create what is known as an electrostatic potential well. 
The polywell's name come from its polyhedral shape and the electrostatic potential well it 
produces. 

In a nuclear fusion reactor two lighter atomic particles fuse together to form a heavier 
particle, releasing large amounts of energy. The normal activity inside a nuclear fusion 
reactor is as follows: Two spherically concentic, gridded electrodes create a radial electric 
field that acts as an electrostatic potential well. Then the radial electric field accelerates ions 
to fusion-revelant energies and confines them in the central grid region. 

The fusion reactor system, however, suffers from substantial energy loss due to colli 
sions between the grid itself and the ions. The polywell overcomes this problem by replac 
ing the physical cathode with a virtual cathode, the electron cloud. In the polywell the ion 
streams are injected into the polyhedron through the remaining four rings. These ions are 
attracted to the electron cloud and are accelerated to the energy at which fusion can occur. 

All these parts-the polywell and the electron and ion guns-are encapsulated in a 
collection sphere, with all of this inside a vacuum chamber. This collection sphere captures 
the energy released from the fusion process in the form of alpha particles, which come 
from the fusion, inside the electron cloud, of boron and hydrogen ions. The use of boron 
and hydrogen in nuclear fusion is becoming more popular than the use of deuterium 
and tritium as fuel. Unlike the fusion of deuterium and tritium, the fusion of boron and 
hydrogen produces little to no radiation and, since the only by-product is helium, there is 
no radioactive waste. 
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for xp=xpstart:dxp:xpend, % begin integration loop 
yp=xp~2*le2; % make substitution for y prime in terms 

% of x prime 

H = [O, 0, O];. % initial field values before integration sum 
zp = 0; % current lies only in the xy-plane 

% integration variable increment dx dxp=le-7; 

% start and end points for 
%integration variable x prime 

le-2; xpstart = O; xpend 

[ 0 0 0]; end if isempty ( pO); pO 

% prompt for observation point 
disp ( Enter the observation point (in the '); 
pO = input( format [x y z)) ..• \n > '); 

% the current value 
clear 
I=O. Se-3; 

This integral is numerically evaluated as 0.85!; thus the magnetic field at Pis given by: 

mA 
H = l.9437az-;;- 

H = f JdL x a,= _i_f'((y - y')dx' - (x - x')dy']a, - zdx'a, + zdy'a, 
L 4,,-R' 4,,- , ((x - x')' + (y - y')2 + z')L' 

Thus 

(x - x')a, + (y - y')a, + za, 
JdL X a,= J(dx'a, + dy'a,) x --;==========='=== 

Y(x - x')2 + (y - y')' + (z - z')2 

The cross product is 

JdL = J(dx'a, + dy'a,) 

the incremental current element is given by 

R = Y(x - x')' + (y - y')2 + z' 

(x - x')•x + (y - y')a1 + za, 
R 

H = I Jdl X a, 
L 41TR2 

The unit vector from the incremental current filament at (x',y', 0) to the observation point P 
(x,y, z) is 

We will find the general solution and evaluate at the observation point. The Biot-Savart law to obtain 
the magnetic field at point P: 
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[ X, Y]=meshgrid{xrange,yrange); 
U=zeros(length(xrange), length(yrange)); 
V=zeros ( length{xrange}, length(yrange)); 
for x=l:length(xrange) 

dx=(plotlim(2)-plotlim(l))/10; 
dy=(plotlim( 4 )-plotlim( 3)) /10; 
xrange=plotlim( 1) : dx: plotlim{ 2); 
yrange=plotlim( 3) :dy:plotlim( 4); 

% prompt user for input materials 
disp( Enter the graph limits 'l r 
plotlirn = input ( ' [ xrnin xrnax ymin ymax] . . . \n > ') ; 
if isempty(plotlim); plotlim = [-1 1 -1 1}; end 

% check if entered 
correctly 
I = input ( Enter the current in Amperes. . . \n > '); 
if isernpty(I); I= l; end check if current is entered 

inputs: I (value of the current), x and y limits of the plot 
outputs: the magnetic field vector plot 

clear 

This script allows the user to specify a current 
directed out of the page (+z direction) that lies on the origin, 
is assumed infinite, and points in the z direction 
and plot the vector magnetic field in the xy-plane 

H=H*I/{4*pi}; 

% display the output 
disp( ") 
<lisp( The magnetic field at '); 
disp(sprintf( '(%£, %£, %f) cm \nis (%f %f %£) A/m', •.• 

pO ( 1), pO ( 2), pO ( 2) , H ( 1) , H ( 2) , H ( 3) ) ) 

end 

H = H + num/den; % total field including all three coordinates 

num = [ (p0(3)-zp)*dyp,-(p0(3)-zp)*dxp, ( (p0(2)-yp)*dxp- ..• 
(pO(l)-xp)*dyp)]; % numerator 
den= ((p0(1)-xp)'2+(p0(2)-yp)'2)'(3/2); % denominator 

the le2 is to offset the le-2 squared 
term which relates x prime and y prime 
in space 
make substitution for dy prime in terms 

% of dx prime 
dyp=2*X*dxp; 
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l H . di = t.; = I J . dS 
Ti. s 

2. Ampere's circuit law, which is similar to Gauss's law, states that the circulation ofH 
around a closed path is equal to the current enclosed by the path; that is, 

I di ~ K dS ~ J dv 

where R = r - r ' and R = I RI. For surface or volume current distribution, we replace 
I di with K dS or J dv, respectively; that is, 

I di X R 
dH = 47TR' (in Aim) 

1. The basic laws (Biot-Savart's and Ampere's) that govern magnetostatic fields are discussed. 
Biot-Savart's law, which is similar to Coulomb's law, states that the magnetic field intensity 
dH at r due to current element I di at r" is 

quiver(xrange,yrange,U,V) 
axis square 
axis(plotlirn) 
xlabel ( X location (m) ') 
ylabel( Y location (m)') 
disp( Value of first vector to the right of'); 
disp(sprintf( 'origin=%£ A/rn',I/(2*pi*dx))) 

figure 
% Display results 

end 
end 

U(y, x)~H( 1); 
V(y, x)~H(2); 

H=I/ ( 2*pi*r) *phiuvector; 
% Ampere's law for an infinite current 

fill matrices which contain the vector 
% components in x and y direction 
% vector x corresponds to columns 

vector x corresponds to columns 

for y=l: length ( yrange) 
r=sqrt(xrange(x)"2+yrange(y)"2); 

% the distance from the current 
phiuvector=[-yrange(y),xrange(x)]/r; 

% the unit vector in the phi direction 
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'/f = fL A ·di 

where V ·A = 0. With the definition of A, the magnetic flux through a surface Scan 
be found from 

B='VXA 
and the magnetic vector potential A as 

H = -'VV,,,, ifJ = 0 

6. The magnetic scalar potential V111 is defined as 

V·D = p" 
V B = 0 
'VXE=O 
V x H = J 

V · B = 0 (fourth Maxwell equation to be derived) 

5. At this point, all four Maxwell equations for static EM fields have been derived, namely: 

or 

P=f.B·dS=O 

where /Lo = 41T X 10~7 Him = permeability of free space. 
4. Since an isolated or free magnetic monopole does not exist, the net magnetic flux 

through a closed surface is zero: 

B = /L,H 

where Bis the magnetic flux density (in Wb/rn"). In free space, 

3. The magnetic flux through a surface S is given by 

P = J B · dS (in Wb) 
s 

When current distribution is symmetric so that an Amperian path (on which H = H(pa1p 
is constant) can be found, Ampere's law is useful in determining H; that is, 

V X H = J (third Maxwell equation to be derived) 

or 
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(cl (d) 

H I H © © 0 0 
© © 10 0 
© 0 0 0 

(a) 
(cl (b) 

FIGURE 7.24 For Review Question 7.2. 

(a) A (i) ax 

(b) B (ii) -r a, 
(c) C (iii) ., 
(d) D (iv) -aY 

7.3 Consider points A, B, C, D, and Eon a circle of radius 2 as shown in Figure 7.25. The items 
in the right-hand list are the values of aq, at different points on the circle. Match these items 
with the points in the list on the left. 

7 .1 One of the following is not a source of magnetostatic fields: 

(a) A de current in a wire 
(b) A permanent magnet 
(c) An accelerated charge 
(d) An electric field linearly changing with time 
(e) A charged disk rotating at uniform speed 

7.2 Identify the configuration in Figure 7.24 that is not a correct representation of I 
and H. 

8. Lightning may be regarded as a transient, high-current electric discharge. A common way 
to protect people, buildings, and other structures from lightning is to use lightning rods. 

V'2A = -µ,0J 

7. Elements of similarity between electric and magnetic fields exist. Some of these are 
listed in Table 7. l. Corresponding to Poisson's equation V'2V = -pJe, for example, is 

f µ,01 dl 
A= 41TR, R = Ir - r'I 

where Lis the closed path defining surface S (see Figure 3.21). Rather than using Biot 
Savarts law, the magnetic field due to a current distribution may be found by using A, a 
powerful approach that is particularly useful in antenna theory. For a current element I 
dl at r', the magnetic vector potential at r is 
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7.7 Which of these statements is not characteristic of a static magnetic field? 

(a) It is solenoidal. 
(b) It is conservative. 
(c) It has no sinks or sources. 
(d) Magnetic flux lines are always closed. 
(e) The total number of flux lines entering a given region is equal to the total number of 

flux lines leaving the region. 

(d) 18.8Sa, nA/m 
(e) None of the above 

(a) - l Sa, mA/m 
(b) l Sa, mA/m 
(c) 477.Sa, µAim 

7.6 For the currents and closed paths of Figure 7.26, calculate the value of f1. H ·di. 

7.5 Plane y = 0 carries a uniform current of 30a, mA/m. At ( 1, 10, -2), the magnetic field 
intensity is 

(a) H = -r a, Alm at (0, 5, 0) 
(b) H = a• Alm at (5, Tri4, 0) 
(c) H = -0.8a, - 0.6a, at ( -3, 4, 0) 
(d) H = -a0 at (5, 37r/2, 0) 

7.4 The z-axis carries filamentary current of 107T A along a.z- Which of these is incorrect? 

(viii) 

1c 

(e) E (v) 
ax+ ay 

v2 
(vi) 

-r a, - ay 

-r: 
(vii) 

-ax+ ay 

v2 

FIGURE 7 .25 For Review Question 7.3. 
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FIGURE 7.27 For Review Question 7.10. 

IN sl 
Volume 

2 
Is NI 

(a) 200 Wb 
(b) 30 Wb 
(c) IO Wb 

Answers: 7.lc, 7.2c, 7.3 (a)-(ii), (b)-(vi), (c)-(i), (d)-(v), (e)-(iii), 7.4d, 7.Sa, 7.6 (a) 10 A, (b) 
-20 A, (c) 0, (d) - IO A, 7.7b, 7.8a, 7.9e, 7.!0d. 

(d) OWb 
(e) -IOWb 

7.10 Two bar magnets with their north poles having strength Q,,,1 = 20 A· m and 
Omi = IO A · m (magnetic charges) are placed inside a volume as shown in Figure 7.27. 
The magnetic flux leaving the volume is 

(d) fsD·dS = Q 
(e) V2A = µ,) 

(a) V · B = 0 
(b) V X D = 0 
(c) §, B ·di = µ,I 

7.9 Which one of these equations is not Maxwell's equation for a static electromagnetic field 
in a linear homogeneous medium? 

(a) Zero 
(b) The same as that produced by one coil 
(c) Twice that produced by one coil 
(d) Half that produced by one coil. 

7 .8 Two identical coaxial circular coils carry the same current I but in opposite directions. The 
magnitude of the magnetic field B at a point on the axis midway between the coils is 

(d) 

l().OA 0 

® 30A 

FIGURE 7 .26 For Review Question 7.6. 
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FIGURE 7.29 For Problem 7.6. FIGURE 7.28 For Problem 7.3. 

4 A 

p 

y 

I~ 6A 

B 
0 .r 

5 X lOA 

4 

y 

'7.8 (a) Find Hat (0, 0, 5) due to side 2 of the triangular loop in Figure 7.6(a). 
(b) Find Hat (0, 0, 5) due to the entire loop. 

(c) (5, 15, 0) 
(d) (5, -IS, 0) 

(a) (5, 0, 0) 
(b) (5, 5, 0) 

7.7 Line x = 0, y = 0, 0 ::::; z ::::; 10 m carries current 2 A along a; Calculate Hat points 

7.6 Consider AB in Figure 7.29 as part of an electric circuit. Find Hat the origin due to AB. 

l [ b a l 
H ~ 41TVx' + y3 Vx' +I+ b' - Vx' +I+ a' •• 

7.3 Two infinitely long wires, placed parallel to the z-axis, carry currents 10 A in opposite 
directions as shown in Figure 7 .28. Find H at point P. 

7.4 A current element I dl = -la, A· m is located at the origin. Determine its contribution to 
the magnetic field intensity at (a) (I, 0, 0), (b) (O, I, O), (c) (O, 0, I), (d) (I, I, 1). 

7.5 A conducting filament carries current I from point A(O, 0, a) to point B(O, 0, b). Show 
that at point P(x,y, 0), 

7.2 A current filament lies along the entire z-axis and carries 12 A in the -a, direction. 
Determine Hat (3, 4, -I). 

7.1 (a) State Biot-Savart's law. 
(b) They- and z-axes, respectively, carry filamentary currents IO A along ay and 20 A 

along -a,. Find Hat (-3, 4, 5). 

Section 7.2-Biot-Savart1s Law 
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FIGURE 7.32 Rectangular loop 
of Problem 7.11. 

IOA 

FIGURE 7.31 Equilateral triangular 
loop for Problem 7.10. 

7.12 A square conducting loop of side 4 cm lies on the z = 0 plane and is centered at the 
origin. If it carries a current 5 mA in the counterclockwise direction, find H at the center 
of the loop. 

*7.13 {a) A filamentary loop carrying current I is bent to assume the shape of a regular polygon 
of n sides. Show that at the center of the polygon 

nl 7T 
H= -sin- 

27rr n 
where r is the radius of the circle circumscribed by the polygon. 

(b) Apply this for the cases of n = 3 and n = 4 and see if your results agree with those for 
the triangular loop of Problem 7.10. 

(b) (4, 2, 0) 
(d) (0, 0, 2) 

(a) (2, 2, 0) 
(c) (4, 8, 0) 

7. I 0 Find H at the center C of an equilateral triangular loop of side 4 m carrying 5 A of current 
as in Figure 7.31. 

7 .11 A rectangular loop carrying 10 A of current is placed on z = 0 plane as shown in 
Figure 7.32. Evaluate H at 

7.9 An infinitely long conductor is bent into an L shape as shown in Figure 7.30. If a direct 
current of 5 A flows in the conductor, find the magnetic field intensity at (a) (2, 2, 0 ), (b) 
(0, -2, 0), and (c) (0, 0, 2). 

5A 

y 

1 L_. 
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7.18 (a) State Ampere's circuit law. 
(b) A hollow conducting cylinder has inner radius a and outer radius band carries cur 

rent I along the positive a-direction. Find H everywhere. 

7.19 Current sheets of20axAlm and -20ax Alm are located at y = l and y = - I, respectively. 
Find Hin region -1 < y < 1. 

7.20 The z = 0 plane carries current K = IOa, Alm, while current filament situated at 
y = 0, z = 6 carries current I along a.. Find I such that H ( 0, 0, 3) = 0. 

7.21 (a) An infinitely long solid conductor of radius a is placed along the z-axis. If the conduc 
tor carries current I in the + z direction, show that 

H=~a 
27Ta2 </> 

within the conductor. Find the corresponding current density. 

(b) If I= 3 A and a= 2 cm in part (a), find Hat (0, I cm, 0) and (0, 4 cm, 0). 

Section 7.3-Ampere's Circuit Law 

7.17 Plane x = 10 carries a current of 100 mA/m along a4, while line x = 1, y = -2 carries a 
filamentary current of 207T mA along a; Determine H at ( 4, 3, 2). 

7.16 A solenoid of radius 4 mm and length 2 cm has 150 turns/m and carries a current of 
500 mA. Find (a) IHI at the center, (b) IHI at the ends of the solenoid. 

(a) (0, 0, 0) 
(b) (0,0, 2) 

(c) As n becomes large, show that the result of part (a) becomes that of the circular loop 
ofExample 7.3. 

7.14 For the filamentary loop shown in Figure 7.33, find the magnetic field strength at 0. 

7.15 Two identical current loops have their centers at (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 4) and their axes the 
same as the z-axis (so that the "Helmholtz coil" is formed}. If each loop has a radius of 2 m 
and carries a current of 5 A in a,p, calculate H at 

FIGURE 7.33 Filamentary loop of Problem 7.14 (not drawn to scale). 

JOA 

lOOc:m 0 

JOA 4cm 
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7 .29 Determine the magnetic flux through a rectangular loop (a X b) due to an infinitely long 
conductor carrying current I as shown in Figure 7.35. The loop and the straight conduc 
tors are separated by distance d. 

7.30 A semicircular loop of radius a in free space carries a current I. Determine the magnetic 
flux density at the center of the loop. 

Section 7.5-Magnetic Flux Density 

(a) Determine the total current. 
(b) Find the magnetic field intensity everywhere. 

I= {/,(l-p'/a,)•,' p <a 
0, p >a 

7.28 An electron beam forms a current of density 

7.26 An infinitely long filamentary wire carries a current of 2 A along the z-axis in the 
+ a-direction. Calculate the following: 

(a) Bat ( -3, 4, 7) 
(b) The flux through the square loop described by 2 :5 p :5 6, 0 :5 z :5 4, q, = 90'. 

7.27 Consider the two-wire transmission line whose cross section is illustrated in Figure 7.34. Each 
wire is of radius 2 cm, and the wires are separated l 0 cm. The wire centered at ( 0, 0) carries a 
current of 5 A while the other centered at (I 0 cm, 0) carries the return current. Find H at 

(a) (Scm,0) 
(b) (IO cm, 5 cm) 

7.22 An infinitely long cylindrical conductor of radius a is placed along the z-axis. If the 

current density is J = &_av where /0 is constant, find H everywhere. 
p 

7.23 LetH = k,(~)••· p < a,wherek,isaconstant.(a)FindJforp < a.(b)FindHforp >a. 

7.24 Let H = j°" + :?-a, Nm. Find I at (1, -4, 7). 

7.25 Assume a conductor, H = I03p2a<t> Alm. (a) Find J. (b) Calculate the current through the 
surface 0 < p < 2, 0 < q, < z-rr, z = 0. 

FIGURE 7.35 For Problem 7.29. 

d 

D 
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7.37 Consider the following arbitrary fields. Find out which of them can possibly represent an 
electrostatic or magnetostatic field in free space. 

Section 7 .6-Maxwell's Equations 

7.33 The electric motor shown in Figure 7.37 has field 

106 
H = psin2cJ>a,A/m 

Calculate the flux per pole passing through the air gap if the axial length of the pole is 20 cm. 

7.34 In free space, B = 3.Q_sin2 </Jal Wb/m2. Determine the magnetic flux crossing the strip 
p 

z = 0, l < p < 2 m, 0 < </> < TI/4. 

2 l 
7.35 If B = -;Jcos Oar+ -;Jsin 8a9 Wb/m2, find the magnetic Aux through the spherical cap 

r =I, 0 < TI/3. 

7.36 In a hydrogen atom, an electron revolves at velocity 2.2 X 106 mis. Calculate the magnetic 
flux density at the center of the electron's orbit. Assume that the radius of the orbit is 
R = 5.3 x 10-11 m. 

Calculate '// if a = 30 cm, b = I 0 cm, h = 5 cm, and I = 10 A. 

µ.Jh [ a + bl P=-- b-aln-- 
27Tb b 

*7 .32 A brass ring with triangular cross section encircles a very long straight wire concentrically 
as in Figure 7.36. If the wire carries a current I, show that the total number of magnetic 
flux lines in the ring is 

(a) Show that B is a magnetic field 
(b) Find the magnetic flux through x = l, 0 < y < I, I < z < 4. 
(c) Calculate J. 

7.31 In free space, the magnetic flux density is 

FIGURE 7 .36 Cross section 
of a brass ring enclosing a 
long straight wire; for 
Problem 7.32. 
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7.40 A square loop of side 2a carries current I and lies in the xy-plane as shown in Figure 7.38. 
Find A at point P(2a, 0, 0). 

7.41 In free space, A= IO sin rr ya,+ (4 + COS7T xja, Wb/m. Find Hand J. 

Find B. 

7.39 A current element of length L carries current I in the z direction. Show that at a very 
distant point, 

Section 7.7-Magnetic Scalar and Vector Potentials 

FIGURE 7.38 Foe Problem 7.40. 

x 

a 

[ 
p 

0 a 2a 

y 
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7.38 Reconsider Problem 7.37 for the following fields. 

(a) D =)ha,+ 2(x + l)yza, - (x + l)z'a, 

(z + 1) sin</> 
(b) E = ~-p~cos<f>a, + ~p-a' 

I 
(c) F = ?(2cos8a, + sin8a,) 

(a) A= v cos exe, + (y + e~')a, 
20 

(b) B =pa, 
(c) C = r'sin8a• 

FIGURE 7 .37 Electric motor pole of 
Problem 7.33. 



where A0 is a constant. Determine the magnetic flux density B. 

7.50 The magnetic field intensity in a certain conducting medium is 

A, 
A = 7sin 8a.; Wb/m 

7 .49 The magnetic vector potential at a distant point from a small circular loop is given by 

7TX 7TY 
A= sin 2cos2az 

7 .48 Find the B field corresponding to the magnetic vector potential 

Find Hat (3, 1Tl4, -10 ). Calculate the flux through p = S, 0 s 1> s 1Ti2, 0 s z s 10. 

7.46 Given that A= _!_Q_sinOa.,, Wb/m find Hat point (4, 60°, 30°). 
r 

7.47 An infinitely long conductor of radius a carries a uniform current with J = J0 34. Show that 
the magnetic vector potential for p < a is 

A= l Se"" sin¢ a, Wb/m 

7.45 The magnetic vector potential of a current distribution in free space is given by 

7.44 Given the following two magnetic vector potentials 
A1 = (sin x + x sin y)a>' 
A2 = cos ya.i: + sin xa1 

show that they give the same magnetic flux density B. Show that B is solenoidal. 

(a) Calculate B. 
(b) Find the magnetic flux through a loop described by x = l, 0 < y < 2, 0 < z < 2. 
(c) Show that V A = 0 and V · B = 0. 

A= (2x2y + yz)a, + (xy' - xz')a, - (6xyz - 2x2y')a, Wb/m 

where k is a constant. Determine the magnetic field intensity H. 

7.43 For a current distribution in free space, 

A= -µ,,k(x2 + y')a, Wb/m 

7 .42 In a certain region (µ = µ0), the magnetic vector potential is 
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where V and V' are de! operators with respect to (x, y, z) and (x', y', z'), respectively. 

V_l_ = -V'_l_ = _!_ 
R R R3 

*7.56 IfR = r - r' and R = IRI, show that 

7.55 Prove in cylindrical coordinates that 

(a) V x {VV) = O 
(b) V · (V x A) = O 

7.54 Plane z = -2 carries a current of 50a1 Alm. If Vm = 0 at the origin, find V.,, at 

(a) (-2,0,5) 
(b) (10, 3, 1) 

7.53 The z-axis carries a filamentary current 12 A along az. Calculate Vrn at (4, 30°, -2) 
ifVm~o at (10, 60', 7). 

(a) Calculate the current density at point P(2, -1, 3 ). 

(b) What is ap, at P' at 
7.51 Let A= 10p2a, µWb/m. 

(a) Find Hand I 
(b) Determine the total current crossing the surface z = 1, 0 ::5 p ::5 2, 0 ::5 </> s; 27T. 

7 .52 Prove that the magnetic scalar potential at ( 0, 0, z) due to a circular loop of radius a 
shown in Figure 7.8(a) is 
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), an exciting technique for probing the human body, was intro 
duced into clinical practice by the early 1980s. In less than 10 years, it became a primary diagnostic 
tool in several clinical areas such as neurology and orthopedics. Improvements in MRI technology 
and in computer technology have led to continued growth in the clinical capabilities of the technique. 
No other technique has proven to be so uniquely flexible and dynamic. 

What is MRI? When placed in a static magnetic field, certain atomic nuclei assume one of two states: 
one has a higher energy level and the other has a lower energy level. The energy difference between the 
two states is linearly proportional to the strength of the applied magnetic field. (This is called Zeeman 
effecr.) Thus, the MRI signals received by a probe can be analyzed to study the properties of the nuclei 
and their environment. MRI stems from the application of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to radio 
logical imaging. Unlike other imaging techniques, such as X-ray computed tomography, MRI does not 
require exposure of the subject to ionizing radiation and hence is considered safe. It provides more infor 
mation than other imaging techniques because MRI signals are sensitive to several tissue parameters. 

An MRI machine consists of a magnet and a giant cube 7 feet tall by 7 feet wide by 10 feet long 
(2 m X 2 m X 3 m), although new models are rapidly shrinking. There is a horizontal tube running 
through the magnet from front to back. The magnets in use today in MRI machines are in the range 
of 0.5 T to 2 T. (There is no scientific evidence that fields in that range produce harmful effects in 
humans.) The patient, lying on his or her back, slides into the tube on a special table. Once the body 
part to be scanned is in the exact center of the magnetic field, the scan can begin. 

MRI has changed from a curiosity to the technique of choice for a wide variety of diseases in 
various regions of the human body. It has been lauded as a technique that represents a breakthrough 
in medical diagnosis. Today, an estimated 60 million MRI scans are performed annually to visualize 
patients' internal structures and diagnose a number of conditions including tumors, stroke damage, 
heart and brain diseases, and back problems. 

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) 



337 
This shows that if Q is positive, Fe and E have the same direction. 

(8.1) F, = QE 

A. Force on a Charged Particle 
According to our discussion in Chapter 4, the electric force Fe on a stationary or moving 
electric charge Q in an electric field is given by Coulomb's experimental law and is related 
to the electric field intensity E as 

There are at least three ways in which force due to magnetic fields can be experienced. The 
force can be (a) due to a moving charged particle in a B field, (b) on a current element in 
an external B field, or (c) between two current elements. 

8.2 FORCES DUE TO MAGNETIC FIELDS 

Having considered the basic laws and techniques commonly used in calculating magnetic 
field B due to current-carrying elements, we are prepared to study the force a magnetic 
field exerts on charged particles, current elements, and loops. Such a study is important to 
problems on electrical devices such as ammeters, voltmeters, galvanometers, cyclotrons, 
plasmas, motors, and magnetohydrodynamic generators. The precise definition of the 
magnetic field, deliberately sidestepped in the preceding chapter, will be given here. The 
concepts of magnetic moments and dipole will also be considered. 

Furthermore, we will consider magnetic fields in material media, as opposed to the mag 
netic fields in vacuum or free space examined in the preceding chapter. The results of Chapter 
7 need only some modification to account for the presence of materials in a magnetic field. 
Further discussions will cover inductors, inductances, magnetic energy, and magnetic circuits. 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

-IASCHA HEIFETZ 

If I don't practice one day, I know it: two days, the critics know it: three days, 
the public knows it. 

MAGNETIC FORCES, MATERIALS, 
AND DEVICES 

CHAPTER II 



1 After Hendrik Lorentz (1853-1928), who first applied the equation of motion in electric fields. 

(8.5) 

To determine the force on a current element I di of a current-carrying conductor due to the 
magnetic field B, we modify eq. (8.2) using the fact that for convection current [see eq. (5.7)]: 

B. Force on a Current Element 

The solution to this equation is important in determining the motion of charged particles 
in E and B fields. We should bear in mind that in such fields, energy can be transferred 
only by means of the electric field. A summary on the force exerted on a charged particle 
is given in Table 8.1. 

Since eq. (8.2) is closely parallel to eq. (8.1), which defines the electric field, some 
authors and instructors prefer to begin their discussions on magnetostatics from eq. (8.2), 
just as discussions on electrostatics usually begin with Coulomb's force law. 

(8.4) F = m~ = Q(E + u X B) 
dt 

This is known as the Lorentz force equation. 1 It relates mechanical force to electrical 
force. If the mass of the charged particle moving in E and B fields ism, by Newton's second 
law of motion. 

(8.3) IF= Q(E + u x B) I 
or 

This clearly shows that F"' is perpendicular to both u and B. 
From eqs. (8.1) and (8.2), a comparison between the electric force F, and the magnetic 

force Fm can be made. We see that Fe is independent of the velocity of the charge and can 
perform work on the charge and change its kinetic energy. Unlike F,, Fm depends on the 
charge velocity and is normal to it. However, Fm cannot perform work because it is at right 
angles to the direction of motion of the charge (F"' · di = 0 ); it does not cause an increase 
in kinetic energy of the charge. The magnitude of Fm is generally small in comparison to 
Fe except at high velocities. 

For a moving charge Q in the presence of both electric and magnetic fields, the total 
force on the charge is given by 

(8.2) Fm= Qu X B 

A magnetic field can exert force only on a moving charge. From experiments, it is 
found that the magnetic force F rn experienced by a charge Q moving with a velocity u in a 
magnetic field B is 
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(8.9') F = I, K dS x B or F = r J dv x B 

while eq. (8.9) becomes 

(8.8') dF = K dS X B or dF = J dv X B 

In using eq. (8.8) or (8.9), we should keep in mind that the magnetic field produced by 
the current element I dl does not exert force on the element itself, just as a point charge 
does not exert force on itself. The B field that exerts force on I dl must be due to another 
element. In other words, the B field in eq. (8.8) or (8.9) is external to the current element 
I di. If instead of the line current element I di, we have surface current elements K dS 
or a volume current element J dv, we simply make use of eq. (8.6) so that eq. (8.8) becomes 

(8.9) 

If the current I is through a closed path L or circuit, the force on the circuit is given by 

(8.8) dF =I di X B 

This shows that an elemental charge dQ moving with velocity u (thereby producing con· 
vection current element dQ u) is equivalent to a conduction current element I dl. Thus 
the force on a current element I di in a magnetic field B is found from eq. (8.2) by merely 
replacing Qu by I di; that is, 

(8.7) I I di= dQ u I 

Hence, 

dQ di 
Alternatively, I di = dtdl = d°df = dQ u 

I di = p"u dv = dQ u 

Combining eqs. (8.5) and (8.6) yields 

(8.6) I di = K dS = I dv 

From eq. (7.5), we recall the relationship between current elements: 

Stationary QE 

Q(E + u X B) Qu X B 

QE 

QE Moving 

Combined E and B Fields B Field E Field State of Particle 

TABLE 8.1 Force on a Charged Particle 
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FIGURE 8.1 Force between two current 
loops. 

(8.13) 

This equation is essentially the law of force between two current elements and is analogous 
to Coulomb's law, which expresses the force between two stationary charges. From eq. (8.12), 
we obtain the total force F 1 on current loop 1 due to current loop 2 shown in Figure 8.1 as 

(8.12) 

Hence, 

(8.11) dB, = µ,012 dl2 X a,,. 
- 47TR~1 

But from Biot-Savart's law, 

(8.10) 

Let us now consider the force between two elements 11 dl1 and /2 dl2• According to Biot 
Savart's law, both current elements produce magnetic fields. So we may find the force 
d(dF,) on element /1 di, due to the field dB2 produced by element /2 dl2 as shown in 
Figure 8.1. From eq. (8.8), 

C, Force between Two Current Elements 

Alternatively, B may be defined from eq. (8.2) as the vector that satisfies F,,,/q = u X B, 
just as we defined electric field E as the force per unit charge, F,lq. Both these definitions 
of B show that B describes the force properties of a magnetic field. 

The magnetic field B is defined as the force per unit current element. 

From eq. (8.8) 
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u.(t = 0) = 4 --> 4 = 0 +A or A= 4 

u,( t = 0) = 0 --> 0 = 0 + B or B = 0 

u,(t = 0) = 3 --> 3 = C 

where A, B, and Care integration constants. But at t = 0, u = 4ax + 3az. Hence, 

(8. I .3) duz = 0 ~ Uz = C 
dt 

(8.1.2) 15 --> u, = !St + B 
du, 

dt 

(8. I. I) 18 --> u, = 181 + A 
du, 
dt 

(b) Equating components and then integrating, we obtain 

QE 3( ) , 
a = --;;;- = 2 iza, + lOay = 18ax + !Say m/s- 

du d 
a = dt = dt(ux, u,, u,) = Ixa, + l Sa, 

where a is the acceleration of the particle. Hence, 

F =ma= QE 

A charged particle of mass 2 kg and charge 3 C starts at point ( 1, -2, 0) with velocity 
4ax + 3az m/s in an electric field l Za, + l Oa, Vim. At time t = 1 s, determine 
(a) The acceleration of the particle 
(b) Its velocity 
(c) Its kinetic energy 
(d) Its position 

Solution: 
(a) This is an initial-value problem because initial values are given. According to Newton's 
second law of motion, 

Although this equation appears complicated, we should remember that it is based on 
eq. (8.10). It is eq. (8.9) or (8.10) that is of fundamental importance. 

The force F2 on loop 2 due to the magnetic field B 1 from loop 1 is obtained from 
eq. (8.13) by interchanging subscripts 1 and 2. It can be shown that F2 = - F1; thus F, and 
F2 obey Newton's third law that action and reaction are equal and opposite. It is worthwhile 
to mention that eq. (8.13) was experimentally established by Oersted and Ampere; Biot and 
Savart (Ampere's colleagues) actually based their law on it. 
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(a) The force on the particle 
(b) The time it takes to reach point P(O, 0, 12 m) 

A charged particle of mass I kg and charge 2 C starts at the origin with zero initial 
velocity in a region where E = Ja, V Im. Find the following: 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.1 

Hence, at I= 1, (x,y, z) = (14, S.S, 3). 
By eliminating I in eq. (8.1.7), the motion of the particle may be described in terms 

of x, y, and z. 

(8.1.7) (x,y, z) = (9t' + 4t + 1, 7.St' - 2, 31) 

Substituting the values of Ap Bp and C1 into eqs. (8.1.4) to (8.1.6), we obtain 

y(I = 0) = -2 - -2 = 0-'- B, or B1 = -2 

z(I = 0) = 0 - 0 = 0 + C1 or C1 = 0 

x(I = 0) = l - 1 

At I= 0, (x,y,z) = (1, -2,0);hence, 

(8.1.6) 

(8.1.5) 

(8.1.4) ~ = u, = 181 + 4 - x = 9t' + 4t + A1 di 
dy dt = u, = JSI - y = 7.St' + B1 

dz dt = u, = 3 - z = 31 + C, 

(c) Kinetic energy (K.E.) = !m lul2 = !(2)(222 + lS2 + 32) 
2 2 

= 718 J 

(d) u = .'!.! = .."._(x,y,z) ={!St+ 4, JSl,3) 
di dt 

Equating components yields 

u{I = l s) = 22ax + !Sa,+ 3a, mis 

Hence 

u(t) = (u,, u,, u,) = {18t + 4, ]St, 3) 

Substituting the values of A, B, and C into eqs. (8.1.1) to (8.1.3) gives 
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or 

We can eliminate u, or u, in eqs. (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) by taking second derivatives of one 
equation and making use of the other. Thus 

(8.2.3) 

(8.2.2) 

(8.2.1) dux =Su 
di y 

du, 
dt =-Su, 

duz = 0 ~ Uz = Co 
dt 

By equating components, we get 

;, ::1 = S(u,ax - u,a,) 
0 10 

Hence 

du Q a=~=~uxB 
dt m 

du 
(a) F = mdt = Qu x B 

A charged particle of mass 2 kg and I C starts at the origin with velocity 3ay mis and travels 
in a region of uniform magnetic field B = l Oa, Wblm2• At t = 4 s, do the following. 
(a) Calculate the velocity and acceleration of the particle. 
(b) Calculate the magnetic force on it. 
(c) Determine its K.E. and location. 
(d) Find the particle's trajectory by eliminating t. 
(e) Show that its K.E. remains constant. 

Solution: 

(c) Its velocity and acceleration at P 
(d) Its K.E. at P 

Answer: (a) 6a, N, (b) 2 s, (c) 12a, mis, 6a, mis', (d) 72 J. 
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(8.2.7) Ux = ~ = 3 sin St ~ x = -~cos St + b1 
dt s 

(c) K.E. = !mlul' = l(2) (2.7392 + 1.2242) = 9 I 

F = Qu X B = (1)(2.739a, + l.224a1) X !Oa, 
= 12.2a, - 27.4a1 N 

or 

F = ma= 12.2a, - 27.4a1 N (b) 

a(t = 4) = 6.121a, - 13.694a1m/s2 

and 

u(t = 4) = (3sin20,3cos20,0) 
= 2.739a, + l.224a1 mis 

du 
a =dt= (JScosSt,-JSsinSt,O) 

Hence, 

(8.2.6) u = (up u,, u,) = (3 sin St, 3 cos St, 0) 

Substituting the values of C0, C,, and C2 into eqs. (8.2.3) to (8.2.5) gives 

u, = 0 -> 0 = c, . 1 + c, . 0 -> c, = 0 

u, = 3 -> 3 = -c,. 0 + c,. 1 -> c, = 3 

Uz = 0 ~ 0 = C0 

We now determine constants C0, C1, and C2 using the initial conditions. At t = 0, u = 3ar 
Hence, 

ur = -C1 sin St + C2 cos St 

or 

(8.2.5) 
du, 

Su1 = dt = -SC1 sin St + SC2 cos St 

From eqs. (8.2.1) and (8.2.4), 

(8.2.4) 

which is a linear differential equation with solution (see Case 3 of Example 6.5) 
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which is the same as the K.E. at t = 0 and t = 4 s. Thus the uniform magnetic field has no 
effect on the K.E. of the particle. 

Note that the angular velocity w = QB/ m and the radius of the orbit r = u,I w, where 
u0 is the initial speed. An interesting application of the idea in this example is found in a 
common method of focusing a beam of electrons. The method employs a uniform mag 
netic field directed parallel to the desired beam as shown in Figure 8.2. Each electron 
emerging from the electron gun follows a helical path and returns to the axis at the same 
focal point with other electrons. If the screen of a cathode-ray tube were at this point, a 
single spot would appear on the screen. 

K.E. = ~ mlul' = ~(2)(9 cos' St+ 9 sin! St) = 9 J 
2 2 

(e) 

which is a circle on plane z = 0, centered at ( 0.6, 0, 0) and of radius 0.6 m, Thus the 
particle gyrates in an orbit about a magnetic field line. 

(x-0.6)2+y=(06)2, z=O 

or 

(x - 0.6)2 + j' = (0.6)2 (cos' St+ sin' St), z =O 

(d) From eq. (8.2.10), we eliminate t by noting that 

(x, y, z) = ( 0.3SS2, 0.5478, 0) 

Att = 4s, 

(8.2.lO) (x,y, z) = (0.6 - 0.6 cos St, 0.6 sin St, 0) 

Substituting the values of b1, b2, and b3 into eqs, (8.2.7) to (8.2.9), we obtain 

x( t = 0) = 0 ~ 0 = -~ · I + b1 ~ b1 = 0.6 s 
y(t = 0) = 0 ~ 0 = ~. 0 + b, ~ b, = 0 s 
z(t = 0) = 0 ~ 0 = b3 

where b1, b2, and b3 are integration constants. At t = 0, (x,y, z) = (0, 0, 0) and hence, 

(8.2.9) 

(8.2.8) 
dy 3 . 

Uy = di = 3 cos St ~ y = 5 sm St + b, 

dz 
uz = dt = 0 ~ z = b3 
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Thus B0 = 5. 
This example illustrates an important principle employed in a velocity filter shown in 

Figure 8.3. ln this application, E, B, and u are mutually perpendicular so that Qu X B is 

or 

0 = F = ma= Q(E + u X B) 

0 = Q(20a, + 4ax X 80a,) 

A charged particle moves with a uniform velocity -la, mis in a region where E = 20 ay V /m 
and B = B0az Wb/m2• Determine B0 such that the velocity of the particle remains constant. 

Solution: 
If the particle moves with a constant velocity, it is implied that its acceleration is zero. 
In other words, the particle experiences no net force. Hence, 

dx dy dz 
Answer: (a) dt = a cos wt, dt = -r a sin wt, dt = /3, (b) and (c) Proof. 

where w = eB0/m and e is the charge on the proton. (c) Show that this solution describes 
a circular helix in space. 

a a 
x=--;;;sinwt, y=--;;;coswt, z={3t 

A proton of mass m is projected into a uniform field B = B0az with an initial velocity aax 
+ {3a2• (a) Find the differential equations that the position vector r = xa, + yay + za, 
must satisfy. (b) Show that a solution to these equations is 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.2 

(bl (') 

FIGURE 8.2 For Example 8.2: 
magnetic focusing of a beam of 
electrons: (a) helical paths of 
electrons, (b) end view of paths. 

Screen 
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Fe= _µ.0l1I2b[J_ I_]aPN 
21T Po Po + a 

A rectangular loop carrying current 12 is placed parallel to an infinitely long filamentary 
wire carrying current 11 as shown in Figure 8.4{a). Show that the force experienced by the 
loop is given by 

Answer: (a) 4 kV/m, (b) yes . 

(a) If the magnitude of Bis 0.5 mWb/m2, find the value ofE. 
(b) Will this filter work for positive and negative charges and any value of mass? 

Uniform E and B fields are oriented at right angles to each other. An electron moves 
with a speed of8 X 106 mis at right angles to both fields and passes undeflected through 
the field. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.3 

This is the required (critical) speed to balance out the two parts of the Lorentz force. 
Particles with this speed are undeflected by the fields; they are "filtered" through the aper 
ture. Particles with other speeds are deflected down or up, depending on whether their 
speeds are greater or less than this critical speed. 

E u = - 
B 

or 

QuB = QE 

directed opposite to QE, regardless of the sign of the charge. When the magnitudes of the 
two vectors are equal, 

FIGURE 8.3 For Example 8.3: a velocity filter for charged particles. 
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F3 = 1,J di, x B1 = 1,J' dza, x t'1' ) •• 
1. z=b 21T Po + a 
µ.,I,11b . 
( ) aP (repulsive) 

21T Po + a 

J
po+a µo/l aq, 

F2 = 12 dp aP X -- 
p=po 27Tp 

F1 is attractive because it is directed toward the long wire; that is, F1 is along -aP because 
loop side 1 and the long wire carry currents along the same direction. Similarly, 

µ.01,11b . 
=---a,, (attractive) 

27Tpo 

Hence, 

F1 = F1 + F, + F3 + F4 = 11 fl di, X B, 

where F P F2, F3, and F 4 are, respectively, the forces exerted on sides of the loop labeled 1, 
2, 3, and 4 in Figure 8.4(b). Owing to the infinitely long wire 

Solution: 
Let the force on the loop be 

- - F,.. F~ 

P, 0 0 

F, 

FIGURE 8.4 For Example 8.4: 
(a) rectangular loop inside the field 
produced by an infinitely long wire, 
(b) forces acting on the loop 
and wire. 

F2 

t 
0 r- 
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and its units are newton-meters (N · m). 
Let us apply this to a rectangular loop of length C and width w placed in a uniform 

magnetic field Bas shown in Figure 8.S(a). From this figure, we notice that di is parallel to 
B along sides AB and CD of the loop and no force is exerted on those sides. Thus 

(8.14) T = r x F 

That is, 

The torque T (or mechanical moment of force) on the loop is the vector product of 
the moment arm rand the force F. 

Now that we have considered the force on a current loop in a magnetic field, we can deter 
mine the torque on it. The concept of a current loop experiencing a torque in a magnetic 
field is of paramount importance in understanding the behavior of orbiting charged par 
ticles, de motors, and generators. If the loop is placed parallel to a magnetic field, it experi 
ences a force that tends to rotate it. 

8.3 MAGNETIC TORQUE AND MOMENT 

Answer: Sap µ,N. 

In Example 8.4, find the force experienced by the infinitely long wire ifI1 = 10A,12 = 5 A, 
Po = 20 cm, a = I 0 cm, b = 30 cm. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.4 

which is an attractive force trying to draw the loop toward the wire. The force F w on the 
wire, by Newton's third law, is -F,; see Figure 8.4{b). 

F, = µ,0/1/2b[J_ __ 1_](-ar) 
21T Po Po + a 

The total force F, on the loop is the sum of Pj, F2, F3, and F4; that is, 
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as the magnetic dipole moment (in A· m") of the loop. In eq. (8.18), a11 is a unit normal vec 
tor to the plane of the loop and its direction is determined by the right-hand rule: finger: 
in the direction of current and thumb along an- 

(8.18 I m = ISa, I 

(8.17 T =BIS sin a 

(8.16 T = B!Cwsin a 

ITI = IF0I wsin a 

We define the quantity 

But Cw = S, the area of the loop. Hence, 

or 

where IF 0 I = !Bf because B is uniform. Thus, no force is exerted on the loop as a whole 
However, F 0 and ~ F 0 act at different points on the loop, thereby creating a couple. If the 
normal to the plane of the loop makes an angle a with B, as shown in the cross-sectiona 
view of Figure 8.S(b), the torque on the loop is 

(8.15 F = F0 - F0 = 0 

=if' dza, x B +if dza, X B 
o I 

or 

F = 1( di x B +Ir di x B 
B D 

(b) 

FIGURE 8.5 (a) Rectangular planar loop in a uniform magnetic 
field. (b) Cross-sectional view of part (a). 

(a) 

1-Axis of rotation 

z 
I 

I 
I 
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FIGURE 8.6 Magnetic field at P due to a 
current loop. P(r,6,qi) 

(8.21a) 

It can be shown that in the far field r >> a, so that the loop appears small at the observation 
point, A has only </>-component and it is given by 

(8.20) A = µ.,I J :!.I_ 
47T J r 

A bar magnet or a small filamentary current loop is usually referred to as a magnetic dipole. 
The reason for this and what we mean by "small" will soon be evident. Let us determine the 
magnetic field Bat an observation point P(r, 8, cjJ) due to a circular loop carrying current 
I as in Figure 8.6. The magnetic vector potential at P is 

8.4 A MAGNETIC DIPOLE 

Although this expression was obtained by using a rectangular loop, it is generally applicable 
in determining the torque on a planar loop of any arbitrary shape. The only limitation is 
that the magnetic field must be uniform. It should be noted that the torque is in the direc 
tion of the axis of rotation (the z-axis in the case of Figure 8.Sa). It is directed with the aim 
of reducing a so that m and Bare in the same direction. In an equilibrium position (when 
m and Bare in the same direction), the loop is perpendicular to the magnetic field and the 
torque will be zero as well as the sum of the forces on the loop. 

(8.19) lr=mXB I 
Introducing eq. (8.18) in eq. (8.17), we obtain 

The magnetic dipole moment is the product of current and area of the loop; its 
direction is normal to the loop. 
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Dipole (small current loop or bar magnet) 

¥
' p p 

, 't( 
•0m 8 = - (2 cos Ba,+ sin 8a6) 
411'r3 

µ0m sin Oa~ 
A=--- 

4",2 

Monopole (poin1 charge) 

Does not exist 

•, 

Dipole (two-point charge) 

.. •Q 

T 
1 

-Q 

p 

Q cos 8 V=-- 
4Treor2 

Qd 
E = 41re.r' (2 cos 8 a, + sin 8 "8) 

V=_g_ 
41re.,r 

E = Qa, 
41re.r' 

Magnetic 

TABLE 8.2 Comparison between Electric and Magnetic Monopoles and Dipoles 

Electric 

(8.22) µ..m( ) B = 41Tr' 2 cos 8 a, + sin 8 a, 

where m = l7ra2av the magnetic moment of the loop, and az X a, = sine a1~. We deter 
mine the magnetic flux density B from B = '\I x A as 

(8.2lb) 

or 
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FIGURE 8.8 A bar magnet in an external magnetic 
field. 

F ~Qm 

(b) 

FIGURE 8.7 The 8 lines due to 
magnetic dipoles: (a) a small 
current loop with m = IS, (b) a 
bar magnet with m = Qmf. 

(8.25) T = OmfB = ISB 

Since both a small current loop and a bar magnet produce magnetic dipoles, they are 
equivalent if they produce the same torque in a given B field, that is, when 

(8.24) 

where e points south to north. The torque tends to align the bar with the external magnetic 
field. The force acting on the magnetic charge is given by 

(8.23) T = m x B = Omf x B 

It is interesting to compare eqs. (8.21) and (8.22) with similar expressions in eqs. 
(4.80) and (4.82) for electrical potential V and electric field intensity E due to an electric 
dipole. This comparison is done in Table 8.2, in which we notice the striking similari 
ties between B in the far field due to a small current loop and E in the far field due to 
an electric dipole. It is therefore reasonable to regard a small current loop as a magnetic 
dipole. The B lines due to a magnetic dipole are similar to the E lines due to an electric 
dipole. Figure 8.7(a) illustrates the B lines around the magnetic dipole m = IS. 

A short permanent magnetic bar, shown in Figure 8.7(b), may also be regarded as a 
magnetic dipole. Observe that the B lines due to the bar are similar to those due to a small 
current loop in Figure 8.7(a). 

Consider the bar magnet of Figure 8.8. If Om is an isolated magnetic charge (pole 
strength) and e is the length of the bar, the bar has a dipole moment OmC· (Notice that Om 
does exist; however, it does not exist without an associated -Qm. See Table 8.2.) When the 
bar is in a uniform magnetic field B, it experiences a torque 
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FIGURE 8.9 Triangular loop of Example 8.5. 

= 4 sin 60° 

S = loop area = .'.. x base X height = .'..(2v'2)(2Vz)sin 60° 
2 2 

where 

Th us, we can use 

x+y+z=2 

For the present problem, a = b = c = 2. Hence 

::_ + !_ + ~ = 1 -----> bcx + cay + abz = abc a b c 

Determine the magnetic moment of an electric circuit formed by the triangular loop of 
Figure 8.9. 

Solution: 

If a plane intercepts the coordinate axes at (a, 0, 0), (0, b, 0), and (0, 0, c), its equation is 
given by 

showing that they must have the same dipole moment. 

(8.26) 

Hence, 
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r = V42 + (-3)2 + 102 = sVs 
At (4, -3, IO), 

m, = 3ay = 3 (sin e sin cf> a, + cos e sin cf> a, + cos cf> a,) 

Using eq. (2.23), we transform m2 from Cartesian to spherical coordinates: 

Since m1 for loop L, is along a,, we find B1 using eq. (8.22): 

Solution: 
The torque T2 on the loop L2 is due to the field B1 produced by loop L1• Hence, 

A small current loop L1 with magnetic moment Sa, A · m- is located at the origin while 
another small loop current L2 with magnetic moment 3ayA rrr' is located at (4, -3, 10). 
Determine the torque on L2• 

Answer: (I.429ax + 4.286a, - 2.143a,) X 10-2 A· m2. 

A rectangular coil of area 10 cm2 carrying current of 50 A lies on plane 
2x + 6y - 3z = 7 such that the magnetic moment of the coil is directed away from the 
origin. Calculate its magnetic moment. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.5 

(ax + a, + a,) 
m = 5(4 sin 60°) \/3 

= IO(ax + a,+ a,) A· m' 

f(x, y, z) = x + y + z - 2 = 0 

VJ (ax + a,+ aJ 
a,, = :+: IV/I = :+: \/3 

We choose the plus sign in view of the direction of the current in the loop (using the right 
hand rule, m is directed as in Figure 8.9). Hence 

If we define the plane surface by a function 
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Our discussion here will parallel that on polarization of materials in an electric field. Wt. 
shall assume that our atomic model is that of an electron orbiting about a positive nucleus 

We know that a given material is composed of atoms. Each atom may be regarded as 
consisting of electrons orbiting about a central positive nucleus; the electrons also rotate 

8.5 MAGNETIZATION IN MATERIALS 

(a) Find the torque on the coil. 
(b) Show that the torque on the coil is maximum if placed on plane 2x - By + 4z = 

v'84. Calculate the magnitude of the maximum torque. 

Answer: (a) 0.03ax - 0.02a, - 0.02a, N · m, (b) 0.0439 N · m. 

The coil of Practice Exercise 8.5 is surrounded by a uniform field 0.6a, + 0.4a, + 0.Sa, 
Wb/m2• 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8,6 

= 4.293 X 10-11 ( -8.944a, + 35.777a0 + 2laq,) 

= -0.384a, + l.536a0 + 0.9015aq, nN · m 

10-7 (3) 
T = ~ (-3a, - 6a6 + 4Vsaq,) X (4a, + a1) 

62s(svs) 

and 

47T x 10-7 x 5 ( 4 1 ) B1 = -ar+-a0 
47T 625 Vs Vs Vs 

Hence, 

4 
=:': 

y -3 -3 
tan</>=~= 4--> sin o > s' 

p 5 1 1 2 
tan e = -;- = IO = 2 __, sin e = vs' cos e = vs 
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(8.27) M= Jim ~v~o 

If there are N atoms in a given volume S» and the kth atom has a magnetic moment mk> 

FIGURE 8.12 Magnetic dipole 
moment in a volume Ll.v: (a) before 
B is applied, (b) after Bis applied. 

FIGURE 8.11 Circular current loop 
equivalent to electronic motion of 
Figure 8.10. 

(bl (al 

B=O,M=O ->. 
~ 

FIGURE 8.10 (a) Electron orbiting around the 
nucleus. (b) Electron spin. 

~ 
e, 

' 

+Eiectm" 
I 

I 
(a) (b) 

The magnetization M, in amperes per meter, is the magnetic dipole moment per 
unit volume. 

{or spin) about their own axes. Thus an internal magnetic field is produced by electrons 
orbiting around the nucleus as in Figure 8.lO(a) or electrons spinning as in Figure 8.lO(b). 
Both these electronic motions produce internal magnetic fields Bi that are similar to the 
magnetic field produced by a current loop of Figure 8.11. The equivalent current loop has 
a magnetic moment of m = lbSa"' where Sis the area of the loop and lb is the bound cur 
rent (bound to the atom). 

Without an external B field applied to the material, the sum of m's is zero due to 
random orientation as in Figure 8.12(a). When an external B field is applied, the magnetic 
moments of the electrons more or less align themselves with B so that the net magnetic 
moment is not zero, as illustrated in Figure 8.12(b). 
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and 

(8.30) li.=vxMI 

(8.29) = µ.,I J,dv' + µ.0 l K,dS' 
47T v' R 41T Ts· R 

Comparing eq. (8.29) with eqs. (7.42) and (7.43) (upon dropping the primes) gives 

A = µ., I 'l' X M dv' + µ., l M X a,, dS' 
471' ". R 471' fs R 

to the second integral, we obtain 

J,.v· x Fdv' = -f,.F x dS 

Applying the vector identity 

Substituting this into eq. (8.28) yields 

M x 'l'~ = ~'l' X M - 'l' X ~ 
R R R 

Using eq. (7.48) gives 

(8.28) 

Hence, 

!_ = 'l'~ 
R3 R 

From to eq. (7.46) we can write 

dA = µ.,M X a, dv' = µ.,M X R dv' 
47rR2 47rR3 

A medium for which M is not zero everywhere is said to be magnetized. For a differential 
volume dv', the magnetic moment is dm = M dv', Recall that we denote the field point by 
the unprimed coordinates (x, y, z) and the source point by the primed coordinates (x', y', z'). 
From eq. (8.2lb), the vector magnetic potential due to dm is 
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where 

(8.36) 

or 

(8.35) B = µ,{ l + Xm)H = µH 

where Xm is a dimensionless quantity (ratio of M to HJ called magnetic susceptibility of the 
medium. It is more or less a measure of how susceptible (or sensitive) the material is to a 
magnetic field. Substituting eq. (8.34) into eq. (8.33) yields 

(8.34) 

The relationship in eq. (8.33) holds for all materials whether they are linear or not The 
concepts of linearity, isotropy, and homogeneity introduced in Section 5.7 for dielectric 
media equally apply here for magnetic media. For linear materials, M (in Alm) depends 
linearly on H such that 

(8.33) 

or 

=VXH+VXM 

v x (f!:) = 11 + h = 1 

where J1 is the free current volume density. In a material medium M * 0, and as a result, 
B changes so that 

(8.32) V X H = 1J or V X (f!:) = 11 

where h is the bound volume current density or magnetization volume current density, in 
amperes per meter squared, Kb is the bound surface current density, in amperes per meter, 
and a11 is a unit vector normal to the surface. Equation (8.29) shows that the potential of 
a magnetic body is due to a volume current density Jb throughout the body and a surface 
current Kb on the surface of the body. The vector M is analogous to the polarization P in 
dielectrics and is sometimes called the magnetic polarization density of the medium. In 
another sense, M is analogous to H and they both have the same units. In this respect, as 
1 = V X H, so h = V x M. Also, J. and K, for a magnetized body are similar top,, and 
p,, for a polarized body. As is evident in eqs, (8.29) to (8.31 ), hand K, can be derived from 
M; therefore, lb and Kb are not commonly used. 

In free space, M = 0 and we have 

(8.31) 
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1 An excellent treatment of superconductors is found in M. A. Plonus, Applied Electromagnetics. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1978, pp. 375-388. Also, the August 1989 issue of the Proceedings of IEEE is devoted to 
superconductivity. 

In general, we may use the magnetic susceptibility Xm or the relative permeability fLr to 
classify materials in terms of their magnetic property or behavior. A material is said to be 
nonmagnetic if Xm = 0 (orµ,,= l ): it is magnetic otherwise. Free space, air, and materials 
with x m = 0 (or µ, = I) are regarded as nonmagnetic. 

Roughly speaking, materials may be grouped into three major classes: diamag 
netic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic. This rough classification is depicted in 
Figure 8.13. A material is said to be diamagnetic if it has u, ~ 1 (i.e., very small negative Xm). 
It is paramagnetic if u, ;;::: 1 (i.e., very small positive XnJ Ifµ.,,>> 1 (i.e., very large positive 
Xm), the material is ferromagnetic. Table B.3 in Appendix B presents the values u, for some 
materials. From the table, it is apparent that for most practical purposes we may assume 
that u, = 1 for diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials. Thus, we may regard diamagnetic 
and paramagnetic materials as linear and nonmagnetic. Ferromagnetic materials are always 
nonlinear and magnetic except when their temperatures are above curie temperature (to be 
explained later). The reason for this will become evident as we more closely examine each 
of these three types of magnetic material. 

Diamagnetism occurs when the magnetic fields in a material that are due to electronic 
motions of orbiting and spinning completely cancel each other. Thus, the permanent (or 
intrinsic) magnetic moment of each atom is zero and such materials are weakly affected 
by a magnetic field. For most diamagnetic materials (e.g., bismuth, lead, copper, silicon, 
diamond, sodium chloride), Xm is of the order of -10-s. In certain materials, called super~ 
conductors, "perfect diamagnetism" occurs at temperatures near absolute zero: x111 = -1 
or µ.,, = 0 and B = 0. Thus superconductors cannot contain magnetic fields. 2 Except for 
superconductors, the diamagnetic properties of materials are seldom used in practice. 
Although the diamagnetic effect is overshadowed by other stronger effects in some materi 
als, all materials exhibit diamagnetism. 

ts.s CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS 

The quantity µ., = µ,0µ., is called the permeability of the material and is measured in 
henrys per meter; the henry is the unit of inductance and will be defined a little later. 
The dimensionless quantiry u, is the ratio of the permeability of a given material to that 
of free space and is known as the relative permeability of the material. 

It should be borne in mind that the relationships in eqs. (8.34) to (8.37) hold only for 
linear and isotropic materials. If the materials are anisotropic (e.g., crystals), eq. (8.33) still 
holds but eqs. (8.34) to (8.37) do not apply. In this case,µ has nine terms [similar to E in 
eq. (5.37)] and, consequently, the fields B, H, and Mare no longer parallel. 

(8.37) I µ, = I + Xm = ~ I 
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FIGURE 8.13 Classification of materials 

Ferromagnetics 
)(,,.»O,µ,» I 

Paramagnetics 
x,,,>0,µ,ZI 

Diamagnetics 
Xm < 0, µ., es 1.0 

Nonlinear Linear 

Materials 

Materials whose atoms have nonzero permanent magnetic moment may be paramag 
netic or ferromagnetic. Paramagnetism occurs when the magnetic fields produced in a 
material by orbital and spinning electrons do not cancel completely. Unlike diarnagnetisrn, 
paramagnetism is temperature dependent. For most paramagnetic materials (e.g., air, 
platinum, tungsten, potassium), xiii is of the order + 10-s to + 10-3 and is temperature 
dependent. Such materials find application in masers. 

Ferromagnetism occurs in materials whose atoms have relatively large permanent mag 
netic moment. They are called ferromagnetic materials because the best-known member is 
iron. Other members are cobalt, nickel, and their alloys. Ferromagnetic materials are very 
useful in practice. As distinct from diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials, ferromagnetic 
materials have the following properties: 

I. They are capable of being magnetized very strongly by a magnetic field. 
2. They retain a considerable amount of their magnetization when removed from the field. 
3. They lose their ferromagnetic properties and become linear paramagnetic materi 

als when the temperature is raised above a certain temperature known as the curie 
temperature. Thus if a permanent magnet is heated above its curie temperature 
(770°C for iron), it loses its magnetization completely. 

4. They are nonlinear; that is, the constitutive relation 8 = µ0µrH does not hold for 
ferromagnetic materials because µ,depends on 8 and cannot be represented by a 
single value. 

Thus, the values of J.Lr cited in Table B.3 for ferromagnetics are only typical. For example, 
for nickel µ, = 50 under some conditions and 600 under other conditions. 

As mentioned in Section 5.9 for conductors, ferromagnetic materials, such as iron 
and steel, are used for screening (or shielding) to protect sensitive electrical devices from 
disturbances from strong magnetic fields. In the example of a typical iron shield shown in 
Figure 8.14(a), the compass is protected. Without the iron shield, as in Figure 8.14(b), the 
compass gives an erroneous reading owing to the effect of the external magnetic field. For 
perfect screening, it is required that the shield have infinite permeability. 

Even though B = /.to(H + M) holds for all materials including ferromagnetics, the 
relationship between B and H depends on previous magnetization of a ferromagnetic 
material-its "magnetic history." Instead of having a linear relationship between B and H 
(i.e., B = µH), it is only possible to represent the relationship by a magnetization curve or 
B-H curve. 
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FIGURE 8.15 Typical magnetization (8-H) curve. 

-Hmax 

Initial 
magnetization 

B 

A typical B-H curve is shown in Figure 8.15. First of all, note the nonlinear relation 
ship between Band H. Second, at any point on the curve,µ. is given by the ratio B/H and 
not by dB!dH, the slope of the curve. 

Ifwe assume that the ferromagnetic material whose B-H curve in Figure 8.15 is ini 
tially unmagnetized, as H increases (owing to increase in current) from 0 to maximum 
applied field intensity Hmax• curve OP is produced. This curve is referred to as the virgin 
or initial magnetization curve. After reaching saturation at P, if H is decreased, B does not 
follow the initial curve but lags behind H. This phenomenon of B lagging behind His called 
hysteresis (which means "to lag" in Greek). 

If His reduced to zero, Bis not reduced to zero but to Br, which is referred to as the per 
manent flux density. The value of B, depends on Hmll> the maximum applied field intensity. 
The existence of Br is the cause of having permanent magnets. If H increases negatively (by 
reversing the direction of current), B becomes zero when H becomes H0 which is known as 
the coercive field intensity. Materials for which H, is small are said to be magnetically hard. 
The value of H, also depends on Hmax· 

FIGURE 8.14 Magnetic screening: (a) iron shield protecting a small compass, 
(b) compass gives erroneous reading without the shield. 

(b) (a) 

N 
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Answer: (a) 3.6, (b) 1730e-ra, Alm, (c) 6228e-ra, Aim. 

find: (a) Xm• (b) H, (c) M. 

B = IOe-ra, mWb/m2 

In a certain region (µ = 4.6µ0), 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.7 

K, = (4.775yax - 2.387xa,) X (-a,) 

= 2.387xax + 4.775yay kA/m 

(b) J, = Xml = (µ, - l)J = l.S(-4.775a,) · 103 

= -7.163azkA/m2 

B l.S(JOyax - 5xa,) 10-3 

(c) M = x,,,H = X"'µ0µ, = 47T X 10-7(2.5) 

= 4.775yax - 2.387xay kA/m 
(d) Kb = M X a.; Since z = 0 is the lower side of the slab occupying 0 :::; z :::; 2, an = -az. 
Hence, 

106 
= -(-5 - 10)10-3a, = -4.775a,kA/m2 

1T 

B l (aBY aB) J='i7XH='i7X--= -----"a 
!loll, 47T x 10-7(2.5) ax ay z 

Solution: 
(a) By definition, 

Region 0 :5 z :5 2 mis occupied by an infinite slab of permeable material(µ,= 2.5). If 
B = !Oya, - 5xay mWb/m2within the slab, determine: (a) J, (b) Jo, (c) M, (d) K, on z = 0. 

Further increase in Hin the negative direction to reach Q and a reverse in its direc 
tion to reach P gives a closed curve called a hysteresis loop. Hysteresis loops vary in shape 
from one material to another. Some ferrites, for example, have an almost rectangular 
hysteresis loop and are used in digital computers as magnetic information storage devices. 
The area of a hysteresis loop gives the energy loss (hysteresis loss) per unit volume during 
one cycle of the periodic magnetization of the ferromagnetic material. This energy loss 
is in the form of heat. It is therefore desirable that materials used in electric generators, 
motors, and transformers have tall but narrow hysteresis loops so that hysteresis losses 
are minimal. 
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FIGURE 8.16 Boundary conditions between two magnetic media: (a) for B, (b) for H. 

0 "' a., "'" 
4S aiM 

G) "' G) "' 
(a) (b) 

since B = µ,H. Equation (8.41) shows that the normal component ofB is continuous at the 
boundary. It also shows that the normal component ofH is discontinuous at the boundary; 
H undergoes some change at the interface. 

Similarly, we apply eq. (8.39) to the closed path abcda of Figure 8.16(b), where surface 
current Kon the boundary is assumed normal to the path. We obtain 

tJ.h !lh 
K·6.w = H11·.6.w + H111·2 + H211 

(8.41) 

Thus 

(8.40) 

(8.39) ft H di= I 

Consider the boundary between two magnetic media l and 2, characterized, respec 
tively, by µ,1 and µ,2 as in Figure 8.16. Applying eq. (8.38) to the pillbox (Gaussian surface) 
of Figure 8.16(a) and allowing !lh -> 0, we obtain 

and Ampere's circuit law 

(8.38) 

We define magnetic boundary conditions as the conditions that H (or B) field must satisfy 
at the boundary between two different media. Our derivations here are similar to those in 
Section 5.9. We make use of Gauss's law for magnetic fields 

8.7 MAGNETIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
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(a) M1 and B, 
(b) H1 and B2 in region y - x - 2 2- 0, where µ,1 = 2µ,0 

Given that H1 = -2ax + 6ay + 4az Alm in region y - x - 2 ::::; 0, where µ,1 = Sµ,0, 

calculate 

which is [similar to eq. (5.65)] the law of refraction for magnetic flux lines at a boundary 
with no surface current. 

(8.49) 
tan ()1 µ,1 

tan 02 µ,2 

Dividing eq. (8.48) by eq. (8.47) gives 

(8.48) 

while eq. (8.46) produces 

(8.47) 

Thus the tangential component of H is continuous while that of B is discontinuous at the 
boundary. 

If the fields make an angle e with the normal to the interface, eq. (8.41) results in 

(8.46) 

where an12 is a unit vector normal to the interface and is directed from medium l to 
medium 2. If the boundary is free of current or the media are not conductors (for K is free 
current density), K = 0 and eq. (8.43) becomes 

(8.45) 

In the general case, eq. (8.43) becomes 

I (H, - H1) X a"11 = K I 

(8.44) 

This shows that the tangential component of His also discontinuous. Equation (8.43) may 
be written in terms of B as 

(8.43) 

As t.h --> 0, eq. (8.42) leads to 

(8.42) 
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FIGURE 8.17 For Example 8.8. 

Using the boundary conditions, we have 

H11 = H, - H,,, = (-2,6,4) - (-4,4,0) 
= za, + Za, + 4az 

Hence, 

But 

( ) [( ) (-l, 1, o)] (-1, 1,0) 
(b) H1,,= H1·a,,a,,= -2,6,4 ·~ ~ 

= -4ax + 4ay 

= -Sa,,+ 24a, + l Sa, Aim 
B, = µ,H, = µ0µ,,H1 = 47T X 10-7(5)( -2, 6, 4) 

= -12.57a, + 37.7a, + 25.13a,µ Wb/m2 

\If a, - a, 
a,,= IVJI = V2 

M, = x,,,,H, = (µ,, - 1) H, = (s - 1)(-2, 6, 4) (a) 

Solution: 
Since y - x - 2 = 0 is a plane, y - x :S 2 or y :s x + 2 is region 1 in Figure 8.17. A 
point in this region may be used to confirm this. For example, the origin ( 0, 0) is in this 
region because 0 - 0 - 2 < 0. If we let the surface of the plane be described by f(x, y) = 
y - x - 2, a unit vector normal to the plane is given by 
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(8.9.3) 
B1 1 

H1 = ~ = ~(B,ax + B,a, + B,a,) mA/m 
µ,, 6µ,, 

and 

(8.9.2) H2 = ~ = _!_{Sax+ Sa,)mA/m 
µ,, 4µ,, 

But 

(8.9.1) B,,, = B2,, = Sa, -> B, = 8 

Solution: 
In Example 8.8, K = 0, so eq. (8.46) was appropriate. In this example, however, K * 0, and 
we must resort to eq. (8.45) in addition to eq. (8.41). Consider the problem as illustrated in 
Figure 8.18. Let B1 = (B,, B,, B,) in mWb/m2. 

The xy-plane serves as the interface between two different media. Medium 1 (z < 0) is 
filled with a material whose u, = 6, and medium 2 (z > 0) is filled with a material whose 
u, = 4. If the interface carries current (I/µ0) aymA/m, and B2 =Sax+ Sa, mWb/m2, 

find H, and B,. 

Region l, described by 3x + 4y ;;,, 10, is free space, whereas region 2, described 
by 3x + 4y.,; 10· is a magnetic material for which µ, = 10µ,,. Assuming that 
the boundary between the material and free space is current free, find B2 if 
B1 = O.lax + 0.4a,. + 0.2a, Wb/m2. 

Answer: - l.052a, + l.264a, + za, Wb/m2. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.8 

B2 = µ,2H2 = µ,0µ,,2H2 = (47r x 10-7)(2)(-8, 12, 4) 
= -r Zfl.Ll a, + 30.16a, + 10.0Sa,µ, Wb/m2 

and 

Thus 

H2,, = ~ H1,, = _')_ { -4ax + 4a,) = - IOa, + l Oa, 
µ,, 2 

or 
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A unit normal vector from region 2 (µ, = 2µ,0) to region I (µ, = µ,0) is a,21 = 
(6a, + 2ay - 3a,)/7.IfH1 = Iua, + •y + 12a,A/mandH2 = H2,a, - Say +4a,Aim, 
determine. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.9 

Note that H1x is 11 µ0 mA/m less than H2x because of the current sheet and also that 
Bin= B2w 

H2 = ~ ( r.zss, + 2a,) mA/m 
µ,. 

and 

B1 =I.Sax+ 8azmWb/m2 

H1 = ~ = ~ (0.2Sa, + l.33aJ mA/m 
u, u, 

(8.9.5) 
6 

or Bx= 4 = 1.5 B 0 -B, = -S + l, 
y = ' 6 4 

From eqs. (8.9.l) and (8.9.S), we have 

_l_ (B,a, + B,a, + B,a,) x a, = _l_ (Sa, + Sa,) X a,+ ~a, 6µo 4µo µo 
Equating components yields 

Substituting eqs. (8.9.2) and (8.9.3) into eq. (8.9.4) gives 

(8.9.4) 

or 

(H1 - H2) x a,12 = K 

Having found the normal components, we can find the tangential components by using 

• y 

FIGURE 8.18 For Example 8.9 
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FIGURE 8.19 Magnetic field B produced by a circuit. 

The unit of inductance is the henry (H), which is the same as webers per ampere. Since the 
henry is a fairly large unit, inductances are usually expressed in millihenrys (mH). 

(8.52) 

where L is a constant of proportionality called the inductance of the circuit. The inductance 
L is a property of the physical arrangement of the circuit. It is the ability of the physical 
arrangement to store magnetic energy. A circuit or part of a circuit that has inductance is 
called an inductor. From eqs. (8.50) and (8.51), we may define inductance L of an inductor 
as the ratio of the magnetic flux linkage A to the current I through the inductor; that is, 

(8.51) A= LI 

or 

A cc I 

Also, if the medium surrounding the circuit is linear, the flux linkage A is proportional to 
the current I producing it; that is, 

(8.50) A=Nl/f 

A circuit (or closed conducting path) carrying current I produces a magnetic field B that 
causes a flux 11' = J B · dS to pass through each turn of the circuit as shown in Figure 8.19. 
If the circuit has N identical turns, we define the flux linkage A as 

8.8 INDUCTORS AND INDUCTANCES 

Answer; (a) 5.833, (b) 4.86a, - 8.64a, + 3.95a, Alm, (c) 76.27°, 77.62°. 

(a) H,, 
(b) The surface current density K on the interface 
(c) The angles B1 and B2 make with the normal to the interface 
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(8.57a) 

Similarly, the mutual inductance M21 is defined as the flux linkages of circuit 2 per unit 
current 11; that is, 

(8.56) 

We define the mutual inductance M12 as the ratio of the flux linkage A12 = N11Jr12 on circuit 
l to current I2; that is, 

(8.55) 11'12 =I B,. dS 
s, 

Thus the self-inductance of a circuit may be defined or calculated from energy 
considerations. 

If instead of having a single circuit. we have two circuits carrying current 11 and I2 as 
shown in Figure 8.20, a magnetic interaction exists between the circuits. Four component 
fluxes 1Jrll, 11'12, P21, and 1/122 are produced. The flux 1Jt12, for example, is the flux passing 
through circuit 1 due to current 12 in circuit 2. If B2 is the magnetic flux density due to 12 

and S1 is the area of circuit l , then 

w = 1:.u2 (8.53) 
m 2 

or 

~ 
(8.54) - 

The inductance defined by eq. (8.52) is commonly referred to as self-inductance, since 
the linkages are produced by the inductor itself. Like capacitances, inductance may be 
regarded as a measure of how much magnetic energy is stored in an inductor. The magnetic 
energy (in joules) stored in an inductor is expressed in circuit theory as 

FIGURE 8.20 Magnetic interaction between 
two circuits. 
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1. Choose a suitable coordinate system. 
2. Let the inductor carry current /. 
3. Determine B from Biot-Savarts law (or from Ampere's law if symmetry exists) 

and calculate 1fr from 1fr = J B · dS. 
A N'fr 

4. Finally find L from L = I = [· 
The mutual inductance between two circuits may be calculated by taking a similar 
procedure. 

In an inductor such as a coaxial or a parallel-wire transmission line, the inductance 
produced by the flux internal to the conductor is called the internal inductance Lin while 
that produced by the flux external to it is called external inductance Lext· The total induc 
tance Lis 

(8.60) 

Wm = WI + W2 + W12 
l 2 l 2 = 2 L1l1 + 2 L2l2 ± M12IJ2 

The positive sign is taken if currents 11 and 12 flow such that the magnetic fields of the two 
circuits strengthen each other. If the currents flow such that their magnetic fields oppose 
each other, the negative sign is taken. 

As mentioned earlier, an inductor is a conductor arranged in a shape appropriate 
to store magnetic energy. Typical examples of inductors are toroids, solenoids, coaxial 
transmission lines, and parallel-wire transmission lines. The inductance of each of these 
inductors can be determined by following a procedure similar to that taken in determining 
the capacitance of a capacitor. For a given inductor, we find the self-inductance L by taking 
these steps: 

where 1/11 = 1/111 + 1Jl12 and 1/12 = 1l'21 + 1l'22. The total energy in the magnetic field is the 
sum of the energies due to L1, L2, and M12 (or M21); that is, 

(8.59) 

and 

(8.58) 

The mutual inductance M12 or M21 is expressed in henrys and should not be confused with 
the magnetization vector M expressed in amperes per meter. 

We define the self-inductance of circuits l and 2, respectively, as 

(8.57b) M12=M21 

It can be shown by using energy concepts that if the medium surrounding the circuits is 
linear (t.e., in the absence of ferromagnetic material), 
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3 Additional formulas can be found in standard electrical handbooks or in H. Knoepfel, Pulsed High 
Magnetic Fields. Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1970, pp. 312-324. 

FIGURE 8.21 A differential 
volume in a magnetic field 

Conducting 
sheets 

The energy is stored in the magnetic field B of the inductor. We would like to express 
eq. (8.53) in terms ofB or H. 

(8.53) 

we would like to derive a similar expression for the energy in a magnetostatic field. A 
simple approach is using the magnetic energy in the field of an inductor. From eq. (8.53), 

W =~LI' 
m 2 

(4.96) 

Just as the potential energy in an electrostatic field was derived as 

W = ~ f D · E dv = ~ f eE2 dv 
E 2 2 

8.9 MAGNETIC ENERGY 

Thus L,., may be calculated using eq. (8.62) if C is known. 
A collection of formulas for some fundamental circuit elements is presented in 

Table 8.3. All formulas can be derived by taking the steps just outlined.' 

(8.62) I L, .. c = µ,e I 

it can be shown that 

(6.35) 
e RC=~ 
a 

Just as it was shown that for capacitors 

(8.61) 
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B = µ.H =µ.In 

Solution: 
We recall from Example 7.4 that for an infinitely long solenoid, the magnetic flux inside 
the solenoid per unit length is 

Calculate the self-inductance per unit length of an infinitely long solenoid. 

which is similar to eq. (4.96) for a elctrostatic field. 

(8.66) W,,, = ~ f B · H dv = ~ f µ.H' dv I 
or 

W,,, = f w,,,dv 

Thus the energy in a magnetostatic field in a linear medium is 

(8.65) Wm = J_µH2 = _!_ B · H = ~ 
2 2 2µ. 

Hence, 

The magnetostatic energy density wm (in J/m3) is defined as 

1 2 !:J.W,,, = zµ.H tJ.v 

or 

(8.64) 

where ti.I = H tJ.y. Substituting eq. (8.63) into eq. (8.53), we have 

!:J.W = .!_!:J.L tJ.J' = .!_µ.H2 tJ.x tJ.y f:J.z 
"' 2 2 

(8.63) 
tJ.'Jf µ.H tJ.x tJ.z 

tJ.L=-=--- 
tJ./ tJ.[ 

Consider a differential volume in a magnetic field as shown in Figure 8.21. Let the 
volume be covered with conducting sheets at the top and bottom surfaces with current 6.I. 
We assume that the whole region is filled with such differential volumes. From eq. (8.52), 
each volume has an inductance 
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µI 
B, = 2-np •q, 

We first find the internal inductance Lin by considering the flux linkages due to the inner 
conductor. From Figure 8.22(a), the flux leaving a differential shell of thickness dp is 

and for region 2 (a :5 p :5 b), 

Solution: 
The self-inductance of the inductor can be found in two different ways: by taking the four 
steps given in Section 8.8 or by using eqs. (8.54) and (8.66). 

Method I: Consider the cross section of the cable as shown in Figure 8.22. We recall from 
eq. (7.29) that by applying Ampere's circuit law, we obtained for region I (0 :5 p :5 a), 

µIp 
Bi = 2nai arp 

Determine the self-inductance of a coaxial cable of inner radius a and outer radius b. 

Answer: (a) 8.042 Him, (b) 1.005 Jim. 

(a) Its self-inductance per meter 
(b) The energy per meter stored in its field 

A very long solenoid with 2 X 2 cm cross section has an iron core (µ, = I 000) and 
4000 turns per meter. It carries a current of 500 mA. Find the following: 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.10 

L A' 
L' = e = I = µn's 

J L' = µn'S I Him 

and thus the inductance per unit length is 

A'=~= nl/f = µn2IS e 

Since this flux is only for a unit length of the solenoid, the linkage per unit length is 

'fr= BS= µ1nS 

where n = N/€ = number of turns per unit length. If Sis the cross-sectional area of the 
solenoid, the total flux through the cross section is 
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FIGURE 8.22 Cross section of the coaxial cable: (a) for region 1, 
0 < p <a, (b) for region 2, a< p < b; for Example 8.11. 

(b) (o) 

®I 

µ,/ 
dP2 = B,dpdz = ~dpdz 

21Tp 

is independent of the radius of the conductor or wire. Thus eqs. (8.11.1) and (8.11.2) are 
also applicable to finding the inductance of any infinitely long straight conductor of finite 
radius. 

We now determine the external inductance Lexi by considering the flux linkages between 
the inner and the outer conductor as in Figure 8.22(b ). For a differential shell of thickness dp. 

(8.11.2) 

The internal inductance per unit length, given by 

IL:"=~=~ 

(8.11.1) 
µ,f 
87T 

A = J' J' µ,Ip3 dp dz = µ,If 
I p=O a=o 27Ta4 87T 

For length f of the cable, 

because I is uniformly distributed over the cross section for de excitation. Thus, the total 
flux linkages within the differential flux element are 

µ,Ip dp dz p2 

dA1=~ a2 

dA = dP · 1'"' = dP · 1Tp' 
I l I 1 7TQ2 

µ,Ip 
dP1 = B1 dp dz = Z1Ta' dp dz 

The flux linkage is d'/'1 multiplied by the ratio of the area within the path enclosing the flux 
to the total area, that is, 
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as obtained previously. 

L = L1, + L,,. = µ,f [.!_ + ln !:] 
27T 4 a 

and 

J ' J'' J' d e b =-1!:.., dz de/> _E_=!'.:_ln- 
4-rr o o a p 27r a 

2 J Bl I I.If µ,1f L.., = [i , Zµ, dv = I'µ 47T'p' p dp de/> dz 

J ' J'' J' e = 4, dz d<j> p3 dp = I!:__ 
41T a o o o 81T 

2 J B~ I I.If µ,1fp' L1, = 2 -dv = 2 --4 o dp ddr dz 
I , 2µ, I µ, 47T2a 

Hence 

W =.!.JB·Hdv=J~dv 
m 2 2µ, 

where 

2Wm 
L= 

I' 
or W =.!_LI' 

m 2 

Method 2: It is easier to use eqs. (8.54) and (8.66) to determine L, that is, 

L' = !:_ = ~ [.!. + In!:] H/m e 27T 4 a 

or the inductance per length is 

L = L1, + L,,. = µ,( [.!_ + In!:] 
27T 4 a 

Thus 

A1 µ,f b 
Lcxt = J = 2-rr In - 

J
h I' µ.I dp dz µIC b A1 = 'ff1 = --- = - ln - 

p=a z=O 2-rrp 2-rr a 

In this case, the total current I is enclosed within the path enclosing the flux. Hence, 
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Method 2: From Example 8.11, we have 

L' = ~ = t: [_!. + In'!_] H/m C 7T 4 a 

If d >>a, the self-inductance per unit length is 

µ,IC[1 d-ai A = 2(A, + A2) = - - + In -- = LI 
7T 4 a 

By symmetry, the same amount of flux produced by current -1 in wire 2. Hence the total 
linkages are 

.: If µ.I µ,IC d - a A2 = P, = -dpdz = -ln-- 
µ=n a=u 27Tp 21T a 

The flux linkages produced by wire l are 

µ.IC µ.IC d - a 
,\1 + ,\2 = g;-+ i:;ln-a- 

A = µ,IC 
I 87T 

as before. For region a ::; p ::; d - a, the flux linkages between the wires are 

Solution: 
We use the two methods of Example 8.11. 

Method 1: We determine Lin just as we did in Example 8.11. Thus for region 0 ::5 p::; a, 
we obtain 

Determine the inductance per unit length of a two-wire transmission line with separation 
distanced. Each wire has radius a as shown in Figure 6.40. 

µ.,C µ.,C[ b (1 + b)l Answer: - + - ln- - ln--- . 
87T 7T a (l+a) 

Calculate the self-inductance of the coaxial cable of Example 8.11 if the space between 
the line conductor and the outer conductor is made of an inhomogeneous material 
havingµ.= 2µ,0/(l + p). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.11 
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Ifh»b 

Solution: 
Let current /1 flow in wire I. At an arbitrary point Pon wire 2, the magnetic vector potential 
due to wire l is given by eq. (8.2la), namely 

Two coaxial circular wires of radii a and b ( b > a) are separated by distance h ( h >> a, b) 
as shown in Figure 8.23. Find the mutual inductance between the wires. 

Answer: (a) 0.05 and 115 µ,H/m, (b) 40.79 cm. 

(a) Lin and Lext per meter for each wire 
(b) The separation distance d 

Two #10 copper wires (2.588 mm in diameter) are placed parallel in air with a sepa 
ration distanced between them. If the inductance of each wire is 1.2 µHim, calculate 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.12 

as obtained earlier. 

µ,f [ l d - al =--+In-- H 
7T 4 a 

Since the two wires are symmetrical, 

u: I' J'rr I"-" dp = ----, dz d</> - 
41T~ Q Q II p 

µ,£ d - a 
=-Jn-- 

27T a 

2 I 81 dv l JIJ µ,212 Lext =----;- -~ = ~ --1-2pdpd(/Jdz /· 2µ, I µ, 47T p 

Now 
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The concept of magnetic circuits is based on solving some magnetic field problems by using 
a circuit approach. Magnetic devices such as toroids, transformers, motors, generators, and 
relays may be considered as magnetic circuits. The analysis of such circuits is made simple if an 
analogy between magnetic circuits and electric circuits is exploited. Once this has been done, 
we can directly apply concepts in electric circuits to solve their analogous magnetic circuits. 

The analogy between magnetic and electric circuits is summarized in Table 8.4 and 
portrayed in Figure 8.24. The reader is advised to pause and study Table 8.4 and Figure 8.24. 
First, we notice from the table that two terms are new. We define the magnetomotive force 
(mmf) r:ffe, in ampere-turns (A· t), as 

ts.to MAGNETIC CIRCUITS 

Answer: 2.632 µH. 

Find the mutual inductance of two coplanar concentric circular loops of radii 2 m 
and 3 m. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.13 

FIGURE 8.23 Two coaxial circular wires; 
for Example 8.13. 

1 
h 

1 

M - t/f12 - µ.7ra2b2 
i2 - I, - 2h3 

and 

Hence, 
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(b) 

FIGURE 8.24 Analogy between 
(a) an electric circuit and (b) a 
magnetic circuit. 

(') 

Kirchhoff's laws: 
'Z •v ~ o 

'Z:!'-'Z\llP~o 

l 
(ll 

PermeanceW' 

Permeability u 

Field intensity H 

Magnetic flux 1/' = J B dS 

p 
Flux density B = S = µ,H 

Magnetomotive force (mmf) '.1' 
Reluctance Wl 

Kirchhoff's laws: 
LI~ 0 

'ZV-'ZRI~O 

l 
Conductance G = R 
Ohm'slaw R = ~ = _!!__ 

I o S 
V =Ee= JR 

ResistanceR 

I 
Current density J = S = aE 

Electromotive force (emf) V 

Conductivity a 

Field intensity E 

Current I = J J dS 

Magnetic 

TABLE 8.4 Analogy berween Electric and Magnetic Circuits 

Electric 

(8.69) 

Based on this, Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws can be applied to nodes and loops of 
a given magnetic circuit just as in an electric circuit. The rules of adding voltages and for 

where e and Sare, respectively, the mean length and the cross-sectional area of the mag 
netic core. The reciprocal of reluctance is permeance <!P. The basic relationship for circuit 
elements is Ohm's law ( V = IR): 

(8.68) 

The source of mmf in magnetic circuits is usually a coil carrying current as in Figure 8.24. 
VVe also define reluctance 1!/l, in ampere-turns per weber, as 

Im= :s I 

(8.67) 
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where S is the cross-sectional area of the gap, the factor 2 accounts for the two air gaps, 
and the negative sign indicates that the force acts to reduce the air gap (or that the force is 
attractive). Thus 

(8.74) [ 182 l - F di = dW,,. = 2 ~s di 
2µ,, 

It is of practical interest to determine the force that a magnetic field exerts on a piece of 
magnetic material in the field. This is useful in electromechanical systems such as elec 
tromagnets, relays, and rotating machines, and in magnetic levitation (see Section 8.12). 
Consider, for example, an electromagnet made of iron of constant relative permeability as 
shown in Figure 8.25. The coil has N turns and carries a current l. If we ignore fringing, 
the magnetic field in the air gap is the same as that in iron (8111 = B21J To find the force 
between the two pieces of iron, we calculate the change in the total energy that would result 
were the two pieces of the magnetic circuit separated by a differential displacement dl. The 
work required to effect the displacement is equal to the change in stored energy in the air 
gap (assuming constant current), that is, 

ts.u FORCE ON MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

Some differences between electric and magnetic circuits should be pointed out. Unlike 
an electric circuit, where the current I flows, magnetic flux does not flow. Also, conduc 
tivity a is independent of current density/ in an electric circuit, whereas permeability ,u 
varies with flux density Bin a magnetic circuit. This is because ferromagnetic (nonlinear) 
materials are normally used in most practical magnetic devices. These differences not 
withstanding, the magnetic circuit concept serves in the approximate analysis of practical 
magnetic devices. 

(8.73) '!J'l = Cffe2 = CJF3 = . = Cffell 
and 

(8.72) 'P = P, + 'P, + 'P, + ... + 'P,, 

For n magnetic circuit elements in parallel, 

(8.71) Cffe = '!:l'1 + Cffe2 + ... + Cffe,. 
and 

(8.70) = 'P,, 

combining series and parallel resistances also hold for mmfs and reluctances. Thus for n 
magnetic circuit elements in series 
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Hence, 

Method I: Since p, is large compared with a, from Example 7.6, 

B = µ,NI = µ,,µ,,NI 
c 27Tp, 

Solution: 
This problem can be solved in two different ways: by using the magnetic field approach 
(direct), or by using the electric circuit analog (indirect). 

The toroidal core of Figure 8.26(a) has p0 = 10 cm and a circular cross section with 
a = I cm. If the core is made of steel (µ, = 1000 µ,,) and has a coil with 200 turns, calcu 
late the amount of current that will produce a flux of 0.5 m Wb in the core. 

which is the same as the enery density w111 in the air gap. 

(8.77) 
F B2 I p = -= ~ = -BH s 2µ,, 2 

Notice the similarity between eq. (8.76) and that derived in Example 5.8 for electrostatic 
case. Equation (8.76) can be used to calculate the forces in many types of devices includ 
ing relays, rotating machines, and magnetic levitation. The tractive pressure (in N/m2) in 
a magnetized surface is 

(8.76) 

Note that the force is exerted on the lower piece and not on the current-carrying upper piece 
giving rise to the field. The tractive force across a single gap can be obtained from eq. (8.75) as 

(8.75) F = -2(B'S) 
2µ,, 

Nturns 

- - ---...., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~- 
: r--b-<b--\,.----, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FIGURE 8.25 An electromagnet. 
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Answer: 31.42 nH. 

A conductor of radius a is bent into a circular loop of mean radius p0 (see Figure 8.26a). 
If p0 = 10 cm and 2a = I cm, calculate the internal inductance of the loop. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.14 

as obtained with Method I. 

I= 
2p01J/ = 3 979 A 

J.LoJ.LrNa2 . 

or 

Method 2: The toroidal core in Figure 8.26(a) is analogous to the electric circuit of 
Figure 8.26(b). From the circuit and Table 8.4. 

= 3.979 A 
Brr 

1 
= 2p.P = 2(10 x 10-2)(0.s x 10-') 

µ.0µ.,Na' 4rr X 10-7(1000)(200)(1 X 10 4) 

100 

or 

1J/ = BS = µ.0µ.,Nl rra2 

2TTPo 

FIGURE 8.26 (a)Toroidal core of Example 8.14. (b) Its equivalent 
electric circuit analog. 

(b) 

200 turns 
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T 
\Ocm 

1 

FIGURE 8.27 Magnetic circuit for 
Example 8.15. 

r---10 cm--+--!0 cm---j 

The mmfis 

The total reluctance is 

We combine ffi1 and ffi2 as resistors in parallel. Hence, 

!'ll, ll!'ll, = !'ll,!'ll, = !'Tl, = 1.5 x 108 

!'Tl, + !'Tl, 2 207T 

!'Tl = 1 x 10-2 5 x 108 

a (47T x 10-7)(1)(10 x 10-4) 207T 

!'Tl - 9 x 10-2 0.9 x 108 

J - (47T x 10-7)(50)(10 x 10-•) 207T 

!'Tl, = !'Tl, = _e_ = 30 x 10-2 

µ,,µ,,S (47T x 10-')(50)(10 x 10-4) 

3 x 108 

207T 

Solution: 
The magnetic circuit of Figure 8.27 is analogous to the electric circuit of Figure 8.28. In 
Figure 8.27, !'Tl,, !'ll2, !'ll3, and !'Tl, are the reluctances in paths 143, 123, 35 and 16, and 56 
(air gap), respectively. Thus 

In the magnetic circuit of Figure 8.27, calculate the current in the coil that will produce 
a magnetic flux density of 1.5 Wb/m2 in the air gap, assuming that u = 50µ,, and that all 
branches have the same cross-sectional area of 10 cm" 
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B' = mgµ,, = 400 X 9.8 X 47T X 10-7 

' s 40 x 10-4 

B, = 1.11 Wb/m2 

or 

Solution: 
The tractive force across the two air gaps must balance the weight. Hence 

(B~S) 
F = 2 2µ,, = mg 

A If-shaped electromagnet shown in Figure 8.29 is designed to lift a 400 kg mass (which 
includes the mass of the keeper). The iron yoke (µ,, = 3000) has a cross section of 40 cm2 

and mean length of 50 cm, and the air gaps are each 0.1 mm long. Neglecting the reluctance 
of the keeper, calculate the number of turns in the coil when the excitation current is 1 A. 

(a) If the core is nonmagnetic 
(b) If the core has µ,, = 500 

Answer: (a) 795.8 A, (b) 1.592 A. 

The toroid of Figure 8.26(a) has a coil of 1000 turns wound on its core. If p, = 10 cm 
and a = 1 cm, find the current required to establish a magnetic flux of 0.5 m Wb 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.15 

I= B,S'1ll.r = 1.5 X 10 X 10-4 X 7.4 X 108 

N 400 x 207T 

= 44.16 A 

But 'i', = 'i' = B,S. Hence 

FIGURE 8.28 Electric circuit analog of the magnetic circuit in 
Figure 8.27. 

(b) 

[I] E} "+ffi3 
gt, gt, c=::::;> m.11 m, 

" 
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Overcoming the grip of earth's gravity has been a major challenge for years. However, 
scientists and engineers have found many ways to achieve levitation. For example, a 

ts.rz APPLICATION NOTE-MAGNETIC LEVITATION 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8.16 

Find the force across the air gap of the magnetic circuit of Example 8.15. 

Answer: 895.2 N. 

N = ~ 80f0 = 11 X I.I I X 0.1 x 10-3 

6 µ.0I 6 X 47T X 10-7 X I 

N = 162 

9'" = ___'!ll.,___ 9' = -6- NI = .!!__ NI m.+m, 6+s 11 

4-rr x 10 7 x 3000 x 40 X 10 4 '!It, 
5 X 106 

487T 

6 x 106 

487T 

9' = NI = Vr('!Jt0 + '!It,) 

'!It = ~ 2 x 0.1 x 10-3 
0 µ,S 47T x 10-7 x 40 x 10-4 

e, 50 x 10-2 

Since 

But 

•c=---~~~~~~~~·1--Keeper 

Jwcight 

--- Iron yoke 

FIGURE 8.29 Li-shaped electromagnet; for Example 8.16. 
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Thus, maglev is the means of floating one magnet over another. According to a theo 
rem due to Earnshaw, it is impossible to achieve static levitation by means of any combina 
tion of fixed magnets and electric charges. Static levitation means stable suspension of an 
object against gravity. There are, however, ways to levitate by getting round the assumptions 
of the theorem. Magnetic levitation employs diamagnetism, an intrinsic property of many 
materials referring to their ability to expel temporarily a portion of an external magnetic 
field. As a result, diamagnetic materials repel and are repelled by strong magnetic fields. 

Superconductors are ideal diamagnetics and completely expel magnetic fields at low 
temperatures. It is possible to levitate superconductors and other diamagnetic materials. 
This property is also used in maglev trains. It has become commonplace to see the new 
high-temperature superconducting materials levitated in this way. A superconductor is 
perfectly diamagnetic, which means that it expels a magnetic field. Other diamagnetic 
materials are commonplace and can also be levitated in a magnetic field if it is strong enough. 

There are two types of maglev: electromagnetic levitation (EML), which uses the attrac 
tive force between electromagnets on the levitated object and the circuit on the ground, and 
electrodynamic levitation (EDL), which makes use of the repulsive force between magnets 
(superconductive magnets) on the levitated object and induced current in the secondary 
circuit on the ground. Any type of maglev system consists of three subsystems: a magnetic 
suspension, a propulsion motor, and a power system. The magnetic suspension is supposed 
to ensure a stable suspension of a vehicle in its own magnetic field. The propulsion motor 
should produce a propulsion force sufficient for a continuous flight of the vehicle along an 
assigned track with a given speed. The power system provides uninterrupted power supply. 

As discussed in Section 8.5, materials in a magnetic field will become magnetized. 
Most materials such as water, wood, and plastic are diamagnetic, which means that they are 
repelled by magnetic fields. This repulsive force is, however, very weak compared with the 
attractive force a ferromagnetic material such as iron will experience in a magnetic field. 
As shown in Figure 8.30, if the repulsive force due to a magnetic field on a diamagnetic 
object is exactly equal to the weight of the object, then the object may be levitated in air. 
The magnetic fields required for this type of levitation are very large, typically 17 T. To 
produce such large fields requires using superconductive magnets. Thus, maglev relies on 
superconductors in practical applications. 

Levitating trains and levitating displays are but two examples of electromagnetic 
levitation. The need for fast and reliable transportation is increasing throughout the 
world. High-speed rail has been the solution for many countries. A maglev train is a train 
like vehicle that is suspended in the air above the track, and propelled forward using the 
repulsive and attractive forces of magnetism, as shown in Figure 8.31. Trains are fast, 
comfortable, and energy efficient. Conventional railroads operate at speeds below 300 km/ 
hr, while maglev vehicles are designed for operating speeds of up to 500 km/hr. A major 
advantage of maglev systems is their ability to operate in almost all weather conditions; 

Magnetic levitation (maglev) is a way of using electromagnetic fields to levitate 
things without any noise or the need for liquid fuel or air. 

helicopter may be regarded as a levitation device, one that uses a stream of air to keep the 
aircraft floating. 
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One of the consequences of the forces exerted by the electric and magnetic fields on mov 
ing charges is the Hall effect, a phenomenon discovered by the American physicist Edwin 
Hall in 1879, while he was working on his doctoral thesis in physics at the Johns Hopkins 
University. It is extensively used in engineering applications as a magnetic probe, as a 
means of identifying n-type and p-type semiconductors, and as a sensor in other electri 
cal circuits and systems. If the Hall effect had not been identified, electrical resistance and 
even resistivity could be measured only in a macroscopic sense, and the phenomenological 
investigation of microscopic material properties would be rendered more difficult. For 
example, in an electrical medium containing multiple current-carrying entities, estimating 
the carrier polarity, the density, and the mobility of the entities would require sophisticated 
methods. But application of the Hall effect permits easy determination of these parameters, 
especially in semiconductors. Also, characterizing complex media becomes straightfor 
ward if one appeals to the Hall effect. 

8.13 APPLICATION NOTE-HALL EFFECT 

they are prepared for icy conditions because they do not require overhead power lines 
parts that are subject to freezing on conventional railroads. 

Maglev technology is a reality. Japan and Germany have invested billions of dollars 
into the research and development of their maglev systems. In the United States, communi 
ties from Florida to California are considering building maglev systems. 

FIGURE 8.31 Maglev train. 

Gravity 

Magnetic field B 

FIGURE 8.30 A levitated object. Levitation force 
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Consider a strip of an electric conductor carrying current Ix in the x-direction as in 
Figure 8.32. Assume that there is a uniform magnetic field B in the z-direction perpendicu 
lar to the plane of the strip. Suppose the drift velocity of the moving charges has a magni 
tude v d· The Lorentz force tends to push the charge carriers in the negative y-direction. This 
localization of charges continues and is accompanied by the static electric force that tends 
to counter the Lorentz force until an equilibrium is reached. As Figure 8.32 shows, this 
electrostatic field establishes between the two faces a potential difference V H called the Hall 
voltage or the Hall emf The polarity of this voltage depends on the type of charge carriers. 
Conventionally, we assume that the current is constituted by the positive charges. So we 
expect a positive voltage at the left side of the metal strip. But real-life measurements find 
the voltage to be negative, revealing that it is the electrons in a conductor that constitute 
the current moving opposite to the conventional direction of current Lorentz force acting 
on the moving electrons pushes them in the negative y-direction, making the side lying in 
the xz-plane negative with respect to the side parallel to it on the right. Of course, in case of 
metals, electrons are the carriers, so the voltage V H shown in Figure 8.32 is negative on the 
left side. This is also true in case of n-type semiconductors; in p-type materials, however, 
we find a reversal of polarity. 

The electric field arising from Lorentz force is E= -v,iB. Assuming q to be the charge 
of each of the current carriers and n to be their volume density, the current density in the 
slab is J = nqvd. Eliminating the drift velocity we find that nq = -JB!E. Thus the carrier 
concentration can be measured. The Hall effect can also be used for a direct measurement 
of electron drift speed vd in metals. These average drift speeds are very small, often of the 
order of I mrn/s or less. If we move the entire conductor in the opposite direction relative 
to the current with a speed equal to the drift speed, then the electrons appear to be static 
with respect to the magnetic field, and the Hall emf disappears. Thus the conductor speed 
needed to make the Hall emf vanish is equal to the drift speed. 

The Hall effect is used in the design ofbrushless de electric motors to detect the posi 
tion of the rotor, in antilock braking systems for antiskid functions, in automotive fuel 
injection systems as timing devices, and in applications involving control of, for example, 
hydraulic valves and spacecraft propulsion systems. 

+ 

FIGURE 8.32 Schematic illustration of the 
Hall effect. 
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% part c 
disp( \n\nPart c\nThe kinetic energy ') % display 
disp(sprintf( 'is %f J' ,0.5*2*norm(v)"2)) 
% part d 
% Solve for the position (each line solves for one component 
p=[dsolve( D2px=ax','px(O)=l','Dpx(0)=4','t'), ... % x 

dsolve( D2py=ay', 'py(0)=-2', 'Dpy(O)=O', 't'),... % y 
dsolve('D2pz=az','pz(O)=O','Dpz(0)=3','t')]; %z 

Find the acceleration, and replace the acceleration variable 
% components with the actual numbers 
p=subs(p, {ax,ay,az}, {a( 1), a(2), a( 3)}); 
disp(sprintf( \n\nPart d\nThe general position is given by')) 

v=subs(v,{t},1); 
disp( The velocity 
disp ( sprintf ( 1 %£, 

pretty(v) 

v=subs(v,{ax,ay,az},{a(l), a(2), a(3)}); % Replace velocity 
% variable with numbers 

disp(sprintf( \n\nPart b\nThe general velocity is given by')) 
% display 

make variable expression look algebraic 
% determine numerical v at time t 

at (1, -2, 0) is '); 
%f, %f) m/s', v t L} , v(2), v(3))) 

% part b 
% Solve for the velocity (each line solves for one component 
v=[dsolve( Dvx=ax', 'vx(0)=4', 't'), . . . % x 

dsol ve ( Dvy=ay' , 'vy ( 0 ) =O ' , "t;" ) , • • • % y 
dsolve( Dvz=az','vz{0)=3','t')]; % z 

% part a 
a=[l2, 10, 0]*3/2; 
% display function is similar to print£ in c/c++ 
disp(sprintf( Part a\nThe acceleration ')) 
disp(sprintf( is (%f, %f, %f) m/s', a(l), a(2), a(3))) 

at=(ax, ay, az]; 

It uses the tlsol v e ' function which solves symbolic 
differential equations 
the arguments to the function are 

1. the differential equation, with D and 02 in 
front of the variable denoting 1st and 2nd derivative 

2. the 1st order initial value 
3. the 2nd order initial value 
4. the independent variable 

clear 
syms at ax ay az t % this statement makes symbolic variables 

% for acceleration & position conponents 
group the acceleration conponents 

This script computes the results for Example 8 .1 
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whereµ = permeability and u, = µ/ µ0 = relative permeability of the material. For 
nonlinear material, B = µ(H) H, that is,µ does not have a fixed value; the relation 
ship between B and His usually represented by a magnetization curve. 

B = µH = l'ol',H = µ.(1 + Xm)H = µ.(H + M) 

where Xm is the magnetic susceptibility of the material. 

6. In terms of their magnetic properties, materials are either linear (diamagnetic or para 
magnetic) or nonlinear (ferromagnetic). For linear materials, 

M= x,,,H 

4. A magnetic dipole is a bar magnet or a small filamental current loop; it is so called 
because its B field lines are similar to the E field lines of an electric dipole. 

5. When a material is subjected to a magnetic field, it becomes magnetized. The mag 
netization M is the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume of the material. For linear 
material, 

T = m X B = ISa, X B 

From this, the magnetic field B is defined as the force per unit current element. 

3. The torque on a current loop with magnetic moment m in a uniform magnetic field B is 

dF =I di X B 

relates the force acting on a particle with charge Qin the presence of EM fields. It ex 
presses the fundamental law relating EM to mechanics. 

2. Based on the Lorentz force law, the force experienced by a current element I dl in a 
magnetic field B is 

F = Q(E + u X B) = m~ 
dt 

1. The Lorentz force equation 

% display 
pretty(p) % make variable expression look algebraic 
p=subs(p,{t},l); % determine numerical vat time t 
disp( The position at time t = 1 s '); 
disp(sprintf( 'is (%f, %f, %f) m/e ", p(l), p(2), p(3))) 
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Thus we can apply Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws to magnetic circuits just as we apply 
them to electric circuits. 

that is, 

10. A magnetic circuit can be analyzed in the same way as an electric circuit. We simply 
keep in mind the similarity between 

'if = NI = f H · di = 1J)'!/I. and V = IR 

Thus by assuming current I, we determine Band P = J B · dS, and finally find 
L =NP/I. 

A NP 
L=-=- 

l I 

9. The inductance L of an inductor can also be determined from its basic definition: the 
ratio of the magnetic flux linkage to the current through the inductor, that is, 

I B · Hdv 
L=-'-- 

I' 

Thus the inductance L can be found by using 

For an inductor carrying current I 

W = .!.f B · Hdv 
m 2 v 

where a1112 is a unit vector directed from medium I to medium 2. 

8. Energy in a magnetostatic field is given by 

(H1 - H2) X a,.12 = K or H1, = H,,, ifK = 0, 

7. The boundary conditions that Hor B must satisfy at the interface between two differ 
ent media are 
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(c) Ampere 
(d) Ampere-meter 

8.5 What is the unit of magnetic charge? 

(a) Ampere-meter squared 
(b) Coulomb 

(c) 2pJB 
(d) Zero 

(a) 21rp,IB 
(b) 1rp;IB 

8.4 The resultant force on the circular loop in Figure 8.33 has the magnitude of 

8.3 The force on differential length di at point P in the conducting circular loop ir 
Figure 8.33, is 

(a) Outward along OP 
(b) Inward along OP 
(c) In the direction of the magnetic field 
(d) Tangential to the loop at P 

(a) Parallel to the lines 
(b) Perpendicular to the lines and attractive 
(c) Perpendicular to the lines and repulsive 
(d) Zero 

8.2 Two thin parallel wires carry currents along the same direction. The force experienced b) 
one due to the other is 

(a) E and Fe are parallel to each other, whereas Band F,,, are perpendicular to each 
other. 

(b) Both F, and Fm depend on the velocity of the charged particle. 
(c) Both Fe and F111 can perform work. 
(d) Both Fe and F,,, are produced when a charged particle moves at a constant velocity. 
(e) F,,, is generally small in magnitude in comparison to Fe. 
(f) Fe is an accelerating force, whereas Fm is a purely deflecting force. 

8.1 Which of the following statements are not true about electric force Fe and magnetic force 
Fm on a charged particle? 

where B is the magnetic field at the surface of the material. 

12. Magnetic levitation (maglev) is a way of using EM fields to levitate objects. One 
important area of application of maglev is transportation. Conventional railroads 
operate at speeds below 300 km/hr, while maglev vehicles are designed for operating 
speeds of up to 500 km/hr. 

11. The magnetic pressure (or force per unit surface area) on a piece of magnetic material is 

F l B2 
P = - = -BH = - s 2 2µ., 
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Answers: 8.1 b,c, 8.2b, 8.3a, 8.4d, 8.Sc, 8.6a, 8.7b, 8.8c, 8.9c,d, 8.lOa. 

(c) 2000 A· t 
(d) None of the above 

(a) IO A ·t 
(b) SOOA·t 

8.10 A multilayer coil of 2000 turns of fine wire is 20 mm long and has a thickness 5 mm of 
winding. If the coil carries a current of 5 mA, the mmf generated is 

8. 7 Identify the statement that is not true of ferromagnetic materials. 

(a) They have a large Xm· 
(b} They have a fixed value ofµ,. 
(c) Energy loss is proportional to the area of the hysteresis loop. 
(d) They lose their nonlinearity property above the curie temperature. 

8.8 Which of these formulas is wrong? 

(a) B,,, = B2,, 

(b) B, = VEl,, + Bl, 
(c) H1 = H1,, + H,, 
(d) a,,21 X (H1 - H2) = K, where a,,21 is a unit vector normal to the interface and 

directed from region 2 to region I. 

8.9 Each of the following pairs consists of an electric circuit term and the corresponding mag- 
netic circuit term. Which pairs are not corresponding? 

(a) Vand 9F 
(b) Gand f1> 
(c) e and u 
(d) IR and H'!ft. 
(e) L I = 0 and L 1/f = 0 

8.6 Which of these materials requires the lowest value of magnetic field strength to magne 
tize it? 
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(c) Tungsten 
(d) Sodium chloride 

(a) Nickel 
(b) Silver 



8.10 Two infinitely long parallel wires are separated by a distance of20 cm. If the wires carq 
current of 10 A in opposite directions, calculate the force on the wires. 

8.11 A conductor 2 m long carrying a current of 3 A is placed parallel to the z-axis at distance 
p0 = 10 cm as shown in Figure 8.35. If the field in the region is cos(cP/3) aP wb/m', hoc 
much work is required to rotate the conductor one revolution about the z-axis? 

*8.12 A conducting triangular loop carrying a current of 2 A is located close to an infinitely 

State whether each force is repulsive or attractive. 

8.8 Given that B = 4ax - Sa, Wb/m, find the force it exerts on a 0.2 -m conductor on the 
y-axis with a current 2 A in the -ar direction. 

*8.9 Three infinite Jines L1, L2, and L3 defined by x = 0, y = O; x = 0, y = 4; x = 3, y = 4 
respectively, carry filamentary currents - JOO A, 200 A, and 300 A along a; Find the 
force per unit length on 

(a) L2 due to L, 
(b) L, due to L2 

(c) L3 due to L, 
(d) L3 due to L, and L2• 

(b) Derive an expression for the exit distanced above entry point. 

8.7 Two large conducting plates are 8 cm apart and have a potential difference 12 kV A drop O" 

oil with mass 0.4 g is suspended in space berween the plates. Find the charge on the drop. 

(a) Show that the electrons would be ejected out of the field in paths parallel to the inpui 
beam as shown. 

*8.6 By injecting an electron beam normally to the plane edge of a uniform field B0a2, electron: 
can be dispersed according to their velocity as in Figure 8.34. 

8.3 A 1 mC charge with velocity l Oa, - 2a,. + 6a, m/s enters a region where the magnetic 
flux density is 25a= Wb/m2• (a) Calculate the force on the charge. (b) Determine the 
electric field intensity necessary to make the velocity of the charge constant. 

8.4 A particle of mass 2 kg and charge 10 mC starts at the origin with velocity 
u = (za, +Say) X 103 m/s. If the electric field in the region is 30 ax kV/m, calculate 
its velocity and position at t = 4 s. 

8.5 A -2 mC charge starts at point (0, 1, 2) with a velocity of Sax m/s in a magnetic fielc 
B = 6ar wb/rn" Determine the position and velocity of the particle after 10 s, assuming 
that the mass of the charge is 1 gram. Describe the motion of the charge. 

8.1 A 4 mC charge has velocity u = Laa, - 3.2ay - a, mis at point P(2, 5, -3) in the 
presence ofE = 2xyzax + x2zay+ x2yaz Vim and B =/a.,.+ z2ay + x2a: Wb/m2. Find 
the force on the charge at P. 

8.2 An electron (m = 9.11 X 10-31 kg) moves in a circular orbit of radius 0.4 X 10-10 m with 
an angular velocity of2 X 1016 rad/s. Find the centripetal force required to hold the electron 

Section 8.2-Forces Due to Magnetic Fields 
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FIGURE 8.37 For Problem 8.13 FIGURE 8.36 For Problem 8.12. 

0~0) lm ~r 
2m 4m 

SA 

long, straight conductor with a current of 5 A, as shown in Figure 8.36. Calculate (a) the 
force on side I of the triangular loop and (b) the total force on the loop. 

*8.13 A three-phase transmission line consists of three conductors that are supported at points 
A, B, and C to form an equilateral triangle as shown in Figure 8.37. At one instant, con 
ductors A and B both carry a current of 75 A while conductor C carries a return current 
of 150 A. Find the force per meter on conductor Cat that instant. 

8.14 A current sheet with K = IOa, Alm lies in free space in the z = 2 m plane. A filamentary 
conductor on the x-axis carries a current of2.5 A in the ax-direction. Determine the force 
per unit length on the conductor. 

8.15 The magnetic field in a certain region is B = 40 ax mWb/m2 A conductor that is 2 m 
in length lies in the z-axis and carries a current of 5 A in the az-direction. Calculate the 
force on the conductor. 

FIGURE 8.35 For Problem 8.11 
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FIGURE 8.34 For Problem 8.6. 
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FIGURE 8.39 For Problem 8.19. 

B 

FIGURE 8.38 For Problem 8.16. 
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8.22 For a linear, isotropic, and homogeneous magnetic medium, show that M = ( X,,. ) B. 
jJ.0 1 + Xm 

8.23 A block of iron (µ = 5000µ.0) is placed in a uniform magnetic field with 1.5 Wb/m2. If 
iron consists of 8.5 X 1028 atomsrm', calculate (a) the magnetization M, (b) the average 
magnetic moment. 

Section 8.S-Magnetization in Materials 

*8.16 The rectangular loop in Figure 8.38 carries current I= 3 A and is inside a magnetic field B 
= O.Sax + O.Say Wb/m2• Calculate the torque on the coil. 

8.17 A 60-turn coil carries a current of2 A and lies in the plane x + 2y - Sz = 12 such that 
the magnetic moment m of the coil is directed away from the origin. Calculate m, assum 
ing that the area of the coil is 8 cm" 

8.18 The earth has a magnetic moment of about 8 X 1022 A · m2 and its radius is 6370 km. 
Imagine that there is a loop around the equator and determine how much current in the loop 
would result in the same magnetic moment. 

8.19 A triangular loop is placed in the x-z plane, as shown in Figure 8.39. Assume that a de 
current I = 2 A flows in the loop and that B = 30az m Wb/m exists in the region. Find 
the forces and torque on the loop. 

8.20 A loop with 50 turns and surface area of 12 cm' carries a current of 4 A. If the loop rotates 
in a uniform magnetic field of 100 mWb/m2, find the torque exerted on the loop. 

8.21 High-current circuit breakers typically consist of coils that generate a magnetic field to blow 
out the arc formed when the contacts open. An arc 30 mm long carries a current of 520 A in a 
direction perpendicular to a magnetic flux density of0.4 mwb/m". Determine the magnetic 
force on the arc. 

Sections 8.3 and 8.4-Magnetic Torque, Moments, and Dipole 
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*8.34 Region I is defined by x - y + 2z > 5 with µ1 = 2µ,, while region 2 is defined by x - y + 
2z < 5 with µ2 = 5µ0• !fH1 = 40a, + 20a, - 30a, Alm, find (a) H1,,, (b) H,,, (c ) B2• 

8.30 Region 1 is y > 0 with µ1 = µ0, while region 2 is y < 0 with µ2 = 12µ0• If B2 = l.4ax + 
0.6ar - lat Wblm2, find H1 and B1• 

8.31 Region 1 (x < 0) is free space, while region 2 (x > O) is a magnetic material withµ = 50µ0. 

If B, = 40a, - 30a, + IOa, mWblm2, find H2• 

8.32 Suppose space is divided into region l (y < 0, µ,1 = µ,0µ,r1) and region 2 (y < 0, µ2 = 
J.l.oJ-Lr2). IfH1 = ea, + ~a1 +Sat Alm, find H2. 

8.33 If µ.1 = 2µ.0 for region I ( 0 < </> < 1T) and µ.2 = Sµ.0 for region 2 ( 1T < </> < 21T) and 
82 = IOaP + !Sa.; - 20a, mwb/m' Calculate (a) B1, (b) the energy densities in the two 
media. 

8.29 Region 1, for which µ1 = 2.5µ0, is defined by z < 0, while region 2, for which µ2 = 4µ0, is 
defined by z > 0. IfB1 = ea, - 4.2ar + I.Sa" mWblm2, find H2 and the angle H2 makes 
with the interface. 

tan 61 µ.1 [ Kµ.2 l 
tan 82 = µ; 1 + B2 sin 82 

(b) If the boundary is not current free, show that instead of eq. (8.49), we obtain 

M,1 - M11 = K and 
Xml Xm2 

*8.28 (a) For the boundary between two magnetic media such as is shown in Figure 8.16, show 
that the boundary conditions on the magnetization vector are 

Section 8.7-Magnetic Boundary Conditions 

where B0 = 2 Wblm2 and H0 = 100 Alm 
Find µ., when H = 250 Alm. 

8.27 An infinitely long cylindrical conductor of radius a and permeability µ,0µ,, is placed along 
the z-axis. If the conductor carries a uniformly distributed current I along a; find M and 
J, for 0 < p < a. 

B(H) = 80Hl(H0 + H) mWblm2 

8.26 An electromagnet is made of a ferromagnetic material whose magnetization curve can be 
approximated by 

calculate (a) x'"' (b) H, (c) M, (d) J,. 

B = 4ya, m Wblm3 

8.24 In a magnetic material, with Xm = 6.5, the magnetization is M = 24y2az Alm. Find JLr, H, 
and J at y = 2 cm. 

8.25 In a ferromagnetic material (µ, = 4.5µ,0), 
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z=2 -40a., A/m 

FIGURE 8.40 For Problem 8.37. 

where Po >> a. 

µ..0N2a [2p0 + al L=--ln --~ 
21T 2p0 - a 

(b) If the toroid has a circular cross section as in Figure 7.15, show that 

*8.39 (a) If the cross section of the toroid of Figure 7.15 is a square of side a, show that the 
self-inductance of the toroid is 

Section 8.8-lnductors and Inductance 

Findµ,. 

B, = B02( cos ea, - sin ea,) 

[ ( 
l.6a3) ( 0.8a3) l B, = B01 l + ~ cos8a, - l - ~ sin0a0 

8.38 Medium I is free space and is defined by r < a, while medium 2 is a magnetic material 
with permeability µ2 and defined by r > a. The magnetic flux densities in the media are: 

in air, find B in iron and the angle it makes with the interface. 

8.37 Region 0 :s:: z :s:: 2 m is filled with an infinite slab of magnetic material (µ = 2.5µ.0). If 
the surfaces of the slab at z = 0 and z = 2, respectively, carry surface currents 30ax Alm 
and -40ax Alm as in Figure 8.40, calculate Hand B for 
(a) z < 0 
(b) 0 < z < 2 
(c) z > 2 

H = l Oa, + l Sa, - 3a, Alm 

8.35 Inside a right circular cylinder, µ,1 = 800 µ.0, while the exterior is free space. Given that 
B1 = µ.0(22aP + 4Sa,p) Wb/m2, determine B2 just outside the cylinder. 

8.36 The plane z = 0 separates air (z 2:: 0, u: = µ0) from iron (z :S:: 0, µ. = 200µ.0). Given that 
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8.49 A cobalt ring (µ.,r = 600) has a mean radius of 30 cm. If a coil wound on the ring car 
ries 12 A, calculate the number of turns required to establish an average magnetic flux 
density of 1.5 Wb/m2 in the ring. 

Section 8.10-Magnetic Circuits 

How much energy is stored in 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 2, -1 < z < 2? 

8.48 In a certain medium with µ. = 4.5 µ.,0, H = 200ax + 500a1 mA/m. Calculate the total 
energy stored in a 2 X 2 X 2 cm cubical region centered at the origin. 

H = 5x'yza, + IOxjza1 - 15xyz'a, Alm 

8.47 In a certain region for which Xm = 19, 

8.46 A coaxial cable consists of an inner conductor of radius 1.2 cm and an outer conductor 
of radius 1.8 cm. The two conductors are separated by an insulating medium(µ., = 4µ.0). 

If the cable is 3 m long and carries 25 mA current, calculate the energy stored in the 
medium. 

Section 8.9-Magnetic Energy 

Calculate M12 when a = b = p0 = l m. 

*8.45 Prove that the mutual inductance between the dose-wound coaxial solenoids of length 
e1 and f2 (e1 >> €2), turns N1 and N2, and radii r1 and r2 with r1 = r, is 

ub [a + Pol M12=~In ~~- 
27T Po 

8.43 A coaxial cable has inner conductor of radius a = 2.5 mm and outer conductor of radius 
b = 6 mm. Assuming that the space between the conductors is filled with a nonmagnetic 
material, calculate the inductance per unit length. 

8.44 Show that the mutual inductance between the rectangular loop and the infinite line 
current of Figure 8.4 is 

8.42 A coaxial cable has an internal inductance that is twice the external inductance. If the 
inner radius is 6.5 mm, calculate the outer radius. 

8.40 An air-filled toroid of square cross section has inner radius 3 cm, outer radius 5 cm, and 
height 2 cm. How many turns are required to produce an inductance of 45 ,uH? 

8.41 Determine the inductance per unit length of a cylindrical conductor of radius 3 mm. 
Assumeµ = µ0. 
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8.54 An electromagnetic relay is modeled as shown in Figure 8.43. What force is on the arma 
ture (moving part) of the relay if the flux in the air gap is 2 mWb? The area of the gap is 
0.3 cm', and its length 1.5 mm. 

8.55 A toroid with air gap, shown in Figure 8.44, has a square cross section. A long conduc 
tor carrying current 12 is inserted in the air gap. If 11 = 200 mA, N = 750, p0 = 10 cm, 
a = 5 mm, and ell = l mm, calculate 

(a) The force across the gap when 12 = 0 and the relative permeability of the toroid is 300. 

(b) The force on the conductor when 12 = 2 mA and the permeability of the toroid is 
infinite. Neglect fringing in the gap in both cases. 

Section 8.11-Force on Magnetic Materials 

8.51 The magnetic circuit of Figure 8.41 has a current of 10 A in the coil of2000 turns. Assume 
that all branches have the same cross section of 2 cm2 and that the material of the core is 
iron withµ.,,= 1500. Calculate R, 'JF, and 1/1 for 

(a) The core 

(b) The air gap 

8.52 Consider the magnetic circuit in Figure 8.42. Assuming that the core (J.L = l 000µ0) has a 
uniform cross section of -t cm'. determine the flux density in the air gap. 

8.53 A ring of silicon steel is .l .5 cm wide and has a rectangular cross section with inner radius 
of 5 cm and outer radius of 6 cm. If a 500-turn coil produces a flux of 12 m Wb in the ring 
when the coil current is 2 mA, find B and µ. 

8.50 Refer to Figure 8.27. If the current in the coil is 0.5 A, find the mmf and the magnetic 
field intensity in the air gap. Assume thatµ., = 500µ,0 and that all branches have the same 
cross-sectional area of 10 cm" 

FIGURE 8.42 For Problem 8.52. FIGURE 8.41 For Problem 8.51. 

L= 42 cm 

-----, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

500 turns 0.2A 

l 
T 
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8.57 Figure 8.46 shows the cross section of an electromechanical system in which the plunger 
moves freely between two nonmagnetic sleeves. Assuming that all legs have the same 
cross-sectional area S, show that 

8.56 A section of an electromagnet with a plate below it carrying a load is shown in Figure 8.45. 
The electromagnet has a contact area of ZOO crrr' per pole, and the middle pole has a wind 
ing of 1000 turns with I = 3 A. Calculate the maximum mass that can be lifted. Assume 
that the reluctance of the electromagnet and the plate is negligible. 

FIGURE 8.46 For Problem 8.57. FIGURE 8.45 For Problem 8.56. 

FIGURE 8.44 For Problem 8.55. FIGURE 8.43 For Problem 8.54. 
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James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), Scottish mathematician and physicist, 
published physical and mathematical theories of the electromagnetic field. 

Born at Edinburgh, Scotland, Maxwell showed an early understand 
ing and love for the field of mathematics. Dissatisfied with the toys he 
was given, he made his own scientific toys at the age of 8! Maxwell was a 
true genius who made several contributions to the scientific community, 
but his most important achievement was his development of the equa 
tions of electromagnetic waves, which we now call Maxwell's equations. In 
1931, on the centennial anniversary of Maxwell's birth, Einstein described '------ 
Maxwell's work as the "most profound and the most fruitful that physics has experienced since the tim. 
of Newton." Without Maxwell's work, radio and television could not exist. The 1888 announcemen 
by the German physics professor Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (see Chapter 10) that he had transmittec 
and received electromagnetic waves was almost universally received as a glorious confirmation o 
Maxwell's equations. The maxwell (Mx), the unit of measurement of magnetic flux in the centimeter 
gram-second (cgs) system of units, was named in his honor. 

Michael Faraday (1791-1867), an English chemist and physicist, is known 
for his pioneering experiments in electricity and magnetism. Many consider 
him the greatest experimentalist who ever lived. 

Born at Newington, near London, to a poor family, he received little 
more than an elementary education. During a seven-year apprenticeship 
as a bookbinder, Faraday developed his interest in science and in particular 
chemistry. As a result, Faraday started a second apprenticeship in chemistry 
Following in the footsteps of Benjamin Franklin and other early scientists 
Michael Faraday studied the nature of electricity. Later in life, Parada, 

became professor of chemistry at the Royal Institution. He discovered benzene and formulated the 
second law of electrolysis. Faraday's greatest contribution to science was in the field of electricity 
Faraday's introduction of the concept of lines of force was initially rejected by most of the mathemati 
cal physicists of Europe. He discovered electromagnetic induction (to be covered in this chapter), the 
battery, the electric arc (plasmas), and the Faraday cage (electrostatics). His biggest breakthrough war 
his invention of the electric motor and dynamo (or generator). Despite his achievements, Parada. 
remained a modest and humble person. In his day, Faraday was deeply religious. The unit of capaci 
tance, the farad, is named after him. 
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Our aim in this chapter is to lay a firm foundation for our subsequent studies. This 
will involve introducing two major concepts: ( 1) electromotive force based on Faraday's 
experiments and (2) displacement current, which resulted from Maxwell's hypothesis. 
As a result of these concepts, Maxwell's equations as presented in Section 7 .6 and the 
boundary conditions for static EM fields will be modified to account for the time variation 
of the fields. Maxwell's equations, which summarize the laws of electromagnetism, shall be 

stationary charges -e electrostatic fields 
steady currents ~ magnetostatic fields 
time-varying currents -e elecrromagnetic fields (or waves) 

In Part 2 (Chapters 4-6) of this text, we mainly concentrated our efforts on electrostatic 
fields denoted by E(x,y, a): Part 3 (Chapters 7 and 8) was devoted to magnetostatic fields 
represented by H(x,y, z). We have therefore restricted our discussions to static, or time 
invariant, EM fields. Henceforth, we shall examine situations in which electric and mag 
netic fields are dynamic, or time varying. It should be mentioned first that in static EM 
fields, electric and magnetic fields are independent of each other, whereas in dynamic 
EM fields, the two fields are interdependent. In other words, a time-varying electric field 
necessarily involves a corresponding time-varying magnetic field. Second, time-varying 
EM fields, represented by E(x, y, z, t) and H(x, y, z, t), are of more practical value than 
static EM fields. However, familiarity with static fields provides a good background for 
understanding dynamic fields. Third, recall that electrostatic fields are usually produced by 
static electric charges, whereas magnetostatic fields are due to motion of electric charges 
with uniform velocity (direct current) or static magnetic charges (magnetic poles); time 
varying fields or waves are usually due to accelerated charges or time-varying currents such 
as shown in Figure 9.1. Any pulsating current will produce radiation (time-varying fields). 
It is worth noting that pulsating current of the type shown in Figure 9.1 (b) is the cause of 
radiated emission in digital logic boards. ln summary: 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

-ARNOLD GLASOW 
Success is simple. Do what is right, the right way, at the right time. 

MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

CHAPTER II 



1 For details on the experiments of Michael Faraday (1791-1867) and Joseph Henry (1797-1878), see W. F. Magte. 
A Source Book in Physics. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1963, pp. 472-519. 

where A = NlJI is the flux linkage, N is the number of turns in the circuit, and 1JI is the flux 
through each turn. The negative sign shows that the induced voltage acts in such a way as 

(9.1) 

This is called Faraday's law, and it can be expressed as 

Faraday discovered that the induced emf, V,mf (in volts), in any closed circuit is 
equal to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux linkage by the circuit. 

After Oersted's experimental discovery (upon which Biot-Savart and Ampere based their 
laws) that a steady current produces a magnetic field, it seemed logical to find out whether 
magnetism would produce electricity. In 1831, about 11 years after Oersted's discovery, 
Michael Faraday in London and Joseph Henry in New York discovered that a time-varying 
magnetic field would produce an electric current.' 

According to Faraday's experiments, a static magnetic field produces no current flow; 
but in a closed circuit, a time-varying field produces an induced voltage (called electromo 
tive force or simply emf) that causes a flow of current. 

9.2 FARADAY'S LAW 

the basis of our discussions in the remaining part of the text. For this reason, Section 9.5 
should be regarded as the heart of this text. 

FIGURE 9.1 Examples oftime-varying current: (a) sinusoidal, 
(b) rectangular, (c) triangular. 

{c] 

-~( 

(b) (a) 

=:». 
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2 After Heinrich Friedrich Emil Lenz (1804-1865), a Russian professor of physics. 

since E1 and E, are equal but opposite within the battery (see Figure 9.2). It may also be 
regarded as the potential difference ( v, - VN) between the battery's open-circuit termi 
nals. It is important to note the following facts. 

1. An electrostatic field Ee cannot maintain a steady current in a closed circuit, since 
ft E, ·di = 0 = IR. 

2. An emf-produced field E1is nonconservative. 
3. Except in electrostatics, voltage and potential difference are usually not equivalent. 

(9.3b) V,mf = r Er di = -r E, ·di = IR 
N N 

where f Ee· di = 0 because E,. is conservative. The emf of the battery is the line integral 
of the emf-produced field, that is, 

l E ·di = l Er di + 0 = r Er di (through battery) (9.3a) JL JL N 

Note that E1 is zero outside the battery, E1 and Ee have opposite directions in the battery, 
and the direction of Ee inside the battery is opposite to that outside it. If we integrate 
eq. (9.2) over the closed circuit, we have 

(9.2) 

to oppose the flux producing it. This behavior is described by Lenzs law, 2 which empha 
sizes that the direction of current flow in the circuit is such that the induced magnetic field 
produced by the induced current will oppose the change in original magnetic field. 

Recall that we described an electric field as one in which electric charges experience 
force. The electric fields considered so far are caused by electric charges; in such fields, 
the flux lines begin and end on the charges. However, electric fields of other kinds are not 
directly caused by electric charges. These are emf-produced fields. Sources of emf include 
electric generators, batteries, thermocouples, fuel cells, and photovoltaic cells, which all 
convert nonelectrical energy into electrical energy. 

Consider the electric circuit of Figure 9.2, where the battery is a source of emf. The 
electrochemical action of the battery results in an emf-produced field Ep Due to the accu 
mulation of charge at the battery terminals, an electrostatic field Ee ( = -VV) also exists. 
The total electric field at any point is 

R 

FIGURE 9.2 A circuit showing emf-producing field Er 
and electrostatic field E •. 

p~~~~~~~~ 

Battery ['t 
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FIGURE 9.3 Induced emf due to a stationary loop in a time 
varying B field. 

Increasing B(l) 

Er;Jj:~ 
- I 

+ Induced B 

(9.6) v , = l E ·di = -J aB · dS 
em TL sat 

A. Stationary Loop in Time-Varying B Field (Transformer emf) 
In Figure 9.3 a stationary conducting loop is in a time-varying magnetic B field. 
Equation (9.5) becomes 

where i/J has been replaced by J s B · dS and S is the surface area of the circuit bounded by 
the closed path L. It is clear from eq. (9.5) that in a time-varying situation, both electric 
and magnetic fields are present and are interrelated. Note that di and dS in eq. (9.5) are in 
accordance with the right-hand rule as well as Stokes's theorem. This should be observed 
in Figure 9.3. The variation of flux with time as in eq. (9.1) or eq. (9.5) may be caused in 
three ways: 

I. By having a stationary loop in a time-varying B field 
2. By having a time-varying loop area in a static B field 
3. By having a time-varying loop area in a time-varying B field 

Each of these will be considered separately. 

(9.5) V,mr = l E ·di= _!!_f B · dS I dt, 

In terms of E and B, eq. (9.4) can be written as 

(9.4) 
di/I 
dt 

Having considered the connection between emf and electric field, we may examine how 
Faraday's law links electric and magnetic fields. For a circuit with a single turn (N = 1 ), 
eq. (9.1) becomes 

9.3 TRANSFORMER AND MOTIONAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES 
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This type of emf is called motional emf or flux-cutting emf because it is due to motional 
action. It is the kind of emf found in electrical machines such as motors, generators, and 
alternators. Figure 9.4 illustrates a two-pole de machine with one armature coil and a two 
bar commutator. Although the analysis of the de machine is beyond the scope of this text, 
we can see that voltage is generated as the coil rotates within the magnetic field. Another 

(9.10) 

If we consider a conducting loop, moving with uniform velocity u as consisting of a large 
number of free electrons, the emf induced in the loop is 

(9.9) 
Fm 

Em=o=uxB 

We define the motional electric field E"' as 

(8.2) Fm= Qu X B 

B. Moving Loop in Static B Field (Motional emf) 
When a conducting loop is moving in a static B field, an emf is induced in the loop. We 
recall from eq. (8.2) that the force on a charge moving with uniform velocity u in a mag 
netic field B is 

This is one of the Maxwell's equations for time-varying fields. It shows that the time 
varying E field is not conservative (V' XE* 0). This does not imply that the principles 
of energy conservation are violated. The work done in taking a charge about a closed path 
in a time-varying electric field, for example, is due to the energy from the time-varying 
magnetic field. Observe that Figure 9.3 obeys Lenz's law: the induced current I flows such 
as to produce a magnetic field that opposes the change in B(t). 

(9.8) 

For the two integrals to be equal, their integrands must be equal; that is, 

(9.7) I (Ii' X E) · dS = -J oB · dS 
s s at 

This emf induced by the time-varying current (producing the time-varying B field) in a 
stationary loop is often referred to as transformer emf in power analysis, since it is due 
to transformer action. By applying Stokes's theorem to the middle term in eq. (9.6), we 
obtain 
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FIGURE 9.5 Induced emf due to a moving 
B (in) loop in a static B field. 

® ® ® ® 

e ® ® ® 
R Fm 

® ® ® ® 

e ® ® ® 

Notice that unlike eq. (9.6), there is no need for a minus sign in eq. (9.10) because Lenz's 
law is already accounted for. 

(9.14) I '17 X Em= '17 X (u X B) I 
or 

I ('\7 X Em) "dS = J '17 X ( U X B) · dS 
s s 

By applying Stokes's theorem to eq. (9.10), we have 

(9.13) V,mr = uBC 

and eq. (9.10) becomes 

(9.12) 

or 

(9.11) Fm= If X B 

example of motional emf is illustrated in Figure 9.5, where a rod is moving between a 
pair of rails. In this example, B and u are perpendicular, so eq. (9.9) in conjunction with 
eq. (8.2) becomes 

N 

FIGURE 9.4 A direct-current machine. 
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!. FIGURE 9.6 For Example 9.1. 

0 0 0 0 - .. 
0 0 0 0 

6 cm 

Q 

A conducting bar can slide freely over two conducting rails as shown in Figure 9.6. 
Calculate the induced voltage in the bar 
(a) lfthe bar is stationed at y = 8 cm and B = 4 cos 106ta, mWblm2 

(b) If the bar slides at a velocity u = 20a,. mis and B = 4a, mWblm2 

(c) If the bar slides at a velocity u = 20a, mis and B = 4 cos (106t - y) a, mWblm2 

Note that eq. (9.15) is equivalent to eq. (9.4), so V,mrcan be found using either eq. (9.15) or 
(9.4). In fact, eq. (9.4) can always be applied in place of eqs. (9.6), (9.10), and (915). 

(9.16) v x E = - aB + v x (u x B) at 

or from eqs. (9.8) and (9.14), 

(9.15) v,mf = 1 E. di= -I aB. dS + 1 (u x B) di 
TL sat I 

C. Moving Loop in Time-Varying Field 
In the general case, a moving conducting loop is in a time-varying magnetic field. Both 
transformer emf and motional emf are present. Combining eqs. (9.6) and (9.10) gives the 
total emf as 

To apply eq. (9.10) is not always easy; some care must be exercised. The following 
points should be noted. 

1. The integral in eq. (9.10) is zero along the portion of the loop where u = 0. Thus 
di is taken along the portion of the loop that is cutting the field (along the rod in 
Figure 9.5), where u has nonzero value. 

2. The direction of the induced current is the same as that ofE111 or u X B. The limits 
of the integral in eq. (9.10) are selected in the direction opposite to the induced 
current, thereby satisfying Lenz's law. In Figure. 9.5, for example, the integration 
over Lis along -a>'' whereas induced current flows in the rod along ar 
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(9.1.3 

A+B A-B cosA - cosB = -2sin--sin-- 
2 2 

v,mf = 480sin(1061 - ~)sin~ v 

because the motional emf is negligible compared with the transformer emf. Using trigono 
metric identity, we write 

(9.1.2 = 240 cos( 1061 - y) - 240 cos 1061 

= r.: I: 4.10-3(106) sin(106t - y')dy' dx 

+ r [20a, x 4.10-3cos(106t - y)a,] · dx e, 
0.06 

= 24ocos(10'1-1·il: - 80(10-')(o.06)cos(10'1 -y) 

= 240cos(1061 - y) - 240cos 1061 - 4.8(10-3) cos(106t - y) 

(9.1.1 v,,,,, = -J aB dS + J (u x B) ·di 
5 ()t L 

Method I: Using eq. (9.15), we write 

(c) Both transformer emf and motional emf are present in this case. This problem can b 
solved in two ways. 

v,mr= I (u x B) ·di= f0 (ua, x Ba,) -dx a, 
l x=f 

= -uBf = -20(4.10-3)(0.06) 

= -4.8mV 

The polarity of the induced voltage (according to Lenz's law) is such that point Pon the ba 
is at lower potential than Q when B is increasing. 
(b) This is the case of motional emf: 

v,mr = -f 08. 
ds = J'·°'f'·°' 4(10-')(10') sin 10'1dxdy 

S Qt r=O x= O 

= 4(103)(0.08)(0.06) sin 1061 

= 19.2 sin 1061 V 

Solution: 
(a) In this case, we have transformer emf given by 
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Answer: (a) 0.4 V, (b) 20 mA, (c) -•x mN, (d) 8 mW. 

(a) The induced emf in the rod 

(b) The current through the resistor 
(c) The motional force on the rod 
( d) The power dissipated by tbe resistor. 

Consider the loop of Figure 9.5. If B = 0.Sa, Wb/m2, R = 20 JI, e = 10 cm, and the 
rod is moving with a constant velocity of Sax m/s, find 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.1 

which is the same result in (9.1.2). Notice that in eq. (9.1.1), the dependence of yon time 
is taken care of in f (u X B) ·di, and we should not be bothered by it in aB/at. Why? 
Because in computing the transformer emf, the loop is assumed stationary. This is a subtle 
point one must keep in mind in applying eq. (9.1.1). For the same reason, the second 
method is always easier. 

(9.1.5) = 240 cos( 106t - y) - 240 cos I 06t V 

1Jf = -0.24sin(106t - 20t) + 0.24 sin 106t mWb 

V,mr = - a'f' = 0.24(106 - 20) cos(106t - 20t) - 0.24(106) cos 106tmV 
at 

Hence, 

dy dt = u --> y = ut = 20t 

But 

= (,(': 4 cos(106t - y) dxdy 

= -4(0.06) sin(106t - y{., 
= -0.24sin(106t - y) + 0.24sin 106tmWb 

1/f= J B·dS 

where 

(9.1.4) 

Method 2: Alternatively, we can apply eq. (9.4), namely, 
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FIGURE 9.7 For Example 9.2; polarity is for 
increasing emf. 

ap"'w Oao,I = -pwB0 COS</> 3z 

-B0 sin <P l

ap 
u X B = 0 

B, cos¢ 

where B0 = 0.05. Hence, 

B = B,a, = B,(cos q, aP ~ sin q, a,) 

Because u and di are in cylindrical coordinates, we transform B into cylindrical coordi 
nates by using eq. (2.9): 

p = AD = 4 cm, w = 27Tf = 1007T 

di' p dq, 
di= dloc = dz e; u = dt = dta"' = pwa; 

where 

Solution: 

(a) Since the B field is time invariant, the induced emf is motional, that is, 

The loop shown in Figure 9.7 is inside a uniform magnetic field B = Sue, mWb/m2. I 
side DC of the loop cuts the flux lines at the frequency of 50 Hz and the loop lies in the 
yz-plane at time t = 0, find 

(a) The induced emf at t = 1 ms 
(b) The induced current at t = 3 ms 
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The magnetic circuit of Figure 9.8 has a uniform cross section of 10-3 m2. If the circuit is 
energized by a current ii{t) = 3 sin 1007Tt A in the coil of N1 = 200 turns, find the emf 
induced in the coil of N2 = JOO turns. Assume thatµ. = 500 µ.0• 

Answer: (a)-17.93mV,-0.1108A, (b)20.Sµ.V,-41.92mA. 

Rework Example 9.2 with everything the same except that the B field is changed to: 

(a) B = 50a1 mWb/m2-that is, the magnetic field is oriented along they-direction 
(b) B = 0.02tax Wb/m2-that is, the magnetic field is time varying. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.2 

i = 607T sin(0.37T) mA = 0.1525 A 

Att = 3ms, 

. vemf . 
1 = R = 607Tsm(1007Tt) mA 

(b) The current induced is 

V,mr= -67Tcos(wt+ i) = 67Tsin(1007Tt)mV 

Att= lms, V,mr= 67Tsin(0.17T) = 5.825mV 

and 

7T 4> =wt+ - 
2 

where C0 is an integration constant. At t = 0, cP = 7r/2 because the loop is in the yz-plane 
at that time, C0 = 7r/2. Hence, 

d4> 
W = dt --> 4> = wt + C0 

To determine q,, recall that 

J
0.03 

V,mr = - 0.27T cos 4> dz = -67T cos 4> mV 
z=O 

(u X B) ·di= -pwB0cos¢dz = -0.04(1007T)(O.OS) cos¢dz 
= -0.27T cos 4> dz 

and 
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FIGURE 9.9 For Practice Exercise 9.3. 

Answer: 72 V. 

A magnetic core of uniform cross section 4 cm2 is connected to a 120 V, 60 Hz 
generator as shown in Figure 9.9. Calculate the induced emf V2 in the secondary 
coil. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.3 

= -61T cos 1001Tt v 

d'i' N1N2µ.S di, 
V, = -N,~ = - 21Tp, dt 

100 · (200) · (500) · (41T X 10~7) (10~3) • 3001T cos 1001Tt 
21T(IO x 10~2) 

According to Faraday's law, the emf induced in the second coil is 

Solution: 
The flux in the circuit is 

v, 

FIGURE 9.8 Magnetic circuit of 
Example 9.3. 
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This is Maxwell's equation (based on Ampere's circuit law) for a time-varying field. The 
term Jd = aD/at is known as displacement current density and J is the conduction current 

(9.23) 

Substituting eq. (9.22b) into eq. (9.20) results in 

lvxH=I+~ 

(9.22b) ~ 
~ 

or 

(9.22a) v. 1,, = -v. I = ap, = ~ (V. D) = v aD at at at 

In order for eq. (9.21) to agree with eq. (9.19), 

(9.21) V · (V x H) = o = V ·I + V ·Id 

where Jc1 is to be determined and defined. Again, the divergence of the curl of any vector 
is zero. Hence: 

(9.20) V x H =I+ Id 

Thus eqs. (9.18) and (9.19) are obviously incompatible for time-varying conditions. We 
must modify eq. (9.17) to agree with eq. (9.19). To do this, we add a term to eq. (9.17) so 
that it becomes 

(9.19) V ·I= - ap, * o at 

The continuity of current in eq. (5.43), however, requires that 

(9.18) V · (V x H) = O = V · I 

But the divergence of the curl of any vector field is identically zero (see Example 3.10). 
Hence, 

(9.17) V x H =I 

In Section 9.3 we have essentially reconsidered Maxwell's curl equation for electrostatic 
fields and modified it for time-varying situations to satisfy Faraday's law. We shall now 
reconsider Maxwell's curl equation for magnetic fields {Ampere's circuit law) for time 
varying conditions. 

For static EM fields, we recall that 

~.4 DISPLACEMENT CURRENT 
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3 Recall that we also have J = p,.u as the convection current density. 

(b) (a) 

FIGURE 9.10 Two surfaces of integration 
showing the need for Jd in Ampere's circuit 
law. 

because no conduction current (J = 0) flows through 52• This is contradictory in viev 
of the fact that the same closed path L is used. To resolve the conflict, we need to includ 

(9.26 l H . dl = I J dS = /.," = 0 I s2 

where I is the current through the conductor and 51 is the flat surface bounded by L 
If we use the balloon-shaped surface S2 that passes between the capacitor plates, as ii 
Figure 9.lO(b), 

(9.25 f H . di = I J . dS = I'"' = I 
L S, 

We must bear in mind that displacement current is a result of time-varying electric field. J 
typical example of such current is the current through a capacitor when an alternating volt 
age source is applied to its plates. This example, shown in Figure 9.10, serves to illustrat 
the need for the displacement current. Applying an unmodified form of Ampere's circui 
law to a closed path L shown in Figure 9.lO(a) gives 

(9.24 Id = J J,, · ds = J ao · ds 
s s at 

density (J = uE).3 The insertion of Id into eq. (9.17) was one of the major contribution: 
of Maxwell. Without the term Jd, the propagation of electromagnetic waves (e.g., radio o 
TV waves) would be impossible. At low frequencies, J,.1 is usually neglected compared witl 
J. However, at radio frequencies, the two terms are comparable. At the time of Maxwell 
high-frequency sources were not available and eq. (9.23) could not be verified experi 
mentally. It was years later that Hertz succeeded in generating and detecting radio waves 
thereby verifying eq. (9.23). This is one of the rare cases of a mathematical argument paviru 
the way for experimental investigation. 

Based on the displacement current density, we define the displacement current as 
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Answer: (a) -20we, sin(wl - 50x) a, Aim 2, (b) 0.4 we, cos(wt - 50x) a, Alm, 
(c) 1.5 X 1010 rad/s. 

(a) ),, 
(b) H 
(c) w 

In free space, E = 20 cos(wl - 50x) a, Vim. Calculate 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.4 

I = dQ = S dp, = S dD = e.S ~ = ~ dV = C dV 
' dt di di dt d dt dt 

10-9 5 x 10-• 
1,, = 2 · 

367T 
· 

3 
X 

10_3 
· 103 X 50cos 1031 

= 147.4 cos 1031 nA 

which is the same as the conduction current, given by 

eS dV dV 
1,, = J,,·S = ddt = Cdt 

Hence, 

v D = eE = e 
d 

aD s dV 
J,, =s= ddt 

Solution: 

A parallel-plate capacitor with plate area of 5 cm2 and plate separation of 3 mm has a 
voltage 50 sin 1031 V applied to its plates. Calculate the displacement current assuming 
8 = 280. 

So we obtain the same current for either surface, although it is conduction current in 51 

and displacement current in 52• 

(9.27) l H di= I J,,. dS = ~J D. dS = dQ =I 
TL Si dt Si dt 

the displacement current in Ampere's circuit law. The total current density is J + Ji1. In 
eq. (9.25), ),, = 0, so that the equation remains valid. In eq. (9.26), j = 0, so that 
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4 Maxwell's work can be found in his two-volume Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (New York: Dover, 1954). 

"This is also referred to as Gauss's law for magnetic fields. 

Ampere's circuit law QD 
\IXH=J+ 

Bt 

Faraday's law 
dt ~ _ _i!__f B · dS 

at s 
VXE=-~ 

Bt 

Nonexistence of isolated magnetic charge' V B ~ 0 

Gauss's law £ D dS = f..p,.dv 
V·D = f),. 

Remarks Integral Form Differential Form 

TABLE 9.1 Generalized Forms of Maxwell's Equations 

(9.28) F = Q(E + u X B) 

The Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) is regarded as the founder of 
electromagnetic theory in its present form. Maxwell's celebrated work led to the discovery 
of electromagnetic waves." Through his theoretical efforts when he was between 35 and 
40 years old, Maxwell published the first unified theory of electricity and magnetism. The 
theory comprised all previously known results, both experimental and theoretical, on 
electricity and magnetism. It further introduced displacement current and predicted the 
existence of electromagnetic waves. Maxwell's equations were not fully accepted by many 
scientists until 1888, when they were confirmed by Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1857-1894). 
The German physicist was successful in generating and detecting radio waves. 

The laws of electromagnetism that Maxwell put together in the form of four equations 
were presented in Table 7 .2 in Section 7 .6 for static conditions. The more generalized forms 
of these equations are those for time-varying conditions shown in Table 9.1. We notice 
from the table that the divergence equations remain the same, while the curl equations have 
been modified. The integral form of Maxwell's equations depicts the underlying physical 
laws, whereas the differential form is used more frequently in solving problems. For a field 
to "qualify" as an electromagnetic field, it must satisfy all four Maxwell's equations. The 
importance of Maxwell's equations cannot be overemphasized because they summarize all 
known laws of electromagnetism. We shall often refer to them in the remainder of this text. 

Since this section is meant to be a compendium of our discussion in this text, it is 
worthwhile to mention other equations that go hand in hand with Maxwell's equations. 
The Lorentz force equation 

9.5 MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS IN FINAL FORMS 
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(9.34) V · B = p"' = 0 

For a perfect dielectric (u = 0), eqs. (9.31) hold except that K = 0. Though eqs. (9.28) to 
(9.33) are not Maxwell's equations, they are associated with them. 

To complete this summary section, we present a structure linking the various potentials 
and vector fields of the electric and magnetic fields in Figure 9.11. This electromagnetic flow 
diagram helps with the visualization of the basic relationships between field quantities. It 
also shows that it is usually possible to find alternative formulations, for a given problem, in 
a relatively simple manner. It should be noted that in Figure 9.1 l(b) and (c), we introduce p"' 
as the free magnetic density (similar ro o.), which is, of course, zero, Ae as the electric vector 
potential (analogous to A), and J,,, as the magnetic current density (analogous to J). Using 
terms from stress analysis, the principal relationships are typified as follows: 

(a) compatibility equations 

(9.33) B,. = 0, E, = 0 

and hence, 

(9.32) E = 0, H = 0, J = 0 

However, for a perfect conductor (u = co) in a time-varying field, 

(9.31d) 

(9.31c) D,,. - D1,. = p, or (01 - 02) ·a,. = p, 

(9.31b) Hu - H,, = K or (H1 - H1) X a, = K 

(9.31a) 

hold for time-varying fields. Consequently, the boundary conditions remain valid for time 
varying fields, where an is the unit normal vector to the boundary. 

(9.30a) 

(9.30b) 

(9.30c) 

D = eE = e,E + P 

B = µ,H = µ,,(H + M) 

J = <!E + p,u 

is implicit in Maxwell's equations. The concepts of linearity, isotropy, and homogeneity of a 
material medium still apply for time-varying fields; in a linear, homogeneous, and isotropic 
medium characterized by a, e, and u, the constitutive relations 

(9.29) v. I= - ap,. 
Jt 

is associated with Maxwell's equations. Also the equation of continuity 
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'V XE=_ aB = I (9.35 at m 

(b) constitutive equations 

B = µ.H (9.36 

and 

D = eE (9.37 

(c) equilibrium equations 

'V·D = p, (9.38 

and 

v x H = J + ao (9.39 at 

and 

FIGURE 9.11 Electromagnetic flow diagrams showing the relationship between the poten 
tials and vector fields: (a) electrostatic system, (b) magnetostatic system, (c) e!ectromag 
netic system. (Adapted with permission from the Publishing Department of the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers.] 

(c) (b) 

(a) 
D

v 
' 

- . 

D 
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V E = f!c: = -V2V- _a_(V·A) 
e at 

From eqs. (9.42) and (9.45), we can determine the vector fields B and E, provided the 
potentials A and V are known. However, we still need to find some expressions for A and 
V similar to those in eqs. (9.40) and (9.41) that are suitable for time-varying fields. 

From Table 9.1 or eq. (9.38) we know that V D = p; is valid for time-varying condi 
tions. By taking the divergence of eq. (9.45) and making use of eqs. (9.37) and (9.38), we obtain 

aA E + - = -VV (9.44) at 
or 

IE= -vv - :~I (9.45) 

Since the curl of the gradient of a scalar field is identically zero (see Practice Exercise 3.10), 
the solution to eq. (9.43b) is 

(9.43b) 

or 

(9.43a) V X E = _ _a_ (V X A) at 

holds for time-varying situations. Combining Faraday's law as expressed in eq. (9.8) with 
eq. (9.42) gives 

(9.42) 

(9.41) A= J µ,J dv 
, 41TR 

We would like to examine what happens to these potentials when the fields are time vary 
ing. Recall that A was defined from the fact that V · B = 0, which still holds for time 
varying fields. Hence the relation 

and the magnetic vector potential as 

(9.40) J 
p,dv v- - 

, 41TeR 

For static EM fields, we obtained the electric scalar potential as 

t9.6 TIME-VARYING POTENTIALS 
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5 Not to be confused with Hendrick A. Lorentz, Ludvig V. Lorenz (1829-1891) was a Danish mathematician 
and physicist. 

which are wave equations to be discussed in the next chapter. The reason for choosing 
the Lorenz condition becomes obvious as we examine eqs. (9.5 l) and (9.52). The Lorenz 
condition uncouples eqs. (9.46) and (9.49) and also produces a symmetry between 
eqs. (9.51) and (9.52). It can be shown that the Lorenz condition can be obtained from 
the continuity equation; therefore, our choice of eq. (9.50) is not arbitrary. Notice that 
eqs. (6.4) and (7.60) are special static cases of eqs. (9.51) and (9.52), respectively. In other 
words, potentials V and A satisfy Poisson's equations for time-varying conditions. Just as 

(9.52) [v'A - ,,,.~=-µJI 

and 

(9.5 l) 

(9.50) [V·A=-µe¥rl 

This choice relates A and V and it is called the Lorenz condition for potentials. 5 We had this 
in mind when we chose V ·A = 0 for magnetostatic fields in eq. (7.59). By imposing the 
Lorenz condition of eq. (9.50), eqs. (9.46) and (9.49), respectively, become 

A vector field is uniquely defined when its curl and divergence are specified. The curl of 
A has been specified by eq. (9.42); for reasons that will be obvious shortly, we may choose 
the divergence of A as 

(9.49) (av) a'A V2A-V(V·A)=-µJ+µeV - +µ,e- at at2 

to eq. (9.47), 

(9.48) V x V x A= V(V·A) -V2A 

where D = eE and B = µH have been assumed. By applying the vector identity 

(9.47) 

( av) a'A = µJ - µ,e V - - µ,e - at at2 

(9.46) V2V + ~ (V ·A) = _f),,_ at e 

Taking the curl of eq. (9.42) and incorporating eqs. (9.23) and (9.45) results in 

v xv x A= µJ + .,,,~(-vv- aA) at at 

or 
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6 For example, see D. K. Cheng, Fundamental of Engineering Electromagnetics. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 
1993, pp. 253-254. 

(9.57) z = x + jy = r L_</> 

Not only is sinusoidal analysis of practical value, it can be extended to most waveforms by 
Fourier analysis. Sinusoids are easily expressed in phasers, which are more convenient to 
work with. Before applying phasors to EM fields, it is worthwhile to have a brief review of 
the concept of phasor. 

A phasor is a complex number that contains the amplitude and the phase of a sinusoi 
dal oscillation. As a complex number, a phasor z can be represented as 

A time·harmonic field is one that varies periodically or sinusoidally with time. 

So far, our time dependence of EM fields has been arbitrary. To be specific, we shall assume 
that the fields are time harmonic. 

9.7 TIME-HARMONIC FIELDS 

(9.56) 
I 

"<r: 
is the velocity of wave propagation. In free space, u = c = 3 X 108 mis is the speed of 
light in a vacuum. Potentials V and A in eqs. (9.53) and (9.54) are, respectively, called the 
retarded electric scalar potential and the retarded magnetic vector potential. Given o- and J, 
V and A can be determined by using eqs. (9.53) and (9.54); from V and A, E and B can be 
determined by using eqs. (9.45) and (9.42), respectively. 

t' = t - !!. (9.55) 
u 

where R = Ir ~ r ' I is the distance between the source point r' and the observation 
point rand 

The term [p,] (or [JI) means that the time tin p,(x,y, z, t) [or J(x,y, z, t)] is replaced by 
the retarded time t' given by 

(9.54) A= I µ.[J] dv 
, 47TR 

and 

(9.53) v =I [pJdv 
v 41TER 

eqs. (9.40) and (9.41) are the solutions, or the integral forms of eqs. (6.4) and (7.60), it can 
be shown that the solutions' to eqs. (9.51) and (9.52) are 
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\wrad/s 
l 

: 
' ' I 
I 
I 

FIGURE 9.12 Representation of a phaser 
z = x + jy = r f_<J> 

lm 

(9.6Jd) 

division: 

(9.6Jc) z1z2=r1ri~ 

multiplication: 

(9.6lb) 

subtraction: 

(9.6la) z, + z2 = (x, + x2) + j(y, + y2) 

the following basic properties should be noted. 

addition: 

Here x, y, z, r, and </> should not be mistaken as the coordinate variables, although they 
look similar (different letters could have been used but it is hard to find better ones). 
The phaser z can be represented in rectangular form as z = x + jy or in polar form as 
z = r L1' = r ei•. The two forms of representing z are related in eqs. (9.57) to (9.60) and 
illustrated in Figure 9.12. Addition and subtraction of phasors are better performed in 
rectangular form; multiplication and division are better done in polar form. 

Given complex numbers 

z = x + jy = r L</J, z. = x, + jy, = r1 L</>1, and ea = x2 + jy, = r2 L</>2 

(9.60) 

and 1> is the phase of z, given by 

(9.59) r = lzl = Vx' +I 

where j = v=J, xis the real part of z, y is the imaginary part of z, r is the magnitude of 
z, given by 

(9.58) z = r eH> = r (cos</> + j sin o) 

or 
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(9.68) 

(9.67) I A(x, y, z, t) = Re[A, (x, y, z)e'w'] I 
Note that the phasor is a function of position, not a function of time. For example, 
if A = A, cos(wt - f3x) •y, we can write A as 

In general, a phasor is a complex quantity and could be a scalar or a vector. If a vector A(x, 
y, z, t) is a time-harmonic field, the phasor form of A is A,(x, y, z); the two quantities are 
related as 

(9.66) I(t) = Re(I,eiw•) 

where the subscripts denotes the phasor form of 1(1). Thus I(t) = I,cos(wt + 8), the instan 
taneous form, can be expressed as 

(9.65) 

Thus, a sinusoidal current I(t) = I0cos(wt + 0), for example, equals the real part of J0ej(Jejwt. 
The current l'(t) = /0 sin(wt + 0), which is the imaginary part of I0eJ('eJwt, can be repre 
sented as the real part of I0eJ0dw1e-j900 because sin a = cosfc - 90°). However, in perform 
ing our mathematical operations, we must be consistent in our use of either the real part or 
the imaginary part of a quantity, but never both at the same time. 

The complex term J0eJ0, which results from dropping the time factor eJwr in I(t), is 
called the phasor current, denoted by I,; that is, 

(9.64b) Im(rei<I) = r sin(wt + 8) 

and 

(9.64a) Re(rei<P) = r cos(wt + 8) 

are respectively given by 

(9.63) 

where e may be a function of time or space coordinates or a constant. The real (Re) and 
imaginary (Im) parts of 

(9.62) </>=wt+ 8 

Other properties of complex numbers can be found in Appendix A.2. 

To introduce the time element, we let 

(9.6If) z" = x - jy = r LJ! = re-i• 

Complex conjugate: 

(9.6le) Yz = Yr L't!_3_ 

Square root: 
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(9.75 

We consider the left-hand side of eq. (9.74). The curl operation operates only or 
(x, y, z), and we can put the time factor, 

V X { Re[E,eiw'J} =Re{ [V X E,]eiw'} 

(9.74 

B(x, y, z, t) = Re(B,(x, y, z)e1w•) 

Substituting these in eq. (9.73) gives 

V X { Re[E,eiw']} = -fi{ Re[B,eiw']} 

and 

E(x, y, z, t) = Re(E,(x, y, z)ejw•) 
We let 

(9.73 
a V X E(x, y, z, t) = -at B(x, y, z, t) 

Let us see how we can write Maxwell's equations in phaser form. For example, conside: 

(9.72 I A at --> ~ 
JW 

Note that the real part is chosen in eq. (9.67) as in circuit analysis; the imaginary par 
could equally have been chosen. Also notice the basic difference between the instantaneou: 
form A(x,y, z, t) and its phasor form A,(x,y, z): the former is time dependent and real 
whereas the latter is time invariant and generally complex. It is easier to work with A, anc 
obtain A from A, whenever necessary by using eq. (9.67). 

We shall now apply the phasor concept to time-varying EM fields. The field quantitie 
E(x,y, z, t), D(x, y, z, t), H(x,y, z, t), B(x,y, z, t), J(x,y, z, t), and p,(x, y, z, t) and then 
derivatives can be expressed in phasor form by using eqs. (9.67) and (9.71). 

Similarly, 

aA at --> jwA, 

showing that taking the time derivative of the instantaneous quantity is equivalent to rnul 
tiplying its phasor form by jw. That is, 

(9.70; 

aA a at = at Re(A,ejwt) 

= Re(jwA,e1w') 

Notice from eq. (9.67) that 

Comparing this with eq. (9.67) indicates that the phasor form of A is 
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Solution: 
(a) This can be solved in two ways: working with z in rectangular form or polar form. 

Method I (working in rectangular form): 
Let 

z = [2-:i:_l_] "' (b) 2 4 - }8 

(a) z, = ( - I + j6)(2 + j)2 

Evaluate the complex numbers 
j(3 - j4)* 

\7 X H, = J, + jwD, 

\7 XE,= -jwB, 

f D, dS ~ J p.,dv 

fs,·dS ~ O 

f E,·dl ~ -jw J B, dS 

f H, ·di ~ J (J, + jwD,) · dS 

V D, ~ p., 

Integral Form Point Form 

TABLE 9.2 Time-Harmonic Maxwell's Equations 
Assuming Time Factor ejwt 

which is the phasor form of eq. (9.73). Other Maxwell's equations can be treated in a 
similar manner, and we obtain Table 9.2. From Table 9.2, note that the time factor ejwt 
disappears because it is associated with every term and therefore factors out, resulting in 
time-independent equations. Herein lies the justification for using phasers: the time factor 
can be suppressed in our analysis of time-harmonic fields and inserted when necessary. 
Also note that in Table 9.2, the time factor ej•• has been assumed. It is equally possible 
to have assumed the time factor e-jwt, in which case we would need to replace every j in 
Table 9.2 with -j. 

(9.77) 

(9.76) -fi{ Re[B,ei•'J} =-Re{ s,fiei·'} 
Comparing eqs. (9.75) and (9.76), we obtain 

V XE,= -jwB, 

We similarly consider the right-hand side of eq. (9.74), keeping in mind that B, does not 
depend on time: 
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as obtained before. 

z, = (W /99.46°)(5 /53.13°) 

= • ~ /90° - 99.46° = 0.1644 /-9.46° 
V37 

= 0.1622 - J0.027 

(I L.22:)(5 /53.13°) 
Hence, 

Z5 =(-I+ j6) = W / 99.46° 

z, = (2 + J)' = (Vs /26.56)2 = 5 /53.13° 

(-4 + }3)(-27 - }14) 150 - }25 
z, = ( -27 + }14)(-27 - }14) = 272 + 142 

= 0.1622 - j0.027 = 0.1644 /-9.46° 

Method 2 (working in polar form): 

z, = j = l L2Q"_ 
z, = (3 - J4)* = (5 /-53.13)* = 5 /53.13° 

-4 + }3 z =---- 
] -27 + jl4 

Multiplying and dividing z, by -27 - jl4 (rationalization), we have 

and 

Z3Z4 = j(3 + j4) = -4 + j3 
z5z6 =(-I+ j6)(3 + j4) = -3 - j4 + jl8 - 24 

= -27 + jl4 

Hence, 

z6 = (2 + j)2 = 4 - I + }4 = 3 + j4 

and 

z5=-l+j6 

We note parenthetically that one can find the complex conjugate of a complex number 
simply by replacing every j with -j: 

Z3 = j 
z, = (3 - j4)* = the complex conjugate of (3 - j4) 

= 3 + }4 

where 
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or 

where w = 108. Hence 

A = Re[ 10efw<-10x+60")a,] 

Solution: 

Given that A = 10cos(1081 - !Ox + 60°) a, and B, = (20/j) ax + 10 e'2'"13 a,, express A 
in phasor form and B, in instantaneous form. 

Evaluate these complex numbers: 

[
l + ·i2 (a) j' __ ) 
2 - J 

(b) 6 L30° + j5 - 3 + ei45" 

Answer: (a) 0.24 + j0.32, (b) 2.03 + j8.707. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.5 

z, = Vo:l5sl / 108.4°/2 

= 0.3976 /54.2° 

and 

= 0.1581/108.4° 

-=Vz_2~/=4=50= = _Vz_2 /450 - -63.40 
4Vs ;-634° 4Vs 

z 
z, 

Hence 

z8 = 4 - j8 = 4Vs ;-63.4° 

and 

z7=l+j=Vz~ 

where 

- [:?.]Ill z, - z, 

(b) Let 
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(9.7.2) 

where w = 106 and phasers Es and H5 are given by 

(9.7.1) E = Re(E,eiw•), H = Re(H,eiw•) 

Solution: 
The instantaneous forms of E and H are written as 

Express these in phasor form and determine the constants H, and fl such that the fields 
satisfy Maxwell's equations. 

H = ~cos(IO't + {Jz)aPA/m 
p 

E = ~cos(I06t + {Jz)a.; Vim 
p 

The electric field and the magnetic field in free space are given by 

Answer: 2etx-J1Tl4)a1, sin TT y cos(wt + x)(ax - a.). 

If P = 2 sin(lOt + x - 1ri4)a, and Q, = eix(ax - a,)sin try, determine the phasor 
form of P and the instantaneous form of Q,. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.6 

( 21rX) = 20 cos(wt - 1r/2)ax + IO cos wt + 3 a, 

( 21rX) = 20sinwtax + lOcos wt+ 3 a1 

B = ~a + lOejZrrx/Ja = - j20a + 10ejlrrx!Ja1 
s j x y x 

= 20e-j1Tl2ax + l0ej21TX13a1 

If 
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H2 = (50)22 
0 µ, 

Multiplying eq. (9.7.8) by eq. (9.7.9) yields 

(9.7.9) 

or 

Similarly, substituting eq. (9.7.2) into eq. (9.7.6) gives 

(9.7.8) H.J3 = 50 WE, 

or 

Substituting eqs. (9.7.2) and (9.7.7) into eq. (9.7.5), we have 

(9.7.7) (
H0 .0 ) }H0{3 " V X H = V X -e1'"'za = --el'"'za"' ' p p p • 

Now 

V E = .1_ ~ (E. ) = 0 
s pa<J> •' 

V · H, = .1_~ (pHP,) = 0 Pap 

Substituting eq (9.7.2) into eqs. (9.7.3) and (9.7.4), it is readily verified that two Maxwell's 
equations are satisfied; that is, 

(9.7.6) 

(9.7.5) 

(9.7.3) 

(9.7.4) 

V · D = e0V · E = 0 --> V · E, = 0 

V · B = µ0V · H = 0 --> V · H, = 0 

v x H = crE + E aE --> v x H, = jwe,E, 0 a1 

For free space, p, = 0, a = 0, s = E0, and µ., = µ0 so Maxwell's equations become 
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V · E = aE, = 0 
ay 

calculate 13 and H. 

Solution: 
This problem can be solved directly in time domain or by using phasors. As in Example 9.7 
we find 13 and H by making E and H satisfy Maxwell's four equations. 

Method I (time domain): 
Let us solve this problem the harder way-in time domain. It is evident that Gauss's law for 
electric fields is satisfied; that is, 

E = 20sin(108t - 13z)a, V/m 

In a medium characterized by a = 0, u: = µ.,0, e = 4e0, and 

I 1 
Answer: 0.2 rad/rn, - 

127Tr' 
cos 0 sin(6 X 1071 - 0.2r)a, - 

1207Tr 
sin 0 X 

cos(6 X 1071 - 0.2r)a, Im. 

In air, E = sinO cos(6 X 1071 - 13r)aq, V/m. 
r 

Findl3 and H. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.7 

Inviewofeq.(9.7.8),H, = 0.1326,13 = 3.33 X 10-3orH0 = -0.1326,13=-3.33 X 10-3: 

only these will satisfy Maxwell's four equations. 

w 106 
{3 = ±w~ = ±-z = ±3 X 108 

= :!::3.33 x 10-3 

or 

Dividing eq. (9.7.8) by eq. (9.7.9), we get 

H, = 0::sov;;;;;,, = 0:: 1~~7T 
= 0::0.1325 

or 
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20/31 
= --8 cos(1081 - f3z) a,+ 0 

µ10 

•x a, a, 

VXH= 
a aH, oHx - =-a --a ax ay az az y ay z 

H., 0 

But 

because a = 0. 

(9.8.2) V x H = crE + ei!'. a1 E = ~ f (V x H) dt 

showing that Gauss's law for magnetic fields is satisfied. Lastly, from Ampere's law 

V · H = aH., = 0 
ax 

lt is readily verified that 

(9.8.1) 

20/3 f H = -µ cos(108t - f3z) dt e, 

= - 
2013 

sin( 1081 - f3z) a 
µl~ x 

Hence, 

0 E, 
= 20/3cos(1081 - /3z) •x + 0 

ax 'I/XE= 

a, 
a 
ay 

a, a, 

But 

From Faraday's law, 
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'\7 x E, 
H=-- 

' -jwµ, 

iJEys 
'\7-E=~=o 

s ay 

Again 

where w = 108. 

(9.8.3) E = lm(E,ejw<) -> E, = 20e-;p, a, 

Method 2 (using phasors): 

l ( 2z) H =+-sin l08t + - ax Alm 
37T 3 

or 

- 20 ( 2/3) . ( 8 .2.2.) 
H - + _7( ') sm 10 t + a, 47T. 10 10 3 

From eq. (9.8.l), 

The f3 would be negative only in metamaterials, For an isotropic medium, f3 = ~. 
3 

{3 = ±to'Vu;µ,E = ±10'~µ, ·4e = ±10'(2) = ± 10'(2) 
0 0 c 3 x 108 

or 

20{32 
--=20 
µ,El016 

Comparing this with the given E, we have 

20{3' f E = ~~, cos(l08t - {3z) dt s; 
J.'ElO 

20{32 
= --sin(l08t - {3z)a 

µ,c:l016 )' 

where Hin eq. (9.8.l) has been substituted. Thus eq. (9.8.2) becomes 
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A = Re(A,eiw<) 

because the given Eis in sine form and not cosine. If we had used 

A = Im(A,eiw<) 

as obtained before. It should be noticed that working with phasors is considerably simpler than 
working directly in time domain. Also, notice that we have used 

H = + 20(213) e•iP' a = +...-1....e+JP'ax 
s 108( 41T x 10-7) x 31T 

H = Im(H,eiw<) 

= ±...-1..._sin(I08t + {3z)axAlm 
31T 

as obtained before. From eq. (9.8.4), 

(3 = +wv;;; = +.?. 
3 

or 

20(32 
20=- 

w2µ,e 

Comparing this with the given E, in eq. (9.8.3), we have 

Substituting H, in eq. (9.8.4) into eq. (9.8.5) gives 

(9.8.5) 
V x H, 

E=-- 
s jwe 

Notice that V · H, = 0 is satisfied. 

(9.8.4) H, = __ I-[- aE,, ax] = - 20(3 e-iP'ax 
-;wµ. az wµ. 

or 
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Chua characterized the memristor in terms of the electric charge and the mag 
netic flux. He also linked this relationship with the quasi-static expansion of Maxwell's 

FIGURE 9.13 Schematic ofa rnemristor. 

In 1971 Leon 0. Chua of the University of California-Berkeley, introduced the memristor 
(Figure 9.13) as one of the four basic circuit elements, coequal in importance with the other 
well-known circuit elements, namely, resistor (R), inductor (L), and capacitor ( C). The new 
element had not been physically realized when Chua proposed it. However, he was the 
first to use this moniker. Not until 2008 was a physical approximation of such an element 
fabricated, as a Ti02 nanodevice, by Stanley Williams's group at Hewlett-Packard (HP). 

t9.8 APPLICATION NOTE-MEMRISTOR 

Answer: 2.846 X 108 rad/s, -476.86 cos(2.846 X 108t - 3y)ax Vim. 

A medium is characterized by a = 0, µ. = 2µ., and e = Se,. If H = 2 
cos(wt - 3y)a,A/m,calculatewandE. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9.8 

and we follow the same procedure. 

or 

E = 20 cos(I08t - {3z - 90°)ay = Re(E,ejw•) 

sine would been expressed in terms of cosine, and eq. (9.8.3) would have been 
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Circuit elements and electronic devices such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, switches, 
diodes, and transistors were developed at low frequencies; higher frequencies, even radio 
frequencies, were realized only later. With the development of metamaterials and nano 
technology, such elements have also been conceived at optical frequencies. Nader Engheta 
and his group at the University of Pennsylvania have recently proposed circuit elements 
at infrared and optical frequencies. The advantage of using lumped elements lies in their 

r9.9 APPLICATION NOTE-OPTICAL NANOCIRCUITS 

equations. A charge-controlled memristor can be defined as a two-terminal element sat 
isfying the constitutive relation ip= f M(q), where cp and q are magnetic flux and electric 
charge, respectively, and f M (q5) is a piecewise-differentiable function. Memristors have 
interesting circuit-theoretic properties different from those of the classical circuit elements 
R, L, and C. These properties, in turn, lead to remarkable applications not realizable with 
the earlier circuits. 

A charge-controlled memristor behaves somewhat like a nonlinear resistor RM satis 
fying a q-dependent Ohm's law, v = R,i./ The quantity RM is memresistance, measured in 
webers per coulomb, and for all passive memristors RM = 0. Since the voltage vis related to 
dcp . df,w(q) . 
-, we can express the memresistance as RM= -d-. When current through a memns- 
~ d q 
tor is turned off at t = t0, _!j_ = 0 implies q = q(t0). This allows us to view a memristor as 

dt 
a nonvolatile analog memory. Jn particular, it can be used as a nonvolatile binary memory, 
where two sufficiently different values of resistance are chosen to code binary states "\O'' 
and "\ 1 ;· respectively. The memristor reported by HP as well as many other nano devices 
proposed recently can be scaled down to atomic dimensions. Thus the memristor offers 
immense potential for an ultra-low-power and ultradense nonvolatile memory technol 
ogy that could replace flash memories and dynamic random-access memories (DRAMs). 

The most important common property of a memristor is the pinched hysteresis loop; 
that is, the loci of ( v(t), i(t)) due to any bipolar periodic current source i(t) or periodic volt 
age source v(t) must always be pinched at the origin in the sense that (v(t), i(t)) ~ (0, O) 
must always lie on the (v,i)-loci. The pinched hysteresis loop phenomenon of the memris 
tor must hold for any bipolar periodic signal v(t), or i(t). 

Although memristors have become popular only recently, they are known to abound 
in many other forms. For example, the electric arc, dating back to 1801, has been identi 
fied as a memristor. Also, a very interesting and scientifically significant example is the 
classic Hodgkin-Huxley axon circuit model of the squid giant axon. Chua showed that the 
Hodgkin-Huxley time-varying potassium conductance is in fact a first-order memristor, and 
the Hodgkin-Huxley time-varying sodium conductance is in fact a second-order memristor. 

Besides serving as nonvolatile memories, locally passive memristors have been used 
for switching electromagnetic devices, for field-programmable logic arrays, for synaptic 
memories, and for learning. In addition, locally passive memristors have been found to 
exhibit many exotic dynamical phenomena, such as oscillations, chaos, Hamiltonian vor 
tices, and autowaves. 
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Optical lumped circuit elements with specific optical impedances have been realized 
by means of deep-subwavelength nanostructures. The use of gyroscopic nanospheres has 
permitted the identification of tunable circuit elements at infrared and optical frequencies. 
This new area is called optical metatronics-a portmanteau term derived from metamaterials, 
optical, and electronics. The three fields of electronics, photonics, and magnetics can be brought 
together seamlessly under one umbrella. In this paradigm, for information processing and data 
storage at the nanoscale, the optical electric displacement currents or the optical magnetic dis 
placement currents play a more important role than the conventional drift of charged particles. 
In such optical circuitry, nanostructures with specific values of permittivity (or permeability) 
may act as lumped circuit elements (e.g., nanocapacitors. nanoinductors, nanoresistors). 

By collecting properly arranging judiciously designed nanostructures, it is possible to 
achieve a new circuit platform in which optical signals can be tailored and manipulated, 
thus allowing optical information to be processed at the nanoscale. These nanostructures 
can be considered to be the modules and building blocks of metatronic circuits in which 
optical electrical fields and optical displacement currents are connected through the optical 
impedances of the nanoscale lumped elements. Such optical lumped circuit elements and 
rnetarronic circuitry afford the possibility of bringing many designs from RF electronics 
into the field of optics but with a much higher level of miniaturization and higher band 
width. Just as electrons play the fundamental role in electronics, spins in spintronics, and 
photons in photonics, optical displacement current is of fundamental importance in the 
field of metatronics. 

If the real part of the permittivity of the material forming a given nanoparticle is 
positive, its optical impedance is capacitive. If the imaginary part of the permittivity is 

FIGURE 9.14 A nanoparticle used as a circuit element. 

simplicity and modularity: when we want to use lumped elements by connecting them with 
one another, we need to know only their in terminal behavior and the functionality of the 
overall circuit they comprise. Although it is difficult to pinpoint the frequency at which one 
might consider an element to be lumped, as long as it is smaller than the wavelength but 
larger than it is when the quantum effects begin to manifest, we can conveniently model an 
arbitrary particle as a lumped circuit element. 
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real ( z))) 

as real numbers in matlab .... 
z = j'3 * ((l+j)/(2-j))'2; 

disp(sprintf( \nPart (a)\nz = %0.2f 

complex numbers may be handled with the same math operators 
part a 

disp ( sprintf ( '!'he real part of z is %f ', real ( z))) 
disp(sprintf( '!'he imaginary part of z is %f ', imag(z))) 
disp(sprintf( '!'he magnitude of z is %f ', abs( z))) 
disp(sprintf( '!'he phase of z is %f degrees ', angle(z)*l80/pi)) 

Matlab also recognizes complex numbers in polar form 
the exponential function accepts imaginary arguments, however it 
interprets the value as being in radians, not degrees, so if 
degrees are desired a conversion must be made 

disp( Enter the complex number z in the a*exp( j*b) where b is '); 
z = input( 'in radians.,, \n > '; 

disp(sprintf( The real part of z is %f ', real(z))) 
% display the real part 

disp(sprintf( 'I'he imaginary part of z is %f ', imag(z))) 
% display the imag part 

disp(sprintf( 'I'he magnitude of z is %f ', abs(z))) 
% display the magnitude 

disp(sprintf( "!'he phase of z is%£ degrees', angle(z)*l80/pi)) 
% display the phase (degrees) 

Matlab recognizes the input of complex numbers using i or j 
% for example z = 7 - 6*j sets variable z to the complex value of 

7 plus sqrt{-1) times 61 thus it is interactive with respect to 
entering and displaying complex values 

z = input( Enter the complex number z in the format a+j*b ... \n > ; ; 

clear 

This script illustrates Matlab's complex arithmetic abilities 
and assists the user to solve Practice Exercise 9.5 

nonzero, then the particle impedance arises from a lumped conductance in parallel with 
the lumped capacitance. Similarly, a plasmonic particle with negative real part for its per 
mittivity may possess an optical impedance that resembles the impedance of an inductor at 
that frequency. These are fixed elements. But if we wish to make them variable, since it is 
not possible to mechanically change their physical size, we can consider gyrotropic mate 
rials impressed with a de magnetic field and still realize tunable circuit elements. These 
nanocircuit elements play a vital role in metatronics for the design of various nanodevices. 
Actual fabrication of optical nanofilters, left-handed/right-handed nanotransmission lines, 
couplers, biosensors, information storage devices, and so on has become a reality, and more 
surprises are in the offing. 
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Each differential equation has its integral counterpart (see Tables 9.1 and 9.2) that can 
be derived from the differential form by using Stokes's theorem or the divergence theo 
rem. Any EM field must satisfy the four Maxwell equations simultaneously. 

'fl· D = p,. 

'fl· B = 0 

'fl x E = - aB 
at 

aD 
'flXH=J+at 

aD 
where Jd = ----;Jf (displacement current density), is a modification to Ampere's circuit 

law. This modification, attributed to Maxwell, predicted electromagnetic waves several 
years before the phenomenon was verified experimentally by Hertz. 

4. In differential form, Maxwell's equations for dynamic fields are: 

I"= f J, · dS 

For transformer emf, V,mr = ~f aB · dS at 
and for motional emf, V,mr = f ( u X B) ·di. 

3. The displacement current 

1. In this chapter, we have introduced two fundamental concepts: electromotive force 
(emf), based on Faraday's experiments, and displacement current, which resulted from 
Maxwell's hypothesis. These concepts call for modifications in Maxwell's curl equations 
obtained for static EM fields to accommodate the time dependence of the fields. 

2. Faraday's law states that the induced emf is given by (N = 1) 

part b 
note the conversion from degrees to radians in the 
exponential 

z = 6*exp(j*30*pi/180) + j*S - 3 +exp(j*45*pi/180); 
disp(sprintf( \nPart (b)\nz ~ %0.3f \ real(z))) 
disp(sprintf( '+ j%0.3f \ imag(z))) 

disp(sprintf( '+ j%0.2f \ imag(z))) 
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FIGURE 9.16 For Review Question 9.3. FIGURE 9.15 For Review Question 9.2. 

(d) (cl 

00: d5'"'" 
I I 

(o) 

d5ingB 
I I 

(b) 

dS'"'" 
I I 

9.3 Two conducting coils l and 2 (identical except that 2 is split) are placed in a uniform 
magnetic field that decreases at a constant rate as in Figure 9.16. If the plane of the coils is 
perpendicular to the field lines, which of the following statements is true? 

(a) An emf is induced in both coils. 
(b) An emf is induced in split coil 2. 
(c) Equal Joule heating occurs in both coils. 
(d) Joule heating does not occur in either coil. 

9.2 Assuming that each loop is stationary and the time-varying magnetic field B induces cur 
rent I, which of the configurations in Figure 9.15 are incorrect? 

(d) 0.4 v 
(e) -0.4 V 

(a) IV 

(b) -IV 
(c) 4mV 

9.1 The flux through each turn of a 100-turn coil is (f - 2t) mWb, where tis in seconds. The 
induced emf at t = 2 s is 

A(x, y, z, t) = Re[A,(x, y, z) eiw<J 

5. Time-varying electric scalar potential V(x, y, z, t) and magnetic vector potential 
A(x, y, z, t) are shown to satisfy wave equations if Lorenz's condition is assumed. 

6. Time-harmonic fields are those that vary sinusoidally with time. They are easily 
expressed in phasers, which are more convenient to work with. The cosine reference, 
can be used to show that the instantaneous vector quantity A(x,y, z, t) is related to its 
phasor form A,(x,y, z) according to 
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9.8 An EM field is said to be nonexistent or not Maxwellian if it fails to satisfy Maxwell's 
equations and the wave equations derived from them. Which of the following fields in free 
space are not Maxwellian? 
(a) H = cos x cos 106t a1 

(b) E = 100 cos wt a, 
(c) D = e~wy sin(105t - !Oy) a, 

(a) Faraday 
(b) Lenz 
(c) Maxwell 
(d) Lorenz 
(e) Your professor 

9.7 Identify which of the following expressions are not Maxwell's equations for time-varying 
fields: 

(a) V · J + ap,. = o 
at 

(b) V · D = p, 

aB 
(c) V · E =-at 
(d) TH di= J (o-E + e~)ds 

(e) f B · dS = 0 

9.6 The concept of displacement current was a major contribution attributed to 

(b) False (a) True 

9.4 A loop is rotating about the y-axis in a magnetic field B = B0 sin wt ax Wb/m2. The volt 
age induced in the loop is due to 

(a) Motional emf 
(b) Transformer emf 
(c) A combination of motional and transformer emf 
( d) None of the above 

9.5 A rectangular loop is placed in the time-varying magnetic field B = 0.2 cos l SOrrta, Wb/m2 

as shown in Figure 9.17. V1 is not equal to V2• 

0 0 0• FIGURE 9.17 For Review Question 9.5. 
- Vi+ 

0 [I] 0 . 
+ 

sn 
0 0 0 
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FIGURE 9.18 For Problem 9.2. )' 

ion 

0 Im I 0 B 0 

0 4n 0 

0.8 m 

9.3 A circuit conducting loop lies in the xy-plane as shown in Figure 9.19. The loop has a 
radius of0.2 m and resistance R = 4 fl. IfB = 40 sin 104 ra, mWb/m2, find the currrent. 

9.4 Two conducting bars slide over two stationary rails, as illustrated in Figure 9.20. If 
B = a.za, Wb/m2, determine the induced emf in the loop thus formed. 

9.1 A conducting circular loop of radius 20 cm lies in the z = 0 plane in a magnetic field 
B = 10 cos 377t a, mWb/m2. Calculate the induced voltage in the loop. 

9.2 The circuit in Figure 9.18 exists in a magnetic field B = 40 cos(301Tt ~ 3y)az mWb/m2 

Assume that the wires connecting the resistors have negligible resistances. Find the cur 
rent in the circuit. 

Sections 9.2 and 9.3-Faraday's Law and Electromotive Forces 

Answers: 9.lb, 9.2b, d, 9.3a, 9.4c, 9.Sa, 9.6c, 9.7a,c, 9.8b, d, 9.9b, 9.lOd. 

9.10 If £5 = 10 ej4x aY, which of these is not a correct representation of E? 

(a) Re(E,ej"') 
(b) Re(E,e-j"') 
(c) Im(E,ej"') 
(d) lO cos(wt + j4x) a, 
(e) 10 sin(wt + 4x) a, 

9.9 Which of the following statements is not true of a phaser! 

(a) It may be a scalar or a vector. 
(b) It is a time-dependent quantity. 
(c) A phasor V, may be represented as Vo LB or Voejw where Vo = I Vsl · 
(d) It is a complex quantity. 

(d) B = 0.4 sin l04t a, 

(e) H = 10 cos ( 105t - ~)a, 
(f) E = sin O cos (wt - rwv;;;;;,) a, 

r 
(g) B = (1 - p') sin wt a, 
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FIGURE 9.21 For Problem 9.6. 

y FIGURE 9.20 For Problem 9.4. 

0 0 B 0 0 0 L, l.2m Sm/s 15 mis 

0 0 0 0 0 

9.7 A conducting rod moves with a constant velocity of 3 a, m/s parallel to a long straight wire 
carrying a current of 15 A as in Figure 9.22. Calculate the emf induced in the rod and state 
which end is at the higher potential. 

9.8 A conducting rod has one end grounded at the origin, while the other end is free to move 
in the z = 0 plane. The rod rotates at 30 rad/sin a static magnetic field B = 60azmWb/m2. 

If the rod is 8 cm long, find the voltage induced in the rod. 

9.6 A square loop of side a recedes with a uniform velocity u0ay from an infinitely long fila 
ment carrying current I along az as shown in Figure 9.21. Assuming that p = p0 at time 
t = 0, show that the emf induced in the loop at t > 0 is 

u0a2µ,0I 
v,mf = 27rp(p + a) 

9.5 A circular loop defined by x2 + I = 9 is located in a magnetic field described by 
B = 4W +/cos wt az Wb/m2. Determine the emf induced in the loop. 

R 

FIGURE 9.19 For Problem 9.3. 
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9.16 A dielectric material with µ, = µ,0, e = 9e0 er = 4 Sim is placed between the plates 
of a parallel-plate capacitor. Calculate the frequency at which the conduction and 
displacement currents are equal. 

9.15 A 50 V voltage generator at 20 MHz is connected to the plates of an air dielectric parallel 
plate capacitor with a plate area of 2.8 cm! and a separation distance of 0.2 mm. Find the 
maximum value of displacement current density and displacement current. 

Section 9.4-Displacement Current 

9.9 A rectangular coil has a cross-sectional area of 30 cm2 and 50 turns. If the coil rotates at 
60 rad/sin a magnetic field of0.2 Wb/m2 such that its axis of rotation is perpendicular to 
the direction of the field, determine the induced emf in the coil. 

9.10 Determine the induced emf in the V-shaped loop of Figure 9.23. Take B = 0.6xaz Wb/m2 

and u = Sa ... m/s. Assume that the sliding rod starts at the origin when t = 0. 

9.11 A car travels at 120 km/hr. If the earth's magnetic field is 4.3 X 10-s Wb/m2, find the 
induced voltage in the car bumper of length 1.6 m. Assume that the angle between the 
earth's magnetic field and the normal to the car is 65° 

9.12 An airplane with a metallic wing of span 36 m flies at 410 mis in a region where the verti 
cal component of the earth's magnetic field is 0.4 µ,Wb/m2. Find the emf induced on the 
airplane wing. 

9.13 As portrayed in Figure 9.24, a bar magnet is thrust toward the center of a coil of 10 turns 
and resistance 15 n. If the magnetic flux through the coil changes from 0.45 Wb to 
0.64 Wb in 0.02 s, find the magnitude and direction (as viewed from the side near the 
magnet) of the induced current. 

9.14 The cross section of a homopolar generator disk is shown in Figure 9.25. The disk has 
inner radius p, = 2 cm and outer radius p2 = 10 cm and rotates in a uniform magnetic 
field 15 mWb/m2 at a speed of60 rad/s. Calculate the induced voltage. 

FIGURE 9.23 For Problem 9.10. 
FIGURE 9.22 For Problem 9.7. 

40cm 20cm 

30° t 
A=B 

15 A 

y 
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9.20 (a) Write Maxwell's equations for a linear, homogeneous medium in terms of E, and H, 
assuming only the time factor e-jwi. 

(b) In Cartesian coordinates, write the point form of Maxwell's equations in Table 9.2 a: 
eight scalar equations. 

9.21 Show that in a source-free region (J = 0, p- = 0 ), Maxwell's equations can be reduced tc 
two. Identify the two all-embracing equations. 

Section 9.5-Maxwell's Equations 

9.18 Assume that dry soil has a = 10-4 Sim, s = 3e0, andµ = µ0• Determine the frequency a 
which the ratio of the magnitudes of the conduction current density and the displacement 
current density is unity. 

9.19 In a dielectric (o- = 10-4 Sim, µr = l, e, = 4.5), the conduction current density is giver 
as],= 0.4 cos(27T X 108 t) A/m2• Determine the displacement current density. 

9.17 The ratio ]!Id (conduction current density to displacement current density) is very impor 
tant at high frequencies. Calculate the ratio at 1 GHz for; 

(a) distilled water(µ, = µ,,, e = Ble,, <T = 2 X 10-3 Sim) 
(b) seawater(µ,= µ,,, e = Ble,, <T = 25 Sim) 
(c) limestone (µ, = µ,,, e = Se,, <T = 2 X 10-• Sim) 

T 
P, 

.._,____,_-~--,--< ~P, l 
.........-copper disk 

B - 
FIGURE 9.25 For Problem 9.14. 

FIGURE 9.24 For Problem 9.13 
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(c) C = (3p2cot¢a, + co;.p a.,.)sinwt 

(d) D = _I_ sin 0 sin(wt - Sr)a8 
r 

(a) Find D and H. 
(b) Determine {3. 

9.30 Check whether the following fields are genuine EM fields (i.e., they satisfy Maxwell's equa 
tions). Assume that the fields exist in charge-free regions. 

(a) A = 40 sin(wt + !Ox)a, 

(b) B = ~cos(wt - 2p)a.; 
p 

J = 60 sin{l09t - /3z)a, mA/m2 

Find the corresponding magnetic field intensity H. 

9.29 In a certain region for which a= 0, µ, = 2µ.,0, and e = lOe0 

E = ~sinOcos(wt - /3r)a8 Vim 
r 

Find k, Id• and H. 
9.28 The electric field intensity of a spherical wave in free space is given by 

E = _5(lcos(!08t - kz)aPV/m 
p 

J = (2ya, + xz a, + z'a,) sin IO't Aim 

find p, if p,,(x,y, 0, t) = 0. 

9.25 Given that E = £0 cos(wt - {3z)ax V Im in free space, determine D, H, and B. 

9.26 In a certain material, a= 0, µ., = µ,0, and e = 8le0. The magnetic field intensity in this 
material is H = lO cos(27T X 109 t + {3x)azA/m. Determine E and {3. 

9.27 In free space, 

9.24 In a certain region, 

V'E = µ<T~ at 

do not satisfy all of Maxwell's equations. 

9.23 Assuming a source-free region, derive the diffusion equation 

H =~sin xsin te, 
l"o 

E = E0 cos x cos tar and 

9.22 Show that fields 
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(a) (4 ,QQ0 - lO ~0)112 

1 + ·2 

(b) 6 + }B -/~ 

9.38 Evaluate the following complex numbers and express your answers in polar form: 

Section 9.7 -Time-Harmonic Fields 

1 
where c = ~ ;- 

V J..loeo 
av 

(a) Prove that V ·A = µ,0e0 iif· 

(b) Determine E. 

9.37 Let A = A0 sin(wt - {3z)a, Wb/m in free space. (a) Find Vand E. (b) Express f3 in terms 
of w, E0, and µ,0• 

V = x(z - ct)V, A = x(zlc - t)a, Wb/rn 

9.36 In free space, the retarded potentials are given by 

E=-VV_aA 
at 

A= -1!!!_ (cos 0 a - sin 0 a )eiwl.t-rh) 
41Tr r e 

satisfies the wave equation in eq. (9.52). Find the corresponding V. Take c as the speed of 
light in free space. 

9.35 Retrieve Faraday's law in differential form from 

9.34 In free space (p, = 0, J = 0), show that 

Section 9.6-Time-Varying Potentials 

Find the corresponding E in terms of {3. 

H = 
12 sin 8 cos(21T X 1081 - {3r)a0 mA!m 

r 

9.33 An antenna radiates in free space and 

9.32 Given that E = E0 cos(wt + f3y - f3z)a, Vim, use Maxwell's equations to find the 
corresponding magnetic field intensity H. 

aa~ = -£ (E x H) . dS - { E. J dv 

show from Maxwell's equations that 

9.31 Given the total electromagnetic energy 

W = H (E · D + H · B) dv 
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\72A, + y2A, = 0 

Solve for y by using phasors. 

9.44 Show that in a linear homogeneous, isotropic source-free region, both E, and H, must 
satisfy the wave equation 

d2y dy 
dt' + 4 dt + y = 2 cos 3t 

9.43 Given that 

9.42 Let H = 40 cos(l09t - {3z)ax Alm in a region for which a = 0, µ, = µ,0, e = 4s0. 

(a) Express Hin phase form. (b) Find J,. 

If w = 27T X 109 rad/m, find f3 and H0. 

9.41 In a certain homogeneous medium, e = 8Ie0, andµ, = µ,o> 

(a) Express H in phasor form. 

(b) Find the associated E Field. 

(c) Determine w. 

H = .1:. cos(wt - 3z)a<I Alm 
p 

9.40 ln a source-free vacuum region; 

(d) D = JO cos(k,x)cos(wt - k2z)a, 

(c) C = cos 8 sin(wt - 3r)a8 
r 

9.39 Express the following time-harmonic fields as phasors. 

(a) A = 5 sin(2t + 7T!3 )a, + 3 cos(2t + 30°)a, 

(b) B = lOO sin(wt - 27Tz)aP 
p 

(<ll (24 Li.~'.Y<-s + 1sJ· 

(3 + j4)2 

(c} 12 - j7 + (-6 + jlO)* 

(36 l=IQ0°)112 
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Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1857-1894), a German experimental physicist, 
demonstrated that electromagnetic waves obey the same fundamental laws 
that govern light. His work confirmed James Clerk Maxwell's celebrated 
theory and prediction that such waves existed. 

Hertz was born into a prosperous family in Hamburg, Germany. He 
attended the University of Berlin and did his doctorate under Hermann van 
Helmholtz. He became a professor at Karlsruhe, where he began his quest 
for electromagnetic waves. Hertz successively generated and detected elec 
tromagnetic waves; he was first to show that light is electromagnetic energy. 
In 1887 Hertz noted for the first time the photoelectric effect of electrons in a mokcular structure. 
Although Hertz died at the age of 37, his discovery of electromagnetic waves pavedthe way for the 
practical use of such waves in radio, television, and other communication systems. The unit of fre 
quency, the hertz (Hz), bears his name. 

Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894), a German physcist, extended 
Joule's results to a general principle and derived the wave rquation (to be 
discussed in this chapter). 

Helmholtz was born in Potsdam, and his youth was marnd by illness. He 
graduated from the Medical Institute in Berlin in 1843 and .vas assigned to 
a military regiment at Potsdam, but spent all his spare timedoing research. 
ln 1858 he became professor of anatomy and physiology at Bonn. In 1871 
he became professor of physics at Berlin. Helmholtz made important con 
tributions in all major fields of science, not only unifying tie diverse fields 

of medicine, physiology, anatomy, and physics, but also relating this universal view co the fine arts. 
Helmholtz expressed the relationship between mechanics, heat, light, electricity, am magnetism by 
treating them all as manifestations of a single force. He sought to synthesize Maxwell'selectromagnetic 
theory of light with the central force theorem. 
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Typical examples of EM waves include radio waves, TV signals, radar beams, and light 
rays. All forms of EM energy share three fundamental characteristics: they all travel at high 
velocity; in traveling, they assume the properties of waves; and they radiate outward from a 
source, without benefit of any discernible physical vehicles. The problem of radiation will 
be addressed in Chapter 13. 

In this chapter, our major goal is to solve Maxwell's equations and describe EM wave 
motion in the following media: 

I. Free space (cT = 0, e = e0, µ = µ0) 

2. Lossless dielectrics (er = 0, e = e,e0, µ = µ,µ0, or er << we) 
3. Lossy dielectrics (er * 0, e = e,e0, u: = µ,µ0) 

4. Good conductors (er = co, e = e0, µ = µ,µ0, or er>> we) 

where w is the angular frequency of the wave. Case 3, for lossy dielectrics, is the most 
general case and will be considered first. Once this general case has been solved, we simply 
derive the other cases (l, 2, and 4) from it as special cases by changing the values of er, 
u, and e. However, before we consider wave motion in those different media, it is appro 
priate that we study the characteristics of waves in general. This is important for proper 
understanding of EM waves. The reader who is conversant with the concept of waves may 
skip Section 10.2. Power considerations, reflection, and transmission between two different 
media will be discussed later in the chapter. 

In general, waves are means of transporting energy or information. 

Our first application of Maxwell's equations will be in relation to electromagnetic wave 
propagation. The existence of EM waves, predicted by Maxwell's equations, was first inves 
tigated by Heinrich Hertz. After several calculations and experiments, Hertz succeeded in 
generating and detecting radio waves, which are sometimes called Hertzian waves in his 
honor. 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

-PUBLILIVS SYRUS 
A wise man rules his passions, a fool obeys them. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE 
PROPAGATION 

CHAPTER Im 



where A and B are real constants. 

(10.4c E = AeJ(wt-.Bz) + Bej(wt+J3z) 

where E+ means positive z-travel and £- means negative travel. Combining e: and E 
leads to 

(10.4a 

(10.4b 

E+ = AeJ{wt-j3z) 

E" = Befwt+J3z) 

where {3 = w/u and E, is the phasor form of E. The solution to eq. (10.3) is similar t• 
Case 3 of Example 6.5 [see eq. (6.5.12)]. With the time factor inserted, the possible solu 
tions to eq. ( 10.3) are 

(10.3 
d2E 
dz'' + {32E, = 0 

where J and g denote any function of z - ut and z + ut, respectively. Examples of sud 
functions include z ± ut, sin k(z :::!:: ut), cos k(z ± ut), and e;k<,z:!:.utJ, where k is a constant 
It can easily be shown that these functions all satisfy eq. (10.1). 

If we particularly assume harmonic (or sinusoidal) time dependence e=', eq. (10.l 
becomes 

(10.2c E = f(z - ut) + g(z - ut) 
or 

(10.2a 

(10.2b 

E+ = f(z - ut) 

E~ = g(z - ut) 

where u is the wave velocity. Equation (10.1) is a special case of eq. (9.51) in which th. 
medium is source free (p, = 0, J = 0). It can be solved by following a procedure simila 
to that in Example 6.5. Its solutions are of the form 

(10.l 
a'E a'E --u2-= 0 ai' az' 

Wave motion occurs when a disturbance at point A, at time t0, is related to what happen: 
at point B, at time t > t,. A wave equation, as exemplified by eqs. (9.51) and (9.52), is' 
partial differential equation of the second order. In one dimension, a scalar wave equatior 
takes the form of 

A wave is a function of both space and rime. 

A clear understanding of EM wave propagation depends on a grasp of what waves are ir 
general. 

t10.2 WAVES IN GENERAL 
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(b) 

FIGURE 10.1 Plot of E(z, t) =A sin(wt - /3z): (a) with 
constant t, (b) with constant z. 

I--- T-------1 

-I 
2 

(a} 

£ 

This is a sine wave chosen for simplicity; a cosine wave would have resulted had we taken 
the real part of eq. (I0.4a). Note the following characteristics of the wave in eq. (10.5): 

l. It is time harmonic because we assumed time dependence of the form ejwt to arrive 
at eq. (10.5). 

2. The amplitude of the wave A has the same units as E. 
3. The phase (in radians) of the wave depends on time t and space variable z, it is the 

term (wt - f3z). 
4. The angular frequency w is given in radians per second; {3, the phase constant or 

wave number, is given in radians per meter. 

Because E varies with both time t and the space variable z, we may plot E as a func 
tion of t by keeping z constant and vice versa. The plots of E(z, t = constant) and 
E(t, z =constant) are shown in Figure 10.l(a) and (b), respectively. From Figure 10.l(a), 
we observe that the wave takes distance A to repeat itself and hence A is called the 

(10.5) E = A sin(wt - f3z) 

For the moment, let us consider the solution in eq. {10.4a). Taking the imaginary part 
of this equation, we have 
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which is the same as eq. (10.?b). Equation (10.9) shows that the wave travels with veloc 
ity u in the +z-direction, Similarly, it can be shown that the wave B sin (wt + f3z) in 
eq. (I 0.4b) is traveling with velocity u in the - a-direction. 

In summary. we note the following: 

1. A wave is a function of both time and space. 
2. Though time t = 0 is arbitrarily selected as a reference for the wave, a wave is 

without beginning or end. 

(10.9) 
dz w 
-=-=LI 
dt /3 

or 

wt - {3z = constant 

(10.8) I /3 = 
2: 

I 
Equation (10.8) shows that for every wavelength of distance traveled, a wave undergoes a 
phase change of27T radians. 

We will now show that the wave represented by eq. (10.5) is traveling with a veloc 
ity u in the +z-direction. To do this, we consider a fixed point Pon the wave. We sketch 
eq. (10.5) at times t = 0, T/4, and T/2 as in Figure 10.2. From the figure, it is evident that 
as the wave advances with time, point P moves along +a-direction. Point Pis a point of 
constant phase, therefore 

we expect from eqs. (10.6) and (10.7) that 

(10.?c) 
I 2rr T=~=~ 
f w 

and 

(10.?b) 

(lO.?a) w = 2rrf 

/3 = ':'._ 
u 

Because of this fixed relationship between wavelength and frequency, one can identify 
the position of a radio station within its band by either the frequency or the wavelength. 
Usually the frequency is preferred. Also, because 

(I0.6b) 

But T = l/f, where f is the frequency (the number of cycles per second) of the wave in 
hertz (Hz). Hence, 

(l0.6a) A= u'T 

wavelength (in meters). From Figure 10.l(b), the wave takes time T to repeat itself; 
consequently Tis known as the period, in seconds. Since it takes time T for the wave to travel 
distance A at the speed u, we expect 
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where i/t = wt :': Bz, One of the relations in eqs. (10.10) can be used to represent 
any time-harmonic wave in the form of sine or cosine. 

A large number of frequencies visualized in numerical order constitute a spectrum. 
Table 10.l shows the frequencies at which various types of energy in the EM spectrum 
occur. Frequencies usable for radio communication occur near the lower end of the EM 
spectrum. As frequency increases, the manifestation of EM energy becomes dangerous to 
human beings. Microwave ovens, for example, can pose a hazard if not properly shielded. 
The practical difficulties of using EM energy for communication purposes also increase 
as frequency increases, until finally it can no longer be used. As communication methods 
improve, the limit to usable frequency has been pushed higher. Today communication 
satellites use frequencies near 14 GHz. This is still far below light frequencies, but in the 
enclosed environment of fiber optics, light itself can be used for radio communiation. 

(10.IOa) 

(10.lOb) 

(IO.!Oc) 

(10.IOd) 

sin(i/t :': ?T/2) = -t cos i/t 

sin(i/t :': 7T) = -sin i/t 

cos(ijt :': 7T/2) = +sin i/t 

cos(ijt :': 7T) = -cos i/t 

3. A negative sign in (wt±: /3z) is associated with a wave propagating in the 
+z-direction (forward-traveling or positive-going wave), whereas a positive sign 
indicates that a wave is traveling in the -z-direction (backward-traveling or 
negative-going wave). 

4. Since sin( -ijt) = -sin 11 = sin(i/t :': 7T ), whereas cos( -ijt) = cos ijt, 

FIGURE 10.2 Plot of E(z, t) =A 
sin(wt - f3z) at time (a) t = 0, 
(b) t = T/4, (c) t = T/2; P moves 
in the +z-direction with velocity u. 
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(c) r==T/2 

~ i\A?,, 
(b) t= T/4 

~ 
\ --.P.ll 



21T 
A=~=67T 

(3 

But 

Alternatively, because the wave is traveling at the speed of light c, 

T I 21T -tt 
t, = 2 = 2-;;;- = 10, = 31.42 ns 

If Tis the period of the wave, it takes T seconds to travel a distance A at speed c. Hence to 
travel a distance of A/2 will take 

(3 = 0.3333 rad/rn 

or 

E = 50 cos(108t + (3x)a, Vim 

(a) Find the direction of wave propagation. 
(b) Calculate f3 and the time it takes to travel a distance of A/2. 
(c) Sketch the wave at t = 0, T/4, and T/2. 

Solution: 

(a) From the positive sign in (wt + (3x), we infer that the wave is propagating along ~a,. 
This will be confirmed in part (c) of this example. 
(b) In free space, u = c: 

An electric field in free space is given by 

470-806 MHz 
54-216 MHz 
3-26 MHz 
535-1605 kHz 

Radio waves 

Visible light 
Infrared radiation 
Microwave waves 

Ultraviolet radiation 

1014 GHz and above 
1010-1013 GHz 
L08-I09 GHz 
!06-108 GHz 
105-!06GHz 
103-104 GHz 
3-300 GHz 

Physics, astronomy 
Cancer therapy 
X-ray examination 
Sterilization 
Human vision 
Photography 
Radar, microwave relays, 

satellite communication 
UHF television 
VHF television, FM radio 
Short-wave radio 
AM radio 

Cosmic rays 
Gamma rays 
X-rays 

Approximate Frequency Range Examples of Uses EM Phenomena 

TABLE 10.1 Electromagnetic Spectrum 
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FIGURE 10.3 For Example 10.1; 
wave travels along -a,.. 

E; at t = 0, T/4, T/2 is plotted against x as shown in Figure 10.3. Notice that a point P 
(arbitrarily selected) on the wave moves along -r a, as t increases with time. This shows that 
the wave travels along - ar 

= -SO sin f3x 

t = T/2, EY = SO cos( w · ~= + f3x) = SO cos(f3x + 1T) 

= -SO cosf3x 

At 

t = T/4, E, = SO cos( w · !: + f3x) = SO cos(f3x + 1Ti2) At 

t = 0, Ey = SO cos f3x (c) At 

as obtained before. 

t, = 2(3 X JO') = 31.42 ns 
61T 

Hence, 
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(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

(10.14) 

V · E, = 0 

V· H, = 0 

V x E, = -jwµ,H, 

V X H, = (u + jwe)E, 

In other words, a lossy dielectric is a partially conducting medium (imperfect dielectric 
or imperfect conductor) with CI * 0, as distinct from a lossless dielectric (perfect or good 
dielectric) in which O" = 0. 

Consider a linear, isotropic, homogeneous, lossy dielectric medium that is charge free 
(macroscopic p; = 0). Assuming and suppressing the time factor er", Maxwell's equations 
(see Table 9.2) become 

A lossy dielectric is a medium in which an EM wave, as it propagates, loses power 
owing to imperfect dielectric. 

As mentioned in Section 10.1, wave propagation in lossy dielectrics is a general case from 
which wave propagation in media of other types can be derived as special cases. Therefore, 
this section is foundational to the next three setions, 

10.3 WAVE PROPAGATION IN LOSSY DIELECTRICS 

In free space, H ~ 0.1 cos(2 X 108t - kx)a, Alm. 

(a) Calculate k, A, and T. 
(b) Calculate the time t1 it takes the wave to travel A/8. 
(c) Sketch the wave at time t1• 

PRACTICE EXERCISE IO.I 

Answer: (a) 0.667 rad/rn, 9.425 m, 31.42 ns, (b) 3.927 ns, (c) see Figure 10.4. 

FIGURE 10.4 For Practice Exercise 
10.1 (c). 
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(10.24) 

(10.23) 

/3 = w~~e [)1+[:e]'+1] 

(10.22) lr'I = /31 + a1 = wµ. Yu'+ w1e1 

From eqs. (10.21) and (10.22), we obtain 

and 

(10.21) -Rey2=132 - o:2 = w2µe 

We obtain a and /3 from eqs. (10.18) and (10.20) by noting that 

(I0.20) 

Equations (10.17) and (10.19) are known as homogeneous vector Helmholtz's equations or 
simply vector wave equations. In Cartesian coordinates, eq. (10.17), for example, is equiva 
lent to three scalar wave equations, one for each component of E along ax, ay, and a., 

Since yin eqs. (10.17) to (10.19) is a complex quantity, we may let 

(10.19) 

and y, in reciprocal meters, is called the propagation constant of the medium. By a similar 
procedure, it can be shown that for the H field, 

(10.18) y2 = jwµ.{u + jwe) 

where 

(10.17) I V2E, - y1E, = 0 I 
or 

to the left-hand side of eq. (10.15) and invoking eqs. (10.11) and (10.14), we obtain 

V(V~ - V1E, = -jwµ.(u + jwe)E, 
0 

(I0.16) V x (V x A) = V(V ·A) - V1A 

Applying the vector identity 

(10.15) V XV XE,= -jwµ.(V X H,) 

Taking the curl of both sides of eq. (10.13) gives 
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and 1J is a complex quantity known as the intrinsic impedance, in ohms, of the medium. It 
can be shown by following the steps taken in Example 9.8 that 

(10.31) H=~ 
0 T} 

where 

(l0.30) 

(l0.29) I E(z, 1) = E,e-"'cos(wt - f3z)ax I 
A sketch of \EI at times I = 0 and I = !;,t is portrayed in Figure 10.5, where it is evident that 
E has only an x-component and it is traveling in the +z-direction. Having obtained E(z, t), 
we obtain H(z, I) either by taking similar steps to solve eq. ( 10.19) or by using eq. (10.29) in 
conjunction with Maxwell's equations, as we did in Example 9.8. We will eventually arrive at 

or 

where E0 and E~ are constants. The fact that the field must be finite at infinity requires that 
E~ = 0. Alternatively, because e" denotes a wave traveling along -av whereas we assume 
wave propagation along av E~ = 0. Whichever way we look at it, E~ = 0. Inserting the time 
factor er" into eq. (10.28) and using eq. (10.20), we obtain 

(10.28) 

This is a scalar wave equation, a linear homogeneous differential equation, with solution 
(see eq. 6.5.13a in Case 3 of Example 6.5), 

(10.27) 

or 

~ t,(z) a'Ex,(z) _ 2 ( ) _ j ax' + al + ai' r E,, z - o 
0 0 

Without loss of generality, if we assume that a wave propagates in an unbounded 
medium along a, and that E has only an x-component that does not vary with x and y. then 

(10.26) ('\72 - y2)Ex,(z) = 0 

We then substitute into eq. ( 10.17), which yields 

(10.25) E, = Ex,(z)ax 
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From eq. (10.23), we notice that if" = 0, as is the case for a lossless medium and free 
space, a: = 0 and the wave is not attenuated as it propagates. The quantity f3 is a measure 
of the phase shift per unit length in radians per meter and is called the phase constant or 

(10.35) I Np = 20 log'° e = 8.686 dB 

Notice from eqs. (10.29) and (10.34) that as the wave propagates along a., it decreases or 
attenuates in amplitude by a factor e"?", and hence a is known as the attenuation constant, 
or attenuation coefficient, of the medium. It is a measure of the spatial rate of decay of 
the wave in the medium, measured in nepers per meter (Np/m) and can be expressed in 
decibels per meter (dB/m). An attenuation of 1 neper denotes a reduction toe-• of the 
original value, whereas an increase of 1 neper indicates an increase by a factor of e. Hence, 
for voltages 

(10.34) 
E 

H = 
117°1 

e-•• cos(wt - f3z - 8,) a, 

or 

where 0 :s 8, :s 45°. Substituting eqs. (10.31) and (10.32) into eq. (10.30) gives 

H =Re [~e-"'ej(w'-~'la] l11le''· r 

(T 

tan 20T/ = w£ (10.33) 1111 

(10.32) 

with 

FIGURE 10.5 An £-field with 
an x-cornponent traveling in the 
+z-direction at times t = 0 and 
t = lit; arrows indicate instanta 
neous values of E. 
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FIGURE 10.6 Loss angle of a lossy medium 

= jwe)'., 

V X H, = (C7 + jwe)E, = jcoe [1 - ju]E we ' 

From eq. (10.14) 

(10.38 

where tan e is known as the loss tangent and e is the loss angle of the medium as illustratec 
in Figure 10.6. Although a line of demarcation between good conductors and lossy dielec 
tries is not easy to make, tan () or (} may be used to determine how lossy a medium is. A 
medium is said to be a good (lossless or perfect) dielectric if tan (} is very small ( a << we) 
or a good conductor if tan () is very large (a >> we). From the viewpoint of wave propaga 
tion, the characteristic behavior of a medium depends not only on its constitutive param 
eters er, E, and µ, but also on the frequency of operation. A medium that is regarded as ;: 
good conductor at low frequencies may be a good dielectric at high frequencies. Note frorr 
eqs. (10.33) and (10.37) that 

(10.37: 

or 

l.!J = ~ = .!!__ = tan e 
IJd,I ljweE,I we 

We also notice from eqs. (10.29) and (10.34) that E and Hare out of phase bye, at any 
instant of time due to the complex intrinsic impedance of the medium. Thus at any time. 
E leads H(or H lags E) bye,. Finally. we notice that the ratio of the magnitude of the con 
duction current density J, to that of the displacement current density Jd in a lossy medium is 

(10.36) 

wave number. In terms of {3, the wave velocity u and wavelength A are, respectively, given 
by [see eqs. (10.7b) and (10.8)[ 
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!: = 1') = 200 ~0 = 200 ei•/6 -> E0 = 2000el'16 

Except for the amplitude and phase difference, E and H always have the same form. Hence 

Also H0 = 10, so 

or 

Solution: 
The given wave travels along ax so that ak = ax; a,., = ay, so 

find E and er. 

A lossy dielectric has an intrinsic impedance of 200 ~0 !1 at a particular radian frequency 
w. If, at that frequency, the plane wave propagating through the dielectric has the magnetic 
field component 

In subsequent sections, we will consider wave propagation in media of other types 
that may be regarded as special cases of what we have considered here. Thus we will simply 
deduce the governing formulas from those obtained for the genera! case treated in this 
section. The student is advised not just to memorize the formulas but to observe how they 
are easily obtained from the formulas for the general case. 

(10.41) 
e" o: 

tan8=-= 
e' WE 

with f:.' = s, e" = o los, e = e0e,; e, is called the complex permittivity of the medium. We 
observe that the ratio of e" toe' is the loss tangent of the medium, that is, 

(10.40b) e, = e' - je" 

or 

(10.40a) e, = +- j :s] = s[l-jtan8] 

where 
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Answer: (a) 1.374 rad/rn, (b) 0.5154, (c) 177.72 / 13.63° !1, (d) 7.278 X 107 mis, 
(e) 2.817e-"'3 sin(l08 t - [3z - 13.63°)ay mAim. 

(d) Wave velocity 
(e) H field 

(a) /3 
(b) The loss tangent 
(c) Intrinsic impedance 

A plane wave propagating through a medium with s, = 8, µ,, = 2 has E = 0.5 
e-vJ sin(108t - [3z)ax Vim. Determine 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.2 

/3 l a = - = -- = 0.2887 Npim v3 2V3 

or 

But ~ = tan 28 71 = tan 60° = \/3. Hence, 
W£ 

and 

Knowing that {3 = l/2, we need to determine a. Since 

or 
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where c = 3 X 108 mis, the speed of light in a vacuum. The fact that EM waves 
travel in free space at the speed of light is significant. It provides some evidence that 
light is the manifestation of an EM wave. In other words, light is characteristically 
electromagnetic. 

(10.46b) 
l 21f 

u = --- = c, A = - 
~ {3 

(10.46a) a=O,f3=w~=~ c 

(10.45) I <r = o, , = ,., µ, = µ,.1 
This may also be regarded as a special case of Section 10.4. Thus we simply replace e by e0 

andµ, by µ,0 in eq. (10.43) or we substitute eq. (10.45) directly into eqs. (10.23) and (10.24). 
Either way, we obtain 

Plane waves in free space comprise a special case of what we considered in Section 10.3. 
In this case, 

10.S PLANE WAVES IN FREE SPACE 

and thus E and H are in time phase with each other. 

(10.44) 

Also 

(10.43b) 
w I 27T 

u = f3 = v;;,' A = {3 

( 10.43a) a = 0, {3 = wv;;, 
Substituting these into eqs. (10.23) and (10.24) gives 

(10.42) 

In a lossless dielectric, a <sr oe. It is a special case of that in Section 10.3 except that 

10.4 PLANE WAVES IN LOSSLESS DIELECTRICS 
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(b) 

--E=£0coswtax 

(a) 

FIGURE 10.7 Plots ofE and H (a) as 
functions of z at t = O; and (b) at z = 0. 
The arrows indicate instantaneous values. 

The plots of E and H are shown in Figure 10.7(a). In general, if aE, aH, and ak are unit 
vectors along the E field, the H field, and the direction of wave propagation; it can be shown 
that (see Problem 10.67). 

(I0.48b) H = H, cos(wt - (3z)a, = ~ cos(wt - (3z)a, 
1), 

then 

(l0.48a) E = E, cos(wt - (3z) a, 

(l0.47) 1), = .J¥f: = l207T = 377 n 

By substituting the constitutive parameters in eq. (10.45) into eq. (10.33), 8" = 0 and 
17 = 170, where 710 is called the intrinsic impedance of free space and is given by 
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1 Polarization will be covered in Section 10.7. 

(IO Sib) 
27T 

A=- 
{3 

(JO.Sia) 

Hence, eqs. (10.23) and (10.24) become 

(IO.SO) I <I = oo, e = e,, µ, = µ,,µ,,I 

Plane waves in good conductors comprise another special case of that considered in 
Section l0.3. A perfect, or good conductor, is one in which a >> we so that_!!____ >> 1; that is, 

we, 

10.6 PLANE WAVES IN GOOD CONDUCTORS 

Both E and H fields (or EM waves) are everywhere normal to the direction of wave propa 
gation, ak. That means that the fields lie in a plane that is transverse or orthogonal to the 
direction of wave propagation. They form an EM wave that has no electric or magnetic 
field components along the direction of propagation; such a wave is called a transverse 
electromagnetic (TEM) wave. A combination of E and H is called a uniform plane wave 
because E (or H) has the same magnitude throughout any transverse plane, defined by 
z = constant. The direction in which the electric field points is the polarization of a TEM 
wave.1 The wave in eq. (I0.29), for example, is polarized in the x-direction. This should 
be observed in Figure 10.?(b), which illustrates uniform plane waves. A uniform plane 
wave cannot exist physically because it stretches to infinity and would represent an infinite 
energy. Such waves are characteristically simple and fundamentally important. They serve 
as approximations to practical waves such as those from a radio antenna at distances suf 
ficiently far from radiating sources. Although our discussion after eq. (10.48) deals with 
free space, it also applies for any other isotropic medium. 

(I0.49) 

or 

or 
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(10.55) 

The illustration in Figure 10.8 for a good conductor is exaggerated. However, for a partially 
conducting medium, the skin depth can be quite large. Note from eqs. (IO.Sia), (l0.52), 
and (10.54b) that for a good conductor, 

(l0.54b) 
l l 

8=--=- 
v:iifiUi " 

Equation (10.54a) is generally valid for any material medium. For good conductors, 
eqs, (10.5la) and (10.54a) give 

The skin depth is a measure of the depth to which an EM wave can penetrate the 
medium. 

(I0.54a) 
I 8 = - 
a 

or 

Therefore, as the E (or H) wave travels in a conducting medium, its amplitude is attenuated 
by the factor e-az. The distance 8, shown in Figure 10.8, through which the wave amplitude 
decreases to a factor e-1(about37% of the original value) is called skin depth or penetration 
depth of the medium; that is, 

(l0.53b) H = ~e-"'cos(wt - f3z - 45°)a, 

f,fo 

then 

(10.53a) 

and thus E leads H by 45°. If 

(10.52) 

Also, from eq. (10.32), 
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'Per copper, a = 5.8 x l07 Sim,µ.= µ.6, 5 = 66.I/Vj (in mm). 

Skin depth (mm} 20.8 8.6 6.6 2.99 0.66 6.6 X 10-3 6.6 X 10-• 

Frequency (Hz) 10 60 100 500 104 108 1010 

TABLE 10.2 Skin Depth in Copper" 

showing that 0 measures the exponential damping of the wave as it travels through the 
conductor. The skin depth in copper at various frequencies is shown in Table 10.2. From 
the table, we notice that the skin depth decreases with increasing frequency. Thus, E and H 
can hardly propagate through good conductors. 

The phenomenon whereby field intensity in a conductor rapidly decreases is known 
as the skin effect. It is a tendency of charges to migrate from the bulk of the conducting 
material to the surface, resulting in higher resistance. The fields and associated currents are 
confined to a very thin layer (the skin) of the conductor surface. For a wire of radius a, for 
example, it is a good approximation at high frequencies to assume that all of the current 
flows in the circular ring of thickness 0 as shown in Figure 10.9. The skin effect appears in 
different guises in such problems as attenuation in waveguides, effective or ac resistance of 
transmission lines, and electromagnetic shielding. It is used to advantage in many applica 
tions. For example, because the skin depth in silver is very small, the difference in perfor 
mance between a pure silver component and a silver-plated brass component is negligible, 
so silver plating is often used to reduce the material cost of waveguide components. For 
the same reason, hollow tubular conductors are used instead of solid conductors in out 
door television antennas. Effective electromagnetic shielding of electrical devices can be 
provided by conductive enclosures a few skin depths in thickness. 

E = E e-z1s cos(wt - ~)a 
0 0 > 

I 
Noting that for good conductors we have a ~ f3 ~ [i• eq. (I0.53a) can be written as 

FIGURE 10.8 Illustration of skin depth. 
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Since 8 <<a at high frequencies, this shows that Rae is far greater than Rdc In general, the 
ratio of the ac to the de resistance starts at LO for de and very low frequencies and increase 
as the frequency increases. Also, although the bulk of the current is nonuniformly distrib 
uted over a thickness of 50 of the conductor, the power loss is the same as though it were 
uniformly distributed over a thickness of 8 and zero elsewhere. This is one more reasor 
that 8 is referred to as the skin depth. 

R" = u27Tali = _:i_ = "-V7Tfµ,u 
Rd, e 21i 2 

U1Ta2 

where S = Ow. For a conductor wire of radius a (see Figure 10.9), w = 21Ta, so 

(10.57 R = ~f- = R,f 
ac u8w W 

This is the resistance of a unit width and unit length of the conductor. It is equivalent tc 
the de resistance for a unit length of the conductor having cross-sectional area 1 X 0. Thu' 
for a given width w and length e, the ac resistance is calculated by using the familiar di 
resistance relation of eq. (5.16) and assuming a uniform current flow in the conductor o 
thickness 0, that is, 

(10.56 

We define the surface or skin resistance R, (in 0) as the real part of YJ for a good conductor 
Thus from eq. (10.55) 

The skin depth is useful in calculating the ac resistance due to skin effect. The resis 
tance in eq. (5.16) is called the de resistance, that is, 

FIGURE 10.9 Skin depth at high frequencies, 8 << a. 
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E1 = 61T cos(wt - z)a, 

Hence 

a,,= -(a, X aH,) = -(a, X -a,) =a, 

E1, = 1)H1, = 607T (0.1) = 67T 

E = E1 + E1 

where E1 = £1, cos(wt - z)a£, and E1 = £1, sin(wt - z)a£,. Notice that although H has 
components along ax and ar, it has no component along the direction of propagation; it is 
therefore a TEM wave. 
For E1, 

where H1 = -0.l cos(wt - z)ax and H1 = 0.5 sin(wt - z)a, and the corresponding 
electric field 

Method I: To use the techniques developed in the present chapter, we let 

From the given H field, E can be calculated in two ways: by using the techniques (based 
on Maxwell's equations) developed in this chapter or directly, by using Maxwell's equations 
as in Chapter 9. 

w = ~ = 1 (3 x lO') 1.5 x 108 rad/s 
2 

or 

/3 = w v;;; = w v;;:;. v;;:;, = ~ V4 = 
2: 

e, = 4 Ve.= 1207T = 1207T = 2 
' 1) 607T 

or 

In a lossless dielectric for which 1) = 601T, µ,, = 1, and H = -0.l cos(wt - z)ax + 
0.5 sin(wt - z Ia, Alm, calculate e., w, and E. 

Solution: 
In this case, a = 0, a = 0, and f3 = 1, so 
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Answer: (a) in the + z-direction, (b) 3.142 m, 15.92 MHz, 36, (c) 0.7958 
sin(108t + 2z)axA/m. 

A plane wave in a nonmagnetic medium has E = 50 sin(108t + 2z)a2 V/m. Find 

(a) The direction of wave propagation 
(b) A,f,ande, 
(c) H 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.3 

as expected. 

l I H, •. ( H,, E = - V X Hdt = -sm wt - z}a, - -cos(wt- z)ay 
e ew cci 

= 94.25 sin(wt - z)a, + 18.85 cos(wt - z)a, Vim 

where H10 = -0.l and H20 = 0.5. Hence 

= H20 cos(wt - z )a, + H,0 sin(wt - z)a, 

ax ay a, 

VXH= 
JH2 aH, 

=--a +~y ax ay az az x 

H,{z) Hy(z) 0 

because er = 0. But 

V X H = f + e ¥; -> E = H V x H dt 

0 

Method 2: We may apply Maxwell's equations directly 

E = 94.25sin(!.5 X !08t - z la, + 18.85cos(!.5 X 108t - z)a, V/m 

Adding E, and E2 gives E; that is, 

E2 = 307T sin(wt - ala, 

Hence 

aE, = -(a, X aH,) = -(a, X a,) = a; 

£20 = 71H20 = 607T(0.5) = 307T 

For E,, 
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H = -69.I ,-•1.4'sin(10•1 - 61.42z - ~)axmAlm 

Thus 

E0 [sf; _, H, =-I I = 2 -- = 69.l x 10 7) 8007T 

and 

where 

Hence 

1T e = 45' = - 
" 4 

(J 

tan 20, = we = 3393 

r;;;; [47T x 10-7 x 20(10')]"' 17)1 = -r: = 3 

=~ 

Also 

a= f3 = ~ = [47T X 10-7 ~ 20(108)(3)r 

= 61.4 

a = 61.4 Nplm, f3 = 61.4 rad/rn 

showing that the medium may be regarded as a good conductor at the frequency of opera 
tion. Hence, 

-----1-0-_-9 = 3393 » I 
108 XIX -- 

367T 
we 

If the medium is characterized bye,= I,µ,,= 20, and a = 3 Sim, find a, {3, and H. 

Solution: 
We need to determine the loss tangent to be able to tell whether the medium is a lossy 
dielectric or a good conductor. 

E = 2e-"' sin( 1081 - {3z)a, Vim 

A uniform plane wave propagating in a medium has 
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where fsx (0) is the current density on the conductor surface. 

J,, = J,,(o) e-~J+il" 

or 

and 

(1 + j) 
y = a + ){3 = «( I + j) = -8- 

The constant B must be zero because fsx is finite as z --). co But in a good conductor, 
o >> we so that a = f3 = 118. Hence 

which is an ordinary differential equation with solution (see Case 2 of Example 6.5) 

d' 
di'''·' - y' J,, = 0 

Also the incident E has only an x-component and varies with z. Hence J = fx(z, t)ax and 

v'J, - y'L = o 

Solution: 
Since the current density J = o-E, we expect J to satisfy the wave equation in eq. (10.17); 
that is, we expect to find 

A plane wave E = £0 cos(wt - {3z)ax is incident on a good conductor at z;::: 0. Find the 
current density in the conductor. 

(a) Eat y = I m, t = 2 ns 
(b) The distance traveled by the wave to have a phase shift of 10° 
(c) The distance traveled by the wave to have its amplitude reduced by 40% 
(d) Haty = 2m,t = 2ns 

Answer: (a) 2.844a, Vim, (b) 8.349 mm, (c) 542 mm, (d) -22.6a,mAim. 

A plane wave traveling in the +y-direction in a lossy medium (c:, = 4, p-, = l, 
a= 10-2 Sim) has E = 30 cos(!097T t + 7Ti4)a, Vim at y = 0. Find 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.4 
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2'1T x 6 x 10-3 

= 0.1384 !1 

'TT x 108 x 4'1T x 10-1 

5.8 x 107 

Since B = 6.6 µ..m << t = 1 mm, w = 27Tb for the outer conductor. Hence, 

2'1T x 2 x 10-3 

= 0.41!! 

R; = R~C = u8~'1Ta = 2!a ~ 
r7T-X-10-8~X-4_7T_X_l_0-=_, 

5.8 x 107 

Hence R,, = 2.744 + 0.8429 = 3.587 mll. 
At f = 100 MHz, 

5.8 x 1077T [i + 12] x 10-6 

= 0.8429 mft 

e e 2 
R; = <TS = <T'1Ta2 = 5.8 X 1077r[2 X 10-3]2 = 2·744 m!1 

e e e 
R, = <rS = <r'TT[[b + t]' - b'] = <T'TT[t' + 2bt] 

2 

where R0 and R; are the resistances of the inner and outer conductors. 
At de, 

Solution: 
Let 

For the copper coaxial cable of Figure 7.12, let a= 2 mm, b = 6 mm, and t = I mm. 
Calculate the resistance of a 2 m length of the cable at de and at 100 MHz. 

fu(O)w8 
Answer: Vz 

Given the current density of Example 10.5, find the magnitude of the total current 
through a strip of the conductor of infinite depth along z and width w along y. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.5 
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where E0x and E0Y are real. The composite wave 

(10.58) Ex= E.,cos(wt - (3z + <l>x) 
E, = £0,cos(wt - (3z + <!>,) 

There are three types of polarization: linear or plane, circular, and elliptical. That means 
that the tip of the electric field can describe a straight line, a circle, or an ellipse with 
time, as shown in Figure 10.10. Wave polarization is important for radio and TV broad 
casting. Amplitude modulation (AM) radio broadcasting is with polarization vertical to 
the earth's surface, while frequency modulation (FM) broadcasting is generally circularly 
polarized. 

A uniform plane wave is linearly polarized if it has only one component or when 
its transverse components are in phase. For a wave traveling in the +z-direction, we 
may have 

Polarization may be regarded as the locus of the tip of the electric field (in a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation) at a given point as a function of time. 

It is a common practice to describe an EM wave by its polarization. Polarization is an 
important property of an EM wave, and the concept has been developed to describe the 
various types of electric field variation and orientation. The polarization of an EM wave 
depends on the transmitting antenna or source. It is determined by the direction of the 
electric field for fields having more than one component. 

10.7 WAVE POLARIZATION 

Answer: (a) 24.16, (b) 341.7. 

For an aluminum wire having a diameter 2.6 mm, calculate the ratio of ac to de 
resistance at 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.6 

(a) 10 MHz 
(b) 2 GHz 

which is about 150 times greater than Rdc Thus, for the same effective current i, the ohmic 
loss (i2 R) of the cable at I 00 MHz is greater than the de power loss by a factor of 150. 

R" = 0.41 + 0.1384 = 0.5484 !! 

Hence, 
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(I0.61) n = 0, I, 2,. fl</> = <Pr - <l>x = :!:: G + 2n) nrr, 

This allows the two components to maintain the same ratio at all times. If we observe the 
wave in the direction of propagation (z in this case), we will notice that the tip of the elec 
tric field follows a line. Hence, the term linear polarization. Linearly polarized plane waves 
can be generated by simple antennas (such as dipole antennas) or lasers. 

Circular polarization takes place when the x- and y-components are the same in 
magnitude (E0x = E0r = £0) and the phase difference between them is an odd multiple of 
trtl, that is, 

(10.60) n = 0, I, 2,. fl</> = <Pr - <l>x = n'1T, 

is linearly polarized when the phase difference fl</> is 

(10.59) E = E0xcos(wt - {3z +</>Jax+ E0rcos(wt - {3z + «», 

FIGURE 10.10 Wave polarizations: (a) linear, (b) circular, (c) elliptical. 

(c) 

x 

y 

(b) (a) 

/E 
x x 

y y 
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Ex= 4e-0·25:r cos(wt - O.Sz) 

Determine the polarization of a plane wave with: 
(a) E(z, t) = 4e-025' cos(wt - 0.8z)ax + 3e-0·25' sin(wt - 0.8z)a, Vim 
(b) H,(z) = H0e-1.Bzax - 2H0e-1.Bzay 

Solution: 
(a) From the given E, 

which is the equation of an ellipse, as shown in Figure 10.10. Notice that if E0x = Eay• we 
have circular polarization. Thus, circular polarization is a special case of elliptical polariza 
tion. In fact, we can show that linear polarization is also a special case of elliptical polariza 
tion. Thus, the most general case is elliptical polarization. 

(10.67) 
£2 £2 

-------? _____!____ + _I_ = l 
E~x E~r 

cos1(wt) + sin2(wl) = 1 

Squaring and adding these equations yields 

E, 
-sin(wt) = - E,, E, = E,,cos(wt + Tr/2) = -E,sin(wt) -----> 

(10.66) 

This allows the tip of the electric field to trace an ellipse in the xy-plane. To show that this 
is the case, consider eq. (10.58) when z = 0 and 6.<J> ~ <J>, - <l>x = Tr/2, 

Ex= E,,cos(wt)-----> cos(wt) = ~ 
E,x 

(10.65) n = 0, l , 2,. 

which is the equation of a circle. 
Linear and circular polarizations are special cases of the more general case of the ellip 

tical polarization. An elliptically polarized wave is one in which the tip of the field traces an 
elliptic locus in a fixed transverse plane as the field changes with time. Elliptical polariza 
tion is achieved when the x- and y-components are not equal in magnitude E0x =F E0y and 
the phase difference between them is an odd multiple of Tr/2, that is, 

(10.63) 

(10.64) 

E, = E, cos(wt + Tr/2) = - E, sin(wt) 

1£12 = E~ + E;::::: E~ 

Ex = E, cos(wt), 

(10.62) Ex = E, cos(wt - {3z) 
E, = E, cos(wt - {3z + Tr/2) 

The tip of the composite electric field as observed as a fixed point in the xy-plane moves 
along a circle as time progresses. Circularly polarized waves can be generated by a helically 
wound wire antenna or by two linear sources that are oriented perpendicular to each other 
and fed with currents that are out of phase by 90°. That the locus of total field traces a circle 
can be seen if we examine the components at a point, say z = 0, 

For example, the x- and y-components may be of the form 
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Given that E5= E0 (a, - jay)e-jf3z, determine the polarization. 

Answer: Circular polarization. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.7 

E(O, t) = (2T)H,a, - T)H,a,) cos(wt) 

At t = 0, E has components 271H0 in the x-direcrion and 71H0 in they-direction. The ratio 
E/ Ex remains the same as t changes. Hence, Eis linearly polarized. 

lfwe set z = 0, 

E(z, t)= Re[E,e-/w'J = 2T)H,cos(wt - f3z)a, - T)H,cos(wt - {3z)ay 

In the time domain, 

Dividing both sides by jcoc and setting T/ = {3/we yields 

ay ax 

a, 

I 
V' X H, = jweE, -------> E, = ~ V' X H, 

joe 

which describes an ellipse. Hence, the wave is elliptically polarized. 
{b) The two components of Hare in phase; hence, the polarization is linear. For proper 

characterization, it is expedient to find the electric field component. This can be done 
in many ways. Using Maxwell's equation, 

I '( ) I '( ) _ ]6£, 0, t + 9Ey 0, t - I 

Squaring and adding gives 

I 4 E,(O, t) = cos(wt) 

_!_ E,(O, t) = sin(wt) 
3 

In the z = 0 plane, we have 

Ey= 3e-o_isz sin(wt - 0.8z) 
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(10.74) total power rate of decrease in ohmic power 
leaving the volume = energy stored in electric - dissipated 

and magnetic fields 

(10.73) ,((Ex H) · dS = -~f [1ceE2+1cµH']dv - f uE2dv r, at ' 2 2 v 

1 1 1 

Applying the divergence theorem to the left-hand side gives 

(10.72) f V ·(EX H)dv = -~f [1ceE2+1cµH']dv -f uE2dv , at , 2 2 v 

Rearranging terms and taking the volume integral of both sides, 

and thus eq. (10.70) becomes 

p- aH2 I aE' -Zat-V· (Ex H) = uE2 + Zeat 

(10.71) H·(VxE)=H·(-µaH)=-!:.~(H H) at 2 at 

Dotting both sides of eq. (I0.68a) with H, we write 

(10.70) H · (V X E) + V · (H X E) = uE2 + E · e ~ at 
= uE2 + 1ce~E2 

2 at 

Applying this vector identity to eq. (10.69) (letting A = Hand B = E) gives 

V (AX B) = B (V X A) - A (V X B) 

But for any vector fields A and B (see Appendix A.10) 

(10.69) E · (V x H) = uE2 + E · e~ 
et 

Dotting both sides of eq. (I 0.68b) with E gives 

(10.68b) 

(1068a) VXE=-/H at 
V X H = o-E + e~ at 

As mentioned before, energy can be transported from one point (where a transmitter is 
located) to another point (with a receiver) by means of EM waves. The rate of such energy 
transportation can be obtained from Maxwell's equations: 

10.8 POWER AND THE POYNTING VECTOR 
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2 After J. H. Poynting, "On the transfer of energy in the electromagnetic field;' Philosophical Transactions, 
vol. 174, 1883, p. 343. 

(10.76) E' 
= Zl~I e-2"'[cosO, + cos(2wt - 2{3z - e,)]a, 

E' 
qJ>(z, t) = 

111°1 
e-2"' cos(wt - {3z) cos(wt - {3z - e,)a, 

and 

E 
H(z, t) = 

1;1 
e"?" cos(wt - {3z - O,)a, 

then 

The fact that <!P points along a, causes <!P to be regarded as a "pointing" vector. 
Again, if we assume that 

(10.49) 

The theorem is illustrated in Figure 10.11. 
It should be noted that (if> is normal to both E and H and is therefore along the 

direction of wave propagation ak for uniform plane waves. Thus 

Poynting's theorem states that the net power flowing out of a given volume vis equal to 
the time rate of decrease in the energy stored within v minus the ohmic losses. 

It represents the instantaneous power density vector associated with the EM field at a given 
point. The integration of the Poynting vector over any closed surface gives the net power 
flowing out of that surface. 

(10.75) 

Equation (10.73) is referred to as Poynting's theorem.' The various terms in the equation 
are identified using energy-conservation arguments for EM fields. The first term on the 
right-hand side of eq. {10.73) is interpreted as the rate of decrease in energy stored in the 
electric and magnetic fields. The second term is the power dissipated because the medium 
is conducting (u * 0). The quantity EX Hon the left-hand side of eq. (10.73) is known 
as the Poynting vector rzP, measured in watts per square meter (W/m2); that is, 
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uo.so: 

The total time-average power crossing a given surface S is given by 

(10.79: 
E' "" ( l o -'"' e ""' z = ~e cos ,a, 

(I0.78; 
1 

\lJ>,,.(z) = l Re(E, X H;) 

By substituting eq. (10.76) into eq. (10.77), we obtain 

lt can be shown (see Problem 10.40) that this is equivalent to 

(lo.n: 1 JT \lJ>.,,(z) = - \lJ>(z, t) dt 
To 

since cos A cos B = Hcos(A - B) + cos(A + B)]. To determine the time-average 
Poynting vector QPave(z) (in W/m2), which is of more practical value than the 
instantaneous Poynting vector qj)(z, t), we integrate eq. (10.76) over the period 
T = 2TT!w; that is, 

Power in 

energy 
Stored magnetic energy 

Stored electrical 

FIGURE 10.11 Illustration of power 
balance for EM fields. 
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(c) On plane 2x + y = 5 (see Example 3.5 or 8.5), 

2ax +a>' 
a"= Vs 

E' 
(b) '!}>=EX H = -;:-sin2(wt - {3x)a, 

I I.,. E; 16 
'!J''"' = 'T 

0 
'!J'dt = 2r1•· = 2 x 101T2•· 

= 8laxmW/m2 

1) = {Ii = r;: = 1201T = 1201T !!... = 101T2 v-,; v;;;, -r; 12 

= 98.7 !! 

e, = 14.59 

Ve.= ~ = 0.8(3 x 108) 12 
r W 27T X 107 7T 

or 

f3 = w~ = wv;;;;:;, =":Vs; c 

Hence 

f3 = 0.8, w = 21T X 107, µ, = µ,0 (nonmagnetic), e = e0e, 

Find 
(a) e.; 7J 
(b) The time-average power carried by the wave 
(c) The total power crossing 100 cm' of plane 2x + y = 5 

Solution: 
(a) Since a = 0 and f3 * w/c, the medium is not free space but a lossless medium: 

E = 4 sin(21T X 1071 - 0.8x)a, Vim 

In a nonmagnetic medium 

We should note the difference between <!P, <!Paw~· and Pan~= whereas <!P(x,y, z, t) is the 
Poynting vector in watts per square meter and is time varying, <!P ave(x, y, z) also in watts 
per square meter, is the time average of the Poynting vector CZP; it is a vector but is time 
invariant. Finally, Pave is a total time-average power through a surface in watts; it is a scalar. 
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(I0.81 

(Ei• Hr) is traveling along -t-a, in medium l. If we suppress the time factor er" and assum 
that 

Incident Wave 

So far, we have considered uniform plane waves traveling in unbounded, homogeneou: 
isotropic media. When a plane wave from one medium meets a different medium, it i 
partly reflected and partly transmitted. The proportion of the incident wave that is reflecte 
or transmitted depends on the constitutive parameters ( e, u; o ) of the two media involvec 
Here we will assume that the incident plane wave is normal to the boundary between th 
media; oblique incidence of plane waves will be covered in the next section after we hav 
presented the simpler case of normal incidence. 

Suppose that a plane wave propagating along the + a-direction is incident normally o: 
the boundary z = 0 between medium l(z < 0) characterized by a,, s., µ.,and mediur 
2(z > 0) characterized by a2, e2, µ2, as shown in Figure 10.12. In the figure, subscripl 
i, r, and t denote incident, reflected, and transmitted waves, respectively. The inciden 
reflected, and transmitted waves shown in Figure 10.12 are obtained as follows. 

10.9 REFLECTION OF A PLANE WAVE AT NORMAL INCIDENCE 

Answer: (a) 53.31 mW, (b) 59.22 mW 

(a) A square plate of side 10 cm on plane x + y = I 
(b) A circular disk of radius 5 cm on plane x = I. 

In free space, H = 0.2 cos(wt - {3x)a, Alm. Find the total power passing through: 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.8 

= (81 X 10-3a,) · (100 X 10-4) [2a~ ay] 

162 X 10-s Vs = 724.5 µ. w 

P,., = f '!/',,, · dS ='!/'.,.·Sa,, 

Hence the total power is 
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(10.86) 

(10.85) 

then 

Transmitted Wave 
(E,, H,) is traveling along +a; in medium 2. If 

where E,5 has been assumed to be along ax. To satisfy the necessary boundary conditions 
at the interface, we will consistently assume that for normal incidence E;, E,, and E, have 
the same polarization. 

(10.84) H (z) = H e'''(-a) = - E," e'''a rs ro y TJi y 

(10.83) 

then 

(En Hr) is traveling along -a4 in medium 1. If 

(I0.82) 

Reflected Wave 

then 

FIGURE 10.12 A plane wave incident normally on an interface 
between two different media. 

'' ' 

H,L .. 
(Transmitted wave) 
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tE, 
•.t..........®H, 

(Reflected wave) Y 1 
Q z = 0 

H,L .. 
(Incident wave) 

Medium 1 (a1, e1,, 1-11) 



(10.92b) 

or 

(I0.92a) 
E10 2112 

r=-=--- 
t; T12+1J1 

and 

(I0.9lb) 

or 

(I0.9la) r = E,, = 7/2 - 7/1 
Ero TJ2 + 771 

We now define the reflection coefficient r and the transmission coefficient T from 
eqs. (I0.89) and (10.90) as 

(10.90) 
2.,,, 

Elo = TJ2+1J1 Ero 

and 

(10.89) E = 7/2 - 7/1 E, 
ro 1Jz + 1Ji w 

From eqs. (10.87) and (10.88), we obtain 

(I 0.88) H,(o) + H,(o) = H,(o) 

(10.87) E;(O) + E,(O) = E,(O) 

At the interface z = 0, the boundary conditions require that the tangential components 
of E and H fields must be continuous. Since the waves are transverse, E and H fields 
are entirely tangential to the interface. Hence at z = 0, E11an = E2rnn and Hlt,111 = H21an 
imply that 

E1 = E1 + E,, H1 = H1 + H, 

E2 = E" H2 = H, 

In eqs. (IO.Bl) to (I0.86), £,,, E,,, and E, are, respectively, the magnitudes of the incident, 
reflected, and transmitted electric fields at z = 0. 

Notice from Figure 10.12 that the total field in medium 1 comprises both the incident 
and reflected fields, whereas medium 2 has only the transmitted field, that is, 
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A sketch of the standing wave in eq. ( 10.96) is presented in Figure 10.13 fort = 0, T/8, T/4, 
3 T/8, T/2, and so on, where T = 2wlw. From the figure, we notice that the wave does not 
travel but oscillates. 

When media I and 2 are both lossless, we have another special case: er 1 = 0 = er 2• In 
this case, YJi and 1'}2 are real and so are I" and T. Let us consider two more cases: 

(10.97) 

By taking similar steps, it can be shown that the magnetic field component of the wave is 

(10.96) 

or 

Thus 

(10.95) 

or 

Hence, 

I" = E'" = -l,a-1 = 0,a, = O,y, = j{31 
E;o 

But 

(10.94) 

The case just considered is the general case. Let us now consider the following special 
case: medium I is a perfect dielectric (lossless, a 1 = 0) and medium 2 is a perfect conduc 
tor (a- 2 = co). For this case, 172 = O; hence, r = - I, and T = 0, showing that the wave is 
totally reflected. This should be expected because fields in a perfect conductor must vanish, 
so there can be no transmitted wave (E2 = 0). The totally reflected wave combines with 
the incident wave to form a standing wave. A standing wave "stands" and does not travel; it 
consists of two traveling waves (E; and E,) of equal amplitudes but in opposite directions. 
Combining eqs. (10.81) and (I0.83) gives the standing wave in medium 1 as 

(10.93) 

1. 1 + r = 7 

2. Both I' and Tare dimensionless and may be complex. 
3. o s Ir I s 1 

Note that 
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CASE 2. 

If 7)2 < 7)1, I'< 0. For this case, the locations of IE, I maximum are given by eg. (10.99) 
whereas those of IE, I minimum are given by eq. (10.98). All these are illustrated ir 
Figure 10.14. Note that 

(2n+1)7T (2n+l) 
Zmio = ---2-/3-, - = ---4-- ,\, 

or 

)
'Tr 

-{3,z"''" = (2n + I 2 

and the minimum values of I E1] occur at 

(10.w n = 0, 1, 2, 

(10.98 n = 0, 1, 2,. 

or 

FIGURE 10.13 Standing waves E = 2E;0 sin {31z sin wt ar The curves 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4,. , are, respectively, at times t = 0, T/8, T/4, 3T/8, T/2, 
A= 27rl{3,. 

CASE 1. 

If 712 > 1J1, r > 0. Again there is a standing wave in medium 1 but there is also a transmit 
ted wave in medium 2. However, the incident and reflected waves have amplitudes that an 
not equal in magnitude. It can be shown that a relative maximum of I E1 I occurs at 
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is incident normally on a lossless medium (e = 2e0, µ., = 8µ.,0) in region z 2:'.: 0. Determine 
the reflected wave H,.., Er and the transmitted wave H,, E1• 

H, = 10cos(108t - /3z)axmA/m 

In free space (z :5 0 ), a plane wave with 

(10.102) s dB = 20 Jog" s 

Since Ir I :5 1, it follows that 1 :5 s :5 co, The standing wave ratio is dimensionless, and it 
is customarily expressed in decibels (dB) as 

(JO.IOI) 
s - I 
s +I 

or 

(10.100) 

The ratio of IE1lm~ to IE1lm," (or IH1lm,, to IH1lm,"l is called the standing wave 
ratio s; that is, 

1. I H1 I minimum occurs whenever there is I E1 I maximum, and vice versa. 
2. The transmitted wave (not shown in Figure 10.14) in medium 2 is a purely travel 

ing wave, and consequently there are no maxima or minima in this region. 

FIGURE 10.14 Standing waves due to reflection at an interface between 
two lossless media; A= 27T/{31. 

-A -A 
--~~~ ..... ·~~~-2. • 
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;•0 
1 __ __, 

FIGURE 10.15 For Example 10.9. 

Lossless dielectric Free space 

E; = -I0170cos(I08t - f31z)a1mV/m 

Hence, 

E; = E;, cos( 108t - {3,z)aE, 

and 

where 

Given that H; = 10 cos(I08t - f31z)a, mA/m, we expect that 

1/1 = 1/, = 120,.,. 

For the lossless dielectric medium, 

w 108 1 
/3, = ~ = 3 x 108 = 3 

Method I: Consider the problem as illustrated in Figure 10.15. For free space, 

Solution: 

This problem can be solved in two different ways. 
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H = ±~. 2 20 
to 3 2170 

Hio = 3 Hio = 3 

Thus 

n; 'TJ1 -=r n; 7J2 
H,, = -r and 
n; 

Method 2: Alternatively, we can obtain H, and H, directly from H; by using 

from which we obtain 

where aE, = aE, = - a>'" Hence, 

E, = E,0cos(l08t - /32z)aE, 

Thus 

Ew = T = l + I' = ± or e; 3 

Similarly, 

10 ( 1 ) H, = -3cos 108! + 3z a,mA/m 

from which we easily obtain H, as 

10 ( 1 ) E, = -31)0COS 1081 + 3z a,mV/m 

Thus 

E,, = r = 7J2 - 1), = 21)" - 1Jo = _!_ 

E;o 'TJ2 + T'Ji 2110 + 170 3 

Now 
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E11 = 40 cos(wt - /3z)a,, E,, = 30 sin(wt - /3z)a, 

(a) Find H1. 

(b) lfthe wave encounters a perfectly conducting plate normal to the z-axis at z = 0, find 
the reflected wave Er and Hr 

(c) What are the total E and H fields for z -s O? 
(d) Calculate the time-average Poynting vectors for z o> 0 and z 2' 0. 

Solution: 
(a) This is similar to the problem in Example 10.3. We may treat the wave as consisting of 
two waves Ei1 and E;2, where 

E, = 40 cos(wt - /3z)a, + 30 sin(wt - /3z)a, Vim 

Given a uniform plane wave in air as 

Answer: -3.333 exp(j/3,z)a, Vim, 6.667 exp(-j/32z)a, Vim, where /32 = 2/31 = 
200'1Tl3. 

A 5 GHz uniform plane wave E15 = 10 e-f/3z ax Vim in free space is incident normally 
on a large, plane, lossless dielectric slab (z > 0) having e = 4e,, µ, = µ,0• Find the 
reflected wave En and the transmitted wave E15• 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.9 

are satisfied. The boundary conditions can always be used to cross-check E and H. 

H,(o) + H,(o) = H,(o) = ~cos(I08t)a, 
3 

and 

40 
E,(o) + E,(o) = E,(o) = -311,cos(I08t)a, 

as obtained by Method l. 
Notice that the boundary conditions at z = 0, namely, 

H, = _ _!()cos(108t + f31z)a,mAlm 
3 

20 
H, = 3cos(l08t - /32z)a,mA/m 

and 
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E, = -40 cos(wt + /3z)a, - 30 sin{wt + /3z)a, Vim 

Hence, 

showing that the incident E and H fields are totally reflected: 

.!!.!... >> I __. T/2 << T/1 
we2 

that is, 

This problem can also be solved using Method 2 of Example 10.3. 
(b) Since medium 2 is perfectly conducting • 

H; = H" + H;2 

= _ _!_sin{wt - f3z)a, + _!__cos(wt - f3z)a,mA/m 
47T 37T 

H = _ __!__ sin{wt - /3z)a 
12 47T x 

E;2, 30 I H =-=--=- 
iio Tio 1207T 47T 

H,, = H;2, sin(wt - {3z)aH, 

H" = __!__ cos(wt - /3z)a, 
37T 

and 

Hence 

where 

Similarly, 

Hence 

where 

At atmospheric pressure, air has e, = 1.0006 = I. Thus air may be regarded as free space. 
Let Hi = Hi1 + H;2. 
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Answer: (a) 0.8186 L'-?..!..:_1°, 0.2295 /3("56°, 10.025, (b) 40.93 sin(wt + Sx + 
171.9')a, Vim, -54.3 sin wt+ Sx + 171.9')a, mAlm, 

(c) 11.47 e-•.o21xsin(wt -7.826x + 33.56')a, Vim, 
120.2 e-•.o21x sin(wt - 7.826x - 4.01°)a, mAlm, 

(d) 0.5469 ax Wlm2, 0.5469 exp( -12.04x)ax Wlm2. 

(a) I', T, and S 

(b) E,and H, 
(c) E, and H, 
( d) The time-average Poynting vectors in both regions 

The plane wave E = SO sin(wt - Sx)a, Vim in a lossless medium(µ = 4µ,, s = eol 
encounters a lossy medium (µ = µ,, e = 4e,, a = 0.1 Sim) normal to the x-axis at 
x = 0. Find 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.10 

because the whole incident power is reflected. 

For z;::::: 0, 

I = 
2407T 

[(402 + 302)a, - (402 + 302)a,J 

=O 

(d) For z :5 0, 

E2 = E, = 0, H2 = H, = 0 

can be shown to be standing waves. The total fields in the conductor are 

(c) The total fields in air 

H, = _!__cos(wt + /3z)a, - _!_sin(wt + {3z)axAlm 
37T 47T 

We can find H, from E, just as we did in part (a) of this example or by using Method 2 of 
Example 10.9, starting with H;. Whichever approach is taken, we obtain 
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3 The phenomenon of signal distortion due to a dependence of the phase velocity on frequency is known as 
dispersion. 

(10.106) H = ~k x E =a, x E 
WfL 1/ 

Having expressed E and H in the general form, we can now consider the oblique inci 
dence of a uniform plane wave at a plane boundary as illustrated in Figure 10.16(a). The 
plane defined by the propagation vector k and a unit normal vector a, to the boundary is 
called the plane of incidence. The angle O; between k and a,1 is the angle of incidence. 

From eq. (10.lOSa), the H field corresponding to the E field in eq. (10.103) is 

k · r = k,x + k,y + k,z = constant 

showing that (I) E, H, and k are mutually orthogonal, and (ii) E and H lie on the plane 

(lO.lOSc) 
(10.lOSd) 

k·H = 0 
k·E = 0 

(lO. lOSa) 

(lO.lOSb) 

k x E = wµH 

k X H = -weE 

Thus, for lossless media, k is essentially the same as f3 in the preceding sections. With the 
general form ofE as in eq. (10.103), Maxwell's equations for a source-free region reduce to 

(10.104) 

where r = xa, + yay + zaz is the radius or position vector and k = kxax + kyay + kzaz 
is the wave number vector or the propagation vector; k is always in the direction of wave 
propagation. The magnitude ofk is related tow according to the dispersion relation.' 

(I0.103) 

E(r, t) = E0 cos(k · r - wt) 

= Re[E,eJ1k •-w<I] 

We now consider a more general situation than that in Section 10.9. To simplify the analy 
sis, we will assume that we are dealing with lossless media. (We may extend our analysis to 
that of lossy media by merely replacing e by •cl It can be shown (see Problems 10.67 and 
10.70) that a uniform plane wave takes the general form of 

h 0.10 REFLECTION OF A PLANE WAVE AT OBLIQUE INCIDENCE 
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FIGURE 10.16 Oblique incidence of a plane wave: (a) illustration of 8,, 8,, 
and 81; (b) illustration ofrhe normal and tangential components ofk. 

(b) 

{a) 

Medium 2(€2,µ2) --~~~~~~~~, 

l. (J)i = w, = w, = w 
2. k,, = k,, = k,,, = k, 
3. k,y = k,,. = k,y = ky 

This boundary condition can be satisfied by the waves in eq. (10.107) for all x and y only if 

(10.108) E,(z = 0) + E,(z = 0) = E,(z = 0) 

where k;, k,, and k1 with their normal and tangential components are shown in 
Figure 10.16(b). Since the tangential component of E must be continuous across the 
boundary z = 0, 

(I0.107a) 

(I0.107b) 

(I0.!07c) 

E, = E,, cos(k.,.x + k,yy + k,,z - w,t) 

E, = E,, cos(k,_.x + k,,y + k,,z - w,t) 

E, = E,, cos(k,,.x + k,,y + k,,z - w,t) 

Again, both the incident and the reflected waves are in medium 1 while the transmit 
ted (or refracted) wave is in medium 2. Let 
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(10.l lSa) Ei, = E;o(cos ()i ax - sin O; az) e-j/31(.lsinB;+zcosB,) 

Figure I 0.17, where the E field lies in the xz-plane, the plane of incidence, illustrates the case 
of parallel polarization. In medium 1, we have both incident and reflected fields given by 

A. Parallel Polarization 

where n1 = c~ = c/u1 and n2 = cv;;;;;, = c/u2 are the refractive indices of the 
media. 

Based on these general preliminaries on oblique incidence, we will now consider two 
special cases: one with the E field perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the other with 
the E field parallel to it. Any other polarization may be considered as a linear combination 
of these two cases. 

(l0.114) 

where u = wlk is the phase velocity. Equation (l0.113) is the well-known Snell's law, which 
can be written as 

(10.113) 

so that the angle of reflection 0, equals the angle of incidence 8;, as in optics. Also from 
eqs. (10.110) and (I0.111), 

(10.112) 

From eqs. (l0.109) and (l0.11 la), it is clear that 

(l0.11 lb) 

(10.11 la) k, = k, = {31 = w~ 

k, = {32 = wv;;;;;, 

where e, is the angle of reflection and O, is the angle of transmission. But for lossless media, 

(10.109) 

(10.110) k; sin O; = k, sin 0, 

k; sin (} i = k, sin er 

Condition 1 implies that the frequency is unchanged. Conditions 2 and 3 require that the 
tangential components of the propagation vectors be continuous (called the phase-matching 
conditions). This means that the propagation vectors k., k., and k, must all lie in the plane 
of incidence. Thus, by conditions 2 and 3, 
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Expressing Ero and Eto in terms of E10, we obtain 

(10.118b) 

(10. l 18a) (E,, + E,,) cos e, = E," cos e, 
_I_ (E'" ~ E,,) = _I_ E,0 

T/1 Y/2 

where {32 = w~. Should our assumption about the relative directions in eqs. ( 10.115) 
to (10.117) be wrong, the final result will show us this by means of its sign. 

Requiring that ()r = 8; and that the tangential components of E and H be continuous 
at the boundary z = 0, we obtain 

(I0.117b) 

(l0.117a) 

The transmitted fields exist in medium 2 and are given by 

where {31 = wv;:;:. Notice carefully how we arrive at each field component. The 
trick in deriving the components is to first get the propagation vector k as shown in 
Figure 10. l 6(b) for incident, reflected, and transmitted waves. Once k is known, we 
define E, such that V · Es = 0 or k · Es = 0 and then H5 is obtained from H5 = 
k E 

wµ X £5 = a, X -:ry· 

(I0.116b) H = _Ero e-f/3,(xsinO,-zcoso,)3 
rs 1J1 y 

(I0.116a) 

(10.llSb) 

Medium2 
(µ2,£2) 

z = 0 Medium I 
(µ1,£1) 

FIGURE 10.17 Oblique incidence with 
E parallel to the plane of incidence. 
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(10.123) 

Introducing eq. (10.113) or (10.114) gives 

T1i(1 - sin2 8,) = Tli(l - sin2 8.,) 

or 

TfzCOS81=171COSfJBm 

(10.122) l + f11 = T11(cos8,) 
cos (Ji 

From eq. (l 0. l l 9a), it is evident that it is possible that f11 = 0 because the numerator 
is the difference of two terms. Under this condition, there is no reflection (E,0 = 0 ), and 
the incident angle at which this takes place is called the Brewster angle (}Br The Brewster 
angle is also known as the polarizing angle because an arbitrarily polarized incident wave 
will be reflected with only the component of E perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The 
Brewster effect is utilized in a laser tube where quartz windows are set at the Brewster angle 
to control polarization of emitted light. The Brewster angle is obtained by setting 8, = 8811 

when r11 = 0 in eqs. (10.119), that is, 

From eqs. (10.119) and (10.120), it is easily shown that 

(10.121) cos 8, = Vl - sin28, = Vl - (u,fu1)2sin28, 

Equations (10.119) and (10.120) are called Fresnel's equations. Note that the equations 
reduce to eqs. (10.91) and (10.92) when e, = 8, = o as expected. Since 8, and 8, are related 
according to Snell's law of eq. (10.113), eqs. (10.119) and (10.120) can be written in terms 
of 8, by substituting 

(10.120b) 

or 

(10.120a) 
£10 2172 cos (}i 

Tll= -= 
Eio 172 cos 81 + 171 cos 81 

and 

(10.119b) 

or 

(10.l 19a) Ero 172Cos(}1 -171cos81 
fu = E,, = _T/_2_co_s_8_,_+_T/_1_c_o_s_8, 
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(l0.128b) 

(l0.128a) 

Notice that in defining the field components in eqs. (10.125) to (10.127), Maxwell's equa 
tions (10.105) are always satisfied. Again, requiring that the tangential components of E 
and H be continuous at z = 0 and setting (Jr equal to (Ji• we get 

(10.127b) H = ~ (-cos8 a +sin 8 a) e-Jf3lrsin9,+zcosB,) 
15 T}l IX t z 

(10.127a) 

while the transmitted fields in medium 2 are given by 

(10.126b) H = E.o (cos 8 a + sin f a) e-jf31CxsinB,-zcoso,) 
rs TJi r x r z 

(10.126a) 

(l0.125b) ff. = §_(-cos(). a + sin s. a) e-jf31(xsin8,+zcos8;) 
15 TJJ I X I z 

(10.125a) 

B. Perpendicular Polarization 
When the E field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (the xz-plane) as shown in 
Figure 10.18, we have perpendicular polarization. This may also be viewed as the case 
in which H field is parallel to the plane of incidence. The incident and reflected fields 
in medium 1 are given by 

showing that there is a Brewster angle for any combination of e1 and e2• 

(10.124) 

or 

It is of practical value to consider the case when the dielectric media are not only lossless 
but nonmagnetic as well-that is, µ,1 = µ.,2 = µ,0• For this situation, eq. (10.123) becomes 
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'7i(l - sin288) = '7i(l - sin28,) 

or 

which is similar to eq. (10.93) for normal incidence. Also, when 8; = 8, = 0, eqs. (10.129) 
and (10.130) become eqs. (10.91) and (10.92), as they should. 

For no reflection, r, = 0 (or E, = 0). This is the same as the case of total transmis 
sion (TL = 1 ). By replacing 8; with the corresponding Brewster angle 88,, we obtain 

(10.131) 

which are the Fresnel's equations for perpendicular polarization. From eqs. (10.129) and 
(I0.130), it is easy to show that 

(10.130b) 

or 

(10.130a) 
e; 21J2COS(}i 

Tl_=""£:= 'f1zCOS8i + 1J1 COS8t 

and 

(I0.129b) 

or 

(10.129a) 
112 cos er - 111 cos et 
112 cos ei + 111 cos el 

Expressing Ero and E10 in terms of E;0 leads to 

FIGURE 10.18 Oblique incidence with E 
k, perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
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w = kc = 3 X 108 rad/s 

Hence, 

But in free space, 

k = Vk; + ki + k; = Y(0.866)' + (o.s)' = 1 

Thus 

k, = 0, k, = 0.866, k, = 0.5 

it is clear that 

(a) wand A 
(b) The magnetic field component 
(c) The time average power in the wave 

Solution: 
(a) Comparing the given E with 

Determine 

Es = 100 ej(o.s66y+o.sz)ax VI m 

An EM wave travels in free space with the electric field component 

Although this situation is theoretically possible, it rarely occurs in practice. 

(!0.133: 

or 

·o ~2 smv8 = --- 
i /Lt + /.L1 

Note that for nonmagnetic media (µ.l = J.Li = µ,J, sin" eB.L --+ co in eq. (10.132), so ollJ 
does not exist because the sine of an angle is never greater than unity. Also ifµ, 1 =I=- µ,2 and 
e1 = e2, eq. (!0.132) reduces to 

(10.132) 
1 - µ,1Ei/J.L2E1 
I - (µ,/µ,,)' 

Incorporating eq. (I 0.114) yields 
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is incident on a dielectric slab (z;,,, 0) withµ,,= 1.0, e, = 2.5, a= 0. Find 

(a) The polarization of the wave 

(b) The angle of incidence 
(c) The reflected E field 
( d) The transmitted H field 

E = 8 cos(wt - 4x - 3z)a1 Vim 

A uniform plane wave in air with 

Answer: (a) 1.342 X 109 radis, 1.405 rn, (b) -29.66 cos(!.342 X 1091 + 2y- 
4z)a, mAim, (c) -0.07415a1 + 0.489a, Wim'. 

in free space. 

E = (10a1 +Sa,) cos(wt + 2y - 4z) Vim 

Rework Example I 0.11 if 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.11 

(c) The time-average power is 
1 E~ 

'l/'m = ZRe(E, X H;) = z:;;a, 

(100)2 
= 

2( 1207T) 
( 0.866a1 + O.Sa,) 

= l l.49a1 + 6.63la, Wim2 

or 

I 
H, =µ,wk x E, 

( 0.866a, + O.Sa,) X 
47T x 10 7 x 3 x 10s lOO axejk· r 

27T ,\ = k = 27T = 6.283 m 

(b) From eq. (10.106), the corresponding magnetic field is given by 
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FIGURE 10.19 Propagation vectors of 
Example 10.12. 

E, = E,,cos(wt - k, · r)a, 

(c) An easy way to find E, is to use eq. (I0.126a) because we have noticed that this prob· 
!em is similar to that considered in Section 10.1 OB. Suppose we are not aware of this. Let 

8; = 53.13' 

or 

Alternatively, without Figure 10.19, we can obtain O; from the fact that fJ1 is the angle 
between k and a1" that is, 

tan 8. = ~ = '.1.-> 8; = 53.13' 
I k.; 3 

A unit vector normal to the interface (z = 0) is az. The plane containing k and az is 
y = constant, which is the xz-plane, the plane of incidence. Since E; is normal to this plane, 
we have perpendicular polarization (similar to Figure I 0.18). 

(b} The propagation vectors are illustrated in Figure 10.19 where it is clear that 

w =Sc= 15 X 108rad/s 

Hence, 

Solution: 
(a) From the incident E field, it is evident that the propagation vector is 
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E, = E,0 cos(wt - k, · r)a, 

(d) Similarly, let the transmitted electric field be 

E, = -3.112 cos(15 X 108t - 4x + 3z)a, Vim 

and 

E,0 = f" E;o = -0.389 (8) = -3.112 

Hence, 

r 238.4 cos 53.13° - 377 cos 30.39° "= = -0.389 
238.4 cos 53.13° + 377 cos 30.39° 

r. =Ero 
E;o 
112 cos 8j - 171 cos e, 
172 cos 8; + 171 cos«, 

8, = 30.39° 

or 

sin 53.13° 

V2.5 

n, cv/AA. 
sin8,=-sin81= ~r-sm8; 

n2 CV J.L2E2 

To find £",we need 8,. From Snell's law 

k, = 4a, - 3a, 

But (}r = (}i and k, = k, = 5 because both k, and k, are in the same medium. Hence, 

where 

which is similar to form to the given E;. The unit vector a1 is chosen in view of the fact 
that the tangential component of E must be continuous at the interface. From Figure 10.19, 
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(a) The angles of incidence, reflection, and transmission 
(b) The reflection and transmission coefficients 

If the plane wave of Practice Exercise 10.11 is incident on a dielectric medium hawing 
O" = 0, e = 4e0, µ. = µ.0 and occupying z ~ 0, calculate 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.12 

4ax + 6.8l9a, ( ) 
= 7.906 (238.4) x 4.888 •yCOS wt - k : r 

H, = (-l7.69ax + l0.37a,) cos(l5 X l08t - 4x - 6.8l9z) mA/m 

From EP H, is easily obtained as 

I ak x E, 
H; = µ,zW k, X E, = ~ 

E, = 4.888 cos(l5 X l08t - 4x - 6.8l9z)ay Vim 

The same result could be obtained from the relation T J_ = 1 + r J_. Hence, 

238.4 cos 53.13" + 377 cos 30.39" 

= 0.61! 

2 x 238.4 cos 53.13° 

E10 2172 cos 8; 
TJ_ = £:: = TJ2COS8; + 711 cos e, 

Notice that k;x = k., = k,x as expected. 

k, = 4ax + 6.819 a, 

or 

k,, = k, cos e, = 6.819 

From Figure 10.19, 

k, = /32 = wv;;;;, = ~v;;;:, 
15 x 1 o' \/i"X25 = 3Xl08 l x 2.5 = 7.906 

where 
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4 For a comprehensive treatment of microwaves, see D. M. Pozar, Microwave Engineering, 3rd ed. Hoboken, 
NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2004. 

For comparison, the signal from an AM radio station is about l MHz, while that from an 
FM station is about 100 MHz. The higher-frequency edge of microwaves borders on the 
optical spectrum. This accounts for why microwaves behave more like rays of light than 
ordinary radio waves. You may be familiar with microwave appliances such as the micro 
wave oven, which operates at 2.4 GHz, the satellite television receiver, which operates at 
about 4 GHz, and the police radar, which works at about 22 GHz. 

Features that make microwaves attractive for communications include wide available 
bandwidths (capacities to carry information) and directive properties of short wavelengths. 
Since the amount of information that can be transmitted is limited by the available band 
width, the microwave spectrum provides more communication channels than the radio 
and TV bands. With the ever-increasing demand for channel allocation, microwave com 
munications has become more common. 

A microwave system" normally consists of a transmitter (including a microwave 
oscillator, waveguides, and a transmitting antenna) and a receiver subsystem (including a 
receiving antenna, transmission line or waveguide, microwave amplifiers, and a receiver). 
A microwave network is usually an interconnection of various microwave components and 
devices. There are several microwave components and variations of these components. 
Common microwave components include the following: 

Coaxial cables, which are transmission lines for interconnecting microwave 
components 
Resonators, which are usually cavities in which EM waves are stored 

Microwaves are EM waves whose frequencies range from approximately 300 MHz to 
1000 GHz. 

At the moment, there are three means for carrying thousands of channels over long dis 
tances: (a) microwave links, (b) coaxial cables, and (c) fiber optic, a technology to be cov 
ered later in section 12.9. 

t10.11 APPLICATION NOTE-MICROWAVES 

(c) The total E field in free space 
( d) The total E field in the dielectric 
(e) The Brewster angle 

Answer: (a) 26.56°, 26.56', 12.92', (b) -0.295, 0.647, (c) (io«, + Sa,) X 
cos(wt + 2y - 4z) + ( -2.946a, + l.473a,) cos(wt + 2y + 4z) Vim, 
(d) (7.0SSa, + I.618a,) cos(wt + 2y - 8.718z) Vim, (e) 63.43'. 
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FIGURE 10.20 Satellite communications configurations. (From 
W. Sta!!ings, Data and Computer Communications, 5th ed. Upper Saddle 
River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1997, p. 90.) 

(b) Broadcast link via satellite microwave 

Transmitter 

~ 
Multiple receivers 

~ 
Multiple receivers 

rv- 
~~~~ 

(a) Point-to-point link via satellite microwave 

I\ 
n1rffisatellite 

~ 
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Waveguide sections, which may be straight, curved, or twisted 
Antennas, which transmit or receive EM waves efficiently 
Terminators, which are designed to absorb the input power and therefore act as 
one-port networks 
Attenuators, which are designed to absorb some of the EM power passing through 
the device, thereby decreasing the power level of the microwave signal 
Directional couplers, which consist of two waveguides and a mechanism for cou 
pling signals between them 
Isolators, which allow energy flow in only one direction 
Circulators, which are designed to establish various entry/exit points where power 
can be either fed or extracted 
Filters, which suppress unwanted signals and/or separate signals of different 
frequencies. 

The use of microwaves has greatly expanded. Examples include telecommunications, 
radio astronomy, land surveying, radar, meteorology, UHF television, terrestrial microwave 
links, solid-state devices, heating devices, medical therapeutic and diagnostic equipment, 
and identification systems. We will consider only three of these. 

l. Telecommunications (the transmission of analog or digital information from 
one point to another): This is the largest application of microwave frequencies. 
Microwaves propagate along a straight line like light rays and are not bent by the iono 
sphere as are signals of lower frequency. This makes communication satellites possible. 
In essence, a communication satellite is a microwave relay station that is used to link two 
or more ground-based transmitters and receivers. The satellite receives signals at one 
frequency, repeats or amplifies them, and transmits at another frequency. Two common 
modes of operation for satellite communication are portrayed in Figure 10.20. The satel 
lite provides a point-to-point link in Figure 10.20(a), while it is being used to provide 
multiple links between one ground-based transmitter and several ground-based receiv 
ers in Figure 10.20(b). 

2. Radar systems: Radar systems provided the major incentive for the development 
of microwave technology because they give better resolution for radar instruments at 
higher frequencies. Only the microwave region of the spectrum could provide the required 
resolution with antennas of reasonable size. The ability to focus a radiated wave sharply 
is what makes microwaves so useful in radar applications. Radar is used to detect aircraft, 
guide supersonic missiles, observe and track weather patterns, and control flight traffic at 
airports. It is also used in burglar alarms, garage-door openers, and police speed detectors. 

3. Heating: Microwave energy is more easily directed, controlled, and concentrated 
than low-frequency EM waves. Also, various atomic and molecular resonances occur at 
microwave frequencies, creating diverse application areas in basic science, remote sensing, 
and heating methods. The heating properties of microwave power are useful in a wide vari 
ety of commercial and industrial applications. The microwave oven, shown in Figure 10.21, 
is a typical example. When the magnetron oscillates, microwave energy is extracted from 
the resonant cavities. The reflections from the stationary walls and the motion of the stir 
ring fan cause the microwave energy to be well distributed. Thus the microwave enables the 
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(10.136) 

(10.135) [::] = [~:: ~::] [::] 
where a1 and a2 represent the incident waves at ports land 2, respectively; while b1 and b2 

represent the reflected waves, as shown in Figure I 0.22. For the S matrix, the off-diagonal 
terms represent voltage wave transmission coefficients, while the diagonal terms represent 
reflection coefficients. If the network is reciprocal, it will have the same transmission char 
acteristics in either direction, that is, 

(10.134) 

b1 = S11a1 + S12a2 

b2 = S21a1 + S22a2 

or in matrix form 

cooking process to be fast and even. Microwave heating properties also are used in physical 
diathermy and in drying potato chips, paper, cloth, and so on. 

A microwave circuit consists of microwave components such as sources, transmis 
sion lines, waveguides, attenuators, resonators, circulators, and filters. One way of analyz 
ing, for example, a circuit, is to relate the input and output variables of each component. 
Several sets of parameters can be used for relating input and output variables; but at high 
frequencies, such as microwave frequencies, where voltage and current are not well defined, 
S-parameters are often used to analyze microwave circuits. The scattering or S-parameters 
are defined in terms of wave variables, which are more easily measured at microwave fre 
quencies than voltage and current. 

Consider the two-port network shown in Figure 10.22. The traveling waves are related 
to the scattering parameters according to 

Power supply 

FIGURE 10.21 Microwave oven. (From N. Schlager, ed., How Products Are Made. Detroit: Gale Research, 
1994, p. 289.) 

Magnetror 
tube 

Metal 
cavity 

Waveguide Stirrer fan 
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The following Svparameters are obtained for a microwave transistor operating at 2.5 GHz: 
S11 = 0.85/-30°, S12 = 0.07 ~0, S11 = 1.68~0, S22 = 0.85/-40. Determine the 
input reflection coefficient when ZL = Z0 = 75 !l. 

(10.142) 

(10.141) 

z - z r = _, __ o 

g z, + z, 

where 

Similarly, the output reflection coefficient (with Vg = 0) can be expressed in terms of the 
generator impedance zg and the Svparameters as 

(I0.140) 

where 

(10.139) 

The input reflection coefficient can be expressed in terms of the S-parameters and the 
load Zi as 

(10.138) 

(10.137) 

For a matched two-port network, the reflection coefficients are zero and 

If the network is symmetrical, then 

FIGURE 10.22 A two-port network. 

--..f'V\../ b1 
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The next-generation wireless technology-namely, 60 GHz-can provide wireless con 
nectivity for short distances between electronic devices at speeds in the multi-gigabyte 
per-second range. At such a high frequency, the wavelength is nearly 5 mm. Althougl 
millimeter wave (mm Wave) technology has been known for a long time, it was usec 
initially only for military applications. With the strides in process technologies anc 
low-cost integration solutions, academia, industry, and standardization bodies alsc 
turned to mm Wave technology. Broadly speaking, mm Wave refers to the electromag 
netic spectrum that spans 30 to 300 GHz, corresponding to wavelengths from 10 mrr 
down to 1 mm. At these smaller wavelengths, the data rates are expected to be 40 tc 
100 times faster than present wireless technologies for local-area networks. Also, IBM': 
high-speed signal processing and coding techniques, such as error and packet recovery 

10.12 APPLICATION NOTE-60 GHz TECHNOLOGY 

Answer: 2.333, 1.5. 

s = r 0.4 j0.6] 
l.io.6 0.2 

1 + 1s,,1 
si=~ 

1 + 1s,,1 
s0=~ 

Calculate S; and s0 for the following scattering matrix: 

For an hybrid coupler, the voltage standing wave ratios {VSWRs) for the input and 
output ports are, respectively, given as 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10.13 

I";= S11 = 0.85/-30° 

Hence, using eq. (10.139) leads to 

Solution: 
From eq. (10.140), 
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While the advantages of 60 GHz technology are very attractive, there are also some 
challenges to be met. At the data rates and range of communication offered by 60 GHz 
technology, ensuring a reliable communication link with sufficient power margin is not 
a trivial task. Delay spread of the channel under study, another limiting factor for high 
speed transmissions, necessitates sophisticated coding techniques. Large delay spread 
values can easily increase the complexity of the system beyond the practical limit for 
channel equalization. The technology permits instant wireless downloading of multime 
dia content. Transmitting a large amount of data across remotely controlled miniature 
robots or vehicles without cable connections would be possible. Rescuing people in case 
of emergency or accidents becomes less problematic. Applications of mm Wave technol 
ogy to automobiles are also attractive. Overall, this technology could significantly affect 
the way computers and electronic devices communicate with each other. 

Intense efforts are under way to expedite the commercialization of this fascinating 
technology. For example, industrial alliances and regulatory bodies are working to draft 
standards for mm Wave. 

enable efficient and robust digital data transmission for small additional cost and low 
power consumption. Some of the factors that make this technology attractive are the 
following. 

There is a large bandwidth (up to 7 GHz) available worldwide. 
The 60 GHz technology is less restricted in terms of power limits. 
At 60 GHz, the path loss is higher, but higher transmitting power overcomes 
this, especially when the operation is restricted to indoor environments. The 
effective interference levels for 60 GHz are less severe than those systems 
located in the congested 2-2.5 and 5-5.8 GHz bands. In addition, higher 
frequency reuse can also be achieved in indoor environments, allowing a very 
high throughput. 
The compact size of the 60 GHz radio band permits the use of multiple antenna 
arrays, which can be conveniently integrated into consumer electronic products. 
Operators at these bands are exempt from license fees. 
Narrow beamwidth is possible. 
For example, this technology can be applied to an in-flight entertainment 
distribution system without causing interference with flight controls or navigation 
equipment. 
Oxygen absorption does not pose a problem when a 60 GHz system is used 
between satellites. 

FIGURE 10.23 Predicting the use of 60 GHz Wi-Fi 
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end 

% pause for half a second then re-draw pause(0.5) 
hold off 

% concatenate string 'time = "to the actual time 
text(l.5, max(En)+S, str) % put annotation on figure 

% to show time 

num2str(time), ' (s)'); 

xlabel( X-axis (m) ') 
ylabel( Y-axis (m)') 
str=strcat( time= 

% the time and space vector into the variable 
% to get a vector of the field as a function of 

plot (space, En) 
axis([O 6*2*pi/B min(En)-10 max(En)+lO]) 

% add buffer space of 5 uni ts to graph 

En subs(E,{x,t},{space,unityvec*time}); % substitute 

time loop - each interation of this loop 
will plot thee-field waveform for 
a different increrrent of t.irre we will loop 
through exactly one wavelength 

for tirne=O:l/(20*f) :l/f, 

% determine the frequency 

% Plot 
figure 
f = w/(2*pi); 

space=O:dx:xfinal; create a vector of 1000 discrete space segments 
unityvec=ones(l,length(space))i % create a vector of ls that is 

% the same length as the spatial vector discrete space 
segments 

dx=xfinal/1000; 

% Generate numerical sequence 
xfinal=ceil{ 6*2*pi/B); % we will compute spatial values 

% out to 3 wavelengths 
% the discrete distance 

part (b) 
solve for Beta 

B w/3e8; % B is the numeric variable for Beta, 
% with value as calculated here 

E subs(E,Beta,B); % substitute the value B in for 
% variable Beta 

The expression for the y-component of the electric field 
E = SO*cos(w*t+Beta*x); 

Enter the frequency (in rad/ s) 
w = input ( Enter the angular frequency\n > '); 

symbolic variables for fields, 
time, and frequency 

clear 
syms E omega Beta t x 

This script assists with the solution and graphing of Example 10.1 
We use symbolic variables in the creation of the wavefonn equation 
that describes the expression for the electric field 
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where 8 is the skin depth. 

E(z, t) = E0e~"' cos(wt - {3z)a, 

H(z, t) = H0e~"' cos(wt - {3z - 8,)ay 

where a= attenuationconstant,{3 = phaseconstant,71 = ITJIL811 =intrinsic imped 
ance of the medium, also called wave impedance. The reciprocal of a is the skin depth 
(8 = lla). The relations between {3, co, and A as stated in item 1 remain valid for 
EM waves. 

3. Wave propagation in media of other types can be derived from that for lossy media as 
special cases. For free space, set er = 0, e = e0, µ, = µ0; for lossless dielectric media, set 
o = 0, e = e0t:::r, andµ, = µ,0µ,r; and for good conductors, set CT = co, e = c:0, µ, = µ,0, 

or er/we: -) co 
4. A medium is classified as a lossy dielectric, a lossless dielectric, or a good conductor 

depending on its loss tangent, given by 

tan 8 = fil = .!!_ = ~ IJ,1,I we e' 
where e, = e' - je" is the complex permittivity of the medium. For lossless dielectrics 
tan 8 << 1, for good conductors tan 8 >> l, and for lossy dielectrics tan 8 is of the 
order of unity. 

5. In a good conductor, the fields tend to concentrate within the initial distance 0 from 
the conductor surface. This phenomenon is called the skin effect. For a conductor of 
width wand length e, the effective or ac resistance is 

where A, is either Es or H, and y = a + ){3 is the propagation constant. If we assume 
Es = Exs( z) ax, we obtain EM waves of the form 

V2A, - y'A, = 0 

where u = wave velocity, A = wave amplitude, w = angular frequency ( =2rrf), and 
{3 = phase constant. Also, {3 = w!u = 2rr/A or u = f A = A/T, where A =wavelength 
and T = period. 

2. In a lossy, charge-free medium, the wave equation based on Maxwell's equations is of 
the form 

<P = A sin(wt - {3z) 

with the solution 

a'<P a'<P 
-- u2-=0 at' az' 

1. The wave equation is of the form 1111.fotW* 
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(
21Tt 27TZ) CcJ cos --:r---;1 

10.1 Which of these is not a correct form of the wave Ex= cos(wt - {3z)? 
(a) cos(/3z - wt) 
(b) sin(/3z - wt - 7Tl2) 

sin el = f?J. = r;:;; 
sinOi /32 \jµ;;;; 

Total transmission or no reflection ( I" = 0) occurs when the angle of incidence 01 is 
equal to the Brewster angle. 

9. Microwaves are EM waves of very short wavelengths. They propagate along a straight 
line like light rays and can therefore be focused easily in one direction by antennas. 
They are used in radar, guidance, navigation, and heating. 

e, = e, 
for perpendicular polarization. As in optics, 

2112 cos e, 
Tl_=------~ 

T/2 cos (}i + T/1 cos (}t 

I' = 1J2COS0;-1J1COS81 

.L 172cos0; + 1]1 cos8t 

for parallel polarization and 

112 cos (}t - 1/1 cos (Ji 2112 cos 8; 
fn = 11,cos01 + 111 cosO,' 711=11,cosO,+111cos0, 

8. For oblique incidence from lossless medium 1 to lossless medium 2, we have the 
Fresnel coefficients as 

l + !fl 
s = t=lfT 

The standing wave ratio, s, is defined as 

f=E'"= 112-111, 
E;o 172 + T"/1 

7. If a plane wave is incident normally from medium l to medium 2, the reflection coef 
ficient I' and transmission coefficient Tare given by 

'!J> = E X H. '!]>"' = 112 Re(E, X H;) 

6. The Poynting vector CfP is the power-flow vector whose direction is the same as the 
direction of wave propagation; its magnitude is the same as the amount of power 
flowing through a unit area normal to the propagation direction. 
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(a) True 
(b) False 

(a) a= 0.1 Np/m 
(b) f3 = ~2 rad/m 
(c) w = 10' radis 
(d) The wave travels along ax. 
(e) The wave is polarized in the z-direction. 
(f) The period of the wave is I us. 

10.6 What is the major factor for determining whether a medium is free space, a lossless dielec 
tric, a lossy dielectric, or a good conductor? 

(a) Attenuation constant 
(b) Constitutive parameters (o-, e, µ,) 
(c) Loss tangent 
(d) Reflection coefficient 

10.7 In a certain medium, E = 10cos(108t - 3y)ax Vim. What type of medium is it? 

(a) Free space 
(b) Lossy dielectric 
(c) Lossless dielectric 
(d) Perfect conductor 

10.8 Electromagnetic waves travel faster in conductors than in dielectrics. 

10.5 Given that H = 0.5 e-o.ix sin( 106t - 2x)ai Alm, which of these statements are incorrect? 

10.4 The electric field component of a wave in free space is given by 
E = 10 cos(107t + kz)a, Vim. It can be inferred that 

(a) The wave propagates along ar 
(b) The wavelength A = 188.S m. 
(c) The wave amplitude is 10 Vim. 
(d) The wave number k = 0.33 radim. 
(e) The wave attenuates as it travels. 

10.3 Which of the following statements is not true of waves in general? 

(a) The phenomenon may be a function of time only. 
(b} The phenomenon may be sinusoidal or cosinusoidal. 
(c) The phenomenon must be a function of time and space. 
(d) For practical reasons, it must be finite in extent. 

I 0.2 Which of these functions does not satisfy the wave equation? 
(a) soeJw(t-3i) 

(b) sin w(lOz +St) 
(c) (x + 2t)2 

(d) cos'(y + St) 
(e) sin x cost 
(f) cos(Sy + 2x) 

(d) Re(eilw'~~'') 

(e) cos (3(z ~ ut) 
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(c) From part (b), derive eqs. (10.32) and (10.33). 

jwµ, ,,= y 

10.5 (a) Derive eqs. (10.23) and (10.24) from eqs. (10.18) and (10.20). 
(b) Using eq. (10.29) in conjunction with Maxwell's equations, show that 

Section 10.3-Wave Propagation in Lossy Dielectrics 

Determine (a) the angular frequency w, (b) the wave number {3, (c) the wavelength A, 
(d) the direction of wave propagation, (e) the value of H(2, 3, 4, 10 ns). 

10.4 (a) Show that E(x, t) = cos(x + wt) + cos(x - wt) satisfies the scalar wave equation. 
(b) Determine the velocity of wave propagation. 

H = 04 cos(108t + {3y) AIM 

10.3 An EM wave in free space is described by 

10.2 Calculate the wavelength for plane waves in vacuum at the following frequencies: 

(a) 60 Hz (power line) 
(b) 2 MHz (AM radio) 
(c) 120 MHz (FM radio) 
(d) 2.4 GHz (microwave oven) 

(a) Determine the direction of wave propagation. 
(b) Compute the period T, the wavelength A, and the velocity u. 
(c) Sketch the wave at I= 0, T/8, T/4, T/2. 

E = 25 sin(21T X 1061 ~ 6x)a, V/m 

10.1 An EM wave propagating in a certain medium is described by 

Section 10.2-Waves in General 

10.10 The Poynting vector physically denotes the power density leaving or entering a given 
volume in a time-varying field. 

(a) True 
(b) False 

Answers: io.u, 10.2f, 10.3a, 10.4b,c 10.Sb,e,f, 10.6c, 10.7c, 10.8b, 10.9b, 10.lOa. 

(a) True 
(b) False 

10.9 In a good conductor, E and H are in time phase. 
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10.16 A 60 MHz plane wave travels in a lossless medium withe = 3e0 andµ = 4µ0• Find the 
wave velocity u, its wavelength A, and the intrinsic impedance 1/ of the medium. 

(a) Determine the wave frequency wand the wavelength A. 
(b) Sketch Ej as a function oft at z = 0 and z = A/2. 
(c) Find the corresponding H(z, t). 

E (z,t) = 0.2 cos(wt - 6.Sz)a, Vim 

10.15 The electric field of a TV broadcast signal progagating in air is given by 

Sections 10.4 and 10.5-Waves in Lossless Dielectrics and Free Space 

10.14 A certain medium has a = I S/m, e = 4eo. andµ = 9 µvat a frequency of l GHz. 
Determine the (a) attenuation constant, (b) phase constant, (c) intrinsic impedance, and 
(d) wave velocity. 

FindE. 

H = SOe-'°0' cos(21T x 109t - 200x)ay mA/m 

10.13 In a nonmagnetic medium, 

Find (a) the wave period T, (b) the wavelength A, (c) the electric field E, (d) the phase 
difference between E and H. 

10.9 A medium is characterized bye = 4e0, µ = 2.5µ0, a = 8 X 10-3 Sim. Calculate the 
phase difference between E and H at 20 MHz. 

10.10 Atf = 100 MHz, show that silver (IT = 6.1 X 107 Sim,µ,= l , e, = !) is a good con· 
ductor, while rubber (u = 10-15 S/m, J.Lr = l, er= 3.1) is a good insulator. 

10.11 Seawater plays a vital role in the study of submarine communications. Assuming that for 
seawater, a = 4 Sim, er = 80, µ,r = l, and J = 100 kHz, calculate (a) the phase velocity, 
(b) the wavelength, (c) the skin depth, (d) the intrinsic impedance. 

10.12 In a certain medium withµ, = µ0, e = 4e0, 

10.8 Alumina is a ceramic material used in making printed circuit boards. At IS GHz, 
e = 9.6e,, µ=µ,,tan 8 = 3 X 10-4. Calculate (a) the penetration depth, (b) the total 
attenuation over a thickness of 5 mm. 

10.7 Determine the loss tangent for each of the following nonmagnetic media at 12 MHz. 

(a) wet earth (e = lOe,, <T = 10-2 Sim) 
(b) dry earth (e = 4e,, IT = 10-4 Sim) 
(c) seawater (e = 8le,, IT = 4 Sim) 

10.6 At 50 MHz, a lossy dielectric material is characterized bye = 3.6e0, µ = 2.1µ0, and 
"= 0.08 Sim. IfE, = 6e-'' a, Vim, compute (a) y, (b) A, (c) u, (d) TJ, (e} H,. 
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10.24 The magnet field intensity of a uniform plane wave in a good conductor (e = c:0, µ, = µ,01 i: 

H = 20e-12:: cos(27T X 106t + 12z)ay mA/m 

Find the conductivity and the corresponding E field. 

Section 10.6-Plane Waves in Good Conductors 

(a) Compute the magnitude of the wave at z = 4 m, t = TIS. 
(b) Find the loss in decibels suffered by the wave in the interval 0 < z < 3 m. 
(c) Calculate the intrinsic impedance. 

E, ~ (Sax+ 12a,)e-", y ~ (0.2 + )3.4) Im 

10.23 A uniform plane wave in a lossy nonmagnetic medium has 

10.21 In a lossless medium (e, = 4.5, µ,, = 1), a uniform plane wave 

E ~ 8 cos(wt - f3zlax - 6 sin(wt - {3z)a, Vim 

propagates at 40 MHz. (a) Find H. (b) Determine {3, A, 71, and u. 

10.22 A uniform plane wave in a lossy medium has a phase constant of l.6 rad/mat 107 Hz 
and its magnitude is reduced by 60% for every 2 m traveled. Find the skin depth and th, 
speed of the wave. 

10.20 For a uniform plane wave at 4 GHz, the intrinsic impedance and phase velocity of ar 
unknown material are measured as 105 .n and 7.6 X 107 mis, respectively. Find 8r and u 
of the material. 

(a) Calculate B. 
(b) Determine the location(s) where E vanishes at t = 50 ns. 
(c) Find H. 

E ~ 50 sin( l087TI - f3x)a, mVlm 

Determine: 
(a) The direction of wave propagation 
(b) The permittivity of the medium 
(c) The electric field intensity 

10.18 A manufacturer produces a ferrite material withµ. = 750µ.0, e = Se0, and o =I o-6 Szm 
at 10 MHz. 
(a) Would you classify the material as lossless, lossy, or conducting? 
(b) Calculate f3 and A. 

(c) Determine the phase difference between two points separated by 2 rn. 
( d) Find the intrinsic impedance. 

10.19 The electric field intensity of a uniform plane wave in air is given by 

H ~ 25 sin(2 x 1081 + 6x)a, mAlm 

10.17 The magnetic field component of an EM wave propagating through a nonmagnetic 
medium (µ., = µ,0) is 
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(a) Determine the polarization of the wave. 
(b) Find the frequency. 
(c ) Calculate e; 
(d) Obtain the magnetic field intensity H. 

10.34 Let E = 2 sin(wt -{3x)a, - 5 sin(wt -{3x)a, Vim. What is the wave polarization' 

10.35 Determine the wave polarization of each of the following waves: 

(a) £0 cos(wt + {3y)ax + E, sin(cvt + {3y)a, Vim 
(b) E0 cos(wt - {3y)a, - 3E0 sin(wt + {3y)a, Vim 

10.36 Determine the polarization of the following waves: 

(a) E, = 40ej.lOza ... :- 60ejlOza,. Vlrr: 
(b) E, = 12e11T13e-110 ... a1 + 5e-11T13e-110:raz Vim 

10.33 The electric field intensity of a uniform plane wave in a medium 
(o- = 0, µ, = J.l-o• e = eoer) is 

E = 12 sin(2rr x l07t - 3y)a, Vim 

Section 10.7-Wave Polarization 

10.25 Which of the following media may be treated as conducting at 8 MHz? 

(a) Wet marshy soil (e = !Se0, µ, = µ,0, a = l0-7 Sim) 
(b) Intrinsic germanium {e = l6e0, µ., = µ.,0, a = 0.025 Sim) 
(c) Seawater (s = 8Ie0, µ, = µ,0, tr = 25 Sim) 

10.26 Calculate the skin depth and the velocity of propagation for a uniform plane wave 
at frequency of 6 MHz traveling in polyvinyl chloride (PVC) (µ,, = I, e, = 4, 

.'!__ = 7 x 10-2). 
wt 

10.27 (a) Determine the de resistance of a round copper wire (u = 5.8 X 107 Sim, 
u-, = I, e, = I) of radius 1.2 mm and length 600 m. 

(b) Find the ac resistance at 100 MHz. 
(c) Calculate the approximate frequency at which de and ac resistances are equal. 

10.28 For aluminum (u = 3.5 X 107 Sim, e = e0, µ, = µ,J at 150 MHz, find (a) the propaga 
tion constant y, (b) the skin depth 8, (c) the wave velocity u. 

10.29 For silver, a = 6.1 X 107 Sim, µ,r = 1, e, = 1, determine the frequency at which the 
penetration depth is 2 mm. 

10.30 Show that in a good conductor, the skin depth 8 is approximately given by 8 = cnt A. 

10.31 Brass waveguides are often silver plated to reduce losses. If the thickness of silver 
(µ, = µ.,0, e = e0, a = 6.1 X 107 Sim) must be 58, find the minimum thickness required 
for a waveguide operating at 12 GHz. 

10.32 How deep does a radar wave at 2 GHz travel in seawater before its amplitude is reduced to 
10-s of its amplitude just below the surface? Assume thatµ, = µ,0, e = 24e0, a= 4 Sim. 
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E = Se-o.iz cos(wt - 0.3z)ax Vim 

10.44 The electric field component of a uniform plane wave traveling in seawater 
( a = 4 Sim, e = 81 e-. µ. = µ.,) is 

Find (a) HP (b) the average power crossing the surfacer= 2, 0 <fl< 1T/6, 0 < <P < 1T. 

E = ..!.Qsin8e-P'a0 Vim 
' r 

10.43 The electric field due a short dipole antenna located in free space is 

E = E01 cos «x cos(wt -{3z)ax + E02 sin o,c sin(wt -{3z)az 

H = H, cos ax cos(wt -{3z)a, 

Determine the time-average Poynting vector. 

10.42 The composite fields resulting from the superposition of two uniform plane waves are 
given by 

Calculate 
(a) The dielectric constant er 

(b) The intrinsic impedance 
{c) The velocity of propagation 
(d) The magnetic field intensity 
(e) The Poynting vector '!f> 

E = 150 cos(l09t + 8x)a, Vim 

10.41 The electric field intensity in a dielectric medium(µ, = µ0, e = e0er) is given by 

10.40 Show that eqs. (10.77) and (l0.78) are equivalent. 

Section 1 O.S~Power and the Poynting Vector 

10.39 Suppose E(y,t) = E,1 cos(wt - f3y)a, + E,2 cos(wt - f3y + </J ja, Vim. Determine the 
polarization when (a) <P = 0, (b) <P = 7rl2, (c} <P = 'TT. 

(a) What is the wave polarization? 
(b) Determine the magnetic field intensity. 

10.38 Show that a linearly polarized plane wave of the form £5 = E0e-jf3z ax can be expressed as 
the sum of two circularly polarized waves. 

E = 40 cos(wt -{3z)a, + 60 sin(wt -{3z)a, Vim 

10.37 The electric field intensity of a uniform plane wave in free space is given by 
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where V0 and I, are constants. (a) Determine the time-average Poyntingvector. (b) Find 
the time-average power flowing through the cable. 

H = !_c,_ sin(wt - f3z)aq,. a < p < b 
2•p 

E = ~sin(wt - f3z)a,, a< p < b 
p ln(b!a) 

I0.49 Given that E = cos(wt - f3z)ax + sin(wt - f3z)ay Vim, show that the Poynting vector 
is constant everywhere. 

I0.50 At the bottom of a microwave oven, E = 2.4 kV/m. If this value is found uniformly over 
the entire area of the oven, which is 450 cm", determine the power delivered by the oven. 
Assume µ, = µ,0, e = e0• 

IO.SI A coaxial cable consists of two conducting cylinders of radii a and b. The electric and 
magnetic fields in the cable are 

I0.48 Human exposure to the electromagnetic radiation in air is regarded as safe if the power 
density is less than 10 mW/m2. What is the corresponding electric field intensity? 

Find w, E, and P3ve· 

H(x, t) = {l Oa, - 20a,) sin(wl - 40x) Alm 

10.47 A plane wave in free space has 

antenna. 

E = ~sinOsinw(t- rlc)a8 
r 

H = S. sin f sin w(t - rlc)a<!> ,.,, 
where c = ~ )-____ and 17 = {!;;__. Determine the time-average power radiated by the 

V j.L0B0 \j~ 

10.46 An antenna is located at the origin of a spherical coordinate system. The fields produced 
by the antenna in free space are 

Find (a) wand H, (b) the Poynting vector, (c) the total time-average power crossing the 
surface z = 1 m, 2 mm < p < 3 mm, 0 < </> < 27T. 

I0.45 In a coaxial transmission line filled with a lossless dielectric (s = 4.5e0, µ, = µ,0), 

E = ~sin(wt - 2z)a, Vim 
p 

(a) Determine the average power density. (b) Find the depth at which the power density 
is reduced by 20 dB. 
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(a) A and w of the wave in air and the transmitted wave in the dielectric medium 
(b) The incident H; field 
(c) F and T 

(d) The total electric field and the time-average power in both regions 

10.58 A uniform plane wave in air is normally incident on an infinite lossless dielectric 
material occupying z > 0 and having e = 3e0 and µ., = µ,0• If the incident wave is 
E; = lO cos(wt - z)a, Vim, find 

E = 30 cos(wt - z)a, Vim 

Find (a) w, (b) the standing wave ratio, (c) the reflected magnetic field, (d) the average 
power density of the transmitted wave. 

10.56 Region 1 is a lossless medium for which y 2:: 0, p: = µ.,0, e = 4e0, whereas region 2 
is free space, y s 0. If a plane wave E; = 5 cos( 108! + {3y )az V /m exists in region 1, 
find (a) the total electric field component of the wave in region 1, (b) the time 
average Poynting vector in region l , (c} the time-average Poynting vector in 
region 2. 

10.57 A plane wave in free space (z s 0) is incident normally on a large block of material with 
(e, = 12, µ.,. = 3, o = 0) that occupies z 2:: 0. If the incident electric field is 

is normally incident on a plastic region (x 2:: 0) with the parametersµ., = µ0, e = 4e0, 

and a = 0. (a) Obtain the total electric field in air. (b) Calculate the time-average power 
density in the plastic region. (c) Find the standing wave ratio. 

H = 4sin(wt - Sx)a,Alm 

10.55 A uniform plane wave in air with 

10.53 The plane wave E = 30 cos(wt - z)ax Vim in air normally hits a lossless medium 
(µ = µ0, e = 4e,) at z = 0. (a) Find I", T, ands. (b) Calculate the reflected electric and 
magnetic fields. 

10.54 A uniform plane wave E, = 50 sin(27T X 108t - f31x)az Vim is incident normally from 
air to a perfect conductor. Determine Er and E1• 

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the media. 

(b) Determine the ratio n1/n2 so that the reflected and the transmitted waves have the 
same average power. 

(
n1 - n2)2 4n1n2 R = --- and T= ---- 
n, + n2 (n, + n2)2 

10.52 (a) For a normal incidence upon the dielectric-dielectric interface for which 
µ1 = µ2 = µ,0, we define R and T as the reflection and transmission coefficients for 
average powers, that is, Pr,ave = RPi,ave and Pi.ave = TP;,ave· Prove that 

Section 10.9-Reflection at Normal Incidence 
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FIGURE 10.25 For Problem 10.63. Free space 

Ocean 

e=80s0,µ=µ,,,tr=4 

FIGURE 10.24 For Problem 10.61. 

10.63 A uniform plane wave is incident at an angle 8; = 45° on a pair of dielectric slabs joined 
together as shown in figure 10.25. Determine the angles of transmission 011 and 012 in 
the slabs. 

(a) w 

(b) The wavelength of the signal in air 
(c) The loss tangent and intrinsic impedance of the ocean 
(d) The reflected and transmitted E field 

10.62 Sketch the standing wave in eq. (10.97) at t = 0, Ti8, Ti4, 3T/8, T/2, and so on, where 
T = 21Tlw. 

hits normally the ocean surface at z = 0 as in Figure 10.24. Assuming that the ocean 
surface is smooth and that e = 80c:0, µ, = µ,0, (T = 4 Sim in ocean, determine 

(a) Find w. 

(b) If the wave is normally incident on a dielectric (µ, = µ,0, e = 3.2c:0), determine 
Ee and E,. 

*10.61 A signal in air (z ~ 0) with the electric field component 

E = 10 sin(wt + 3z)a, Vim 

E = 12 cos(wt - 407Tx)a, Vim 

10.60 A uniform plane wave in a certain medium (µ, = µ,0, e = 4e0) is given by 

10.59 A 100 MHz plane wave is normally incident from air to the sea surface, which may be 
assumed to be calm and smooth. If (T = 4 Sim,µ,,= 1, and e, = 81 for seawater, calculate 
the fractions of the incident power that are transmitted and reflected. 
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Find the wavelength, frequency, and angles k makes with the x-, y-, and z-axes. 

k = 124a, + 124a, +263a, 

10.68 A plane wave in free space has a propagation vector 

"10.67 By assuming the time-dependent fields E = E0eh·r-wr) and H = H0ej(k·r-wr) where 
k = kxax + k;ty + kz'!z is the wave number vector and r = xa, + ya1 + za, is the radius 
vector, show that V X E = -aBJat can be expressed as k X E = µ,wH and deduce 
a.1: X aE = aH. 

Section 10.10-Reflection at Oblique Incidence 

10.66 An EM plane wave in a lossless medium impinges normally on a lossy medium. 

(a) Determine the ratio of transmitted to incident power in terms of the standing wave 
ratios. 

(b) Express the ratio of reflected to incident power in terms of s. 

10.65 Electromagnetic radiation can be used to heat cancerous tumor. If a plane wave is nor 
mally incident on the tissue surface at 1.2 GHz as shown in Figure. 10.26, determine the 
refection coefficient. At 1.2 GHz, the electrical properties of the tissue are e, = SO, µ, = 
Lo =4 Sim. 

where k; + ~ = w2µ,0e0, can be represented as the superposition of four propagating 
plane waves. Find the corresponding H,. 

E, = 20 sin(k,x) cos(k,y)a, 

10.64 Show that the field 

E; 

I" H; 0·---1~=~--+---------+-- 

FIGURE 10.26 For Problem 10.65. 
Air Tissue 
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k, E, 

(£=£,,, µ = µ,,} 

Air Dielectric 
{e=4eo,t£ = l'ol 

FIGURE 10.27 For Problem 10. 73. 

impinges a dielectric half-space as shown in Figure 10.27. Find (a) the incidence angle 
e;. (b) the time-average power in air(µ. = J.1.o> s = eo), (c) the reflected and transmitted 
E fields. 

E = (Ba,. - 6a,) sin(wt - 4y - 3z) Vim 

10.73 A parallel-polarized wave in air with 

10.72 If region 1 is in free space, while region 2 is a nonmagnetic dielectric medium 
(cr2 = 0, er2 = 6.4), compute Ero!E;0 and E10/Eio for oblique incidence at O; = 12°. 
Assume parallel polarization. 

sin (e, - e;) 2 cos e, sine, 
[,=sin (0, + 0,)' T; =sin (0, + 0;) 

711 = sin (e, + e;) cos (e, - e,) 
r = tan (e, - e;) 

II tan (0, + O,)' 

10.71 Show that for nonmagnetic dielectric media, the reflection and transmission coefficients 
for oblique incidence become 

From these equations deduce 

k· E = 0 
k· H = 0 

k x E = wµH 
k X H = -weE 

Es= [E0ax + ay +(3 + j4)az]e-j0.4x-4.iy) Vim 

Determine E0, H5, and frequency. 

10.70 Assume the same fields as in Problem 10.67 and show that Maxwell's equations in a 
source-free region can be written as 

10.69 In free space, 
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s,, = 0.33 - J0.16, s,, = s,, = 0.56, s,, = 0.44 - J0.62 

Find the input and output reflection coefficients when ZL = Z0 = 50 n and Zg = 220. 

10.79 The S-parameters of a two-port network are: 

s = [0.2 0.4] 
0.4 0.2 

(a) Express the T-parameters in terms of the Svparameters. 
(b) Find T when 

10.78 A useful set of parameters, known as the scattering transfer parameters, is related to the 
incident and reflected waves as 

10.77 Discuss briefly some applications of microwaves other than those discussed in the text. 

Section 10.11-Application Note-Microwaves 

10.76 If u is the phase velocity of an EM wave in a given medium, the index of refraction of the 
medium is n = c!u, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. 

(a) Paraffin has u, = 1, e, = 2.1. Determine n for unbounded medium of paraffin. 
(b) Distilled water hasµ.,,= 1, e, = 81. Find n. 

(c) Polystyrene has J.Lr = I, e, = 2.7. Calculate n. 

10.75 Determine the Brewster angle for an air-seawater (e = 8le0) interface for the following 
cases: (a) EM plane wave passing from air to seawater, (b) EM wave passing from seawa 
ter to air. 

(c) The wavelength in the dielectric and in air 
(d) The incident E 
(e) The transmitted and reflected E 
(f) The Brewster angle 

is incident on an air boundary at z = 0. Find 
(a) 8, and 8, 
(b) k 

H = 0.2cos(109t ~ kx ~ kVsz)a,A/m 

10.74 In a dielectric medium {s = 9e0, µ, = µ,0), a plane wave with 
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10.81 In free space, a microwave signal has a frequency of 8.4 GHz. Calculate the wavelength 
of the signal. 

10.80 Why can't regular lumped circuit components such as resistors, inductors, and capacitors 
be used at microwave frequencies? 
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Is it safe to live close to power transmission lines? Are cellular phones safe? Can video display terminals 
cause problems for pregnant women? These and other questions are addressed by bioelectromagnet 
ics (BEM), which is the branch of electromagnetics that deals with the biological effects of man-made 
EM fields with respect to humans and the environment. BEM may also be regarded as the emerging 
science that studies how living organisms interact with EM fields. It combines the investigative efforts 
of scientists from various disciplines. 

A major challenge the industry faces as a result of the immense spread of wireless technology is the 
growth of health concerns on the part of the public and health agencies alike. The recent focus has been 
on the design criteria for transmitters operating in the closest proximity of the human body. When a 
person is exposed to an EM field, energy incident on the person may be scattered, reflected, transmit 
ted, or absorbed into the body depending on the field strength, the frequency, the dimensions of the 
body, and the electrical properties of the tissue. The heat produced by radiation may affect live tissue. If 
the body cannot dissipate this heat energy as fast as it is produced, the internal temperature of the body 
will rise. This may result in damage to tissues and organs and in death if the rise is sufficiently high. 

An EM field is classified as ionizing if its energy is high enough to dislodge electrons from an atom 
or molecule. High-energy forms of EM radiation, such as gamma rays and X-rays, are strongly ion 
izing in biological matter. For this reason, prolonged exposure to such rays is harmful. Radiation in the 
middle portion of the frequency and energy spectrum-such as visible, especially ultraviolet, light-is 
weakly ionizing. Although it has long been known that exposure to strongly ionizing EM radiation can 
cause extreme damage to biological tissues, only recently has evidence implicated long-term exposure 
to nonionizing EM fields, such as those emitted by power lines, in increased health hazards. 

Researchers have reported that to prevent deep-tissue burning, individuals wearing or carrying 
metal objects such as hairpins, metal implants, buckles, coins, or metal-framed eyeglasses, any of 
which may concentrate the EM field and cause burning, should not be exposed to radio-frequency 
(RF) radiation. Researchers have also pointed out that radiation can be absorbed deeply and is actu 
ally greater in tissue such as muscle or the brain than in regions of poorer absorption in the bone 
and fatty layers near the body surface. At this time, there are fewer scientists who will say that there 
is positively no possibility of nonthermal hazards of low-level EM fields. Ongoing research is aimed 
at determining whether there is a hazard and if so, at what levels. 

BIOELECTROMAGNETICS 
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Our discussion in Chapter 10 was essentially on wave propagation in unbounded media, 
media of infinite extent. Such wave propagation is said to be unguided in that the uniform 
plane wave exists throughout all space, and EM energy associated with the wave spreads 
over a wide area. Wave propagation in unbounded media is used in radio or TV broadcast 
ing, where the information being transmitted is meant for everyone who may be interested. 
Such means of wave propagation will not help in a situation like telephone conversation, 
where the information is received privately by one person. 

Another means of transmitting power or information is by guided structures. 
Guided structures serve to guide (or direct) the propagation of energy from the source 
to the load. Typical examples of such structures are transmission lines and waveguides. 
Waveguides are discussed in the next chapter; transmission lines are considered in this 
chapter. 

Transmission lines are commonly used in power distribution (at low frequencies) 
and in communications (at high frequencies). Transmission lines such as twisted-pair and 
coaxial cables (thinnet and thicknet) are used in computer networks such as the Ethernet 
and the Internet. 

A transmission line basically consists of two or more parallel conductors used to 
connect a source to a load. The source may be a hydroelectric generator, a transmit 
ter, or an oscillator; the load may be a factory, an antenna, or an oscilloscope. Typical 
transmission lines include coaxial cable, a two-wire line, a parallel-plate or planar line, 
a wire above the conducting plane, and a microstrip line. These lines are portrayed in 
Figure 11.1. Notice that each of these lines consists of two conductors in parallel. Coaxial 
cables are routinely used in electrical laboratories and in connecting TV sets to antennas. 
Microstrip lines (similar to that in Figure I I. le) are particularly important in integrated 
circuits, where metallic strips connecting electronic elements are deposited on dielectric 
substrates. 

Transmission line problems are usually solved by means of EM field theory and elec 
tric circuit theory, the two major theories on which electrical engineering is based. In this 
chapter, we use circuit theory because it is easier to deal with mathematically. The basic 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

No pain, no balm; no thorns, no throne; no gall, no glory; no cross, no crown. 
-W!LLIAM PENN 

TRANSMISSION LINES 
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'Similar formulas for other transmission lines can be obtained from engineering handbooks or data books-for 
example, M.A. R. Gunston, Microwave Transmission-Line Impedance Data. London: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1972. 

It is customary and convenient to describe a transmission line in terms of its line param 
eters, which are its resistance per unit length R, inductance per unit length L, conductance 
per unit length G, and capacitance per unit length C. Each of the lines shown in Figure 11.1 
has specific formulas for finding R, L, G, and C. For coaxial, two-wire, and planar lines, 
the formulas for calculating the values of R, L, G, and Care provided in Table 11.1. The 
dimensions of the lines are as shown in Figure 11.2. Some of the formulas' in Table l l. l 
were derived in Chapters 6 and 8. It should be noted that 

I. The line parameters R, L, G, and Care not discrete or lumped. Rather, they are dis 
tributed as shown in Figure 11.3. By this we mean that the parameters are uniformly 
distributed along the entire length of the line. 

11.2 TRANSMISSION LINE PARAMETERS 

concepts of wave propagation (such as propagation constant, reflection coefficient, and 
standing wave ratio) covered in the preceding chapter apply here. 

Our analysis of transmission lines will include the derivation of the transmission line 
equations and characteristic quantities, the use of the Smith chart, various practical appli 
cations of transmission lines, and transients on transmission lines. 

FIGURE 11.1 Typical transmission lines in cross-sectional view: (a) coaxial line, (b) two-wire 
line, (c) planar line, (d) wire above conducting plane, (e) micro strip line. 

(e) (d) (c) 
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FIGURE 11.2 Common transmission lines: (a) coaxial line, 
(b) two-wire line, (c) planar line. 

(l:I lb! uu 

As a way of preparing for the next section, let us consider how an EM wave propa 
gates through a two-conductor transmission line. For example, consider the coaxial 
line connecting the generator or source to the load as in Figure l l.4(a). When switch 
S is closed, the inner conductor is made positive with respect to the outer one so that 

(ILi) 
G 
c LC~ tu: and 

2. For each line, the conductors are characterized by a c> J..Lc• Ee = E0, and the homoge 
neous dielectric separating the conductors is characterized by a,µ,, E. 

3. G * 1/ R; R is the ac resistance per unit length of the conductors comprising the line, 
and G is the conductance per unit length due to the dielectric medium separating 
the conductors. 

4. The value of L shown in Table 11.1 is the external inductance per unit length, that 
is, L = Lext· The effects of internal inductance Lin ( = RI er} are negligible at the high 
frequencies at which most communication systems operate. 

5. For each line, 

• I . d d , [ d ]' 8 = . ~ = skin depth of the conductor; cosh - I - = In - if - >> I 
v 7rfµ.;r, 2a a 2a 

~ 
d 

(w»d) 

(.S « t) 

ud 

2 
wOcr, 

Planar Line Parameters Coaxial Line Two-Wire Line 

R(ll/m) 
I [' '] 

I 
27r5u, ~ + b 7ra5ac 

(S«a,c-b) (.S «a) 

L(H/m) .!:!:_In!'_ !!:..cosh-1 .!!._ 
2,,- a 2a 

G(S/m) 2,,-u 
b cosb " .!!._ In- a 2a 

C(F/m) 2 -ne 
b cosb"" .!!._ In- 
a 2a 

TABLE 11.1 Distributed Line Parameters at High Frequencies" 
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FIGURE 11.4 (a) Coaxial line connecting the generator to the load; 
(b) E and H fields on the coaxial line 

(b) 

--Efield 
---Hfield 

the E field is radially outward as in Figure ll.4(b). According to Ampere's law, the H 
field encircles the current-carrying conductor as in Figure 11.4(b). The Poynting vector 
(E X H) points along the transmission line. Thus, closing the switch simply establishes 
a disturbance, which appears as a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagating 
along the line. This wave is a nonuniform plane wave, and by means of it power is trans 
mitted through the line. 

FIGURE 11.3 Distributed parameters of a two-conductor transmission line 

I I I I I 
ShllntCandC~ : I 

1 
I : ;~ + ;~ =t= ;~ + 

I i l : i i 
: : : : : : 

Series R and l 
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FIGURE 11.S An c-cype equivalent circuit model of a two-conductor 
transmission line of differential length dz. 

z + .6.z 

To generator - To load 
V(z + c a. I) 

CtH cs, V(z, 1) 

(11.3) V(z + llz, t) - V(z, t) = RI(z, t) + L aI(z, t) 
llz at 

or 

aI(z, t) 
V(z, t) = R llz I(z, t) + L llz-a-t - + V(z + llz, t) 

In view of this, we will use circuit quantities V and I in solving the transmission line 
problem instead of solving field quantities E and H (i.e., solving Maxwell's equations and 
boundary conditions). The circuit model is simpler and more convenient. 

Let us examine an incremental portion of length 6.z of a two-conductor transmission 
line. We intend to find an equivalent circuit for this line and derive the line equations. From 
Figure 11.3, we expect the equivalent circuit of a portion of the line to be as in Figure 11.5. 
The model in Figure 11.5 is in terms of the line parameters R, L, G, and C, and may repre 
sent any of the two-conductor lines of Figure 11.3. The model is called the L·type equiva 
lent circuit; there are other possible types (see Problem 11.6). In the model of Figure 11.5, 
we assume that the wave propagates along the + z-direction, from the generator to the load. 

By applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the outer loop of the circuit in Figure 11.5, we 
obtain 

(11.2) 

As mentioned in Section 11.2, a two-conductor transmission line supports a TEM 
wave; that is, the electric and magnetic fields on the line are perpendicular to each other 
and transverse to the direction of wave propagation. An important property ofTEM waves 
is that the fields E and H are uniquely related to voltage V and current I, respectively: 

V = -{ E ·di, I= Ti H ·di 

11.3 TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS 
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(11.10) 

or 

The differential eqs. (11.8) and (l I.9) are coupled. To separate them, we take the second 
derivative of V, in eq. (11.8) and employ eq. (11.9) so that we obtain 

d2V 
di,' = (R + jwL)(G + jwC)V, 

(l I.9) dl, ( ) -dz = G + jwC V, 

(11.8) - dV, = (R + jwL)I, 
dz 

where V,(z) and I,(z) are the phasor forms of V(z, t) and I(z, t), respectively, eqs. (11.4) 
and ( 11.6) become 

(l 1.7a) 

(ll.7b) 

V(z, t) = Re[V,(z) el"] 

I(z, t) = Re[I,(z) el"''] 

If we assume harmonic time dependence so that 

(11.6) _ ar(z, t) = GV(z. t) + c av(z, t) 
az at 

I(z + Ll.z, t) - I(z, t) = GV(z + 11.z, t) + C aV(z + Ll.z, t) (l 1.S) 
Ll.z at 

As 11.z ~ 0, eq. (11.S) becomes 

or 

I(z, t) = I(z + Ll.z, t) + LI.I 
av(z + Ll.z, t) 

= I(z + Ll.z,t) + GLl.zV(z + Ll.z,t) + CLl.z at 

Similarly, applying Kirchhoff's current law to the main node of the circuit in Figure 11.S 
gives 

(11.4) _ av(z. t) = RI(z, t) + L ar(z, t) 
az at 

Taking the limit of eq. (11.3) as Ll.z ~ 0 leads to 
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'Recall from eq. (I0.35) that I Np = 8.686 dB. 

The characteristic impedance Z0 of the line is the ratio of the positively traveling volt 
age wave to the currenc wave at any point on the line. 

(1l.J7) 
V(z, t) = Re[V,(z) e'"'] 

= V:- e-"' cos(wt - {3z) + v;- e" cos(wt + {3z) 

where V:, v;, 1:, and I~ are wave amplitudes; the + and - signs, respectively, denote 
waves traveling along +z- and -z-directions, as is also indicated by the arrows. We obtain 
the instantaneous expression for voltage as 

(I 1.16) 
ls(z) = 1: e-yz + r; eYZ 

~ +z -z +----- 

and 

(11.15) 
VJz) = V: e-rz + v; e" 

~ +z -z +----- 

The solutions of the linear homogeneous differential equations (11.lO) and (11.12) are 
similar to Case 2 of Example 6.5, namely, 

(lI.14) 

(l I.13) 
21T 

A=~ 
f3 

(l l.l2) 
d21 d;- y21, = 0 

We notice that eqs. (11.10) and (11.12) are, respectively, the wave equations for voltage 
and current similar in form to the wave equations obtained for plane waves in eqs. ( l 0.17) 
and (I 0.19). Thus, in our usual notations, 'Yin eq. ( l Ll l) is the propagation constant (in 
per meter), a is the attenuation constant (in nepers per meter or decibels per meter),2 and 
{3 is the phase constant (in radians per meter). The wavelength A and wave velocity u are, 
respectively, given by 

By taking the second derivative of I, in eq. (11.9) and employing eq. (11.8), we get 

(11.11) I 'Y =a+ j{3 = V(R + jwL)(G + jwC) I 
where 
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(l 1.2ic) 

(l l.2lb) 
w I 

u = 73 = VLC =/A 

X, = 0, Z, = R, = J% 

(11.2la) 

This is a necessary condition for a line to be lossless. Thus for such a line, eq. (11.20) forces 
eqs. (11.11), (11.14), and (11.19) to become 

a = 0, y = j[3 = jw VLC 

(11.20) IR=O=GI 

For such a line, it is evident from Table 11.1 that when u, = co and a = 0, 

A transmission line is said to be lossless if the conductors of the line are perfect 
(c , = oo) and the dielectric medium separating them is lossless (rr = 0). 

A. Lossless Line (R = 0 = G) 

where R0 and X0 are the real and imaginary parts of Z0. Do not mistake R0 for R-while 
R is in ohms per meter; R0 is in ohms. The propagation constant y and the characteristic 
impedance Z0 are important properties of the line because both depend on the line param 
eters R, L, G, and C and the frequency of operation. The reciprocal of Z0 is the characteristic 
admittance Y0, that is, Y0 = l / Z0• 

The transmission line considered thus far in this section is the lossy type in that the 
conductors comprising the line are imperfect (a, * co) and the dielectric in which the 
conductors are embedded is lossy (a * 0). Having considered this general case, we may 
now consider two special cases: the lossless transmission line and the distortionless line. 

(11.19) 

or 

(ll.18) 
V:- >';;- R + jwL y z =-= --=---=--- 

0 1;; 1; y G +;we 

The characteristic impedance Z0 is analogous to 71, the intrinsic impedance of the medium 
of wave propagation. By substituting eqs. (11.15) and (11.16) into eqs. (11.8) and (11.9) and 
equating coefficients of terms eyz and e-yz, we obtain 
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Note the following important properties. 

I. The phase velocity is independent of frequency because the phase constant j3 
linearly depends on frequency. We have shape distortion of signals unless a and u 
are independent of frequency. 

(l I.23c) 
w I 

u = -= --=JA 
/3 vLc: 

and 

(II.23b) R=~=IIX=O 0 VG Ve· 0 

or 

R(I + jwLIR) fR {i 
z0= c(1+Jwc1c)=vc=vc=R0+;x0 

showing that a does not depend on frequency, whereas j3 is a linear function of frequency. Also 

(II.23a) "= v'RG. /3 = wvlc: 
or 

, r.:-::.( jwC) 
= v J<G I + G = " + )/3 

~ ( jwL)( jwC) y =RGI +R I +G 

Thus, for a distortionless line, 

(11.22) 

From the general expression for a and /3 [in eq. (11.11 )], a distortionless line results if the 
line parameters are such that 

A distortionless line is one in which the attenuation constant a is frequency indepen 
dent while the phase constant {3 is linearly dependent on frequency. 

A signal normally consists of a band of frequencies; wave amplitudes of different frequency 
components will be attenuated differently in a lossy line because a is frequency dependent. 
Since, in general, the phase velocity of each frequency component is also frequency depen 
dent, this will result in distortion. 

B. Distortionless Line (R/L = G/C} 
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L = R;c = (70)2(68.2 x 10~12) = 334.2 nH/m 

From eq. (11.1.1 ), 

C = _I!_= 3 = 68.2 pF/m 
wR0 27T X JOO X 106(70) 

or 

&_ 
/3 wC 

Dividing eq. ( 11.1.l) by eq. (11.1.2) yields 

(11.1.2) /3 = wvlc 

(11.1.1) Z=R= fl 
o o \)C 

R = 0 = G and a = 0 

An air line has a characteristic impedance of 70 fl and a phase constant of 3 rad/rn at 
100 MHz. Calculate the inductance per meter and the capacitance per meter of the line. 

Solution: 
An air line can be regarded as a lossless line because o: = 0 and u, ~ o>, Hence 

2. Both u and Z0 remain the same as for lossless lines. 
3. A lossless line is also a distortionless line, but a distortionless line is not necessarily 

lossless. Although lossless lines are desirable in power transmission, telephone lines 
are required to be distortionless, 

A summary of our discussion in this section is in Table 11.2. For the greater part of our 
analysis, we shall restrict our discussion to lossless transmission Ines. 

s- \/Rc + jw VLC Distorttonless 

o + jwv'LC Lossless 

V(R + jwL)(G + jwC) General 

Propagation Constant Characteristic Impedance 
y = a + j{J Z0 = R0 + jX., 

Case 

TABLE 11.2 Transmission Line Characteristics 
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a' 400 X 10-• 
G = ~ = = 333µ,S/m 

R 1.2 

From eq. (l l.2.2a), 

Dividing eq. (11.2.1) by eq. (11.2.3) results in 

L = ~ = 
60 

= 333 nH/m 
u 0.6 (3 x 108) 

R =a Z0 = (20 X 10-3)(60) = 1.2 f1/m 

From eq. (l l.2.2b), 

(11.2.3) 

But 

(11.2.2b) R = aZ0 

or 

(11.2.2a) 

(11.2.1) z = !I 
0 'Ve 

and hence 

RC 
RC= GL or G = ~ 

L 

A distortionless line has Z0 = 60 f1, a = 20 mNp/m, u = 0.6c, where c is the speed of 
light in a vacuum. Find R, L, G, C, and A at 100 MHz. 

Solution: 
For a distortionless line, 

Answer: 3.2 !1/m, 38.2 nH/m, 5 X 10-• Sim, 5.97 pF/m. 

A transmissionlineoperatingat500MHzhasZ0 = 80 U,a = 0.04 Np/m,/3 =1.5 rad/m. 
Find the line parameters R, L, G, and C. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.1 
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(11.26) V0 = V(z = 0 ), /0 = I(z = 0) 

where eq. (11.18) has been incorporated. To find V: and V, , the terminal conditions must 
be given. For example, if we are given the conditions at the input, say 

(11.25) 

(l l.24) 

Consider a transmission line of length e, characterized by rand Zo, connected to a load ZL 
as shown in Figure l l.6(a). Looking into the line, the generator sees the line with the load 
as an input impedance Zin· It is our intention in this section to determine the input imped 
ance, the standing wave ratio (SWR), and the power flow on the line. 

Let the transmission line extend from z = 0 at the generator to z = € at the load. First 
of all, we need the voltage and current waves in eqs. (l 1.15) and (l l.!6), that is, 

11.4 INPUT IMPEDANCE, STANDING WAVE RATIO, AND POWER 

Answer: (a)70.75/-l.367° 0, (b) 2.121 X 10-• + j8.888 X 10-3/m, 

(c) 7.069 X 105 mis. 

A telephone line has R = 30 O/km, L = 100 mH/km, G = 0, and C = 20 J.LF/km. 
At f = I kHz, obtain: 
(a) The characteristic impedance of the line 
(b) The propagation constant 
(c) The phase velocity 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.2 

I I 
C = uZ0 = 0.6 (3 x 108) 60 = 92·59 pF/m 

A = ':'. = 0.6 (3 x 108) = i.s m 
f 108 

or 

Multiplying eqs. (11.2.1) and (11.2.3) together gives 

I 
uZ0 = C 
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(l l.30b) 

(l l.30a) 

Substituting these into eqs. (11.24) and (11.25) gives 

l V:- = Z( VL + Z0!Je1' 

(11.29) VL = V(z = C), I, = l(z = C) 

On the other hand, if we are given the conditions at the load, say 

(11.28) 

If the input impedance at the input terminals is Zin• the input voltage V0 and the input 
current /0 are easily obtained from Figure l 1.6(b) as 

(l 1.27b) 

(11.27a) 

substituting these into eqs. (11.24) and (11.25) results in 

FIGURE 11.6 (a) Input impedance due to a line terminated by 
a load. (b) Equivalent circuit for finding V0 and /0 in terms of 
Z;n at the input. 

(b) 

(:o) 
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(11.36) 

Substituting v;; and V,:- in eq. (11.30) into eq. (11.35) and incorporating V1. = Z1.l1. gives 

(11.35) 

showing that the input impedance varies periodically with distance € from the load. The 
quantity pe in eq. ( 11.34) is usually referred to as the electrical length of the line and can be 
expressed in degrees or radians. 

We now definer Las the voltage reflection coefficient (at the load). The reflection coef 
ficient r Lis the ratio of the voltage reflection wave to the incident wave at the load, that is, 

(11.34) (lossless) _ [ZL + jZ, tan pel 2'0 
- 

20 Z, + jZL tan pe 

Although eq. (11.33) has been derived for the input impedance Z,, at the generation end, 
it is a general expression for finding Zin at any point on the line. To find Zin at a distance 
e• from the load as in Figure l l.6(a), we replace e by f". A formula for calculating the 
hyperbolic tangent ofa complex number, required in eq. (11.33), is found in Appendix A.3. 

For a lossless line, y = j{3, tanh j{3e = j tan {3€, and Z, = R,, so eq. (11.33) becomes 

(11.33) (lossy) 
_ [ZL + z, tanh ye] 

2'0 
- Z, z, + ZL tanh ye 

we get 

(l l.32b) 
sinh ye e1c - e-,,e 

tanh ye = --- = ---- 
cash yf eye + e-ye 

or 

( 1 l.32a) 
eye + e-,.e ere _ e-..,e 
--2-- = cosh ye, --2-- = sinh y€ 

Substituting eq. ( 11.30) into (11.31) and utilizing the fact that 

(11.31) 2 = _v,_(z_) = _z,_(v:+_,_+_v;;_) 
'" 1,(z) V,:- - v;; 

Next, we determine the input impedance Zin = V5(z)I f5(z) at any point on the line. At 
the generator, for example, eqs. (11.24) and (11.25) yield 
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As a way of demonstrating these concepts, consider a lossless line with characteristic 
impedance of Z0 = 50 fl. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the line is terminated 
in a pure resistive load ZL = 100 fl and the voltage at the load is 100 V (rms). The condi 
tions on the line are displayed in Figure 11.7. Note from the figure that conditions on the 
line repeat themselves every half-wavelength. 

(l l.39b) I I Vm;0 z, 
Z;" min = -I - = - 

max 5 

and 

(l l.39a) 

It is easy to show that Jmax = VmaJZ0 and Jmin = Ym1n/Zw The input impedance Z;n in 
eq. (11.34) has maxima and minima that occur, respectively, at the maxima and minima of 
the voltage standing wave. It can also be shown that 

(11.38) 

Thus, the current reflection coefficient at the load is r;; ei'e II; e-i'c = - r L· 

Just as we did for plane waves, we define the standing wave ratios (otherwise denoted 
bySWR) as 

The current reflection coefficient at any point on the line is the negative of the volt 
age reflection coefficient at that point. 

(l l.37) 

Butz = C - C'. Substituting and combining with eq. (l l.35), we get 

That is, 

The voltage reflection coefficient at any point on the line is the ratio of the reflected 
voltage wave to that of the incident wave. 
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(11.40) 

= ~Re[lv;;I' (1 - ifl' + fe-2j~I - f•e'j~l)l 
2 z, 

Since the last two terms together become purely imaginary, we have 

where the factor ! is needed because we are dealing with the peak values instead of therms 
values. Assuming a lossless line, we substitute eqs. ( 11.24) and ( 11.25) to obtain 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, a transmission line is used in transfer 
ring power from the source to the load. The average input power at a distance C from the 
load is given by an equation similar to eq. (10.78); that is, 

FIGURE 11.7 Voltage and current standing wave patterns on a lossless line terminated 
by a resistive load. 

~/(radians) ' ' X 
4 

X 
2 !..(wavelength) 

IA 

2A 

so v 

100 v 
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(I l.44a) 

The most desired case from the practical point of view is the matched line. For this case, 
eq. (11.34) reduces to 

C. Matched Line (ZL = Z0) 

(11.43) 

The variation of z,, with C is shown in Figure 11.8(b). Notice from eqs. (11.4la) and 
(I l.42a) that 

(11.42b) r1• = 1, s = co 

and from eqs. (11.36) and (I 1.38), 

(ll.42a) 

B. Open-Circuited Line (ZL = =) 
In this case, eq. (11.34) becomes 

Zoe= Jim z,, = ~ = -JZ,cotf3C 
Zc~oo J tan [3C 

We notice from eq. (1 I.4la) that Zin is a pure reactance, which could be capacitive 
or inductive depending on the value of f. The variation of Zin with f is shown in 
Figure l 1.8(a). 

(ll.4lb) 

Also, from eqs. (11.36) and (I 1.38) 

(l l.4la) 

For this case, eq. (I 1.34) becomes 

Z,. = Z,,1 = jZ, tan [3C 
21.=0 

A. Shorted Line (ZL = 0) 

where P, is the input or transmitted power and the negative sign is due to the negative 
going wave (since we take the reference direction as that of the voltage/current traveling 
toward the right). We should notice from eq. (I 1.40) that the power is constant and does 
not depend on e, since it is a lossless line. Also, we should notice that maximum power is 
delivered to the load when F = 0, as expected. 

We now consider special cases when the line is connected to load ZL = 0, ZL = cc, and 
Z1. = Z0• These special cases can easily be derived from the general case. 

P, = P, - P, 

The first term ls the incident power P;, while the second term is the reflected power Pr. 
Thus eq. (I I .40) may be written as 
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(a) The input impedance 
(b) The sending-end current 
(c) The current at the middle of the line 

A certain transmission line 2 m long operating at w = 106 rad/ s has a = 8 dB/ m, 
f3 = l rad/m, and Z, = 60 + j40 !1. If the line is connected to a source of IO,;'O' V, 
z, = 40 !1 and terminated by a load of 20 + jSO !1, determine 

that is, \I; = O; the whole wave is transmitted, and there is no reflection. The incident 
power is fully absorbed by the load. Thus maximum power transfer is possible when a 
transmission line is matched to the load. 

(l l.44b) fl= 0, S = l 

and from eqs. (11.36) and (11.38), 

FIGURE 11.8 Input impedance of 
a lossless line: (a) when shorted, 
(b) when open 
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I (z = f/2) = v;; ,-,, - v;; e" 
s Z; Z, 
(6.687ej"·080)e·o.nl-jl ( O.OSl8eJ2600)e0921 +;I 

60 + )40 60 + )40 

At the middle of the line, z = f/2, -yz = 0.921 +JI. Hence, the current at this point is 

From eq. (11.27), 

v; = ~(V0 + Z0I0) 

= ~ [6.667 ~ + (60 + J40)(0.09303;-21.1s0)) = 6.687; 12.08° 
2 

I 
V~ = l ( V0 - Z0I0) = O.OSl8/ 260° 

(c) To find the current at any point, we need v;; and v;;. But 

I0 = I(z = 0) = 93.03/-2l.lS0 mA 

V0 = z,,10 = ( 71.66 / 32. 77°) ( 0.09303 ;-21.1 s-) = 6.667 / 11.62° V 

(b) The sending-end current is I(z = 0) = [00 From eq. (11.28), 

v, 10 I(z = o) = ~~~ = ~~~. ~~~ z; + z, 60.2S + ]38. 79 + 40 

= 93.03 /-2l.lS0 mA 

_ (ZL + Z0 tanh yf) 2'" - 20 Z0 + ZL tanh yf 

= ( 
60 

+ 
40) 

[ 20 + }SO + ( 60 + )40 )( 1.033 - J0.03929) l 
J 60 + )40 + (20 +)SO)( 1.033 - J0.03929) 

z,, = 60.2S + )38. 79 fl 

tanh yf = 1.033 - J0.03929 

Using the formula for tanh(x + jy) in Appendix A.3, we obtain 

yf = 2(0.921 +JI) = 1.84 + )2 

8 
a = 

8.686 
= 0.921 Np/m 

y = a + J/3 = 0.921 +JI Im 

Solution: 
(a) Since I Np = 8.686 dB, 
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"Devised by Phillip H. Smith in 1939. See P. H. Smith, "Transmission line calculator;' Electronics, vol. l2, pp. 29-31, 
1939, and ''An improved transmission line calculator,' Electronics, vol. 17, pp. 130-133, 318-325, 1944. 

Prior to the advent of digital computers and calculators, engineers developed all sorts of aids 
(slide rules, tables, charts, graphs, etc.) to facilitate their calculations for design and analysis. 
To reduce the tedious manipulations involved in calculating the characteristics of transmis 
sion lines, graphical means were then developed. The Smith chart3 is the most commonly 

11.5 THE SMITH CHART 

FIGURE 11.9 For Practice Exercise 11.3. 

i-------40 m -------i 

Z0=30+j60 
y=a+}/3 

Answer: (a) 30 + }600, (b) 0.2236L:-63.43' A, 7.5L:O'V,m,, (c) 0.0101 + 
j0.02094 Im. 

The transmission line shown in Figure 11.9 is 40 m long and has v, = 15L:O'V,m,, 
z, = 30 + )60 Jl, and VL = 5 L:-48' v,m,, z, = 0. If the line is matched to the load and 
z, = 0, calculate: 

(a) The input impedance z, 
(b) The sending-end current I,n and voltage V,, 
(c) The propagation constant y 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.3 

0.05 l 8eP6oo eo.921 e;s1s 

72.leJJ.690 
6_ 687 ej12.os0 e -0.92 t e -j57.J0 

I,(z = C/2) = 72.le'"',., 

= 0.0369e-P•91• - 0.001805ei283610 

= 6.673 - )34.456 mA 
= 35.10/281' mA 

Note thatjl is in radians and is equivalent toj57.3°. Thus, 
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4 Whenever a subscript is not attached tor, we simply mean voltage reflection coefficient at the load (fl. = r). 

(i J.48a) r = r + 1r = 2' 
- 

1 

r I ZJ_ + l 

Substituting eq. (11.47) into eqs. ( 11.45) and ( 11.46) gives 

(11.47) 
z 

z1. = __!;_ = r + jx 
Z" 

where I", and J", are the real and imaginary parts of the reflection coefficient I". 
Instead of having separate Smith charts for transmission lines with different character 

istic impedances (e.g., Z0 = 60, 100, 120 fl), we prefer to have just one that can be used for 
any line. We achieve this by using a normalized chart in which all impedances are normalized 
with respect to the characteristic impedance Z0 of the particular line under consideration. 
For the load impedance Zv for example, the normalized impedance zL is given by 

(11.46) r = If!~- = r. + ;r, 
or 

(ll.45) 

used of the graphical techniques. It is basically a graphical indication of the impedance of a 
transmission line and of the corresponding reflection coefficient as one moves along the line. 
It becomes easy to use after a small amount of experience. We will first examine how the Smith 
chart is constructed and later employ it in our calculations of transmission line characteristics 
such as I" L> s, and Zin· We will assume that the transmission line to which the Smith chart will 
be applied is lossless (Z0 = RJ, although this is not fundamentally required. 

The Smith chart is constructed within a circle of unit radius (If! :s 1) as shown in 
Figure 11.10. The construction of the chart is based on the relation in eq. (11.36)4; that is, 

FIGURE 11.10 Unit circle on which the Smith chart 
is constructed. 

r, 
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(O, O) 
(1/3, 0) 
(1/2, O) 
(2/3, O) 
(5/6, 0) 
(I, 0) 

I 
2/3 
112 
1/3 
1/6 

112 

Center(-'-, o) 
1 + r 

Normalized Resistance (r) 

TABLE 11.3 Radii and Centers of r-Circles for Typical Values of r 

(1 l.S3b) 
I radius= -- 

1 + r 

(l IS3a) center at (r, r.) = (-r-. a) 
1 + r 

which is the general equation of a circle of radius a, centered at (h, k). Thus eq, (I I.SO) is 
an r-circle (resistance circle) with 

(1 IS2) (x - h)2 + (y - k)' = a2 

Each of eqs, (I I.SO) and (I LSI) is similar to 

(II.SI) [r, - 1]' + [r, -H = [H 
and 

(1 I.SO) [ r __ r ]' +r'= [-1 ]' 
r l + r 1 l + r 

Rearranging terms in eqs. (I 1.49) leads to 

(1 I.49b) x = (1 - r,)2 + r7 

(1 l.49a) 

Normalizing and equating real and imaginary components, we obtain 

1 - r2 - r2 r = r I 

(I - f,)2 + fi 
2 r, 

(1 l.48b) 
. (I + f,) + jf; 

ZL = r + JX = (] _ f,) _ jf; 

or 
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Normalized Resistance (r) Radius m Center ( 1, ~) 

(1,oo) 
::!:::1/2 (1,±2) 
±1 1 (!, ±1) 
±2 1/2 (!, ±1/2) 
±5 115 (1, ±115) 
-t cc (1,0) 

TABLE 11.4 Radii and Centers ofx-Circles 
for Typical Values of x 

Table 11.4 presents centers and radii of the x-circles for typical values of x, and Figure 11.12 
shows the corresponding plots. Notice that while r is always positive, x can be positive (for 
inductive impedance) or negative (for capacitive impedance). 

If we superpose the r-circles and x-circles, what we have is the Smith chart shown in 
Figure 11.13. On the chart, we locate a normalized impedance z = 2 + j, for example, as 
the point of intersection of the r = 2 circle and the x = 1 circle. This is point P1 in Figure 
11.13. Similarly, z = I - j 0.5 is located at P2, where the r = I circle and the x = -0.5 
circle intersect. 

Apart from the r- and x-circles (shown on the Smith chart), we can draw the s-circles 
or constant standing wave ratio circles (always not shown on the Smith chart), which are 

(Il.54b) 

(II.54a) center at {I"; f;) = (I,~) 

I 
radius= - x 

For typical values of the normalized resistance r, the corresponding centers and radii of the 
r-circles are presented in Table 11.3. Typical examples of the r-circles based on the data in 
Table 11.3 are shown in Figure 11.11. Similarly, eq. (I I.SI) is an x-circle (reactance circle) 
with 

FIGURE 11.11 Typical r-circles for 
r = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, co. 

r, 
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FIGURE 11.13 Illustration of the r-, x-, ands-circles on the Smith chart. 

FIGURE 11.12 Typical x-circ\es for 
x = 0, ±0.5, 2:1, ±2, ±5, -t.cc. 
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Thus we may ignore the other outer scales and use the protractor (the innermost 
scale) for all our Or and distance calculations. 

4. The voltage Vm~ occurs where Z;,, max is located on the chart [see eq. (l l.39a)], and 
that is on the positive f,-axis or on OP oc in Figure l l.14(a). The voltage Vmin is located 
at the same point where we have Zin.min on the chart; that is, on the negative f,~axis or 
on OPsein Figure ll.14(a). Notice that Vmax and Vmin (or Zin,max and Zin.min) are A/4 
(or 180°) apart. 

5. The Smith chart is used both as impedance chart and admittance chart (Y = l/Z). 
As admittance chart (normalized impedance y = Y/Y0 = g + jb), theg- and 
b-circles correspond tor- and x-circles, respectively. 

(11.55) A --> 720° I 

centered at the origin withs varying from 1 to co The value of the standing wave ratios is 
determined by locating where ans-circle crosses the fr axis. Typical examples of s-circles 
for s = l , 2, 3, and co are shown in Figure 11.13. Since fr[ ands are related according to 
eq. (11.38J, the s-circles are sometimes referred to as I fl-circles, with Irr varying linearly 
from 0 to 1 as we move away from the center 0 toward the periphery of the chart, while s 
varies nonlinearly from I to cc, 

The following points should be noted about the Smith chart. 

1. At point P" on the chart r = 0, x = O; that is, Z, = 0 + jO, showing that P" repre 
sents a short circuit on the transmission line. At point Poe• r = oo and x = oo, or 
Z1. = co +i=. which implies that P0e corresponds to an open circuit on the line. 
Also at P00 r = 0 and x = 0, showing that P0e is another location of a short circuit 
on the line. 

2. A complete revolution (360°) around the Smith chart represents a distance oD./2 
on the line. Clockwise movement on the chart is regarded as moving toward the 
generator (or away from the load) as shown by the arrow Gin Figure ll.14(a) and 
(b). Similarly, counterclockwise movement on the chart corresponds to moving 
toward the load (or away from the generator) as indicated by the arrow Lin Figure 
11.14. Notice from Figure l 1.14(b) that at the load, moving toward the load does 
not make sense (because we are already at the load). The same can be said of the 
case when we are at the generator end. 

3. There are three scales around the periphery of the Smith chart as illustrated in 
Figure l l.14(a). The three scales are included for the sake of convenience but they 
are actually meant to serve the same purpose; one scale should be sufficient. The 
scales are used in determining the distance from the load or generator in degrees 
or wavelengths. The outermost scale is used to determine the distance on the line 
from the generator end in terms of wavelengths, and the next scale determines the 
distance from the load end in terms of wavelengths. The innermost scale is a pro 
tractor (in degrees) and is primarily used in determining Or; it can also be used to 
determine the distance from the load or generator. Since a A/2 distance on the line 
corresponds to a movement of 360° on the chart, A distance on the line corresponds 
to a 720° movement on the chart. 
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Based on these important properties, the Smith chart may be used to determine, 
among other things, (a) r = lrlL8r ands; (b) z, or Y,"; and (c) the locations of vm,, and 
V min provided that we are given Z0, ZL, h, and the length of the line. Some examples will 
clearly show how we can find all these and much more with the aid of the Smith chart, a 
compass, and a plain straightedge. A complete Smith chart is available in Appendix D. You 
may copy this. 

FIGURE 11.14 (a) Smith chart illustrating scales around the periphery 
and movements around the chart. {b) Corresponding movements along 
the transmission line. 

~ h I 

Transmission line 

G---- } 
(al 
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lfl = OP = 3.2 cm = 0.3516 
OQ 9.1 cm 

Locate Zi on the Smith chart of Figure 11.15 at point P, where the r = 1.2 circle and the 
x = 0.8 circle meet. To get r at zL, extend OP to meet the r = 0 circle at Q and measure 
OP and OQ. Since OQ corresponds to [I'] = I, then at P, 

Zi 60 + )40 
zL=-=--- 

Z, 50 
= 1.2 + )0.8 

Method 2 (using the Smith chart): 
(a) Calculate the normalized load impedance 

_ [ZL + }Z, tan {3fl 2'" - Z, Z, + )Zi tan {3f 

50(60 + )40 +)SO tan 120°) 
[so+ j(60 + )40) tan 120°] 

50(6 + )4 - jSVJ) 
,;;: ,;;: =24.01~0 

(5+4VJ-j6v3) 

= 23.97 + jl.35 !1 

Note that {3f is the electrical length of the line. 

e we 21T(2 x 106)(30) = 21T = 120' 
f3 = -;.;- = 0.6(3 x 108) 3 

A lossless transmission line with Z0 = SO fl is 30 m long and operates at 2 MHz. The line 
is terminated with a load Zi = 60 + )40 !1. If u = 0.6c on the line, find 
(a) The reflection coefficient r 
(b) The standing wave ratio s 
(c) The input impedance 

Solution: 
This problem will be solved with and without using the Smith chart. 

Method I (without the Smith chart): 

(a) r = Zi - Z, = 60 + }40 - 50 10 + }40 
z; + Z0 50 + }40 + 50 110 + )40 

= 0.3523~0 

(b) I + lfl I + 0.3523 = 2.088 s = ~ = 1 - 0.3523 

(c) Since u = w/{3, or f3 = iol u, 
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s = r(for r 2': 1) 
= 2.1 

(b) To obtain the standing wave ratio s, draw a circle with radius OP and center at 0. 
This is the constants or [I"] circle. Locate point S where the s-circle meets the r,-axis. [This 
is easily shown by setting I", = 0 in eq. (l I.49a).] The value of rat this point is s; that is, 

r = o.3516~0 

Thus 

o,. = angle POS = 56° 

Note that OP = 3.2 cm and OQ = 9.1 cm were taken from the Smith chart used by the 
author; the Smith chart in Figure 11.15 is reduced, but the ratio of OP!OQ remains the same. 

Angle Or is read directly on the chart as the angle between OS and OP, that is, 

FIGURE 11.15 Smith chart for Example 11.4. 
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100 + )150 
75 = 1.33 + )2 

z, 
sc=tr= z, 

A load of 100 + )150 !l is connected to a 75 J1 lossless line. Find: 
(a) r 
(b) s 
(c) The load admittance Y1. 
(d) Z;,, at 0.4)\ from the load 
(e) The locations of Vrnax and Vrnin with respect to the load if the line is 0.6A. long 

(f) Zin at the generator. 

Solution: 
(a) We can use the Smith chart to solve this problem. The normalized load impedance is 

Answer: (a) 0.228 ~", 80.5 - )33.6 J1, 47.6 - )17.5 J1, (b) u« 

A 70 J1 lossless line has s = 1.6 and Br = 300". If the line is 0.61\ long, obtain 

(a) f,ZvZ;, 
(b) The distance of the first minimum voltage from the load 

PRACTICE EXERCISE ll.4 

Although the results obtained using the Smith chart are only approximate, for engineering 
purposes they are close enough to the exact ones obtained by Method l. However, an inex 
pensive modern calculator can handle the complex algebra in less time and with much less 
effort than are needed to use the Smith chart. The value of the Smith chart is that it allows 
us to observe the variation of Zin with f. 

Z;, = Z,z;, = 50(0.47 + )0.03) = 23.5 + )1.5 J1 

Hence 

Z;, = 0.47 + )0.03 

Since A. corresponds to an angular movement of 720° on the chart, the length of the line 
corresponds to an angular movement of 240°. That means we move toward the generator 
(or away from the load, in the clockwise direction) 240° on the s-circle from point P to 
point G. At G, we obtain 

u 0.6(3 x 108) 
A=-= =90m f 2 x 106 

f = 30 m = ~A = ~ ---> 7ZO" = 240° 
90 3 3 

(c) To obtain Zin' first express e in terms of X or in degrees: 
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FIGURE 11.16 Smith chart for Example 11.5. 

I" = zL - z. = 100 + j15o - 75 
z,+z. IOO+jl50+75 

= 0.6598 / 39.94° 

Check: 

r = o.659 ~· 

Hence, 

I fl = OP = 6 cm = 0.659 
OQ 9.1 cm 

Or = angle POS = 40° 

We locate this at point Pon the Smith chart of Figure 11.16. At P, we obtain 
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_ [ZL + jZ, tan /3fl 2'" 
- 

20 Z, + jZL tan 13e 
75( lOO + jl50 + j75 tan 144°) 
(75 + j(IOO + jl50) tan 144°] 

= 54.41 /65.25 o 

/3f = 27T 
(0.4A) = 360° (0.4) = 144° 

A 

Check: 

Z,,, = Z,z,,, = 75( 0.3 + j0.63) 

= 22.5 + j47.25 J1 

Hence 

z,0 = 0.3 + j0.63 

( d) The 0.4A. corresponds to an angular movement of 0.4 X 720° = 288° on the constant 
s-circle. From P, we move 288° toward the generator (clockwise) on the s-circle to reach 
point R. At R, 

I I 
YL = Z,: = 100 + jl50 = 3.07 - j4.62 mS 

Check: 

YL = Y.,yL = _1_(0.228 - j0.35) = 3.04 - j4.67 mS 
75 

The load admittance is 

YL = 0.228 - j0.35 

(c) To obtain YL, extend PO to POP' and note point P' where the constants-circle meets 
POP'. At P', obtain 

I + If I I + 0.659 
s = --- = --- = 4.865 

I - If I I - 0.659 

Check: 

s = 4.82 

(b) Draw the constants-circle passing through P and obtain 
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A 
(a) 0.4~2 /63.43', 2.618, S (1 + 4n), n = 0, I, 2, ... , (b) 0.4457 /.§£, 

2.612, 8 (1 + 4n), 157.1n.22.92 n, 0.0861 x, 
Answer: 

A lossless 60 [),line is terminated by a load of 60 + j60 !!. 

(a) Find I" ands. If z,0 = 120 - j60 !!, how far (in terms of wavelengths) is the load 
from the generator? Solve this without using the Smith chart. 

(b) Use the Smith chart to solve the problem in part (a). Calculate Zm,, and z,.,,mio· How 
far (in terms of A) is the first maximum voltage from the load? 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.5 

We can see how much time and effort is saved by using the Smith chart. 

21T 
This can be checked by using eg. (11.34), where {3f =A (0.6A) = 216'. 

z,0 = 75(1.8 - j2.2) = 135 - jl65 n 

z,0 = 1.8 - j2.2 

and the only V min is located at 0.055,\. + Ai 4 = 0.3055,\. 
(f) At G (generator end), 

A 
2nd V max is located at 0.0555,\. + l = 0.555,\. 

40" 
I st V max is located at 

720, 
A = 0.055A 

Thus, we start from P (load end), move clockwise along the s-circle 432°, or one revolution 
plus 72°, and reach the generator at point G. Note that to reach G from P, we have passed 
through point T (location of Vmin) once and point S (location of Vmax) twice. Thus, from 
the load, 

0.6 X 720° = 432' = I revolution + 72° 

(e) The 0.6A corresponds to an angular movement of 

z," = 21.9 + j47.6!l 

or 
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z , z; z, 

FIGURE 11.17 Load matching using a -,..;4 transformer. 

(11.58) z; = VZ:Z,: 

Thus by adding a A/4 line on the Smith chart, we obtain the input admittance correspond· 
Ing to a given load impedance. 

Also, a mismatched load ZL can be properly matched to a line (with characteristic 
impedance Z0) by inserting prior to the load a transmission line A/4 long (with character 
istic impedance Z~) as shown in Figure 11.17. The A/4 section of the transmission line is 
called a quarter-wave transformer because it is used for impedance matching like an ordi 
nary transformer. From eq. (11.56), Z~ is selected such that (Z;,, = Z,) 

(11.57) 

or 

that is, 

(11.56) 

A. Quarter-Wave Transformer (Matching) 
When Z0 '4=- Zu we say that the load is mismatched and a reflected wave exists on the line. 
However, for maximum power transfer, it is desired that the load be matched to the trans 
mission line (Z, = ZL) so that there is no reflection ( lfl = 0 ors= 1). The matching is 
achieved by using shorted sections of transmission lines. 

We recall from eq. (11.34) that when C = A/4 or {3C = (27T/A)(A/4) = 7T/2, 

Transmission lines are used to serve different purposes. Here we consider how transmis 
sion lines are used for load matching and impedance measurements. 

11.6 SOME APPLICATIONS OF TRANSMISSION LINES 
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Y0 =i:> I 

FIGURE 11.19 Matching with a single-stub tuner. A 

(11.59) y,0 = l + jb + y, = 1 + jb - jb = l + jO 

The major drawback of using a quarter-wave transformer as a line-matching device is 
eliminated by using a single-stub tuner. The tuner consists of an open or shorted section of 
transmission line oflength d connected in parallel with the main line at some distance e from 
the load, as in Figure 11.19. Notice that the stub has the same characteristic impedance as the 
main line, although stubs may be designed with different values of Z00 It is more difficult to 
use a series stub although it is theoretically feasible. An open-circuited stub radiates some 
energy at high frequencies. Consequently, shunt short-circuited parallel stubs are preferred. 

Since we intend that Zin = Z0, that is, Zin = I or Yin = 1 at point A on the line, we first 
draw the locus y = I + jb(r = 1 circle) on the Smith chart as shown in Figure 11.20. If a 
shunt stub of admittance Ys = -jb is introduced at A, then 

B. Single-Stub Tuner (Matching) 

where Z~, Z, and Z1, are all real. If, for example, a 120 !l load is to be matched to a 75 !l line, 
the quarter-wave transformer must have a characteristic impedance of ~ = 
95 !l. This 95 !l quarter-wave transformer will also match a 75 !l load to a 120 !l line. The 
voltage standing wave patterns without and with the A/4 transformer are shown in Figure 
11.lS(a) and (b), respectively. From Figure 11.18, we observe that although a standing wave 
still exists between the transformer and the load, there is no standing wave to the left of the 
transformer due to the matching. However, the reflected wave (or standing wave) is elimi 
nated only at the desired wavelength (or frequency/); there will be reflection at a slightly 
different wavelength. Thus, the main disadvantage of the quarter-wave transformer is that 
it is a narrow-band or frequency-sensitive device. 

(b) (al 

FIGURE 11.18 Voltage standing 
wave pattern of mismatched load: 
(a) without a A/4 transformer, 
(b) with a A/4 transformer. 

v 

~ ,,, ~l 
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C. Slotted Line (Impedance Measurement) 
At high frequencies, it is very difficult to measure current and voltage because measuring 
devices become significant in size and every circuit becomes a transmission line. The slot 
ted line is a simple device used in determining the impedance of an unknown load at high 
frequencies up into the region of gigahertz. It consists of a section of an air (lossless) line 
with a slot in the outer conductor as shown in Figure 11.21. The line has a probe, along the 
E field (see Figure 11.4), which samples the E field and consequently measures the potential 
difference between the probe and its outer shield. 

The slotted line is primarily used in conjunction with the Smith chart to determine 
the standing wave ratio s (the ratio of maximum voltage to the minimum voltage) and 
the load impedance z,. The value of s is read directly on the detection meter when the 
load is connected. To determine Zv we first replace the load by a short circuit and note 
the locations of voltage minima (which are more accurately determined than the maxima 
because of the sharpness of the turning point) on the scale. Since impedances repeat every 
half-wavelength, any of the minima may be selected as the load reference point. We now 
determine the distance from the selected reference point to the load by replacing the short 
circuit by the load and noting the locations of voltage minima. The distance C (distance of 

as desired. Since b could be positive or negative, two possible values of C( <}./2) can be 
found on the line. At A, y, = ~ jb, e = e A and at B, y, = jb, e = e B as in Figure 11.20. 
Because the stub is shorted (y[ = co ), we determine the length d of the stub by finding the 
distance from P" (at which z[ = 0 +JO) to the required stub admittance y,. For the stub 
at A, we obtain d = dA as the distance from P5, to A1, where A1 corresponds to Ys = -jb 
located on the periphery of the chart as in Figure 11.20. Similarly, we obtain d = dB as the 
distance from P" to B'(y, = jb). 

Thus we obtain d = dA and d = d8, corresponding to A and B, respectively, as shown 
in Figure 11.20. Note that dA + dB = }./2 always. Since we have two possible shunted stubs, 
we normally choose to match the shorter stub or one at a position closer to the load. Instead 
of having a single stub shunted across the line, we may have two stubs. This arrangement, 
which is called double-stub matching, allows for the adjustment of the load impedance. 

FIGURE 11.20 Using the Smith chart 
to determine e and d of a shunt-short 
ed single-stub tuner. Locusofy= ! +jb 

(r =I circle) 
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FIGURE 11.22 Determining the loac imped 
ance from the Smith chart by using the data 
obtained from the slotted line. 

V min toward the load) expressed in terms of A is used to locate the position of the load o 
ans-circle on the chart as shown in Figure 11.22. 

The procedure for using the slotted line can be summarized as follows. 

I. With the load connected, reads on the detection meter. With the value of s, draw 
the s-circle on the Smith chart. 

2. With the load replaced by a short circuit, locate a reference position for ZL at a 
voltage minimum point. 

3. With the load on the line, note the position of Vmin and determine e. 
4. On the Smith chart, move toward the load a distance f from the location of V111ill" 

Find z, at that point. 

FIGURE 11.21 (a)Typical slotted line; (b) Determining the location of 
the load ZL and vmin on the line. 

(b) 

rt:J;{)X/~ Load 

I(._,,,~ ,,, !fl ' I J Shon 

0 25 50 cm 

vmin zl 

(a) 

E To detector 

L k Prnbe-----~t Slo~tted hno SO cm) 

(~ I I / ? / To-loadorshort 

T;;o, ~J_1 _' __ \';--~ _' J_. ~· 
Calibrated scale 
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-90° 

(b) 

II 16 19 24 27 32 

.t z, 
(a) 

90° 

FIGURE 11.23 Determining ZL by 
using the slotted line: (a) wave 
pattern, (b) Smith chart for 
Example 11.6. 

f = 24 - 19 = 5 cm=~ A= 0.3125 A 
16 

Electrically speaking, the load can be located at 16 cm or 24 cm. If we assume that the load 
is at 24 cm, the load is at a distance e from v ruins where 

u 3 x 108 i= - = --~ = 1.875 GHz A 16 x 10-2 

A 
- = 19 - 11 = 8 cm or A= 16 cm 
2 

With an unknown load connected to a slotted air line, s = 2 is recorded by a standing wave 
indicator and minima are found at 11 cm, 19 cm, . , on the scale. When the load is 
replaced by a short circuit, the minima are at 16 cm, 24 cm, . . If Z0 = 50 fl, calculate 
s.], and ZL. 

Solution: 
Consider the standing wave patterns as in Figure l l.23(a). From this, we observe that 
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Both )10.4 mS and -)10.4 mS are possible values. 

Locate points A and B where the s-circle intersects the g = l circle. At A, Ys = -jl.04 and 
at B, y, = +jl.04. Thus the required stub admittance is 

l 
Y, = Y0y, = ±jl .04 lOO = ±)10.4 mS 

z, 100 
Yi. = Z,: = 40 + )30 = 1.6 - j 1.2 

(a) Zi. = "" = 40 
+ J30 = 0.4 + )0.3 z, 100 

Locate zL on the Smith chart as in Figure 11.24 and from this draw the s-circle so that YL 
can be located diametrically opposite 'i.· Thus Y1. = 1.6 - jl.2. Alternatively, we may find 
Yi. by using 

Solution: 

An antenna with an impedance of 40 + j30 fl is to be matched to a 100 fl lossless line with 
a shorted stub. Determine 
(a) The required stub admittance 
(b) The distance between the stub and the antenna 
(c) The stub length 
(d) The standing wave ratio on each segment of the system 

Answer: 32.5 - )17.5 !1. 

The following measurements were taken by means of the slotted line technique: with 
load, s = 1.8, V max occurred at 23 cm, 33.5 cm,. . ; with short, s = oo, V max occurred 
at 25 cm, 37.5 cm,. . If 20 = 50 D, determine Zi.. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.6 

Zi. = Z,zi. = 50( 1.4 + j0.75) = 70 + )37.5 D 

and 

ZJ. = 1.4 + )0.75 

This corresponds to an angular movement of 0.3125 X 720° = 225° on the s = 2 circle. 
By starting at the location of V min and moving 225° toward the load (counterclockwise), we 
reach the location of Zi. as illustrated in Figure l l.23(b). Thus 
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(62° - 39°)A e B = 7200 = 0.032,\ 

and at B: 

e = ~ _ (62° - -39°)A 
A 2 7200 = 0.36A 

(b) From Figure 11.24, we determine the distance between the load (antenna in this case) 
YL and the stub. At A, 

FIGURE 11.24 Smith chart for Example 11.7. 
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In our discussion so far, we have assumed that a transmission line operates at a single fre 
quency. In computer networks and in certain other practical applications, pulsed signal: 
may be sent through the line. From Fourier analysis, a pulse can be regarded as a super 
position of waves of many frequencies. Thus, sending a pulsed signal on the line may b. 
regarded as the same as simultaneously sending waves of different frequencies. 

As in circuit analysis, when a pulse generator or battery connected to a transmissior 
line is switched on, it takes some time for the current and voltage on the line to reach stead) 
values. This transitional period is called the transient. The transient behavior just after dos 
ing the switch (or due to lightning strokes) is usually analyzed in the frequency domain b~ 
using Laplace transformation. For the sake of convenience, we treat the problem in the tinu 
domain. 

Consider a lossless line of length e and characteristic impedance Z0 as shown in Figun 
l l.2S(a). Suppose that the line is driven by a pulse generator of voltage Vg with interna 
impedance Zg at z = 0 and terminated with a purely resistive load ZL. At the instant t = ( 
that the switch is closed, the starting current "sees" only Zg and Z0, so the initial situatior 
can be described by the equivalent circuit of Figure I I .2S(b). From the figure, the starrtrf 
current at z = 0, t = o+ is given by 

v 
1(0,0+) = 1, = --'- (11.60 

Zg + Z0 

t11.7 TRANSIENTS ON TRANSMISSION LINES 

Answer: CA= 0_093,\, CB= 0.272,\, dA = 0.126,\, dB= 0.374,\, ±jl2.67 mS. 

A 75 fl lossless line is to be matched to a load of 100 - )80 fl with a shorted stub. 
Calculate the stub length, its distance from the load, and the necessary stub admit 
tance. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.7 

Notice that dA + d8 = 0.SA as expected. 
(d) From Figure 11.24, s = 2.7. This is the standing wave ratio on the line segmenl 
between the stub and the load (see Figure 11.18); s = I to the left of the stub because the 
line is matched, ands = co along the stub because the stub is shorted. 

88° 
dA = 7200 ,\ = 0.1222,\ 

272,\0 
d. = 7200 = 0.3778,\ 

(c) Locate points A' and B' corresponding to stub admittance -jl.04 and Jl.04, respec 
tively. Determine the stub length (distance from Psc to A1 and B'): 
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The reflected waves V" = r L Vo and r = -r LIO travel back toward the generator in addi 
tion to the waves V0 and /0 already on the line. At time t = 2t1, the reflected waves have 
reached the generator, so 

(11.66) 

where rl is the load reflection coefficient given in eq. (11.36); that is, 

(I 1.65) 

and 

(11.64) 

After t1 seconds, the waves reach the load. The voltage (or current) at the load is the sum 
of the incident and reflected voltages (or currents). Thus 

(11.63) 
e 

t = - 
I U 

Since this speed is finite, it takes some time for the waves traveling in the positive direction 
to reach the load and interact with it. The presence of the load has no effect on the waves 
before the transit time given by 

(11.62) 
I 

u = VL(; 

(11.61) ( +) z, V 0,0 = V, = I,Z, = ---V, z, + z, 
After the switch is closed, waves I+ = I0 and v' = V0 propagate toward the load at the 
speed 

and the initial voltage is 

FIGURE 11.25 Transients on a transmission line: (a) a line driven 
by a pulse generator, (b) the equivalent circuit at z = 0, t = o+ 

lb) (~I 

z; 
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For the transmission line of Figure 11.27, calculate and sketch 

(a) The voltage at the load and generator ends for 0 < t < 6 µ,s 
(b) The current at the load and generator ends for 0 < t < 6 µ,s 

where F G is the generator reflection coefficient given by 
z, - Z, 

fG = --- (lJ.69: z, + z, 
Again the reflected waves (from the generator end) v+ = r GrL v, and 1• = r Gr Jo propa· 
gate toward the load and the process continues until the energy of the pulse is actually 
absorbed by the resistors z, and z,. 

Instead of tracing the voltage and current waves back and forth, it is easier to keep track of the 
reflections using a bounce diagram, otherwise known as a lattice diagram. The bounce diagrarr 
consists of a zigzag line indicating the position of the voltage (or current) wave with respect tc 
the generator end, as shown in Figure 11.26. On the bounce diagram, the voltage (or current) a· 
any time may be determined by adding those values that appear on the diagram above that time 

or 

(11.67: V(0,2t1) = (1 + I', + fcf,)V0 

and 

or 

(b) 

FIGURE 11.26 Bounce diagram for (a) a voltage wave and 
(b) a current wave. 

r=ri r=-rc 
z = 0 r=O""",---------'-. 

,,) 

r= re 
z > 0 r=or--;;::------,,-----, 
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FIGURE 11.28 Voltage bounce diagram for Example 11.8. 

v = 7.936 + 0.03 + 0.02 = 7.986 

v = 7.84 + 0.096 + 0.032 = 7.968 

v = 7.68 + 0.16 + 0.096 = 7.936 

V= 7.2 + 0.48 + 0.16 = 7.84 

v = 6.4 + 0.8 + 0.48 = 7.68 

V=4+2.4+0.8=7.2 

V= 4 + 2.4= 6.4 

V=4 

r(i = 1/3 r,. = 3/5 
z = 0 """~--------, z =I? 
I =O V=O 

The 4 Vis sent out to the load. The leading edge of the pulse arrives at the load at I = 11 = 
1 µ.s. A portion of it, 4(3/5) = 2.4 V, is reflected back and reaches the generator at I= 
211 = 2 µ.s. At the generator, 2.4(1/3) = 0.8 is reflected and the process continues. The 
whole process is best illustrated in the voltage bounce diagram of Figure 11.28. 

v = ~v = ~(12) = 4 v 
0 Z, + zg g 1so 

c 100 
The transit time t1 = -;; = 1()8 = 1 us. 

The initial voltage at the generator end is 

r _ zL - z, _ 200 - 50 _ ~ 
L - ZL + z, - 200 + 50 - 5 

z, - z, 100 - 50 1 r =--=---=- 
c z, + z, 100 + 50 3 

Solution: 
(a) We first calculate the voltage reflection coefficients at the generator and load ends: 

100 m 

FIGURE 11.27 For Example 11.8. 

z; =son 
11 = 108m/s 
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080.48 0.16 r;:~-~~;.:__-L--~+~---=-~~ 
L_.J___J__L_l_~~...._-_.8~.._,""1 O~~--~ t(µs) 

0.096 
(b) 

--- 2._: ---- 
_________ ....,.'!..._ --- - 

7.936 _J __ 

V(e. r) 

2.4 ,------------------ 
1 0.8 ~---;;;;~~~--=-:.-=-~~~~~~ ~-~-~--~---~~~---~I (µs) 

60.168 10 

(a) 

4 _______ ....,. _ 

_...§ __ 7.968 7.84 

FIGURE 11.29 Voltage (not to 
scale) for Example 11.8: (a) at 
the generator end, (b) at the 
load end. 

V(O, I) votts 

v, 4 
I, = z;: = SO = 80 mA 

This should be expected because the equivalent circuits at t = 0 and t = co are as shown 
in Figure I 1.30. 
(b) The current reflection coefficients at the generator and load ends are -re= -1/3 
and - r L = -3/5, respectively. The initial current is 

V = ~V = 
200(12) 

= SV 00 ZL + z, g 300 

From the bounce diagram, we can sketch V(O, t) and V(f, t) as functions of tirne as 
shown in Figure 11.29. Notice from Figure 11.29 that as t ---? =, the voltages approach an 
asymptotic value of 
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FIGURE 11.31 Current bounce diagram for Example 11.8. 

t., I= 41.(1 

/=38.4+3.~ l.94=39.68 

/=48 9.6+3.~:4].6 

/=32+16 9.6=38.4 

31, I= BO 

I= 80 - 48 = 32 

I= 0 

z = u. I" = - 1 /3 
( = 0 

v, 12 
I = --- = - = 40 mA , z, + z, 300 

Again, 1(0, t) and I(f, t) are easily obtained from the current bounce diagram shown in 
Figure 11.31. These currents are sketched in Figure 11.32. Note that I( f, t) = V( f, t)IZ,. 
Hence, Figure l l.32(b) can be obtained either from the current bounce diagram of 
Figure 11.31 or by scaling Figure ll.29(b) by a factor of l/Z, = 1/200. Notice from 
Figures l l.30(b) and 11.32 that the currents approach an asymptotic value of 

FIGURE 11.30 Equivalent circuits for the line in Figure 11.27 for (a) t = 0 
and (b) t = ""· 

(b) (a) 

V~z 'L_J' 
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(a) Short-circuited 
(b) Open-circuited 

Answer: (a) See Figure 11.33, (b) See Figure 11.34. 

Repeat Example 11.8 if the transmission line is 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.8 

(b) 

16 
i- --;_-_--:: :iZ__~-----~-=- 

'"-r, ~~L~_,~_-_-t_~~=er;:;c.~=9=~co~~-'C-\===~:r"o-~- ===~1~2==- t(µs) 

i -1.92 
I 

L-------~~---------- 

FIGURE 11.32 Current (not to 
scale) for Example 11.8: (a) at the 
generator end, (b) at the load end 

40 39.68 39.94 38.4 

80 ,--------- ----- --- 

/(~, !) mA 
(a) 

40 

/(0, I) mA 

80 80 
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FIGURE 11.33 For Practice Exercise 11.8(a). 

:._ __ ~ ~--.L.--- 
-80/3 

C-----~'--------1-------+-------- r(µs) 

80/9 ,--- ... .---r---- 

'--'"so,,,1"'nAo___.J __ _...8~ _ 

I 
13333 

/(0, 1) 

>---~ _ _, __ _,, __ _,_ __ _,I __ __. 1(µsJ 

I I 
1--.....-....:---' 

-80/3 

80/9 r---...'4-- 

80 
---........:---1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

106,67 
124,45 

160 mA 

-4 L--- -4-------- /(l,1) 

-4/3 
'---------'-- - ....... - -- 

V(O, 1) 

I 
4V 4 V 

--- --- 4/3 

1---..---1, ~9 - 
'-------'--------'1'-------l-, -----~•~ r(µs) 

'--------''------------- 1(µs) 

ov 
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FIGURE 11.34 For Practice Exercise 11 .8{b) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I -80 
'----- -c----- 

4 6 '------ -80/3 

!------+----+-----+--- 1(µs) 

80/9 

80/3 ~--- 
80/9 

80/3 

80 mA 80 1-----~-- ..... ---- 

/(0. r) 

4/3 r---~..----- 419 
f------11 +-r-_-_-_.,... __ .,._-f-------+~ r(µs) 

4V 
f------'- - ... ·-- 

9.333 I 

4V 

12V - II.II 

V(O,t) 

/(l.r) 

I QA 
1------+-.L/---+----+--- r(µs) 

4/3 
1---->- -- 419 
I r----.-c-- r--~--+-~--+--~---t----- r(µs) 

4V __ .__.,. _ 
8V 

10.67 
11.55 12 v V(l,r) 
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8 <I< 13, 

4 <I< 9, 

I,= 10 = 40 mA 

1, = -~ (40) = -5.714 
7 

I,=~ (-5.714) = -2.857 
2 

I, = -~ ( -2.857) = 0.4082 
7 

l 
I,= 2(04082) = 0.2041 

0 < t < 5 us, 

v 4 
The initial current !0 = --'- = - = 40 mA. z, + z, 100 

Let i and r denote incident and reflected pulses, respectively. At the generator end: 

l 
-[G = l -r = -~ and 

l 7 

The time taken by V, to go forth and back is 211 = 4 us. which is less than the pulse dura 
tion of 5 us. Hence, there will be overlapping. 

The current reflection coefficients are 

e 60 
11 = -;: = 0.1 (3 X 108) = 2 us 

V =_3,_V =~(4)=3V 0 20 + 28 
8 100 

The initial voltage and transit time are given by 

Solution: 
In the previous example, the switching on of a battery created a step function, a pulse of 
infinite width. In this example, the pulse is of finite width of 5 us. We first calculate the 
voltage reflection coefficients: 

A 75 fl transmission line of length 60 m is terminated by a 100 D load. If a rectangular 
pulse of width 5 us and magnitude 4 V is sent out by the generator connected to the line, 
sketch 1(0, 1) and I(e, 1) for 0 <I< 15 us. Take z, = 25 fl and u = 0.lc. 
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FIGURE 11.35 For Example 11.9 (not to scale). 

(d 

0.176 

31.9 

34.3 

f(ll:,1)mA 
(b) 

-0.228 

3.429 

V(ll:, l)Volls 

0.4082 

31.43 

40 

/(0, r) mA 

I, = ~ ( -0.0292) = -0.0146 
2 

and so on. Hence, the plot of 1( 0, t) versus tis as shown in Figure I l.35(a). 

I,= -~ (0.2041) = -0.0292 
7 

12 < t < 17, 
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Vg FIGURE 11.36 Triangular pulse for Practice Exercise 11.9. 

t2L .. ,~ 
0 2 

Repeat Example 11.9, replacing the rectangular pulse by the triangular pulse of 
Figure 11.36. 

Answer: (/0)m,. = JOO mA. See Figure 11.37 for the current waveforms. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 11.9 

The plots of V( C, t) and I( C, t) are shown in Figure l l.35(b) and (c). 

I(C t) = V(C,t) = V(C,t) 
' ZL 100 

and so on. From V( C, t), we can obtain I( C, t) as 

I v, = 7(-0.2143) = -0.0306 

v, = _.!_( -0.0306) = 0.0154 
2 

v, = .!_(0.0154) = 0.0022 
7 

10 < t< 14, 

I v, = 7(3) = 0.4296 

v, = _.!_(0.4296) = -0.2143 
2 

6 < t <II, 

v, = 3 2 < t < 7, 

V=O 0 < t < 2µ,s, 

At the load end: 
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Ground plane 

T 
h Substrate e.« 

_Lr--~~~~~-----Y 

FIGURE 11.38 Microstrip line Strip 
conductor 

tA. Microstrip Transmission Lines 
Microstrip lines belong to a group of lines known as parallel-plate transmission line 
They are widely used in present-day electronics. Apart from being the most common] 
used form of transmission lines for microwave integrated circuits, microstrips are used fc 
circuit components such as filters, couplers, resonators, and antennas. In comparison wit 
coaxial lines, microstrip lines allow for greater flexibility and compactness of design. 

A microstrip line consists of a single ground plane and an open strip conduc 
tor separated by dielectric substrate as shown in Figure 11.38. It is constructed by th 

t11.8 APPLICATION NOTE-MICROSTRIP LINES AND 
CHARACTERIZATION OF DATA CABLES 

(b) 

/(~,I) mA 
(a) 

FIGURE 11.37 Current waves for 
Practice Exercise 11.9 .---100 

/(0. I} mA 
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The characteristic impedance of a wide strip is often low, while that of a narrow strip is 
high. 

wlh 2: I 
(l 1.71) 

w/h,;; l l 60 (Sh w) --Jn-+- 
Z = v;;;;; w 4h ' 

0 l l201T 
y;;;;; [wlh + 1.393 + 0.6671n(w/h + l.444)]' 

The characteristic impedance is given by the following approximate formulas: 

(l I.70) 
[s, + !) (e, - l) 

e,rr = ~-2~ + 2~ 

photographic processes used for integrated circuits. Analytical derivation of the char 
acteristic properties of the line is cumbersome. We will consider only some basic, valid 
empirical formulas necessary for calculating the phase velocity, impedance, and losses 
of the line. 

Owing to the open structure of the microstrip line, the EM field is not confined to the 
dielectric, but is partly in the surrounding air as in Figure 11.39. Provided the frequency 
is not too high, the microstrip line will propagate a wave that, for all practical purposes, is 
a TEM wave. Because of the fringing, the effective relative permittivity eeff is less than the 
relative permittivity e, of the substrate. If w is the line width and h is the substrate thickness, 
an a approximate value of eeff is given by 

FIGURE 11.39 Pattern of the EM field ofa microstrip line. (From 
D. Roddy, Microwave Technology, 1986, by permission of Prentice-Hall.) 
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Sometimes ad is negligible in comparison with a". Although they offer an advantage o 
flexibility and compactness, microstrip lines are not useful for long transmission becaus 
attenuation is excessive. 

(11.77 

where A = ul] is the line wavelength and tan 0 = o lioe is the loss tangent of the substrate 
The total attenuation constant is the sum of the ohmic attenuation constant ac and th 
dielectric attenuation constant ad, that is, 

(l l.76 

1 
where Rs = - is the skin resistance of the conductor. The attenuation due to dielectri 

u/5 
loss is (in dB/m) 

(11.75 
R, 

a,= 8.686- 
wZ0 

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The attenuation due to conduction (or ohmic 
loss is (in dB/m) 

(l l.74b 

(ll.74a 
w~ 

{3=-c- 

c 
u=~ 

From the knowledge of El"ff and Z0, the phase constant and the phase velocity of a wav. 
propagating on the microstrip are given, respectively, by 

(l 1.73b 

(l 1.73a Z0~,+ 1 e,-1( 0.11) A = - -- + -- 0.23 + - 
60 2 £r + I s, 

where 

w/h > 2 ) 0.61]} l + 0.39 - ---;;:- ' 

(l l.72 

wth :s 2 l 8e" 
e2A - 2' 

w 2 h = ;;; { B - I - ln(2B - 1) 

s - l [ + -'-- ln(B - 
2e, 

For design purposes, if e, and Z0 are known, the ratio wlh necessary to achieve Z0 i: 
given by 
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Calculate the attenuation due to conduction loss and dielectric loss. 

,,, = 5.8 x 107 Sim 

tan 8 = 10-• 

e, = 6.6 

w = 0.8 mm 

h = l mm 

At 10 GHz, a microstrip line has the following parameters: 

Repeat Example l l.10 for wlh = 0.8. 

Answer: (a) 2.75, b) 84.03 fl, (c) 18.09 mm. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE I I.I 0 

u c 3 x 108 
(c) ,\=-=--=-~== 

f Iv;:. I 0 IO v3.i3l 
= 1.69 X 10-2 m = 16.9 mm 

= 30.08 fl 

l207T z = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
o v3.i3J[4.5 + 1.393 + 0.667ln(4.5 + 1.444)] 

(b) From eq. (l l.71), 

Solution: 
(a) For w/h = 4.5, we have a wide strip. From eq. (ll.70), 

4.8 2.8 [ 12 ]-"' e,rr = 2 + 2 l + 
45 

= 3.131 

(a) The effective relative permittivity of the substrate 
(b) The characteristic impedance of the line 
(c) The wavelength of the line at 10 GHz 

A certain microstrip line has fused quartz ( s, = 3.8) as a substrate. If the ratio of line width 
to substrate thickness is w!h = 4.5, determine 
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Answer: 2.564 dB/m. 

Calculate the attenuation due to ohmic losses at 20 GHz for a microstrip line con 
structed of copper conductor having a width of 2.5 mm on an alumina substrate. Take 
the characteristic impedance of the line as so n. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE I I.I I 

"" = 27·3 x 5.6 x V43 x 1.447 x 10-2 

= 0.1706 dB/m 

3.492 x 6.6 x 10-" 

Applying eq. (11.76), we have 

= 1.447 X 10-2 m 

u c 3 x 108 A=~=~~=~~~~= 
f ~ JO X 109\/43 

To find the dielectric attenuation constant, we need A: 

2.609 x 10-2 

CT,= S.686 X 0.8 X 10-J X 67.17 
= 4.217 dB/m 

Using eq. (11.75), we obtain the conduction attenuation constant as 

= 2.609 x 10-2 D/m2 

7r x 10 x 109 x 47r x 10-7 

5.8 x 107 

The skin resistance of the conductor is 

7.2 5.6 ( 12 )-112 
e,rr = 2 + 2 I + 0.8 = 4.3 

60 ( 8 0.8) z, = \/'431n 0.8 + 4 
= 6717 n 

Solution: 
The ratio w!h = 0.8. Hence from eqs. (11.70) and (ll.71) 
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Return loss (RL) is a measure of the reflected energy caused by impedance mismatches 
in a cabling system. It is a measure of the dissimilarity between impedances in metal 
lic transmission lines and loads. It may also be regarded as the ratio, at the junction of a 
transmission line and a terminating impedance or other discontinuity, of the amplitude 
of the reflected wave to the amplitude of the incident wave. Return loss is important in 
applications that use simultaneous bidirectional transmission. Possible causes of excessive 
return loss include fluctuation in characteristic impedance, cable kinks, excessive bends, 
and cable jacket. 

Return Loss 

Since it is a loss, it is usually expressed as a negative value. Thus, -12 dB is a weaker signal 
than -JO dB. 

(11.79) A = 8.686La dB 

where it is assumed that signal propagates along z, a is the attenuation coefficient, and P 0 

is the power at z = 0. Thus, attenuation describes how energy is lost or dissipated. Energy 
loss occurs as a transformation from one type of energy to another. Attenuation increases 
with both frequency and length. Attenuation is usually expressed in decibels. For a cable of 
length L, attenuation (or loss) through the cable is 

(11.78) 
dP 
dz 

Attenuation (also known as insertion loss) is one of the greatest concerns of any cabling 
infrastructure. It is the reduction of signal strength during transmission. It is the opposite 
of amplification. Although it is normal to expect attenuation, a signal that attenuates too 
much becomes unintelligible, which is why most networks require repeaters at regular 
intervals. 

The factors that contribute to a cable's attenuation include conductor size, material, 
insulation, frequency (bandwidth), speed, and distance. 

Attenuation describes the phenomena of reduction of power intensity according to the law 

Attenuation 

Data communication has become a vital part of our daily life, the educational system, and 
business enterprises. Cables (copper or optical fiber) play an important role in data com 
munication because they constitute the vehicle that transmits electrical signals from one 
point to another. Before such cables are installed, they must meet certain requirements 
specified in terms of parameters including insertion loss (or attenuation), return loss (RL), 
near-end crosstalk (NEXT), far-end crosstalk (FEXT), attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio (ACR), 
power sum NEXT (PSNEXT), propagation delay, propagation delay skew, and equal level 
far-end crosstalk (ELFEXT), and power sum ELFEXT (PSELFEXT). In this section, we 
focus on the most popular measures: attenuation, RL, NEXT, and ELFEXT. 

B. Characterization of Data Cables 
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Far-end crosstalk (FEXT) is similar to NEXT, except that the signal is sent from the local 
end as shown in Figure 11.41, and crosstalk is measured at the far end. As a result of attenu 
ation, signals that induce FEXT can be much weaker, especially for longer cable lengths. 

ELFEXT 

Crosstalk is a major impairment in any two-wire transmission system. Within a cable, there are 
usually several active pairs. Because these pairs are in close physical proximity over long distanc 
es, coupling takes place, and the pairs "crosstalk" in each other. Thus, the idea of crosstalk refers 
to interference that enters a communication channel through some coupling path. There are two 
types of crosstalk in multipair cables: near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT). 

When current flows in a wire, an electromagnetic field is created which can interfere 
with signals on adjacent wires. As frequency increases, this effect becomes stronger. Each 
pair is twisted because this allows opposing fields in the wire pair to cancel each other. The 
tighter the twist, the more effective the cancellation, and the higher the data rate supported 
by the cable. If wires are not tightly twisted, the result is near-end crosstalk (NEXT). If you 
have ever been talking on the telephone and could hear another conversation faintly in 
the background, you have experienced crosstalk. In fact, the term derives from telephony 
applications where 'talk' came 'across.' In local-area networks, NEXT occurs when a strong 
signal on one pair of wires is picked up by an adjacent pair of wires. NEXT is the portion 
of the transmitted signal that is electromagnetically coupled back into the received signal, 
as illustrated in Figure 11.40. In many cases, excessive crosstalk is due to poorly twisted 
terminations at connection points. 

Since NEXT is a measure of difference in signal strength between a disturbing pair and 
a disturbed pair, a larger number (less crosstalk) is more desirable than a smaller number 
(more crosstalk). Because NEXT varies significantly with frequency, it is important to mea 
sure it across a range of frequencies, typically 1-250 MHz. Twisted-pair coupling becomes 
less effective for higher frequencies. 

NEXT 

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the cable and ZL is the load impedance. Thus, 
return loss is a number that indicates the amount of signal that is reflected back into the 
cable from the terminating equipment. It is generally specified in decibels, and larger 
values are better because they indicate less reflection. Ideally, there would be no reflection, 
and return loss would have a value of infinity. Generally, values of 35 to 40 dB or higher 
are considered acceptable. A value of 40 dB indicates that only 1 % of the signal is reflected. 

(11.81) I' = z, - Zo 
Z, + Z0 

lfl2p+ and the reflection coefficient is given by since v: 

(11.80) 

Return loss is defined as the ratio of the reflected power to the incident power: 
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For that reason, FEXT results are not meaningful without an indication of the correspond 
ing attenuation on the link. Thus, FEXT is measured but rarely reported. FEXT results are 
used to derive equal-level far-end crosstalk (ELFEXT). 

Noise occurring at the far end can be difficult to measure. It is common in practice to 
eliminate the attenuation effects and look at the pure noise taking place. ELFEXT is used 
when one is looking at the noise minus the effects of attenuation. 

ELFEXT is a measure of the unwanted signal coupling from a transmitter at the near 
end into a neighboring pair measured at the far end relative to the received signal level 
measured on the same pair. Unlike attenuation, return loss, NEXT, and FEXT, ELFEXT is 
a calculated rather than a measured quantity. It is derived by subtracting the attenuation 
of the disturbing pair from the FEXT this pair induces in an adjacent pair. That is, if the 
disturbing pair is i and the disturbed pair is j, 

FIGURE 11.41 Far-end crosstalk (FEXT) in a paired cable. 
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FIGURE 11.40 Near-end crosstalk (NEXT} in a paired cable. 
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FIGURE 11.42 Showing anomalous refraction. 
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In 1967, Russian physicist Viktor Veselago studied theoretically the problem of time 
harmonic monochromatic plane wave propagation in a material whose permittivity and 
permeability he assumed to be simultaneously negative at the frequency of interest. He 
showed that such a material could possess interesting electromagnetic features such as 
anomalous refraction. At the turn of the century, American physicists Richard Shelby, 
David Smith, Sheldon Schultz, and their group constructed such a composite medium by 
embedding split rings in a host medium. They experimentally showed in the microwave 
regime the presence of anomalous refraction in the medium. These complex materials, 
called metamaterials, have gained considerable attention. 

11.9 APPLICATION NOTE-METAMATERIALS 

This normalizes the results for length. Since both FEXT and attenuation are measured in 
decibels, ELFEXT is also measured in decibels. High ELFEXT is indicative of excessive 
attenuation, higher than expected FEXT, or both. 

(11.82) ELFEXTij = FEXTij ~ attenuation, 
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Section 10.2 introduced mmWave technology, which takes advantage of the proper 
ties of electromagnetic waves in the 30-300 GHz frequency band, or mm-waves, which 
correspond to wavelengths in the range of 10-1 mm. Many optically opaque objects 
are rendered transparent when they are imaged with signals only a few millimeters in 
wavelength. This makes mm-wave imaging attractive for a wide variety of commercial, 
defense, and scientific applications. Examples include nondestructive testing (NOT) for 
structural integrity, material characterization, security scanning, and medical screening. 
Microwaves and millimeter waves have been used extensively to image dielectric bodies. 
They can penetrate into many optically opaque media such as living tissues, wood, ceram 
ics, plastics, clothing, concrete, soil, fog, and foliage. In the past, many people believed 
that microwaves could be used just for target detection and tracking. But they have also 
been used for decades in remote sensing, that is, for the imaging of weather patterns or 
the surfaces of remote planets, for underground surveillance, and so on. More recently, 
microwave and millimeter-wave systems have been deployed for a variety of short-range 
applications, most notably in concealed-weapon detection, (Figure 11.43) and through 
the-wall imaging. Additional information about cloaking applications for metamaterials 
is presented in Section 12.10. 

11.10 APPLICATION NOTE-MICROWAVE IMAGING 

Metamaterials are synonymously called left-handed materials, negative refractive 
index materials, and double-negative materials. A conventional material inherits its elec 
tromagnetic properties from the constituent atoms. But metamaterials derive their proper 
ties from the constituent units embedded in a host medium. They can be engineered as we 
desire. 

The phenomena of radiation, scattering, guidance in metamaterials, and complex 
structures made by pairing them with layers of conventional materials are being actively 
investigated. Researchers envision exciting possibilities for the development of improved 
computer chips, DVDs with vastly increased memory, cheaper and better-performing 
wireless communication systems, and improved medical imaging equipment. Several 
important ideas and developments that should lead to fabrication of components such as 
phase conjugators, unconventional guided-wave structures, compact thin cavities, high 
impedance surfaces, and perfect lens are expected to emerge from these studies. The 
concepts underlying metamaterials also led to the development of artificial left-handed 
transmission lines. 

Metamaterials are artificial materials engineered to have specific properties that are 
not found in nature. Unlike naturally occurring materials, the behavior of a rnetamate 
rial is determined not only by the properties of its components, but by the size, geometry, 
orientation, and arrangement of those components. Metamaterials have gained attention 
owing to their unique ability to bend waves rather than reflect them, rendering an object 
surrounded by a metamaterial invisible. Section 11.10 describes some applications of these 
unusual materials to microwave imaging. 
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The main measures of performance of an imaging system are considered to be the spa 
tial resolution in lateral and range directions, and the image dynamic range offered. With 
the availability of more channels, combined with the powerful digital signal processing 
(DSP) capabilities of modern computers, the performance of mm-wave imaging systems 
is advancing rapidly. 

The most commonly known imaging systems are based on X-ray technology. Their 
applications are in, for example computed tomography (CT) for medical diagnostics, 
NDT applications, and luggage inspection at security checkpoints. These systems work in 
a transmission setup. Furthermore, backscatter X-ray systems, which work in a reflection 
setup, have been investigated over the past few years, especially for the screening of airline 
passengers for concealed objects. On the one hand, X-ray images have an inherent high 
lateral resolution owing to the extremely short wavelength (0.01~10 nm). But on the other 
hand, the energy of the photons is high enough to ionize organic and inorganic matter. 
Therefore, health aspects are critical with respect to the imaging of humans, especially 
people who must be imaged frequently, such as airport personnel. 

In contrast, electromagnetic mm-waves offer a contactless inspection of materials with 
nonionizing radiation and a high spatial resolution. Since spatial resolution and penetra 
tion depth are conflicting parameters regarding the wavelength, the E-band (60-90 GHz 
with wavelengths of 5-3.3 mm) is a good compromise for NDT applications to detect 
flaws, material inhomogeneities, and inclusions in dielectrics. A lateral resolution of about 
2 mm is sufficient for many applications (e.g., personnel screening at airport security 
checkpoints). 

The application of microwaves in biomedical imaging and diagnostics, however, 
remains a field with many uncharted territories. So far, the contributions of microwave 
technology to medical imaging, have been limited except for radio-frequency component 
design for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems. From the imaging of isolated 
organs to the imaging of the brain, the bones, or the breast, the microwave community is 
striving to make an entrance in the highly competitive world of medical imaging. 

FIGURE 11.43 A concealed weapon revealed. 
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now determine the forward-traveling voltage coefficient 
% VOplus at the load (z = 0) from the equation 

% Output the key parameters 
% Reflection coefficient at load 
GammaL = (ZLn - ZOn) / (ZLn + ZOn}; 
disp { '\nThe reflection coefficient at the load is') ; 
disp ( sprintf ( ' %0. 2f +j %0. 2 f \n' , real (GammaL) , imag (GammaL) ) ) 
% SWR 
SWR={l+abs(GammaL))/(1-abs{GammaL)); 
disp(sprintf('The SWR at the load is %0.2£\n', SWR)) 
% Input impedance seen at source 
z i noe subs Iz i n. {ZO,ZL,gamma,z}, {zon,ZLn, gamman,L}l; 
disp('The input impedance seen by the generator ') 
disp(sprintf(' is %0.2f+j%D.2f\n', real(ZinG), imag(ZinG))) 

The expression for the input impedance as a function of 
length along the line 

% This expression at this point is purely symbolic and 
contains no numerical data, it will be used in line 37 

Zin = ZO* (ZL ZO * tanh (gamma *z)) I (ZO - 
ZL * tanh(gamma * z)); 

Enter the frequency (in rad/s) 
wn = input('Enter the angular frequency\n > '); 

% Enter the propagation constant gamma {in a+j*b format) 
gamman = input{'Enter the propagation constant\n > '); 
% Enter the length (m) 
L = input ('Enter the length\n > ') ; 

% Enter the characteristic impedance 
ZOn = input('Enter the characteristic impedance\n > '); 
% Enter the load impedance (in a+j*b format) 
disp('Enter the complex load impedance '); 
ZLn =input(' (in a+j*b format)\n > '); 
% Enter the source impedance (in a+j*b format) 
disp{'Enter the complex source impedance '); 
ZGn = input ('(in a+j *b format) \n > '}; 
% Enter the source voltage (in a*exp(j*b} format) 
disp('Enter the source voltage '); 
VGn =input{' {in a*exp(j*b) format)\n > '); 

clear 
syms w ZO ZL ZG VG gamma z Zin % symbolic variables for frequency, 

% characteristic impedance, 
load impedance, source impedance, source voltage, propagation 
constant, distance 

a transmission line terminated with a complex load 
of length along 
This script computes the voltage and current waveforms as funct.i ons 
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showing that there are two waves traveling in opposite directions on the line. 

V(z, t) = V,: e-0' cos(wt - {3z) + v;; e'" cos(wt + {3z) 

I(z, t) = V,: e-0' cos(wt - {3z) - v;; e" cos(wt + {3z) z, z, 

I. A transmission line is commonly described by its distributed parameters R (in fl/m), 
L (in H/m), G (in S/m), and C (in F/m). Formulas for calculating R, L, G, and Care 
provided in Table l 1.1 for coaxial, two-wire, and planar lines. 

2. The distributed parameters are used in an equivalent circuit model to represent a dif 
ferential length of the line. The transmission line equations are obtained by applying 
Kirchhoff's laws and allowing the length of the line to approach zero. The voltage and 
current waves on the line are 

% Plot 
figure 
subplot(2,l,1) % generate a subplot within one figure window 
% the two plots will be one on top of the other 
% (2, ~,l) means there is two rows, one column, and this plot 
% goes into the top subplot 
plot{z, abs{Vz)} % plot only voltage magnitude 
axis{[-L 0 0 abs{2*VOplus)]} 
title('Voltage on transmission line as a function of length'} 
xlabel('distance from load (m}'} 
ylabel{'magnitude of voltage (V}'} 
subplot (2, 1, 2) 
plot{z, abs(Iz}) % plot only current magnitude 
axis { [-L 0 0 abs {2*VOplus/ZOn)]} 
title('Current on transmission line as a function of length'} 
xlabel ('distance from load (m) ') 
ylabel{'magnitude of current {A)') 

% voltage vector 
%(notice the .* for multiplying two vectors 
% together element-by-element) 

% voltage vector 
Iz = VOplus/ZOn*exp(gamman*z) .*(l - GammaL*exp{2*gamman*z)); 

% Generate vector of voltage over length 
z=-L:L/1000:0; % vector of length 
Vz = VOplus*exp{gamman*z) .*(1 + GammaL*exp(2*gamman*z}}; 

V{z} = (VO+) e" (-j B z) {l + GammaL exp (2 j B z)) 
by setting z = -L 
First Determine the voltage at the source 

VOG = VGn * ZinG / {ZGn + ZinG); 
VOplus = VOG * exp(-gamman*L)/(1 + GammaL *exp(-2*gamman*L)); 
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where ZL is the load impedance. 
6. At any point on the line, the ratio of the phaser voltage to phasor current is the imped 

ance at that point looking toward the load and would be the input impedance to the 
line if the line were that long. For a lossy line, 

Z(z) = V,(z) = Z = Z [Z1. + Z0 tanh yfl 
I,(z) m 

0 Z0 + z, tanh ye 
where e is the distance from load to the point. For a lossless line (a = 0), tanh 
yf = j tan {3C; for a shorted line, z, = O; for an open-circuited line, z, = oo; and for a 
matched line, ZL = Z0• 

7. The Smith chart is a graphical means of obtaining line characteristics such as I", s, and 
Zin· It is constructed within a circle of unit radius and based on the formula for F L 

given in eq. ( 11.36). For each rand x, there are two explicit circles (the resistance and 
reactance circles) and one implicit circle (the constants-circle). The Smith chart is con 
veniently used in determining the location of a stub tuner and its length. It is also used 
with the slotted line to determine the value of the unknown load impedance. 

8. When a de voltage is suddenly applied at the sending end of a line, a pulse moves forth 
and back on the line. The transient behavior is conveniently analyzed by using bounce 
diagrams. 

9. Microstrip transmission lines are useful in microwave integrated circuits. Useful for 
mulas for constructing microstrip lines and determining losses on the lines have been 
presented. 

1 + 1r,1 
s = l=lfJ 

and the standing wave ratio is 

A = 
2;, 

u = ~ = JA 

4. The general case is that of the lossy transmission line ( G * 0 * R) considered earlier. 
For a lossless line, R = 0 = G; for a distortionless line, RI L = CIC. It is desirable that 
power lines be lossless and telephone lines be distortionless. 

5. The voltage reflection coefficient at the load end is defined as 

rL = ~ = ZL - Zo 
v;; z; + z, 

The wavelength and wave velocity are 

y =a+ ){3 = V(R + ;wL)(G + jwC) 

3. The characteristic impedance Z0 (analogous to the intrinsic impedance T/ of plane 
waves in a medium) of a line is given by 

z =JR+ jwL 
c G + jwC 

and the propagation constant y (per meter) is given by 
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(a) 20A 
(b) 0.2A 
(c) 108° 
(d) 4071" 
(e) None of the above 

11.5 A lossless transmission line oflength 50 cm with L = 10 µHim, C = 40 pF/m is operated 
at 30 MHz. Its electrical length is 

(a) Z;" = ~ JZ0 for a shorted line with C = A/8. 
(b) Z;" =Joo for a shorted line withe = A/4. 
(c) Zin = jZ0 for an open line with e = A/2. 
(d) Z;n = Z0 for a matched line. 
(e) At a half-wavelength from a load, Zin = ZL and repeats for every half-wavelength 

thereafter. 

11.4 Which of these is not true of a lossless line? 

(a) R = 0 = G 

(b) RC= GL 
(c) Very low frequency range (R » wL, G » wC) 
(d) Very high frequency range (R << wL, G << wC) 

I 1.3 Which of the following conditions will not guarantee a distortionless transmission line? 

11.1 Which of the following statements are not true of the line parameters R, L, G, and C? 

(a) Rand Lare series elements. 
(b) G and Care shunt elements. 

I 
(c) G =Ji.' 
(d) LC = µ,e and RG = oe. 
(e) Both Rand G depend on the conductivity of the conductors forming the line. 
(f) Only R depends explicitly on frequency. 
(g) The parameters are not lumped but distributed. 

11.2 For a lossy transmission line, the characteristic impedance does not depend on 

(a) The operating frequency of the line 
(b) The length of the line 
(c) The load terminating the line 
(d) The conductivity of the conductors 
(e) The conductivity of the dielectric separating the conductors 

10. Some parameters that are commonly used in characterizing data communication 
cables are presented. These parameters include attenuation, return loss, NEXT, and 
ELFEXT. 
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FIGURE 11.45 Smith chart for 
Review Question 11.7. 

90° 

(b) 600 MHz 
(d) 1.2 GHz 

FIGURE 11.44 Smith chart for 
Review Question 11.6. 

E 

D 

(a) 1.5 GHz 
(c) 300 MHz 

11.8 Write true (T) or false (F) for each of the following statements. 

(a) All r- and x-circles pass through point (r, r;) = ( 1, 0). 
(b) Any impedance repeats itself every A/4 on the Smith chart. 
(c) Ans = 2 circle is the same as I fl = 0.5 circle on the Smith chart. 
(d) The basic principle of any matching scheme is to eliminate the reflected wave between 

the source and the matching device. 
(e) The slotted line is used to determine ZL only. 
(f) At any point on a transmission line, the current reflection coefficient is the reciprocal 

of the voltage reflection coefficient at that point. 

11.9 In an air line, adjacent maxima are found at 12.5 cm and 37.S cm. The operating 
frequency is 

(viii) Matched load (F = 0) 

[ Z;,l 
Z, min 

(vi) 

(a) 
(c) 
(e) None 

(b) 6 
(d) 3 

11.7 A 500 m lossless transmission line is terminated by a load that is located at Pon the Smith 
chart of Figure 11.45. If A = 150 m, how many voltage maxima exist on the line? 

[ Z;,,l 
Z, max 

(vii) 
(v) cc + joo 

(ii) 1 +JO 
(iv) 0 +JI 

11.6 Match the following normalized impedances with points A, B, C, D, and Eon the Smith 
chart of Figure 11.44. 

(i) 0 +JO 
(iii) 0 - jl 
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(b) Obtain a similar formula for Z0. 

""11.6 In Section J 1.3, it was mentioned that the equivalent circuit of Figure 11.5 is not the only 
possible one. Show that eqs. {l l.4} and {11.6) would remain the same if the 11-type and 
T-type equivalent circuits shown in Figure 11.47 were used. 

11.7 (a) Show that at high frequencies (R << wL, G « wL), 

y = G~ + ~,/%) + jwVLC 

Section 11.3-Transmission Line Equations 

l-mr G=~ 
In~ 

a 
11.4 A coaxial TV cable is designed so that Z = 50 !1. The radius of the inner shell is a= 6 mm, 

while that of outer shell is b = 20 mm. Determine the dielectric constant e, needed to have 
such impedance. Assumeµ, = µ,0, a = 0. 

11.5 The copper leads of a diode are 16 mm in length and have a radius of 0.3 mm. They are 
separated by a distance of2 mm as shown in Figure 11.46. Find the capacitance between 
the leads and the ac resistance at 10 MHz. 

11.1 An air-filled planar line with w = 30 cm, d = l.2 cm, t = 3 mm has conducting plates 
with av= 7 X 107 Sim. Calculate R, L, C, and G at 500 MHz. 

11.2 A coaxial cable has an inner conductor of radius a = 0.8 mm and an outer conductor 
of radius b = 2.6 mm. The conductors have (T, = 5.28 X 107 Sim, µ, = µ,0, and E, = E0; 

they are separated by a dielectric material having a = 10-s Sim,µ, = µ,0, E = 3.5 E0• At 
80 MHz, calculate the line parameters L, C, G, and R. 

11.3 A coaxial cable has inner radius a and outer radius b. If the inner and outer conductors 
are separated by a material with conductively a, show that the conductance per unit 
length is 

Section 11.2-Transmission Line Parameters *H·M'"fa' 

11.10 Two identical pulses each of magnitude 12 V and width 2 µ,s are incident at t = 0 on a 
lossless transmission line of length 400 m terminated with a load. If the two pulses are 
separated 3 µ,s and u = 2 x 108 m/s, when does the contribution to VL( e, t) by the 
second pulse start overlapping that of the first? 

(a) t = 0.S us 
(b) t = 2µ,s 
(c) t = S us 
(d) t = S.S us 
(e) t = 6µ,s 

Answers' l Ll c.d,e, l l.2b,c, l l.3c, l l.4a,c, 11.Sc, 11.6 (i) D,e (ii) A, (iii) E, (iv) C, (v) B, (vi) D, (vii) 
B, (viii) A, l l.7a, 11.8 (a) T, (b) F, (c) F, (d) T, (e) F, (f) F, l l.9b, 11.lOe. 
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Calculate R, L, C, and G of the line. 
11. lO A 78 fl lossless planar line was designed but did not meet a requirement. What fraction 

of the widths of the strip should be added or removed to get the characteristic impedance 
of 75 rn 

I I.I I A telephone line operating at l kHz has R = 6.8 !1/mi, L = 3.4 mH/mi, C = 8.4 nF/mi, 
and G = 0.42 µSimi. Find (a) Zand y, (b) phase velocity, (c) wavelength. 

11.12 A TV antenna lead-in wire IO cm long has a characteristic impedance of 250 n and is 
open-circuited at its end. If the line operates at 400 MHz, determine its input impedance. 

11.13 A coaxial cable has its conductors made of copper (o , = 5.8 X 107 S/m) and its dielec 
tric made of polyethylene (er= 2.25, J..Lr = 1). If the radius of the outer conductor is 
3 mm, determine the radius of the inner conductor so that Z0 = 75 n. 

Z, = 50 !1, a = 0.04 dB/m, /3 = 2.5 rad/m 

11.8 Express the phase velocity on a lossless line in terms of C and Z0• 

11.9 At 60 MHz, the following characteristics of a lossy line are measured: 

FIGURE 11.47 Equivalent circuits for Problem 11.6: (a) CT-type, (b) r-rype. 

(b) 

Problems 603 

I 16mm FIGURE 11.46 The diode of Problem 11.5. D -: 
l(z,t) Rt::..z u,, l(z + t::..z,t) 

V(z, r) ~CH ~t::..z q t::..z ~t::..z V(z + .6.z, t) 

(•) 



11.24 (a) Show that a transmission coefficient may be defined as 

v, zz, 
'TL= v; = 1 + rL = Z1_ + Zo 

Section 11.4-lnput Impedance, Standing Wave Ratio, and Power 

where f is the distance from the load. Calculate y and u, 

11.20 A distortionless transmission line satisfies RC = LG. If the line has R = 10 mfl/rn, 
C = 82 pFlm, and L = 0.6 µ..Him, calculate its characteristic impedance and propaga 
tion constant. Assume that the line operates at 80 MHz. 

11.21 A coaxial line 5.6 m long has distributed parameters R = 6.5 D/m, L = 3.4 µ,H/m, 
G = 8.4 mSlm, and C = 21.5 pF/m. If the line operates at 2 MHz, calculate the charac 
teristic impedance and the end-to-end propagation time delay. 

11.22 A lossy transmission line of length 2.1 m has characteristic impedance of 80 + )60 D. 
When the line is short-circuited, the input impedance is 30 - )12 fl. (a) Determine a and 
/3. (b) Find the input impedance when the short circuit is replaced by ZL = 40 + )30 n. 

11.23 A lossy transmission line with characteristic impedance of 75 + )60 D is connected to 
a 200 !1 load. If attenuation is 1.4 Np/rn and phase constant is 2.6 rad/m. find the input 
impedance for e = 0.5 m. 

V(e) = 80e1o·" cos(21T X lO't + 0.01£) + 60e~'°·" cos(27T X 10'11 + 0.01£)V 

V(f') ~ 120e°00"" cos(l081 + 2€') + 60e~000'5'' cos(1081 - 2€') 

where f' is the distance from the load. If z, ~ 300 D, find (a) a, 13, and U, (b) z, and 1( e'). 
11.19 The voltage on a line is given by 

11.15 A twisted line, which may be approximated by a two-wire line, is very useful in the 
telephone industry. Consider a line comprising two copper wires of diameter 0.12 cm 
that have a 0.32 cm center-to-center spacing. If the wires are separated by a dielectric 
material withe = 3.5e0, find L, C, and Z0• 

11.16 A distortion less cable is 4 m long and has a characteristic impedance of 60 n. An attenu 
ation of 0.24 dB is observed at the receiving end. Also, a signal applied to the cable is 
delayed by 80 us before is measured at the receiving end. Find R, G, L, and C for the 
cable. 

11.17 A distortionless line operating at 120 MHz has R = 20 !Lim, L = 0.3 µ..Him, and 
C = 63 pFlm. (a) Determine y, u. and Z0• (b) How far will a voltage wave travel before it is 
reduced to 20% of its initial magnitude? (c) How far will it travel to suffer a 45° phase shift? 

11.18 On a distortionless line, the voltage wave is given by 

120 d 
{b) The characteristic impedance Z0 = ~ cosh-1 Za" 

Is part (a) true of other lossless lines? 

11.14 For a lossless two-wire transmission line, show that 
I 

(a) The phase velocity u ~ c ~ VLC 
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FIGURE 11.49 Foe Problem 11.28. 

)J6 

FIGURE 11.48 For Problem 11.26. 

[ 

cosh yC Z0 sinh yf] * sinh yf cosh yf 

For the lossy line in Figure 11.50(b), show that the ABCD matrix is 

*11.30 Consider the two-port network shown in Figure l l.50(a). The relation between the 
input and output variables can be written in matrix form as 

(d) 3 m from the source (b) The receiving end 

(b) Find TL when the line is terminated by {i) a load whose value is nZ0, (ii) an open 
circuit, (iii) a short circuit, (iv) ZL = Z0 (matched line). 

11.25 A lossy transmission line has R = 3.5 !1/rn, L = 2 µH/m, C = 120 pF/m, and G = 0. At 
400 MHz, determine a, f3, Z0, and u. 

11.26 Find the input impedance of a short-circuited coaxial transmission line of Figure 11.48 
if Z0 = 65 + }38 !1, y = 0.7 + }2.5/m, f = 0.8 m. 

11.27 A 50 !1 transmission line of length e is open-circuited. If the input impedance is - )62 !1, 
determine e in terms of A. 

11.28 Refer to the lossless transmission line shown in Figure 11.49. (a) Find F and s. 
(b) Determine Zin at the generator. 

11.29 A 60 n lossless line is connected to a source with vg = 10L0° V,ms and Zg = 50 - 
}40 !1 and terminated with a load of }40 !1. If the line is 100 m long and /3 = 0.25 rad/m, 
calculate Zin and Vat 
(a) The sending end (c) 4 m from the load 
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11.32 A quarter-wave lossless 100 n line is terminated by a load ZL = 210 fl. If the voltage at 
the receiving end is 80 V, what is the voltage at the sending end? 

11.33 Determine the impedance at a point A/4 distant from a load of impedance (l + j2)Zw 

11.34 Two lines are cascaded as shown in Figure 11.5 l. Determine: 
(a) The input impedance 
(b) The standing wave ratio for sections XY and YZ 
(c) The reflection coefficient at Z 

11.35 A lossless 50 fl transmission line of length 3.2 mis terminated with an impedance 
of 30 - )SO fl. If the line operates at a frequency of 400 MHz, determine the input 
impedance. 

11.36 A lossless transmission line, with characteristic impedance of 50 D and electrical 
length of e = 0.27 A, is terminated by a load impedance 40 - )25 D. Determine r'-, s, 
and z.; 

11.37 A 75 D lossless transmission line is 132 cm long, with a dielectric constant Br= 3.62. 
If the line operates at 400 MHz with an input impedance of Zi11 = 40 + )65 D, use the 
Smith chart to determine the terminating load. 

11.38 The distance from the load to the first minimum voltage in a 50 f! line is 0.12,\ and the 
standing wave ratio s = 4. 
(a) Find the load impedance Z1.. 
(b) Is the load inductive or capacitive? 
(c) How far from the load is the first maximum voltage? 

11.39 A lossless 50 !1 line is terminated by a load ZL = 75 + )60 !1. Using a Smith chart, deter 
mine (a) the reflection coefficient I', (b) the standing wave ratios, (c) the input impedance 

11.31 Normalize the following impedance with respect to SOD and locate them on the Smith chart: 
(a) z, = son, (b) z, = 60 + }40 n, (c) z, = 30 ~ ;120 n. 

Section 11.5-The Smith Chart 

1J2 )J4 

FIGURE 11.51 For Problem 11.34. 

(b) 

lossy line. 

~e----1 FIGURE 11.50 Foe Problem 
11.30: (a) network, (b) 
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I 
I 
I 

i----%~_...~~%--------1 

Z0 = 50 fl. 

FIGURE 11.52 Double section 
transformer of Problem 11.49. 

[~]' = Z,1 = [Z,2]' z, Zo2 ZL 
determine Z01 and Z02 for this case. 

at 0.2A from the load, (d) the location of the first minimum voltage from the load, (e) the 
shortest distance from the load at which the input impedance is purely resistive. 

11.40 A transmission line is terminated by a load with admittance Y1, = ( 0.6 + j0.8) I Z0• Find 
the normalized input impedance at A/6 from the load. 

11.41 Using the Smith chart, determine the admittance of Z = 100 + )60 D with respect to 
Z0 = 50 fl. 

11.42 A 50 !1 transmission line operates at 160 MHz and is terminated by a load of 50 + )30 
f!. If its wave speed is c/2 and the input impedance is to be made real, calculate the 
minimum possible length of the line and the corresponding input impedance. 

11.43 A 50 fl coaxial cable is '/4 long and is terminated by a load 40 - }30 fl. Use the Smith 
chart to find the input admittance Yiw 

11.44 (a) Calculate the reflection coefficient corresponding to ZL = (0.5 - j)Z0• 

(b) Determine the load impedance corresponding to the reflection coefficient 0.4 L25°. 
11.45 An 80 n transmission line operating at 12 MHz is terminated by a load ZL· At 22 m from 

the load, the input impedance is 100 - }120 fl. If u = O.Sc, 
(a) Calculate fv Zin,max• and Zin,min· 

(b) Find Zv s, and the input impedance at 28 m from the load. 
(c) How many Zin.max and Zin.min are there between the load and the 100 - )120 D input 

impedance? 
11.46 An antenna, connected to a 150 n lossless line, produces a standing wave ratio of 2.6. If 

measurements indicate that voltage maxima are 120 cm apart and that the last maximum 
is 40 cm from the antenna, calculate 
(a) The operating frequency 
(b) The antenna impedance 
(c) The reflection coefficient (assume that u = c). 

11.47 An 80 n lossless line has ZL = )60 n and Zin = )40 n. (a) Determine the shortest length 
of the line. (b) Calculates and r,. 

11.48 A SO fl air-filled line is terminated in a mismatched load of 40 + j25 D. Find the shortest 
distance from the load at which the voltage has the smallest magnitude. 

11.49 Two A/4 transformers in tandem are to connect a SO fl line to a 75 n load as in 
Figure 11.52. 
(a) Determine the characteristic impedance Z01 if Z02 = 30 fl and there is no reflected 

wave to the left of A. 
(b) If the best results are obtained when 
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11.54 It is desired to match a 50 fl line to a load impedance of 60 - )SO fl. Design a 50 D stub 
that will achieve the match. Find the length of the line and calculate how far it is from 
the load. 

11.55 A stub of length 0.12A is used to match a 60 D lossless line to a load. If the stub is located 
at 0.3A from the load, calculate 
(a) The load impedance z, 

Section 11.6-Some Applications of Transmission Lines 

I I.SO Two identical antennas, each with input impedance 74 11, are fed with three identical 
SO D quarter-wave lossless transmission lines as shown in Figure 11.53. Calculate the 
input impedance at the source end. 

11.51 If the lines in Figure 11.53 are connected to a voltage source of 120 V with an internal 
impedance of 80 fl, calculate the average power delivered to either antenna. 

I 1.52 Consider the three lossless lines in Figure 11.54. If Z0 = 50 fl, calculate: 
(a) Zin looking into line 1 
(b) Zin looking into line 2 
(c) Zin looking into line 3 

11.53 A section oflossless transmission line is shunted across the main line as in Figure 11.55. 
If t1 = A/4, e, = A/8, and e, = 7A/8, find y;.,,, y;,,. and y;,, given that Z., = JOO 11, 
ZL = 200 + )150 fL Repeat the calculations as if the shorted section were open. 

FIGURE 11.54 For Problem 11.52. 

200fl f---1, 1,------1 

A/4 :' ~'· ~,, 
Line3 :- z, 

FIGURE 11.55 For Problem 11.53. 

Short 
circuit 

74fl 

74 fl FIGURE 11.53 For Problems 11.50 and 11.51. y 
G==<-- 
I A/4 ~ 

Z;, 
A/4 
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FIGURE 11.57 For Problem 11.61. 

z= • 
I 

z=O 

z, y 

50 45 40 Y:i 30 25 ~O 15 I 0 

FIGURE 11.56 For Problem 11.58. 

11.60 A SO !1. coaxial cable is connected to an 80 fl resistive load and a de source with zero internal 
resistance. Calculate the voltage reflection coefficients at the source and at the load. 

11.61 The switch in Figure 11.57 is closed at t = 0. Sketch the voltage and current at the right 
side of the switch for 0 < t < 6(/u. Take Z0 = SO !1 and flu = 2 us. Assume a lossless 
transmission line. 

Section 11.7 =-Transients on Transmission Lines 

(b) The length of an alternative stub and its location with respect to the load 
(c} The standing wave ratio between the stub and the load 

11.56 A 50 fl lossless transmission line that is 20 m long is terminated into a 120 + j220 fl 
load. To perfectly match, what should be the length and location of a short-circuited stub 
line? Assume an operating frequency of 10 MHz. 

11.57 On a lossless line, measurements indicates = 4.2 with the first maximum voltage at A/4 
from the load. Determine how far from the load a short-circuited stub should be located 
and calculate its length. 

11.58 A 60 n lossless line terminated by load ZL has a voltage wave as shown in Figure 11.56. 
Finds, I', and ZL. 

11.59 A 50 i1 air-filled slotted line is applied in measuring a load impedance. Adjacent minima 
are found at 14 cm and 22.5 cm from the load when the unknown load is connected, 
and V max = 0.9S V and Vmin = 0.45 V. When the load is replaced by a short circuit, the 
minima are 3.2 cm to the load. Determine s,f, I", and Zi. 
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FIGURE 11.60 Two rectangular pulses of 
Problem 11.64. 

-12 v 

FIGURE 11.59 For Problem 11.64. 
---+~--+---~~--1(µ.s: 

z; 
12 v l 

v, 

11.65 The voltage waveform shown in Figure l 1.61 was observed at the sending end of a loss 
less transmission line in response to a step voltage. If Zg = 60 fl and Z0 = 50 f!, calculate 
the generator voltage and the length of the line. Assume u = c. 

11.66 A 12 V battery with an internal resistance of 10 fl is connected to a 20 m length of 50 fl 
coaxial cable with phase velocity of2 X 108 m/s. If the receiving end is short-circuited 
sketch the sending voltage V(O, t) and the receiving-end voltage V( e, t). 

11.62 A step current of I 0 mA is turned on at t = 0, at z = 0 of a transmission line as shown 
in Figure 11.58. Determine the load voltage and current as functions of time. Let 
Z0 = 50 !l, µ, = 2 x 108 mis. You may Thevenin equivalent at z = 0. Carry out your 
analysis for 0 < t < 6€ I u. 

11.63 A 50-cm-long cable, of characteristic impedance 75 n and wave velocity 2 X 108 rn/s, 
is used to connect a source of internal impedance 32 n to an amplifier with an input 
impedance of 2 M n. If the source voltage changes from 0 to 8 V at t = 0, obtain the 
voltage seen by the amplifier at t = 20 ns. 

*11.64 Refer to Figure 11.59, where z, ~ 25 fl, Z0 ~ 50 fl, Z, ~ 150 fl,€~ 150 m, u ~ c. 
Assume that at t = 0, the pulse shown in Figure 11.60 is incident on the line. 
(a) Draw the voltage and current bounce diagrams. 
(b) Determine V( 0, t), V(e, t), I( 0, t), and I(€, t) for 0 < t < 8 µ.s. 

FIGURE 11.58 For Problem 11.62. 
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FIGURE 11.62 For Problem 11.71. 

·] 

FIGURE 11.61 For Problem 11.65. 

4µs 

sv 

V(O, t) 

where w' = w + __!___ In(~)- Determine Z0 for w = 0.5 cm, t = 0.1 cm, b= 1.2 cm, e, = 2. 
3.2 t 

11. 72 Design a 75 !l microstrip line on a 1.2 mm thick duroid ( e, = 2.3) substrate. Find the 
width of the conducting strip and the phase velocity. 

11.73 Find the return loss due to a 150 D cable terminated by a 100 D load. 

11.74 Determine the return loss for the line in Problem 11.28. 

377 { 4b [ Sb ) ( Sb )'] } Z, = • , In I + =:: =:: +6.27 + ~ 
21T V e, 1TW 1TW 1TW 

11.68 A microstrip line is l cm thick and 1.5 cm wide. The conducting strip is made of brass 
(ar = 1.1 X 1075/m), while the substrate is a dielectric material withe,= 2.2 and 
tan 8 = 0.02. If the line operates at 2.5 GHz, find (a) Z, and e,rr, (b) a, and ad, (c) the 
distance down the line before the wave drops by 20 dB. 

11.69 A 50 fl microstrip line has a phase shift of 45° at 8 GHz. If the substrate thickness is 
h = S mm withe, = 4.6, find (a) the width of the conducting strip, (b) the length of the 
microstrip line. 

11.70 An alumina substrate (e = 9.6e0) of thickness 2 mm is used for the construction of a 
microstrip circuit. If the circuit designer can choose a line width between 0.4 mm and 
8.0 mm, what is the range of characteristic impedances of the line? 

11.71 A strip transmission line is shown in Figure 11.62. An approximate expression for the 
characteristic impedance is 

Section 11.B~Application Note: Microstrip and Characterization of Data Cables 

11.67 Suppose ZL = Zc and a de voltage is turned on at t = 0 (i.e., a unit step function) of 
amplitude V0. The voltage is launched on a lossless line with characteristic impedance 
Z0• Find the voltage across the line after a very long time. 
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MEMS stands for micro electro mechanical systems. These devices and systems range in size from a 
few micrometers to a few millimeters. The field of MEMS (or nanotechnology} encompasses all aspects 
of science and technology and is involved with things on a smaller scale. MEMS technology gives 
scientists and engineers the tools to build things that have been impossible or prohibitively expensive 
with other technologies. 

MEMS technology has emerged with a major application area in telecommunications, par 
ticularly in optical switching and wireless communication. Wireless communication is expanding 
at an incredible pace for applications ranging from mobile phones to satellite communications. 
Radiofrequency MEMS technologies are helping fuel this expansion. The integration of MEMS into 
traditional RF circuits has resulted in systems with superior performance levels and lower manu 
facturing costs. RF MEMS are providing critical reductions in power consumption and signal loss 
to extend battery life and reduce weight. RF MEMS devices have a broad range of potential applica 
tions in military and commercial wireless communication, and in navigation and sensor systems. 
Though RF MEMS devices are small, they can be very complex, commonly encompassing multiple 
interdependent engineering disciplines. 

RF MEMS application areas are in phased arrays and reconfigurable apertures for defense and 
communication systems, and in switching networks for satellite communications. As a breakthrough 
technology, allowing unparalleled synergy between apparently unrelated fields of endeavor such as 
biology and microelectronics, many new MEMS applications will emerge, expanding beyond that 
which is currently identified or known. 

Traditionally, the training of MEMS engineers and scientists has entailed a graduate education 
at one of a few research universities, with the student working under the direction of an experienced 
faculty member to design, fabricate, and test a MEMS device. A graduate education in MEMS tech 
nology is very costly and comparatively time-consuming. Consequently, the current output from our 
universities of technical persons trained in MEMS technology does not meet the requirement for per 
sonnel to support the projected growth of MEMS industry. If your university offers classes in MEMS, 
take as many as possible. Better still, if your university has a MEMS laboratory, consider doing your 
senior design or your graduate thesis in that area. That should prepare you well enough for the job 
market. (Note: For an additional discussion of RF MEMS, see Section 6.8). 

RF MEMS 
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1 For other types of waveguides, see J. A. Seeger, Microwave Theory, Components and Devices. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1986, pp. 128-133. 
2 Analysis of circular waveguides can be found in advanced EM or EM-related texts (e.g., S. Y. Liao, 
Microwave Devices and Circuits, 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1990, pp. 119-141). 

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, a transmission line can be used to guide EM 
energy from one point (generator) to another (load). A waveguide is another means of 
achieving the same goal. However, a waveguide differs from a transmission line in some 
respects, although we may regard the latter as a special case of the former. In the first place, 
a transmission line can support only a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave, whereas 
a waveguide can support many possible field configurations. Second, at microwave fre 
quencies (roughly 3-300 GHz), transmission lines become inefficient as a result of skin 
effect and dielectric losses; waveguides are used at that range of frequencies to obtain 
larger bandwidth and lower signal attenuation. Moreover, a transmission line may oper 
ate from de (f = 0 Hz) to a very high frequency; a waveguide can operate only above a 
certain frequency called the cutoff frequency and therefore acts as a high-pass filter. Thus, 
waveguides cannot transmit de, and they become excessively large at frequencies below 
microwave frequencies. 

Although a waveguide may assume any arbitrary but uniform cross section, common 
waveguides are either rectangular or circular. Typical waveguides' are shown in Figure 12.1. 
Analysis of circular waveguides is involved and requires familiarity with Bessel functions, 
which are beyond our scope.2 We will consider only hollow rectangular waveguides. By 
assuming lossless waveguides (rr, = co, o = 0), we shall apply Maxwell's equations with 
the appropriate boundary conditions to obtain different modes of wave propagation and 
the corresponding E and H fields. 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

-SOCRATES 
The unexamined life is not worth living. 

WAVEGUIDES 

CHAPTER m 



FIGURE 12.2 A rectangular wave 
guide with perfectly conducting walls, 
filled with a lossless material. 

(12.1) 

(12.2) 

(s, µ, 17""' 0) 

V'E, + k'E, = O 

V2H, + k2H, = 0 

Consider the rectangular waveguide shown in Figure 12.2, where a and b are the inner 
dimensions of the waveguide. We shall assume that the waveguide is filled with a source 
free (p, = 0, J = 0) lossless dielectric material ( a = 0) and that its walls are perfectly 
conducting (u, = co ). From eqs. (10.17) and (10.19), we recall that for a lossless medium, 
Maxwell's equations in phasor form become 

FIGURE 12.1 Typical waveguides. 

12.2 RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES 

90" elbow 

Rectangular 

Twist 

Circular 
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(12.9a) 

(12.9b) 

(12.9c) 

X(x) = c1 cos k,x + c2 sin k,x 

Y(y) = c3 cos k,y + c4 sin k,y 
Z(z) = c5eyz + c6e-yz 

The choice of Y is due to the realization that the guided waves propagate along the guide 
axis z in the positive or negative direction, and the propagation may result in Ezs and Hzs 
that approach zero as z --+ ±oo. 

By following the same argument as in Example 6.5, we obtain the solution to eq. (12.8) as 

(12.8a) 

(12.8b) 

(12.Sc) 

X"+k;_X=O 

Y" + k;Y = 0 

Z" - y2Z = 0 

where -k;, -k~, and I are separation constants. Thus, eq. (12.6) is separated as 

(12.7) -k; - k~ + )12 = -k2 

Since the variables are independent, each term in eq. (12.6) must be constant, so the equa 
tion can be written as 

(12.6) 
X" Y" Z" ~+~+ ~= -k' x y z 

where X(x), Y(y), and Z(z) are functions of x, y, and z, respectively. Substituting eq. (12.5) 
into eq. (12.4) and dividing by XYZ gives 

(12.5) E~(x,y,z) = X(x) Y(y)Z(z) 

which is a partial differential equation. From Example 6.5, we know that eq. (12.4) can be 
solved by separation of variables (product solution). So we let 

(12.4) 

each of eqs. (12.1) and (12.2) comprises three scalar Helmholtz equations. In other words, 
to obtain the E and H fields, we have to solve six scalar equations. For the z-component, 
for example, eq. (12.1) becomes 

and the time factor ejwi is assumed. If we let 

(12.3) 

where 
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We will now express Exs• Eys> H:c>, and Hys in terms of Ezs and Hzs· For E.-.:s• for example, 
we combine eqs. (12.13b) and (12.13c) and obtain 

(12.13f) 

(12.13e) 

(12.13d) aH,, _ aH,, = jweE 
i)z ax ys 

aE,, a Ex, . 
iJ; - ay = -1wfLH,, 

en; en; . a_; - ay = 1weE,, 

(12.13c) 
az ax 

ee; es; --- 

{12.13b) 

(12.13a) 

we obtain 

and 

V x E, = -JwfLH, 

Instead of solving for other field components E,,, E,,, H,,, and H,, in eqs. (12. l) and (12.2) 
in the same manner, it is more convenient to use Maxwell's equations to determine them 
from Ezs and HZ5. From 

H,,(x,y, z) = (B1 cos k,x + B2 sin k,x)(B, cos k,y + B4 sin k,y)e-" (12.12) 

where A1 = c1c6, A2 = c2c6, A3 = c3c6, and A4 = c4c6. By taking similar steps, we get the 
solution of the z-cornponent of eq. (12.2) as 

E,,(x,y,z) = (A1cosk,x + A2sink,x)(A,cosk,y + A4sink,y)e-'' (12.11) 

As usual, if we assume that the wave propagates along the waveguide in the + z-direction, 
the multiplicative constant c5 = 0 because the wave has to be finite at infinity [i.e., 
E,,(x,y,z = co] = O].Henceeq. (12.10) is reduced to 

(12.10) 
E,,(x,y, z) = (c1 cos k,x + c2 sin k,x)(c3 cos k,y 

+ c4sink1y) (c5eyz + c6e-1"z) 

Substituting eq. (12.9) into eq. (12.5) gives 
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(12.16) h2 = y' + k' = k; + k; 
where 

(12.lSd) H = .e: aE,, - L aH,, 
ys h2 ax h2 ay 

(12.ISc) 

(12.ISb) 

(12.ISa) y ee; jwµ. en; 
E,, = -h'ax - h'ar 

y aE,, jwµ. aH,, s; = -J;iaj + JT-a;- 

Similar manipulations of eqs. (12.13) yield expressions for Ers' Hxs• and Hrs in terms of Ezs 
and Hw Thus, 

E = _L aE3 _ jwµ. aH,, 
XS h2 ax h1 ay 

or 

. en; I ( 2 aE,,) ]WEE,, = -- + -,----- 'Y E,, + y- ay ;wµ. ax 

and eq. (12.14) becomes 

Hence 

From eqs. (12.11) and (12.12), it is clear that all field components vary with z according to 
e-rz, that is, 

(12.14) 
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For the TM case, the magnetic field has its components transverse (or normal) to the direc 
tion of wave propagation. This implies that we set Hz = 0 and determine Ex, EY, E2, Hx, and 
H1 by using eqs. (l2.ll) and (12.15) and the boundary conditions. We shall solve for E, 
and later determine other field components from £2• At the walls (perfect conductors) of 

12.3 TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC (TM) MODES 

Thus we can use eqs. ( 12.15) in conjunction with eqs. (12. l l) and ( 12.12) to obtain E."' E,,, 
u.; and H15• 

From eqs. (l2.l l), (l2.l2), and (12.15), we notice that the field patterns or configura 
tions come in different types. Each of these distinct field patterns is called a mode. Four 
different mode categories can exist, namely: 

I. Eu = 0 = Hu (TEM mode): In the transverse electromagnetic mode, both the E 
and H fields are transverse to the direction of wave propagation. From eq. (12.15), 
all field components vanish for Eu = 0 = Hu. Consequently, we conclude that a 
hollow rectangular waveguide cannot support TEM mode. 

2. Eu = 0, Hu * 0 (TE modes): For this case, the remaining components (E,, and 
E15) of the electric field are transverse to the direction of propagation a., Under this 
condition, fields are said to be in transverse electric (TE) modes. See Figure 12.3(a). 

3. Eu * 0, Hu = 0 (TM modes): In this case, the H field is transverse to the direc 
tion of wave propagation. Thus we have transverse magnetic (TM) modes. See 
Figure l2.3(b). 

4. Eu * 0, H~ * 0 (HE modes): In this case neither the E nor the H field is trans 
verse to the direction of wave propagation. Sometimes these modes are referred to 
as hybrid modes. 

We should note the relationship between kin eq. ( t 2.3) and f3 of eq. (l0.43a). The phase 
constant f3 in eq. (l0.43a) was derived for TEM mode. For the TEM mode, h = 0, so from 
eq. (12.16), y' = -k2 --> y =a+ j/3 = jk; that is, f3 = k. For other modes, f3 * k. In 
the subsequent sections, we shall examine the TM and TE modes of propagation separately. 

FIGURE 12.3 Components of EM fields in a rectangular waveguide: 
(a) TE mode E, = 0, (b) TM mode, H, = 0. 

(b) (a] 

!' 'J/YEy z 

k 
Hy £ 

x-......,___ _,_ 
e, H.. Ex Hx 
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(12.23d) jwe (m'TT) (m'TTX) (mry) H = -- - E cos -- sin -- e-yz 
ys hzao a b 

(12.23c) jwe (n"TT) (m"TTX) (n"TTy) H =- - E sin -- cos -- e-yz xsh2bo a b 

(12.23b) 

(12.23a) y (m'TT) (nmx) (n"TTy) E = -- - E cos -- sin -- e-1z xs h2 a o a b 

y (n"TT) (m'TTX) (n"TTy) E = -- - E sin -- cos -- e-1z 
ys h2bo a b 

We obtain other field components from eqs. (12.22) and (12.15), bearing in mind that 
n; = 0. Thus 

(12.22) (m'TTX) (n"TTy) e; = E0 sin -a- sin -b- e-yz 

The negative integers are not chosen form and n in eq. (12.20a) for the reason given in 
Example 6.5. Substituting eq. (12.21) into eq. (12.18) gives 

(12.21) 

or 

(12.20a) 

(12.20b) 

kxa = m-n, m = 1, 2, 3,. 

kyb = n-rr, n = I, 2, 3,. 

This implies that 

(12.19) 

where £0 = A2A4. Also eqs. (12.17d) and (12.17b) when applied to eq. (12.18) require, 
respectively, that 

(12.18) 

Equations (12.17a) and (l2.17c) require that A1 = 0 = A3 in eq. (12.11), so eq. (12.11) 
becomes 

E~ = 0 at y=O (bottom wall) (12.17a) 

E~ = 0 at y=b (top wall) (12.17b) 

E~ = 0 at x=O (right wall) (l2.17c) 

E~ = 0 at x=a (left wall) (12.17d) 

the waveguide in Figure 12.2, the tangential components of the E field must be continuous; 
that is, 
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In this case, we have no wave propagation at all. These nonpropagating modes are said tr 
be evanescent. 

/3 = 0 y =a, 
[ m7T]' ["7T]' k2 = w2µ,e < --;;---- + b 

CASE 2 (evanescent) 
If 

No propagation takes place at this frequency. 

(12.26 

The value of w that causes this is called the cutoff angular frequency we; that is, 

(X = 0 = /3 or y = 0 

[ m7T]' ["7T]' k2 = u./µe = --;;---- + b 

CASE 1 (cutoff) 
If 

where k = wv;;,i; as in eq. (12.3). We recall that, in general, y = a + j/3. In the case oi 
eq. (12.25), we have three possibilities depending on k (or w), m, and n: 

(12.2s: _ )[m7T]' ["7T]' 2 y- ~ + ~ -k 
a b 

which is obtained from eqs. (12.16) and (12.21). Notice from eqs. (12.22) and (12.23) 
that each set of integers m and n gives a different field pattern or mode, referred to as 
TMm11 mode, in the waveguide. Integer m equals the number of half-cycle variations in the 
x-direction, and integer n is the number of half-cycle variations in they-direction. We alsc 
notice from eqs. (12.22) and (12.23) that if (m, n) is (0, 0), (0, n), or (m, 0), all field com· 
ponents vanish. Thus neither m nor n can be zero. Consequently, TM11 is the lowest-order 
mode of all the TMm,, modes. 

By substituting eq. (12.21) into eq. (12.16), we obtain the propagation constant 

(12.24) [ m7T]' ["7T]' h' = k; + k~ = -;;- + b 

where 
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(12.29) A,=)(~)'+(~)' 

or 

u' A,= J: 

I 
where u' = ~ ;-- = phase velocity of uniform plane wave in the lossless dielectric 

v ue 
medium (rr = 0, µ, s ) filling the waveguide. The cutoff wavelength A, is given by 

(12.28) }; = ~)(~)' + (~)' 

or 

The waveguide therefore operates as a high-pass filter. The cutoff frequency is obtained 
from eq. (12.26) as 

The cutoff frequency is the operating frequency below which attenuation occurs and 
above which propagation takes place. 

This is the only case in which propagation takes place, because all field components will 
have the factor e"?" = e-jfJcz. 

Thus for each mode, characterized by a set of integers m and n, there is a correspond 
ing cutoff frequency};. 

(12.27) {3=~k'-[ma7Tl' [n;r 
that is, from eq. (12.25) the phase constant f3 becomes 

k' = w'µe > [ ma7T r + [ n; r 
y = ){3, a= 0 

CASE 3 (propagation) 
If 
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where 7J' = V;;JE is the intrinsic impedance of a uniform plane wave in the medium. 
Note the difference between u', {3', and 77', and u, {3, and 1J. The primed quantities are 
wave characteristics of the dielectric medium unbounded by the waveguide, as dis 
cussed in Chapter 10 (i.e., for TEM mode). For example, u' would be the velocity of the 
wave if the waveguide were removed and the entire space were filled with the dielectric. 
The unprimed quantities are the wave characteristics of the medium bounded by the 
waveguide. 

(12.32) > rrTP[!c]' 1JTM=1J-vl-171 

or 

E, E, 
77Tr.l = -= -- 

Hy n, 

The intrinsic wave impedance of the mode is obtained from eq. (12.23) as ( y = j/3) 

(12.31) 

The phase velocity up and the wavelength in the guide are, respectively, given by 

(12.30') y =v c v= /3' ~0)' - I 

where /3' = wlu' = w~ = phase constant of uniform plane wave in the dielectric 
medium. It should be noted that y for evanescent mode can be expressed in terms of 
j;. namely. 

(12.30) (3 = /3'~1 - [j]' 
or 

Note from eqs, (12.28) and (12.29) that TM11 has the lowest cutoff frequency (or the longest 
cutoff wavelength) of all the TM modes. The phase constant /3 in eq. (12.27) can be written 
in terms of .fc as 
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(12.34d) 

(12.34c) 

(12.34b) 

(12.34a) aHu = Q at y=O 
ay 

a Hu y = b -=O at 
ay 

a Hu x=O -=O at ax 
a Hu 
-=O at x =a 
ax 

From eqs. (12.15) and (12.33), the boundary conditions can be written as 

(12.33a) 
(12.33b) 
(12.33c) 
(12.33d) 

EX5 = 0 at y = 0 

E,, = 0 at y=b 
Eys = 0 at x = 0 

Eys = 0 at x=a 

In the TE modes, the electric field is transverse (or normal) to the direction of wave 
propagation. We set E, = 0 and determine other field components Ex, EY, Hx, HY, and 
H, from eqs. (12.12) and (12.15) and the boundary conditions just as we did for the TM 
modes. The boundary conditions are obtained from the requirement that the tangential 
components of the electric field be continuous at the walls (perfect conductors) of the 
waveguide; that is, 

12.4 TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC (TE) MODES 

As mentioned before, the integers m and n indicate the number of half-cycle varia 
tions in the x-y cross section of the guide. Thus for a fixed time, the field configuration of 
Figure 12.4 results for TM21 mode, for example. 

FIGURE 12.4 Field configuration for TM21 mode. 

--Efield 
---- Hfield 

2?l~l~ 
§tf?"5\t2? 

Side view End view 
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--Efield 
---Hfield 

FIGURE 12.5 Field configuration for TE32 mode. 

Direction of 
propagation 

Top view 

u' 
Zb. This mode is 

End view 

u' 
eq. (12.28). Thus TE" is the lowest mode because i<,,,. = :;;; < l-« 

where m = 0, l, 2, 3, ... ; and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ; h and y remain as defined for the TM 
modes. Again, m and n denote the number of half-cycle variations in the x-y cross section 
of the guide. For TE,, mode, for example, the field configuration is in Figure 12.5. The cut· 
off frequency f, the cutoff wavelength A,, the phase constant {3, the phase velocity u,, and 
the wavelength A for TE modes are the same as for TM modes [see eqs. (12.28) to (12.31)]. 

For TE modes, (m, n) may be (0, 1) or (1, 0) but not (0, 0). Both m and n cannot be 
zero at the same time because this will force the field components in eq. (12.36) to vanish 
This implies that the lowest mode can be TEJO or TE01 depending on the values of a and 
b, the dimensions of the guide. It is standard practice to have a > b so that l / a2 < 1 I b2 in 

(l2.36d) y v: (m7rx) ("7rY) H = - - H cos -- sin - e-yz 
ys h2 b 0 a b 

(12.36c) y (m7r) (m7rx) ("7rY) H = - - H sin -- cos -- e-yz 
xs hi a o a b 

(l2.36b) jwµ. (m7r) (m7rx) ("7rY) E = -- - H sin -- cos -- e-yz ys hiao a b 

(12.36a) jwµ. ("7r) (m7rx) ("7rY) E = - - H cos -- sin -- e-yz 
XS h2 b 0 Q b 

where H0 = B1B3• Other field components are easily obtained from eqs, (12.35) and (12.15) as 

( m7rx) (n7ry) His = H0 cos -a- cos -b- e-yz (12.35) 

Imposing these boundary conditions on eq. (12.12) yields 
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Important equations for TM and TE modes are listed in Table 12.l for convenience and 
quick reference. 

(12.40) 7JTE 7JTM = 7112 

Note from eqs. (12.32) and (12.39) that ~TE and ~TM are purely resistive and vary with 
frequency, as shown in Figure 12.6. Also note that 

(12.39) 
~TE= ~I - [~]' 

or 

Also note that any EM wave with frequency f <i: (or A > A,,,) will not be propagated 
in the guide. 

The intrinsic impedance for the TE mode is not the same as for TM modes. From 
eq. (12.36), it is evident that ( y = ;{3) 

The dominant mode is the mode with the lowest cutoff frequency (or longest cutoff 
wavelength). 

which is greater than the cutoff frequency for TE10. Hence, TMll cannot be regarded as the 
dominant mode. 

Note that from eq. (12.28) the cutoff frequency for TM11 is 

u'[a' + b']"' 
2ab 

(12.38) A = 2a 
'" 

and the cutoff wavelength for TEio mode is obtained from eq. (12.29) as 

(12.37) 

called the dominant mode of the waveguide and is of practical importance. The cutoff 
frequency for the TE10 mode is obtained from eq. (12.28) as (m = I, n = 0) 
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( m")' (""')' I w /µ. whereh2 = ---;-- + b .u' = v;_;;,(3' =-;;;·Tl'=\)-; 

j/3 (""') (m"") ('"'Y) HY'= J;l b H0cos --;;- sin b e-yz 1we (m") (m"x) (""Y) H,, = -/1" --;-- E0 cos -;;- sin b e-1• 

j/l (""') (m"x) (""Y) s; = -f;l b E0sin -;;- cos b e-.,,, 

TM Modes TE Modes 

TABLE 12.1 Important Equations for TM and TE Modes 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

17' ---------~---------- --- 

1 
I 
I 
I 

FIGURE 12.6 Variation of wave 
impedance with frequency for TE 
and TM modes. 
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(12.43c) 

(12.43b) 

(12.43a) 

(12.42) 

(12.41) 

FIGURE 12.7 Variation of the field components 
with x for TE10 mode. 

f3a ("x) H, = -~ H0 sin -;;-- sin(wt - f3z) 

wµ.a ("x) E, = -;-H0 sin -;;-- sin(wt - f3z) 

H, = H, cos( :x) cos(wt - f3z) 

H = H cos("x) e-jf3z 
zs o a 

le) 

(:1) 

Similarly, from eq. (12.36), 

or 

In the time domain, 

From eqs. (12.22), (12.23), (12.35), and (12.36), we obtain the field patterns for the TM 
and TE modes. For the dominant TE'° mode, m = 1 and n = 0, so eq. (12.35) becomes 
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Solution: 
The cutoff frequency is given by 

A rectangular waveguide with dimensions a = 2.5 cm, b = I cm is to operate below 15.l 
GHz. How many TE and TM modes can the waveguide transmit if the guide is filled with 
a medium characterized by a = 0, e = 4 e0, µ., = 1? Calculate the cutoff frequencies of 
the modes. 

The variation of the E and H fields with x in an xy-plane, say plane cos(wt - f3z) = I for 
H,, and plane sin(wt - /3z) = I for E1. and Hx, is shown in Figure 12.7 for the TE,0 mode. 
The corresponding field lines are shown in Figure 12.8. 

-~Efield 
___ Hfield 

(c) 

Direction of 
propagation 

Top view 

(b) 

Side view 

(a) 

FIGURE 12.8 Field lines for TE10 

mode, corresponding to components 
(a), (b), and (c) in Figure 12.7. 
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That is, for i:« 15.1 GHz, the maximum m = 5. Now that we know the maximum m 
and », we try other possible combinations in between these maximum values. 

For TE,,, TM,, (degenerate modes), L; = 3v?:"2s = 8.078 GHz 

TE21, TM21,.fc,, = 3v'iQ.25 = 9.6 GHz 

TE31, TM31,.fc,, = 3\/15.25 = 11.72 GHz 

TE41,TM41,.fc., = 3VZUs = 14.14GHz 

TE12, TM12,.fc,, = 3VU = 15.3 GHz 

Thus for Jc,,,. < 15.l GHz, the maximum n = 2. We now fix n and increase m until /cm. is 
greater than 15.l GHz. 

For TE10 mode (m = l , n = 0), Jc,.= 3 GHz 

TE20 mode,.fc. = 6 GHz 

TE30 mode,.fc. = 9 GHz 

TE40 mode,.fc. = 12 GHz 

TE50 mode,.fc. = 15 GHz (the same as for TE02) 

TE60 mode,J,. = 18 GHz 

For TE°' mode (m = 0, 11 = l ), J~, = 3(2.5) = 7.5 GHz 

TE02 mode (m = 0, n = 2),.fc., = 3(5) = 15 GHz 

TE03 mode,f,., = 3(7.5) = 22.5 GHz 

We are looking for Jc •• < 15. I GHz. A systematic way of doing this is to fix m or 11 and 
increase the other until I.: is greater than 15.I GHz. From eq. (12.l.l), it is evident that 
fixing m and increasing 11 will quickly give us an .fc •• thal is greater than 15. l GHz. 

(12.1.1) Jc •• = 3V m2 + 6.25112 GHz 

or 

c , a2 , J. = - m-+ -,,- 
""'" 4a b2 

3 x 108 v ' ' 
4(2.5 x 10-2)1,,- + 6·25n- 

Hence, 

l 

v;;; u' 

where a = 2.5b or alb = 2.5, and 
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( m7Tx) ("7TY) E, = £0 sin -a- sin -b- cos (wt - f3z) 

f3 ["7T] (m7Tx) ("7TY) E, = hi b £0 sin -a- cos -b- sin (wt - f3z) 

/3 [m7Tl (m7TX) ("7TY) E, = hi -;;- £0 cos -a- sin -b- sin (wt - f3z) 

Applying these to eqs. (12.22) and (12.23) while replacing y with )/3 gives the following 
field components for the TM modes: 

E = Re (E,eiw•) and H = Re (H,eJw') 

Write the general instantaneous field expressions for the TM and TE modes. Deduce those 
for TE01 and TM12 modes. 

Solution: 
The instantaneous field expressions are obtained from the phaser forms by using 

Consider the waveguide of Example 12.1. Calculate the phase constant, phase velocity, 
and wave impedance for TE10 and TMn modes at the operating frequency of 15 GHz. 

Answer: For TE10, f3 = 615.6 rad/rn, u = 1.531 X 108 mis, 7JTE = 192.4 !!; for TM11, 

f3 = 529.4 rad/rn, u = 1.78 X 108 mis, 'lTM = 158.8 !!. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.1 

Those modes, whose cutoff frequencies are less than or equal to 15. l GHz, will be 
transmitted-that is, 11 TE modes and 4 TM modes (all the foregoing modes except TE,,, 
TM,,, TE60, and TE,l3)· The cutoff frequencies for the IS modes are illustrated in Figure 12.9. 

FIGURE 12.9 Cutoff frequencies of rectangular waveguide 
with a = 2.Sb; for Example 12.1. 

15 

+--~--~-L+--'-1---f'~-T~j'_'_TLE,_0_. T-E02 
--, /,(GHz) 
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( 7TX) (27Ty) E, = E, sin --;; sin b cos (wt - f3z) 

f3 (77) (7TX) (2"Y) E, = hl -;;- E, cos --;; sin b sin (wt - f3z) 

f3 (2") ("x) (27Ty) E, = hl b E, sin --;; cos b sin (wt - f3z) 

For the TM 12 mode, we set m = I, n = 2 to obtain 

{3b (7TY) H, = --:;; H, sin b sin (wt - f3z) 

H, = H, cos ( 
77:) 

cos (wt - f3z) 

h'=[H 
E, = - w:b H,sin ('?)sin (wt - f3z) 

E, = 0 = E, = H, 

For the TE01 mode, we set m = 0, n = 1 to obtain 

( 11l7TX) (n7Ty) H, = H,cos -a- cos -b- cos (wt - f3z) 

f3 ["'77] (m7TX) ("7TY) H, = -h' --;;- H, sin -a- cos -b- sin (wt - f3z) 

f3 [n7Tl (m7Tx) (n7Ty) H = -- - H cos -- sin - sin (wt - f3z) 
Y h2 b 0 a b 

cou. [nm] (nmx) ("7TY) E, = hl --;;- H, sin -a- cos b sin (wt - f3z) 

E, = 0 

wµ, ["77] ("'7TX) (n7Ty) E, = -h' b H,cos -.- sin -b- sin (wt - f3z) 

Similarly, for the TE modes, eqs, (12.35) and (12.36) become 

eie ["'"] (m7TX) ("7TY) H, = /,2 --;;- E,cos -.- sin b sin (wt - f3z) 

H, = 0 

WS [""'] ("17TX) (""'Y) H, = -/,2 b E, sin -.- cos -b- sin (wt - f3z) 
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Determine 
(a) The mode of operation 
(b) The cutoff frequency 
(c) The phase constant f3 
(d) The propagation constant y 
(e) The intrinsic wave impedance 'YJ 

Solution: 
(a) It is evident from the given expression for H, and the field expressions in 
Example 12.2 that m = l , n = 3; that is, the guide is operating at TM13 or TE13. Suppose 
we choose TMI3 mode (the possibility of having TE13 mode is left as an exercise in 
Practice Exercise 12.3). 

( 1TX) (31TJ) Hx=2sin-;; cos b sin(7TXJO\lt-{3z)Alm 

In a rectangular waveguide for which a = 1.5 cm, b = 0.8 cm, o: = 0, µ.. = /..Lo, and 
e = 4e0, 

(a) What mode is being propagated? 
(b) Findf3. 
(c) Determine EyfE,. 

Answer: (a) TM21, (b) 241.3 rad/rn, (c) 1.25 tan 401Tx cot 501Ty 

Eu= 20sin407Txsin507Tye-jf3zv;m 

At 15 GHz, an air-filled 5 cm X 2 cm waveguide has 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.2 

[ 1T]' [21T]' h' = - + - 
a b 

where 

H, = :: (~) £0 cos ( :x) sin c:y) sin (wt - f3z) 

H, = 0 

we (21T) . (1TX) (21Ty) . H, = -/1 b E0sm ~ cos b sin (wt - f3z) 
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(7TX) (37ry) H, = -7.96 cos -;;- cos b cos (wt - {3z) Alm 

( 7TX) (37ry) Hy= 11.25 cos -;;- sin b sin (wt - {3z) Alm 

Ex= 2584.1 cos ( :x) sin c:y) sin (wt - {3z) Vim 

E, = -459.4 sin ( :x) cos c:y) sin (wt - {3z) Vim, E, = 0 

Answer: _t = 28.57 GHz, {3 = 1718.81 rad/rn, y = jf3, 17TE,, = 229.69 !1 

Repeat Example 12.3 if TE13 mode is assumed. Determine other field components for 
this mode. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.3 

= ')I - [f]' = I!!_ 11 - [28.57]' 1/TM,, 1) j Ve, 'V 50 

= 154.7 !1 

(e) 

(d) 

, r: rfI1'[!']2 w\!;, rrif'[.h]' {3=wvµ.e\jl-ljl =-c-'VJ-171 

1011 
w = 27rf=.,,. X 1011 or f= l =SO GHz 

{3 =.,,. X 
1011;2) II - [2857]2 = 1718.81 rad/rn 

3 X JO \j 50 

y = j{3 = jl718.81 Im 

(c) 

/,,, = ~)[1.s x110-2]2 + [0.8 x910-2]' 
= 3 x IO' (V0.444 + 14.06) x 102 = 28.57 GHz 

4 

Hence 

(b) 
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where A'= u'!f. 
As a consequence of the zigzag paths, we have three types of velocity: the medium 

velocity u', the phase velocity u,, and the group velocity "r Figure 12.lO(b) illustrates the 
relationship between the three different velocities. The medium velocity u' = l / Vµ£ is as 

(12.47) 
A' 

A=~=== 

~1-[~]' 

with the z-axis. The second term of eq. {12.45) represents a wave traveling in the positive 
z-direction at an angle -8. The field may be depicted as a sum of two plane TEM waves 
propagating along zigzag paths between the guide walls at x = 0 and x = a as illustrated 
in Figure 12.lO(a). The decomposition of the TE10 mode into two plane waves can be 
extended to any TE and TM mode. When n and mare both different from zero, four plane 
waves result from the decomposition. 

The wave component in the z-direction has a different wavelength from that of the 
plane waves. This wavelength along the axis of the guide is called the waveguide wavelength 
and is given by 

(12.46) 

where H0 = 1. The first term of eq. (12.45) represents a wave traveling in the positive 
z-direction at an angle 

= WJ.W [e-jJJ{z+7rxlf:fa) _ e-j{3(z-r.x/J3a)J 
27T 

(12.45) 

JWJ.W (7TX) E =-~-sin ~ e-j{3z 
ys 1T a 

a wave within the waveguide can be resolved into a combination of plane waves reflected 
from the waveguide walls. For the TEIO mode, for example, 

(l2.44b) 

(12.44a) sin 8 = _I_ (ei' - e-i') 
2) 

cos8 = .!_(ei• + e-!0) 
2 

Examination of eq. (12.23) or (12.36) shows that the field components all involve the terms 
sine or cosine of (m7T!a)x or (n7T!b)y times e-F Since 

12.5 WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE GUIDE 
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(12.49b) u,= u'cos8 = u')I ~ [j]' 
or 

(12.49a) 

This shows that ».= u', since cos 8 $ 1. If u' = c, then up is greater than the speed of 
light in vacuum. Does this violate Einstein's relativity theory that messages cannot travel 
faster than the speed oflight? Not really, because information (or energy) in a waveguide 
generally does not travel at the phase velocity. Information travels at the group velocity, 
which must be less than the speed of light. The group velocity u, is the velocity with which 
the resultant repeated reflected waves are traveling down the guide and is given by 

(12.48b) 

or 

(12.48a) 
w 

u = - 
p f3 

explained in the preceding sections. The phase velocity u, is the velocity at which loci of 
constant phase are propagated down the guide and is given by eq. (12.31), that is, 

(hi 

Wave path"- 

(;i) 

FIGURE 12.10 (a) Decomposition 
of the TE10 mode into two plane 
waves. (b) Relationship between 
u', up, and "e: 
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(12.51) 

To determine power flow in the waveguide, we first find the average Poynting vector [given 
earlier as eq. (10.78)], 

12.6 POWER TRANSMISSION AND ATTENUATION 

Repeat Example 12.4 for the TM11 mode. 

Answer: J2.5 X 108 mis, 7.2 X JO' mis. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.4 

u 3 x 108 

"P =VJ ~ (JJJ)' = VJ ~ (1.73714)' 

= 3.33 x 108 mis 
u'2 9 X 1016 u = - = ---- = 2.702 X J08 mis 

g Up 3.33 X 108 

As f = 4 GHz > f" the TE10 mode will propagate. 

3 x 108 

f. = 2 X 8.636 X 10 2 = 1.737 GHz 

A standard air-filled rectangular waveguide with dimensions a = 8.636 cm, b = 4.318 cm 
is fed by a 4 GHz carrier from a coaxial cable. Determine whether a TE10 mode will be 
propagated. If so, calculate the phase velocity and the group velocity. 

Solution: 
For the TE10 mode, f, = u' l2a. Since the waveguide is air filled, u' = c = 3 X 108. Hence, 

This relation is similar to eq. (12.40). Hence the variation of up and ug with frequency is 
similar to that in Figure 12.6 for 7JrE and 71rM· 

( 12.50) 

Although the concept of group velocity is fairly complex and is beyond the scope of this 
chapter, a group velocity is essentially the velocity of propagation of the wave-packet enve 
lope of a group of frequencies. It is the energy propagation velocity in the guide and is 
always less than or equal to u'. From eqs. (12.48) and (12.49), it is evident that 
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( m7r)2 (n7r)2 Y2 = a~ - /3~ + 2jadf3d = ~ + b - w1µe + jcouo 

Substituting eq. (12.57) into eq. (l2.56) and squaring both sides of the equation, we obtain 

(12.57) e, = e' - je" = e - j ~ 

where 

(l2.S6) 

where o, and ad are attenuation constants due to ohmic or conduction losses (rr, * =) and 
dielectric losses (er* o). respectively. 

To determine ad, recall that we started with eq. (12.l) assuming a lossless dielectric 
medium (er = 0 ). For a lossy dielectric, we need to incorporate the fact that er * 0. All our 
equations still hold except that y = j/3 needs to be modified. This is achieved by replacing 
e in eq. (l 2.25) by the complex permittivity of eq. (l0.40). Thus, we obtain 

(12.55) 

In general, 

(12.54) 

Of practical importance is the attenuation in a lossy waveguide. In our analysis thus 
far, we have assumed lossless waveguides ( a = 0, rr, = co} for which a = 0, y = ){3. 
When the dielectric medium is lossy ( o: * 0) and the guide walls are not perfectly con 
ducting (rr, * co ), there is a continuous loss of power as a wave propagates along the 
guide. According to eq. (10.79), the power flow in the guide is of the form 

(12.53) 

Pm=J'll',,,·dS 

I' I b IE.,,!' + IE,,I' = dydx 
x=c y=O 271 

where 1J = ure for TE modes or TJ = 77TM for TM modes. The total average power trans 
mitted across the cross section of the waveguide is 

(l2.52) IE,,I' + IE,.,I' 
2TJ az 

In this case, the Poynting vector is along the z-direction so that 
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(12.63) 

since the same amount is dissipated in the walls y = 0 and y = b or x = 0 and x = a. For 
the wally= 0, 

(12.62) 
PL = PL I,., + P, I,., + P, I,., + P,.1.,." 

= 2(P1 l,.o + P, 1.,.o) 

The total power loss per unit length in the walls is 

f" f b IE,,12 w2µ,2a'H; J' I" 1TX Pm= --dxdy = --2- dy sin2-dx 
x=O y=O 217 27T 77 o o a 

w'µ,'a'H;b (12.61) 
pave=~ 

where T/' = vµ:r;,. 
The determination of ere for TMmn and TEm11 modes is time-consuming and tedious. 

We shall illustrate the procedure by finding a, for the TE10 mode. For this mode, only E,, 
n; and H, exist. Substituting eq. (12.43a) into eq. (12.53) yields 

(12.60) 

which is the same as f3 in eq. (12.30). Substituting eq. ( 12.59) into eq. ( 12.58b) gives 

(12.59) 

{3, = )w'µ,e - (ma1T)' - (";)' 

= wv,:;)1 - GY 

(12.58b) 

(12.58a) 

wµ,cr 
ad= -2-{3-, 

Assuming that al« /3l, al - /3l = -{3l, so eq. (12.58a) gives 

Equating real and imaginary parts, we have 
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(12.69) a, I,.,= 2R, 
1 
[(1 + ~)[f]' + H~m' + n') (i _ [f]'). bry)1-[J] f ~m1+n' f 

By following the same procedure, the attenuation constant for the TE""' modes (n * 0) 
can be obtained as 

(12.68b) 

It is convenient to express ac in terms of J and Jc. After some manipulations, we obtain for 
the TE10 mode 

(12.68a) 

(12.67) 
PL a=-- 

2Pave 
Finally, substituting eqs. (12.61) and (12.66) into eq. (12.67), we have 

R,H; [b + H1+~)l27T2ry 
ac = 

or 

For energy to be conserved, the rate of decrease in Pave must equal the time-average power 
loss PL per unit length, that is, 

(12.66) 

Substituting eqs. (12.63) and (12.65) into eq. (12.62) gives 

PL = R,H; [ b + ~ (I + /3~~') l 

where 8 is the skin depth. The skin resistance of the wall R,, may be regarded as the 
resistance of I m by 8 by I m of the conducting material. For the wall x = 0, 

(1264) 

where R5 is the real part of the intrinsic impedance 77f of the conducting wall. From 
eq. (I 0.56), we write 
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FIGURE 12.11 Surface current on guide walls forTE10 mode. 

where Eis the electric field intensity evaluated on the guide wall. 
A waveguide is usually fed or excited by a coaxial line or another waveguide. Most 

often, a probe (central conductor of a coaxial line) is used to establish the field intensities 
of the desired mode and achieve a maximum power transfer. The probe is located so as to 
produce E and H fields that are roughly parallel to the lines of E and H fields of the desired 
mode. To excite the TE10 mode, for example, we know from eq. (12.43a) that Ey has maxi 
mum value at x = a/2. Hence, the probe is located at x = a/2 to excite the TE10 mode as 

(12.72) 

where an is the unit outward normal to the wall and His the field intensity evaluated on the 
wall. The current flow on the guide walls for TE10 mode propagation can be found by using 
eq. (12.71) with eqs. (12.42) and (12.43). The result is sketched in Figure 12.11. 

The surface charge density Ps on the walls is given by 

(12.71) 

For either TM or TE modes, the surface current density K on the walls of the waveguide 
may be found by using 

t12.7 WAVEGUIDE CURRENT AND MODE EXCITATION 

The total attenuation constant a is obtained by substituting eqs. (12.60) and (12.69) or 
(12.70) into eq. (12.55). 

(12.70) 
2R, (b!a)3 m2 + n2 

a, ITM = --="'===----~ 
b71' )1 - [1]' (b!a)' m' + n' 

and for the TMm11 modes as 
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u 3 x 108 
I, = '2;; = 2(4 x lO-') = 3.75 GHz 

r]' 377 

7} = 7/TE = )j - [j]' = )1 - [31~5]' = 406.7i1 

Solution: 
The dominant mode for a > b is TE10 mode. The field expressions corresponding to this 
mode (m = I, n = 0) are in eq. (12.36) or (12.43), namely, 

An air-filled rectangular waveguide of dimensions a = 4 cm, b = 2 cm transports energy 
in the dominant mode at a rate of 2 mW. If the frequency of operation is l 0 GHz, determine 
the peak value of the electric field in the waveguide. 

shown in Figure 12.12(a), where the field lines are similar to those of Figure 12.8. Similarly, 
the TMll mode is launched by placing the probe along the z-direction as in Figure 12.12(b). 

(b) 

FIGURE 12.12 Excitation of modes in a rectangular waveguide: 
(a) TE10 mode, (b) TM11 mode. 

(a) 

12.7 Waveguide Current and Mode Excitation 641 

x: 
2 



P, = P)e2"' ~ 1) 

or 

Hence, 

Pr1 = power loss or dissipated 
Pa = power delivered to the antenna 
P0 = input power to the guide 

SO that P0 = Pd + Pa 
From eq. (12.54), 

Solution: 
Let 

A copper-plated waveguide (u, = 5.8 X 107 Sim) operating at 4.8 GHz is supposed to 
deliver a minimum power of 1.2 kW to an antenna. If the guide is filled with polystyrene 
(u = 10-17 Sim, e = 2.55e0) and its dimensions are a = 4.2 cm, b = 2.6 cm, calculate the 
power dissipated in a length 60 cm of the guide in the TEio mode. 

Answer: 63.34 mA/m. 

In Example 12.5, calculate the peak value H, of the magnetic field in the guide if 
a = 2 cm, b = 4 cm, while other things remain the same. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE I2.5 

E' = 471P,,, = 4(406.7) x 2 X 10-3 = 4067 0 ab 8 x 10-4 

E, = 63.77V/m 

Hence, 

I b I" 1£ I' £' I b f" ( ) Pave = ~''~ dx dy = ~ dy sin2 'TTX dz 
y=O x=O 271 271 0 0 a 

E~ ab 

471 

From eq. (12.53), the average power transmitted is 
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= 1.808 x 10-2 n 

7T x 4.8 x 109 x 47T x 10-7 

5.8 x 107 

where 

2R, ( b [j;]2) 

a,= b1))l _ [~]' 0.5 + ~ f 

For the TEio mode, eq. (l2.68b) gives 

a,, = l.334 X 10-15 Np/m 

17' = .)¥ = ~ = 236.l 

u' = ~1- = _c_ = 1.879 X 108m/s v;;; Ve, 
u 1.879 x 108 t. = '2:; = 

2 
X 4.2 X 

10_2 
= 2.234 GHz 

10-17 x 236.1 

a,,= 2~1 _ [2~2!4]' 

then 

10-• 
27T x 4.8 x 109 x -- x 2.55 

367T 
1.47 x 10-17 << 1 (lossless dielectric medium) 

(J 

we 

Since the loss tangent 

a,= 2~1 - [H 
,,..,.,. 

From eq. (12.60), 

Now we need to determine a from 
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Solution: 
From Table l2.I, we obtain the fields for TM11 mode (m = l, n = i) as 

E., = f, ( ~) £0 cos ( :x) sin ( 7T:) sin(wt - ~z) 

E, = f, ( i) £0 sin ( :x) cos ( 7T:) sin(wt - ~z) 

E, = £0 sin ( :x) sin ( 7T:) cos(wt - ~z) 

n, = -:: (i)£,sin(:x)cos(7T:)sin(wt - ~z) 

Sketch the field lines for the TMll mode. Derive the instantaneous expressions for th. 
surface current density of this mode. 

Answer: (a) 1.205 x 10-13 Np/m, 2 x 10-2 Np/rn, (b) 0.06945 dB. 

(a) Calculate °'d and o, 
(b) Find the loss in decibels in the guide if it is 40 cm long. 

A brass waveguide (a, = I.I X 107 Sim) of dimensions a = 4.2 cm, b = 1.5 cm is 
filled with Teflon (e, = 2.6, a = 10-is Sim). The operating frequency is 9 GHz. For 
the TE10 mode: 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.6 

= 6.089 w 

pd= pa(e2az _ 1) = 1.2 X l03(e2X4.218XW-;X0.6 _ l) 

and the power dissipated is 

a= °'d +a,= a,= 4.218 X 10-3 Npim 

Note that ad<< a,, showing that the loss due to the finite conductivity of the guide walls io 
more important than the loss due to the dielectric medium. Thus 

2 x I.808 x 10-2 (o.5 + 
2·6 

[ 
2·234 

]') 
4.2 4.8 a,=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2.6 x 10-2 x 236 l ~ l _ [ 
2:.!4 r 

= 4.2l8 x 10-3 Npim 

Hence 
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--Eficld 
--- Hficld 

FIGURE 12.13 Field lines forTM11 mode; for 
Example 12.7. 

we (7T) (7Tx) K = hl b E, sin ~ sin(wt - (3z) a, 

At y = b, a,, = - a,, K = H ,(x, b, z, t) a,, or 

we (7T) (7TX) K = hl b E, sin ~ sin(wt - (3z) a, 

At y = 0, a,,= a,., K = -H,(x, 0, z, t) a,, or 

we (7T) (7TY) K = h' -;;- E, sin b sin(wt - (3z) a, 

At x =a, a,,= -a" K = -H,(a,y, z, t) a,, or 

we (7T) (7TY) K = hl -;;- £,sin b sin(wt - (3z)a, 

K =a,, X H =a,, X (Hx,H,,O) 

At x = 0, a,,= a,, K = H,(O,y,z, t) a,, that is, 

'!!'_ = 1!!_ = _!?_cot (7TX) tan (7TY) 
dx H, a a b 

Notice that (E,IE,)(H,IH,) = -I, showing that electric and magnetic field lines are 
mutually orthogonal. This should also be observed in Figure 12.13, where the field lines 
are sketched. 

The surface current density on the walls of the waveguide is given by 

'!!'_ = ~ = ~tan (~)cot (7TY) 
dx E, b a b 

For the magnetic field lines, 

For the electric field lines, 

we (7T) (r.x) (7TY) H,. = hl -;;- E, cos ~ sin b sin(wt - (3z) 

H, = 0 
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Resonators are primarily used for energy storage. At high frequencies ("'100 MHz) the 
RLC circuit elements are inefficient when used as resonators because the dimensions of the 
circuits are comparable to the operating wavelength, and consequently, there is unwanted 
radiation. Therefore, at high frequencies the RLC resonant circuits are replaced by electro 
magnetic cavity resonators. Such resonator cavities are used in klystron tubes, bandpass 
filters, and wave meters. The microwave oven essentially consists of a power supply, a 
waveguide feed, and an oven cavity. 

Consider the rectangular cavity (or closed conducting box) shown in Figure 12.15. We 
notice that the cavity is simply a rectangular waveguide shorted at both ends. We therefore 
expect to have standing wave and also TM and TE modes of wave propagation. Depending 
on how the cavity is excited, the wave can propagate in the x-, y-, or z-direction. We will 
choose the + z-direction as the "direction of wave propagation." In fact, there is no wave 
propagation. Rather, there are standing waves. We recall from Section 10.9 that a standing 
wave is a combination of two waves traveling in opposite directions. 

12.8 WAVEGUIDE RESONATORS 

Answer: See Figure 12.14. The strength of the field at any point is indicated by the den 
sity of the lines; the field is strongest (or weakest) where the lines are closest 
together (or farthest apart). 

Sketch the field lines for the TE11 mode. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.7 

FIGURE 12.14 Field lines for TE11 mode; for Practice Exercise 12.7. 

Top view 

--Efidd 
---Hfit'ld 

Side view End view 
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(12.78) 

where m = l, 2, 3,. . , n = l, 2, 3,. . To invoke the conditions in eq. (l2.76c), we 
notice that eq. (12.14) (with H" = 0) yields 

. l (a'En a'E~) 
;weE" = jwµ, i);2 - az ax 

(12.77) 

As shown in Section 12.3, the conditions in eqs. (l2.76a,b) are satisfied when c1 = 0 = c3 

and 

k = mr 
' b 

(12.76c) 

(l2.76b) 

(l2.76a) 

(12.75) 

(l2.74c) 

(12.74b) 

(12.74a) 

E, = 0, E, = 0 at z = 0, c 

at y = 0, b E, = 0 

at x = 0, a E, = 0 

The boundary conditions are: 

k' = k; + ~ + k; = w2µ,e 

where 

Z(z) = c5 cos k,z + c6 sin k,z 

Y(y) = c3 cos k,y + c4 sin kyy 

X(x) = c1 cos k.x + c2 sin k.x 

(12.73) 

be the product solution of eq. (12.l). We follow the same procedure taken in Section 12.2 
and obtain 

E~(x,y, z) = X(x) Y(y) Z(z) 

For propagation to z in TM mode, Hz = 0 and we let 

A. TM Mode to z 

Y FIGURE 12.15 Rectangular cavity r~ L:i-, 
0 
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From eq. (12.84), we notice that the lowest-order TM mode is TM,10• 

(12.85 
u' 2 A=-=---,======= 

r J, )[:;]' + [H + [H 
The corresponding resonant wavelength is 

( 12.84 1, = f)[:;J' + [iJ' + [H 
or 

211'f, = w, = _ fj_ = J3u' 
v µ.e 

Since /32 = w1µ.e, from eq. (12.83), we obtain the resonant frequency J; 

(12.83: 2 2 [m.,,.]' [".,,.]' [p.,,.]' /3 =k = - + - + - a b c 

where £0 = c2c4c5• Other field components are obtained from eqs. (12.82) and (12.13) 
The phase constant J3 is obtained from eqs. (12.75), (12.77), and (12.81) as 

(12.82: ( m7rx) (".,,.Y) (p7rz) s; = £0 sin -a- sin -b- cos ----;;- 

. Substituting eqs. (12.77) and (12.81) into eq. (12.74) yields where p = 0, 1, 2, 3,. 

(12.81) 
p7r 

k =- 
z c 

This implies that c6 = 0 and sin kzc = 0 = sin p7T. Hence, 

(12.80) 

From eqs. (12.78) and (12.79), it is evident that eq. (12.76c) is satisfied if 

se; - = 0 at z = 0,c az 

(12.79) . 1 ( a'E" a'EY') 
JWeEY, = -jwµ. ay az - a;o 

Similarly, combining eqs. (12.13a) and (12.13d) (with H,, = 0) results in 
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(12.89) 
w w 
-=w- 
P,T P, 

= 27T 

time average energy stored 
Q = 

2rr . energy loss per cycle of oscillation 

It may be defined as 

The quality factor is also a measure of the bandwidth of the cavity resonator. 

where m = 0, I, 2, 3, , n = 0, I, 2, 3, , and p = I, 2, 3, Other field 
components can be obtained from eqs. (12.13) and (12.88). The resonant frequency is 
the same as that of eq, (12.84) except that m or n (but not both at the same time) can 
be zero. for TE modes. It is impossible for m and n to be zero at the same time because 
the field components will be zero if m and n are zero. The mode that has the lowest 
resonant frequency for a given cavity size (a, b, c) is the dominant mode. If a > b < c. 
it implies that l/a < lib> l/c, hence, the dominant mode is TE101. Note that fora > b < c, 
the resonant frequency of TM110 mode is higher than that for TE101 mode; hence, TE101 is 
dominant. When different modes have the same resonant frequency, we say that the modes 
are degenerate; one mode will dominate others depending on how the cavity is excited. 

A practical resonant cavity has walls with finite conductivity O'c and is, therefore, 
capable of losing stored energy. The quality factor Q is a means of determining the loss. 

(12.88) ( mrrx) (nrry) (prrz) His= H0cos ~a~ cos ~b~ sin ~ 

Imposing the conditions in eq. (12.87) on eq. (12.86) in the same manner as for TM mode 
to z leads to 

(12.87c) 

(12.87b) 
aH~ 
-=O at x = 0,a 

ax 
aH~ y = 0, b -=O at ay 

(12.87a) His = 0 at z = 0, c 

The boundary conditions in eq. (12.76c) combined with eq. (12.13) yields 

(12.86) (b5 cos k,.z + b6 sin k,.z) 

H~ = (b, cos k,x + b2 sin k,x)(b3 cos k,y + b, sin k,y) 

For propagation to z in TE mode, E, = 0 and 

B. TE Mode to z 
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1 For the proof, see S. V. Marshall and G. G. Skitek, Electromagnetic Concepts and Applications, 3rd ed. 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1990, pp. 440-442. 

J,,., = ISY0.04 + 0 + 0.01 = 3.354 GHz 

Since c >a> b or l/c < I/a< lib, the lowest-order mode is TE101. Notice that TM,01 

and TE100 do not exist because m = I, 2, 3,. . , n = I, 2, 3, . , and p = 0, I, 2, 3, .. 
for the TM modes, and m = 0, l , 2, . . , n = 0, I, 2, . . , and p = I, 2, 3, . for the 
TE modes. The resonant frequency for the TEio1 mode is 

= 15Y0.04m2 + 0.0625n2 + 0.0lp2 GHz 

3 x 108 )[ m ]' [ n ]' [ p ]' J, = --2- 5 x 10-2 + 4 x 10-2 + 10 x 10-2 

Hence 

u' = -1-= c v;;; 

where 

J,='f~[r;J' + [H + [H 
Solution: 
(a) The resonant frequency is given by 

(a) The five lowestorder modes 

(b) The quality factor for TE101 mode 

An air-filled resonant cavity with dimensions a = 5 cm, b = 4 cm, and c = 10 cm is made 
of copper (rr, = 5.8 X 107 Sim). Find 

1 
where o = , ~ is the skin depth of the cavity walls. 

V 1Tf10ifL0Uc 

(12.90) 
(a2 + c2)abc 

QTE,., = c5[2b(a3 + c3) + ac(a2 + c2)] 

where T = I!f = the period of oscillation, PL is the time-average power loss in the cavity, 
and W is the total time-average energy stored in electric and magnetic fields in the cavity. 
Usually Q is very high for a cavity resonator compared with Q for an RLC resonant circuit. 
By following a procedure similar to that used in deriving a, in Section 12.6, it can be shown 
that the quality factor for the dominant TE101 is given by' 
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Answer: 1.936 GHz, 1.093 X 104• 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.8 

If the resonant cavity of Example 12.8 is filled with a lossless material (µ, = I, e, = 3) , 
find the resonant frequency/, and the quality factor for TE'°' mode. 

= 14,358 

8[8(125 + 1000) + 50(25 + 1oo)i 

~ 
618 61 

V 7T(3.35 x 109) 47T x lO 7 (5.8 x 107) 

61 

QTE,., = 8[2b(a3 + c3) + ac(a' + c2)] 

(25 + 100) 200 x 10~2 

(a' + c2) abc 

(b) The quality factor for TE'°' is given by 

(3.35 GHz) 
(4.04 GHz) 
{4.243 GHz) 
(4.8 GHz) 
(5.031 GHz) 

TE101 
TE011 
TE102 
TM!lo 
TE111orTM111 

Thus the five lowest order modes in ascending order are 

J,,., = l5V0.04 + o + 0.09 = 5.408 GHz 

The next mode is TM103 with 

l-; = l 5V 0.04 + 0.0625 + o.oi = 5.03 l GHz 

The next two modes are TE111 and TM111 (degenerate modes), with 

/,,,, = 15V0.04 + 0.0625 + 0 = 4.8 GHz 

The next mode is TM,'° (TE, 10 does not exist), with 

J,,., = l5V0.04 + o + 0.04 = 4.243 GHz 

The next mode is TE102 (TM102 does not exist), with 

/,,,, = l5VO + 0.0625 + 0.01 = 4.04 GHz 

The next higher mode is TE011 (TM011 does not exist), with 
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4 There are several excellent books that can provide further exposition on optical fiber. See, for example, S. L. W. 
Meardon, The Elements of Fiber Optics, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Regents/Prentice Hall, 1993. 

Optical frequencies are on the order of 100 THz. As shown in Figure 12.16, an optical fiber 
consists of three concentric cylindrical sections: the core, the cladding, and the jacket. The 
core consists of one or more thin strands made of glass or plastic. The cladding is the glass 
or plastic coating surrounding the core, which may be step index or graded index. In the 
step-index core, the refractive index is uniform but undergoes an abrupt change at the 
core-cladding interface, while the graded-index core has a refractive index that varies with 
the radial distance from the center of the fiber. The jacket surrounds one or a bundle of 
cladded fibers. The jacket is made of plastic or other materials to protect against moisture, 
crushing, and other forms of damage. 

A ray of light entering the core will be internally reflected when incident in the denser 
medium and the angle of incidence is greater than a critical value. Thus a light ray is 

An optical fiber is a dielectric waveguide operating at optical frequency. 

In the mid-1970s, it was recognized that the existing copper technology would be unsuit 
able for future communication networks. In view of this, the telecommunication industry 
invested heavily in research into optical fibers. Optical fiber provides an attractive alter 
native to wire transmission lines such as twisted pair and coaxial cable (or coax). Optical 
fiber" has the following advantages over copper: 

Bandwidth: It provides a very high capacity for carrying information. It has suf 
ficient bandwidth that bit-serial transmission can be used, thereby considerably 
reducing the size, cost, and complexity of the hardware. 
Attenuation: It provides low attenuation and is therefore capable of transmitting 
over a long distance without the need of repeaters. 
Noise susceptibility: It neither radiates nor is affected by electromagnetic interfer 
ence. The immunity from EMT is due to the absence of metal parts, which means 
that there can be no conduction currents. 
Security: It is more secure from malicious interception because it is not easy to tap 
a fiber-optic cable without interrupting communication. 
Cost: The cost of optical fibers has fallen considerably since the turn of the century 
and will continue to fall. The cost of related components such as optical transmit 
ters and receivers also is falling. 

These impressive advantages over electrical media have made fiber optics a popular trans 
mission medium in recent times. Although optical fiber is more expensive and is used 
mainly for point-to-point links, there has been a rapid changeover from coax and twisted 
pair to optical fibers for telecommunication systems, instrumentation, cable TV networks, 
industrial automation, and data transmission systems. 

t12.9 APPLICATION NOTE-OPTICAL FIBER 
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(12.91) 
vµ;;e;, 

um 1 
vµ:;,e:, 

speed of light in a vacuum 
n= 

speed of light in the medium 

Numerical Aperture 

The most important parameter of an optical fiber is its numerical aperture (NA). The 
value of NA is dictated by the refractive indices of the core and cladding. By definition, the 
refractive index n of a medium is defined as 

reflected back into the original medium and the process is repeated as light passes down 
the core. This form of propagation is multimode, referring to the variety of angles that 
will reflect, as shown in Figure 12.17. It causes the signal to spread out in time and limits 
the rate at which data can be accurately received. When the radius of the core is reduced a 
single-mode propagation occurs. This eliminates distortion. 

A fiber-optic system is similar to a conventional transmission system. As shown in 
Figure 12.18, a fiber-optic system consists of a transmitter, a transmission medium, and a 
receiver. The transmitter accepts and converts to optical signals electrical signals input in 
analog or digital form. The transmitter sends the optical signal by modulating the output 
of a light source (usually an LED or a laser) by varying its intensity. The optical signal is 
transmitted over the optical fiber to a receiver. At the receiver, the optical signal is con 
verted back into an electrical signal by a photodiode. 

The performance of a fiber-optic link depends on the numerical aperture (NA), atten 
uation, and dispersion characteristics of the fiber. As signals propagate through the fiber, 
they become distorted owing to attenuation and dispersion. 

FIGURE 12.16 Optical fiber. 

Light at less than 
critical angle is 
absorbed in jacket 

Angle of 
reflection 

Angle of 
incidence 

Cladding 

Jacket 
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FIGURE 12.17. Optical fiber transmission modes: (a) multimode, (b) multi 
mode graded index, (c) single mode. (From W. Stallings, Local and Metropolitan 
Area Networks, 4th ed. New York: Macmillan, 1993, p. 85.) 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 

Absorptive jacket 
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(12.96) V=1Td~ 
,\ I 2 

where n1 is the refractive index of the core and n2 is the refractive index of the cladding, as 
shown in Figure 12.19. Since most fiber cores are made of silica, n 1 = 1.48. Typical values 
of NA range between 0.19 and 0.25. The larger the value of NA, the more optical power the 
fiber can capture from a source. 

Because such optical fibers may support the numerous modes, they are called a multi 
mode step-index fibers. The mode volume Vis given by 

(12.95) I NA = sine = n sine = ~ I a l c l 2 

where 8, is the critical angle for total internal reflection. Note that eq. (12.94) is valid only 
if n1 > n2, since the value of sin (Jc must be less than or equal to 1. 

Another way of looking at the light-guiding capability of a fiber is to measure the 
acceptance angle 8 a• which is the maximum angle over which light rays entering the fiber 
will be trapped in its core. We know that the maximum angle occurs when (), is the critical 
angle, thereby satisfying the condition for total internal reflection. Thus, for a step-index 
fiber, 

(12.94) 

where 81 is the incident angle in medium 1 and 82 is the transmission angle in medium 2. 
The total reflection occurs when 82 = 90°, resulting in 

(12.93) 

indicating that the refractive index is essentially the square root of the dielectric constant. 
Keep in mind that er can be complex, as discussed in Chapter 10. For common materials, 
n = 1 for air, n = 1.33 for water, and n = 1.5 for glass. 

As a light ray propagates from medium 1 to medium 2, Snell's law must be satisfied. 

(12.92) fi c r: n = = v e~ 
0 r 

Since µ.111 = µ.0 in most practical cases, 

FIGURE 12.18 A typical fiber-optic system 
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Thus, the power of the light reduces by a decibels per kilometer as it propagates through 
the fiber. Equation (12.100) may be written as 

(12.101) P(f) = P(O) · 10·•lii0 

(12.100) 
P(O) ae = 10 log" P( f) 

It is customary to express attenuation a in decibels per kilometer and length e of the fiber 
in kilometers. In this case, eq. (12.99) becomes 

(12.99) P(e) = P(O)e-•' 

where a is the attenuation and Pis the optical power. In eq. (12.98), it is assumed that a 
wave propagates along z. By solving eq. (12.98), the power P( 0) at the input of the fiber and 
the power P( f) of the light after Care related as 

(12.98) 
dP 
-= =a? 
dz 

As discussed in Chapter 10, attentuation is the reduction in the power of the optical signal. 
Power attenuation (or fiber loss) in an optical fiber is governed by 

Attenuation 

(12.97) 
V' 

N=- 
2 

where d is the fiber core diameter and A is the wavelength of the optical source. From 
eq. (12.96), the number N of modes propagating in a step-index fiber can be estimated as 

FIGURE 12.19 Numerical aperture and acceptance angle. 

Core 

-.. no= I 

Cladding 
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Answer: (a) 81.83°, (b) 0.21. 

A silica fiber has a refractive index of 1.48. It is surrounded by a cladding material with 
a refractive index of 1.465. Find (a) the critical angle above which total internal reflec 
tion occurs, (b) the numerical aperture of the fiber. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.9 

V' 
N = - = 2176 modes 

2 

Hence 

n2 = Vnl - NA2 = Vl.622 - 0.212 = 1.606 

V = ?Td~ = 7rdNA 
,\ l 2 ,\ 

= 7r(80 x 10-6) x 0.21 = 65.973 
0.8 x 10-6 

(c) 

(b) From NA = V n~ - n~, we obtain 

8, =sin-' 0.21 = 12.12° 

Solution: 
(a) Since sin 8, = NA = 0.21, then 

A step-index fiber has a core diameter of 80 µ,m, a core refractive index of 1.62, and a 
numerical aperture of0.21. Calculate (a) the acceptance angle, (b) the refractive index that 
the fiber can propagate at a wavelength of0.8 µ,m, (c) the number of modes that the fiber 
can propagate at a wavelength of 0.8 µ,m. 

Dispersion 

The spreading of pulses of light as they propagate down a fiber is called dispersion. As the 
pulses representing Os spread, they overlap epochs that represent ls. If dispersion is beyond 
a certain limit, it may confuse the receiver. The dispersive effects in single-mode fibers are 
much smaller than in multimode fibers. 

indicating that much more power is lost in the coaxial cable than in optical fiber. 

(12.102) 
for coaxial cable 
for optical fiber 

P(C) _ {10-ioo 
P(O) 10-2 

Fore = 100 km, 
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The practice of using metamaterials to hide an object is called metamaterial cloaking. 
Metamaterials are ideal for cloaking because they are designed to have a negative refractive 
index. All materials have an index of refraction, a number that describes that amount of 
light, or electromagnetic wave, that is reflected as the wave passes through the material. All 
materials that are found in nature have a positive refraction index, allowing the reflected 
light to hit an observer's eye, making the object visible. However, the negative refraction 
index of metamaterials can bend the wave around an object instead of reflecting the light, 
thus making the object invisible. 

Many attempts at cloaking an object have been made and have been successful to some 
degree, leaving only small reflections of the cloaked object. Recently however researchers 
at Duke University discovered a method of cloaking an object completely, making it 
perfectly invisible. The research at Duke began in 2006, but the cloaking models suffered 
from the common problem of reflected light. In 2011, David Smith and graduate student 
Nathan Landy modified the models by altering the arrangement of the metamaterial 
to a diamond-like configuration and shifting the metamaterial so that the reflections 
were canceled by its mirror image at each intersection. With this adjustment, illustrated 
schematically in Figure 12.20, perfect invisibility was achieved. 

12.10 APPLICATION NOTE-CLOAKING AND INVISIBILITY 

Answer: 63.l %. 

A 10 km fiber with an attenuation of 0.2 dB/km serves as an optical link between two 
cities. How much of input power is received? 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 12.10 

10 P(O) 
e = -;:;- log,0 P( e) 

10 l 
= 0.25 log,, 0.6 

= 8.874 km 

Hence 

P( e) = l - 0.4 = 0.6 
P(O) 

Light pulses propagate through a fiber cable with an attenuation of 0.25 dB/km. Determine 
the distance through which the power of pulses is reduced by 40%. 

Solution: 
If the power is reduced by 40%, it means that 
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% Determine the first 100 TM modes 

Enter the frequency (in rad/s) 
a= input('Enter the wave3uide width\n > '); 

Enter the propagation constant gamma (in a+j*b format) 
b = input{'Enter the waveguide height\n > '); 

Enter the relative permittivity 
er= input{'Enter the relative permittivity \n > '); 

% Enter the propagation constant gamma {in a+j*b format) 
ur = input ('Enter the relative permeability\n > 1); 

clear 

This script computes the cutoff frequencies of the first 
10 waveguide modes, allowing the user to enter the 
dimensions (assuming a> b) and relative material properties. 
The script first finds the lowest 100 modes by cutoff frequency 
for both TE and TM, creating a list of 200 total modes, from 
which the lowest 10 of all (TE and TM) are found 

This perfect invisibility, however, comes at the price of a few caveats. An invisibility 
cloak has been created only on the centimeter scale. Also, the object surrounded by this 
metamaterial cloak is invisible only to microwaves. In other words, the researchers have 
been able to bend microwaves but have not yet achieved the bending of light waves, which 
are more difficult to bend because they have a higher frequency. Finally, the invisibil 
ity is unidirectional: that is, the object cloaked is invisible from only one specific angle. 
Nonetheless, this research at Duke University marks a breakthrough in metamaterial cloak 
ing. These researchers, who were the first to bend waves without any reflection, now plan 
to further develop the cloak to make it omnidirectional, hiding the object from every angle. 

While using metamaterials to render objects invisible to the human eye may be 
decades away, invisibility to microwaves has many practical applications in telecommuni 
cations and defense. Potential applications include radar and sensor detection, battlefield 
communication, and infrastructure monitoring. 

FIGURE 12.20 Showing bending of light 
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1. Waveguides are structures used in guiding EM waves at high frequencies. Assuming 
a lossless rectangular waveguide (a-,= co, a-= 0), we apply Maxwell's equations in 
analyzing EM wave propagation through the guide. The resulting partial differential I 

end 

% Print out the lowest 10 modes of the lowest 100 modes 
mode_string='ME'; % 'M' is the first character, 'E' is the second 
disp(sprintf('\n')); % format extra line 
fork= 1:10 

disp (sprintf ('Mode: T%c%d%d, ',. 
mode_string(modes(k,l)) ,modes(k,2), modes(k,3))) 

disp{sprintf('Cutoff frequency= %0.3f GHz\n',. 
modes(k,4)/(2*pi*le9))) 

Sort these 100 modes by lowest cutoff 
% this command sorts the matrix by grouping the fourth 
% column (the frequencies) in ascending order) 
modes=sortrows(modes,4); 

end 
end 

end 
% do nothing, because m 

% Determine the first 100 TE modes 
for m=0:9, 

for n=0:9, 
if m I n % check if either morn is nonzero and 

% compute mode 
modes(index,1)=2; 
modes(index,2)=m; 
modes(index,3)=n; 
modes (index, 4} =3e8/sqrt (er*ur) *sqrt ( (m*pi/ 
a) '2+ (n*pi/b) '2); 
Lndexe Lndex-s L: 

else 

end 
end 

index=l; % start a count 
for m=l:lO, 

for no=l:lO, 
modes(index,l)=l; % store a 1 in row <index>, and 

% column 1 for TM modes 
modes(index,2)=m; % store min row <index>, and column 
modes(index,3)=n; % store n in row <index>, and column 3 
modes (index, 4) =3e8/sqrt (er*ur} *sqrt ( (m*pi/a) "2+ {n*pi/b) "2) ; 

% store cutoff in row <index>, and column 4 
index=index+l; % increment counter 
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9. An optical fiber is a dielectric waveguiding structure operating at optical frequencies; 
it consists of a core region and a cladding region. 

10. Advantages of optical fiber over copper wire include large bandwidth, low attenua 
tion, immunity to electromagnetic intererence, and low cost. 

For TM modes,111 = l,2,3,. ,n = 1,2,3, .. ,andp = 0, l,2,3,. ,and for 
TE modes, m = 0, l, 2, 3,. . , n = 0, l, 2, 3,. . , and p = I, 2, 3,. . , 111 = n * 0. 
If a > b < c, the dominant mode (one with the lowest resonant frequency) is TE101• 

8. The quality factor, a measure of the energy loss in the cavity, is given by 

where u' = 11v;;, is the medium velocity (i.e., the velocity of the wave in the 
dielectric medium unbounded by the guide). Although up is greater than u', ug does 
not exceed u', 

6. The mode of operation for a given waveguide is dictated by the method of 
excitation. 

7. A waveguide resonant cavity is used for energy storage at high frequencies. It is noth 
ing but a waveguide shorted at both ends. Hence its analysis is similar to that of a 
waveguide. The resonant frequency for both the TE and TM modes to z is given by 

w 
Q= w 

Pr 

equation is solved by using the method of separation of variables. On applying the 
boundary conditions on the walls of the guide, the basic formulas for the guide are 
obtained for different modes of operation. 

2. Two modes of propagation (or field patterns) are the TM'"'' and TE,.11,, where m and n 
are positive integers. For TM modes, m = l, 2, 3,. . , and n = l, 2, 3,. and for 
TE modes, 111 = 0, l, 2, . . , and n = 0, l , 2, . . , 11 = m * 0. 

3. Each mode of propagation has an associated propagation constant and cutoff frequency. 
The propagation constant y = a + ){3 does not depend only on the constitutive para 
meters (e, u, o-] of the medium as in the case of plane waves in an unbounded space; it 
depends on the cross-sectional dimensions (a, b) of the guide. The cutoff frequency is 
the frequency at which ychanges from being purely real (attenuation) to purely imagi 
nary (propagation). The dominant mode of operation is the lowest mode possible. It is 
the mode with the lowest cutoff frequency. If a > b, the dominant mode is TE10. 

4. The basic equations for calculating the cutoff frequency J;, the phase constant (3, 
and the phase velocity up are summarized in Table 12.l. Formulas for calculating the 
attenuation constants due to lossy dielectric medium and imperfectly conducting 
walls are also provided. 

5. The group velocity (or velocity of energy flow) u, is related to the phase velocity up of 
the wave propagation by 
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12.8 When the electric field is at its maximum value, the magnetic energy of a cavity is 

(a) at its maximum value. 

(b) at V2 of its maximum value. 
l 

(c) at V2 of its maximum value. 

(d) at 1/2 of its maximum value. 

(e) zero. 

(b) False (a) True 

12.7 If a tunnel is 4m by 7 min cross section, a car in the tunnel will not receive an AM radio 
signal (e.g., f ~ 10 MHz). 

(d) 6VsGHz 
(e) None of the above 

(a) 3 GHz 
(b) 3Vs GHz 
(c} 12 GHz 

12.6 If in a rectangular waveguide for which a = 2b, the cutoff frequency for TE02 mode is 
12 GHz, the cutoff frequency for TM11 mode is 

(d) H, 
(e) H, 

(a) E, 
(b) E, 
(c) E, 

12.5 For TE30 mode, which of the following field components exist? 

(b) False (a) True 

12.4 The TMio mode can exist in a rectangular waveguide. 

(c) TEio1 

(d) TEio 
(a) TEu 
(b)TMu 

12.2 An evanescent mode occurs when 
(a) a wave is attenuated rather than propagated. 
(b) the propagation constant is purely imaginary. 
(c) m = 0 = n so that all field components vanish. 
(d) the wave frequency is the same as the cutoff frequency. 

12.3 The dominant mode for rectangular waveguides is 

12.1 At microwave frequencies, we prefer waveguides to transmission lines for transporting 
EM energy because of all the following except that 
(a) losses in transmission lines are prohibitively large. 
(b) waveguides have larger bandwidths and lower signal attenuation. 
(c) transmission lines are larger than waveguides. 
(d) transmission lines support only TEM mode. 
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12.2 An air-filled waveguide has a = 6 cm and b = 4 cm. What modes are possible if a wave 
of frequency f = 6 GHz is to be propagated down the guide? 

12.3 A rectangular waveguide (2.28 cm X 1.01 cm) is filled with polyethylene (s, ~ 2.25). 
Calculate the cutoff frequencies for the following modes: 

TE01, TE10, TE11, TE02, TE22, TM11, TM12, TM21• Assume that polyethylene is lossless. 

12.4 An air-filled waveguide has a cross section of 2.4 cm X 1.2 cm. A microwave signal of 
12 GHz propagates down the guide. (a) Calculate the cutoff frequencies ofTE10, TE01, 

TE20, and TE02 modes. (b) Which modes will propagate? 

12.5 Design a rectangular waveguide with an aspect ratio of 3 to 1 for use in the K-band 
(18-26.5 GHz). Assume that the guide is air filled. 

12.6 A tunnel is modeled as an air-filled metallic rectangular waveguide with dimensions 
a = 8 m and b = 16 m. Determine whether the tunnel will pass (a) a 1.5 MHz AM 
broadcast signal, (b) a 120 MHz FM broadcast signal. 

12.7 In an air-filled rectangular waveguide, the cutoff frequency of a TE10 mode is 5 GHz, 
whereas that ofTE01 mode is 12 GHz. Calculate 

(a) The dimensions of the guide 

(b) The cutoff frequencies of the next three higher TE modes 

(c) The cutoff frequency for TEil mode if the guide is filled with a lossless material 
having er = 2.25 and µ.r = I 

12.8 An air-filled rectangular waveguide operates at 40 GHz. If the cutoff frequency of the 
TE12 mode is 25 GHz, calculate the wavelength, phase constant, phase velocity, and 
intrinsic impedance of this mode. 

12.1 An air-filled rectangular waveguide has a cross section of 6 cm X 4 cm. 

(a) Calculate the cutoff frequency of the dominant mode. 

(b) Determine how many modes are passed at three times cutoff frequency of dominant 
mode. 

Sections 12.3 and 12.4- TM and TE Modes 

Answers: 12.lc, 12.2a,d, 12.3d, 12.4b, 12.Sb,d, 12.6b, 12.7a,12.8e, 12.9a, 12.IOc. 

(d) 5 
(e) cc 

(a) 0 
(b) 2 
(c) 3 

12.10 How many degenerate dominant modes exist in a rectangular resonant cavity for which 
a= b = c? 

(c) ™no 
(d) TM11, 

(a) TE,.0 

(b) TE0,. 

12.9 Which of these modes does not exist in a rectangular resonant cavity? 
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12.16 A rectangular waveguide with cross sections shown in Figure 12.21 has dielectric 
discontinuity. Calculate the standing wave ratio if the guide operates at 8 GHz in the 
dominant mode. 

find (a) the operating mode, (b) the propagation constant y, (c) the intrinsic impedance 'YI· 

E, ~ sin(2:x)cos(3:1)sin(I01T X 1010t - (3z) Vim 

12.15 In an air-filled rectangular waveguide with a= 2.286cm and b = 1.016 cm, the 
y-component of the TE mode is given by 

Determine (a) the mode of operation, (b) the cutoff frequency, (c) the intrinsic imped 
ance, (d) H,. 

( 21Tx) (?TY) Ey = 5 sin ----;- cos b sin(wt - 12z) V/m 

12.14 In an air-filled rectangular waveguide, a TE mode operating at 6 GHz has 

calculate the intrinsic impedance of this mode and the average power flow in the guide. 

( 21TX) (31Ty) E2 = 5 sin ----;;- sin b cos(l012t - f3z) Vim 

12.13 An air-filled rectangular waveguide has cross-sectional dimensions a = 6 cm and 
b = 3 cm. Given that 

12.9 An air-filled hollow rectangular waveguide is 150 m long and is capped at the end with a 
metal plate. If a short pulse of frequency 7.2 GHz is introduced into the input end of the 
guide, how long will it take the pulse to return to the input end? Assume that the cutoff 
frequency of the guide is 6.5 GHz. 

12.10 An air-filled rectangular waveguide is to be constructed to operate at 4 GHz in the dom 
inant mode. Specify the guide dimensions a and b such that the operating frequency is 
12% higher than the cutoff frequency for the dominant mode (TE10) and 15% below the 
cutoff frequency of the next higher mode. 

12.11 AK-band waveguide (1.067 cm X 0.533 cm) is filled by a dielectric material with E, ~ 6.8. 
If it operates in the dominant TElO mode at 6 GHz, determine the following: 

(a) The cutoff frequency 

(b) The phase velocity 

(c) The waveguide wavelength 

12.12 Show that the attenuation due to a waveguide operating below cutoff is 
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12.19 Consider a WR284 waveguide(a = 7.214 cm, b = 3.404 cm). If it is filled with polyeth 
ylene (er= 2.5) and operates at 4 GHz, determine up and ug. 

12.20 A square waveguide operates at 4.5 GHz in the dominant mode. If the group velocity 
is determined to be l.8 X 108 m/s, calculate the largest dimension of the waveguide. 
Assume that the waveguide is filled with oil (e = 2.2e0). 

12.18 Determine the values of {3, µ,P' µ,I' and TJTEIO for a 7.2 cm X 3.4 cm rectangular wave 
guide operating at 6.2 GHz (a) if the waveguide is air filled, (b) if the waveguide is filled 
with a material having e = 2.25 &0, u: = µ,0, o = 0. 

Section 12.5-Wave Propagation in the Guide 

where 

Z" - k; Z = O 

<l>"+k~<l>=O 

p2R" + pR' + (k;p2 - k~) R = O 

show that the separated equations are 

EJp, </>, z) = R(p) <!>(</>) Z(z) 

By assuming the product solution 

1 a ( aEu) 1 a'Eu a'Eu 2 -~ p~ +~~-+~-+kE =O 
P ap ap p' a<1>' az' zr 

or 

12.17 Analysis of a circular waveguide requires solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation in 
cylindrical coordinates, namely, 

FIGURE 12.21 For Problem 12.16. 

5cm 

µ.0, 2.25s0 
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12.30 Use MATLAB to plot the attenuation for the TE10 mode a of waveguide with copper 
walls as a function of frequency. Do this for frequencies above cutoff. Keep in mind 
that R~ varies with frequency. Take a= 2b = l cm,f, = 10 GHz, and assume that the 
waveguide is filled with a dielectric having e, = 2.25. 

12.29 A rectangular waveguide with a = 2b = 4.8 cm is filled with Teflon (er = 2.11, loss 
tangent of 3 X 10-4). Assume that the walls of the waveguide are coated with gold 
(a,= 4.l X 107 Sim) and that a TE10 wave at 4 GHz propagates down the waveguide. 
Find (a) er,, (b) a., 

12.26 A 4 cm square waveguide is filled with a dielectric with complex permittivity c:, = 
l6e0(1 - )10-4) and is excited with the TM21 mode. If the waveguide operates at 10% 
above the cutoff frequency, calculate attenuation ad. How far can the wave travel down 
the guide before its magnitude is reduced by 20%? 

12.27 If the walls of the square waveguide in Problem 12.26 are made of brass (a,= 
1.5 x 107 Sim), find a, and the distance over which the wave is attenuated by 30%. 

12.28 An air-filled waveguide with dimensions a = 6 cm and b = 3 cm is excited at the level 
of IEI = 2.2 kV Im. If the dominant mode propagates at 4 GHz, determine the power 
transmitted. 

12.25 A 1 cm x 2 cm waveguide is made of copper (a,= 5.8 X 107 Sim) and filled with a 
dielectric material for which e = 2.6e0, µ, = µ,0, ad = 10-4 Sim. If the guide operates 
at 12 GHz, evaluate a, and ad for (a) TE10, and (b} ™ll· 

Ey, = 0 E ~ JW/1/IT H . ( lb) ~y, 
xs - bh2 o sm 11y e , 

12.24 For TE01 mode, 

Show that for a rectangular waveguide operating in the TE10 mode, 

'!J',_,, = ~Re[E, X H;J 

12.23 The average power density is given by 

Section 12.6-Power Transmission and Attenuation 

12.21 A microwave transmitter is connected by an air-filled waveguide of cross section 
2.5 cm X l cm to an antenna. For transmission at 11 GHz, find the ratio of (a) the phase 
velocity to the medium velocity, (b) the group velocity to the medium velocity. 

12.22 A rectangular waveguide is filled with polyethylene ( e = 2.25e0) and operates at 24 GHz. 
If the cutoff frequency of a certain TE mode is 16 GHz, find the group velocity and 
intrinsic impedance of the mode. 
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12.39 An air-filled rectangular cavity resonator has dimensions a= 2 cm, b = l cm, c = 3 cm. If the 
resonator, which is made of copper (c = 5.8 X 107 Sim), operates with the dominant mode, 
determine (a) the resonant frequency, (b) the quality factor. 

for propagation from the TM mode to z. Determine Eys· 

12.38 In a rectangular resonant cavity, identify the dominant made when 

(a) a «: b < c 
(b) a > b > c 
(c) a= c > b 

jw"("") (m"x) (""Y) (p"z) n; = f;2 b E0sin -a- cos b cos ~ 

Find n.; 
12.37 For a rectangular cavity, show that 

jwµ,(m") (m"x) (""Y) (p"z) E = -- - H sin -- cos - sin - 
J$ h1a0 ab c 

12.36 Show that for propagation from the TE mode to z in a rectangular cavity, 

Section 12.8-Waveguide Resonators 

12.35 For a square waveguide, show that attenuation a, is minimum for the TE10 mode when 
f = 2.962/c. 

12.33 A rectangular waveguide has transverse dimensions a = 2.5 cm and b = l.5 cm and 
operates at 7.5 GHz in the dominant mode. If the waveguide is filled with a lossy dielec 
tric material with Cr= 2.26, /Lr= I, (T = 10-4 Sim and the walls are made of brass 
((T 0 = 1.1 X 107 Sim), calculate {3, ad, a,, up, ug> and A" 

12.34 A rectangular brass (rr, = 1.37 X 107 Sim) waveguide with dimensions a = 2.25 cm 
and b = 1.5 cm operates in the dominant mode at frequency 5 GHz. If the waveguide 
is filled with Teflon (µ,, = l, e, = 2.11, a- = 0 ), determine (a) the cutoff frequency 
for the dominant mode, (b) the attenuation constant due to the loss in the guide 
walls. 

12.31 An air-filled X-band rectangular waveguide has dimensions a = 2.286 cm and b = 1.016 cm. 
If the waveguide has copper walJs (e = c0,µ., = µ.,0,<:r = 5.8 X 107 Sim), find the attenua 
tion in dBlm due to the wall loss when the dominant mode is propagating at 8.4 GHz. 

12.32 A rectangular, air-filled waveguide has dimensions a = 3.8 cm and b = 1.6 cm, and 
walls are made of copper. For the dominant mode atf= 10 GHz, calculate 

(a) the group velocity 
(b) the attenuation dB/m 
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12.51 A silicon fiber has a core index of 1.48 and a cladding index of 1.46. If the core radius is 
5 µm, find the number of propagating modes for the source wavelength of 1300 nm. 

12.52 An optical fiber with an attenuation of 0.4 dB/km is 5 km long. The fiber has 
n1 = 1.53, n2 = 1.45, and a diameter of 50 µm. Find: 

(a) The maximum angle at which rays will enter the fiber and be trapped 
(b) The percentage of input power received 

12.48 The speed oflight in a given medium is measured as 2.1 X 108 mis. Find its refractive index. 

12.49 How will optical fiber be useful in EM! isolation? 

12.50 A glass fiber has a core diameter of 50 µm, a core refractive index of 1.62, and a cladding 
with a refractive index of 1.604. If light having a wavelength of l 300 nm is used, find 

(a) The numerical aperture 
(b) The acceptance angle 
(c) The number of transmission modes 

Section 12.9-Application Note-Optical Fiber 

12.47 Shielded rooms act as resonant cavities. We must avoid operating equipment in any 
such room at a resonant frequency of the cavity. If an air-filled shielded room has the 
dimensions 10.2 m by 8.7 rn by 3.6 m, find all resonant frequencies below SO MHz. 

12.46 (a) Determine the size of an air-filled cubical cavity made of copper that it will give a 
dominant resonant frequency of 12 GHz. 

(b) Calculate the quality factor Q at that frequency. 

12.43 Design an air-filled cubical cavity to have its dominant resonant frequency at 3 GHz. 

12.44 Design a cubical resonant cavity with a dominant frequency of 5.6 GHz. Assume that 
the cavity is filled with (a) air, (b) Teflon having e, = 2.05. 

12.45 An air-filled cubical cavity of size 10 cm has 

E = 200 sin(307Tx) sin(307Ty) cos(6 x l09t)a, Vim 

(a) Find H. (b) Show that E · H = 0. 

where S is the skin depth. 

12.42 An air-filled cavity hasdimensions20 mm X 8 mm X IO mm. If the wallsaresi!ver-plated, 
find (a) dominant resonant frequency, (b) Q for the TEw1mode. 

Q =fa 
12.41 For a cubical cavity (a= b = c) in the TE101 mode, show that 

12.40 A rectangular cavity has dimension a = l cm, b = 2 cm, c = 3 cm. If it is filled with 
polyethylene (e = 2.5c:0), find the first five resonant frequencies. 
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12.57 (a) Discuss the advantages derived from using a fiber-optic cable. 

(b) What is pulse dispersion' 

12.54 Attenuation a10 in Chapter 10 is in nepers per meter (Np/m), whereas attenuation a12 in this 
chapter is in decibels per kilometer (dB/km). What is the relationship between the two! 

12.55 A power of l.25 mW is launched into an optical fiber that has a 0.4 dB/km attenuation. 
Determine the fiber length such that a power of 1 µ., W is received at the other end of the fiber. 

12.56 A lightwave system uses a 30 km fiber link with a loss of 0.4 dB/km. If the system 
requires at least 0.2 mW at the receiver, calculate the minimum power that must be 
launched into the fiber. 

12.53 A laser diode is capable of coupling 10 mW into a fiber with attenuation of0.5 dB/km. 
If the fiber is 850 m long, calculate the power received at the end of the fiber. 
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Source: Adapted with permission from M. Chryssomaltis, "Smart antennas," IEEE 
Antennas and Propagation Magazine, vol. 42, no. 3, June 2000, pp. 129-136. 

Just as we hear better with two ears than with one, a communications system with two or more anten 
nas can outperform a system with a single antenna. Smart antennas (also known as adaptive anten 
nas) basically consist of an antenna array combined with signal processing in both time and space. 
They are different from common antennas in that they have adaptive (nonfixed) lobe patterns. They 
exploit the fact that interferers and users rarely have the same location. 

There are basically two types of smart antenna: switched beam (a finite number of fixed, pre 
defined patterns) and adaptive array (an infinite number of patterns that are adjusted in real time). 
The switched-beam type is the simplest technique. It is simply a controlled RF switch connected to 
many fixed antennas. It employs a grid of beams and usually chooses the beam that gives the best 
signal-to-noise ratio. It is easily deployed but has low gain between beams. 

The wireless personal communications market, especially the cellular telephone segment, has 
been growing exponentially for years and will continue to grow. But there are some challenges along 
the way. These include quality of service, traffic capacity, and cost of service. The smart antenna tech 
nology is a promising approach to these problems, offering increased capacity, extended range, better 
link quality, and longer battery life in mobile units. Smart antenna systems enable operators of PCs, 
cellular phones, wireless local-area networks, and wireless local-loop networks to realize significant 
increases in channel capacity, signal quality, spectrum efficiency, and coverage. 

Although smart antennas make wireless systems more complex, they provide real improvements 
in areas that are critical for making wireless service more universal and reliable. It has been rightly 
argued that the performance requirements of future wireless systems cannot be met without the use 
of smart antennas. To know about smart antennas, one should take a class on antennas to acquire 
general background information. Unfortunately, most electrical engineering departments do not 
offer courses on antennas at the undergraduate level. 

SMART ANTENNAS 
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Up until now, we have not asked ourselves how EM waves are produced. Recall that electric 
charges are the sources of EM fields. If the sources are time varying, EM waves propagate 
away from the sources and radiation is said to have taken place. Radiation may be thought 
of as the process of transmitting electric energy. The radiation or launching of the waves 
into space is efficiently accomplished with the aid of conducting or dielectric structures 
called antennas. Theoretically, any structure can radiate EM waves, but not all structures 
can serve as efficient radiation mechanisms. 

An antenna may also be viewed as a transducer used in matching the transmission line 
or as a waveguide (used in guiding the wave to be launched) to the surrounding medium, 
or vice versa. Figure 13.1 shows how an antenna is used to accomplish a match between the 
line or guide and the medium. The antenna is needed for two main reasons: for efficient 
radiation and for matching wave impedances to minimize reflection. The antenna uses 
voltage and current from the transmission line (or the EM fields from the waveguide) to 
launch an EM wave into the medium. An antenna may be used for either transmitting or 
receiving EM energy. 

Typical antennas are illustrated in Figure 13.2. The dipole antenna in Figure 13.2(a) 
consists of two straight wires lying along the same axis. The loop antenna, exemplified in 
Figure 13.2(b), consists ofone or more turns of wire. The helical antenna in Figure 13.2(c) 
consists of a wire in the form of a helix backed by a ground plane. Antennas in Figure 
l3.2(a-c) are called wire antennas; they are used in automobiles, buildings, aircraft, ships, 
and so on. The horn antenna in Figure 13.2(d), an example of an aperture antenna, is a 
tapered section of waveguide providing a transition between a waveguide and the sur 
roundings. Since it is conveniently flush mounted, it is useful in various applications such 
as aircraft communications. The parabolic dish reflector in Figure 13.2(e) utilizes the fact 
that EM waves are reflected by a conducting sheet. When used as a transmitting antenna, 
a feed antenna such as a dipole or horn is placed at the focal point. The radiation from the 
source is reflected by the dish (acting like a mirror), and a parallel beam results. Parabolic 
dish antennas are used in communications, radar, and astronomy. 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortune} but great minds rise above it. 
-WASHINGTON JRVING 

ANTENNAS 

CHAPTER m 



FIGURE 13.2 Typical antennas. 

(e) Parabolic dish reflector 

Reflector 

Radiating 
dipole 

(d) Pyramidal horn 

(c} Helix 

(b) Loop (a) Dipole 

FIGURE 13.1 An antenna as a matching device between the 
guiding structure and the surrounding medium. 

Surrounding medium 

Transmission line Generator 

EM wave 
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FIGURE 13.3 A Hertzian dipole carry 
ing current I= /0 cos wt. 

By "Herrzian dipole" we mean an infinitesimal current element I di, where di ::::::: A 110. 
Although such a current element does not exist in real life, it serves as a building block 
from which the field of a practical antenna can be calculated by integration. 

Consider the Hertzian dipole shown in Figure 13.3. We assume that it is located at the 
origin of a coordinate system and that it carries a uniform current (constant throughout the 

13.2 HERTZIAN DIPOLE 

Note that Prad throughout this chapter is the same as Pave in eq. (10.80). 

l 
'!P.,, = lRe (E, x H;) 

where 

The phenomenon of radiation is rather complicated, so we have intentionally delayed 
its discussion until this chapter. We will not attempt a broad coverage of antenna theory; 
our discussion will be limited to the basic types of antennas such as the Hertzian dipole, the 
half-wave dipole, the quarter-wave monopole, and the small loop. For each of these types, 
we will determine the radiation fields by taking the following steps: 

I. Select an appropriate coordinate system and determine the magnetic vector 
potential A. 

2. Find H from B = J.LH = V X A. 

3. Determine E from V X H = e aE or E = 7JH X a, assuming a lossless medium 
(a= o). at 

4. Find the far field and determine the time-average power radiated by using 

P"' = f '!P.,, · dS 
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.:.«, {;;_ 
we \)-;; 

where 

(13.6c) 

(13.6b) 

(13.6a) ?Jl0dl [ 1 j l ·~ E,5 = ~cosfJ ""? - {3r3 e-1' 

E = ?Jiodl sin 8 [J.E + !_ - _j_l e-1~' 
'' 471' r r2 f3r' 

E•, = 0 

We find the E field by using V X H = E aEtat or V X H, = jwEE,, 

(13.Sb) H,. = 0 = H,, 

(13.Sa) 

Since B, = µH, = V X A,, we obtain the H field as 

(13.4) Ars = A25COS8, Aes = -AzssinfJ, A,p5 = 0 

where 

Transforming this vector from Cartesian to spherical coordinates yields 

(13.3) 

where f3 = w/u = 271'/A, and u = l/v;;i. The current is said to be retarded at point P 
because there is a propagation time delay rt u or phase delay f3r from 0 to P. By substituting 
eq. (13.2) into eq. (13.1), we may write A in phasor form as 

(13.2) 
[I]= I0cosw(t- ~) = I0cos(wt -f3r) 

= Re [10elw'-~')] 

where [I] is the retarded current given by 

(13.1) 
µ[I] di 

A=~az 

dipole), I = ]0 cos wt. From eq. (9.54), the retarded magnetic vector potential at the field 
point P, due to the dipole, is given by 
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r sin30d0 = r (1 - cos10)d(-cose) 
0 0 

= cos30 - cosof7T = i 
3 0 3 

But 

(13.10) f 1• [J' I' f3' di' l = ~sin10r'sin0d0 d<J> 
4>""0 O=O 327T r: 

I'1]{31 d/1 f' = -0--2-27T sin3 0 dO 
327T 0 

Substituting eq. (13.Sa) into eq. (13.9) yields the time-average radiated power as 

(13.9) 

I I 
'!i' ave = l Re(E, X tt;) = l Re(E8, H:f,,a,l 

= ~7JIH.,I' a, 

Note from eq. (13.Sa) that the radiation terms of H.ps and E05 are in time phase and orthogo 
nal just as the fields of a uniform plane wave. 

The time-average power density is obtained as 

(13.Sb) H,, = H8, = E,, = Eq,, = 0 

(13.Sa) 

where dis the largest dimension of the antenna. Thus at far field, 

(13 7) r=- 
A 

A close observation of the field equations in eqs. (13.S) and (13.6) reveals that we have 
terms varying as 1/r3, 1/r2, and 1/r. The 1/r3 term is called the electrostatic field, since it cor 
responds to the field of an electric dipole [see eq. (4.82)]. This term dominates other terms 
in a region very close to the Hertzian dipole. The l!r2 term is called the inductive field, and 
it is predictable from the Biot-Savart law [see eq. (7.3)]. The term is important only at near 
field, that is, at distances close to the current element. The !Ir term is called the far field or 
radiation field because it is the only term that remains at the far zone, that is, at a point very 
far from the current element. Here, we are mainly concerned with the far field or radiation 
zone (/3r >> 1or27Tr >>A), where the terms in I/r' and l!r' can be neglected in favor of 
the 1/r term. Also note that near-zone and far-zone fields are determined, respectively, to 
be the inequalities f3r << I and f3r >> I. More specifically, we define the boundary between 
the near and the far zones by the value of r given by 

2d2 
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The resistance Rrad is a characteristic property of the Hertzian dipole antenna and is called 
its radiation resistance. From eqs. (13.12) and (13.13), we observe antennas with large 
radiation resistances are required to deliver large amounts of power to space. For example, 
if di = A/20, Rrnd = 2 fl, which is small in that it can deliver relatively small amounts of 
power. It should be noted that R"' in eq. (13.13b) is for a Hertzian dipole in free space. If 
the dipole is in a different, lossless medium, 71 = v;;k is substituted in eq. (13.1 la) and 
R"' is determined by using eq. (13.13a). 

Note that the Hertzian dipole is assumed to be infinitesimally small (/3 di<< 1 or 
dl :5 A/10). Consequently, its radiation resistance is very small, and it is in practice dif 
ficult to match it with a real transmission line. We have also assumed that the dipole 
has a uniform current; this requires that the current be nonzero at the end points of the 
dipole. This is practically impossible because the surrounding medium is not conduct 
ing. However, our analysis will serve as a useful, valid approximation for an antenna with 
di :s A/JO. A more practical (and perhaps the most important) antenna is the half-wave 
dipole, considered in the next section. 

(13.13b) [ di]' Rrad = 801T2 A 

or 

(13.13a) 

where I'"" is the root-mean-square value of I. From eqs. (13.11) and (13.12), we obtain 

(13.12) 

or 

(13.l lb) 2 [di]' 2 Prad = 407T A Jo 

This power is equivalent to the power dissipated in a fictitious resistance Rrad by current 
I = /0 cos wt, that is, 

If free space is the medium of propagation, 71 = 12071" and 

(13.1 la) 

and {32 = 471"2/ A2• Hence eq. (13.10) becomes 
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(b) 

Dipole ...--- 
antenna 

Transmission 
line 
\ 

FIGURE 13.4 (a) A half-wave dipole. 
(b) Geometry for calculating the fields. 

Current distribution 
I= I., co~f3z 

Notice that to obtain eq. ( 13.14), we have assumed a sinusoidal current distribution for two 
reasons. First, the sinusoidal current assumption is based on the transmission line model 
of the dipole. Second, the current must vanish at the ends of the dipole. A triangular cur 
rent distribution is also possible (see Problem 13.5) but would give less accurate results. 
The actual current distribution on the antenna is not precisely known. It is determined 
by solving Maxwell's equations subject to the boundary conditions on the antenna, but 

( 13.14) dA = µ.10 cos f3z dz ,-jW 
ZS 47TY1 

The half-wave dipole derives its name from the fact that its length is half a wavelength 
( e = A/2). As shown in Figure 13.4(a), it consists of a thin wire fed or excited at the mid 
point by a voltage source connected to the antenna via a transmission line (e.g., a two-wire 
line). The field due to the dipole can be easily obtained if we consider it as consisting of a 
chain of Hertzian dipoles. The magnetic vector potential at P due to a differential length 
di (=dz) of the dipole [see Figure. 13.4(b)] carrying a phasor current I,= /0 cos f3z is 

13.3 HALF-WAVE DIPOLE ANTENNA 
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(13.19) 

Weuseeq.(13.4)inconjunctionwiththefactthatB, = µH, = V X A,andV x H, =jweE, 
to obtain the magnetic and electric fields at far zone (discarding the lir' and l/r1 terms) as 

(13.18) 
µ,l,e-jµ, cos (~cos 8) 

A~= __ 2_7r_r_f3_s~in~,-8-~ 

Using the identity ejx + e-jx = 2 cos x, we obtain 

(13.17) 

(13.16) 
~ µ,/0e~iµ'eiµ""'' (}/3 cos 8 cos f3z + f3 sin f3z) IA14 

Azs - 41Tr -132 cos" (J + 132 -A/4 

Since f3 = 27r/ A or f3 A/4 = 7r/2 and -cos2 8 + I = sirr' 8, eq. (13.16) becomes 

Applying this to eq. (13.15) gives 

I e"'(acosbz + bsinbz) 
e'" cos bz dz = + c 

a2 + b2 

From the integral tables of Appendix A.8, 

(13.15) 
I . JAi' = ~ e-JfJ' e1f3zcos 6 cos f3z dz 

41Tr -At4 

µ,[" J'" ~. Azs = - e J{J(r-zcoso) cos {3z dz 
41Tr -At4 

Thus we may substituter'= r in the denominator of eq. (13.14), where the magnitude 
of the distance is needed. For the phase term in the numerator of eq. (13.14), the dif 
ference between f3r and {3r' is significant, so we replacer' by r - z cos e and not r. In other 
words, we maintain the cosine term in the exponent while neglecting it in the denominator 
because the exponent involves the phase constant while the denominator does not. Thus, 

r - r' = z cos 8 or r ' = r - z cos e 

the procedure is mathematically complex. However, the sinusoidal current assumption 
approximates the distribution obtained by solving the boundary-value problem and is 
commonly used in antenna theory. 

If r >> f, as explained in Section 4.9 on electric dipoles (see Figure 4.20), then 
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(13.23) 

l 2 
I 

2 
I l 

J
I COS =: Ji COS r: 

= 30/; ---du + ---du 
0 1 + u 0 1 - u 

1 cos2 _!_1Tu - 'f 2 Prad - 6010 ---2-du 
0 l - u 

(13.22) 
_ 

2 
J,12 cos'( ~cos 8) d8 

Prad - 60/o o sin e' 

Changing variables, u = cos 8, and using partial fraction reduces eq. (13.22) to 

This is easily illustrated by a rough sketch of the variation of the integrand with (}. Hence 

J rr12 cos'( ~cos 8) f" cos'( f cos 8) 
-----de= de 

0 sin8 .,,12 sin(} 

where 77 = 1201T has been substituted assuming free space as the medium of propagation. 
Due to the nature of the integrand in eq. (13.21), 

(13.21) 

_ J'" [J" 17J;cos2(fcose) . l 
- , , . 2 r2 Sill fl dfl d</> 

<f>=O o=o B1T-r sm (} 

I' J" cos' (f cos e) 
= ~21f d8 

81T1 0 sin(} 

J
" cos' ( f cos 8) 

= 301' d8 0 
0 sin f 

P,,, = f '!P.,. · dS 
s 

(13.20) 

- 
1 I 12 '!P"' - 211 Hq,, a, 

171; cos' ( f cos 8) 
a, 87r2r' sin2 8 

The time-average radiated power can be determined as 

Notice again that the radiation terms H.µs and £05 are in time phase and orthogonal. 
By using eqs. (13.9) and (13.19), we obtain the time-average power density as 
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(13.28) 

Note the significant increase in the radiation resistance of the half-wave dipole over that of 
the Hertzian dipole. Thus the half-wave dipole is capable of delivering greater amounts of 
power to space than the Hertzian dipole. 

The total input impedance Zin of the antenna is the impedance seen at the terminals 
of the antenna and is given by 

(13.27) 
2Prad 

Rrad=T=73D 

The radiation resistance Rrad for the half-wave dipole antenna is readily obtained from 
eqs. (13.12) and (13.26) as 

(13.26) 

2 [ (27T )2 (27T )4 (27T )6 (27T )8 l 
P,., = ISI0 2(2') - 4(4!) + 6(6') - 8(8') + ... 

= 36.561; 

w2 w4 w6 w8 
since cos w = I - 21 + 41- 6r + 81- · . Integrating eq. (13.25) term by term and 

evaluating at the limit leads to 

I'• [w w3 w5 w7 = !SI; 
0 

lr - 41 + 61- 81 +. 

(13.25) 

. a 1 

Prad = 30!~ f 21T 

sm 2 w dw 
0 w 

,f'" (1 - cosw) = 1510 dw 
0 w 

Changing variables, w = 1TV, yields 

(13.24) 
2sin2~v 

= 301; f --2- dv 
0 v 

[ 

1 sin" ~v 2 sin' ~v ] 
P,., = 3oI; t --v-2- dv + r --v-2- dv 

Replacing 1 + u with v in the first integrand and 1 - u with v in the second results in 
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\Infinite conducting 
ground plane 

FIGURE 13.S The monopole antenna. 

By the same token, the total input impedance for a A/4 monopole is Zin = 36.5 + )21.25 H. 

(1330) I Rrnd = 36.5 fl I 
or 

and 

(13.29) P'"' = 18.28 1; 

Basically, the quarter-wave monopole antenna consists of half of a half-wave dipole anten 
na located on a conducting ground plane, as in Figure 13.5. The monopole antenna is per 
pendicular to the plane, which is usually assumed to be infinite and perfectly conducting. 
It is fed by a coaxial cable connected to its base. 

Using image theory of Section 6.6, we replace the infinite, perfectly conducting ground 
plane with the image of the monopole. The field produced in the region above the ground 
plane due to the A/4 monopole with its image is the same as the field due to a A/2 wave 
dipole. Thus eq. (13.19) holds for the A/4 monopole. However, the integration in eq. (13.21) 
is only over the hemispherical surface above the ground plane (i.e., 0 ::s: 8 ::s: n/2) because 
the monopole radiates only through that surface. Hence, the monopole radiates only half 
as much power as the dipole with the same current. Thus for a A/4 monopole, 

13.4 QUARTER-WAVE MONOPOLE ANTENNA 

where Rin = Rrad for a lossless antenna. Deriving the value of the reactance X;11 involves 
a complicated procedure beyond the scope of this text. It is found that X;11 = 42.5 D, so 
Z;,, = 73 + )42.5 fl for a dipole length € = A/2. The inductive reactance drops rapidly to 
zero as the length of the dipole is slightly reduced. For e = 0.485 A, the dipole is resonant, 
with Xin = 0. Thus in practice, a A/2 dipole is designed such that Xin approaches zero and 
Zin = 73 D. This value of the radiation resistance of the A/2 dipole antenna is the reason 
for the standard 75 H coaxial cable. Also, the value is easy to match to transmission lines. 
These factors in addition to the resonance property are the reasons for the dipole antenna's 
popularity and its extensive use. 
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Comparing eqs. (13.5) and (13.6) with eq. (13.34), we observe the dual nature of the field 
due to an electric dipole of Figure l 3.3 and the elemental magnetic dipole of Figure 13.6 
(see Table 8.2 also). At far field, only the !Ir term (the radiation term) in eq. (!3.34) 
remains. Thus at far field, 

( l3.34d) E,s = Eos = Hq,s = Q 

(I 3.34c) 

(13.34b) jwµ,/05 [ 1 j l H = ---cose - - - e-Jf3r 
rs 2'TT"f/ r2 {3r' 

jwµ,105 . [){3 l j l _ , Ho = --- sine - + - - - e ;fJ 
s 4'TT"f/ r r {3r3 

(13.34a) 

where S = 1Tp~ = loop area. For a loop with N turns, S = Nnp~. Using the fact that 
B, = µ,H, = V X As and V X H5 = jweEs> we obtain the electric and magnetic fields from 
eq. (13.33) as 

(13.33) 

Evaluating this integral requires a lengthy procedure. It can be shown that for a small 
loop '», <<A), r' can be replaced by r in the denominator of eq. (13.32) and A, has only 
a .j>-component given by 

(13.32) 

where [!]=/,cos (wt - {3r') =Re [1,eJ1w•-WI]. Substituting [/] into eq. (l3.31), we 
obtain A in phasor form as 

(13.31) A=lµ,[/]dl 
TL 41Tr' 

The loop antenna is of practical importance. It is used as a directional finder (or 
search loop) in radiation detection and as a TV antenna for ultrahigh frequencies. The 
term "small" implies that the dimensions (such as p0) of the loop are much smaller than A. 

Consider a small filamentary circular loop of radius p0 carrying a uniform current, 
I, cos wt, as in Figure 13.6. The loop may be regarded as an elemental magnetic dipole. The 
magnetic vector potential at the field point P due to the loop is 

13.S SMALL-LOOP ANTENNA 
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(a) A Hertzian dipole of length A/25? 
(b) A half-wave dipole? 

A magnetic field strength of 5 µ.Alm is required at a point on 8 = 7T/2, which is 2 km from 
an antenna in air. Neglecting ohmic loss, how much power must the antenna transmit if 
itis 

(l 3.36) 
320 7T4S2 

Rrad =--A-,- 

where 1J = 12017 for free space has been assumed. Though the far-field expressions in 
eqs. (13.35) are obtained for a small circular loop, they can be used for a small square loop 
with one turn (S = a2) or with N turns (S = Na2), or for any small loop, provided the loop 
dimensions are small (d -s A/10, where dis the largest dimension of the loop). It is left as 
an exercise to show that using eqs. (13.!3a) and (13.35) gives the radiation resistance ofa 
small loop antenna as 

(13.35b) E,, = E,, = H,, = Hf, = 0 

(13.35a) 

wµJ,S 
E.p5 = 

47Tr 
/3 sin f e-jf3r 

= 1J7TloS sin e e-jf3r 
rA' 

FIGURE 13.6 The small-loop antenna. p 
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- 1 2 - 1 ( )' -6( ) Prad-2f0Rrad-2 207T X 10 36.56 

= 72mW 

as in part (b). 

10 = 207T mA 

(c) For a A/4 monopole, 

/0 = 207T mA 

- 1 2 - j ( )' -6( ) Prad - 2J0Rrnd - 2 207T X JO 73 

= 144 mW 

or 

5 X 10-6 = I,. 1 
21T (2 x 103). (1) 

10 cos c- 8) 
IH.,I = --2-1T~rs-in_8 __ 

(b) For a A/2 dipole, 

10 = 0.5 A 

_ 2 [<!!.]' 2 _ 407T'(o.5)2 
Prad - 407T A 10 - (25)' 

= 158 mW 

or 

I · 27T( 1) 
0 25 I 

5 x 10-• = =--"- 
41T (2 x 103) 105 

21T A 27T 
where di = A/25 or f3 di = A· ZS = 25· Hence, 

(c) A quarter-wave monopole? 
(d) A 10-turn loop antenna of radius p0 = A/20? 

Solution: 
(a) For a Hertzian dipole, 
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An electric field strength of 10 µ,Vim is to be measured at an observation point 0 = 7T/2, 
500 km from a half-wave (resonant) dipole antenna operating in air at 50 MHz. 
(a) What is the length of the dipole? 
(b) Calculate the current that must be fed to the antenna. 
(c) Find the average power radiated by the antenna. 
(d) If a transmission line with Z0 = 75 Sl is connected to the antenna, determine the 

standing wave ratio. 

Answer: (a) 0.2119 sin (1081 - 20.5°) a; mA/m, (b) 0.2871 sin (1081 + 90°) a0 
µ,Alm. 

(a) r = ,\/5, e = 30° 
(b) r = 200A, e = 60° 

A Hertzian dipole of length A/100 is located at the origin in free space and fed with a 
current of 0.25 sin 108t A. Determine the magnetic field at 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.1 

- 1 2 - l ( )' -6( ) Prnd - l 10 Rrnd - l 40.53 X 10 192.3 

= 158 mW 

= 40.53 mA 

320 7T4 52 [Po]' Rrnd = --,\-4 - = 320 7T6 N2 A 

= 3207T6 x 100 [1c;]' = 192.311 

I = ___!_Q_ [~]' x 10-3 = 202 x 10-3 0 107T2 Po 7T2 

or 

_6 7TJ0l07T [Po]' 5 x 10 =--- - 
2 x 103 ,\ 

For a single turn, S = 1Tp~. For N-turn, S = N7Tp~. Hence, 

(d) For a loop antenna, 
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Answer: (a) 1.5 m, (b) 83.33 mA, (c) 126.8 mW, (d) 2.265. 

Repeat Example 13.2 with the dipole antenna replaced by a A/4 monopole. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.2 

73 + )42.5 - 75 -2 + )42.5 
73 + )42.5 + 75 148 + )42.5 

42.55~ 
= 0.2763 /76.67° 

153.98/16.02° 

s = .'.....:1:J!1 = I + 0.2763 = l.763 
I - [I'[ I - 0.2763 

r = Zc - 20 (z, = Z,0 in this case) 
Zc + Z0 

(d) 

R"' = 73!1 

- I z - 1( )' -6 Prnd - Z[oRrnd - Z 83.33 X 10 X 73 

= 253.5 mW 

(c) 

= 83.33 mA 

10 x 10-6 27T (soo x 10') . ( 1) 
I 207T (I) 

or 

710!0 cos ( icos 8) 
IE,,I = --27T-rs-in_8 __ 

(b) From eq. (13.19), 

Solution: 
c 3 x 108 

(a) The wavelength A = f = SO X 106 = 6 m. 

Hence, the length of the half-dipole is C = ~ = 3 m. 
2 
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FIGURE 13.7 Field patterns of the Hertzian dipole: (a) normalized 
E-plane or vertical pattern(¢= constant= 0), (b) normalized H-plane 
or horizontal pattern (8 = -rr/2), (c) three-dimensional pattern. 

(c) 

(b) 

y 

•• 
(a) 

which is independent of q,. From eq. (13.37), we obtain the £-plane pattern as the polar 
plot of/(8) with 8 varying from 0° to 180°. The result is shown in Figure 13.7(a). Note that 
the plot is symmetric about the z-axis (8 = 0). For the H~plane pattern, we set 8 = 7T/2 
so that j\8) = I, which is circle of radius I as shown in Figure 13.7(b). When the two 

(13.37) fie) = I sin Bl 

When the amplitude of a specified component of the E field is plotted, it is called the field 
pattern or voltage pattern. When the square of the amplitude of E is plotted, it is called 
the power pattern. A three-dimensional plot of an antenna pattern is avoided by plotting 
separately the normalized 1£,I versus 8 for a constant 1> (this is called an Esplane pattern or 
vertical pattern) and the normalized 1£,I versus 1> for 8 = 7T/2 (called the H-plane pattern 
or horizontal pattern). The normalization of IE,) is with respect to the maximum value of 
the I£, I so that the maximum value of the normalized I£, I is unity. 

For the Hertzian dipole, for example, the normalized I £,I is obtained from eq. (13.Sa) as 

A. Antenna Patterns 

Having considered the basic elementary antenna types, we now discuss some important 
characteristics of antennas as radiators of electromagnetic energy. These characteristics 
include (a) antenna pattern, (b) radiation intensity, (c) directive gain, (d) power gain. 

13.6 Antenna Characteristics 687 
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(13.39) 

The radiation intensity of an antenna is defined as 

B. Radiation Intensity 

An antenna pattern (or radiation pattern) is a three-dimensional plot of its radiation 
at far field. 

which is sketched in Figure 13.8. Notice that Figures 13.7(b) and 13.8(b) show circles 
because !(8) is independent of</> and that the value of OP in Figure l 3.8(a) is the relative 
average power for that particular 8. Thus, at point Q (8 = 45°), the average power is half 
the maximum average power (the maximum average power is ate = 7T/2). 

(13.38) f2(8) = sin' 8 

plots of Figure 13.7(a) and (b) are combined, we have the three-dimensional field pattern 
of Figure 13.7(c), which has the shape of a doughnut. 

A plot of the time-average power, ICZP ave! = qp ave> for a fixed distance r is the power 
pattern of the antenna. It is obtained by plotting separately <!f> ave versus (} for constant cf> and 
CZP ave versus cf> for constant 8. 

For the Hertzian dipole, the normalized power pattern is easily obtained from eqs. 
(13.37) or (13.9) as 

(b) 

FIGURE 13.8 Power patterns of the Hertzian dipole· (a) (<P =constant= 0), 
(b) e =constant= n/2. 

(a) 

Polar axis 
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The directivity D of an antenna is the ratio of the maximum radiation intensity to the 
average radiation intensity. 

The directive gain G,(8, </J) depends on antenna pattern. For the Hertzian dipole (as well 
as for A /2 dipole and A /4 monopole), we notice from Figure 13.8 that<!/> ave is maximum at 
8 = 7T/2 and minimum (zero) at f = 0 or 1T. Thus the Hertzian dipole radiates power in 
a direction broadside to its length. For an isotropic antenna (one that radiates equally in all 
directions), Gd = l. However, such an antenna is not a physicality but an ideality. 

{13.43) 

By substituting eq. (13.39) into eq. {13.42), '!/',.,may be expressed in terms of directive 
gain as 

(13.42) ( ) _ u(o, <P) _ 47r u(e, <P) 
G, 8, </J - --- - ---- 

U"'.' P,,, 

It may be regarded as the ability of the antenna to direct radiated power in a given direc 
tion. It is usually obtained as the ratio of radiation intensity in a given direction (8, <P) to 
the average radiation intensity, that is, 

The directive gain Gd(O, 4') of an antenna is a measure of the concentration of the 
radiated power in a particular direction (0, tjJ). 

Besides the antenna patterns just described, we are often interested in measurable quanti 
ties such as gain and directivity to determine the radiation characteristics of an antenna. 

C. Directive Gain 

(13.41) 
Prad 

Uave = 4;- 

= [,L U(8,</J)dfl 

where dfl = sin 8 d8 d</J is the differential solid angle in steradian (sr). Hence the radiation 
intensity U(O, <P) is measured in watts per steradian (W/sr). The average value of U(O, </J) 
is the total radiated power divided by 47T sr; that is, 

( 13.40) 

From eq. (13.39), the total average power radiated can be expressed as 

P,,, = f, '!P""dS = £ '!P""r'sin8d8d</J 

= J U(O,<fJ)sin8d8d</J 
5 
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FIGURE 13.9 Relating e.; Pc, and Prad· 

where Jin is the current at the input terminals and Re is the loss or ohmic resistance of the 
antenna. In other words, Pin is the power accepted by the antenna at its terminals during 
the radiation process, and Prad is the power radiated by the antenna; the difference between 
the two powers is Pe, the power dissipated within the antenna. 

(13.48) 

P;., =Pe+ P,., 

= ~ II;.,12 (Re+ R,,,) 

Our definition of the directive gain in eq. (13.42) does not account for the ohmic power loss 
Pe of the antenna. This power loss Pc occurs because the antenna is made of a conductor with 
finite conductivity. As illustrated in Figure 13.9, if Pin is the total input power to the antenna, 

D. Power Gain 

(13.47) 

where 1J = 1207T, R'"' = 73 !1, and 

(13.46) cs«. </>) = ~R11 f'(e), D = 1.64 
1T rad 

For the A/2 dipole, 

(13.45) Gd(8,</>)=l.5sin28, D=l.5 

For an isotropic antenna, D ::: l; this is the smallest value D can have. For the Hertzian dipole, 

(l3.44b) D = 47T Umax 

Prad 

or, from eq. (13.41), 

(l3.44a) 

Obviously, Dis the maximum directive gain G" max· Thus 
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cos'(~ cos 8) 
G,(8,<f>) = I.64--s~in~,~8-~ 

and that of the half-wave dipole is 

G,,(8,</>) = 1.5sin28 

Show that the directive gain of the Hertzian dipole is 

and d is the largest dimension of the antenna. For example, d = e for the electric dipole 
antenna and d = 2p0 for the small-loop antenna. 

(13.52) 
2d2 

rmin =A 

It should be mentioned at this point that the radiation patterns of an antenna are mea 
sured in the far-field region. The far-field region of an antenna is commonly taken to exist 
at a distance r 2:'.: r min' where 

(13.Sla) 

(13.Slb) 

D (dB) = 10 log10 D 

G (dB) = 10 log10 G 

For many antennas, Y/, is close to 100% so that Gp= Gd. It is customary to express directiv 
ity and gain in decibels. Thus 

(13.50) 

Introducing eq. ( 13.48) leads to 

The ratio of the power gain in any specified direction (0, <P) to the directive gain in that 
direction is referred to as the radiation efficiency Y/r of the antenna, that is, 

(13.49) 

We define the power gain Gp(8, </>)of the antenna as 
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Answer: (a) 3, (b) 3.28. 

(a) The Hertzian monopole 
(b) The quarter-wave monopole 

Calculate the directivity of 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.3 

as required. 

cos'(~ cos e) 
= 1.64 sin2 e 

From eq. (13.26), the integral in the denominator gives 2'1T(i.2188). Hence, 

G,(8,</>)= ( ) 

I ,, J" cos2 ~cos e de d</> 
<b=O 8=0 SlTI8 

4'1T cos'(~ cos e) 
sin28 

as required. 
(b) For the half-wave dipole, 

1.5 sin2 e 

47T sin2 e 
2'1T ( 4/3) 

( ) - 4'1T sin2 e 
G, e, </> - ~2.--.----- f.., I.., sirr' e de d</> 

(a) For the Hertzian dipole, 

4'1Tf'(e) 
Gd(e,¢) = --- I 1' (e) dfl 

Solution: 
Starting from eq. (13.42) and introducing expressions for U(8, </>) and Prnd• we obtain 
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Determine the directivity of the antenna. 

0 :s 8 ::; 7T, 0 ::s ¢ -s 7T 

elsewhere 

The radiation intensity of a certain antenna is 

Answer: (a) 16.53, (b) 20.94. 

(a) The input power is 0.4 W 
(b) The radiated power is 0.3 W 

A certain antenna with an efficiency of 95% has maximum radiation intensity of 
0.5 W/sr. Calculate its directivity when 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.4 

IE I' = 'l)GJPrnd = 1207T(3.162)(20 X 103) 

s 21Ti2 21T [10 x 103]2 

IE,I = 0.1948 Vim 

Hence, 

But 

'!!' = GdPrnd 
ave 47Tr2 

From eq. (13.43), 

0.5 = log10 G, --> G, = 10°5 = 3.162 

or 

5 = Gd (dB) = 10 log., G,, 

Determine the electric field intensity at a distance of 10 km from an antenna having a 
directive gain of 5 dB and radiating a total power of 20 kW 

Solution: 
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Answer: 2.546. 

o :s e :s 7T/2, o -s: q, :s 27T 
otherwise 

Evaluate the directivity of an antenna with normalized radiation intensity 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.5 

2 D=--=6 (1/3) 

Hence 

=2~(%)(~)=~ 
_ l l ( sinW)l"(cos3¢ ) I" --- e--- ---cos¢ 

27T 2 2 0 3 0 

l J" l J" = - - (1 - cos 20) de (1 - cos'¢) d( -cos¢) 
27T 0 2 0 

l J" J" = - sin- e de sirr' q, d</J 
27r 0 o 

l J" f" = - 2 sin e sirr' q, sin e de d<jJ 
41T <P=O B=O 

u,,,=_!_Ju(e,q,)dfi 
47T 

From eqs. (13.40) and (13.41), we get the expression for the average radiated intensity. 

From the given U, 

Solution: 
The directivity is defined as 
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FIGURE 13.10 A two-element array. 

T 
d 

1 

(13.54a) 
d 

r1 = r - zcos 8 

Note that sin 8 in eq. (13.Sa) has been replaced by cos 8 because element of Figure 13.3 
is z-directed, whereas those in Figure 13.10 are x-directed. Since Pis far from the array, 
81 = 8 = 82 and 301 = 30 = 3111• In the amplitude, we can set r1 = r = "a but in the phase, 
we use 

(13.53) 

It is practical and convenient that the array consist of identical elements, but this is not 
fundamentally required. We shall consider the simplest case of a two-element array and 
extend our results to the more complicated, general case of an N-element array. 

Consider an antenna consisting of two Hertzian dipoles placed in free space along the 
z-axis but oriented parallel to the x-axis as depicted in Figure 13.10. We assume that the 
dipole at (0, 0, d/2) carries current I1, ~ [0~ and the one at (0, 0, -d/2) carries current 
!2, = !01!!_, where a is the phase difference between the two currents. By varying the spacing 
d and phase difference a, the fields from the array can be made to interfere constructively 
(add) in certain directions of interest and interfere destructively (cancel) in other directions. 
The total electric field at point Pis the vector sum of the fields due to the individual elements. 
If Pis in the far-field zone, we obtain the total electric field at P from eq. (13.Sa) as 

An antenna array is a group of radiating elements arranged to produce particular 
radiation characteristics. 

In many practical applications (e.g., in an AM broadcast station), it is necessary to design 
antennas with more energy radiated in some particular directions and less in other directions. 
This is tantamount to requiring that the radiation pattern be concentrated in the direction of 
interest. This is hardly achievable with a single antenna element. An antenna array is used to 
obtain greater directivity than can be obtained with a singe antenna element. 

13.7 ANTENNA ARRAYS 
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(13.59) 

This is known as pattern multiplication, and it can be used to sketch, almost by inspec 
tion, the pattern of an array. Therefore, pattern multiplication is a useful tool in the 
design of an array. We should note that while the unit pattern depends on the type of 
elements comprising the array, the group pattern is independent of the element type 
as long as the spacing d, the phase difference a, and the orientation of the elements 
remain the same. 

Let us now extend the results on the two-element array to the general case of an 
N-element array shown in Figure 13.11. We assume that the array is linear in that the ele 
ments are spaced equally along a straight line and lie along the z-axis. Also, we assume 
that the array is uniform so that each element is fed with current of the same magnitude 
but of progressive phase shift a, that is, /15 = !0LS!_, !25 = !0l!!_, /35 = I0iJ:!!, and so on. 
We are mainly interested in finding the array factor; the far field can easily be found from 
eq. (13.57) once the array factor is known. For the uniform linear array, the array factor is 
the sum of the contributions by all the elements. Thus, 

(13.58) resultant pattern = unit pattern X group pattern 

Also, from eq. (13.55), note that I cos Bl is the radiation pattern due to a single element, 
whereas the normalized array factor, I cos [ 112(f3d cos e + "')JI, is the radiation pattern 
the array would have if the elements were isotropic. These may be regarded as "unit pat 
tern" and "group pattern," respectively. Thus the "resultant pattern" is the product of the 
unit pattern and the group pattern, that is, 

(13.57) E (total) = (E due to single element at origin) X (array factor) 

Thus, in general, the far field due to a two-element array is given by 

(13.56) AF= 2 cos[± (/3d cos 8 +a)] ei012 

Comparing this with eq. (13.Sa) shows that the total field of an array is equal to the field of 
single element located at the origin multiplied by an array factor given by 

(1355) 
jT}/31, di . . [I l = --- cos e e-1~'e1"122 cos - (/3d cos e + a) •o 

47T r 2 

Thus eq. (13.53) becomes 

(13.54b) 
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(13.64) , ,P={3dcos8+a IAFI 
. N,P 

sm- 
2 

. .p 
sm- 

2 

The phase factor ef.N- t)i/Jll would not be present if the array were centered about the origin. 
Neglecting this unimportant term, we have 

(13.63) 
= ef.N-il•" sin (N,P/2) 

sin (,P/2) 

efNi/l _ 1 efNi/112 efNi/J/2 _ e -JNi/112 

AF= eN - l = eNt2 eNt2 - e-Nl2 

(13.62) 

(13.61) I + x + ,2 + x' + ... + x:"-1 = 1 ~ x:" 
1 ~ x 

which can be written as 

Hence eq. (13.59) becomes 

Jn eq. (13.60), f3 = 27T/A, and d and a are, respectively, the spacing and the interelement 
phase shift. Notice that the right-hand side of eq. (13.59) is a geometric series of the form 

(13.60) ,P={3dcos8+a 

FIGURE 13.11 An N-element uniform linear array 
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d cos 8 



(c) N==4 

2rr/3 71' 4n/3 21r 
(b) N• 3 

(a) N==2 

FIGURE 13.12 Array factors for uniform linear 
arrays. 

IAFI 

where k is not a multiple of N. 
3. A broadside array has its maximum radiation directed normal to the axis of the 

array, that is, i/J = 0, 8 = 90° so that a = 0. 

(13.66) 
Ni/J 
--z=:!:br, k=l,2,3,. 

2. When IAFI = 0, IAFI has nulls (or zeros); that is, 

(13.65) " O = f3d cos 8 + a or cos 8 = ~ f3d 

Note that this equation reduces to eq. (13.56) when IAFI is considered and N = 2 as 
expected. Also, note the following: 

I. Since I AFI has the maximum value of N, the normalized IAFI is obtained by 
dividing IAFI by N. The principal maximum occurs when i/J = 0, that is, 
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cos c- e) = l --> cos e = 0 

For the maxima, 

e = 0°, iao- 

or 

(
7T ) 1T 1T cos -zcose = O--> -zcose = ±2 

The sketch of the unit pattern is straightforward. It is merely a rotated version of that 
in Figure 13.?(a) for the Hertzian dipole and is shown in Figure 13.13(a). To sketch a group 
pattern, we must first determine nulls and maxima. For the nulls {or zeros), 

fie) [cos e I leas~ (cose)I 

t t t 
resultant unit x group 
pattern pattern pattern 

21T A 
(a) If a= 0, d = A/2, f3d =Al= 1T. Hence, 

fie)= lcosecos [~(f3dcose + a)]I 

Solution: 
The normalized field of the array is obtained from eqs. (13.55) to (13.57) as 

For the two-element antenna array of Figure 13.10, sketch the normalized field pattern 
when the currents are: 
(a) Fed in phase (a= 0), d = A/2 
(b) Fed 90° out of phase (a= 1T/2), d = A/4 

These points are helpful in plotting IAFI. For N = 2, 3, and 4, the plots of IAFI are 
sketched in Figure 13.12. 

[

o ~~d 

that is, ijJ = 0, e = so that a = [ . 
'Tr {3d 

4. An end-fire array has its maximum radiation directed along the axis of the array, 
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cosO=t->8=0 

or 

cos~(!+ cosO) = 0--> ~(! + cosO) = ~ 
4 4 2 

The unit pattern remains as in Figure 13. I 3(a). For the group pattern, the null occurs when 

J(.8) [cos s] [cos~ (cos 8 + 1)[ 
t t t 

resultant unit x group 
pattern pattern pattern 

The group pattern, shown in Figure 13.12(b), is the polar plot obtained by sketching 

[cos (~cos 8 )I for 8 = 0, 5°, 10°, 15°, . , 180° and incorporating the nulls and maxima 

at 8 = 0°, 180° and 8 = 90°, respectively. Multiplying Figure 13.13(a) with Figure 13.13 (b) 
gives the resultant pattern in Figure 13.13(c). It should be observed that the field patterns in 
Figure 13.13 are in the plane containing the axes of the elements. Note the following: ( l) In 
the yz-plane, which is normal to the axes of the elements, the unit pattern ( = 1) is a circle 
[see Figure 13.7(b)] while the group pattern remains as in Figure 13.13(b); therefore, the 
resultant pattern is the same as the group pattern in this case. (2) In the xy-plane, 8 = TT/2, 
so the unit pattern vanishes while the group pattern ( = 1) is a circle. 

27f A -tr 
(b) !fa= 7f/2,d = A/4,andf3d = -:\4 = 2 

8 = 90° 

or 

FIGURE 13.13 For part (a) of Example 13.6: field patterns in the plane 
containing the axes of the elements. 

Resultant pattern 
(c) 

Group pattern 
(b) 

Unit pattern 
(<i) 
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Answer: See Figure 13.15. 

Repeat Example 13.6 for the following cases: (a) a = 'TT, d = A/2, (b) a = -'TT/2, 
d = A/4. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.6 

Each field pattern is obtained by varying e = 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°,. . , 180°. Note that 
(} = 180° corresponds to the maximum value of )AF]. whereas (} = 0° corresponds to 
the null. Thus the unit, group, and resultant patterns in the plane containing the axes of 
the elements are shown in Figure 13.14. Observe from the group patterns that the broad 
side array (a= 0) in Figure 13.13 is bidirectional, while the end-fire array (a= f3d) in 
Figure 13.14 is unidirectional. 

sin :n:: (1 + cos e) = 0 --> cos e = - 1 or e = 180° 
4 

and 

~[cos:":(1 + cose)] = O--> sinesin:":(l +case)= O 
de 4 4 

sine = 0 --> e = 0°, 180° 

The maxima and minima occur when 

FIGURE 13.14 For part (b) of Example 13.6; field patterns in the plane 
containing the axes of the elements. 

Resultant pattern 
(cl 

Group pattern 
(b) 

Unit pattern 
(o) 
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Consider a three-element array that has current ratios 1: 2 · l as in Figure 13.16(a). Sketch 
the group pattern in the plane containing the axes of the elements. 

Solution: 
For the purpose of analysis, we split the middle element in Figure l3.16(a) carrying cur 
rent 211!!:_ into two elements each carrying current IL!!:_. This results in four elements 
instead of three, as shown in Figure 13.l6(b). Ifwe consider elements 1 and 2 as a group 
and elements 3 and 4 as another group, we have a two-element array of Figure 13.16(c). 
Each group is a two-element array with d = A/2, a = 0, so that the group pattern of 
the two-element array (or the unit pattern for the three-element array) is as shown in 
Figure 13.13(b). The two groups form a two-element array similar to Example 13.6(a) 
with d = A/2, a= 0, so that the group pattern is the same as that in Figure 13.13(b). 
Thus, in this case, both the unit and group patterns are the same pattern in Figure 
13.13(b). The resultant group pattern is obtained in Figure 13.1 ?(c). We should note that 
the pattern in Figure 13.1 ?(c) is not the resultant pattern but the group pattern of the 
three-element array. The resultant group pattern of the array is Figure 13.1 ?(c) multi 
plied by the field pattern of the element type. 

FIGURE 13.15 For Practice Exercise 13.6. 

(b) 

{a) 
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The sketch of these patterns is exactly what is in Figure 13. l 7. 

(AF),, lcos (~cos 0 )I' 
(AF),, lcos (%cos 0 )I I cos (%cos 0 )I 

t t t 
resultant unit x group 

group pattern pattern pattern 

where ljJ = f3d cos 0 + a if the elements are placed along the z-axis but oriented parallel to 
Z'rr A 

the x-axis. Since a = 0, d = A/2, f3d = A 2 = tr, and 

I 
(AF),,= 411 + 2e1• + ei'•I 

= ~ lei"'l 12 + e-N + ei"'I 
4 
1 I I/JI' = 211 +cos I/JI= cosz 

An alternative method of obtaining the resultant group pattern of the three-element 
array of Figure 13.16 is by following steps similar to those taken to obtain eq. (13.59). We 
obtain the normalized array factor (or the group pattern) as 

\, 2 3, 4 • • 1---'12~ 
(cl 

(b) 

• 4 

FIGURE 13.16 For Example 13.7: (a) a three-element 
array with current ratios 1:2:1; (b) and (c) equivalent 
two-element arrays. 

l/.Q 21/.Q J/.Q 

i-- A/2-----+----- A/2---r 
{a) 
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FIGURE 13.19Forpart(a)ofPracticeExercise13.7. 

I 
!/JIN-1 Answer: (a) See Figure 13.19, (b) cos Z , where ljJ = f3d cos 0 + a. 

(a) Sketch the resultant group pattern for the four-element array with current ratios 
1:3:3:1 shown in Figure 13.18. 

(b) Derive an expression for the group pattern of a linear binomial array of N elements. 
Assume that the elements are placed along the z-axis, oriented parallel to the x-axis 
with spacing d and interelement phase shift a. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.7 

If two three-element arrays in Figure 13.16(a) are displaced by A/2, we obtain 
a four-element array with current ratios 1: 3: 3: 1 as in Figure 13.18. Two of such 
four-element arrays, displaced by A/2, give a five-element array with current ratios 
1:4:6:4:1. Continuing this process results in an N-element array, spaced A/2 and 
(N - 1 )A/2 long, whose current ratios are the binomial coefficients. Such an array is 
called a linear binomial array. 

FIGURE 13.18 For Example 
13. 7 and Practice Exercise 13. 7: 
four-element array with current 
ratios 1; 3: 3: 1. 

11.Q 311.Q_ 311.Q ILQ_ 

~A/2---~-X/2-----A/2~ 

(b) (a} 

Unit pattern Resultant group 
pattern 

(c) 

Group pattern 

FIGURE 13.17 For Example 13.7; 
obtaining the resultant group pattern 
of the three-element array of Figure 
13.16(a). 8 8 8 
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FIGURE 13.20 Thevenin equivalent of a receiving 
antenna. 

(13.69) 

p-.!.[~]'R r - 2 2R rad 
red 

From eq. (13.68), we notice that the effective area is a measure of the ability of the antenna 
to extract energy from a passing EM wave. 

Let us derive the formula for calculating the effective area of the Hertzian dipole acting 
as a receiving antenna. The Thevenin equivalent circuit for the receiving antenna is shown 
in Figure 13.20, where V0, is the open-circuit voltage induced on the antenna terminals 
by a remote transmitter, Zin = Rrad + )Xin is the antenna impedance, and zl = RL + )XL 
is the external load impedance, which might be the input impedance to the transmission 
line feeding the antenna. For maximum power transfer, z, = Z;~ and XL = -Xiw The time 
average power delivered to the matched load is therefore 

(13.68) 

That is, 

The effective area Ae of a receiving antenna is the ratio of the time-average power 
received Pr (or delivered to the load, to be strict) to the time-average power density 
(!}ave of the incident wave at the antenna. 

But in most cases, the incoming EM wave is not normal to the entire surface of the antenna. 
This necessitates the idea of the effective area of a receiving antenna. 

The concept of effective area or effective aperture (receiving cross section of an 
antenna) is usually employed in the anaysis of receiving antennas. 

(13.67) P, = J '!!',,, · dS = '!f>,,.S 
s 

When the incoming EM wave is normal to the entire surface of a receiving antenna, the 
power received is 

l13.8 EFFECTIVE AREA AND THE FRIIS EQUATION 
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FIGURE 13.21 Transmitting and receiving antennas in free space. 

Receiver Transmitter 

(13.74) 

or 

Now suppose we have two antennas separated by distance r in free space as shown in 
Figure 13.21. The transmitting antenna has effective area A,1 and directive gain Gdr> and 
transmits a total power P, ( = Prad). The receiving antenna has effective area of Aer and 
directive gain Gdr• and receives a total power of Pr. At the transmitter, 

(13.73) 
A' 

A,= :};Gd(8,</J) 

where D = 1.5 is the directivity of the Hertzian dipole. Although eq. (13.72) was derived for 
the Hertzian dipole, it holds for any antenna if Dis replaced by Gi 8, </>). Thus, in general 

(13.72) 
A' 

A =-D 
e 47T 

or 

3A2 A2 
A =-=15- 

e 87T . 47T 

Inserting eqs. (13.70) and (13.71) in eq. (13.68) gives 

(l3.7l) 
E2 E2 

'if>,,,= 2:;; 2407T 

The time-average power at the antenna is 

(13.70) 
E2A2 p =~~ 

r 6407T2 

For the Hertzian dipole, eq. (13.13b) gives Rrnd = 807r2(dl/ A)2 and V" = Edi, where Eis 
the effective field strength parallel to the dipole axis. Hence, eq. (13.69) becomes 
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Answer: 1.074 m2, 2.793 µ,Wlm2• 

Determine the maximum effective area of a Hertzian dipole of length I 0 cm operating 
at 100 MHz. If the antenna receives 3 µ, W of power, what is the power density of the 
incident wave? 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.8 

102 
A'"'" = 41T ( 1.64) = 13.05 m2 

E' 
P, = <!PaveAe = _Q_Ae 

21) 

(2 X lO-')' 13.05 = 69.23 nW 
2401T 

A' 
A,= 

41T 
G,{6,</>) 

c 3 x 108 

A= f = 30 x 106 = io m 

cs». </>) = _'1_f'(e) = 1201T f'(e) = 1.Mf2(e) 
riRrad 73TT 

Find the maximum effective area of a A/2 wire dipole operating at 30 MHz. How much 
power is received with an incident plane wave of strength 2 m V Im? 

Solution: 

This is referred to as the Friis transmission formula. It relates the power received by one 
antenna to the power transmitted by the other, provided the two antennas are separated by 
r 2" 2d2 I A, where dis the largest dimension of either antenna [see eq. ( 13.52)]. Therefore, to 
apply the Friis equation, we must make sure that each antenna is in the far field of the other. 

(13.76) P, = G,,,G,,,[~]2 P, 
41Tr 

Substituting eq. (13.74) into eq. (13.75) results in 

(13.75) 

By applying eqs. (13.68) and (13.73), we obtain the time-average power received as 
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Radars are electromagnetic devices used for detection and location of objects. The term 
radar is derived from the phrase radio detection and ranging. In a typical radar system, as 
shown in Figure 13.22(a), pulses of EM energy are transmitted to a distant object. The same 
antenna is used for transmitting and receiving, so the time interval between the transmitted 
and reflected pulses is used to determine the distance of the target. If r is the distanc€ 

t13.9 THE RADAR EQUATION 

Answer: (a) -20.18 dB, (b) 9.408 X I0-3. 

An antenna in air radiates a total power of 100 kW so that a maximum radiated electric 
field strength of 12 mV/m is measured 20 km from the antenna. Find (a) its directivity 
in decibels, (b) its maximum power gain if 77, = 98%. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.9 

= 1.583 w 

= 5 X I0_3 [47T X 200 Al' I 
A (631)(316.23) 

or 

P, = G,,,G,,, [~]' P, 
47Tr 

Using the Friis equation, we have 

G,,, (dB) = 18 dB or G,,, = IO''= 63.I 

Similarly, 

G,,, = IQ2·s = 3I6.23 

Solution: 

Given that G,,, (dB) = 25 dB= IO log., G,,,, 

The transmitting and receiving antennas are separated by a distance of 200 A and have 
directive gains of 25 dB and I8 dB, respectively. If 5 mW of power is to be received, calcu 
late the minimum transmitted power. 
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(b) 

(') 

FIGURE 13.22 (a) Typical radar 
system. (b) Simplification of the 
system in (a) for calculating the 
target cross section a, 

~ ! 
I Transmitter ~r-( !Targeto 

_, __ 
G -G 

dt = ar 
A,.1 -Aer 

P, 

The power received at transreceiver 0 is 

(13.78) 

where CZP i is the incident power density at the target T while <JP 5 is the scattered power 
density at the transceiver 0 as in Figure 13.22(b). 

From eq. (13.43), the incident power density'!!'; at the target Tis 

(13.77) 

or 

That is, 

The scattering cross section is the equivalent area intercepting the amount of power 
that, when scattering isotropically, produces at the radar a power density that is 
equal to that scattered (or reflected) by the actual target. 

between the radar and target and c is the speed of light, the elapsed time between the trans 
mitted and received pulse is 2r/c. By measuring the elapsed time, we determiner. 

The ability of a target to scatter (or reflect) energy is characterized by its scattering cross 
section a (also called the radar cross section). The scattering cross section has the units of 
area and can be measured experimentally. 
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Radar transmission frequencies range from 25 to 70,000 MHz. Table 13. l shows radar 
frequencies and their designations as commonly used by radar engineers. 

(13.83) Gd,G,,[ A ]' P, = -- -- aP,,, 
47T 41Tr1r2 

Equation (13.82) is called the radar range equation. Given the minimum detectable power 
of the receiver, the equation determines the maximum range for a radar. It is also useful for 
obtaining engineering information concerning the effects of the various parameters on the 
performance of a radar system. 

The radar considered so far is the monostatic type because of the predominance of this 
type of radar in practical applications. A bistatic radar is one in which the transmitter and 
receiver are separated. If the transmitting and receiving antennas are at distances r1 and r2 

from the target and G,, * G,1, eq. ( 13.81) for bistatic radar becomes 

(13.82) r =[A' Gp. P,,,]114 
(47T)3 P, 

This is the radar transmission equation for free space. It is the basis for measurement of 
scattering cross section of a target. Solving for r in eq. (13.81) results in 

(13.81) 

From eq. (13.73), A, = A'G,/47T. Hence, 

(13.80b) 

or 

(13.80a) a= (47rr')2_!c___l_ 
P,,, A,G, 

Note that CZP i and </P 5 are the time-average power densities in watts per square meter, 
and Prad and P, are the total time-average powers in watts. Since Gd, = Gdi = Gd and 
A.,= A" = A,, substituting eqs. (13.78) and (13.79) into eq. (13.77) gives 

(13.79) 

or 
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AeuGdPrad 
P, = [ 4m.2)' 

Using eq. (13.80b) 

5.248 ' 
l!J> = (4j2 = 0.328 mw/m" 

For r = 400 nm= 4 (1.852 X 105) m 

l!J> = Gd,P"d = 36001T X 200 X 103 

41Tr2 41T ( 1.852)2 x 10'° 

= 5.248 mW/m2 

For r = l 00 nm = 1.852 x l 05 m 

47T 47T 
Gd,= Al A.,= (O.l)' 9 = 36001T 

c 3 x 108 
A = - = --- = 0.1 m f 3 x 109 

1 nautical mile (nm) = 1852 m 

Solution: 
The nautical mile is a common unit in radar communications. 

An S-band radar transmitting at 3 GHz radiates 200 kW. Determine the signal power 
density at ranges I 00 and 400 nautical miles if the effective area of the radar antenna is 
9 m2• With a 20 m2 target at 300 nautical miles, calculate the power of the reflected signal 
at the radar. 

Designation Frequency 

UHF 300-1000 MHz 
L 1000-2000 MHz 
s 2000-4000 MHz 
c 4000-8000 MHz 
x 8000-12,500 MHz 
Ku 12.5-18 GHz 

18-26.5 GHz 
Millimeter >35GHz 

TABLE 13.1 Designations of Radar Frequencies 
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1 For an in-depth treatment of EMC, see C. R. Paul, Introduction to Electromagnetic Compatibility, 
2nd ed. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2006. 

EMC1 is achieved when electronic devices coexist in harmony, such that each device func 
tions according to its intended purpose in the presence of, and in spite of, the others. EMI 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is achieved when a device functions satisfacto 
rily without introducing intolerable disturbances to the electromagnetic environment 
or to other devices in its neighborhood. 

The electromagnetic environment consists of various apparatuses such as radio and TV 
broadcast stations, radar, and navigational aids that radiate EM energy as they oper 
ate. Every electronic device is susceptible to EMI. Its influence can be seen all around 
us. The results include "ghosts" in TV picture reception, taxicab radio interference with 
police radio systems, power line transient interference with personal computers, and self 
oscillation of a radioreceiver or transmitter circuit. 

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is the degradation in the performance of a device 
due to the fields making up the electromagnetic environment. 

Every electronic device is a source of radiated electromagnetic fields called radiated 
emissions. These are often an accidental by-product of the design. 

t13.10 APPLICATION NOTE-ELECTROMAGNETIC 
INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY 

Answer: 0.031nm,501 W/m2• 

A Cvband radar with an antenna 1.8 m in radius transmits 60 kW at a frequency of 
6000 MHz. If the minimum detectable power is 0.26 mW, for a target cross section of 
5 m2, calculate the maximum range in nautical miles and the signal power density at 
half this range. Assume unity efficiency and that the effective area of the antenna is 70% 
of the actual area. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 13.10 

The same result can be obtained by using eq. (13.81). 

9 x 20 x 36007T x 200 x 103 
P, = = 2.706 x 10-14 W 

[ 47T x 5.5562]2 x 1020 

where r = 300 nm = 5.556 X 105 m 
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First, let us classify EMI in terms of its causes and sources. The classification will facilitate 
recognition of sources and assist in determining means of control. As mentioned earlier, 
any electronic device may be the source of EMI, although this is not the intention of the 
designer. The cause of the EMI problem may be either within the system, in which case it 
is termed an intrasystem problem, or from the outside, in which case it is called an intersys 
tem problem. Figure 13.23 shows intersystem EMI problems. The term "emitter" is com 
monly used to denote the source of EMI, while the term "susceptor" is used to designate a 
victim device. Tables 13.2 and 13.3 present typical causes of intrasystem and intersystem 
problems. Both intrasystem and intersystem EMI generally can be controlled by the sys 
tem design engineer by following some design guidelines and techniques. For intrasystem 
EM! problems, for example, the design engineer may apply proper grounding and wiring 
arrangements, shielding of circuits and devices, and filtering. 

The sources of EMI can be classified as natural or artificial (man-made). The origins 
of EMI are basically undesired conducted emissions (voltages and/or currents) or radiated 
emissions (electric and/or magnetic fields). Conducted emissions are currents that are car 
ried by metallic paths (the unit's power cord) and placed on the common power network, 
where they may cause interference with other devices that are connected to the network. 
Radiated emissions concern the electric fields radiated by the device that may be received 
by other electronic devices causing interference in those devices. Figure 13.24 illustrates the 
conceptual difference between conducted and radiated paths. 

No single operating agency has jurisdiction over all systems to dictate actions necessary to 
achieve EMC. Thus, EMC is usually achieved by industrial association, voluntary regulation, 
government-enforced regulation, and negotiated agreements between the affected parties. 
Frequency plays a significant role in EMC. Frequency allocations and assignments are made 
according to the constraints established by international treaties. The Radio Regulations result 
ing from such international treaties are published by the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU). The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has the authority over radio 
and wire communications in the United States. The FCC has set limits on the radiated and 
conducted emissions of electronic devices including calculators, televisions, printers, modems, 
and personal computers. It is iUegal to market an electronic device in the United States unless 
its radiated and conducted emissions have been measured and do not exceed the limits of FCC 
regulations. Therefore, any electronic device designed today that is designed without incorpo 
rating EMC design principles will probably fail to comply with the FCC limits. 

A. Source and Characteristics of EMI 

is the problem that occurs when unwanted voltages or currents are present to influence 
the performance of a device, while EMC is the solution to the problem. The goal of EMC 
is system or subsystem compatibility, and this is achieved by applying proven design tech 
niques, the use of which ensures a system relatively free of EMI problems. 

EMC is a growing field because of the ever-increasing density of electronic circuits 
in modern systems for computation, communication, control, and so on. It is not only a 
concern to electrical and computer engineers, but to automotive engineers as well. The 
increasing application of automotive electronic systems to improve fuel economy, reduce 
exhaust emissions, ensure vehicle safety, and provide assistance to the driver has resulted 
in a growing need to ensure compatibility during normal operation. We will consider the 
sources and characteristics of EMI. Later, we will examine EMI control techniques. 
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Lightning strokes Radio receivers 
Computers TV sets 
Power lines Heart pacers 
Radar transmitters Aircraft navigation systems 
Police radio transmitters Taxicab radio receivers 
Fluorescent lights Industrial controls 
Aircraft transmitters Ship receivers 

Emitters Susceptors 

TABLE 13.3 lntersystem EMI Causes 

Power supplies Relays 
Radar transmitters Radar receivers 
Mobile radio transmitters Mobile radio receivers 
Fluorescent lights Ordnance 
Car ignition systems Car radio receivers 

Emitters Suseeptors 

TABLE 13.2 lntrasystem EMI Causes 

FIGURE 13.23 Typical examples ofintersystem EMI problems. Source: J. I. N. Violette et al., 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Handbook. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1987, p. 4. 
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Grounding 

Grounding is the establishment of an electrically conductive path between two points to 
connect electrical and electronic elements of a system to one another or to some reference 
point, which may be designated the ground. An ideal ground plane is a zero-potential, zero 
impedance body that can be used as a reference for all signals in associated circuitry, and to 
which any undesired current can be transferred for the elimination of its effects. 

The purpose of the floating ground is to isolate circuits or equipment electrically from 
a common ground plane. This type of grounding technique may cause a hazard. Single 
point grounding is used to minimize the effects of facility ground currents. Multiple-point 
grounding minimizes ground lead lengths. The ground plane might be a ground wire that 
is carried throughout the system or a large conductive body. 

Bonding is the establishment of a low-impedance path between two metal surfaces. 
Grounding is a circuit concept, while bonding denotes the physical implementation of that 
concept. The purpose of a bond is to make a structure homogeneous with respect to the 
flow of electrical currents, thus avoiding the development of potentials between the metal 
lic parts, since such potentials may result in EMI. Bonds provide protection from electrical 
shock, power circuit current return paths, and antenna ground plane connections, and also 
minimize the potential difference between the devices. They have the ability to carry large 
fault current. 

There are two types of bonds: direct and indirect. The direct bond is a metal-to-metal 
contact between the elements connected, while the indirect bond is a contact through the 
use of conductive jumpers. 

The three common design approaches used to control or suppress EMI are grounding, 
shielding, and filtering. Although each technique has a distinct role in system design, 
proper grounding may sometimes minimize the need for shielding and filtering; also 
proper shielding may minimize the need for filtering. Therefore, we discuss the three 
techniques, grounding, shielding, and filtering, in that order. 

B. EMI Control Techniques 

Power cables 

FIGURE 13.24 Differences 
between conducted and radiated 
emissions. 
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For example, aluminum has a- = 3.5 X 107 S/m, e = ee- µ = µ,0, an aluminum sheet at 
JOO MHz has an SE of 100 dB at a thickness of 0.01 mm. Since an aluminum sheet for 
a computer cabinet is much thicker than this, an aluminum case is considered a highly 
effective shield. A cabinet that effectively shields the circuits inside from external fields 
is also highly effective in preventing radiation from those circuits to the external world. 
Because of the effective shield, radiated emission from the computer system is caused by 
openings in the cabinet such as cracks or holes from disk drives, and from wires that pen 
etrate the cabinet such as power cords and cables to external devices. 

(13.88) SE~ 20 log" !2,_ 
H, 

For magnetic fields, 

(13.87) SE ~ 20 log10 5_ 
E, 

where the incident power density is the power density at a measuring point before a shield is 
installed and the transmitted power is the power density at the same point after the shield is in 
place. In terms of the field strengths, the shielding effectiveness may also be defined as the ratio 
of the field £1 transmitted through to the inside to the incident field Ei. Thus, SE is given by 

(13.86) 
incident power density 

SE~ 10 log10 . . 
transmitted power density 

The purpose of shielding is to confine radiated energy to a specific region or to prevent 
radiated energy from entering a specific region. Shields may be in the form of partitions 
and boxes as well as in the form of cable and connector shields. 

Shield types include solid, nonsolid (e.g.. screen), and braid, as is used on cables. Jn all 
cases, a shield can be characterized by its shielding effectiveness. The shielding effectiveness 
(SE) is defined as 

Shielding 

where w is the width of the bond and 8 is the skin depth. 
Bonding effectiveness can be expressed as the difference (in dB) between the induced 

voltages on an equipment case with and without the bond trap. 

( 13.85) 

where e is the length of the bond, a is its conductivity, and S is its cross-sectional area. As 
frequency increases, the bond resistance increases due to skin effect. Thus the ac resistance 
Rae is given as 

(13.84) 

The de resistance Rd, of a bond is often used as an indication of bond quality. It is given by 
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Antennas for body-centric communication (Figure 13.25) have been introduced in recent 
years. Antennas in this new class can be sewn directly onto clothes. Weaving antennas and 
other electronic sensors into textiles heralds a new era for the apparel industry. The gar 
ments of the future will not only cover the human body and protect against the extremes 
of nature, they will also collect and transmit crucial information about the wearer's vital 
signs and present environment. These capabilities will be achieved by seamlessly tailoring 
biomedical and environmental monitoring systems into fabric. 

Researchers at the Ohio State University created a prototype using plastic film and 
metallic thread. Some of the novel body-worn antennas and medical sensors they have 
developed are based on embroidered conductive polymer fibers called e-fibers on textiles. 
The flexible conductors are constructed from silver-coated p-phenylene-2,6-benzobisoxa 
zole (PBO) fibers. The e-fibers are composed of high-strength and flexible polymer cores 
that incorporate conductive metallic coatings. They are readily embroidered onto regular 
textiles and can also be laminated onto polymer dielectric substrates. 

The e-fiber textiles exhibit an insertion loss ofonly 0.07 dB/cm at I GHz and 0.15 dB/ 
cm at 2 GHz. They provide inherent mechanical strength that is due to their polymer core, 
together with high electrical conductivity resulting from the silver coating. These e-fibers 
are twisted together to improve their conductivity. For instance, the 332-strand efibers 
have a low resistivity of only 0.8 fl/m. More importantly, e-fibers are suitable for automatic 
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and f is the frequency. 

(13.91) 
for a capacitive filter 
for an inductive filter 

F - {7TfRC, 
7TjL!R, 

where 

(13.90) IL~ 10 log10 (I+ F') dB 

where V1 is the output voltage of a signal source with the filter in the circuit, and V2 is the 
output voltage of the signal source without the use of the filter. Low-pass filters are com 
monly used in EMC work. The insertion loss for the low-pass filters is given by 

(13.89) 

Filtering 

An electrical filter is a network of lumped or distributed constant resistors, inductors, and 
capacitors that offers comparatively little opposition to certain frequencies, while blocking 
the passage of other frequencies. A filter provides the means whereby levels of conducted 
interference are substantially reduced. 

The most significant characteristic of a filter is the insertion loss it provides as a func 
tion of frequency. Insertion loss (IL) is defined as 
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embroidery onto textiles to realize various antenna and circuit designs. The embroidered 
e-fiber textile electronics exhibit both mechanical and electrical advantages. Also, because 
of their high conductivity, e-fibers provide much better antenna performance than other 
textile antennas utilizing less conductive materials or embedded metal wires. 

The e-fibers are sewn onto textiles via computerized embroidery processes to form 
antennas or RF circuits. Because the fibers are so thin, they can be bundled to form much 
thicker threads (664 strands per thread) for improved conductivity. During embroidery, 
an "assistant" yarn is used to couch the e-fibers onto one side of the textile's surface. This 
procedure avoids abrasion damage to the silver coatings on thee-fiber's polymer core. The 
antenna and sensor designs are translated into embroidery software, followed by digitizing 
stitches of the assistant yarn. As the sewing machine carries out each stitch, thee-fibers are 
firmly and precisely placed onto the textile. To improve surface conductivity by minimizing 
physical discontinuities and thread gaps, a second layer can be embroidered right on top of 
the first (double embroidery). It is recommended that the resultant e-fiber surface disconti 
nuities be kept to be less than A/20, where A is the free-space wavelength of the operational 
frequency. This precaution is critical to realizing high-performance antennas and circuits. 

Although primarily designed for military use, thee-fiber technology could potentially 
be applied to the manufacture of gear for police officers, firefighters, and astronauts 
anybody who needs to keep the hands free for important work. The European Integrated 
Project Proetex aims at developing such wearable textile systems chiefly for professional 
firefighters and other first responders. A variety of sensors are being sewn inside and 
outside the firefighters outfit and the signals from them are processed in a wearable elec 
tronic unit and transmitted to a base station. Suitable antennas that combine flexibility with 
robustness and reliability are needed for this purpose. In other applications substrates at 
least 2 mm thick are used to print the antennas. But since the clothes are usually thinner, 
a flexible protective foam available in a variety of thicknesses and easily layered with gar 
ments such as firefighter suits is employed in the design. Proetex also contemplates design 
ing wearable textile systems for civilian victims of natural and other disasters. 

Textile antennas find applications not only for continuous monitoring, but also for 
therapeutic regimes. For instance, they can be made to produce hyperthermia for the treat 
ment of tumors and to monitor various physiological parameters. In addition to medical 
applications, textile antennas serve as part of a biotelemetry system to establish wireless 
communication links between implantable devices and exterior instruments. 

FIGURE 13.25 Textile antenna. 
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FIGURE 13.26 Schematic view of an RFID tag in use. 

• l 
'I. 

~ 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a relatively new technology for tracking and 
access applications that have been under development since the 1980s. For example, with 
RFID, one can use electromagnetic signals to read data from electronic labels without 
actual contact. The label to be read does not have be located in a line-of-sight region. This 
technology is very attractive for tracking and tagging purposes (Figure 13.26). For a long 
time, the universal product code (UPC), also known as the bar code, has been the foremost 
means of identifying products. Designed to provide an open standard for product labeling, 
bar codes not only reduced costs but also increased efficiency and favored innovations 
that benefited consumers, manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers alike. However, bar 
codes suffer drawbacks such as the need for line-of-sight from the scanner to the bar code. 
They are also limited in their capacity for storing data and thus are employed only to track 
product categories. 

The Electronic Product Code (EPC) is one of the industrial standards for global RFID 
usage, and a core element of the EPCglobal network, an architecture of open standards 
developed by the GS l EPCglobal community. Most currently deployed EPC RFID tags 
comply with ISO/IEC l 8000-6C for the RFID air interface standard. In ambient conditions 
that do not permit bar code labels as effective identifiers, RFID tags could serve the pur 
pose. Thanks to the technology's ability to track moving objects, use of RFID has become 
an established practice in a wide range of markets . 
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RFID also greatly facilitates identification of and automated data collection from 
livestock, moving trucks, or other nonstationary objects. Pharmaceuticals can be tracked 
through warehouses. Livestock and pets may have tags injected, allowing positive identifi 
cation of the animals. 

Essentially, an RFID system works as follows. Two-way radio transmitter-receivers 
called interrogators or readers send a signal to the tag and read its response. The read 
ers generally transmit their observations to a computer system running RFID software 
or RFID middleware. RFID systems typically come in three configurations. One is a 
passive reader/active tag (PRAT) system in which a passive reader does no more than 
receive radio signals from active tags that are battery operated and do no more than 
transmit. The reception range of a PRAT system reader can be adjusted from I to 2000 
feet, thereby allowing for great flexibility in applications such as asset protection and 
supervision. Another configuration is an active reader/passive tag (ARPT) system, in 
which an active reader transmits interrogator signals and also receives authentication 
replies from passive tags. Finally, there is the active reader/active tag (ARAT) system 
in which active tags are awoken with an interrogator signal from the active reader. A 
variation of this system could also use a battery-assisted passive (BAP) tag, which acts 
like a passive tag but has a small battery to power the tag's return reporting signal. 
RFID tags can be either passive, active, or battery-assisted passive. An active tag has an 
on board battery and periodically transmits its ID signal. A BAP tag has a small battery 
onboard and is activated in the presence of an RFID reader. A passive tag is cheaper 
and smaller because it has no battery. Instead, the tag uses the radio energy transmit 
ted by the reader as its energy source. The interrogator must be close for RF field to be 
strong enough to transfer sufficient power to the tag. Since tags have individual serial 
numbers, the RFID system design can discriminate several tags that might be within 
the range of the RFID reader and read them simultaneously. 

The tag's information is stored electronically in a nonvolatile memory. The RFID 
tag includes a small RF transmitter and receiver. An RFID reader transmits an encoded 
radio signal to interrogate the tag. The tag receives the message and responds with its 
identification information. This may be only a unique tag serial number, or perhaps such 
product-related information as a stock number, lot or batch number, production date, or 
other specific information. RFID tags contain at least two parts: an integrated circuit (for 
storing and processing information, modulating and demodulating an RF signal, collecting 
de power from the incident reader signal, and other specialized functions) and an antenna 
(for receiving and transmitting the signal). Fixed readers are set up to create a specific 
interrogation zone, which can be tightly controlled. This allows a highly defined reading 
area to accommodate movement of the tags in and out of the interrogation zone. Mobile 
readers may be handheld or mounted on carts or vehicles. 

Printed antenna technology, electronic circuitry, the middleware for data collection 
and filtering, and other areas of innovation are constantly evolving. Some of the complexi 
ties are not understood by the general public. Since RFID tags can be attached to clothing, 
possessions, or even implanted within people, the possibility of reading personally linked 
information without consent has raised privacy concerns. 
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% loop through the phi array and calculate the far field as a 
% function of phi 
for phi_index = 1: length (phi) 

for i=l:n % need to add 
% The apparent angle between a point in the far field is the 

different between phi and the offset of the antenna 
from the 
x-axis 

end 

first determine how much the point source is offset from the 
% phi= 0 
% axis (x-axis) 
phi offset{i) ~ atan2{P{i,2), P{i,1)); 
% now find the distance from the ith point source to the origin 
rho{i) ~ sqrt{P{i,1)'2+P{i,2)'2); 

for i=l:n 
% loop through the antennas 

a vector of 1001 points 
Et.ot.a Le ae r'oa ( 1, length (phi) ) ; 

% create a vector of 1001 points around 
a circle 

the total electric field is also 

phi = 0: 2*pi/1000: 2*pi; 

Beta = 2*pi*f/3e8; % solve for free space 

end 

% Begin loop prompting the user to enter each coefficient and each 
% coordinate 
for i=l:n 

disp('Enter source coefficient for point ') 
disp{sprintf(' %d source coefficient (a*exp(j*b) format)',i)} 
A(i)"'input{'> '); % store complex coefficients in A 
disp('Enter the {x,y) coordinate for point ') 
disp{sprintf(' %d source coefficient (in format (x y]) ',i)) 
P(i, :)=input{'> '); % store coordinates in P, where i is 

the ith element (row) 
and column 1 contains the x values, column 2 they values 

Prompt user for number of antennas and frequency 
n=input('Enter number of point sources \n> '}; 
f=input('Enter frequency \n> '); 

This script allows the user to calculate and plot the far-field 
radiation pattern for an array of isotropic point sources, 
placed anywhere around the "origin". 
The main assumption is that the array elements are clustered 
together relative to the far-field, so that the origin is roughly 

% in the center of the cluster. The user can still enter [x y] 
coordinates and magnitude/phase for each point source. Also the 

% calculation assumes free space. 
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where .p = f3d cos e + a, /3 = 27r I A, d = spacing between the elements, and a ~ 
interelement phase shift. 

9. The Friis transmission formula characterizes the coupling between two antennas in 
terms of their directive gains, separation distance, and frequency of operation. 

IAFI 

The far-zone fields are obtained by retaining only 1/r terms. 
3. The analysis of the Hertzian dipole serves as a stepping-stone for other antennas. The 

radiation resistance of the dipole is very small. This limits the practical usefulness of 
the Hertzian dipole. 

4. The half-wave dipole has a length equal to A/2. It is more popular and of more 
practical use than the Hertzian dipole. Its input impedance is 73 + j42.5 !1. 

5. The quarter-wave monopole is essentially half a half-wave dipole placed on a 
conducting plane. 

6. The radiation patterns commonly used are the field intensity, power intensity, and 
radiation intensity patterns. The field pattern is usually a plot of IEsl or its normalized 
form/(O). The power pattern is the plot ofW',", or its normalized form/2(0). 

7. The directive gain is the ratio of U(fJ, cp) to its average value. The directivity is the 
maximum value of the directive gain. 

8. An antenna array is a group of radiating elements arranged to produce particular 
radiation characteristics. Its radiation pattern is obtained by multiplying the unit 
pattern (due to a single element in the group) with the group pattern, which is the 
plot of the normalized array factor. For an N-element linear uniform array, 

A 
H ~ '17 X J;· E ~ 71 H X a, 

I. We have discussed the fundamental ideas and definitions in antenna theory. The basic 
types of antenna considered were the Hertzian (or differential length) dipole, the half 
wave dipole, the quarter-wave monopole, and the small loop. 

2. Theoretically, if we know the current distribution on an antenna, we can find the 
retarded magnetic vector potential A, and from it we can find the retarded electro 
magnetic fields H and Eby using 

% Polar plot of far-field field pattern 
polar (phi, abs (Etotal)) 

end 
end 

phi_apparent = phi{phi_index) - phi_offset(i); 
Etotal(phi_index)=Etotal(phi_index) + A{i)*. 
exp (j *Beta*rho ( i) *cos (phi_apparent)) ; 
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(c) 55.55 W 
(d) 59.52 w 

(a) 2.222 W 
(b) 12.11 w 

13.7 An antenna has Umax = IO W/sr, Uave = 4.5 Y..l/sr, and T/r = 95%. The input power to 
the antenna is 

(c) 4.8 µV/m 
(d) 1.92 µV/m 

(a) 75 µVim 
(b) 30 µV/m 

13.6 At a distance of 8 km from a differential antenna, the field strength is 12 µVim. The 
field strength at a location 20 km from the antenna is 

(e) 5 (c) 50 

(d) 25 

(a) 150 

(b) 125 

13.5 If a small single-turn loop antenna has a radiation resistance of0.04 fl, how many turns 
are needed to produce a radiation resistance of I fl? 

(e) €«A (c) 150 m 

(d) 75 m (b) 300 m 

13.4 A quarter-wave monopole antenna operating in air at frequency 1 MHz must have an 
overall length of 
(a) e »A 

(c) 7.9 !1 
(d) 790 !1 

(a) = 0 !1 
(b) 0.08 !1 

13.3 A very small, thin wire of length A/100 has a radiation resistance of 

13.2 In eq. (13.34a-c), which term is the radiation term? 
(a) l/r term (c) l/r term 
(b) l/r term (d) All of the above 

(d) 40 ms 
(e) None of the above 

(a) 36 s 
(b) 20 us 
(c) 20ms 

13.1 An antenna located in a city is a source of radio waves. How much time does it take the 
waves to reach a town 12,000 km away? 

Gd,Gd, [ A ]' 
pr= 4;- 47Tr1r2 CJ prad 

For a monostatic radar, r1 = r2 = rand Gdr = Gi1r· 
11. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the capability of electrical and electronic devices 

to operate in their intended electromagnetic environment without suffering or causing 
unacceptable degranon as a result of EM I. 

12. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is the lack of EMC. It can be suppressed by grounding, 
shielding, and filtering. 

10. For a bistatic radar (one in which the transmitting and receiving antennas are 
separated), the power received is given by 
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13.4 A dipole antenna in free space has e = 0.02A. What value of current I is necessary to 
radiate a total power of 60 mW? 

13.2 A dipole antenna has the following parameters: 
Antenna length e = 0.02A 
Current magnitude !0 = 3 A 
Operating frequency f = 400 MHz 
Radiation range r = 60 m 

Determine the following: 
(a) the magnitude of the electric field intensity at 0 = 90° 
(b) the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity at 0 = 90° 
(c) the radiation resistance 
( d) the radiated power 

13.3 A Hertzian dipole antenna has a length of 5 mm and carries a 50 MHz current of 2 A. 
Find the magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields at a distance 15 cm away from 
the antenna and (} = 30°. 

where r' = x' + y2 + z2. Find E(r, 0, <J>, t) and H(r, 0, <J>, t) at the far field. 

13.1 The magnetic vector potential at point P(r, 8, <P) due to a small antenna located at the 
origin is given by 

lij;l.!:llWI Section 13.2-Hertzian Dipole 

Answers: 13.ld, 13.2a, 13.3b, 13.4d, 13.5e, 13.6c, 13.?d, 13.Sa, 13.9e, 13.!0e. 

(e) 405 m2 (c) 15 m2 

(d) 45 m2 

(a) 0.0617 m2 

(b) 0.555 m! 

13.10 Let R be the maximum range of a monostatic radar. If a target with radar cross section 
of 5 m2 exists at R/2, what should be the target cross section at 3R/2 to result in an equal 
signal strength at the radar? 

(e) IOOµW (c) IµW 
(d) IOµW 

(a) IO nW 
(b) IOO nW 

13.9 A receiving antenna is located 100 m away from the transmitting antenna. If the effec 
tive area of the receiving antenna is 500 cm2 and the power density at the receiving 
location is 2 mW !m2, the total power received is: 

(a) True (b) False 

13.8 A receiving antenna in an airport has a maximum dimension of 3 m and operates at 
100 MHz. An aircraft approaching the airport is 0.5 km from the antenna. The aircraft 
is in the far-field region of the antenna. 
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[Hint: Use Figure 13.4 and start with eq. (l3.l4).J 

(b) On a polar coordinate sheet, plotj\8) in part (a) for ( = A, 3A/2, and 2A. 

13.10 An antenna engineer is asked to design a A/2 dipole antenna to operate at 450 MHz. 
(a) Calculate the length of the antenna if it is located in free space. 
(b) Determine the length of the antenna if it is located under seawater (e = 81 e0, 

µ. = µ.0, a = 4 Sim). 

13.7 A half-wave dipole antenna is driven by a 24 V, 200 MHz source having an internal imped 
ance of 40 fl Find the average power radiated by the antenna, given that Zin = 73 + )42 fl. 

13.8 A car radio antenna 1 m long operates in the AM frequency band of 1.5 MHz. How 
much current is required to transmit 4 W of power? 

"'13.9 (a) Show that the generated far-field expressions for a thin dipole of length e carrying 
sinusoidal current [0 cos {3z are 

Section 13.3-Half-Wave Dipole Antenna 

which is one-fourth of that in eq. (13.13). Thus Rrad depends on the current 
distribution. 

(b) Calculate the length of the dipole that will result in a radiation resistance of0.511. 

13.6 A dipole 4 m long carries a 3 A current and operates at 3 MHz. Calculate the average 
radiated power. 

[ e]' R = 201T2 - rad A 

13.5 (a) Instead of a constant current distribution assumed for the short dipole of Section 13.2, 

. I di ib . ( 2lzl) h . . assume a tnangu ar current tstrt ut1011 l, = 10 l - f s own in Figure 13.27. 

Show that 

I -, -, -, -, -, 
-, -, -, 

a= 0 
-, 
' Q 

/'lo 

l / 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

FIGURE 13.27 Shore dipole antenna with triangular 
current distribution; for Problem 13.5 
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I' 
Pohm =}.I- Rs.6.z 

where R5 = ~1~ and 8 is the skin depth. A short antenna of length 6.z has an effi 
u827ra 

ciency of 20%. Assume that the efficiency is improved by increasing the length to 26.z, 
while keeping the same current. What is the new efficiency? 

where P rad is the radiation power and P ohm is the power loss due to ohmic resistance of 
the antenna. For a cylindrical conductor of length 6.z that carries current I, 

13.16 Sketch the normalized £-field and H-field patterns for 
(a) A half-wave dipole 
(b) A quarter-wave monopole 

13.17 The radiation efficiency is given by eq. (13.50) as 

Section 13.6-Antenna Characteristics 

13.14 A circular loop antenna has a mean radius of 1.2 cm and N turns. If it operates at 80 
MHz, find N that will produce a radiation resistance of 8 fl. 

13.15 A loop antenna with loop radius of 0.4 mis made of copper wire of radius 4 mm. If the 
loop radiates at 6 MHz and carries a current of 50 A, find 
(a) The radiation resistance of the loop 
(b) The power radiated 
(c) The radiation efficiency 

13.13 A 100-turn loop antenna of radius 20 cm operating at 10 MHz in air is to give a 50 
m V /m field strength at a distance 3 m from the loop. Determine 
(a) The current that must be fed to the antenna 
(b) The average power radiated by the antenna 

Section 13.5-Small-Loop Antenna 

13.11 Quarter-wavelength antennas are used to transmit: 
(a) AM signals at I ISO kHz 
(b) FM signals at 90 MHz 
(c) VHF-TV signals at 80 MHz 
(d) UHF-TV signals at 600 MHz 
Calculate the respective antenna lengths. 

13.12 A dipole antenna (e = ,\ /8) operating at 400 MHz is used to send a message to a satellite 
in space. Find the radiation resistance of the antenna. 

Section 13.4-Quarter-Wave Monopole Antenna 
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(b) The directivity 
(d) The radiation resistance 

(a) The directive gain 
(c) The effective area 

13.25 For a circular thin-loop antenna A/12 in diameter, find 

J
2"(1 - cosO) 

---- dO = 2.438 
0 0 

Use MATLAB to plotj(O). 

13.23 Divide the interval 0 < 0 < 27T into 20 equal parts and use MATLAB to show that 

( ) 
cos(l.51Tcos0) f O = --si_n_O __ 

Calculate the directive gain and the directivity of the antenna. 

13.22 For a one-and-a-half-wave antenna, show that the normalized field pattern is 

2 sin(} cos¢ 2 '!J',,,= r' a,W/m, 0<0<1T,0<</><Tr/2 

"'13.20 An antenna located on the surface of a flat earth transmits an average power of200 kW. 
Assuming that all the power is radiated uniformly over the surface of a hemisphere with 
the antenna at the center, calculate 
(a) The time-average Poynting vector at 50 km 
(b) The maximum electric field at that location. 

13.21 At the far field, an antenna produces 

where /0 is the peak value of the input current. Show that the radiation resistance is given 
by R,,, ~ 20 {31. 

j{3!0 

H, = 41Tr (sin <P a0 + cos 0 cos q, •.;) 

13.19 In the far field of a particular antenna located at the origin, the magnetic field intensity is 

(a) Obtain the corresponding H, field. 
(b) Determine the power radiated. 
(c) What fraction of the total power is radiated in the belt 60° < f) < 120°? 

(b) The directivity 
(d) The radiation resistance 

13.24 For a thin dipole A /16 long, find 

(a) The directive gain 
(c) The effective area 

E = cos 2(} e-jf3rao Vim 
s r 

13.18 An antenna located at the origin has a far-zone electric field as 
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13.32 Derive £5 at far field due to the two-element array shown in Figure 13.28. Assume that 
the Hertzian dipole elements are fed in phase with uniform current 10 cos wt. 

13.33 Two Hertzian dipoles carry current in the z-direction and have the same phase. If the 
dipoles are located at (0, 0, A/4) and (0, 0, -A/4), find the radiation pattern. 

13.34 An array comprises two dipoles that are separated by one wavelength. If the dipoles are 
fed by currents of the same magnitude and phase, 

(a) Find the array factor. 
(b) Calculate the angles where the nulls of the pattern occur. 

Section 13.7-Antenna Array 

Calculate the average radiated power. 

where 10 is the maximwn input current. Determine the value of !0 to radiate a power of 50 mW 

13.31 The electric field of an antenna in the far-field region is 

E = _I_Q_ sin28 Vim 
r 

Calculate the directivity of the antenna. 

13.30 An antenna has a far-field electric field given by 

( ) {4 sin28 sin </J/2, o < 1> < 1T, o < e < 1T 
u e' "' = 0, otherwise 

13.29 The radiation intensity of an antenna is given by 

o < e < 1T, o < 1> < 27T 
o < e < 1T, o < 1> < 1T 
o < e < 1T, o < 1> < 27T 

(a) U(8, </>) = IO sin 8 sin2 </J, 
(b) U(8, </>) = 2 sin' 8 sin3 </J, 
(c) U(8, </>) = S (1+sin28 sin2 </>), 

13.28 For each of the following radiation intensities, calculate the directive gain and directivity. 

(a) U(8,</J) = sin228, 0 < 8 < 7T,O < </> < 27T 
(b) U(8,</>) = 4csc28, 7T/3<8<7T/2,0<1> < 1T 
(c) U(8,</>) = 2sin28sin2</J, 0<8<1T,0 < </> < 1T 

13.27 Find U~vc' I/max' and D if: 

13.26 A quarter-wavelength monopole antenna is used at 1.2 MHz for AM transmission. 
The antenna is vertically placed above a conducting surface. Determine 

(a) The length of the antenna 
(b) The radiation resistance 
(c) The directivity of the antenna 
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13.41 A telemetry transmitter situated on the moon transmits 120 mW at 200 MHz. The gain 
of the transmitting antenna is 15 dB. Calculate the gain (in dB) of the receiving antenna 
(situated on earth) in order to receive 4 nW Assume that the moon is 238,857 miles 
away from the earth and that l mile = 1.609 km. 

13.39 A microwave antenna has a power gain of 20 dB at 10 GHz. Determine its effective area. 

13.40 An antenna receives a power of2 µ,W from a radio station. Calculate its effective area if 
the antenna is located in the far zone of the station where E = 50 mV/m. 

Section 13.8-Effective Area and the Friis Equation 

13.38 Sketch the resultant group patterns for the four-element arrays shown in Figure 13.29. 

Use MATLAB to plot F(I/!) for 0° <I/!< 180°. 

( ) sin(2-rr cos I/!) 2(-rr ) 
FI/! = . (-rr ) cos 2cos I/! 

sin 2cosi/J 

13.36 An antenna array consists of N identical Hertzian dipoles uniformly located along the 
z-axis and polarized in the z-direction. If the spacing between the dipoles is A/4, sketch 
the group pattern when (a) N = 2, (b) N = 4. 

13.37 An array of isotropic elements has the group pattern 

(c) Determine the angles where the maxima of the pattern occur. 
(d) Sketch the group pattern in the plane containing the elements. 

13.35 Sketch the group pattern in the xz-plane of the two-element array of Figure 13.10 with 

(a) d = A,a = -rr/2 
(b) d = A/4, a = 3-rr/4 
(c) d = 3A/4,a = 0 

FIGURE 13.28 Two-element array of 
Problem 13.32. 

(b) 

FIGURE 13.29 For Problem 13.38. 

us. /tsn. /is. I~ . . . . 
f--- A /4----t---- A/4----t-- A/4-----f 

(a] 

I~ I~ I~ I~ . . . . 
~'''~'''~'''~ 
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13.50 (a) For an RL filter with L = 50 nH and R = 20 .0, find the insertion loss in dB at 300 
MHz. 

(b) Repeat part (a) if an RC filter with C = 60 pF and R = IO k.O is used instead. 

Section 13.10-Application Note-Electromagnetic Interference and Compatibility 

13.46 An L-band pulse radar with a common transmitting and receiving antenna having a 
directive gain of 3500 operates at 1500 MHz and transmits 200 kW. If an object is 120 
km from the radar and its scattering cross section is 8 rn', find 

(a) The magnitude of the incident electric field intensity of the object 
(b) The magnitude of the scattered electric field intensity at the radar 
(c) The amount of power captured by the object 
(d) The power absorbed by the antenna from the scattered wave 

13.47 A monostatic radar operates at 4 GHz and has a directive gain of 30 dB. The radar is 
used to track a target 10 km away and the radar cross section of the target is 12 m". If 
the antenna of the radar transmits 80 kW, calculate the power intercepted by the target. 

13.48 A monostable radar operating at 6 GHz tracks a0.8 m2 target at a range of250 m. If the gain 
is 40 dB, calculate the minimum transmitted power that will give a return power of 2 µ, W. 

13.49 In the bistatic radar system of Figure l3.30, the ground-based antennas are separated by 
4 km and the 2.4 m2 target is at a height of 3 km. The system operates at 5 GHz. For Gdr 
of 36 dB and Gi1r of 20 dB, determine the minimum necessary radiated power to obtain 
a return power of8 X 10-12 W. 

Section 13.9-The Radar Equation 

13.44 Two identical antennas have directive gain of 25 dB. Each is used for transmitting and 
receiving. If the receiving antenna receives 4 mW at a frequency of600 MHz, find the 
power transmitted. Assume that the antennas are separated by 450 m. 

13.45 Two identical antennas in an anechoic chamber are separated by 12 m and are 
oriented for maximum directive gain. At a frequency of 5 GHz, the power received 
by one is 30 dB down from that transmitted by the other. Calculate the gain of the 
antennas in dB. 

13.42 In a communication system, suppose the transmitting and receiving antennas have gains 
25 dB and 20 dB, respectively, and are 42 km apart. Find the minimum power that must 
be transmitted in order to deliver a minimum of 3 µW. The channel frequency is 3 GHz. 

13.43 The power transmitted by a synchronous orbit satellite antenna is 320 W. If the antenna 
has a gain of 40 dB at 15 GHz, calculate the power received by another antenna with a 
gain of 32 dB at the range of 24,567 km. 
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+ 

FIGURE 13.31 For Problem 13.51. 

v, 

13.52 A silver rod has rectangular cross section with height 0.8 cm and width 1.2 cm. Find 

(a) The de resistance per kilometer of the conductor 
(b) The ac resistance per kilometer of the conductor at 6 MHz 

13.53 Within a shielded enclosure, the electric field is 6 Vim. It is required that the electric 
field outside the shield be no more than 20 u: V Im. Find the shielding effectiveness in dB. 

I

AZL + B + cz,zL + Dz,I 
IL= 20 log" z, + ZL 

*13.51 The insertion loss of a filter circuit can be calculated in terms of its A, B, C, and D 
parameters when terminated by Zg and ZL as shown in Figure 13.31. Show that 

Scattered 

Receiving 
antenna 

Target a FIGURE 13.30 For Problem 13.49. 

I 
Incident 3 km 

wave 1 
"0-ransm1ttmg 

fo-------4 km------< antenna 
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Until the 1940s, most electromagnetic problems were solved by using the classical methods of sepa 
ration of variables and integral equations. Application of those methods, however, required a high 
degree of ingenuity, experience, and effort, and only a narrow range of practical problems could be 
investigated, owing to the complex geometries defining the problems. While theory and experiment 
remain the two conventional pillars of science and engineering, modeling and simulation represent 
the third pillar that complements them. 

Computational electromagnetics (CEM) is the theory and practice of solving EM field prob 
lems on digital computers. It offers the key to comprehensive solutions of Maxwell's equations. In 
this chapter, the common methods used in computational electromagnetics will be presented. CEM 
techniques can be used to model electromagnetic interaction phenomena in circuits, devices, and 
systems. 

Numerical modeling and simulation have revolutionized all aspects of engineering design to the 
extent that several software packages have been developed to aid designing and modeling. Widely 
used software packages for CEM include the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) based on the 
method of moments and developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the High Frequency 
Structure Simulator (HFSS) based on the finite element method and developed by Ansoft, Microwave 
Office based on the method of moments and developed by Applied Wave Research, Sonnet developed 
by Sonnet, and COMSOL based on the finite element method. These software packages put power 
ful tools and techniques, previously available only to full-time theorists, into the hands of engineers 
not formally trained in CEM. The best method or software package to use depends on the particular 
problem you are trying to solve. 
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In the preceding chapters we considered various analytic techniques for solving EM prob 
lems and obtaining solutions in closed form. A closed-form solution is one in the form of 
an explicit, algebraic equation in which values of the problem parameters can be substi 
tuted. Some of these analytic solutions were obtained assuming certain situations, thereby 
making the solutions applicable to those idealized situations. For example, in deriving the 
formula for calculating the capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor, we assumed that the 
fringing effect was negligible and that the separation distance was very small compared 
with the width and length of the plates. Also, our application of Laplace's equation in 
Chapter 6 was restricted to problems with boundaries coinciding with coordinate surfaces. 
Analytic solutions have an inherent advantage of being exact. They also make it easy to 
observe the behavior of the solution when there is variation in the problem parameters. 
However, analytic solutions are available only for problems with simple configurations. 

When the complexities of theoretical formulas make analytic solution intractable, we 
resort to nonanalytic methods, which include (I) graphical methods, (2) experimental 
methods, (3) analog methods, and (4) numerical methods. Graphical, experimental, and 
analog methods are applicable to solving relatively few problems. Numerical methods have 
come into prominence and have become more attractive with the advent of fast digital 
computers. The three most commonly used simple numerical techniques in EM are the 
moment method, the finite difference method, and the finite element method. Most EM 
problems involve either partial differential equations or integral equations. Partial differen 
tial equations are usually solved by using the finite difference method or the finite element 
method; integral equations are solved conveniently by using the moment method. Although 
numerical methods give approximate solutions, the solutions are sufficiently accurate for 
engineering purposes. We should not get the impression that analytic techniques are out 
dated because of numerical methods; rather, they are complementary. As will be observed 
later, every numerical method involves analytic simplification until the method can be easily 
applied. 

The MATLAB codes developed for computer implementation of the concepts 
developed in this chapter are simplified and self-explanatory for instructional purposes. 
(Appendix C provides a short tutorial on MATLAB.) The notations used in the programs 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

Time has a way of demonstrating the most stubborn are the most intelligent. 
-YEVGENY YEVTUSHENKO 
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[E; + E;p12 

To plot the electric field lines, follow these steps: 

I. Choose a starting point on the field line. 
2. Calculate Ex and E, at that point using eq. (14.3). 
3. Take a small step along the field line to a new point in the plane. As shown in 

Figure 14.1, a movement ae along the field line corresponds to movements .6.x 
and .6.y in the x- and y-directions, respectively. From the figure, it is evident that 

(14.4) 

(l4.3) 
N Q,[ (x - x,)ax + (y - y,)a,] 

E = &; 47TE[ (x - x,)2 + (y - y,)2p12 

v- ± Q, 
- k•I 47TE[(x - x,)2 + (y - y,)2]112 

If the charges are on the same plane (z = constant), eqs. ( 14. l) and (14.2) become 

(14.2) 

and 

(14.1) E = ± Q, (r - r,)' 
k·1 47TE Ir - r,I 

In Section 4.9, we used field lines and equipotential surfaces for visualizing an electrostatic 
field. However, the graphical representations in Figure 4.21 for electrostatic fields and in 
Figures 7.8(b) and 7.16 for magnetostatic fields are very simple, trivial, and qualitative. 
Accurate pictures of more complicated charge distributions would be more helpful. This 
section presents a numerical technique that may be developed into an interactive computer 
program. It generates data points for electric field lines and equipotential lines for arbitrary 
configuration of point sources. 

Electric field lines and equipotential lines can be plotted for coplanar point sources 
with simple programs. Suppose we have N point charges located at position vectors 
r1, r2,. . , rN• the electric field intensity E and potential Vat position vector rare given, 
respectively, by 

t14.2 FIELD PLOTTING 

are as close as possible to those used in the main text; some are defined wherever neces 
sary. These programs are by no means unique; there are several ways of writing a computer 
program. Therefore, users may decide to modify the programs to suit their objectives. 
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move along the equipotential line from the old point (x, y) to a new point 
(x + dx, y + dy ). As a way of checking the new point, calculate the potential at 

(14.8) 

(14.7) dx = -df·E, 
[E; + £;]112 

d _ M·Ex 
Y - [E; + £;]112 

Move along the field line from the old point (x, y) to a new point x' = x + dx, 
y' = y + dy. 

4. Go back to steps 2 and 3 and repeat the calculations. Continue to generate new 
points until a line is completed within a given range of coordinates. On completing 
the line, go back to step 1 and choose another starting point. Note that since there 
are an infinite number of field lines, any starting point is likely to be on a field 
line. The points generated can be plotted by hand or by a plotter as illustrated in 
Figure 14.2. 

To plot the equipotential lines, follow these steps: 

1. Choose a starting point. 
2. Calculate the electric field (£,, E,) at that point by using eq. ( 14.3). 
3. Move a small step along the line perpendicular to £-field line at that point. Utilize 

the fact that if a line has slope m, a perpendicular line must have slope -1/ m. 
Since an £-field line and an equipotential line meeting at a given point are mutu 
ally orthogonal there, 

(14.6) 

Similarly, 

(14.5) 

or 

FIGURE 14.1 A small displacement on a field line. 
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where the numbers have meanings provided in the program. Further explanation of the 
program is provided in the following paragraphs. 

plotit ([1 -4], [-1 O; Io], I, I, 0.1, 0.01, 8, 2, 5) 

Write a program to plot the electric field and equipotential lines due to: 

(a) Two point charges Q and -4Q, located at (x, y) = ( - I, 0) and (I, 0 ), respectively. 
(b) Four point charges Q, -Q, Q, and -Q, located at (x,y) = (-!,-!), (1,-1), 
(I, l ), and ( - I, I), respectively. Take Q/47Ts = l and tJ.f = 0.1. Consider the range 
-5 < x < 5, - 5 < y < 5. 

Solution: 
Based on the steps given in Section 14.2, the program in Figure 14.3 was developed. 
Enough comments are inserted to make the program as self-explanatory as possible. For 
example, to use the program to generate the plot in Figure l4.4(a), load program plotit in 
your MATLAB directory. At the command prompt in MATLAB, type 

the new and old points using eq. (14.4); the potentials must be equal because the 
points are on the same equipotential line. 

4. Go back to steps 2 and 3 and repeat the calculations. Continue to generate new 
points until a line is completed within the given range of x and y. After completing 
the line, go back to step 1 and choose another starting point Join the points gener 
ated by hand or by a plotter as illustrated in Figure 14.2. 

By following the same reasoning, we can use the Biot-Savart law to plot the magnetic 
field line due to various current distributions. Programs for determining the magnetic field 
line due to line current, a current loop, a Helmholtz pair, and a solenoid can be developed. 
Programs for drawing the electric and magnetic field lines inside a rectangular waveguide 
or the power radiation pattern produced by a linear array of vertical half-wave electric 
dipole antennas can also be written. 

FIGURE 14.2 Generated points on £-field lines 
(shown thick) and equipotential lines (dotted). 
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FIGURE 14.3 Computer program for Example 14.1. 

XQ = location(:,1); 
YQ = location(:,2); 
JJ~l; 
NQ = length(charges); 
if (ckEField) 
for K=l:NQ 

for I =l:NLE 
THETA ~ 2*pi* {I-1) / {NLE); 
XS=XQ (K) + 0 1 *cos (THETA) ; 
YS=YQ(K) + O.l*sin(THETA); 
XE=XS; 
YE=YS; 
JJ=JJ+l; 
if {-mod{JJ,PTS)) 

Q=charges; 

Determine the E-Field Lines 
For convenience, the starting points (XS, YS) are radially 

distributed about charge locations 

ckEq =Flag set to 1 plots the Equipotential lines 
OLE or DLV =the increment along E & V lines 

NLE =No. of E-Field lines per charge 
NLV =No. of Equipotential lines per charge 
PTS => Plots every PTS point (i.e. if PTS = 5 then plot 

every 5th point) 
note that constant Q/4*Pie*ErR is set equal to 1. 0 

a vector containing the charges 
a matrix where each row is a charge location 
Flag set to 1 plots the Efield lines 

where, 
charges 

location 
ckEField 

This is the correct usage: 
% function plot it (charges, location, ckEField, ckEq, DLE, DLV, NLE,NLV, PTS) 
% 

function plot it (charges, location, ckEField, ckEq, DLE, DLV,NLE, NLV, PTS) 
figure; 
hold on; 

Program for plotting the electric field lines 
and equipotential lines due to coplanar point charges 
the plot is to be within the range -Be x , y-c S 

(14.1.la) 

(14.1.lb) 

X5 = x0 + r cos (} 

Ys = Yo + r sin (J 

Since the £-field lines emanate from positive charges and terminate on negative 
charges, it seems reasonable to generate starting points (x, Ys) for the £-field lines on small 
circles centered at charge locations (x0, y0); that is, 
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FIGURE 14.3 (Continued) 

end 
end % while loop 

end% I =l:NLE 
end % K = l:NQ 
end% if 

NEXT, DETERMINE THE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES 
% FOR CONVENIENCE, THE STARTING POINTS (XS,YS) ARE 
% CHOSEN LIKE THOSE FOR THE E-FIELD LINES 
if (ckEq) 

end 
JJ=JJ+l i 

if I-mod (JJ, PTS)) 
plot (XE, YE); 

if (sum(abs(XE-XQ) < .OS & abs(YE-YQ) < .OS) >0) 
break; 

end 
break; 

TO AVOID SINGULAR % CLOSE TO ANY OF THE POINT CHARGES 
POINT 
if ((abs (XE) >0 5) I (abs (YE) >0 5)) 

end 
XE = XE + DX; 
YE=YE+DY; 
% CHECK WHETHER NEW POINT IS WITHIN THE GIVEN RANGE OR 
TOO 

end 
DX= DLE*EX/E; 
DY = DLE*EY/E; 
% FOR NEGATIVE CHARGE, NEGATE DX & DY SO THAT INCREMENT 
% IS AWAY FROM THE CHARGE 
if (Q(K) < 0) 

DX -DX; 
DY" -DY; 

% CHECK FOR A SINGULAR POINT 
if IE <o. 00005) 

break; 

end 
E = sqrt(EXA2 + EYA2); 

end 
while(!) 
% FIND INCREMENT AND NEW POINT (X,Y) 

EXoO; 
EYoO; 
for J=l:NQ 

R osqrt((XE-XQ(J))'2 + (YE - YQ(J))'2); 
EX EX +Q (J). (XE-XQ (J)) I (R'3) ; 
EY 0 EY +Q(J). (YE-YQ(J)) I (R'3); 

plot (XE, YE); 
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FIGURE 14.3 (Continued) 

end 
DX -DLV*EY/E; 
DY DLV*EX/E; 
XV XV+ DIR*DX; 
YV YV + DIR*DY; 
% CHECK IF THE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINE LOOPS BACK TO (X,YS) 
RO ~ sqrt( (XV - XS)'2 + (YV - YS)'2); 
if (RO< DELTA & N < 50) 

FACTOR = 2*FACTOR; 
break; 

end 
CHECK WHETHER NEW POINT IS WITHIN THE GIVEN RANGE 

% IF FOUND OUT OF RANGE, GO BACK TO THE STARTING POINT 
% (XS,YS)BUT INCREMENT IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION 
if (abs (XV) > 5 I abs (YV) > 5) 

DIR ~ DIR -2; 
XV = XS; 

end 
E=sqrt(EXA2 + EYA2); 
if (E <= . 00005) 

FACTOR = 2*FACTOR; 
break; 

end 
FIND INCREMENT AND NEW POINT (XV,YV) 

N=l; 
while (1) 

EX= O; 
EY ~ O; 
for J = l:NQ 

R ~ sqrt((XV-XQ(J))'2 + (YV-YQ(J))'2); 
EX EX+ Q(J)*(XV-XQ(J))/(R'3); 
EY ~ EY + Q(J)*(YV-YQ(J))/(R'3); 

end 
DIR ~ 1; 
XV ~ XS; 
YV ~ YS; 
JJ=JJ+l; 
if (-mod(JJ,PTS)) 

plot (XV, YV) ; 

break; 

JJ=l; 
DELTA .2; 
ANGLE 45*pi/180; 
for K =1 :NQ 

FACTOR .5; 
for KK l:NLV 

XS XQ(K) + FACTOR*cos(ANGLE); 
YS YQ (Kl + FACTOR*sin (ANGLE); 
if abs(XS) >~ 5 I abs(YS) >~SI 
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FIGURE 14.4 For Example 14.1; 
plots of £-field lines and equipo 
tential lines due to (a) two point 
charges and (b) four point charges 
(a two-dimensional quadrupole). 

(b) 

FIGURE 14.3 (Continued) 

end if 

end 
end% WHILE loop 

end KK 
end % K 

end 
JJ=JJ+l; 
if (-mod(JJ,PTS)) 

N=N+l; 
plot (XV, YV); 

end 

else 
if (sum(abs(XV-XQ) < .005 & abs(YV-YQ) c .005) >0) 

break; 

end 

'fV YS; 
if (abs(DIR) .> 1) 

FACTOR = 2*FACTOR; 
break; 
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FIGURE 14.S For Practice 
Exercise 14.1. 

Answer: See Figure 14.5. 

Write a complete program for plotting the electric field lines and equipotential lines 
due to coplanar point charges. Run the program for N = 3; that is, there are three 
point charges -Q, +Q, and -Q, located at (x,y) = (-1,0), (0,1), and (1,0), 
respectively. Take Ql41Te = 1, l!.f = 0.1 or 0.01 for greater accuracy and limit your plot 
to - 5 < x < 5, - 5 < y < 5. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.1 

The plot of the points generated for the cases of two point charges and four point 
charges are shown in Figure 14.4(a) and (b), respectively. 

(a) Check for singular point (E = O') 
(b) Check whether the point generated is too close to a charge location. 
(c) Check whether the point is within the given range of -5 < x < 5, - 5 < y < 5, 
(d) Check whether the (equipotential) line loops back to the starting point. 

where r is the radius of the small circle (e.g., r = 0.1 or 0.05 ), and 8 is a prescribed angle 
chosen for each £-field line. The starting points for the equipotential lines can be generated 
in different ways: along the x- and y-axes, along line y = x, and so on. However, to make 
the program as general as possible, the starting points should depend on the charge loca 
tions like those for the £.field lines. They could be chosen by using eq. (14. l.l) but with 
fixed 8 (e.g., 45°) and variable r (e.g., 0.5, l.O, 2.0, .). 

The value of incremental length 6.f is crucial for accurate plots. Although the smaller 
the value of 6.f, the more accurate the plots, we must keep in mind that the smaller the 
value of 6.f, the more points we generate, and memory storage may be a problem. For 
example, a tine may consist of more than 1000 generated points. In view of the large num 
ber of points to be plotted, the points are usually stored in a data file and a graphics routine 
is used to plot the data. 

For both the Efield and equipotential lines, different checks are inserted in the pro 
gram in Figure 14.3: 
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1 For an extensive treatment of the finite difference method, see G. D. Smith, Numerical Solution of Partial 
Differential Equations: Finite Difference Methods, 3rd ed. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1985. 

FIGURE 14.6 Finite difference solution pattern: (a) division of the 
solution into grid points, (b) finite difference five-node molecule. 

(a) 

v1.,-+1 v, 
j+J 

r., V;.1.; v, ,, V" 
0 

v,.;-1 
j- 1 

v, 
(b) 

(14.9a) V'V= 

The finite difference method' (FDM) is a simple numerical technique used in solving prob 
lems like those solved analytically in Chapter 6. A problem is uniquely defined by three things: 

I. A partial differential equation such as Laplace's or Poisson's equation 
2. A solution region 
3. Boundary and/or initial conditions 

A finite difference solution to Poisson's or Laplace's equation, for example, proceeds in 
three steps: (1) dividing the solution region into a grid of nodes, (2) approximating the 
differential equation and boundary conditions by a set of linear algebraic equations (called 
difference equations) on grid points within the solution region, and (3) solving this set of 
algebraic equations. 
Step 1: Suppose we intend to apply the finite difference method to determine the electric 
potential in a region shown in Figure 14.6(a). The solution region is divided into rect 
angular meshes with grid points or nodes as in Figure 14.6(a). A node on the boundary 
of the region where the potential is specified is called a fixed node (fixed by the prob 
lem), and interior points in the region are called free points (free in that the potential is 
unknown). 
Step 2: Our objective is to obtain the finite difference approximation to Poisson's equation 
and use this to determine the potentials at all the free points. We recall that Poisson's equa 
tion is given by 

14.3 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 
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(14.13) 1 ( h'p·) 
vi.j = 4 V;+1.J + V;-i,j + Vr.j+i + vi,j-l +---;- 

or 

h'p,. 
Vi+l.j + vi-1.j + vi,j+I + Vr.j-1 - 4Vi,j = 

Substituting eqs. ( 14.11) and (14.12) into eq. (l 4.9b) and letting ax = ay = h gives 

(14.12) 
V;,j+ I - 2 V;,j + Vi,j- J 

(ay)' 

V(x0,y0 + ay) - 2V(x0,y0) + V(x0,y0 - ay) 

(ay)' 
a'v I 
ay2 ,=,Q 

Equations (14.10) and (14.11) are the finite difference approximations for the first and 
second partial derivatives of V with respect to x, evaluated at x = x0• The approximation 
in eq. (14.10) is associated with an error of the order of the ax while that of eq. (14.11) has 
an associated error on the order of (ax)2• Similarly, 

(14.11) 
V;+i,j - 2Vi,j + Vr-1,j 

(ax)' 

V" = ~~ IFx. = aa~' = V'(x, + ax/2,y,) :x V'(x, - ax/2,y,) 

V(x0 + ax,y0) - 2V(x0,y0) + V(x0 - ax,y0) 

(ax)' 

where dx is a sufficiently small increment along x. For the second derivative, which is the 
derivative of the first derivative V', 

(14.10) 

V' =av I = V(x, + Ll.x,y,) - V(x, - ax,y,) 
ax x=xs 2dx 

V;+t.i - Vi-1,j 

2 ax 

From the definition of the derivative of V(x, y) at point (x0, y0), 

(14.9b) 
a'v a'v p; -+-= -- ax1 al e 

a'v 
For two-dimensional solution region such as in Figure 14.6(a), az2 = 0, so 
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where [A] is a sparse matrix (i.e., one having many zero terms), [VJ consists of the 
unknown potentials at the free nodes, and [BJ is another column matrix formed by the 

(14.17) [A)[V) = [B) 

Equation (14.16) applied to all free nodes results in a set of simultaneous equations of the form 

B. Band Matrix Method 

We start by setting initial values of the potentials at the free nodes equal to zero or to any 
reasonable guessed value. Keeping the potentials at the fixed nodes unchanged at all times, 
we apply eq. (14.16) to every free node in turn until the potentials at all free nodes have 
been calculated. The potentials obtained at the end of this first iteration are just approxi 
mate. To increase the accuracy of the potentials, we repeat the calculation at every free 
node, using old values to determine new ones. The iterative or repeated modification of the 
potential at each free node is continued until a prescribed degree of accuracy is achieved or 
until the old and the new values at each node are satisfactorily close. 

A. Iteration Method 

This equation clearly shows the average-value property of Laplace's equation. In other 
words, Laplace's equation can be interpreted as a differential means of stating the fact that 
the potential at a specific point is the average of the potentials at the neighboring points. 
Step 3: To apply eq. (14.16) [or eq. (14.13)] to a given problem, one of the following two 
methods is commonly used. 

(14.16) 
I v, = 4 ( v, + v, + v, + v,) 

This equation is essentially a five-node finite difference approximation for the potential at 
the central point of a square mesh. Figure 14.6(b) illustrates what is called the finite differ 
ence five-node molecule. The molecule in Figure I 4.6(b) is taken out of Figure I 4.6(a). Thus 
eq. (14.15) applied to the molecule becomes 

(14.15) 

The finite difference approximation to this equation is obtained from eq. (14.13) by setting 
p; = O; that is, 

(14.14) 
a'v a'v V2V= -+-= 0 ax' aj 

where his called the mesh size. Equation ( 14.13) is the finite difference approximation to Poisson's 
equation. If the solution region is charge free (p" = 0 ), eq. (14.9) becomes Laplace's equation: 
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i + l i+ 2 
x., x,,+ilx x.,+2il.x 

I 2 i- I 
x., - 2Ax x,, - Ax 

/0 2/:J.1.i - 2 -1>---+---+--<~--+-- 

1l•i.j-l 
t., - At, i - I --.--+---+--"'--1>--+-- 

'"'I -«--+'-'1_-_1._; .,_''_'<_.;_.~'''_,._, ·~;+-- 

(j)i.j+l 
t., + At, i + I --.--+----+---1>--+--- 

FIGURE 14.7 Finite difference solution 
pattern for the wave equation: eq. (14.19). 

lu + 2Ar, i + 2 4--+---+---1>--+-- 

(14.23) a= [ uil.~T 

(14.22) 

where 

Inserting eqs. (14.20) and (14.21) in eq. (14.19) and solving for <Pi,j+i gives 

(14.21) 
a'<P I = <P,.j-, - 2<P,.j + <P,.j+, 
at' '"'· (Ll.t)' 

(14.20) 
<Pi-1,j - 2<Pi,j + (/Ji+l,j 

(Ll.x)' 
a'<P I 
ax' X"X0 

where u is the wave velocity and <P is the E- or H-field component of the EM wave. The 
difference approximations of the derivatives at the (x0, t0) or (i,J)th node shown in 
Figure 14.7 are 

(14.19) 
a'<P a'<P 

u2-::=- 
ax' at' 

The finite difference method can be applied to solve time-varying problems. For 
example, consider the one-dimensional wave equation of eq. (10.l), then 

(14.18) [V] = [At' [B] 

known potentials at the fixed nodes. Matrix [A] is also banded in that its nonzero terms 
appear clustered near the main diagonal because only nearest neighboring nodes affect the 
potential at each node. The sparse, band matrix is easily inverted to determine [V]. Thus 
we obtain the potentials at the free nodes from matrix [ V] as 
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<P(x0 + h) - 2<P(x0) + <P(x0 - h) 
h' 

Solve the one-dimensional boundary-value problem -(/J" = x2, 0 ::; x::; l, subject to 
<P(O) = 0 = <P(l). Use the finite difference method. 

Solution: 
First, we obtain the finite difference approximation to the differential equation (/J" = -x2, 

which is Poisson's equation in one dimension. Next, we divide the entire domain 
0,; x :s 1 into N equal segments each of length h ( = 1/N) as in Figure 14.S(a) so that 
there are (N + 1) nodes. 

With eq. (14.25) as the "starting" formula, the value of <P at any point on the grid can 
be obtained directly from eq. (14.22). Note that the three methods discussed for solving 
eq. (14.16) do not apply to eq. (14.22) because eq. (14.22) can be used directly with 
eq. (14.25) as the starting formula. In other words, we do not have a set of simultaneous 
equations; eq. (14.22) is an explicit formula. 

The FDM concept can be extended to Poisson's, Laplace's, or wave equations in other 
coordinate systems. The accuracy of the method depends on the fineness of the grid and 
the amount of time spent in refining the potentials. We can reduce computer time and 
increase the accuracy and convergence rate by the method of successive overrelaxation, by 
making reasonable guesses at initial values, by taking advantage of symmetry if possible, 
by making the mesh size as small as possible, and by using more complex finite difference 
molecules. One limitation of the finite difference method is that interpolation of some 
kind must be used to determine solutions at points not on the grid. One obvious way to 
overcome this is to use a finer grid, but this requires a greater number of computations and 
a larger amount of computer storage. 

(14 25) 
1 

<P;,1 = l [a( <P;-1,0 + <P;+1,o) + 2( 1 - a)<P;.o] 

or 

<P;.1 = a(<P;-1.0 + <P;+1.ol + 2(1 - a)<P;,o - <P;.1 

Substituting eq. ( 14.24) into eq. ( 14.22) and taking j = 0 (t = 0 ), we obtain 

(14.24) 

or 

a<P;,o = <P;.i - <P;.-1 = 0 
at 2c.1 

It can be shown that for the solution in eq. (14.22) to be stable, a :s l. To start the finite 
difference algorithm in eq. (14.22), we use the initial conditions. We assume that at t = 0, 
a(J}i,O tat= 0 and use (central) difference approximation (see Review Question 14.2) to get 
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Hence, the exact solution is <P = x(l - x')/12, which is calculated in Figure 14.9 and 
found to be very close to case N = 10. 

<P(l) = 0 
I 

A=- 
12 

I 
-> 0 = -- +A or 

12 

<P(O) = 0 -> B = 0 

where A and Bare integration constants. From the boundary conditions, 

x' <P = -- +Ax+ B 
12 

Using this finite difference scheme, we obtain an approximate solution for various values 
of N. The MATLAB code is shown in Figure 14.9. The number of iterations ni depends on 
the degree of accuracy desired. For a one-dimensional problem such as this, ni = 50 may 
suffice. For two- or three-dimensional problems, larger values of ni would be required (see 
later: Table 14.1). It should be noted that the values of <Pat end points (fixed nodes) are 
held fixed. The solutions for N = 4 and 10 are shown in Figure 14.10. 

We may compare this with the exact solution obtained as follows. Given that 
d'<Pldx' = -x', integrating twice gives 

or 

Thus 

or 

(b) 

(a) 

x= ! x=O 

FIGURE 14.8 For Example 14.2 . .s: 
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FIGURE 14.10 For Example 14.2: plot of<l>(x). Continuous curve is for 
N = 10; dashed curve Is for N = 4. 

0o 
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I 003 ., 

0.04 

0.05 

0.06 

FIGURE 14.9 Computer program for Example 14.2. 

end 
CALCULATE THE EXACT VALUE ALSO 

phiex=x.*(l.0-x.A3)/12.0; 
diary a: test. out 
( (1: n+l] ' phi phi ex] 
diary off 

p ~ [ l . 
n=20; 
ni=SOO; 
l~l. 0; 
h ~ l/n; 
ph i e ae r'oa {n+l, 1) ; 
X=h* [0 :n]'; 
xl=x(2:n); 
for ke Li n i. 

phi([2,n])~[phi(3,n+l)+phi(l,n-l)+xl.'2*h'2]/2; 

h =MESH SIZE 
ni =NO. OF ITERATIONS DESIRED 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM OF EXAMPLE 14.2 
SOLVED USING FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 
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v, = 1/4(0 + 20 + 0 + 0) = 5 

v, = 114(5 + 0 + 0 + 0) = 1.25 

v, = 1/4(5 + 20 + 0 + 0) = 6.25 

v, = 1/4(1.25 + 6.25 + o + o) = 1.875 

Solution: 
This problem will be solved by using the iteration method first, and then the band matrix 
method. 
Method I (Iteration Method): We first set the initial values of the potential at the free 
nodes equal to zero. We apply eq. (14.16) to each free node, using the newest surrounding 
potentials each time the potential at that node is calculated. For the first iteration: 

Determine the potential at the free nodes in the potential system of Figure 14.11 using 
the finite difference method. 

r-------2 m---~ 

,,,..30V 

I 3 5 

2 4 6 

7 
I OV 

8 

FIGURE 14.11 Foe Example 14.3. ~o v 
I 

I 

I 

sin(x) 
Answer: Compare your result with the exact solution y(x) = sin(!)' 

Solvethedifferentialequationd2yidx2 + y = Owiththeboundaryconditionsy(O) = 0, 
y( I) = I by using the finite difference method. Take Ll.x = 114. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.2 
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FIGURE 14.12 For Example 14.3; the values not crossed out are the 
solutions after five iterations. 

I 
0 

/ 
0 

~~~~~+-~~~~,,..~~~~-..~~~~_.,,30 
0/ 11.25 

+t:7'r 
+t'.r<T 
+H)T ~ 
-e-: 

9.545 
ktOT ~ ~ 
+s70 
-e- 

4.705 
*= ~ 
cHi!T 
1710 
fr 

20.87 ~ 
-t'l:tr 
-ttt<JO ~ 
-e- 

20 20 20 
10,,~~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~--1-1~~~~~-15 

Method 2 (Band Matrix Method): This method reveals the sparse structure of the 
problem. We apply eq. (14.16) to each free node and keep the known terms (prescribed 

v, = 10.04, v, = 4.956, v, = 15.22, v, = 9.786 

v, = 21.05, v, = 18.97, v, = 15.06, v, = 11.26 

and so on. If this process is continued, we obtain the uncrossed values shown in Figure 14.12 
after five iterations. After 10 iterations (not shown in Figure 14.12), we obtain 

v, = l/4(0 + 20 + 1.25 + 6.25) = 6.875 

v, = l/4(6.875 + 0 + 0 + 1.875) = 2.187 

and so on. To avoid confusion, each time a new value at a free node is calculated, we cross out the 
old value as shown in Figure 14.12. After V11 is calculated, we start the second iteration at node 1: 
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[A][V] =[BJ 

·-4 1 1 · .. 0 0 0 0 0 v, -20 
1 -4 0 1 ·9 0 0 0 v, 0 
1 0 -4 1 1· .. 0 0 0 v, -20 
0. 1 -4 .0 0 v, 0 

6· 1 0 -4 o .0 v, -50 
0 o .. 1 1 -4 1 o. v, -30 
0 0 6 0 1 -4 1: v, -30 
0 o 0 -4· v, -30 

or 

V7-4V8 = -0-0- 30 

Note that since we are using a five-node molecule, we have five terms at each node. The 
eight equations obtained are put in matrix form as 

v, - 4 v, + v, = - 30 - 0 

v, + v, - 4 v, + v, = - 30 

V3 - 4V5 + V6 = -20 - 30 

v, + v, - 4 v, + v, = -0 

V, - 4V3 + V, + v, = -20 

V, + 4V2 + V4 = -0 - 0 

-4V1 + V2 + V3 = -20 - 0 

For node 8, 

For node 7, 

For node 6, 

For node 5, 

For node 4, 

For node 3, 

For node 2, 

potentials at the fixed nodes) on the right side; the unknown terms (potentials at free 
nodes) are on the left side of the resulting system of simultaneous equations, which will be 
expressed in matrix form as [A] [VJ= [B]. 

For node l, 
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V= 50 V 

v = 0 

FIGURE 14.13 For Practice Exercise 14.3. 

Answer: V, = 10.135 V, V,= 28.378 V. 

Use the iteration method to find the finite difference approximation to the potentials at 
points a and b of the system in Figure 14.13. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.3 

which compares well with the result obtained by means of the iteration method. 

V1 = 10.04, V2 = 4.958, V3 = 15.22, V4 = 9.788 

v, = 21.05, v, = 18.97, v, = 15.06, v, = 11.26 

or 

[V] = [A]-1 [B] 

where [A] is the band, sparse matrix, [V] is the column matrix consisting of the unknown 
potentials at the free nodes, and [BJ is the column matrix formed by the potential at the 
fixed nodes. The "band" nature of [A] is shown by the dotted loop. 

Notice that matrix [A) could have been obtained directly from Figure 14.11 without writ 
ing down eq. (14.16) at each free node. To do this, we simply set the diagonal (or self) terms 
A;; = -4 and set Au = 1 if i and j nodes are connected or A11 = 0 if i and j nodes are not 
directly connected. For example, A:n = A32 = 0 because nodes 2 and 3 are not connected, 
whereas A46 = A64 = I because nodes 4 and 6 are connected. Similarly, matrix [B] is obtained 
directly from Figure 14.11 by setting B; equal to minus the sum of the potentials at fixed nodes 
connected to node i. For example, B5 = -(20 + 30) because node 5 is connected to two fixed 
nodes with potentials 20 V and 30 V. If node i is not connected to any fixed node, B; = 0. 

By using MATLAB to invert matrix [AJ, we obtain 
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j (0, 0)--"~~~~~(,--,-0)~~~~ ...... (15, 0) 

L; 

(0. 5) 0-->-+-+--+-1-+-+--+-_,__,>-+-+--+-+-< 

FIGURE 14.15 For Example 14.4; 
a 15 X IO grid. 

Solution: 

We shall solve this problem by using the iteration method. In this case, the solution region 
has a regular boundary. We can easily write a program to determine the potentials at the 
grid points within the trough. We divide the region into square meshes. If we decide to 
use a 15 X 10 grid, the number of grid points along xis 15 + l = 16 and the number of 
grid points along y is 10 + l = 11. The mesh size h = 1.5/15 = 0.1 m. The 15 X 10 grid 
is illustrated in Figure 14.15. The grid points are numbered (i,j) starting from the lower 
left-hand cornerof the trough. The computer program in Figure 14.16, for determining the 
potential at the free nodes, was developed by applying eq. (14.15) and using the iteration 
method. At points (x,y) = (0.5, 0.5), (0.8, 0.8), (LO, 0.5), and (0.8, 0.2) corresponding 
to (i,j) = (5, 5), (8, 8), (10, 5), and (8, 2), respectively, the potentials after 50, 100, and 
200 iterations are shown in Table 14.1. The exact values obtained by using the method 
of separation of variables and a program similar to that of Figure 6.11, are also shown. It 
should be noted that the degree of accuracy depends on the mesh size h. It is always desir 
able to make h as small as possible. Also note that the potentials at the fixed nodes are held 
constant throughout the calculations. 

Obtain the solution of Laplace's equation for an infinitely long trough whose rectangu 
lar cross section is shown in Figure 14.14. Let V1 = 10 V, V2 = 100 V, V3 = 40 V, and 
v, = ov. 

1.5 Ill 

V3 = 40 V 

1.0 m)F====/====="1( 

FIGURE 14.14 For Example 14.4. 
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FIGURE 14.16 Computer program for Example 14.4. 

end 
diary a: testl. out 

[v(6,6), v(9,9), v(ll,6), v(9,3)] 
I Li mx , t i nyl v(i,j) J 
diary off 

end 
end 

for i=2 :nx-1 
for j=2:ny-l 

v(i,j) = 0 25*( v(i+l,j) + v(i-1,j) + v{i,j+l) + v(i,j-1) ) ; 

for ke L: ni 

end 
v{l,l) = 0.5*(vl + v4); 
v(nx,l) = 0.5*(vl + v2); 
v(l,ny) = O.S*(v3 + v4); 
v(nx,ny) = 0.5*(v2 + v3); 
% NOW FIND v(i,j) USING EQ. (14.15) AFTER ni ITERATIONS 

end 
for ]=2 :ny-1 

v ( 1, j) = v4; 
v(nx,j) = v2; 

vr 10.0; 
v2 100.0; 
v3 4 o. o; 
v4 0. 0; 
ni 200; 

16; 
ny 11; 

SET INITIAL VALUES EQUAL TO ZEROES 
v = zeros(nx,ny); 
% FIX POTENTIALS ARE FIXED NODES 
for i:2 :nx-1 

v(i, 1) = vl; 
v(i,ny) = v3; 

USING FINITE DIFFERENCE (ITERATION) METHOD 
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-VALUE 
PROBLEM (LAPLACE'S EQUATION) SHOWN IN FIG. 14 14 
ni NO. OF ITERATIONS 
nx =NO. OF X GRID POINTS 
ny ~NO. OF Y GRID POINTS 
v(i,j) ~POTENTIAL AT GRID POINT (i,j) OR (x,y) WITH 
NODE NUMBERING STARTING FROM THE LOWER LEFT-HAND 
CORNER OF THE TROUGH 
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2 The term "moment method" was first used in the Western literature by Harrington. For further exposition on 
the method, see R. E Harrington, Field Computation by Moment Methods. New York: IEEE Press, 1993 

Like the finite difference method, the moment method,2 or the method of moments 
(MOM), has the advantage of being conceptually simple. While, the finite difference 
method is used in solving differential equations, the moment method is commonly used 
in solving integral equations. 

14.4 THE MOMENT METHOD 

6 cm I 
-30 v 

60 v 
12 cm.,_~! __ .. 

FIGURE 14.17 For Practice Exercise 14.4. 

Answer: (a) 31.08 V, (b) 42.86 V. 

Consider the trough of Figure 14.17. Use a five-node finite difference scheme to find 
the potential at the center of the trough using (a) a 4 X 8 grid, and (b) a 12 X 24 grid. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.4 

Number of Iterations 
Coordinates 

(x,y) so 100 200 Exact Value 

(0.5, 0.5) 20.91 22.44 22.49 22.44 
(0.8, 0.8) 37.7 38.56 38.59 38.55 
(1.0, 0.5) 41.83 43.18 43.2 43.22 
(0.8, 0.2) 19.87 20.94 20.97 20.89 

TABLE 14.1 Solution of Example 14.4 (Iteration 
Method) at Selected Points 
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y= L. y=O 

2a 

FIGURE 14.18 Thin conducting wire held 
at a constant potential. 

(14.28) I L PLdl 
Vo = o 47TE0r 

where the functions K(x, t) and V(t) and the limits a and bare known. The unknown 
function p(t) is to be determined; the function K(x, t) is called the kernel of the equation. 
The moment method is a common numerical technique used in solving integral equations 
such as in eq. (14.27). The method is probably best explained with an example. 

Consider a thin conducting wire of radius a, length L( L >> a) located in free space as 
shown in Figure 14.18. Let the wire be maintained at a potential of V0• Our goal is to de 
termine the charge density PL along the wire by using the moment method. Once we have 
determined Pi• related field quantities can be found. At any point on the wire, eq. (14.26) 
reduces to an integral equation of the form 

(14.27) V(x) = r K(x, t) p(t) dt 

It has the general form of 

An integral equation is one involving the unknown funccion under the integral sign. 

We recall from Chapter 4 that eq. (14.26) can be derived from Coulomb's law. We also recall 
that given the charge distribution p,(x, y, z), we can always find the potential V(x,y, z), 
the electric field E(x, y, z), and the total charge Q. If, on the other hand, the potential Vis 
known and the charge distribution is unknown, how do we determine o; from eq. ( 14.26)? 
In that situation, eq. (14.26) becomes what is called an integral eqation. 

(14.26) J 
p,dv v- ~~ 

v 41Ter 

For example, suppose we want to apply the moment method to solve Poisson's 
equation in eq. (14.9a). It can be shown that an integral solution to Poisson's equation is 
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(14.33) [B] = [A][p] 

The idea of matching the left-hand side of eq. (14.29) with the right-hand side of the equa 
tion at the match points is similar to the concept of taking moments in mechanics. Here 
lies the reason this technique is called moment method. Notice from Figure 14.19 that the 
match points y1, y2, •.• , y» are placed at the center of each segment. Equation ( 14.32) can 
be put in matrix form as 

(14.32c) 

(14.32b) 

(14.32a) 

where A = LIN= ~y. The assumption in eq. (14.31) is that the unknown charge density 
p, on the kth segment is constant on that segment. The kth term in eq. ( 14.31) has 
IYk - Ykl in the denominator and causes numerical problems. We shall soon circumvent this 
problem by modeling the line segment by means of a cylindrical surface charge. Thus in 
eq. (14.31), we have unknown constants p1, p1,. . , PN· Since eq. (14.31) must hold at all 
points on the wire, we obtain N similar equations by choosing N match points at y1, y2,. 

Yk> ... , YN on the wire. Thus we obtain 

(14.31) 
PN~ +-- ly, - YNI 

P1~ P1~ 
47Te,V, = ly, - Y1I + ly, - Y2I +. 

where the interval L has been divided into N units, each having length tiy. With the wire 
divided into N segments of equal length a as shown in Figure 14.19, eq. (14.29) becomes 

(14.30) 

We recall from calculus that integration is essentially finding the area under a curve. If ~y 
is small, the integration of f(y) over 0 < y < L is given by 

(14.29) 
1 J'p,(y)dy 

V, = 47Te, o ly, - YI 

Since eq. (14.28) applies for observation points everywhere on the wire, at a fixed point Yk 
known as the match point. 
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(14.37) I [p] = [AJ-1 [BJ I 

In eq. (14.33), [p] is the matrix whose elements are unknown. We can determine [p] from 
eq. (14.33) using by Cramer's rule, matrix inversion, or Gaussian elimination technique. 
With matrix inversion, 

(14.36) 

(14.35b) m * n 

(14.35a) lA11 

A21 

[A]= • 

AN\ 

(14.34) 

where 

FIGURE 14.19 Division of the wire into N segments . . , 
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(14.41) Q = f PLd[ 

Using eq. (14.37) with eq. (14.40) and letting V, = I V, L = Im, a= I mm, and 
N = 20 (6. = LIN), a MATLAB code such as in Figure 14.20 can be developed. The pro 
gram in Figure 14.20 is self-explanatory. It inverts matrix [A] and plots PL against y. The 
plot is shown in Figure I 4.2 l. The program also determines the total charge on the wire 
using 

2 ln (~) 
(!,. (!,. 

IY1 - y,I IY1 - YNI 

(!,. 
2 ln (~) 

(!,. l] <•ooVlJ 
ly, - Y1I jy, - YNI 

(14.40) 

(!,. (!,. 
21n(~) IYN - Y1I IYN - y,I 

Equation (14.33) now becomes 

(14.39) 

where PL= 27T aps. Thus, the self terms (m = n) are 

=~In(~) 
41Te0 a . 

(14.38) 

21Taps (6.) V(center) = --2ln - 
47Te0 a 

Assuming 6. >> a, 

= 21Taps In { /),./2 + [(11!2)' + a']112 } 

41Te, -6./2 + [(6./2)' + a']112 

I J'' f 011 
Psa d</> dy V(center) = -- -[ 2 /]112 

41TB0 0 -tl/Z a + 

where [A]-1 is the inverse of matrix [A]. In evaluating the diagonal elements (or self terms) 
of matrix [A] in eq. {14.35), caution must be exercised. Since the wire is conducting, a 
surface charge density Ps is expected over the wire surface. Hence at the center of each 
segment, 
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FIGURE 14.20 MATLAB code for calculating the charge distribution on the wire in Figure 14.18. 

end 
Q=SUM*DELTA; 
diary a:exarn145a out 
[EO,Q] 
[ [l ,N]' Y' RHO 

diary off 
FINALLY PLOT RHO AGAINST Y 

plotlY,RHO) 
xlabel I 'v Im)'), ylabel I' rho_L lpC/m) ') 

end 
% NOW DETERMINE THE MATRIX OF CONSTANT VECTOR B 

AND FIND Q 
B 4. O*pi*EO*ER*VO*ones (N, 1); 
C inv(A); 
RHO = C*B; 
SUM " 0. 0; 
for I=l:N 

SUM " SUM + RHOII); 

end 
end 

FIRST, SPECIFY PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
ER 1. 0; 
EO 8.854le-12; 
VO 1. O; 
AA 0 001; 
L = 1.0; 
N " 20; 
DELTA " L/N; 

SECOND, CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT 
MATRIX A 

I"LN; 
Y=DELTA* (I-0.5); 
for i=l:N 

for j=l:N 
if(i -=j) 

Ali, j) "DELTA/abs IY Ii) -Y Ii)); 
else 

A ( i, j) =2. O*log (DELTA/AA) ; 

MOMENT METHOD IS USED 
N IS THE NO. OF SEGMENTS INTO WHICH THE WIRE IS DIVIDED 
RHO IS THE LINE CHARGE DENSITY, RHO = INV (A} *B 

THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION 
ON A CONDUCTING THIN WIRE, OF RADIUS AA AND 
LENGTH L, MAINTAINED AT VO VOLT 
THE WIRE IS LOCATED AT 0 < Y < L 
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE INS.I. UNITS 
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FIGURE 14.21 Plot of PL againsty. 

s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

y(m) 

8.5 

r = (x,y, z) is the position vector of the observation point, and r, = (x.,y., z,) is that of 
the source point. 

Notice that to obtain the charge distribution in Figure 14.21, we have taken N = 20. It 
should be expected that a smaller value of N would give a less accurate result and a larger 
value of N would yield a more accurate result. However, if N is too large, we may have the 
computation problem of inverting the square matrix [A]. The capacity of the computing 
facilities at our disposal can limit the accuracy of the numerical experiment. 

R = r - r, = (x - x,)a, + (y - y,)a, + (z - z,)a, 

where R = IRI and 

(14.44) 

which can be written as 

(14.43) 

With the chosen parameters, the value of the total charge was found to be Q = 8.5793 pC. 
If desired, the electric field at any point can be calculated by using 

(14.42) 
N 

Q = 2: p,tJ. 
k=l 

which can be written in discrete form as 
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FIGURE 14.22 Parallel-plate 
capacitor; for Example 14.5. 

where 

V, = L pJAij 
j=l 

It has been assumed that there is uniform charge distribution on each subsection. The last 
equation can be written as 

c=!1=9. v, 2 

To determine Ps by means of the moment method, we divide P 1 into n subsections: 6.S 1, 
6.S2, . . , 6.S11 and P2 into n subsections: 6.511+ 1, 6..511+2, ..• , 6.S2w The potential V; at the 
center of a typical subsection 6.S; is 

Once Q is known, we can calculate the capacitance as 

Q = f p5dS 

Use the moment method to find the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor of 
Figure 14.22. Take a = I m, b = I rn, d = I m, and e, = 1.0. 

Solution: 
Let the potential difference between the plates be V0 = 2 V so that the top plate P1 is 
maintained at + 1 V while the bottom plate P2 is at -1 V. We would like to determine the 
surface charge density Ps on the plates so that the total charge on each plate can be found as 
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J f '' f x, dx dy A --- -- 
1j - 47Teo y=y1 x=x, Rij 

where [BJ is the column matrix defining the potentials and [A] is a square matrix con 
taining elements Aij. To determine Aij, consider the two subsections i and j shown in 
Figure 14.23 where the subsections could be on different plates or on the same plate. 

-1 
-1 

[p] = [AJ-' [B] 

Hence, 

[A)[p) = [B] 

or 

A2n,2n Pin 

'" V,, = L P;Az,,; = -1 
j=l 

yielding a set of2n simultaneous equations with 2n unknown charge densities Pt In matrix form, 
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'" vn+I = L PjAn+l,j = -1 
j=l 

'" v, = L P;A .. i = 
j=l 

'" V2 = L P;Az; = l 
j=l 

'" Vi=LpjAlj=l 
j=l 

Thus 



FIGURE 14.24 MATLAB program for Example 14.5. 

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE INS.I. UNITS 
N IS THE NUMBER IS SUBSECTIONS INTO WHICH EACH PLATE IS 

DIVIDED 

ONE PLATE IS LOCATED ON THE z~o PLANE WHILE THE OTHER 
IS LOCATED ON THE z~D PLANE 

US ING THE METHOD OF MOMENT, 
THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE CAPACITANCE OF A 
PARALLEL-PLATE CAPACITOR CONSISTING OF TWO CONDUCTING 
PLATES, EACH OF DIMENSION AA x BB, SEPARATED BY A 
DISTANCE D, AND MAINTAINED AT 1 VOLT AND -1 VOLT 

With these formulas, the MATLAB code in Figure 14.24 was developed. With n = 9, 
C ~ 26.52 pF, with n = 16, C = 27.27 pF, and with n = 25, C = 27.74 pF. 

A;;= ~ln(l + Vl) = ~(0.8814) 
1TE:.o 1T£o 

and 

ss, 
Aij = 41Te0Rij 

it can be shown that 

For the sake of convenience, if we assume that the subsections are squares, 

R,1 = [(x1 - x,)' + (y1 - y,)' + (z, - z,)2]112 

where 

!'1 

FIGURE 14.23 Subsections i and j; 
for Example 14.5. 
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FIGURE 14.24 (Continued) 

end 
INVERT A AND CALCULATE RHO CONSISTING 
THE UNKNOWN ELEMENTS 
ALSO CALCULATE THE TOTAL CHARGE Q AND CAPACITANCE C 

F = inv (A); 

-1. 0; B (K+NI 

end 
NOW DETERMINE THE MATRIX OF CONSTANT VECTOR B 

for K=l :N 
B (Kl " i . 0; 

end 
end 

end 
for I=l:NT 

for J=l:NT 
if I I~~JI 

A(I,JI ~ DL*0.8814/(pi*EOI; 
else 
R~ sqrt( (X(Il-X(Jll'2 + (Y(Il-Y(Jll'2 + (Z(Il-Z(Jll'2 I; 

A(I,J) = DL"2/ (4. *pi*EO*R); 

end 
for Kl=l :N 

Z(Kll 0.0; 
Z (Kl+N) D; 

end 
end 

ER . 0; 
EO . 8541e 12; 
AA 1.0; 
BB 1. O; 
D" 1.0; 
N" 9; 
NT= 2*N; 
M " sqrt (NI; 
DX AA/M; 
DY " BB/M; 
DL " DX; 
% SECOND, CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT 

MATRIX A 
K" O; 
for Kl=l:2 

for K2=1:M 
for K3=1 :M 

K = K + l; 
X(KI DX*(K2 .51; 
Y(KI " DY* (K3 .51; 

FIRST, SPECIFY THE PARAMETERS 
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Xo {m) C {pF) 

0.0 4.91 
0.2 4.891 
0.4 4.853 
0.6 4.789 
0.8 4.71 
LO 4.643 

TABLE 14.2 Capacitance 
for Practice Exercise 14.5 

x=L x=O 

!'o 

FIGURE 14.25 Parallel conducting wires for Practice 
Exercise 14.5. 

Answer: For N = 10 = number of segments per wire, see Table 14.2. 

Use the moment method to write a program to determine the capacitance of two iden 
tical parallel conducting wires separated at a distance y0 and displaced by x0 as shown 
in Figure 14.25. If each wire is of length L and radius a, find the capacitance for cases 
X0 = 0, 0.2, 0.4, ... , LO m. Take y0 = 0.5 m, L = 1 m, a = 1 mm, e, = L 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.5 

Y' Z' RHO ] 

end 
Q " SUM* {DL'2); 
VO" 2.0; 
c" abs{Q)/VO; 
diary 
[Cl 
[ [LNT]' X 
diary off 
FIGURE 14.24 (Continued) 

RHO = F*B'; 
SUM= 0.0; 
for I=l:N 

SUM" SUM+ RHO{I); 
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3 See P. P. Silvester and R. L. Ferrari, Finite Elements for Electrical Engineers, 3rd ed. Cambridge, U.K.: 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1996. 

,/ 
_,,.""/'-....Actual boundary 

,,.-"',,.~Approximate boundary 

i Node no. 

([)Element no. 

FIGURE 14.26 A typical finite element 
subdivision ofan irregular domain. 

(14.47) V,(x,y) = a+ bx+ cy + dxy 
for a triangular element and 

(14.46) V,(x,y) =a +bx+ cy 

where N is the number of triangular or quadrilateral elements into which the solution 
region is divided. 

The most common form of approximation for Ve within an element is polynomial 
approximation, namely, 

(14.45) 
N 

V(x,y) = 2: V,(x,y) 
e=! 

We divide the solution region into a number of finite elements as illustrated in Figure 14.26, 
where the region is subdivided into four nonoverlapping elements (two triangular and two 
quadrilateral) and seven nodes. We will assume only triangular elements in this section. We 
seek an approximation for the potential Ve within an element e and then interrelate the poten 
tial distributions in various elements such that the potential is continuous across interelement 
boundaries. The approximate solution for the whole region is 

A. Finite Element Discretization 

The finite element method (FEM) has its origin in the field of structural analysis. The 
method was not applied to EM problems until 1968.3 Like the finite difference method, 
the finite element method is useful in solving differential equations. As noticed in Section 
14.3, the finite difference method represents the solution region by an array of grid points; 
its application becomes difficult with problems having irregularly shaped boundaries. Such 
problems can be handled more easily by using the finite element method. 

The finite element analysis of any problem involves basically four steps: (a) discretizing 
the solution region into a finite number of subregions or elements, (b) deriving governing 
equations for a typical element, (c) assembling all the elements in the solution region, and 
(d) solving the system of equations obtained. 

14.S THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
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FIGURE 14.27 Typical triangular element; the 
local node numbering 1-2-3 must be counterclock 
wise as indicated by the arrow. 

(14.51) 
3 

Ve= 2: a;(x,y) v, 
;~1 

or 

(x,y2 - x,y,)] [V"] 
(y, - y,) v,, 
(x, - x,) v" 

(x3y, - x,y3) 

(y, ~ y,) 
(x, - x,) 

1 [ (x,y3 - x3y2) 

V, = [1 x y]2A (y, -y3) 

(x, - x,) 

Substituting this into eq. (14.46) gives 

(14.50) 

The coefficients a, b, and care determined from eq. (14.49) as 

(14.49) 

B. Element-Governing Equations 
Consider a typical triangular element, as shown in Figure 14.27. The potential Vei• Vei• and 
V" at nodes 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are obtained by using eq. (14.46); that is, 

(14.48) E, =-'JV,= -(bax +ca,) 

for a quadrilateral element. The potential Ve in general is nonzero within element e but 
zero outside e. It is difficult to approximate the boundary of the solution region with quad 
rilateral elements; such elements are useful for problems whose boundaries are sufficiently 
regular. In view of this, we prefer to use triangular elements throughout our analysis in this 
section. Notice that our assumption of linear variation of potential within the triangular 
element as in eq. (14.46) is the same as assuming that the electric field is uniform within 
the element; that is, 
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(b) (a) 

FIGURE 14.28 Shape functions o:1 

and o:2 for a triangular element. 

The shape functions a1 and aa- for example, are illustrated in Figure 14.28. 

(14.54b) 
3 

2; a1(x,y) = 
i=l 

(14.54a) 
i=j 

i*J 

The value of A is positive if the nodes are numbered counterclockwise (starting from any 
node) as shown by the arrow in Figure 14.27. Note that eq. (14.51) gives the potential at 
any point (x, y) within the element, provided the potentials at the vertices are known. This 
is unlike the situation in finite difference analysis, where the potential is known at the grid 
points only. Also note that ai are linear interpolation functions. They are called the element 
shape functions, and they have the following properties: 

(14.53) 

or 

and A is the area of the element e; that is, 

(14.52c) 

(14.52b) 

(14.52a) 
1 

"1 = ZA [(x,y3 - x3y2) + (y2 - y3) x + (x3 - x2) y] 

1 
a,= ZA [(x,y1 - X1Y,) + (y, - y1) x + (x1 - x3) y] 

1 
a,= 2A [(X1Y2 - XzY1l + (yl - y,) x + (x, - X1) y] 

where 
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(14.6la) 

The matrix [ Qel] is usually called the element coefficient matrix. The matrix element C;yl of 
the coefficient matrix may be regarded as the coupling between nodes i and j; its value is 
obtained from eqs. (14.52) and (14.58). For example, 

C{i = J Vex,· Vex2 dS 

= ~2 [(y, - y3)(y3 - y,) + (x, - x2)(x, - x3)] J, dS 

1 = 4A [(y2 - y3)(y3 - y,) + (x, - x2)(x, - x3)] 

(14.60b) 

and 

(14.60a) [ v"l [v,] = v,2 

v" 

where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the matrix 

(14.59) W, = ~E [VJ1[C'l] [V,] 

we may write eq. (14.57) in matrix form as 

(14.58) 

If we define the term in brackets as 

(14.57) 

Substituting eq. (l4.56) into eq. (14.55) gives 

W, = ~ ~ ~ EV,,[fs v«. Vexi dS l V,i 

(l4.56) 
3 

vv, = L v.,vex, 
i=l 

where a two-dimensional solution region free of charge (Pv = 0) is assumed. But from 
eq. (14.51), 

(14.55) w, =~IE IEl'dS = ~J E [VV,[2dS 
2 s 2 s 

The energy per unit length associated with the element e is given by eq. (4.96); that is, 
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(14.63) 
N I 

W = L W, = -:e [VY[C] [V] 
e=l 2 

Having considered a typical element, the next step is to assemble all such elements in the 
solution region. The energy associated with the assemblage of all elements in the mesh is 

C. Assembling All the Elements 

This may be used in checking our calculations. 

Note that P, + P1 + P3 = 0 = Q, + Q2 + Q3 and hence L3 cj;I = O = L3 q;i_ 
i= l i= l 

(14.62c) I A= ~(P,Q, - P,Q,) I 

where 

(l4.62b) 

With P, and Q, (i = I, 2, 3 are the local node numbers), each term in the element coef 
ficient matrix is found as 

Q, = (x3 - x2), Q1 = (x, - x3), Q3 = (x1 - x,) 

(14.62a) P, = (y2 - y3), P1 = (y3 - y,), P3 = (y, - y1) 

However, our calculations will be easier if we define 

(14.6Ig) 

Also 

(14.6If) 

(l4.6le) 
I d,•/ = 

4A 
[(y3 - y,)(y, - y2) + (x, - x3)(x2 - x,)] 

d,•/ = ~ [(y, - y1)2 + (x2 - x,)1] 

(l4.6Id) d•)_J_[( - )'+ ( - )'] 22 - 4A YJ Yi Xi X3 

(14.6lc) 

(14.6Ib) q•/ = 
4~ 

[(y2 - y3)2 + (x3 - x1)1] 

I q•/ = 4A [(y2 - y3)(y, - y1) + (x3 - x2)(x2 - x,)] 

Similarly: 
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FIGURE 14.29 Assembly of three elements: i-)-k 
corresponds to local numbering 1-2-3 of the 
element in Figure 14.27. 

which is a 5 X 5 matrix, since five nodes (n = 5) are involved. Again, CiJ is the coupling 
between nodes i and j. We obtain C;j by utilizing the fact that the potential distribution 

(14.65) 

n is the number of nodes, N is the number of elements, and [CJ is called the overall or global 
coefficient matrix, which is the assemblage of individual element coefficient matrices. The 
major problem now is obtaining [CJ from [ d•l]. 

The process by which individual element coefficient matrices are assembled to obtain 
the global coefficient matrix is best illustrated with an example. Consider the finite element 
mesh consisting of three finite elements as shown in Figure 14.29. Observe the numberings 
of the nodes. The numbering of nodes as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 is called global numbering. The 
numbering i-j-k is called local numbering, and it corresponds with 1-2-3 of the element 
in Figure 14.27. For example, for element 3 in Figure 14.29, the global numbering 3-5-4 
corresponds to local numbering 1-2-3 of the element in Figure 14.27. Note that the local 
numbering must be in counterclockwise sequence starting from any node of the element. 
For element 3, for example, we could choose 4-3-5 or 5-4-3 instead of 3-5-4 to corresponci 
with 1-2-3 of the element in Figure 14.27. Thus the numbering in Figure 14.29 is not 
unique. However, we obtain the same ! Cl whichever numbering is used. Assuming the 
particular numbering in Figure 14.29, the global coefficient matrix is expected to have the 
form 

(14.64) 
[,J:1 

lv,,J 

where 
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Note that element coefficient matrices overlap at nodes shared by elements and that there 
are 27 terms (nine for each of the three elements) in the global coefficient matrix [CJ. Also 
note the following properties of the matrix [CJ: 

1. It is symmetric (Cu = CJi) just like the element coefficient matrix. 
2. Since C11 = 0 if no coupling exists between nodes i and j, it is evident that for a 

large number of elements [CJ becomes sparse and banded. 
3. It is singular. Although this is less obvious, it can be shown by using the element 

coefficient matrix of eq. (14.60b). 

ld''""' 
ci') ci') c,y + c,~ ~1 11 11 13 12 

ci') d') c,y 31 33 

[c] = dN 0 d,~ + C,~) d,~ + c,~ (14.67) 

ci,'/ + do'/ d') c,~ + c,v c,y + c,~ + c,~ d') 23 32 

0 d') d') d') 21 23 22 

Continuing in this manner, we obtain all the terms in the global coefficient matrix by 
inspection of Figure 14.29 as 

(14.66e) 

Since there is no coupling (or direct link) between nodes 2 and 3, 

(14.66d) 

For C14, global link 14 is the same as the local links 12 and 13 in elements 1 and 2, respec 
tively; hence, 

(14.66c) 

For C44, global node 4 is the same as local nodes 2, 3, and 3 in elements l , 2, and 3, respec 
tively; hence, 

(14.66b) c,, = c,~ 
For Cw global node 2 belongs to element I only and is the same as local node 3; hence, 

(14.66a) 

must be continuous across interelement boundaries. The contribution to the i,j position in 
[ C] comes from all elements containing nodes i and j. To find C11, for example, we observe 
from Figure 14.29 that global node 1 belongs to elements I and 2 and it is local node l in 
both; hence, 
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(14.72) 

(14.71) 
1 5 v, = ~- 2: vc, 

C11 i=2 

In general, the potential at a free node k is obtained from eq. (14.70) as 

The iterative approach is similar to that used in the finite difference method. Let us assume 
that node I in Figure 14.29, for example, is a free node. The potential at node I can be 
obtained from eq. ( 14.69) as 

Iteration Method 

where n is the number of nodes in the mesh. By writing eq. (14.70) for all nodes 
k = 1, 2, ... , n, we obtain a set of simultaneous equations from which the solution of 
[VY = [ V1, V2, ... , Vn] can be found. This can be done in two ways similar to those used 
in solving finite difference equations obtained from Laplace's (or Poisson's) equation. 

(14.70) o=2;v,c,. 
i=l 

In general, a WI a V, = 0 leads to 

(14.69) 

or 

aw 
0 = avl = 2V1C11 + V2C12 + V3C13 + V4C14 + V5C15 

+ V2C21 + V3C31 + V4C41 + VsCs1 

For example, to get aW/aV, = 0 for the finite element mesh of Figure 14.29, we substitute 
eq. (14.65) into eq. (14.63) and take the partial derivative of W with respect to V,. We obtain 

(14.68) 
aw av,= 0, k = 1,2, ... ,n 

or 

aw 
·=-=O av, 

aw aw 
av, av, 

D. Solving the Resulting Equations 
From variational calculus, it is known that Laplace's (or Poisson's) equation is satisfied 
when the total energy in the solution region is minimum. Thus we require that the partial 
derivatives of W with respect to each nodal value of the potential be zero; that is, 
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where [VJ= [v1J, [AJ = [c11J, and [BJ= -[c1,][v,]. Since [A] is, in general, non· 
singular, the potential at the free nodes can be found by using eq. (14.75). We can solve 
for [V] in eq. (14.76a) by using the Gaussian elimination technique. We can also use 
matrix inversion to solve for [V] in eq. (14.76b) if the size of the matrix to be inverted 
is not large. 

(14.76b) I [VJ= [AJ-1 [BJ I 

or 

(l4.76a) [Al[VJ = [BJ 

This equation can be written as 

(14.75) 

or 

where subscripts f and p, respectively, refer to nodes with free and fixed (or prescribed) 
potentials. Since VP is constant (it consists of known, fixed values), we differentiate only 
with respect to v1, so that applying eq. (14.68) to eq. (14.74) yields 

(14.74) 

If all free nodes are numbered first and the fixed nodes last, eq. (14.63) can be written such 
that 

Band Matrix Method 

where vmin and vmax are the minimum and maximum values of the prescribed potentials 
at the fixed nodes. With those initial values, the potentials at the free nodes are calculated 
by using eq. (14.72). At the end of the first iteration, when the new values have been calcu 
lated for all the free nodes, these values become the old values for the second iteration. The 
procedure is repeated until the change between subsequent iterations is negligible. 

(14.73) 

This is applied iteratively to all the free nodes in the mesh with n nodes. Since Cki = 0 if 
node k is not directly connected to node i, only nodes that are directly linked to node k 
contribute to v, in eq. (14.72). 

Thus if the potentials at nodes connected to node k are known, we can determine Vk 
by using eq. (14.72). The iteration process begins by setting the potentials at the free nodes 
equal to zero or to the average potential. 
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lb) 

I•) 

Ii>~" V= 0 2 

(x, y) 

(0.8, 1.8) 
(1.4,1.4) 
(2.l, 2.1) 
(1.2,2.7) 

Node 

FIGURE 14.30 For Example 14.6' (a) two 
element mesh, (b) local and global numbering 
of the elements. 

Consider the two-element mesh shown in Figure 14.30(a). Using the finite element meth 
od, determine the potentials within the mesh. 

Notice that as from eq. (14.55) onward, our solution has been restricted to a two 
dimensional problem involving Laplace's equation, V2 V = 0. The basic concepts developed 
in this section can be extended to finite element analysis of problems involving Poisson's 
equation ('172V = -r p Le, '\72A = -µJ) or the wave equation ('172</> - y2</> = 0). A major 
problem associated with finite element analysis is the relatively large amount of computer 
memory required for storing the matrix elements, as well as the associated computational 
time. However, several algorithms have been developed to alleviate the problem to some 
degree. 

The finite element method has a number of advantages over the finite difference 
method and the method of moments. First, the FEM can easily handle complex solution 
region. Second, the generality of the FEM makes it possible to construct a general-purpose 
program for solving a wide range of problems. A single program can be used to solve differ 
ent problems (described by the same partial differential equations) with different solution 
regions and different boundary conditions; only the input data to the problem need be 
changed. However, the FEM has its own drawbacks. It is harder to understand and program 
than the other methods (FDM and MOM). It also requires preparing input data, a process 
that could be tedious. 
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(14.6.4b) [C][V] = [B] 

or 

(14.6.4a) 

This can be written in a more convenient form as 

(14.6.3) [~:: ~::] [~:] = -[~:: ~::] [~;] 

Applying eq. (14.75) gives 

(14.6.2) 
-0.4571 

0.8238 
-0.3667 [ 

0.5571 
rc<2>J = -o.4571 

-0.I 

-0.I ] 
-0.3667 

0.4667 

Hence, 

P1 = -0.6, P2 = 1.3, P3 = -0.7 

01 = -0.9, Q, = 0.2, Q, = 0.7 

A = 1/2 (0.91 + 0.14) = 0.525 

Similarly, for element 2, consisting of nodes 2-3-4 corresponding to local numbering 1-2-3, 
as in Figure 14.30(b), 

(14.6.1) 
[ 

1.236 
[ c<1>] = -0.7786 

-0.4571 

-0.7786 -0.4571] 
0.6929 0.0857 
0.0857 0.3714 

01 = -0.2, o, = -0.4, o, = 0.6 

A= 1/2 (0.54 + 0.16) = 0.35 

Substituting all these into eq. ( l 4.62b) gives 

P3 = 0.4 P1 = -1.3, P2 = 0.9, 

Solution: 

The element coefficient matrices can be calculated by using one of the relations of 
eq. (14.62). For element l , consisting of nodes 1-2-4 corresponding to the local numbering 
1-2-3 as in Figure 14.30(b), 
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Thus V, = 0, V1 = 3.708, V3 = 10, and V, = 4.438. Once the values of the potentials at 
the nodes are known, the potential at any point within the mesh can be determined by 
using eq. (14.51). 

[v] = [cJ-'[B] = [ 3.~08] 
10.0 
4.438 

By inverting matrix [CJ in eq. (14.6.5), we obtain 

(14.6.6) [BJ = [ 4.~71 j 
10.0 
3.667 

and the matrix [BJ on the right-hand side of eq. (l4.6.4a) is obtained as 

(14.6.5) 
1.25 

0 
-0.0143 

-0.~143 l 
0.8381 

Note that we follow local numbering for the element coefficient matrix and global number 
ing for the global coefficient matrix. Thus the square matrix [CJ is obtained as 

c" = cN = -o.3667 

C41 = 0,1,) = -0.4571 

c,, = q~ = -0.4571 

C11 = C,',) = -0.7786 

c .. = c.~ + c.~ = 0.3714 + 0.4667 = 0.8381 

C42 = C24 = C,~ + c;1 = 0.0857 - O.l = -0.0143 

c,, = c,y + cN = o.6929 + o.5571 = 1.25 

The terms of the global coefficient matrix are obtained as follows: 
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Step 1: This involves inputting the necessary data defining the problem. This is the only step 
that depends on the geometry of the problem at hand. Through a data file, we input the num 
ber of elements, the number of nodes, the number of fixed nodes, the prescribed values of the 
potentials at the free nodes, the x- and y-coordinates of all nodes, and a list identifying the 

Write a program to solve Laplace's equation by means of the finite element method. Apply 
the program to the two-dimensional problem shown in Figure 14.32(a). 

Solution: 
The solution region is divided into 25 three-node triangular elements with the total num 
ber of nodes being 21, as shown in Figure 14.32(b). This step is necessary to have input 
data defining the geometry of the problem. Based on our discussions thus far, a general 
MATLAB program for solving problems involving Laplace's equation by using three-node 
triangular elements was developed as in Figure 14.33. The development of the program 
basically involves four steps indicated in the program and explained as follows. 

FIGURE 14.31 For Practice Exercise 14.6. 

(a) 

,~' 
I 

(b) 

Node I: (2, I) Node 3: (2, 2.4) 
Node 2: (3, 2.5) Node 4: (LS, 1.6) 

[ o.ss .. 0.05 -0.2464 
-o.s l 0.05 0.7 -0.75 0.0 

Answer: (a) -0.2464 -0.75 . -0.75 1.5964 
-0.8 0.0 -0.75 1.4 

[ '"' -0.7777 0.0 ~'"". (b) -0.0777 0.8192 -0.98 0.2386 . 
0.0 -0.98 2.04 -1.06 

-1.056 0.2386 -1.06 1.877 

Calculate the global coefficient matrix for the two-element mesh shown in 
Figure 14.31 when (a) node 1 is linked with node 3 and the local numbering (i-j-k) is 
as indicated in Figure 14.31(a), (b) node 2 is linked with node 4 with local numbering 
as in Figure 14.3!(b). 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.6 
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FIGURE 14.33 Computer program for Example 14.7. 

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF LAPLACE'S EQUATION FOR 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS ARE USED 
ND NO. OF NODES 
NE" NO. OF ELEMENTS 
NP" NO. OF FIXED NODES (WHERE POTENTIAL IS PRESCRIBED) 
NDP(I) 0 NODE NO. OF PRESCRIBED POTENTIAL, Iol,2, ... ,NP 
VAL(I) 0 VALUE OF PRESCRIBED POTENTIAL AT NODE NDP(I) 
NL(I,J) 0 LIST OF NODES FOR EACH ELEMENT I, WHERE 

(b) 

I•) 

FIGURE 14.32 For Example 
14.7: (a) two-dimensional elec 
trostatic problem, (b) solution 
region divided into 25 triangular 
elements. 

1.0 
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AREA O.S*abs( P(2l*Q(31 - Q(2l*P(31 I; 
DETERMINE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR ELEMENT I 
CE= (P*P' +Q*Q' I I (4. O*AREAI; 
ASSEMBLE GLOBALLY - FIND C(I,JI AND B(II 
for J=l: 3 

IR=NL(I,JI; 
IFLAGl=O; 

CHECK IF ROW CORRESPONDS TO A FIXED NODE 
for K = l:NP 

if (IR == NOP (Kl I 
C(IR,IRI = 1.0; 

FIGURE 14.33 (Continued) 

YL (31; 
YL(ll; 
YL(21; 
XL(21; 
XL(31; 
XL Ill; 

B zeros (ND, 1); 
C = zeros(ND,ND); 
for I=l:NE 
% FIND LOCAL COORDINATES XL(J), YL{J) FOR ELEMENT I 

K , NL(I, [L3] I; 
XL , X (Kl ; 
YL,Y(KI; 

P=zeros(3,l); 
Q=zeros (3, 1); 

Pill YL(21 
P(21 YL(31 
P(31 YL(ll 
Q(ll XL(31 
Q(21 xr.t i ) 
Q(31 XL(21 

SECOND STEP - EVALUATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR EACH 
ELEMENT AND ASSEMBLE GLOBALLY 

clear 
input ('Name of input data file = ') 

FIRST STEP - INPUT DATA DEFINING GEOMETRY AND 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

J = l, 2, 3 REFERS TO THE LOCAL NODE NUMBER 
CE I I, JI , ELEMENT COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C (I, JI , GLOBAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
B(I) = RIGHT-HAND SIDE MATRIX IN THE SYSTEM OF 
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS; SEE EQ. (14.6.41 
X (I I , Y (I I , GLOBAL COORDINATES OF NODE I 
XL (JI , YL (JI , LOCAL COORDINATES OF NODE .re t , 2, 3 
VIII , POTENTIAL AT NODE I 
MATRICES P (I I AND Q (I I ARE DEFINED IN EQ. ( 14. 62al 
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[ I 0 l [Vpl ~ [ I l [V] 
o cf! v1 ~c1p ' 

nodes belonging to each element in the order of the local numbering 1-2-3. For the problem 
in Figure 14.32, the three sets of data for coordinates, the element-node relationship, and the 
prescribed potentials at fixed nodes are shown in Tables 14.3, 14.4, and 14.5, respectively. 

Step 2: This step entails finding the element coefficient matrix [ c'<l] for each element and 
the global coefficient matrix [CJ. The procedure explained in Example 14.6 is applied. 
Equation (14.6.4) can be written in general form as 

FIGURE 14.33 (Continued) 

diary examl47.out 
[ND, NE, NP] 
[ [lo ND]' X' Y' V'] 
diary off 

FOURTH STEP - OUTPUT THE RESULTS 

V = inv(C)*B; 
V=V'; 

SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS THIRD STEP 

end 
end % end for K 1: NP 
if(IFLAGl •• 0) 
for L = 1: 3 

IC • NL(I,L); 
IFLAG2•0; 

CHECK IF COLUMN CORRESPONDS TO A FIXED NODE 
for K=l:NP 

if I IC•• NDP(KI ) , 
B(IR) • B(IR) CE(J,L)*VAL(K); 
IFLAG2•1; 

end 
end % end for x-n . NP 

if (IFLAG2 •• 0) 
C(IR,IC) • C(IR,IC) + CE(J,L); 
end 

end % end for L=l: 3 
end %end if {iflagl O} 

end % end for J=l:3 
end% end for I=l:NE 
% * * * * * * * * * * ***** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * 

B(IR) • VAL(K); 
IFLAGl•l; 
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II 
IS 

Prescribed Prescribed 
Potential Node No. Potential 

0.0 I8 IOO.O 
0.0 20 IOO.O 
0.0 2J 50.0 
0.0 J9 0.0 
0.0 J6 0.0 

50.0 I2 0.0 
100.0 7 0.0 
100.0 

Node No. 

TABLE 14.4 Element-Node Identification 

local Node No. Local Node No. 

Element No. Element No. 

J4 JO I4 
I5 IO IS 14 
I6 IO II I5 
J7 I2 J3 I6 
I8 I3 I7 I6 

IO I9 13 I4 I7 
IO 20 I4 I8 I7 

II IO 2J I4 15 I8 
6 Il 22 I6 I7 I9 

JO 8 J2 23 I7 20 I9 
II J3 J2 24 I7 J8 20 
J2 J3 25 J9 20 2I 
J3 J4 J3 

TABLE 14.5 Prescribed Potentials 
at Fixed Nodes 

IO 
II 

y Node y 

0.0 0.0 I2 0.0 0.4 
0.2 0.0 I3 0.2 0.4 
0.4 0.0 I4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.0 IS 0.6 0.4 
0.8 0.0 I6 0.0 0.6 
LO 0.0 17 0.2 0.6 
0.0 0.2 J8 0.4 0.6 
0.2 0.2 J9 0.0 0.8 
0.4 0.2 20 0.2 0.8 
0.6 0.2 2J 0.0 LO 
0.8 0.2 

Node 

TABLE 14.3 Noda! Coordinates of the Finite Element Mesh 
of Figure 14.33 
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VAL = [ 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
50.0 100 0 100 0 100.0 100.0 
50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0]; 

x " [O 0 0 .2 0. 4 0. 6 0. 8 1. 0 0. 0 
0. 2 0 .4 0. 6 0. 8 0. 0 0. 2 0. 4 
0. 6 0. 0 0. 2 0. 4 0. 0 0. 2 0. O]; 

y " [O. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 2 
0. 2 0 .2 0. 2 0. 2 0. 4 0 .4 0. 4 
0. 4 0. 6 0. 6 0. 6 0. 8 0. 8 1. O]; 

NDP 1 2 3 4 5 6 11 15 18 20 21 19 16 12 7); 

NE 25; 
ND 21; 
NP 15; 
NL I 1 2 7 

2 8 
2 3 

3 9 8 
3 4 9 
4 10 9 
4 5 10 
5 11 10 
5 6 11 
7 8 12 

8 13 12 
8 9 13 
9 14 13 
9 10 14 
10 15 14 
10 11 15 
12 13 16 
13 17 16 
13 14 17 
14 18 17 
14 15 18 
16 17 19 
17 20 19 
17 18 20 
19 20 21); 

TABLE 14.6 Input Data for the Finite Element 
Program in Figure 14.33 

Step 4: Finally, the result of the computation is provided. The input and output data are 
presented in Tables 14.6 and 14.7, respectively. 

Step 3: The global matrix obtained in step 2 is inverted. The values of the potentials at all 
nodes are obtained by matrix multiplication as in eq. (14.76b). Instead of inverting the 
global matrix, it is also possible to solve for the potentials at the nodes by using Gaussian 
elimination technique. 

Both the "global" matrix [ C] and matrix [Bl are calculated at this stage. 

[Cl[V] ~ [B] 

or 
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x = 2.0 

FIGURE 14.34 For Practice Exercise 14.7. 26 

y 

L, 

v= 2.5 
22 25 24 23 
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TABLE 14. 7 Output Data of the 
Program in Figure 14.33 

Node x y Potential 

0.00 0.00 0.000 
0.20 0.00 0.000 
0.40 0.00 0.000 
0.60 0.00 0.000 
0.80 0.00 0.000 
1.00 0.00 50.000 
0.00 0.20 0.000 
0.20 0.20 18.182 
0.40 0.20 36.364 

JO 0.60 0.20 59.091 
ll 0.80 0.20 100.000 
l2 0.00 0.40 0.000 
l3 0.20 0.40 36.364 
l4 0.40 0.40 68.182 
15 0.60 0.40 100.000 
16 0.00 0.60 0.000 
17 020 0.60 59.091 
18 0.40 0.60 100.000 
19 0.00 0.80 0.000 
20 0.20 0.80 100.000 
2l 0.00 1.00 50.000 



FIGURE 14.35 (a) Shielded double strip line with partial dielectric support. 
(b) Problem in (a) simplified by raking advantage of symmetry. 

2b 
S1 =So 

2111 _l 
Et -.So 1'- 

12d 
OV 

2a E2=.s0s, / 

dJ 
E2 =»;», 

(a) (b) 

The numerical methods covered in this chapter have been applied successfully to solve 
many EM-related problems. Besides the simple examples considered earlier in the chapter, 
the methods have been applied to diverse problems including transmission line problems, 
EM penetration and scattering problems, EM pulse (EMP) problems, EM exploration of 
minerals, and EM energy deposition in human bodies. It is practically impossible to cover 
all these applications within the limited scope of this text. In this section, we use the finite 
difference method to consider the relatively easier problem of transmission lines. 

The finite difference techniques are suited for computing the characteristic imped 
ance, phase velocity, and attenuation of several transmission lines: polygonal lines, shielded 
strip lines, coupled strip lines, microstrip lines, coaxial lines, and rectangular lines. The 
knowledge of the basic parameters of these lines is of paramount importance in the design 
of microwave circuits. 

For concreteness, consider the microstrip line shown in Figure 14.3S(a). The geometry 
in Figure 14.35(a) is deliberately selected to illustrate how one uses the finite difference 
technique to account for discrete inhomogeneities (i.e., homogeneous media separated 
by interfaces) and lines of symmetry. The techniques presented are equally applicable to 
other lines. Because the mode is TEM, having components of neither E nor H fields in the 
direction of propagation, the fields obey Laplace's equation over the line cross section. The 
TEM mode assumption provides good approximations if the line dimensions are much 

h4.6 APPLICATION NOTE-MICROSTRIP LINES 

Rework Example 14.3 using the finite element method. Divide the solution region into 
triangular elements as shown in Figure 14.34. Compare the solution with that obtained 
in Example 14.3 using the finite difference method. 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 14.7 

Answer: See Example 14.3. 
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y 

L, v. v, o--.,.--+-'-~- v, 

v, FIGURE 14.36 Computation molecule 
for Laplace's equation. 

with the computation molecule as shown in Figure 14.36. Equation (14.79) is the gen· 
eral formula to be applied to all free nodes in the free space and dielectric region of 
Figure l 4.35(b ). The only limitation on eq. ( 14. 79) is that region is discretely homogeneous. 

On the dielectric boundary, the boundary condition 

(14.79) 
I 

V0 = 4[V1 + V, + V3 + V4] 

so that eq. (14. 77) becomes 

(14.78) 

V0 = V(i,j) 

V1 = V(i,j + 1) 

V2 = V(i- I,j) 

V3 = V(i,j- I) 

V4 = V(i + l,j) 

For the sake of conciseness, let us denote 

(14.77) V{i,j) = ~[V(i + l,j) + V(i- l,j) + V(i,j + 1) + V(i,j- I)] 
4 

smaller than half a wavelength, which means that the operating frequency is far below cut· 
off frequency for all higher-order modes. Also, owing to biaxial symmetry about the two 
axes, only one-quarter of the cross section need be considered, as shown in Figure l 4.35(b ). 

The finite difference approximation of Laplace's equation, V2V = 0, was derived in 
eq. (14.15), namely 
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FIGURE 14.37 Interface between media of dielectric 
perrnittivities e , and e2 . 

v, 

e, ·-- .!:__ 
I 
I v, ! v,, v, 
I I 
I I e, r , __ ·--+-' 

v, 

(14.83) 

or 

(V3 - V,,) (V4 - V,,)h (V4 - V,,)h 
+ e,--h--h + e, h 2 + e, h 2 

Rearranging the terms, we have 

(v, - v,,) (v, - Volh (v, - v,,)h 
0 = e,--h--h + e, h 2 + e, h 2 

where avian denotes the derivative of V normal to the contour L. Applying eq. (14.82) to 
the interface in Figure 14.37 yields 

(14.82) o = le'i?V· di= Jeav di TL TL an 

(14.81) f,D,, ·di= £E,, ·di= Orn,/m = 0 
since no free charge is deliberately placed on the dielectric boundary. Substituting 
E = --'VV in eq. (14.81) gives 

must be imposed. We recall that this condition is based on Gauss's law for the electric field, 
that is, 
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(a) 

y 

li ~, 
V1 Vo V4 

(b) 

FIGURE 14.38 Computation molecules 
used for satisfying symmetry conditions: 
(a) av;dx = o (b) av;dy = o 

The computation molecules for eqs. (14.85) and (14.86) are displayed in Figure 14.38. 

(14.86b) V(i,O) = ~ (2V(i,J) + V(i - 1,0) + V(i + 1,0)] 
4 

or 

(l4.86a) I v0 = ± [2v1 + v, + v,J I 

av (v, - v,) 
On the line of symmetry along the x-axis (y = 0 or j = 0 I, - = ---- = 0, 

orV, = v,, so that ay 2h 

(14.85b) V(O,j) = ~ [V(O,j + 1) + V(O,j - 1) + 2V(l,j)] 
4 

or 

(14.85a) 

0), 0 or i This implies that on the line of symmetry along the y-axis, (x 
av (v, - v,) a:;- = --2-h-- = 0 or V2 = V4 so that eq. (14.79) becomes 

(14.84) 
av 
-=O an 

This is the finite difference equivalent of the boundary condition in eq. (14.80). Notice 
that the discrete inhomogeneity does not affect points 2 and 4 on the boundary but affects 
points l and 3 in proportion to their corresponding perrnittivities. Also note that when 
E2 = E1, eq. (14.83) reduces to eq. (14.79). 

On the line of symmetry, we impose the condition 
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so that the problem is reduced to finding the charge per unit length Q. (The factor 4 
is needed because we are working on only one-quarter of the cross section.) To find 
Q, we apply Gauss's law to a closed path L enclosing the inner conductor. We may 
select Las the rectangular path between two adjacent rectangles as shown in Figure 14.39. 

(14.90) 
4Q 

C=~ v, 

where u0 = c = 3 X 108 m/s, the speed of light in free space, and Ecff is the effective 
dielectric constant. Thus to find Z0 and u for an inhomogeneous medium requires 
calculating the capacitance per unit length of the structure, with and without the 
dielectric substrate. 

If Vd is the potential difference between the inner and the outer Conductor, 

(14.89c) 
c 

(14.89b) 

(14.89a) 

where C0 is the capacitance per unit length without the dielectric. Combining eqs. (14.87) 
and (14.88) yields 

(14.88b) 
1 

u, = vLC,, 

(14.88a) 

where L and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively. If the 
dielectric medium is nonmagnetic (µ., = µ0), the characteristic impedance Z00 and phase 
velocity u0 with the dielectric removed (i.e., the line is air filled) are given by 

(14.87b) 
I 

u = v'LC 

(14.87a) z = {£ 
o -Ve 

By setting the potential at the fixed nodes equal to their prescribed values and applying 
eqs, (14.79), (14.83), (14.85), and (14.86) to the free nodes according to the band matrix 
or iterative methods discussed in Section 14.3, the potential at the free nodes can be deter 
mined. Once this is accomplished, the quantities of interest can be calculated. 

The characteristic impedance Z0 and phase velocity u of the line are defined as 
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The procedure is outlined as follows: 

I. Calculate V (with the dielectric space replaced by free space), using eqs. (14.79), 
(14.83), (14.85), and (14.86). 

2. Determine Q using eq. (14.93). 
3. Find C, = 4Q,/Vd. 
4. Repeat steps 1and2 (with the dielectric space) and find C = 4Q/Vd. 

1 
5. Finally, calculate Z, = • ~· c = 3 X 108 mis. iv cc, 

(14.93) 

Q = e,[ ~;eri V, for nodes ion external rectangle GHJMP 
with corners (such as n not counted] 

- eJ _L e., V; for nodes i on inner rectangle KHL 
with corners (such as L) counted twice]. 

or 

Q = (eVp + eVM + eVH + eVc + · · ·) - (eVN + 2eVL + eVK +· · ·) (14.92) 

Since !ix = tiy = h, 

FIGURE 14.39 The rectangular path fused in calculating a 
charge enclosed. 

y 

L, 

G H 

,,I -- --+ >--+ 
I M 

K I 
+ 

I p 
N !1 i 
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FIGURE 14.40 MATLAB code for Example 14.8. 

end 

end 
% Calculate the potential everywhere 

pl=el/ (2. O* (el+e2)); 
p2oe2/ (2. O* (el+e2 I I ; 
for n=l:2 

if n==l 
er=l; 

else 
e r e z . 3 5; 

a=2.5; b=2.S; 
do0.5; 
w=l; 
ho0.05; 
vd=lOO; 
ni=lOOO; 
nxeb yh , 
nyoa/h; 
nw=w/h; 
ndod/h; 
er=2.35; 
ece i c" (-9) I (36*pi); 
e Le eo , 
ez eer+eo , 
U ==3*10A8; 
% Initialization 
ve z e r-os (nx, ny) ; 
for i=l:nw % set the potential on the inner conductor to V_d 

V (i, nd) =Vd; 

a shielded microstrip 1 ine 
this programs finds the characteristic impedance of 
Using finite difference, 

Calculate Z0 for the microstrip transmission line in Figure 14.35 with a = b = 2.5 cm, 
d = 0.5 cm, w = 1 cm, t = 0.001 cm, £1 = £0, £2 = 2.35£0• 

Solution: 
This problem is representative of the various problem types that can be solved by using 
the concepts developed in this section. A computer program shown in Figure 14.40 was 
developed based on the five-step procedure just outlined. By specifying the step size h and 
the number of iterations, the program first sets the potential at all nodes equal to zero. The 
potential on the outer conductor is also set equal to zero, while that on the inner conductor 
is set to 100 V so that Vd = I 00. The program finds C, when the dielectric slab is removed 
and C when the slab is in place and finally determines Z,. For a selected step size h, the 
number of iterations must be large enough and greater than the number of divisions along 
the x- or y-direction. Table 14.8 shows some typical results. 
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FIGURE 14.40 (Continued) 

end 
suml = suml + 0.5*er*v{nn,l); 
sum2 = sum2 + 0.5*er*v(nn+1,l); 
for j=nd+l:nm 

end 
suml = suml + . 5 «v ( 1, nm) ; 
sum2 = sum2 + . 5*v (1, nm+l); 
for j=2:nd-l 

suml suml + er*v(nn,j); 
sum2 = sum2 + e r+v {nn+l, j) ; 

end 
Now calculate the charge enclosed 
Select two adjacent paths 

suml=O. 0; 
sum2=0. O; 
nme f Lx I nd + 0.5*(ny-nd) ) ; 
nne f Lx ( nx/2 ) ; 
for i=2:nn 

suml= suml + v(i,nm); 
sum2= sum2 + v(i,nm+l); 

end 

for j=nd+l:ny-1 
v{l,j)~0.25*( 2*v{2,j) + v{l,j+l) + v(l,j-1) ); 

end 

end 
for j=2:nd-l 

v(l,j)~0.25*( 2*v(2,j) + v{l,j+l) + v(l,j-1) I; 

on the lines of symmetry 
for i=2 :nx-1 

v(i,1)=0 25*( v(i+l,l) + v(i-1,1) + 2*v(i,2) l; 

p2*v(i,j-1); 
end 

end 
j=nd; % on the interface 

for i=nw+l:nx-1 
v(i,j)=0.25*( v(i+l,j) + v(i-1,j)) + pl*v(i,j+l) + 

end 
for i=2 :nx-1 

for j=nd+l:ny-1 % above the interface 
v(i,j)=0.25*( v(i+l,j) + v(i-1,j) + v(i,j+l) + 

v Ii, i -1) I ; 
end 

end 

for i=2: nx-1 
for j=2:nd-l % below the interface 

v(i,j)=0.25*( v(i+l,j) + v(i-1,j) + v(i,j+l) + 
v Ii, j-11 I; 

for k e L .n i 
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FEKO (Figure 14.41) is a comprehensive EM software tool developed for the analysis of com 
plex electromagnetic radiation and scattering problems. With FEKO one may easily design 
antennas, determine antenna placement, perform electromagnetic compatibility studies, 
undertake bioelectrornagnetic investigations, and work with most microwave components. 
The developers of FEKO have built into it state-of-the-art computational electromagnetics 
(CEM) techniques that allow users to solve a wide range of electromagnetic problems. The 
multiple solution techniques available in FEKO are applicable to a wide range of problems 
frequently encountered by researchers in industry and at universities. Typical applications 
include the following: 

Antennas: analysis of horns, microstrip patches, wire antennas, reflector antennas, 
conformal antennas, broadband antennas, and arrays 
Antenna placement: analysis of antenna radiation patterns, radiation hazard zones, 
and so on, of antennas placed on large structures (e.g., ship, aircraft, armored car) 
EMC: analysis of diverse EMC problems including shielding effectiveness of an 
enclosure, cable coupling analysis in complex environments (e.g., wiring in a car), 
and radiation hazard analysis 
Bioelectromagnetics: analysis of homogeneous or nonhomogeneous bodies 
RF components: analysis of waveguide structures (e.g., filters slotted antennas, 
directional couplers) 

t14.7 APPLICATION NOTE-COMMERCIAL EM SOFTWARE-FEKO 

Number of Iterations Z0(fl) 

0.25 700 72.43 
0.1 500 57.56 
0.05 500 67.36 
0.05 700 66.88 
0.05 1000 66.53 

TABLE 14.8 Characteristic Impedance 
of a Microstrip Line; for Example 14.8 

suml suml + O.S*(er+l)*v{nn,nd}; 
sum2 sum2 + O.S*(er+l)*v(nn+l,nd); 

q(n}=eo*abs(sum2 - suml}; 
end 
% Calculate the characteristic impedance 
cl~4*q(l)/vd; 
c2~4*q(2)/vd; 
zo=l/ (u*sqrt (cl*c2)) 

FIGURE 14.40 (Continued) 

end 

suml suml + v (nn, j); 
sum2 sum2 + v (nn+l, j); 
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JD EM circuits: analysis of microstrip filters, couplers, inductors, and so on 
Radomes: analysis of multiple dielectric layers in a large structure 
Scattering problems: RCS analysis of large and small structures 

FEKO comes with the following graphical user interface features: 

Large array of primitives for model creation (e.g., helix, cone, wire, paraboloid, 
hyperboloid, Bezier curves) 
Importation of externally computed lists of points for creation of lines, polygons, 
and so on 
Tree-based access to simulation elements (settings, materials, grids, results, etc.) 
Selection, zooming, 3D mouse-only-based handling, and so on 
Full solver control via GUI 
Time domain results processing 

FEKO is based on the method of moments (MOM) and was the first commercial EM simu 
lation software to use the multilevel fast mu1tipo1e method (MLFMM) for the solution of 
electrically large problems when it was released with Suite 4.2 in June 2004. In FEKO, the 
MOM is hybridized with the following solution techniques: 

Finite element method (FEM) 
Physical optics (PO) 
Geometric optics (GO) based on ray launching 
Uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) 

Hybridization implies that these solution techniques can be applied to different parts of the 
same model to optimize the solution time and results. 

Advanced features that enable complex models to be solved efficiently include the 
following: 

Advanced adaptive frequency interpolation scheme for the efficient calculation of 
broadband responses 
Efficient out-of-core solver (also available in parallel) for large-scale problems 
Multilayer planar Green's function for modeling of real earth or dielectric 
substrates 
Various options to model dielectric bodies (volume/surface meshes, 
approximations for earth, thin sheets, coated wires) 
Frequency-dependent material parameter specification: Debye, Cole-Cole, and so on 
SPICE circuit integration 

In addition to the features just noted, FEKO has several optimization functionalities. 
For example, FEKO is one of the powerful tools now available for electromagnetic 
simulations. 

FIGURE 14.41 FEKO logo. 

Comprehensive Electromagnetic Solutions 
FEKOA 
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FIGURE 14.42 COMSOL logo. (Image made using COMSOL Multiphysics® and is provided 
courtesy ofCOMSOl®. 

Model setup is quick, thanks to a number of predefined physics interfaces for 
applications ranging from fluid flow and heat transfer to structural mechanics and elec 
trostatics. Material properties, source terms, and boundary conditions can all be spatially 
varying, or time dependent, or they can be functions of the dependent variables. One 
can freely mix physics interfaces into new multiphysics combinations; coupling with any 
application-specific module is possible. 

COMSOL Multiphysics also offers an extensive interface to MATLAB and its tool 
boxes for a large variety of programming, preprocessing and posrprocessing possibilities. 

COMSOL Multiphysics (formerly FEM LAB) is a software package based on finite element 
analysis (FEA). It can be used for various physics and engineering applications, especially 
coupled phenomena, or multiphysics. COMSOL Multiphysics (Figure 14.42) also allows 
for entering complex systems described by partial differential equations (PDEs). The 
COMSOL Multiphysics simulation environment facilitates all the steps in the modeling 
process: defining geometry, meshing, specifying the governing physics, solving, and then 
visualizing the results. It also serves as a platform for the application-specific modules. 

14.8 APPLICATION NOTE-COMMERCIAL EM SOFTWARE-COMSOL 
MULTI PHYSICS 
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A specialist tool for the 3D EM simulation of high-frequency components, CST MWS enables 
the fast and accurate analysis of high-frequency devices such as antennas, filters, couplers, 
planar and multilayer structures and SI and EMC effects. Exceptionally user friendly, CST 
MWS quickly gives users an insight into the EM behavior of their high-frequency designs. 

CST (Figure 14.43) promotes complete technology for 3D EM. Users of this software 
are given great flexibility in tackling a wide application range through the variety of avail 
able solver technologies. Beside the flagship module, the broadly applicable time domain 
solver, and the frequency domain solver, CST MWS offers solver modules for specific appli 
cations. Filters for the import of specific CAD files and the extraction of SPICE parameters 
enhance design possibilities and save time. In addition, CST MWS is embedded in various 
industry standard workflows through the CST design environment. CST Microwave Studio 
is being used by a number of engineers as an industry standard development tool. 

CST Microwave Studio offers the choice of six powerful solver modules. In addition 
to its market- and technology-leading time domain solver featuring the Perfect Boundary 
Approximation (PBA), modules based on methods including FEM, MOM, MLFMM, and 
SBR are available each offering distinct advantages in their own domains. 

In CST's complete technology for 3D EM simulation, the seamless integration of the 
solvers into one user interface enables the easy selection of the most appropriate solver for 
a given problem class, delivering improved simulation performance and unprecedented 
simulation reliability through cross verification. 

14.9 APPLICATION NOTE-COMMERCIAL EM SOFTWARE-CST 
MICROWAVE STUDIO 

COMSOL is a flexible platform that allows users to model all relevant physical aspects of 
their designs. Expert users can go deeper and use their knowledge to develop customized 
solutions, applicable to their unique circumstances. This all-inclusive modeling environ 
ment makes it possible to use COMSOL to build a general model with real-world precision. 
Certain characteristics of COMSOL become apparent with use. Compatibility stands out 
among these. COMSOL requires that every type of simulation included in the package 
be combinable with any other. This strict requirement mirrors what happens in the real 
world. In nature, for instance, electricity is always accompanied by some thermal effect; 
the two are fully compatible. Enforcing compatibility guarantees consistent multiphysics 
models. Another noticeable trait of the COM SOL platform is adaptability. If a model needs 
a change, it is accommodated by the software. Additional physical effects can be appended. 
If one of the inputs to the model requires a formula, the same can be entered. Using tools 
like parameterized geometry, interactive meshing, and custom solver sequences, one can 
quickly adapt to varying requirements. 

COMSOL also has several problem-solving benefits. One is the ability to test out 
various geometrical and physical characteristics of a model, thereby overcoming impor 
tant design challenges. The flexible nature of the COMSOL environment facilitates further 
analysis by making what-if cases easy to set up and run. Simulations can be taken to the 
production level by optimizing any aspect of the model. Parameter sweeps and target func 
tions can be executed directly in the user interface. 
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Prompt user for basic parameters 
Vstrip=input('Enter the voltage on the microstrip \n> '); 
a=input('Enter the horizontal span of space \n> '); 

The script creates a coarse rectangular grid and then solves 

This script allows the user to enter the dimensions and 
dielectric properties of a microstrip line and then 
the finite-difference algorithm to solve Laplace's 
equation iteratively and obtain the potential as a 
function of space 
The microstrip problem is normally open-aired, meaning 
the upper and side boundaries exist at infinity, but due 
to the limitations of solution space in the numerical 
problem, we have added shielding walls (where E = 0) of 
perfect electric conductor, which should be sufficiently 
far from the microstrip structure a,b >> w,d for accurate 
simulation of free-space and boundaries at infinity. 

The following solvers are available with CST: 

Transient solver 
TLM solver 
Frequency domain solver 
Eigenrnode solver 
Resonant solver 
Integral equation solver 
Asymptotic solver 

CST FIGURE 14.43 CST logo 
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end 
end the if conditional 

end 

end 

else we are at y = d, in the axis of the strip 
else 

for i=2:b-l, % sweep each row of x-values 
if (i < (floor (b/2) - (w/2-1))) I Ii > 
(floor (b/2) +w/2)) 
% this equation solves for the potential by 
% discretizing Laplace's equation on the 
rectangular 
% grid 

P (i, j) = (1/ (4*epsave)) * (epaave= (P li+l, j) +. 
P (i-1, j)) +epstop*P (i, j +1) -epabot.tom-p (i, j-1)) ; 

end 

% if j is not a unit on the microstrip conductor 
if j -= d 

for i=2 :b-1, % sweep each row of x-values 
% this equation solves for the potential by 
% discretizing Laplace's equation on the 
% rectangular grid 
P(i, j) =0.25* (P(i+l, j) +P (i-1, j) +P(i, j+l) +P (i, j-1)); 

sweep each coluITlll of y-values 

% the larger this number is the more accurate the potential 
% solution 
for j=2:l:a-l, 

i is the iteration step for i=l:600, 
% ---------------------------------- 
% Begin iterations to solve potential 
end 

set voltage on strip 
% the floor rounds odd numbers divided by 2 down to the 
% nearest integer 
for Le f Looz (b/2) - (floor (w/2) -1) '1, floor (b/2) +floor (w/2), 

P(i,d)=Vstrip; 

% Fill the potential solution space with zeros 
P=zeros(b,a); 

b=input{'Enter the vertical span of space \n> '); 
w=input{'Enter the microstrip width \n> '); 
d=input('Enter the dielectric thickness \n> '); 
% the dielectric boundary 
disp('Enter the relative dielectric constant '); 
epstop=input(' above the microstrip \n> '); 
disp('Enter the relative dielectric constant '); 
epsbottom=input{' below the microstrip \n> '); 
epsave=(epstop+epsbottom)/2; % the average relative dielectric 

% along the boundary 
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(c) (1.04, 1.97, o) 
(d) ( 0.96, 2.03, 0) 

(a) (1.04, 2.03, 0) 
(b) (0.96, 1.97, 0) 

14.1 At the point ( 1, 2, 0) in an electric field due to coplanar point charges, E = 0.3 ax - 
0.4 ay V /m. A differential displacement of 0.05 m on an equipotential line at that point 
will lead to point 

1. Electric field lines and equipotential lines due to coplanar point sources can be plotted 
by using the numerical technique presented in this chapter. The basic concept can be 
extended to plotting magnetic field lines. 

2. An EM problem in the form of a partial differential equation can be solved by using the 
finite difference method. The finite difference equation that approximates the differen 
tial equation is applied at grid points spaced in an ordered manner over the whole solu 
tion region. The field quantity at the free points is determined using a suitable method. 

3. An EM problem in the form of an integral equation is conveniently solved by using 
the moment method. The unknown quantity under the integral sign is determined 
by matching both sides of the integral equation at a finite number of points in the 
domain of the quantity. 

4. While the finite difference method is restricted to problems with regularly shaped 
solution regions, the finite element method can handle problems with complex geom 
etries. This method involves dividing the solution region into finite elements, deriving 
equations for a typical element, assembling all elements in the region, and solving the 
resulting system of equations. 

5. The finite difference has been applied to determine the characteristic impedance of a 
microstrip transmission line. 
Typical examples on how to apply each method to some practical problems have been 
shown. Computer programs for solving the problems are provided wherever needed. 

% Plot potential distribution 
% Create the vector of voltage contours 
V•[0.005,0.01,0.05,0.l,0.2,0.],0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,l]* .. 

Vstrip; 
figure 
contour(P' ,v); % P' is the transposed matrix to meet the 
requirements 
colorbar % add the colorbar as a legend for the colors which 

% define the equipotential lines 
xlabel ('Horizontal position' l 
ylabel ('Vertical position') 
title('Equipotential Curves For Microstrip Line') 

end 
end 

8M'MM* 
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4 The formula in (a) is known as a forward-difference formula, that in (b) as a backward-difference formula, 
and that in (d) or (e) as a central-difference formula. 

FIGURE 14.44 For Review Questions 14.3 
and 14.10. 

(3, OJ 

14.6 The coefficient matrix [A] obtained in the moment method does not have one of these 
properties: 
(a) It is dense (i.e., has many nonzero terms). 
(b) It is banded. 
(c) It is square and symmetric. 
(d} It depends on the geometry of the given problem. 

(e) 25 (c) 9 
(d) 15 

(a) I 
(b) 3 

14.4 For finite difference analysis, a rectangular plate measuring 10 by 20 cm is divided into 
eight subregions by lines 5 cm apart parallel to the edges of the plates. How many free 
nodes are there if the edges are connected to some source? 
(a) 15 (c) 9 (e) 3 
(b) 12 (d) 6 

14.5 Using the difference equation V, = Vn-i + Vn+i with V0 = V5 = 1 and starting with 
initial values V" = O for 1 ::::; n ::::; 4, the value of V2 after the third iteration is 

(c) 5 V 
(d) OV 

14.3 The triangular element of Figure 14.44 is in free space. The approximate value of the 
potential at the center of the triangle is 
(a) 10 V 

(b) 7.5 v 

V(x0 + h) - V(x0 - h) 
(d) 2h 

(e} V(x0 + h/2) - V(x0 - h/2) 

V(x0 + h) - V(x0) 

(a) h 

V(x0) - V(x0 - h) 
(b) h 

V(x0 + h) - V(x0 - h) 
(c) h 

Review Questions 801 

14.2 Which of the following is not a correct finite difference approximation to dV!dx at x0 if 
h = 6.x?4 



d'y 
dx' + 4y = 0 

subject to y(O) = 0, y(l) = 10. Use the finite difference (iterative) method to find 
y(0.25). You may take ll = 0.25 and perform five iterations. 

14.2 Consider the one-dimensional differential equation 

Section 14.3-- The Finite Difference Method 

14.1 Use the program developed in Example 14.l or your own equivalent code to plot the 
electric field lines and equipotential lines for the following cases: 

(a) Three point charges - I C, 2 C, and 1 Cplacedat( -1, 0), (0, 2),and (I, O),respectively. 
(b) Five identical point charges of I C located at ( -1, - I), ( -1, 1 ), ( 1, - I), (I, 1 ), 

and (0, 0), respectively. 

Section 14.2 Field Plotting 

14.9 Which of these statements is not true about shape functions? 
(a) They are interpolatory in nature. 
(b) They must be continuous across the elements. 
(c) Their sum is identically equal to unity at every point within the element. 
(d) The shape function associated with a given node vanishes at any other node. 
(e) The shape function associated with a node is zero at that node. 

14.10 The area of the element in Figure 14.44 is 
(a) 14 (c) 7 
(b) 8 (d) 4 

Answers: 14.la, 14.2c,4 14.3a, 14.4e, 14.Sc, 14.6b, 14.?a 14.Sb, 14.9e, 14.!0d. 

14.7 A major difference between the finite difference and the finite element methods is that 
(a) Using one, a sparse matrix results in the solution. 
(b) In one, the solution is known at all points in the domain. 
(c) One applies to solving partial differential equation. 
(d) One is limited to time-invariant problems. 

14.8 If the plate of Review Question 14.4 is to be discretized for finite element analysis such 
that we have the same number of grid points, how many triangular elements are there? 
(a) 32 (c) 12 
(b) 16 (d) 9 
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FIGURE 14.46 For Problem 14.7. 

40 v "'-:. 

11,;::::::::::r:-::._~l_~~j_~~J"=O 
Ill= 0 j 2 
FIGURE 14.45 Finite difference grid in cylin 
drical coordinates; for Problem 14.S. 

60V 

gap ......., __ ....,,......./ __ ..- __ .,, 

14.6 The four sides of a square trough are maintained at potentials 10 V, -40 V, 50 V, and 
80 V. Determine the potential at the center of the trough. 

14.7 For the potential problem in Figure 14.46, use the finite difference method to determine 
V1 to V4• Five iterations are enough. 

Problems 803 

(b) The data in the table are obtained from V = 10 sinh x. Compare your result in 
part (a) with the exact values. 

14.4 Show that the finite difference equation for Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates, 
V = V(p, z), is 

V(p0, z0) = _!_ [ V(p0, z0 + h) + V(p0, z0 - h) + (1 + _I!_) 
4 2p, 

V(p0 + h, z,) + (I - 2:J V(p0 - h, z,) l 
where h = .6.z = 6.p. 

14.5 Using the finite difference representation in cylindrical coordinates (p, <P) at a grid 
point P shown in Figure 14.45, let p = m tip and ¢ = n ti¢ so that V(p, 1>) I,.= 
V( mtip, ntic/>) = V::,. Show that 

vvi., = _.1, [(1 - _l_)v:;,_1 - zv; + (1 + _l_)V::,+1 tip- 2m 2m 

+ (m ~¢)' (V'~-1 - 2 v;, + v~+1)] 

v 1.0017 1.5056 2.0134 2.5261 3.0452 
0.25 0.2 0.3 0.15 0.1 x 

dV d'V 
14.3 (a) Obtain dx and dx' at x = 0.15 from the following table. 



(b) 

FIGURE 14.49 For Problem 14.10. 

lcm 

14.8 Consider the potential system shown in Figure 14.47. Use the finite difference method 
to determine the potentials at points 1 to 4. Five iterations are sufficient. 

14.9 The cross section of a long conducting pipe is shown in Figure 14.48. For the indicated 
boundary conditions: 
(a) Find the potential distribution V(x, y) by solving Laplace's equation 
(b} Find the potential at the center of the region using the finite difference method. Take 

a = 1 m and V0 = 50 V. 
14.10 For the rectangular region shown in Figure 14.49, the electric potential is zera on the 

boundaries and the charge distribution p,,, is 50 nC/m3. Although there are six free 
nodes, there are only four unknown potentials ( V1 - V4) because of symmetry. Solve for 
the unknown potentials. 

14.11 Apply the band matrix technique to set up a system of simultaneous difference equa 
tions for each of the problems in Figure 14.50. Obtain matrices [A] and [B]. 

FIGURE 14.50 For Problem 14.11. 
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FIGURE 14.48 For Problem 14.9 
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FIGURE 14.47 For Problem 14.8 
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FIGURE 14.51 For Problem 14.12. 

LO ov 
FIGURE 14.52 For Problem 14.13. 
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given boundary conditions V(O, t) = 0, V(l, t) = 0, t > 0 and the initial condition 
iJV/iJt (x,O) ~ 0, V(x,O) ~ sin sr.r, 0 < x < L Take ~x ~ M ~ O.l. Compare your 
solution with the exact solution V(x, t) =sin 1TXCOS 11t for 0 < t < 4. 

0::::; x::::; I, t > 0 
a'v 
iii'' 

a2v 
ax' 

a (</Ji,,,,,+ I + </J~,,,~ I ~ 2 </J~,,,.) 
where h ~ ~x ~ ~z and a ~ (c~t!h)'. 

14.15 Write a program that uses the finite difference scheme to solve the one-dimensional 
wave equation 

1 iJ2</> a'<P a'<P 
2 at2 = ax2 + al" 

By letting cP(,1,11 denote the finite difference approximation of c/J(x,.,, z11, t), show that the 
finite difference scheme for the wave equation is 

14.12 (a) How would you modify matrices [A] and [BJ of Example 14.3 if the solution region 
had charge density p,.? 

(b) Write a program to solve for the potentials at the grid points shown in Figure 14.51 
assuming a charge density Pv = x(y ~ l } nC/m3 Use the iterative finite difference 
method and take e, = ! .0. 

14.13 Use finite difference method to find the potentials at nodes I to 7 in the grid shown in 
Figure 14.52. 

14.14 The two-dimensional wave equation is given by 
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FIGURE 14.53 For Problem 
14.16. ;;7 ------- 

N 2: p,tie 
C=_g__=~ 

Vi1 v, 
and Vr1 = 2 V is the potential difference between strips. Take H = 2 m, W = 5 m, and 
N = 20. 

z = v;;::;. 
0 c 

where C is the capacitance pa unit length and 

( ~-!: lnR,i, i * j 
AiJ = -M 

--[lnM - 15], i = j 
27TE0 

Rii is the distance between the ith and jth subareas, and V, = I or -1 depending on 
whether the ith subarea is on strip l or 2, respectively. Write a program to find the char 
acteristic impedance of the line using the fact that 

where 

2N 

V, = L Aifp1 
j=l 

14.16 A transmission line consists of two identical wires of radius a, separated by distanced 
as shown in Figure 14.53. Maintain one wire at I V and the other at -1 V and use the 
method of moments to find the capacitance per unit length. Compare your result with 
exact formula for C in Table 11. l. Take a = 5 mm, d = 5 cm, e = 5 m, and e = e0• 

14.17 Determine the potential and electric field at point (-1, 4, 5) due to the thin conducting 
wire of Figure 14.18. Take V0 = I V, L = I m, a = I mm. 

14.18 Two conducting wires of equal length Land radius a are separated by a small gap and 
inclined at an angle s as shown in Figure 14.54. Find the capacitance between the wires 
by using the method of moments for cases (J = tO«, 20°, , 180° Take the gap as 
2 mm, a = I mm, L = 2 m, er = I. 

14.19 Given an infinitely long thin strip transmission line shown in Figure 14.SS(a), use the 
moment method to determine the characteristic impedance of the line. We divide each 
strip into N subareas as in Figure 14.SS(b) so that on subarea i, 

Section 14.4- The Moment Method 
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r = Vsin1 <P + v2cos2 <P 

where v = alb, de= r d<f>. Take "o = l cm. 

and the capacitance per unit length with C = Q/2. 

(a) As a way of checking your program, take A = B = 2 cm and a = b = I cm (coax 
ial line with circular cross section), and compare your result with the exact value of 
C = 27Te/ln(A/a). 

(b) Take A = 2 cm, B = 4 cm, a = l cm, and b = 2 cm. 
Hint: For the inner ellipse of Figure 14.S?(b), for example, 

N 

Q = 2; Pi 
i=! 

and Vi = - I or I depending on whether 6.fi lies on the inner or outer conductor 
respectively. Write a MATLAB program to determine the total charge per length on a 
coaxial cable of elliptical cylindrical cross section shown in Figure l 4.57{b) by using 

i=j 

where 

1N 

VJ= 2: p,A,J 
i=l 

14.20 Consider an L-shaped thin wire of radius l mm as shown in Figure 14.56. If the wire is 
held at a potential V = I 0 V, use the method of moments to find the charge distribution 
on the wire. Take 6. = O.l. 

14.21 Consider the coaxial line of arbitrary cross section shown in Figure 14.57{a). Using the 
moment method to find the capacitance C per length involves dividing each conductor 
into N strips so that the potential on the )th strip is given by 

FIGURE 14.55 Analysis of strip transmission line using 
moment method. For Problem 14.19. 

(b) (a) FIGURE 14.54 For Problem 14.18. 

y 

HI /h :b::_ 
~2., x 

I -! V 

"' 
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C = g = (q, + q, + ... + qN)/10 v 

where[!]= [111· · -I]" and q, = p,tM. 

(a) Write a program to find the charge distribution o- on the bar and take e = 2 m, 
h = 2 cm, t = I cm, and N = 20. 

(b} Compute the capacitance of the isolated conductor by using 

[A][q] = lO[I] 

and 6. is the length of the segment. If we maintain the bar at 10 V, we obtain 

A;;= I 1 
i * j 41Te0Ru' 

1 i=j 2e, V1ihi5.' 

where 

N 

V; = L q;A,1 
i=l 

14.22 A conducting bar of rectangular cross section is shown in Figure 14.58. By dividing the 
bar into N equal segments, we obtain the potential at the jth segment as 

FIGURE 14.56 For Problem 14.20. 

V=l 

(•) 

FIGURE 14.57 For Problem 14.21; coaxial line of (a) arbitrary 
cross section, (b) elliptical cylindrical cross section. 

Im 

(b) 8 

Im A 
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FIGURE 14.60 For Problem 14.24. 

(b) (a) 

(0.5, I) 

l,,,__ _...2 

(4, 2) (7, 2) 

2 (1.5, 2.5) 

I 
(2, 0.5) 

3 (7, 6) 

FIGURE 14.59 For Problem 14.23. 

where A = A1 + A2 + A3 is the total area of the triangular element. 
14.24 Determine the element coefficient matrices of the triangular elements in Figure 14.60. 

14.25 The nodal potential values for the triangular element of Figure 14.61 are V1 = 100 V, 
V2 = 50 V, and V3 = 30 V. (a) Determine where the 80 V equipotential line intersects 
the boundaries of the element. (b) Calculate the potential at (2, !). 

A, 
a, = A' k = I, 2, 3 

14.23 Another way of defining the shape functions at an arbitrary point (x, y) in a finite 
element is using the areas A1, A2, and A3 shown in Figure 14.59. Show that 

Section 14.5-The Finite Element Method 
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FIGURE 14.64 For Problem 14.28. 

(4. 0) (0, 0) 

(0, 2)1------~(2, 2) 

FIGURE 14.62 For Problem 14.26. 

(1, 4) 

(8, 0) 

FIGURE 14.63 For Problem 14.27. 

(8, 12) 
~-----~3 

FIGURE 14.61 For Problem 14.25. 

(2, 2) 

D,,,, 
( ~ ' i ) - 

14.26 The triangular element shown in Figure 14.62 is part of a finite element mesh. If 
V1 = 8 V, V, = 12 V, and V3 = lO V, find the potential at (a)(!, 2) and (b) the center 
of the element. 

14.27 Determine the global coefficient matrix for the two-element region shown in 
Figure l 4.63. 

14.28 Calculate the global coefficient matrix for the two-element region shown in Figure 14.64. 

14.29 Find the global coefficient matrix of the two-element mesh of Figure 14.65. 

14.30 For the two-element mesh of Figure 14.65, let V, = 10 V and V3 = 30 V. Find V2 and V4. 

14.31 The mesh in Figure 14.66 is part of a large mesh. The shaded region is conducting and 
has no elements. Find C5,5 and C5,1• 

14.32 Use the program in Figure 14.33 to solve Laplace's equation in the problem shown in 
Figure 14.67, where V0 = 100 V. Compare the finite element solution to the exact solu 
tion in Example 6.5; that is, 

( ) 
4 V0 ~ sin ntt x sinh mry 

V x, y = ~ ~ n sinh n7T ' n = 2k + I 
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FIGURE 14.67 For Problem 14.32. 

14.34 Show that when a square mesh is used in the finite difference method, we obtain the 
same result in the finite element method when the squares are cut into triangles. 

100 sin 7T x sinh 7T y 
V(x,y) = sinh 1T 

14.33 Repeat Problem 14.32 for V0 = 100 sin 7TX. Compare the finite element solution with 
the theoretical solution [similar to Example 6.6(a)]; that is, 

FIGURE 14.66 For Problem 14.31. FIGURE 14.65 For Problems 14.29 and 14.30. 
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FIGURE 14.71 For Problem 14.38. 
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FIGURE 14.69 For Problem 14.36. 
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FIGURE 14.70 For Problem 14.37. 

FIGURE 14.68 For Problem 14.35 
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14.37 Determine the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line shown in Figure 14.70. 
Take a = 2.02, b = 7.0, h = LO = w, t = 0.0 L 

14.38 The cross section of a transmission line is shown in Figure 14.71. Use the finite differ 
ence method to compute the characteristic impedance of the line. 

14.35 Consider the shielded microstrip problem shown in Figure 14.68. Use the finite differ 
ence method to find the potential at points 1 to 6. Five iterations are sufficient. 

14.36 Refer to the square mesh in Figure 14.69. By setting the potential values at the free nodes 
equal to zero, find (by hand calculation) the potentials are nodes I to 4 for five or more 
iterations. 

Section 14.6-Application Note-Microstrip Lines 
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OV 
FIGURE 14.73 For Problem 14.40. 

OV 
FIGURE 14.72 Foe Problem 14.39. 
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14.39 Half a solution region is shown in Figure 14.72 so that the y-axis is a line of symmetry. 
Use finite difference to find the potential at nodes l to 9. Five iterations are sufficient if 
you use an iterative method. 

14.40 The potential system in Figure 14.73 is symmetric about the y-axis. Set the initial val 
ues at the free nodes equal to zero and calculate the potentials at nodes l to 5 for five 
iterations. 
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A+B A-B 
cos A - cosB = -2sin--sin-- 

2 2 

cos (A :t 90°) = +sin A 

sin {A :t 90°) = z cos A 

tan (A :t 90°) = -cot A 

cos (A :t iso-) = -cos A 

sin (A :t 180°) = -sin A 

A+B A-B 
sin A ~ sin B = 2 cos -- sin -- 

2 2 

A+B A-B 
cos A + cos B = 2 cos -2- cos -2- 

sin (A :t B) = sin A cos B :t cos A sin B 

cos (A :t B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B 

2 sin A sin B = cos (A - B) - cos (A + B) 

2 sin A cosB =sin (A+ B) +sin (A - B) 

2 cos A cos B = cos (A + B) + cos (A - B) 

A+B A-B 
sin A + sin B = 2 sin -2- cos -2- 

1 + cot2 A = csc2 A 

1 + tan! A = sec2 A sin2 A + cos2 A = 1, 

1 cscA = - 
sin A 

1 
sec A=--, 

cos A 

1 
cot A= - 

tan A 
sin A 

tan A=--, 
cos A 

A.1 TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITIES 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS 
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or 

z1 :':: z, = (x1 + x1) :':: j(y, + y,) 

z1z1 = (x,x, - y,y,) + j(x,y, + x,y,) 

The complex conjugate of z = z" = x - jy = rd = re-j' 

= r (cos e - j sin e) 
(ej8)" = ej"' =cos ne + j sin ne (de Moivre's theorem) 

J=v=I . .'._=-). /=-1 
} 

r = [z] = w+Y'. 

z = x + jy = r !!!_ = rej' = r (cos e + j sin e) 

where x= Rez= r cos fi, y= lmz= rsinO 

A complex number may be represented as 

A.2 COMPLEX VARIABLES 

l rad = 57.296' 

'Ff = 3.1416 

ejA _ e-jA eiA + e-iA 
sin A = --2-1 -, cos A = --2-- 

e1' = cos A + j sin A (Euler's identity) 

2 tan A 
tan 2A = 1 - tan' A 

tan (A :':: B) = tan A :':: B 
I +tan A tan B 

cos 2A = cos/ A - sin ' A = 2 cos2 A - I = l - 2 sin- A 

sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A 

tan (A :':: 180') = tan A 
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sin (x ± jy) = sin x cosh y ± j cos x sinh y 

cos (x ± jy) = cos x cosh y + j sin x sinh y 

( ) 
sinh 2x sin 2y 

tanh x ± jy = cosh 2x + cos 2y ± j cosh 2x + cos 2y 

cosh? x - sinh ' x = l 

sech! x + tanh? x = l 

sinh (x ± y) = sinh x cosh y ± cosh x sinh y 

cosh (x ± y) = coshxcoshy ± sinhxsinhy 

sinh (x ± jy) = sinh x cosy± j cosh x sin y 

cosh (x ± jy) = cosh xcosy ± jsinh xsiny 

cosh jx = cos x 

l sechx = - 
cosh x 

cos jx = cosh x 

l 
cothx = - 

tanh x 

e' + e " coshx = --2- 

sinh jx = j sin x, 

l cschx = --, sinh x 
sin jx = j sinh x, 

sinh x 
tanhx= --, cosh x 

e' - e-x 
sinh x = --2-, 

A.3 HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 

ln(refll) = In r + In efll = In r + )8 + j2k7r (k = integer) 

(n = integer) 

z11" = (x + jy)11" = r11" d"" = r11" /8/n +27rkln (k = 0, l, 2, .. , n - l) 

z" = (x + jy)" = r" ej"' = r" !!!!!_ 

or 
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tan x = x 

cosx = l 

sinx = x or lim ~sin~x = 1 
x~o x 

(I ± x)" = I ± nx 

e" = I+ x 

In{! + x) = x 

If [x] «I, 

A.6 APPROXIMATIONS FOR SMALL QUANTITIES 

In e" = x 

[e"]" ="" 

where e = 2.7183 

X' x' x' 
e"=l+x+~+~+~+· 

2! 3! 4! 

A.S EXPONENTIAL IDENTITIES 

If [x] « 1,ln(I + x) = x 

log, x = In x (natural logarithm) 

log., x = log x (common logarithm) 

x 
logy= logx - logy 

log x" = n log x 

log xy = log x + logy 

A.4 LOGARITHMIC IDENTITIES 
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d dU 
-sinh U =cash U- 
dx dx 

d du dx cosh U = sinh U dx 

d du 
dxtan U = sec2 U dx 

d dU 
-cos U =-sin U 
dx dx 

d dU 
dxsin U =cos U dx 

_<!.._eu = eu dU 
dx dx 

_<!.._Uv= Vlr'dU + UvlnUdV 
dx dx dx 

d 1 dU -In U= - 
dx U dx 

dU dV 
v--u- 

_<!.._ [!!_] = dx dx 
dx V V' 

_<!.._ (alJ') = nalr' 
dx 

d log, e dU 
dx108" U = U dx 

_<!.._(UV)= udV + vdU 
dx dx dx 

_<!.._(aU) =a dU 
dx dx 

If U = U(x), V = V(x), and a = constant, 

A.7 DERIVATIVES 
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f x sin 2ax 
cos' ax dx = - + -- + C 

2 4a 

f x sin ax dx = ~ {sin ax - ax cos ax) + C 

f , x sin 2ax 
sin· ax dx = - - -- + C 

2 4a 

f sec axdx =~In (sec ax+ tan ax)+ C 

f 1 l 
tan ax dx = - In sec ax + C = -- In cos ax + C a a 

f x'e"'dx = ~ (a'x' - 2ax + 2) + C 

f In x dx = x In x - x + C 

J sin ax dx = -~cos ax + C 

f cos ax dx = ~sin ax + C 

f e= 
xe=dx =-,(ax - 1) + C a· 

a> 0, a* 1 f a"du = ~ + c, 
In a 

f eu dU = e" + C 

f e"'dx = ~e"' + C 

n * -1 f 
u•+I 

U'dU=--+ C, 
n + 1 

f dU U =In U + C 

f adx=ax+C 

f U dV = UV - f V dU (integration by parts) 

If U = U(x), V = V(x), a and bare constants, and C is an arbitrary constant, 

A.8 INDEFINITE INTEGRALS 
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J 
xdx -~ --- = vx' + a2 + C 

\Ix'+ a' 

l _l_ In x - a + C, x' > a2 

J 
____!!!.____ = 2 a x + a 
x'-a2 I a-x - In -- + C, x' < a2 

2a a+ x 

J __ d_x_ = sin-1 ~ + C 
Va'-x' a 

J - ~ = In (x + V x' ± a2) + C 
v x2 ±: a2 

J 
xdx I , 

x' + a' = 2 ln (x' + a·) + C 

J x' dx = x - a tan-•::+ C 
x' + a2 a 

J 
dx 1 _1 x ~-=-tan -+ C 

x!+a2 a a 

J 
dx I -~ = - In lax + bl ax+ b a 

J tanh axdx =±in cosh ax+ C 

J 
sin (a - b)x sin (a+ b)x 

cosaxcosbxdx= 2(a-b) + 2(a+b) +C, a'*b' 

J sinh axdx = ~ cosh ax+ C 

f cosh axdx = ~sinh ax+ C 

cos(a - b)x _ cos(a + b)x + C, a'* b' 
2(a-b) 2(a+b) I sin ax cos bxdx = 

J e'" cos bx dx = ,..::____,(a cos bx + b sin bx) + C a·+ b- 

f . . sin (a - b)x sin (a+ b)x 
51naxsmbxdx = 2(a _ b) - 2(a + b) + C, a1 * b1 

J 
e" 

e" sin bx dx = a' + b' (a sin bx - b cos bx) + C 

I xcosaxdx =~(cos ax+ ax sin ax)+ C 
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I• e-"-" dx = ~ 
-co -i: 

f• , I t: 
o e:" dx = 2\J-;; 

f • n! 
x"e-ax dx = - 

an+l 
0 

f • sin1 ax I I tr 

0 
=r=: a z' a>O 

In the following, a > 0 for the integrals to converge. 

a> 0 
a=O 
a< 0 f 00 sin ax { 71"/2, 

--dx = 0 
0 x -1T/2: 

f co sin2 x 1T 
--dx = - 

0 x' 2 

m = n 
m*n 

{
O, 
71", 

r I. sin mx sin nx dx = sin mx sin nx dx = 
0 -· 

m + n =odd 

m + n =even 
J 7T sin mx cos nx dx = {O, 

0 ----3!!!_ ' ,, m- - n- 

m = n 
m * n 

{
O, 
71"/2, I . I. 

sin mx sin nx dx = cos mx cos nx dx = 
0 0 

If m and n are integers, a, b, and care constants, 

A.9 DEFINITE INTEGRALS 

I xdx I 
(x' + a')311 = - V x' + a' + C 

I x'dx (~ x) x 
(x' +a')"'= In --a--+;; - Vx' +a'+ C 

f __ d_x __ = J__( __ x_ + _I_tan-1.:':) + C 
(x2 + a1)2 2a2 x2 + a2 a a 

I dx x/a1 

(x' +a')'"= Vx' + a1 + C 
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1 A x dS = - f V x A dv r, , 

lvds=J VVdv r, , 

V (U + V) =VU+ VV 

V (UV)= UVV + VVU 

v[Q] = V(VU) - U(VV) 
v v' 

v V" = n vn-l vv (n =integer) 

V (A· B) = (A· V) B + (B · V) A+ Ax (V x B) +Bx (V x A) 

V ·(A+ B) = V A+ V · B 

V ·(Ax B) = B · (V x A) - A· (V x B) 

V ·(VA)= VV ·A+ A VV 

V · (VV) = V2V 

V · (V x A)= 0 

V x (A+ B) = V X A+ V X B 

V x (Ax B) =A (V · B) - B (V ·A) + (B · V)A - (A· V)B 

V x (VA)= VV x A+ V(V X A) 

V x (VV) = 0 

V x (V x A) = V(V ·A) - V2A 

1 A · di = f V x A · dS rl s 

f. Vdl = -t VV x dS 

1 A · dS = f V · A dv r, , 

If A and B are vector fields while U and V are scalar fields, then 

A.10 VECTOR IDENTITIES 

f
~ b 

e-ax sin bx dx = - 
o a2 + b2 

f oc e-ax cos bx dx = _a_ 
o a2 +b i 
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• The values vary from one published source to another because there 
are many varieties of mos! materials, and conductivity is sensitive to 
temperature, moisture content, impurities, and the like. 

Material Conductivity (siemens/meter) 

Conductors 
Silver 6.1 x 10' 
Copper {standard annealed) 5.8 x 10' 
Gold 4.1 x 10' 
Aluminum 3.5 x 10' 
Tungsten 1.8 x 10' 
Zinc 1.7 x 10' 
Brass I.Ix 10' 
Iron (pure) 10' 
Lead 5 x 10• 
Mercury 10' 
Carbon 3 x JO' 
Water{sea) 

Semiconductors 
Germanium (pure) 2.2 
Silicon (pure) 4.4 x 10-4 

Insulators 
Water{distilled) 10-4 

Earth (dry) 10-s 

Bakelite w-ro 

Paper w-11 
Glass 10-12 

Porcelain 10-12 

Mica !0-lS 

Paraffin IO-IS 

Rubber (hard) 10-1s 
Quartz (fused) 10-11 
Wox JO-Ii 

TABLE B.1 Approximate Conductivity" of Some 
Common Materials at 20°C 

MATERIAL CONSTANTS 
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* The values given are only typical; they vary from one published source to another owing to 
different varieties of most materials. 

250 
600 
5000 
7000 

0.999998 
1.00000037 
1.000021 
1.00008 
1.0003 
1.001 

0.999833 
0.999968 
0.9999736 
0.9999831 
0.9999906 
0.9999912 

= 1.0 

Diamagnetic 
Bismuth 
Mercury 
Silver 
Lead 
Copper 
Water 
Hydrogen (STP) 

Paramagnetic 
Oxygen (STP) 
Air 
Aluminum 
Tungsten 
Platinum 
Manganese 

Ferromagnetic 
Cobalt 
Nickel 
Soft iron 
Silicon-iron 

µ., 

TABLE B.3 Relative Permeability(µ.,) of Some Materials" 

Material 

• The values given are only typical; they vary from one published source to another because of 
the different varieties of most materials and the dependence of e, on temperature, humidity, 
and the like. 

3.1 
2.5-8.0 

2.55 
2.25 

2.2 
2.1 

1200 
80 
81 

8 
7 

5-10 

Barium titanate 
Water(sea) 
Water(distilled) 
Nylon 
Paper 
Glass 
Mica 
Porcelain 
Bakelite 
Quartz (fused} 
Rubber (hard) 
Wood 
Polystyrene 
Polypropylene 
Paraffin 
Petroleum oil 
Air(latm) 

Dielectric Strength 
E(V/m) 

7.5 x 10• 

12 x 10• 
J5 x 10• 
70 x 10• 

20 x 10• 
JO x 10• 
25 x 10• 

JO X 10• 
12 x 10• 
J x 10• 

Dielectric Constant 
er (Dimensionless) Material 

TABLE B.2 Approximate Dielectric Constant or Relative Permittivity (er) and 
Strength of Some Common Materials" 
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Operation MATLAB Formula 

Addition a+b 
Division (right) a/b (means fl+- b) 
Division (left) a\b (means b +-fl) 

Multiplication a e b 
Power a t b 
Subtraction a-b 

TABLE C.1 Basic Operations 

The Command window is the primary area in which the user interacts with MATLAB. A little 
later, we will learn how to use the text editor to create M-files, which allow executing sequences 
of commands. For now, we focus on how to work in the Command window. We will first learn 
how to use MATLAB as a calculator. We do so by using the algebraic operators in Table C. l. 

C.1 MATLAB FUNDAMENTALS 

The Mathworks, Inc. 
3 Apple Hill Drive 
Natick, MA 01760-2098 
Phone: (508) 647-7000 
Website: http://www.mathworks.com 

The brief introduction on MATLAB presented in this appendix is sufficient for solving 
problems in this book. Additional information about MATLAB can be found in MATLAB 
books and from online help. The best way to learn MATLAB is to learn the basics and start 
working with the program right away. 

MATLAB has become a powerful tool of technical professionals worldwide. The term 
MATLAB is an abbreviation for Matrix Laboratory, implying that MATLAB is a computa 
tional tool that employs matrices and vectors/arrays to carry out numerical analysis, signal 
processing, and scientific visualization tasks. Because MATLAB uses matrices as its fun 
damental building blocks, one can write mathematical expressions involving matrices just 
as easily as one would on paper. MATLAB is available for Macintosh, Unix, and Windows 
operating systems. A student version of MATLAB is available for PCs. A copy of MATLAB 
can be obtained from 

MATLAB 
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Tangent and hyperbolic tangent of x in radians 
Square root of x 

Imaginary part of a complex number x 
Natural logarithm of x 
Logarithm of x to base 2 
Common logarithms (base 10) of x 
Real part of a complex number x 
Sine and hyperbolic sine of x in radians 

Round toward zero 

Absolute value or complex magnitude of x 
Inverse cosine and inverse hyperbolic cosine of x in radians 
Inverse cotangent and inverse hyperbolic cotangent of x in radians 
Phase angle (in radians) of a complex number x 
Inverse sine and inverse hyperbolic sine of x in radians 
Inverse tangent and inverse hyperbolic tangent of x in radians 
Complex conjugate of x 
Cosine and hyperbolic cosine of x in radians 
Cotangent and hyperbolic cotangent of x in radians 
Exponential of x 

abs (x) 

acos, acosh(x) 

acot, acoth(x) 
angle(x) 
asin, asinh(x) 
atan, atanh(x) 
conj(x) 
cos, cash ( x ] 
cot, coth(x) 
expt x ) 
fix 
imag(x) 
log(x) 
log2(x) 
loglO(x) 
real ( x) 
sin, sinh(x) 
sqrt(x) 
tan, tanh(x) 

Remark 

TABLE C.2 Typical Elementary Math Functions 

Function 

[a long list of topics comes up] 

>> help 

The first command assigns the values 2, 4, and -6 to the variables a, b, and c, respectively. 
MATLAB does not respond because this line ends with a semicolon. The second command 
sets dat to b1 ~ 4ac, and MATLAB returns the answer as 64. Finally, the third line sets e 
equal to the square root of dat and divides by 10. MATLAB prints the answer as 0.8. As 
function sqrt is used here, other mathematical functions listed in Table C.2 can be used. 
Table C.2 provides just a small sample of MATLAB functions. Others can be obtained from 
the online help. To get help, type 

» a=2; b=4; c=-6; 
» dat = b"2 - 4*a*c 
dat = 

64 
ff e=sqrt(dat) /10 
e ~ 

0.8000 

To begin to use MATLAB, we use these operators. Type commands to the MATLAB 
prornpt ?»>" in the Command window (correct any mistakes by backspacing) and press 
the <Enter> key. For example, 
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Finds the transpose of matrix A 
Evaluates the determinant of matrix A 
Calculates the inverse of matrix A 
Determines the eigenvalues of matrix A 
Finds the diagonal elements of matrix A 
Exponential of matrix A 

A' 

det(A) 

inv(A) 
eig(A) 
diag(A) 
exp{A) 

Remark 

TABLE C.3 Matrix Operations 

Operation 

»C=A+B 

» 8 = A' 
B 

In addition to the arithmetic operations that can be performed on a matrix, the operations 
in Table C.3 can be implemented. 

We can use the operations in Table C.3 to manipulate matrices as follows. 

3 
6 
9 l 

[ 1 
4 

» A 

»A~ [l 2 3; 4 5 6; 7 8 91 

or as 

>>a~ [l -3 6 10 -8 11 141; 
is a row vector. Defining a matrix is similar to defining a vector. For example, a 3 X 3 
matrix can be entered as 

>> help log2 

[a help message on the log function follows] 

Note that MATLAB is case sensitive, so that sin(a) is not the same as sin(A). 

Try the following examples: 

>> 3'(logl0(25.6)) 
>> y=2* sin(pi/3) 
>>exp(y+4-l) 
In addition to operating on mathematical functions, MATLAB easily allows one to work 
with vectors and matrices. A vector (or array) is a special matrix with one row or one col 
umn. For example, 

and for a specific topic, type the command name. For example, to get help on log to base 2, 
type 
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i or j 
pi 
NaN 
inf 
eps 
rand 

Identity matrix 
An array of ones 
An array of zeros 
Imaginary unit or sqrt(-1) 
3.1416 
Not a number 
Infinity 
A very small number, 2.2e-16 

Random element 

eye 

Remark Matrix/Variable/Constant 

TABLE C.4 Special Matrices, Variables, and Constants 

to get a 3 X 3 identity matrix. 

>> eye t S} 
ans= 

Note that not all matrices can be inverted. A matrix can be inverted if and only if its deter 
minant is nonzero. Special matrices, variables, and constants are listed in Table C.4. For 
example, type 

-2.6861 
0 .1861 

-2. 0000 1. 0000 
1.5000 -0.5000 

» H = eig(g) 
H 

g 

-2 
g = inv(e) 

» f=det(e) 
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FIGURE C.1 MATLAB plot ofy=lO*sin( 2*pi*x). 

-2 

-4 

-6 
-8 

-10 
0 10 12 14 16 

will graph data (xl , yl) in red, data (x2, y2) in blue, and data (x3, y3) in dashed lines, all 
on the same plot. 

MATLAB also allows for logarithm scaling. Rather than the plot command, we use: 

log log log(y) versus log(x) 
semilogx y versus log(x) 
semilogy log(y) versus x 

With this, MATLAB responds with the plot in Figure C.l. 
MATLAB will let you graph multiple plots together and distinguish them with differ 

ent colors. This capability is obtained with the command plot(xdata, ydata, 'color'), where 
the color is indicated by using a character string from the options listed in Table C.5. 

For example, 
>> plot(xl, yl, 'r', x2,y2, 'b', x3,y3, '--'); 

>> y 10*sin(2*pi*x); 
>> plot(x,y); 

% xis a vector, 0 <= x <= S*pi, 
increments of pi/100 

% create a vector y 
% create the plot 

>> x = O:pi/lOO:S*pi; 

To plot using MATLAB is easy. For a two-dimensional plot, use the plot command with 
two arguments as 
>> plot(xdata,ydata) 

where xdata and ydata are vectors of the same length containing the data to be plotted. 
For example, suppose we want to plot y=lO*sin( 2*pi*x) from 0 to S*pi, we will 

proceed with the following commands: 

C.2 USING MATLAB TO PLOT 
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FIGURE C.2 A three-dimensional plot. 
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-0.5 
30 

(The dot symbol used in x. and y. allows element-by-element multiplication.) The result 
is shown in Figure C.2. 

Other plotting commands in MATLAB are listed in Table C.6. The help command can 
be used to find out how each of these is used. 

>>xx= -1:.1:1; 
)) yy = xx; 

[x,y] = meshgrid(xx,yy); 
11 z=x.*exp(-x."2 -y."2); 
» mesh(z); 

Three-dimensional plots are drawn by using the functions mesh and meshgrid (mesh 
domain). For example, to draw the graph of z = x*exp(-x"2-y"2) over the domain 
-1 <x , y<l, we type the following commands: 

Yellow Point 
Magenta Circle 
Cyan X-mark 
Red Plus 
Green Solid 

b Blue Star 
White Dotted 
Black Dashdot 

Dashed 

TABLE C.5 Various Color and Line Types 
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Once the file is saved as example! .m and we exit text editor, we type 

>> examplel 
in the Command window, and hit <Enter> to obtain the result shown in Figure C.3. 

To allow flow control in a program, certain relational and logical operators are neces 
sary. These are shown in Table C.7. Perhaps the most commonly used flow control state 
ments are for and if. The for statement is used to create a loop or a repetitive procedure and 
has the general form 
for x =array 

[commands] 
end 

% xis a vector, 0 <= x <= 5*pi, 
increments of pi/100 
create a vector y 
create the plot 
label the x-axis 
label the y-axis 
title the plot 
add grid 

y 10*sin(2*pi*x); 
plot(x,y); 
xlabel('x (in radians)'); 
ylabel('l0*sin(2*pi*x)'); 
title ( 'A sine function' ) ; 
grid 

O:pi/100:5*pi; 

So far MATLAB has been used as a calculator. You can also use MATLAB to create your 
own program. The command line editing in MATLAB can be inconvenient if one has 
several lines to execute. To avoid this problem, one creates a program that is a sequence 
of statements to be executed. If you are in the Command window, click File/New/M-files 
to open a new file in the MATLAB Editor/Debugger or simple text editor. Type the pro 
gram and save the program in a file with an extension . m, say filename. m (it is for this 
reason such files are called M-files). Once a program has been saved as an M-file, exit the 
Debugger window. You are now back in the Command window. Type the file without the 
extension . m to get results. For example, the plot that was made earlier in Figure C. l can be 
improved by adding a title and labels and typing as an M-file called example 1 • mas follows: 

C.3 PROGRAMMING WITH MATLAB 

A bar graph 
A contour plot 
A plot with error bars 
A histogram of the data 
A three-dimensional version of plot (: · 
A polar coordinate plot 
A stairstep plot 
Plots the data sequence as stems 
Multiple (m X n) plots per window 
A plot of three-dimensional colored surface 

bar(x,y) 
contour( z) 

errorbar (x,y,l,u) 
hist ( x) 
plot3(x,y,z) 
polar(r, angle) 
stairs(x,y) 
stem(x) 

subplot(m,n,p) 
surf(x,y,x,c) 

Comments 

TABLE C.6 Other Plotting Commands 

Command 
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less than 
less than or equal 
greater than 
greater than or equal 
equal 
not equal 
and 
or 
not 

Remark Operator 

TABLE C.7 Relational and Logical 
Operators 

if expression 
[commands if expression is True] 

else 
[commands if expression is False} 

end 

The if statement is used when certain conditions must be met before an expression is 

executed. It has the general form 

FIGURE C.3 MATLAB plot of y=lO*sin ( 2 *pi *x) with title and labels. 

x (in radians) 

,_ ·--- - 

A sine function 
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Comment your M-file by adding lines beginning with a% character. 
To suppress output, end each command with a semicolon(;), you may remove the 
semicolon when debugging the file. 
Press up and down arrow keys to retrieve previously executed commands. 
If your expression does not fit on one line, use an ellipse( ... ) at the end of the line 
and continue on the next line. For example, MATLAB considers 
y = sin(x + log10(2x + 3)) + cos(x + ••• 
logl0(2x+3)); 
as one line of expression. 
Keep in mind that variable and function names are case sensitive. 

The following tips are helpful in working effectively with MATLAB: 

>> min(y) 

If we are not interested in the corresponding index, we could do the same thing using the 
command 

XO = 

n exarnple2 
minl 

-2 

example2 .rn 
This program finds the minimum y value 
and its =orresponding index 

x = [l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]; %the nth term in y 
y = [ 3 9 15 8 l 0 -2 4 12 5]; 
minl = y(l); 
for k=l:lO 

min2=y(k); 
if(min2 < minl) 
minl = min2; 
XO = X(k); 

else 
minl = minl; 

end 
end 
diary 
minl, xo 
diary off 

Note the use of for and if statements. When this program is saved as example2. m, we 
execute it in the Command window and obtain the minimum value of y as -2 and the cor 
responding value of x as 7, as expected: 

For example, suppose we have an array y(x) and we want to determine the minimum 
value of y and its corresponding index x. This can be done by creating an M-file as fol 
lows. 
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indicating that the solutions are x = ~ 3 and x = 1. Of course, we can use the com 
mand solve for a case involving two or more variables. We will see that in the following 
example. 

[-3 J 
I 1 I 

We can also solve equations by using the command solve. For example, given the quadratic 
equation x' + 2x - 3 = 0, we obtain the solution by using the MATLAB command 

>> [x]=solve( 'x"2 + 2*x - 3 =O') 

X = inv(A)•B 

which in MATLAB is the same as 

Second, we can solve for X as 

X = A\B 

The square matrix A is known as the coefficient matrix, while X and B are vectors. We are 
seeking X, the solution vector. There are two ways to solve for X in MATLAB. First, we can 
use the backslash operator (\) so that 

a,,, l [ x, - [ b, l a2n X1 b2 
, X = , B = 

ann X11 b, 

[ ., a12 

A= an an 

a"' a,,, a,,, 

where 

AX= B 

or in matrix form 

Consider the general system of n simultaneous equations as 

C.4 SOLVING EQUATIONS 
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Method 2: 

Since the equations are not many in this case, we can use the command solve to obtain the 
solution of the simultaneous equations as follows: 

[xl,x2,x3]=solve( '25*xl - 5*x2 - 20*x3=50', '-S*xl + 10*x2 - 4*x3 
=O', '-S*xl - 4*x2 + 9*x3=0'} 
xl = 

Thus, x, = 29.6, x2 = 26, and x3 = 28. 

29. 6000 
26. 0000 
28.0000 

29.6000 
26.0000 
28.0000 

11 X=A\B 
x 

11 X = inv(A)*B 
x 

» A ~ (25 -5 -20; -5 10 -4; -5 -4 9] 
A 

25 -5 -20 
-5 10 -4 
-5 -4 9 
B ~ [50 0 0)' 

B 
50 

We obtain matrix A and vector Band enter them in MATLAB as follows: 

-2o][x'] [so] 
-: :: = ~ or AX = B 

-5 
10 
-4 [

~5 

-5 

Method I: 

The given set of simultaneous equations could be written as 

Solution: 

We can use MATLAB to solve this in two ways: 

25x1 - 5x1 - 20x3 = 50 
-Sxl + lOX2 - 4x3 = 0 
-Sx1 - 4x1 + 9x3 = 0 

Use MATLAB to solve the following simultaneous equations: 
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Use the fewest commands possible and avoid execution of extra commands. This is 
particularly applicable for loops. 
Use matrix operations directly as much as possible and avoid for, do, and/or while 
loops if possible. 
Make effective use of functions for executing a series of commands over several 
times in a program. 
When unsure about a command, take advantage of the help capabilities of the 
software. 
Start each file with comments to help you remember what it is all about. 
When writing a long program, save frequently. If possible, avoid a long program; 
break it down into smaller subroutines. 

A good program should be well documented, of reasonable size, and capable of performing 
computations with reasonable accuracy within a reasonable amount of time. The following 
hints may make writing and running MATLAB programs easier. 

C.S PROGRAMMING HINTS 

Answer: x1 = 3 = x3, x1 = 2. 

Use MATLAB to solve the problem the following simultaneous equations. 

PRACTICE PROBLEM C.i 

3x1 - x2 - 2x3 = 1 

-x1 + 6x2 - 3x3 = 0 
-2x1 - 3x2 + 6x3 = 6 

The same result obtained by Method 1 appears again. 

148/5 
x2 
26 
x3 
28 
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Minimum (maximum) of a vector 
Adds a grid mark to the graphic window 
Converts a collection of roots into a polynomial 
Finds the roots of a polynomial 
Sorts the elements of a vector 
Plays vector as sound 
Standard deviation of a data collection 
Sum of elements of a vector 

Mean value of a vector 
Saves screen display output in text format 

min(max) 
grid 
poly 
roots 
sort 
sound 
std 

diary 

Explanation 

TABLE C.8 Other Useful MATLAB Commands 

Command 

Table C.8 lists some common useful MATLAB commands that may be used in this book. 

C.6 OTHER USEFUL MATLAB COMMANDS 
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840 

I.I -O.S704a,, -0.34S2a,, -0.34S2a, 

1.3 2ax + 9ay + a, 
1.5 -99 

1.7 (a) T = (3, -2, 1) and S = (4,6,2) 
(b) ax + Sa, + a, 
(c) S.124 m 

1.9 Proof 
1.11 (a) 71, (b) :<:: ( -0.Sl l la, - 0.4S67a, + 0.3244a,) 

1.13 Proof 
1.15 Proof 
1.17 (a) 7.6Sll, (b) -2a, - Sa,. (c) 42.57°, (d) ll.023, (e) 17.31 
1.19 S.646 
1.21 - l Sa; - Sa,+ 4a, 
1.23 (a) -2.S577 

(b) -0.2S57a, + O.S571a, - 0,42S6a, 
(c) 6S.91° 

1.25 (a) O.S242ax + 0.1374a, - 0.5494a, 
(b) 100 = 4x2;l + x2 + 2xz + z' + z4 

1.27 (a) G = 6.403, H = 7.34S 
(b) -lS 
(c) OcH = 112.5° 

1.29 (a) 6.403 
(b) l.2S6a, - 2.571a, + 3.S57a, 
(c) z a, 

CHAPTER 1 

ANSWERS TO ODD-NUMBERED 
PROBLEMS 
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Hl~·~ y l:l - vx' +I 
x 

A Vx'+y vx' +I 
z 0 0 

x xz -y 

[~:] = 

\!x'+l+z' vx'+/vx'+l+z' \ix'+ I 
y yz x [ ~:] vx'+l+z' Vx'+7vx2 +I+ z' vx' +I 
z vx' +I 

\!x'+l+z' vx'+l+z' 

2.19 

2.15 
2.17 

2.13 

G = _ ~a,+ (v7+7 - _ ~)ar + \/T+7a, 
vx'+y' vx'+y' 

(a) B = p cos </>a, 
(b) B = 0.Sr sin(28) cos <J>a, - r sin18 cos <J>a0 

Proof 
(a) Sap + 2a - 7a, 
(b) 7 
(c) -I6ar + 29a4> - IOa, 
(d) 78.56° 

2.11 

2.9 

2.7 

2.5 

2.3 

(a) P, (1.732, I, 5) 
(b) P2 (0, I, -3) 
(c) P3 (3.535, 6.124, 7.0711) 
(d) P4 (I, 1.7321, 3.464) 
(a) (6.324, 71.56°, - 4) 
(b) (7.483, 147.69°, 71.56°) 
T(x, y, z) = (7.5, 4.33, 5) 
T(p, <J>, z) = (8.66, 30°, 5) 

(a) - ~ (pap + 4a,), (sin2 8 + '!.sin e)a, + sin 8 (cos 8 - !)a, 
vl+z' r r 

(b) _ ~(par + za.), r'sin2 8a, 
v p' + z' 

-3a_.. + 2ay + 4a2 

2.1 
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3.1 (a) 2.356 
(b) 0.5236 
(c) 4.189 

3.3 (a) 6 
(b) lIO 
(c) 4.538 

3.5 15.71 
3.7 (a) -SO 

(b) -39.5 
3.9 -1.5 
3.11 2 

3.13 (a) 0.5 
(b) 54.45 

3.15 (a) (6y - 2,)a, + 6xa1 +(I - 2x)a, 
(b) (IO cos cf> - z)a, - !Osin cf> a.; - pa, 

2 2sin cf> 
(c) --;s cos cf>a, - r'sin e •• 

3.17 Proof 

3.19 0.4082a, - 0.8!65a1 + 0.4082a, 
3.21 -40.42 
3.23 (a) 3y - x 

(b) 2z2 +sin 2</> + 2psin2 cf> 
(c) 3 

CHAPTER 3 

2.21 (a) 5.385, (b) IO, (c) 9.956 
2.23 (a) An infinite line parallel to the z-axis, 

(b) Point (2, - I, IO). 
(c) A circle of radius r sin 0 = 5 (i.e., the intersection of a cone and a sphere). 
(d) An infinite line parallel to the z-axis. 
(e) A semi-infinite line parallel to the xy·plane. 
(f) A semi circle of radius 5 in the yz-plane. 

2.25 (a) 50.07°, (b) 0.9428a1, + 0.2357a;, - 0.2357a, 
2.27 52.925 
2.29 (a) J, = -a0 

(b) J•=0.693!a<I 
(c) ), = -a0 + 0.693 la.; 
(d) )p = In 2a• 

2.31 (a) a plane, (b) a cylinder of infinite length 
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3.57 

3.55 

!08(a, + a,+ a.), 126 
JO 5 sin¢ 

(a) -7 cos ¢a, - r3 sin e •• 
I 0 cos ¢ 5 cos ¢ 

(b) --,.- - r4 sin2 e 
(c) 0 

6 sin¢ [ (z' + I) l 
-p- •p + --p- + 2p az 

3.53 

3.51 

3.49 

(3p + !)sin ¢a, 

(
rcos¢ ) 

2 cote cos ¢a, + -. - - 4 cos"' •o 
sm e 

43.493 

(a) (2 + p)cos ¢ - 4, 
2sin ¢ 

(b) 4r sine - sine ' 

(a) 2 + 2xy 
(b) -a,+ x(4 - x)a, 
(c) 2yax + 2ya, 
(d) -2(2 - xla, 
(a) e"''(6xy'e"'' + 3x'y'z + 3x'y'z + x'y'z' + 2x' + x'y'), 
(b) 3z(cos ¢ +sin¢), -8.196 

(c) «: sin 8 cos¢( I - 7 - ~). -0.8277 

3.47 

(a) 47T 
(b) 47T 
(c) -47T 
(d) 2.2767 
(e) 7.2552 
(f) 9.532 

3.45 

3.25 Proof 
3.27 (a) 6yza,. + 3xy'a, + 3x'yza, 

(b) qyza, + 3xy'a, + 4x'yza, 
(c) 6xyz + 3xy' + 3x'yz' 
(d) 2(x' +I+ z'J = 2r' 

3.29 (a) 209.44 
(b) 209.44 

3.31 24 

3.33 37.7 
3.35 198.97 

3.37 (a) -y'a, + 2za, - x'a" 0 
(b) (p2 + 3z')a,, + 4p'•v 0 

sin ¢ cos ¢ cos ¢ 
(c) - r3 sine a, + r3 sine •o + ~··· 

3.39 Proof 
3.41 -9.4956 

3.43 
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CHAPTER4 

4.1 -l.829lax - 0.5226a, + l.3065a, mN 

4.3 
-2Qda, 

(a) 47Te,(x2 + d2)312 

(b) 
Qdza, 

1Te,(z' - d')' 
4.5 4.9kV/m 

4.7 
a3 Po 

4.9 32 c 
4.11 5.657 nC 
4.13 260.58a,N l ~'""'' V/m,z < 0 

4.15 E = -I.979a, kV/m, 0 < z < 1 
-I.4137a, kV/m, 1 < z < 2 

848.23a, V/m,z>2 

4.17 (a) 0 
(b) f),_a 

e, ' 
(c) 0 

4.19 4.17 x 1042 

4.21 _g_(-a +a) 27T x y 

4.23 (a) 8yC/m2 

(b) 6sin<J> + 4zC/m3 

(c) 0 
4.25 -2.7a,mC/m2 

4.27 (a) 2yC/m3 

(b) 1/3 c 
(c) IC 

3.59 (a) Bis solenoidal. 
(b) A is irrotational. 

3.61 Proof 
3.63 Proof 
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4.43 -108 µ,) 

4.45 -8 v 
4.47 -80 m] 
4.49 (a) -4xa, - 8yap -106.25 pCim3 

(b) -(20psin</> + 6z)ar - lOpcos</>a.; - 6pa,, -(3osin</> + ~)e,cim3 

(c) -10rcos8sin</>a,+ 5rsin8sin</>a0,-5rcot8cos</>a.p, 
e,(Ssin <P csc28 cos 8 - 20cos 8 sin o) Cim3 

451 - 4~,G-i) 
4.53 Not a genuine EM field; 0.5858 C 
4.55 (a) -l.136a, kVim 

(b) (a,+ 0.2a,) X 107 mis 

4.57 Proof, Qd 3 (2 sin 8 sin </>a, - cos 8 sin <P•o - cos</>•.;) 
47Te0r 

4.59 -8.05 µ,) 

4.61 0.36 n] 
4.63 2.069 n) 

3 < r < 5 cm 

r < 3 cm 

r > 5 cm 
( 

0, 
IO 2 D = ~-J arnC/m, 

41Tr 

5 ' 
4m1 

a, nCim , 

4.41 

4.39 

(a) 72a, + 27a, + 36a, Vim 
(b) -30.95 pC 

Qh [ I I l 
D = 27T(b' - a') Va'+ h' - Vb'+ h' a, 

4.37 

4.33 

4.35 

r> a 
4.31 

r <a 

Proof 

1
4;:,a,, 

D= 
Q 

4m2a" 

6.985 kV 

(a) 3.008 x 106 V 
(b) 686 kV 

4.29 
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5.31 (a) l030 Cim3-s 
p 

(b) 314.16 A 
5.33 - l.571 C/m3 · s 
S.35 29.84 kC/m3, 18.98 kC/m3 

5.37 50a, + 289.5a, - 108.6a, nC/m2 

5.39 (a) 0.l768a, - 0.l06la, + 0.2l22a, nC/m2 

(b) lOa, - 4ar + 12a, Vim, 75.64° 
(c) 3.7136 n)/m3, 5.1725 n)/m3 

5.27 

S.25 
5.23 
5.21 

5.19 
5.17 
5.15 
5.13 

5.l l 
5.9 

5.7 
5.5 
5.3 

-0.ll72 A 

100 A 
0.3 mA, 166 nA 
(a) 33.95 mn 
(b) 265.l A 
(c) 2.386 kW 
The silver wire is longer. 
(a) 0.27 mft 
(b) 50.3 A (copper), 9.7 A (steel) 
(c) 0.322 rnft 
1.000182 
4.2, 9.135 kV/m, 339.23 nC/m2 

2.26laP kV/m, 70aP nC/m2 

(a) -86.86 X 10-18 C 
(b) 883.5 x 10-18 c 
(c) -796.61 X 10-18 C 
-50e0(z sin ¢a,+ z cos¢•.;+ p sin ¢a,) C/m2 

262.5a, nC/m2 

1.733 
p0a2(2e, + 1) 

(a) 6e0e, 

P a' 
(b)~ 

3e, 
5.29 (a) Possible 

(b) Not possible 
(b) Not possible 
(d) Possible 

5.1 
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6.23 

6.21 

6.19 

6.17 

6.15 

6.13 

6.11 
6.9 

6.7 ( 0.3142 - 
66~51 )al' 

Does not satisfy Laplace's equation. 
(a) Does not satisfy Laplace's equation. 
(b) 8.854 pC 
25z kV, -25a, kV Im, -332a, nClm2, ::':332 nClm2 

100 
- 1Tp a.; V Im 

(a) Proof 
(b) - V,sin <f>a, - V,cos <f>a.; 

100 100 
V = -~ + 150, E =--;;-a, Vim 

(a) V(p = 15 mm) = 12.4 V, (b) u =8.93 X 106 mis 

4V, ~ sin(n1Txlb) sinh[n7T(a - y)lb] 
(a) -;;:- ,,=:,, n sinh(n1Talb) 

4V, ~ sin(n1Tyla) sinh[n7Txla] 
(b) -;;:- ,,=:,, n sinh(n7Tbla) 

4 V, ~ sin(n1Tyla) sinh[n7T(b - x)la] 
(c) -;;:- ,,=:,, n sinh(n7Tbla) 

4V 00 

6.25 ----"- 2: exp(-n1Txla)[sin(n1Tyla)a, - cos(n1Tyla)a,} 
a e =odd 

6.3 
6.5 

(a) -270a, + 540a, + 135a, Vim 
(b) 14.324 nClm3 

27.25 v 
I 57.08y4 - 942.Sy' + 30.374 kV 

6.1 

5.43 0.476 pClm1 

5.45 49.11°, 60°, 30° 

E, = 
r >a 

r< a 1
21T(e, ~ e1)r'' 

0, 
5.41 
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6.63 

6.65 -3.4a, kV/m 

eoVo 
(c) O, - 2dln 2 

e,S 
(d)~ 

6.57 Proof 
6.59 0.326 nF 
6.61 (a) 1 nC 

(b) 5.25 nN 

(b) - d(x + d)ln 2 •x 

6.55 

e1 ln(bla) + e, ln(clb) 
v, x + d v, 

(a) ln2ln~d-, - (x + d)ln 2 a, 

e,,xV0 

6.53 

6.49 
6.51 

47T 6.47 c = --------- 
_e_, _ + _e_1 _ + _e_3 _ 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
d b b 

0.8665 µ,F 

74.5 pF 

6.45 

1.75 
(a) 7.515 nF 
(b) :t 135.27 nC/m2 

3.173 nF 

6.41 
6.43 

2.122 nF 
6 pF 
e0(e,-1)v;a 

2d 
6.39 

Proof 
Proof 
Proof 
Derivation 

6.27 
6.29 
6.31 
6.33 

6.35 
6.37 
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7.33 

7.31 

7.29 

7.27 

7.25 

(a) 
2k" 

a,. p < a 
a 

(b) k,(~ )a.. p > a 

(a) 3p X 103a, A/m2 

(b) 50.265 kA 
(a) 3!.83a, Alm 
(b) 12.3ax + 6.366a, Aim 
µ,,Jb10d +a 

27T d 
(a) Proof 
(b) 1 Wb 

(c) - 2_(zax + xa, +ya,) A/m1 
µ,, 

0.1475 Wb 

7.23 

11.94 a0A/m 

7.1 (a) See text. 
(b) 0.7433ax + 0.382a, + 0.1404a, Alm 

7.3 -0.1592ax + 0.1592a, 
7.5 Proof 
7.7 (a) 28.47la,mA/m 

(b) 13(-ax + ay) mA/m 
(c) -5.lax + l.7a, mA/m 
(d) 5.lax + l.7a, mA/m 

7.9 (a) -0.6792a, Alm 
(b) 0.1989a,A/m 
(c) 0.1989(ax + a,) Alm 

7.11 (a) 1.964 a, Alm 
(b) 1.78 a, Alm 
(c) -0.1178a, Alm 
(d) -0.3457ax - 0.3165a, + 0.1798a,A/m 

7.13 Proof 
7.15 (a) 1.36 a,A/m 

(b) 0.884 a, Aim 
7.17 -1.47 a, - 49.12 •ymA/m 
7.19 -20 a, Alm 
7.21 (a) Proof 

(b) 11.94 a.; Aim, 
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8-1 -I52.8ax - 170.4a, - 189.6a,mN 
8.3 (a) -0.05a, - 0.25a,N 

(b) sos, + 250a, Vim 
8.5 (0.2419, 1, 1.923), 4.07la, - 2.903a, mis. The particle gyrates in a circle in the 

y = 1 plane with center at (0, I, 19/12). 
8.7 26.67 nC 
8.9 (a) 4ax mNlm (repulsive) 

(b) -4ax mNlm (repulsive) 
(c) 0.72ax + 0.96a, mNlm (attractive) 
(d) -3.28a, + 0.96a, mN/m (attractive due to L2 and repulsive due to L1) 

8.11 -1.559 J 
8.13 J.949a, mNlm 
8.15 0.4a,N 

Proof 

7.53 

7.55 

7.51 

7.49 

Proof 

~(2 cos Oa, + sin Oa,) Wblm2 

20p 40 
(a) --,;:; a>I µ,Alm, - ;:;: a, µ,Alm2 

(b) -400 A 

IA 

7.45 

7.47 

(a) B = (-6xz + 4x'y + 3xz')a, + (y + 6yz-4xy')a, 
+ (y'- z' - 2x'- z)a, Wblm2 

(b) 8Wb 
(c) Proof 

I.OJI Wb 

7.43 

7.41 

7.39 

(a) Neither electrostatic nor magnetostatic field 
(b) Either E-field in a charge-free region or H-field 
(c) Could be magnetostatic field 

µ,, /Lp 
Proof, B = 

41TI_, a, 

tr ,,,.2 
µ:(sin'Trxa,- JOcos'TryaJ Alm, µ:(IOsin'Tryax-cOS'TrxaJ Alm2 

7.35 
7.37 

4.7123 Wb 

CHAPTER 8 
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9.1 0.4738 sin 3771 V 
9.3 -12.S7 cos 104 t A 

9.5 226.2w sin wt V 
9.7 9.888 JLV, point A at higher potential 

8.57 

8.53 
8.55 

8.39 
8.41 
8.43 
8.4S 
8.47 
8.49 
8.51 

8.35 
8.37 

8.29 
8.31 
8.33 

8.27 

8.25 

(17.53a, + 35.0Sa, + 87.66a,) mA/m 
300 a, N, 0.76 a, N.m 
6.24 mN 
(a) 1.193 X 106 Alm 
(b) 1.404 X 10-23 A·m2 

(a) 3.S 
(b) 707.3y a, Aim 
(c) 2.476y a, kA/m 
(d) 2.476 a, kA/m2 

Ip I 
(JL,-1) Z7Ta2aq,. (JL,-1) 7Ta2a, 

1909.86 a, -!336.9a, + 3S8.la, Aim, 8.73° 
0.6366ax -23.87a, + 7.9S7a, kA/m 
(a) 4aP + !Sa.; - Sa, mWb/m2 
(b) 60.68 J/m3, S7.7 J/m3 

JLJ22ar + O.OS62Saq,) Wb/m2 

(a) -Sa, Aim, - 6.28ayJL Wb!m' 
(b) -3Sa,A/m, - llOa,JL Wb/m2 

(c) Sa, Aim, - 6.283a,JL Wb/m2 

Proof 
SO nH/m 
22S nH 
Proof 
2S.13 m) 

313 turns 
(a) 0.llS X 107 At/m, 919 At, 0.8 mWb/m2 

(b) 2.387 X 107 At/m, 19,081A·t,0.8 mWb/m2 

80 Wb, 2.76S x 10-2 Him 
(a) 37 mN 
(b) l.88S µN 
Proof 

8.17 
8.19 
8.21 
8.23 
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(d) D, = 10 cos (k1x)e-1'''a1 

9.41 18.85 rad/m 
9.43 0.1387 cos(3t - 123.7°) 

9.35 Derivation 
9.37 (a) V=constant, E = -A, w cos(wt - {Jz)a, 

(b) fl= wv;:;, 
9.39 (a) A5 = Se -P00 ax+ 3ei300ay 

(b) B = ~,-J<i.,+90'la 
' p p 

(c) cs = cos(} e-j(3r+9oo)az 
r 

w = 27T x 108 - l2fJ sin 8 cos(wt - {Jr)a , 
we0r q, 

9.33 

9.31 

60fJ 
(a) -60 X 10-12cos(l09t - {Jz)a,C/m1,-µ; X l0-11cos(l09t- flz)a1Alm 

(b) 14.91 radlm 
Proof 

9.29 

9.27 

9.25 

9.23 

- JOO sin(27T X 103t) Alm1 

v x E = - aB , v x H = ao at at 
, aE a'E 

V- E = µ<I at + µe iif 
e,E,cos(wt - {Jz)a, C/m2 

_fJE, cos(wt - {Jz)a, Wblm2 
w 

{JE, ( ) 
- J..LoW cos wt - ,Bz ay Alm 

4.421 x 10-2 
p sin(lO" -kz)ar Alm2 

2.Sk 
--cos(lO" - kz)aq,Alm 
21Tp 

k = 0.333 

9.21 

9_9 -1.8 v 
9.11 0.97 m V 
9.13 6.33 A, counterclockwise 
9.15 277.8 Alm1, 77.78 mA 
9.17 (a) 0.444 x 10-3 

(b) 5.555 

(c) 7.2 x 10-• 
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10.7 (a) 1.5 
(b) 3.75 x 10-2 

(c) 74.07 
10.9 30.47° 
10.11 (a) 5 X 105 mis 

(b) 5 m 
(c) 0.796 m 
(d) 0.4443 < 45° {1 

10.13 -3.858e-100' cos(27r X 1091 - 200x + 26.S?°)a, Vim 

10.3 (a) 108 radis 
(b) 0.333 radim 
(c) 18.85 m 
(d) Along -a, 
(e) -0.1665 Alm 

I 0.5 Derivations 

FIGURE E.1 Foe Problem 10.1(c). 

,,~ I 
o~ 

-25 
t = T/4 

t = T/8 1=0 

l LJ o'\3r 
-25 

:kP 12 x 

-25 

10.1 (a) along a, 
(b) 1 us, 1.047 m, 1.047 X 106 mis 
(c) SeeFigureE.l. 

CHAPTER10 
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FIGURE E.2 For Problem 10.lS(b). 

JOO 

200 

~ 100 

5 
" -e , 
~ -100 < 

-200 

-JOO 
-3 -2 -I 

Time t (ns) 

(b) 207.61 fl 
(c) 12.137 kHz 

10.29 1.038 kHz 
10.31 2.94 X 10-'m 

10.33 (a) Linearly polarized along a, 
(b) 10 MHz 
(c) 205.18 
(d) -0.456 sin(27T X 1071 - 3y)ax Alm 

10.25 

10.23 

10.21 

10.19 

l0.17 

10.15 (a) l.9S X 109 rad/s, 0.9667 m 
(b) See Figure E.2. 
(c) 0.5305 cos(wt - 6.Sz)a, mA/m 
(a) along - n-direction 
(b) 7.162 X 10-1° F/m 
(c) 1.074 sin(2 x 108 + 6x)a, Vim 
(a) 1.0472 rad/m 
(b) x,~0,3,6,9,l2m 
(c) -132.63 sin(l087Tt - l.0472x)ar µ,Alm 

6(3 8(3 
(a) µ,w sin(wt - (3z)ax + µ,w cos(wt - (3z)a, 

(b) 1.777 rad/m, 3.536 m, 177.72 fl, l.4l42 x l08 mis 
(a) 5.662 Vim 
(b) 5.212 dB 
(c) 36.896 L3.365° fl 
(a) No, non conducting 
(b) No, non conducting 
(c) Yes, conducting 

10.27 (a) 2.287 fl 
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10.59 
10.61 

10.57 

10.55 

10.53 

10.51 

10.49 

10.47 

(a) 2.828 X 108 rad/s, 0.225 sin(wt - 2z)a• Alm 
p 

(b) .; sin2(wt - 2z)a, W Im' 
p 

(c) 11.46 W 
12 X 109rad/s, -7.539 sin(wt - 40x)ay -3.775 sin(wt - 40x)a,kVlm, 

94.23ax kW/m2 

Proof 

(a) VJ, a, 
41Tp2 1n(b I a) 
I 

(b) 2V,I, 

(a) - l/3, 213, 2 
(b) -JO cos(wt + z)a, Vim, 26.53 cos(wt + z)a, mA/m 
(a) -1.508 sin(wt + 5x)a, + 0.503 sin(wt + 5x)a,kV Im 
(b) 2.68ax kW/m2 

(c) 2 
(a) 3 X 108 rad/s 
(b) 2 
(c) -26.53 cos(3 X 108t + z)a, mA/m 
(d) l.061a, W/m2 

0.9413, 0.0587 
(a) 9 X l08rad/s 
(b) 2.094 m 
(c) 6.288, l6.71L40.47° fl 
(d) E, = 9.35 sin(wt - 3z + I 79.7)•x Vim 

E, = 0.857e43·94' sin(9 X I08t + 51.48z + 38.89°)•x Vim 

10.45 

10.43 

10.35 (a) circular polarization 
(b) elliptical polarization 

10.37 (a) elliptically polarized. 
(b) -159.2 sin(wt - f3z)•x + 106 cos(wt - f3z)aymA!m 

10.39 (a) linearly polarized 
(b) elliptically polarized 
(c) linearly polarized 

10.41 (a) 5.76 
(b) 157.1 fl 
(c) 1.25 X 108 mis 

(d) 0.955 cos(!09t + 8x)ayAlm 
(e) -143.25 cos2(109t + Bxla, Wlm2 

(a) ~1-sin 8e-1''aq, Alm 
121Tr 

(b) 28.67 mW 
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0.0354 !1/m, 50.26 nH/m, 221 pF/m, 0 Sim 
Proof 
0.2342 pF, 1.4 X 10·2 n 
(a) Proof 

(b) fI [1+1(~ - _B._)] \JC 2wC 2wL 

0.2305 !1/m, 0.3316 µHim, 0.1326 nF/m, 92.2 µSim 
(a) 644.3 - )97 n, (5.41S + )33.96) x 10"3/mi 
(b) 1.85 X 105 mils 
(c) 18S.02 mi 
0.46 mm 
0.65S µHim, 59.4 pF/m, !OS n 
(a) 0.2898 + )3.278/m, 2.3 x 108 mis, 69 n 
(b) 5.S54 m 
(c) 0.3051 m 
(I + }10) X 10-3/m, 6.283 x 106 mis 

SS.12 + j45.8S n, 0.1783 us 
s7.44 + J48.82 n 
0.0136 Np/m, 38.94 rad/m, 129.I - j0.045 0, 6.4S2 X 107 mis 

113 + J2.726 n 

0.33 - JO.IS, 0.SS71 - )0.6266 

3S.71 mm 

Discussion 

10.63 e,, = 19.47°, e,, = 28.13° 
10.65 0.8146L 174.4° 
10.67 Proof 
10.69 1.235, 258 MHz, 

0.491[(12.6 + j16.8)ax + (10.2 + j13.6)a, - 8.59a,je·J3.4x + 4.2y mA/m 

10.71 Proof 
10.73 (a) 8; = 36.87° 

(b) 106.la, + 79.58a, mW/m2 

(c) E, = -(l.518a, + 2.024a,)sin(wt + 4y - 3z), 
E, = (1.879a, - 5.968a,)sin(wt - 9.539y - 3z) Vim 

(a) 83.66° 
(b) 6.34° 

10.75 

10.77 
10.79 
10.81 

CHAPTER 11 

I I.I 
11.3 
11.5 
11.7 

11.9 
I I.II 

11.13 
11.15 
11.17 

11.19 
11.21 
11.23 
11.25 
11.27 
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FIGURE E.3 For Problem 11.31. 

11.29 (a) j29.375fl, 5.75Ll02° V 
(b) )40 fl, 12.62L0° V 
(c) -)3471.88, 22.74L0° V 
(d) -jl8.2fl, 6.607Ll80°V 

11.31 (a) 1/6 
(b) 1.2 + )0.8 
(c) 0.6 - )2.4 
See Figure E.3 for locations on the Smith chart. 

11.33 (0.2 - j0.4)20 

11.35 26.13 + )44.23 fl 
11.37 196.03 - )109.82 fl 
11.39 (a) 0.475L42° 

(b) 2.8 
(c) 27.5 + )32.5 fl 
(d) at 0.05833A 
(e) same as in (d), that is, 0.05833A 

11.41 7.4 - )4.4 mS 
11.43 16 - )22 mS 
11.45 (a) 0.5543L25°, 296 fl, 21.622 fl 

(b) 184 + )124 fl, 3.7, 38.4 + )60.8 fl 
(c) 32,n.m<> and 22,n. min 

11.47 (a) 0.47141. 
(b) s = 00, fi = 1Ll06.26° 

11.49 (a) 24.5 fl 
(b) 55.33 fl, 67.74 fl 

11.51 10.25 w 
11.53 20 + )15 mS, - )10 mS, 6.408 + )5.189 mS,jlO mS, 2.461 + )5.691 mS 
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Mode fo(GHz) 

T£o1 9.901 
TE10 4.386 
TE11 10.829 
TE,, 19.802 
TE22 21.66 

TM11 10.829 

™12 20.282 
™21 13.228 

TABLE E.1 For Problem 12.3. 

12.1 (a) 2.5 GHz 
(b) 7 TE modes and 2 TM modes 

12.3 See Table E. l. 

14 

1 ~··· 

-20mA 

60mA 

CHAPTER 12 

11.69 
11.71 
11.73 

11.67 

11.57 
I 1.59 
I 1.61 
11.63 
11.65 

(a) 34.2 + j4 LHl 
(b) 0.38A, 0.473A 
(c) 2.65 
0.0723A, 0.4093A 
2.11, 1.764 GHz, 0.357 L ~445°, 70 ~ j40 fl 
See Figure E.4. 
9.57 v 
17.6 V, 600 m 
v, 
2 

2.52 mm 
138.49 11 
13.98 dB 

I 1.55 

FIGURE E.4 For Problem 11.61. 

119 

::::d'.3/ 
r(µs) 12 r(µs) 14 & ~ ..!.:?. .. 

I ~i_.v 
-3 v 

V(O.r) 9Y 

---i ~..:i4V o onoy 

~ 

216.05 
220mA 215.5 mA 
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12.41 Proof 

12.43 a = b = c = 7.071 cm 

12.45 (a) 2.5{ +sin 307rxcos 307rya, + cos 307Tx sin 307rya,} sin 6 X 109 -m: Alm 
(b) Proof 

12.47 f,110,f,toi.f"'''' andj,111 

12.49 Optical fibers offer total EMI isolation because they neither emit nor pick up EM 
waves. 

Proof, 12.37 
jwe J;2 (mr!b)E, sin(m7rx!a) cos(n7ry!b) cos(p7rz!c) Alm, 

I hl (n7r!b)(p7r!c)E, sin(m7rx/a) cos(n7ry/b) cosi p-n zl c) Alm 

12.39 (a) 9.014 GHz 
(b) 7571 

12.35 

12.31 

12.33 

12.27 

12.29 

12.25 

12.23 

12.17 

12.19 

12.21 

12.13 

12.15 

12.9 

12.11 

A design could be a = 9 mm, b = 3 mm. 

(a) 3 cm, 1.25 cm, 
(b) 10, 12, 13 GHz 
(c) 8.67 GHz 

2.325 us 
(a) 5.391 GHz 
(b) 2.62 X 108 mis 
(c) 4.368 cm 

375.I fl, 1.5 mW 

(a) TE23 

(b) }400.7 Im 
(c) 9853 fl 
Proof 

2.009 X 108 mis, 1.792 x 108 mis 

(a) 1.193 
(b) 0.8381 

wµ.{3a2 z . z ( ) ~H0sm -n ylb az 

(a) 0.012682 Np/rn, 0.0153 Np/m 
(b) 0.02344 Np/m, 0.0441 Np/m 

6.5445 m 

(a) 2.165 X 10-2 Np/m 
(b) 4.818 x 10-3 Np/m 

0.1339 dB/m 

199.94 rad/m, 1.481 X 10-2 Np/m, 2.183 X 10-2 Np/rn, 2.357 X 108 mis, 
1.689 X 108 mis, 5 cm 

Proof 

12.5 

12.7 
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cos (3; cos e) 
(c) l = .3.Ac, f(O) = ~~~~ 

2 sine 

FIGURE E.S(a) For Problem 13.9(b). 180 

( ) 
cos(7rcos0) + 1 

(b) For I= A,f 0 = sinO 

13.7 1.447 w 
13.9 (a) Proof 

13.1 
501)/3 
µ,sin(wt - /3r) (sin </>a0 +cos 0 cos </>a0) V/m 

-50 
µ:;:-/3 sin(wt - /3r) (sin <P•o - cos e cos <P•.l Alm 

13.3 1.047 V/m, 2.778 mA/m 
13.5 (a) Proof 

(bl e = 0.051' 

CHAPTER 13 

12.51 17 modes 

12.53 9.0678 mW 
12.55 76.98 km 
12.57 Discussion 
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13.11 (a) 65.22 m 
(b) 0.8333 m 
(c) 0.9375 m 
(d) 0.125 m 

13.13 (a) 9.071 mA 
(b) 0.25mW 

13.15 (a) 1.26 mf1 
(b) 1.575 w 
(c) 1.933% 

13.17 33.3% 
13.19 87.270 

FIGURE E-S(c) For Problem 13.9(d). 180 

( ) 
cos e sin(27T cos e) 

( d) For I = 2A, f 8 = sin e 

FIGURE E-S(b) For Problem 13.9(c) 180 
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(b) 
180 

FIGURE E.6 For Problem 13.35 (c) 
180 

(a) 
180 

13.21 8 sin e cos ¢, 8 
13.23 Proof 
13.25 (a) 1.5 sin20 

(b) l.5 
A' 

(c) -l.5sin20 
41T 

(d) 0.927 fl 
13.27 (a) 0.5333, l.875 

(b) 0.5493, 9.7092 
(c) 0.333, 6 

13.29 4.712 
13.31 0.889 w 

13.33 2 sine cos(± 1T cos e) 
13.35 See Figure E.6. 
13.37 See Figure E.7. 
13.39 7.162 x 10~3 m' 

13.41 115.384 dB 
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FIGURE E.8 For Problem 14.1. 

FIGURE E.7 For Problem 13.37. 
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270 

13.43 21.29 pW 
13.45 19 dB 
13.47 272.1 pW 
13.49 1.038 kW 
13.51 Proof 
13.53 109.54 dB 

CHAPTER 14 

14.1 See Figure E.8. 
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FIGURE E.8 For Problem 14.15. 

i' 1c_,...~""'~ 
t'.1 
' 

14.13 V1 = 10.97, V2 = 26.25, V3 = 44.06, V4 = 17.97, V5 =II.OS, 
v, = 26.28, v, = 44.07 v 

14.15 The numerical and analytical solutions are plotted in Figure E.9. 

(b) 
-4 V1 -30 

-4 I v, -15 
1 -4 v, -30 

-4 v, -7.5 
-4 v, 

-4 v, -7.S 
0 0 -4 v, 0 
0 I -4 v, 0 

[AJ [BJ 

(a) 

li l'·j l ~woj 
-4 v, -100 

I -4 v, = -100 
-4 v, -100 

I -4 I v, 0 
0 -4 v1 o 

[AJ [BJ 

14.11 

4V, ~ si{~~) sinh (:1-?) 4 V, ~ sin(:'~) sinh ( ~~) 
(a) - L. +- L. 

7T n e odd nsinh(n7T) 1T IJ=odd nsinh(n7T) 
(b) 25 v 

14.9 

14.3 (a) 10.117, 1.56 
(b) 10.113, l.S06 

14.5 Proof 

14.7 v1 = 39.93, v, = 34.97, v, = 24.96, v. = 19.98 v 
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14.23 Proof 
14.25 (a) (1.5, 0.5) along 12 and (0.9286, 0.9286) along 13 

(b) 56.67 v 

[ o.ssoz -0.2083 ~oo;,. l 
-0.2083 1.5333 -1.2 -0.125 

14.27 
0 -1.2 1.4083 -0.2083 

-0.6719 -0.125 -0.2083 1.0052 

[ """' -0.667 
~o "" l 

14.29 
-0.6667 1.4583 -0.375 -0.4167 

0 -0.375 0.625 -0.25 
-0.1667 -0.4167 -0.25 0.833 

14.31 3, 0 

30.458 
30.681 
30.807 
30.905 

109.51 
108.71 
108.27 
107.93 

IO 

20 
40 
100 

z; (.!l) C(pf/m) N 

TABLE E.3 Foe Problem 14.21(b) 

(b) For numerical result, see Table E.3. 

40.486 

41.197 
41.467 
41.562 

82.386 
80.966 
80.438 
80.025 

10 
20 
40 
100 

Z0(H) C(pf/m) N 

TABLE E.2 Foe Problem 14.21(a) 

14.17 V = 12.47 mV, E = -0.3266 a,+ l.1353a1 + l.6331a, mV/m 
14.19 100 fl 
14.21 (a) Exact C = 80.26 pF/m, Z0 = 41.56 fl; for numerical solution, see Table E.2. 
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14.35 V1 = V3 = V4 = V6 = 35.71 V, V, = V5 = 42.85 
14.37 40.587 fl 
14.39 92.01, 74.31, 82.87, 53.72, 61.78, 78.6, 30.194, 36.153, 53.69 v 

Node no. FEM Solution Exact Solution 

3.633 3.412 
5.882 5.521 

10 5.882 5.521 

II 3.635 3.412 
14 8.659 8.217 
15 14.01 13.30 
16 14.01 13.30 
17 8.659 8.217 
20 16.99 16.37 
21 27.49 26.49 
22 27.49 26.49 
23 16.99 16.37 
26 31.81 31.21 
27 51.47 50.5 
28 51.47 50.5 
29 31.81 31.21 

TABLE E.4 For Problem 14.33. 

14.33 See Table E.4. 
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867 

Degenerate modes, 649 
Del operator, 67 
Determinant, 15 
Diamagnetism, 360 
Dielectric breakdown, 189 

Coaxial cable, 247, 302 
Colatitude, 34 
Compatibility equations, 423 
Computational electromagnetics (CEM), 732 

CONSOL, 796 
CST, 797 
FEKO, 794 

Complex permittivity, 467 
Components, 6 
Conduction current, 178 
Conductivity, 175 
Conductor, 179 

good type of, 4 71 
Conservation of charge, 194 
Conservation of magnetic flux, 309 
Conservative field, 91, 140, 145 
Constant-coordinate surfaces, 42 
Constitutive equations, 424 
Continuity equation, 194, 423 
Convection current, 178 
Coulomb, C. A., 108, 110 
Coulomb (unit), 110 
Coulomb's law, 110 
Critical angle, 655 
Cross product, 13 
Crosstalk, 592 
Curie temperature, 361 
Curl, 80 
Curl-free vector, 91 
Current, 176 
Current density, 176, 177 
Current reflection coefficient, 549 
Cutoff frequency, 62 l 
Cutoff wavelength, 621 
Cylindrical capacitor, 247 
Cylindrical coordinates, 30 Capacitance, 224 

Capacitors, 244 
Cartesian coordinates, 30 
Characteristic impedance, 541, 542 
Charged sphere, 135 
Circular polarization, 481 
Circulation, 64 
Closed form solution, 733 

Band matrix method, 7 44, 775 
Battery, 409 
Biot, ]. B., 286 
Biot-Savart's law, 288, 316 
Bonding, 715 
Bounce diagram, 576 
Bound surface current density, 359 
Boundary conditions, 196, 364 
Boundary-value problems, 219 
Brewster angle, 503 

ABET, 28 
Acceptance angle, 655 
Admittance chart, 559 
Ampere, A. M., 286 
Ampere's circuit law, 299, 316 
Angle of incidence, 499 
Angle of reflection, 50 l 
Angle of transmission, 501 
Angular frequency, 457 
Antenna arrays, 695 

binomial type of, 704 
broadside type of, 698 
end-fire type of, 699 
textile type of, 717 

Antenna patterns, 687 
Antennas, 671 
Array factor, 696 
Attenuation, 591, 636, 637, 656 
Attenuation constant, 465, 541, 588, 637 
Atom, 185 
Azimuthal angle, 31, 34 
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Gauss, C. F., 56 
Gauss-Otrogradsky theorem, 76 
Gauss law, 130, 309 

application of, 132 

Far field, 675 
Faraday, M., 406, 408 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 713 
Ferromagnetism, 361 
Field, 5 
Field pattern, 687 
Field plotting, 734 
Finite difference method (FDM), 74 
Finite element method (FEM), 767 
Finite elements, 767 
Filamentary conductor, 292 
Filtering, 717 
Fixed node, 742 
Free nodes, 742 
Flux, 64 
Flux linkage, 369 
Force, 337, 340, 383 

on current element, 338 
on magnetic materials, 382 

Free space, 469 
Frequency, 458 
Fresnel's equations, 503, 505 
Friis transmission formula, 707 

Electrostatic energy, 153 
Electrostatic energy density, 154 
Electrostatic field, 675 
Electrostatic screening, 200 
Element coefficient matrix, 770 
ELFEXT, 592 
Elliptical polarization, 482 
EM, see Electromagnetics 
EM applications, 3 
EM devices, 3, 174 
Equilibrium equations, 424 
Equipotential surface/line, 150 
ESD, see Electrstatic discharge 
Ethics, 2 
External inductance, 371 

e-fibers, 717 
Effective area, 705 
Effective relative permittivity, 587 
Electric field intensity, 112 
Electric flux, 129 
Electric flux density, 128, 129 
Electric flux lines, 150 
Electric force, 110, 33 7 
Electric potential, 139 
Electric susceptibility, 188 
Electrical length, 548 
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), 712 
Electromagnetic interference (EM!), 712 
Electromagnetics, 3 

career in, 174 
Electrometer, 193 
Electromotive force (emf), 408 
Electrostatics, 109 

applications of, 109 
Electrostatic discharge, 157, 160 

Dielectric constant, 189 
high values of, 205 

Dielectric material, 190 
lossless type, 469 
lossy type, 462 

Dielectric strength, 189 
Dielectrics, 175 
Differential displacement, 57, 59, 60 
Differential normal surface area, 58, 59, 61 
Differential volume, 58, 59, 61 
Diffusion equation, 451 
Dipole moment, 149 
Directional derivative, 71 
Directive gain, 689 
Directivity, 689 
Dispersion, 657 
Dispersion relation, 499 
Displacement current, 420 
Displacement current density, 419 
Distance vector, 8 
Divergence, 73 
Divergence theorem, 76 
Dominant mode, 625, 649 
Dot product, 12 
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Kirchhoff's current law, 194 

Joule's law, 181 

Magnetic boundary conditions, 364 
Magnetic circuits, 380 
Magnetic dipole, 351 
Magnetic dipole moment, 350, 35 l 
Magnetic energy, 3 72 
Magnetic flux density, 307 
Magnetic flux lines, 307 
Magnetic force, 338 
Magnetic levitation, 387-389 
Magnetic moment, 352, 357 
Magnetic polarization density, 359 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 336 
Magnetic scalar potential, 310 
Magnetic susceptibility, 359 
Magnetization, 357 
Magnetization curve, 362 
Magnetization volume current density, 359 
Magnetomotive force, 380 
Magnetostatics, 287 
Magnitude, 6 
MATLAB, 826 

Impedance chart, 559 
Inductance, 369 
Inductive field, 675 
Inductor, 369 
Initial-value problem, 341 
Input impedance, 548 
Insertion loss, 717 
Instantaneous form, 429 
Insulators, 175, 176 
Integral equation, 756 
Internal inductance, 371 
Intrinsic impedance, 464, 470 
lrrotational, 91, 145 
Iteration method, 774 
Isolated magnetic charge, 308 
Isolated sphere, 248 
Isotropic antenna, 689 
Iteration method, 744 

Half-wave dipole, 677 
Hall effect, 389 
Harmonic field, 88 
Head-to-tail rule, 7 
Heating, 513 
Helmholtz, H. V., 454 
Helmholtz coil, 330 
Helmholtz's equation, 463 
Helmholtz's theorem, 92 
Hertz, H. R., 422, 454 
Hertzian dipole, 673 
Hysteresis, 362 
Hysteresis loop, 363, 441 

Laplace, P. S., 218 
Laplace's equation, 88, 220, 744, 786 
Laplacian, 88 
Lattice diagram, see Bounce diagram 
Law of refraction, 199 
Lenz's law, 409 
Lightning, 318 
Lightning rod, 319 
Line, see Transmission line, 

distortionless type of, 543 
lossless type of, 542 
matched type of, 551 
open-circuited type of, 551 
shorted type of, 551 

Line current, 290, 300 
Line charge, 118, 133 
Line integral, 64 
Line parameters, 536 
Linear polarization, 481 
Loop antenna, 682 
Lorentz force equation, 338 
Lorenz condition, 426 
Loss tangent, 466 

Gaussian surface, 132, 136 
Global coefficient matrix, 772 
Gradient, 69 
Gradient operator, 67 
Grounding, 715 
Group velocity, 634 
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Radar, 513, 708 
monostatic type of, 710 
bistatic type of, 710 

Radar cross section, 709 
Radar range equation, 710 
Radar transmission equation, 710 
Radiation, 671 
Radiation efficiency, 691 
Radiation intensity, 688 
Radiation pattern, 688 

Quality factor, 649 
Quarter-wave monopole antenna 
Quarter-wave transformer, 567 

Permittivity, 189 
of free space, 110 

Phase constant, 457, 465, 541 
Phase-matching conditions, 501 
Phase velocity, 634 
Phaser, 427 
Phasor form, 429 
Plane of incidence, 499 
Point charge, 132 
Poisson, S. D., 218 
Poisson's equation, 220, 317, 742 
Polarization, 185, 471, 480, 501, 504 
Polarizing angle, 503 
Polywells, 319 
Position vector, 7 
Potential diference, 139 
Potential, 140 

time-varying type of, 425 
Potential field, 91 
Power, 181, 484 
Power gain, 690, 691 
Power loss, 690 
Power pattern, 687 
Poynting vector, 484, 485, 636 
Poynting's theorem, 485 
Product solution, 232, 615, 665 
Propagation, 634 
Propagation constant, 463, 541 
Propagation vector, 499 

Parallel-plate capacitor, 246 
Parallelogram rule, 7 
Paramagnetism, 361 
Pattern multiplication, 696 
Penetration depth, 472 
Period, 458 
Permanent flux density, 362 
Permeability, 360 

of free space, 307 

Oersted, H. C., 287 
Ohm's law, 178, 180 
Ohmic resistance, 690 
Optical fiber, 652 

advantages of, 652 
Optical nanocircuits, 441 
Optical metatronics, 442 
Orthogonal system, 29 

Net outward flux, 65, 73 
NEXT, 592 
Nomagnetic materials, 360 
Numerical aperture, 653 

Matching, 567, 568 
Maxwell, ). C., 406 
Maxwell's equations, 131, 146, 299, 309, 407, 419, 

422, 431, 462, 484, 614, 616 
Medium velocity, 634 
Memristor, 440 
Mems, 269, 612 
Memresistance, 441 
Metal, 176 
Metamaterials, 594, 595, 658 
Method of images, 260 
Microstrip lines, 266, 586 
Microwave, 511 
Microwave imaging, 595 
Millimeter wave technology, 516 
Moment method, 755 
Monopole, 150 
Motional emf, 411 
Multimode propagation, 653 
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Vector, 4, 5 
addition of, 6 
multiplication of, 11 
subtraction of, 6 

Vector analysis, 4 
Vector calculus, 57 
Vector component, 16 
Vector magnetic potential, 310, 316 
Vector product, 13 
Voltage reflection coefficient, 548, 549 
Volume charge, 121 

Uniform field, 8 
Uniform plane wave, 471 
Uniqueness theorem, 22 l, 222 
Unit vector, 6 

Torque, 349 
Transformer emf, 411 
Transients, 574 
Transmission coefficient, 490, 528 
Transmission lines, 535 
Transverse electric (TE) modes, 618, 623, 649 
Transverse electromagnetic (TEM), 471, 538, 

539, 618 
Transverse magnetic (TM) modes, 618, 647 

Smart antennas, 670 
Smith chart, 554 
Snell's law, 50 I 
Solenoidal field, 90 
Solid angle, 689 
Spectrum, 459 
Standing wave, 491 
Standing wave ratio (SWR), 493, 549 
Stokes, G. G., 56 
Stokes's theorem, 83 
Superconductor, 176 
Superposition principle, 112, 141, 236 
Surface current density, 640 
Surface charge, 120 
Surface integral, 64 
SWR circles, 557 
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S-parameters, 514 
Satellite, 513 
Scalar, 4, 5 
Scalar component, 16 
Scalar product, 12 
Self-inductance, 370 
Semiconductor, l 76 
Separation of variables, 232, 241, 615 
Shape functions, 769 
Sheet of charge, 121, 134 
Sheet of current, 300 
Shielding, 716 
Shielding effectiveness, 716 
Single-stub tuner, 568 
Skin depth, 472, 474 
Skin effect, 4 73 
Skin resistance, 474, 588 
Slotted line, 569 

Radiation resistance, 676 
Radio frequency identification (RFID), 206, 719 
Radius vector, 7 
Reactance circle, 557 
Reflection coefficient, 490, 528, 555, 576 
Reflection of wave 

at normal incidence, 488 
at oblique incidence, 499 

Refractive index, 50 I, 655 
Relative permeability, 360 
Relative permittivity, 189 
Relaxation time, 195 
Reluctance, 381 
Resistance, 180, 243 

AC type, 474 
DC type, 474 

Resistance circle, 556 
Resonant frequency, 648 
Resonant wavelength, 648 
Retarded current, 674 
Retarded electric scalar potential, 427 
Retarded magnetic scalar potential, 427 
Retarded time, 427 
Return loss, 591 
Right-hand rule, 289 
Right· handed screw rule, 14, 289 



Zeeman effect, 336 

Waveguides, 613 
rectangular type of, 614 

Wavelength, 458, 541 
Work done, 139, 152 

Wave, 455, 456 
amplitude of, 457 
phase of, 457 

Wave equation, 426, 463, 464, 541 
Wave number, 457, 466, 499 
Wave velocity, 456, 541 
Waveguide resonators, 646 
Waveguide wavelength, 634 
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Uppercase lowercase Name Uppercase Lowercase Name 

A Alpha N Nu 
B /3 Beta = Xi 
r y Gamma 0 Omicron 
~ 8 Delta n Pi 
E Epsilon p Rho 
z Zeta l o, < Sigma 
H ~ Eta T Tau 
e 8 Theta y Upsilon 
I lota <I> <I> Phi 
K Kappa x x Chi 
A Lambda "' " Psi 
M µ. Mu n Omega 

THE GREEK ALPHABET 

Power Prefix Symbol 

]OH yotta y 
1021 zetta z 
1018 E 
1015 pet a p 
1012 rera T 
10' gig a G 
10' mega M 
103 kilo k 
10' hecto 
IO' deka da 
10-1 deci d 
w-2 centi 
10-J milli 
10-.s micro µ. 
w-9 
10-11 pico 
10-15 femto 
10-18 atto 
10-21 zepto 
10-24 yocto 

POWERS OF TEN 



•p pa; a, 

V X A=.!:_ _il_ s. 
P ap d</! az 

Ar pA• A, 

1 a 1 aA. aA. 
V ·A =pap (pA.) + f;a;j; + az- 

= APaP + A,pa.p + Azaz 

av 1 av av 
= ap •p + p aq, ••+a;•, vv 

A 

Cylindrical Coordinates (p, ¢, z) 

V2V 

= [aA, - aA']•, + [aA, - aA,l· + [aA)' - DA,]·- 
~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ • 

a2v a'v a'v 
= ax' + a; + az' 

a, •y a, 

VXA= a 
ax ay oz 
A, A" A, 

V A 

= A,«, + Ayay + A;;<iz 

av av av 
= ax ax + Qy ay + i)z a~ 

= aA, + aA, + aA, 
ax ay az 

A 

Cartesian Coordinates (x, y, z) 

VECTOR DERIVATIVES 



v-v = _l_i_(,i av)+ _l_i_(sinlJ av)+ _1_a'v 
r2 or or r2 sin I} ae ae r2sin21J o</>2 

1 [a aA,] +- -(rA) - - a r or • ae <I> 

1 [ a . aA,] 1 [ 1 aA, a ] =-- -(A smlJ)-- a+- -----(rA) a r sin I} ae <I> o</> ' r sin I} o</> or <I> • 

a, rao (rsin IJ) a<I> 

VXA=-1- a a a 
r'sinlJ or se a<1> 

A, rA9 (rsin IJ) A<I> 

A = A,a, + A9a9 + Aq,aq, 

vv = av a + _!_av a + _1 _av a 
or ' r ae ' r sin I} o</> <I> 
1 a 1 a . 1 aA0 V·A=--(r'A)+---(A smlJ)+--- r' or r rsinlJ ae 0 rsinlJ o</> 

Spherical Coordinates (r, IJ, </>) 

VECTOR DERIVATIVES cont. 
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